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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
3770 Technical Training Group (ATC)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 76311

FOREWORD

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION J3ABR54532 001
(PDS Code 4CC)
3 January 1984

1. PURPOSE. This publication is the plan of instruction (POI) when the pages
listed on page A are bound into a single volume The POI contains the qualita-
tive requirements for Course J3ABR54532 001, Heating Systems Specialist, in
terms of ,:riterion objectives for each unit of instruction and shows time,
training standard correlation, and support materials and guidance. When
separated into units of instruction, it becomes the lesson plan/Part 1. This
POI was developed according to AFR 50-8, Instructional Systems Development
(ISO), and ATCR 52-6, Curricula DocumenteAtion.

2. COURSE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION. The instructional design for this course is
Group/Lock/Step. This course trains selected Air Force maintenance personnel
to perform duties described in AFR 39-1 for Heating Systems Specialist AFSC
54532. Training includes the use of AF publications and forms, and commercial
manuals related to the identification, location, function, installation, opera-
tion, servicing, repair and maintenance of heating equipment, plants and
systems. The course also includes boiler water testing and treatment and solar
heating.

3. REFERENCES. This POI is based on Specialty Training Standard 545X2,
December 1981, Change 1, November 1983, and Course Chart J3ABR54532 001,
1 December 1983.

FOR THE COMMANDER

VID , Colonel, USAF
Commander, 3770 Technical Training Group

bupersedes Plan of Instruction J3ABR54532 001, 5 July 1983.
OPR: 3770 Technical Training Group
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on Page A



POI J3ABR54532 001 Changed 11 May 1984

WRITE-IN CHANGES

BLOCK

III

PAGE ACTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: 22 May 84

4 Change objective 21 to read "Given AFM 85-12 and
instructions, locate information on maintenance
and inspection of heating equipment with instructor
assistance."

Underline STS element 4c.

9 On objective 4c, delete STS element 4c.

11 Change objective 41 to read "Given information,
blueprints, drawings and symbols, interpret blue-
prints and drawings by answering 70% of questions
correctly.

33 Change objective 2a to read "Given step-by-step
procedures, troubleshoot electrical controls on a
warm air furnace trainer with instructor assistance."

Delete STS element 9a(8) on objectfie 2a.

Delete teaching steps on objective 2a.

IV 49 On objective 4b, delete "10 out of 12" and add
"80% of the"

V 61 Change objective 4a to read "Given procedures,
remove a boiler from service, drain, flush and
fill boiler and check boiler for proper operation,
with instructor assistance."

V 63 Hours for unit 5 should be 12.5/3

VI 68 On objective lh, add STS element 9a(81.
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. POI J3ABR54532 001 Changed 27 August 1984

WRITE-AN CHANGES

BLOCK PAGE

3

3

3

3

4

5

10

10

10

11

13

13

II 25

33

III 33

IV 53

IV 53

ACTION

Objective
answering

Objective
answering

Objective
answcring

Objective
answering

Objective
answering

2a, change
2 out of 3

2h, change
6 out of 8

2c, change
4 out of 6

2d, change
6 out of 9

2h, change
4 out of 6

Effective Date: 14 September 1984

standard to read
questions."

standard to read
questions.

standard to read
questions."

standard to read
questions."

standard to read
questions."

"by correctly

"by correctly

"by correctly

"by correctly

"by correctly

Under Student Instructional Materials, add AFM 85-12,
Vols I and II.(See Instructor Reference Materials)

Objective 4f, change standard to read "by correctly
answering 6 out of 8 questions."

Objective 4h, change standard to read "by correctly
answering 6 out of 8 questions.

Objective 4j, change standard to read "by correctly
answering 80% of the questions."

Objective
answering

Objective
answering

Objective
answering

41, change
5 out of 7

5b, clumge
2 out of 3

5c, change
2 out of 3

standard to read
questions."

standard to read
questions."

standard to read
questions."

"by correctly

"by correctly

"by correctly

Objective 5c, change standard to read "by correctly
identifying the ampern.crn characteristics of 3 out of
4 electrical devices.

Objective 2c . change time in column 2 to (2.5/1).

Objective 2b, change time in column 2 to (2.5/1).

Objective
answering

Objective
answering

5c, change
3 out of 4

5e, change
6 out of 8

iii

standard to
questions."

standard to
nuestions."

read "by correctly

read "by correctly



BLOCK

V

VI

VI

VIII

PAGE

57

ACTION

Objective 2b, change standard to read "by
answering 2 out of 3 questions."

67 Objective lb, change standard to read "by
identifying 10 out of 14 components."

71 Objective 2b, change standard to read "by
answering 4 out of 5 questions."

101 Objective 6a, change standard to read "by
answering 5 out of 7 questions."

iv 8

correctly

correctly

correctly

correctly



POI J3ABR54532 001, Changed 20 September 1985.

WRITE-IN CHANGES EFFECTIVE DATE: 3 October

BLOCK PAGE ACTION

15 ' paragr ,h 8. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 5) 2

V :16 Under Training Methods, Change Lecture/Discussion to
(3.5 hrs) and Add Performance (2.5 hrs).

V 61 Objective 4a, Delete STS Elements 13b(2), 13b(3), and
13b(4).
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
.. IN RU ;Z. CO U RSE TI Tl.. E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK T1 TL E
Fundamentals and Pipefitting

L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
1. Orientation

a. Welcome

b. Overview of cou.'se content, its goals and administration

(I) Overview of course

(2) Courie objectives and goals

(3) Course administration

c. Responsibilities of students

d. Relationship of graduate's performance to Air Force mission

e. Benefits of the CCAF and its assignments of academic credit for
training completed at regional accredited institutions

f. Types and uses of instructional materials

g. Student progres: policies to include:

(I) Progress checks
.

(2) Written tests

(3) Special individual assistance

(4) Proficiency advancement

(5) School grading

h. Student recognition program

I. Effective study technique

j. Safety precautions and appropriate instructions on personal
protective type items (when not covered in training material)

2/0

SUPERVISOR APPRO 4.. OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

,

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
...._

BLOCK

I

UNIT

1

DATE

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.

I

ATC JuN78 133 REVIOUS EDI TION O0LETE
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COURSE CONTENT

k. Procedures for shelter exercises and fire evacuation plan

(1) Fire drill

(2) TQrnado alert

(3) Nuclear alert

1. Student critique program and its objective

m. Conservation of training materials, resources and energy

n. Fraud, Waste and Abuse

o. Dispositon of eliminees

p. Instructions for completion of STTC Form 120, Processing Checklist
for TDY student personnel

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-I-1, Orientation
2ATCPT 52-11, Study Skills

Audiovisual Aids
Prenarrated Slide, NSS55-42, Student Critique Program
Prenarrated Slide, NSS00-44, Community College of the Air Force
Prenarrated Slide, NSS60-67, The Generality Barrier

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Welcome students to course and introduce course, branch, group, and school
personnel by name. Present course nbjective, administrative procedures, and
policies by discussing each subject with the class.



PLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART I" INS RU TOR COU RSE Ts Ti.. a
Heating Systems Specialist

BLOOC TI TL E
Fundamentals and Pipefitting

1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Civil Engineering Organization, Safety, and Publications

a. Given information, identify basic facts of CE mission and CE
organization by correctly answering e--wirattm-eirt-494,-44F-tklie questions.
STS: lc Meas: PC ..2 00 Oj 3

(1) Unit

(2) Squadrons

(3) Groups

b. Given information, identify basic facts of progression in the
54 career fielljeladderp, And duties and responsibilities of the 545X2
career field FIYAnsvrOt questions.
STS: la, lb "Meas: PC 01-4tc

c. Given information, identify basic facts of work identification,
work authorization, management and utilization of material resources bydory.
answering questions. STS: 6a(3), 6a(4),

4/2

(.5/0)

(0/1.5)

(1/0)

(.5/0)

(.25/0)

6b(1), 6b(2), 6f di(

(1) Work identification -

(2) Work authorization

(3) Management and utilization of material resources

d. Given information, identify4basjc1fActs of AFOSH Standards and
hazards of the 545X2 career field bArdilsoleffng
questions. STS: 3a, 3b Measiol PC (e) o cJt oF ci

(1) AFR 0-17, AFOSH Standard Index

(2) Hazards of the 545X2 career field

e. Given information, explain individual responsibilities toward
safety standards by answering a minimum of 80% of the questions.
STS: 3d Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL.0_F_L4.11,. ca_uuttil
SIGNATURE AND DATE -IGNATURE AND DATE -

POINUMBER

.11ADR54532 001
BLOCK

I

UNIT

2

OATE

3 Januar 1984
PAGE NO.

3

JUN 7PS N OOLETE

12



COURSE CONTENT

f. uiven information, determine ,Ifety practices when working with (.5/.25)
hip intensity sound, flammabl chenicals, and acids by answering a

ulm of 80% of the questions. STS: 3e(3), 3e(4), 3e(5), 3e(6)
Meas: Pr

(1) High intensity sound

(2) Flammables

(3) Chemicals

(4) Acids

g. Given information, correctly determine first aid procedures for: (.5/.25)
&lectrical shock, control bleeding, traumatic shock, heat exhaustion and
neat stroke by answering a minimum of 80% of the questions.
fTS: 3f(1), 21121, 3f(3), 3f(4) Meas: PC

(1) Electrical shock

(2) Control bleeding

(3) Traumatic shock

(4) Heat exhaustion

(5) Heat stroke

h. Given information, identify basic facts about the two types
-- of publication systems by correctly answering -a-wriitimern--e4-÷81ir-ef-

4*". questions. STS: 4a, 4b Meas: PC 4 oat oic
(1) Standard Publications

(2) Specialized

cree3t-447414-r- STS: 4c
Meas: PC Griv4e./ i9CA4

(1) AFR 91-7, Heating Joe...ate_ /P7l'OrA44-1 ;as., p oel /774 1.07.64,74 oze-e
/.075/040e:110,-t.. 0 A-0 R-1 1107.f -412- /10' .4/7 444-11-

(2) AFM 85-12, Vol I to ; I ivstru close dzSg e
(3) AFM 85-12, Vol II

(.5/0)

(.25/0)

POI J3ABR54532 001
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIAL AVD GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-1-2, Civil Engineering Organization, Safety, and

Publications
WB J3A8R54532 001-1-2, Civil Engineering Organization, Safety, and

Publications
SG AFS 54, 55, 56, All Courses Safety
2ATCPT-9039-01, Civil Engineecim Mechanical/Electrical Career Field (54).
df4rA4 / 1/4) hs -1/(5-trucf iee,42-ote-TeIC /s)
Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies

Training Methods
Lecturefaiscussion (4 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Instruction'al Guidance
The third hour you will lecture on and discuss CE mission, CE organization,
54 career ladder, duties and responsibilities of 545X2 career field, work
identification, work authorization,, management and utilization of material
resources. You will lecture on and discuss AFOSH Standards, hazards of the
545X2 career, individual responsibilities toward safety, safety practices
for electrical and mechanical equipment, and safety practices for high
intensity sound, flammables, chemicals and acids. You will lecture on and
discuss first aid procedures for electrical shock, control bleeding, traumatic
shock, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke. You will lecture on and discuss the
two types of publication systems, and name the publications that pertain to
the 545X2 career fields and assignment for homework. The last two hours of
the day will be used for Directed study.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFR 85-1, Resources and Work Force Management
AFR 85-7, MAJCOM Engineer and Services Organization and Functions

127-1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 31, 38, 40, 43, AFOSH Standards in Lieu of
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook

AFR 39-1, Airman Classification Regulation
161-1, 2, 4, 8, AFOSH Standards in Lieu of AFR 127-101, Ground Accident
Prevention Handbook

AFR 0-14, Civil Engineering Publications System
AFR 0-2, Air Force Regulation System
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
AFR 91-7, Heating
T0-00-5-1, Air Force Tech Order System
TO 31-10-3, First Aid

POI J3ABR54532 001 5
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN
COU RSE T1 TL

h,

PART I --1E

.ing Systems Specialist

NAME 0 P INSTRUrro7r

BLOCK TI TL E

Fundamentals and Pipefitting
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Tools

a. Given information, select,
hand tools, with a maximum of
7a, 7b, 7c Meas: PC

use and
two instructor

use and
of two instructor

use and
with a
Meas:

calipers

AND

care for
assists.

care for
assists.

care for
maximum of
PC

GUIDANCE

.

the appropriate
STS: 3e(7),

the appropriate
STS: 7d,

4/1

(1.51.5)

(1.5/
.25)

(11.25)

(I) Wrenches

(2) Screwdrivers

(3) Pipe wrenches

b. Given information, select,
special tools, with a maximum
7e; 7f Meas: PC

the appropriate
two instructor

(1) Wiring tool

(2) Fuse puller

(3) Line wrench

(4) Vises

(5) Bench grinder

c. Given information, select,
precision measuring instruments,
assists. STS:, 7g, 7h, 7i

(1)- Inside and outside

(2). Gasket cutter

(3) Wire gauge

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials
2TPT-3200-01, Common Hand T3Eri"
WB J3ABR54532 001-1-3, Tools

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L ... P ..
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

I

UNIT
3

DATE
3 January 1984 .

PAGE NO.
7

JUN75 133 REVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE



COURSE CONTENT

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies

Training Methods
recturelDiscussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Ther7TTIThour, check Directed Study for previous day's work. Lecture on
and discuss hand tools, special tools, and precision measuring instruments.
Demonstrate how to select, use and care for the hand tools, special tools
and precision measuring instruments. Observe students while they select,
use and care for the hand tools, special tools, and precision measuring
instruments.

Instructor Reference Materials:
TO 32-1-101, 151, 171, 201
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintehance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Textbook

POI J3ABR54532 001 8

16



PLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LEssON PLAN PART I
NAMEOF INSTRUCTOR

J COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Snecialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Fundamentals-and Pipefitting
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Pipefitting

a. Given information, explain basic facts about the types and sizes
of pipe and fittings, by correctly answering 70% of the questions.
STS: 7g, 7h, 71, 10a(2), 10a(3) Meas: PC

14/3

(1/.5)

(3/.25)

(11.25)

(.5/0)

(1) Pipes

(2) Fittings

b. Given information, hand tools, and pipe, measure, cut and thread
pipe, with a maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 7m, 7n, 7o,
10a(4), 10a(5), 10a(6) Meas: PC

.

(1) Measuring procedures

(2) Cutting procedures

(3) Threading procedures

c. Given procedures, mechanical threader and pipe, measure, cut,
and thread a pipe nipple 12 inches long, with a maximum of three
instructor assists. STS: lt, 7p,.7q, 7r, 10a(7), 10a(8) Meas: PC

(1) Cutting procedures

(2) Threading procedures

d. Given information, select, use, and care for installed shop
equipment, with a maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 22., l'a,
7r Meas: PC_

(1) Types of installed equipment

(2) Operating instructions

(3) Maintenance procedures

SUPERVISOR 4170PROVAL 0 L .. .. ...
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

.

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

I

UNIT
4

DATE

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.

9
ATC JPARre 133 PREVIOUS EDITION 0 BSOL gTE
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COURSE CONTENT

e. Given information, hand tools, pipe nipples and fittings,
perform procedures for fabricating a piping system which will main-
tain system pressure with no visible leakage, with a maximum of two
,ns'xuctor assists. STS: 10a(9) Meas: PC

(1) Selection of tools, pipe and fittings

(2) Procedures for fabricating a piping system

f. Given inforTation, explain basic facts about types and sizes of (.25/.5)
valves, by correctl:. answering 7-000-011ehe questions. STS: 10b(1),
10b(2) Meas: PC

(1) Types of valves

(2) Sizes of valves

g. Given information, hand tools and valves, perform basic step-by- (.25/0)
step procedures for doing simple maintenance on valves, with a maximum
of two instructor assists. STS: 10b(3), 10b(4), 10b(5), 10b(6)
Meas: PC

(1370)

(1) Gate valves

(2) Globe valves

(3) Check valves

(4) Plug valves

h. Given information, identify basic facts about reinforced thermo-
setting resin pipe, by correctly answering .-7=0446-questions.
STS: 10d(1), 10d(2), 10d(3), 10d(4), 10d(5), 10d(6) Meas: PC

(1) Uses

(2) Types

(3) Measuring procedures

(4) Cutting procedures

(5) Connecting procedures

i. Given special tools and instructions, measure, cut and connect (4/0)
reinforced thermosetting resin pipe, with a maximum of three instructor
assists. STS: 10dS11, 10d(5), 10d(6) Meas: PC

POI J3ABR54532 001
10

18



COURSE CONTENT

(1) Measuring procedures

(2) Cutting procedures

(3) Connecting procedures

j. Given information, identify basic facts about cross-connection
backfl ow by correctly answering %0% of the questions. STS: 3h
Meas: PC

(1) Cross connection

(2) Backflow

k. Given information, identify basic facts about hazardous piping,
by correctly answering 80% of the questions. STS: 10e(1), 10e(2),
10e(3), 10e(4) Meas: PC

(.25/.5)

(.25/.5)

(1) Air

(2) Fuel oil

(3) Gas

(4) Steam

1. Given information, blueprints, drawings and symbols, determine (1/0)
step-by-step procedures for 1nterpret4og blueprints and drawings, JA401.17cf

STS: 10a(1) Meas: PC
AIL" 5 L

pri..&-Z.L.t4.7?

4;4* 4bis e:Ore-40e:7*.Bldent%

(2) Care of blueprints

(3) Lines used on blueprints

(4) Scaling

(5) Symbols

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-1-4, Pipefitting
WB J3ABR54532 001-1-4, Pipefitting

POI J3ABR54532 001 11
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COURSE CONTENT

Audiovisual Aids
35mm Slide Presentation
Transparencies
Training Film: SAFB-213-B, Piping Safety

Training Equipment
Hand tools
Pipe and Fittings
Valves
Special tools for cutting and threading pipe
Special tools for cutting and connecting thermosetting resin pipe

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (8.5 hrs)
Directed Study (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Instruct students on types and sizes of pipes and fittings; on measuring, cutting
and threading pipe by hand and power threader and cutters. Teach proper methods
for servicing power threader. Demonstrate proper procedures using hand and power
cutter and threader. Observe students while they cut, thread and connect piping.
Identify types and sizes of valves. Demonstrate proper maintenance of valves.
Observe students while they perform maintenance on valves. Identify basic facts
about reinforced thermosetting pipe. Demonstrate procedures for connecting
thermosetting resin pipe. Observe students connection of thermosetting resin pipe.
Identify basic facts about cross-connection/backflow. Identify basic facts about,
hazardous piping used in the heating career field in accordance with ground safety
regulations. Demonstrate procedures required to understand blueprint drawings and
symbols. Check Directed Study each morning and sign off all criterion objectives
when completed.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

System, and Process Heat Utilization
AFM 91-6, Maintenance and Operation of Gas Systems
AFM 85-21, Operation and Maintenance of Cross-Connection Control and Backflow

Prevention Devices

POI J3ABR54532 001 12

2 0



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
N F IN TRUCTOR COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Fundamentals and Pipefitting
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

Principles of Heating

a. Given information, identify basic facts of
matter and thermodynamics, by correctly answering
STS: 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d, 12e, 12f, 12q, 12i, 12k

the structure of
70% of the questions.

Meas: PC

the laws of gases,
12h

4.5/0

(2.5/0)

.5/0)

(1.5/0)

(1) Matter

(2) Thermodynamics

b. Given information, identify basic
by correctly answering 7.Q11m0Wtile questions.
Meas: PC 24 u t 3

(1) Boyles' Law

(2) Charles' Law

(3) Dalton's Law

_

c. Given information, identify basic
by correctly answering -7-9%-ePf-t4ae questions.
Meas: PC .2 o at- 3

(1) Temperature

(2) Length

(3) Weight

.

(4) Volume

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

facts of
STS:

facts of
STS:

AND GUIDANCE

metric conversion,
12j

,

SG J3ABR54532 001-1-5, Principles
WB J3ABR54532 001-1-5, Principles

Audiovisual Aids

of Heating
of Heating

Transparencies

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL O_F LESSON PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

,
a

-

,PCI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

I

UNIT DATE

3 January 1984
P AGE NO.

13
AT C JFarle 1 33 P REVIOUS EDI TION



COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (I hr)

Instructional Guidance
Instruct students on basic structure of matter. Explain thermodynamics and
how it applies to heating. Discuss application of Boyles', Charles' and
Dalton's Laws. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures used in metric conver-
sion for temperature, length, weight and volume. Summarize complete block
and explain how it fits in with the remainder of the course.

Instructor Reference Materials:
Textbook, Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

POI J3ABR54532 001
14

22



PLAN OF INSTRucTioN/L ESSON PLAN PART I
NAM FE OF IN TC-2-UCTOR COU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systens Specialist
EILO OC TI TL E

Fundamentals and Pipefitting
I. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. EPS Awa reness

a. Given information on EPS,
engineered performance standards
correctly. STS: 6b(3) Meas:

develop
by answering
PC

a working knowledge of
7 out of 10 questions

AND GUIDANCE

fourth day of course
Day 5.

CZ.)°, .C)

..

0/2

1.5

(1.0)

(0.5)

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials
Directed Study, Engineered Performance

Training Methods

Standards

EPS on the
of

_

- ,,
//e-r, f r?...1

Directed Study (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Handout Directed Study book on
and give progress check at beginning

7. Written Test and Test Critique

a. Written Test

b. Test Critique
...

5, r7. t phy s lcal 40,71,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSILK.u.as
SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

DATE
3 January 1984

I. PAGE NO.
15

POI NUMBER
J3A8R54532 001

BLOCK
I

UNIT
6

ATC F,iV71, 133 PREVIOUS EDITION 0 B93LETE
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME OP INSTRUCTOR COURSE T1 TLE

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E
Basi: Electricity
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Electrical Fundamentals

a. Given information, identify
fundamentals, by correctly answering
STS: 8a, 8e Meas: PC

basic
70%

practices

and diagrams

and fused
a maximum

MATERIAL

facts relating to electrical
of the questions.

safety witch, install
of two instructor assists.

AND GUIDANCE

6/,_

(5/2)

.

(1/0)

(1) Electron theory

(2) Voltage

(3) Current

(4) Resistance

(5) Electrical wiring

(6) Controlling electricity

(7) Electrical symbols

b. Given fuses, fuse puller
circuit protective devices with
STS: 3e(1), 8g(2) Meas: PC

SUPPORT

Student Instruct.;onal Materials
ZG J3ABR54532 001-II-1, Electrical
WB J3ABR54532 001-II-1, Electrical

Audiovisual Aids

Fundamentals
Fundamentals

Drop
Transparencies, Electrical Fundamentals
Training Film, Wire Size and Voltage

Training Methods
Lecture/Uiscussion (5 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (.5 hr)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL Or LESSON_PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
8400C

II

UNIT

1

DATE I

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.

17
ATC JUL% 3 3 PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Gutdance
Discuss basic facts about electrical fundamentals relationship between
voltage current and resistance, wiring practices and controlling devices.
Explain purpose and types of circuit protective devices. Give Directed
Study assignment on Electrical Fundamentals.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFP 85-1, Electrical Facilities Safe Practice Handbook

POI J3ABR54532 001 18

25



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAMEOP flisTRucloR COU RSE TIME
Heating Systems Specialist

BLOCK TIME
Basic Electricity
t COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Theory of Magnetism and Transformers

a. Given information, identify basic facts relating to the theory
of magnetism and transformers, by correctly answering 70% of the
questions. STS: 8c Meas: PC

(1) Magnetism

(2) Electrimagnetism

(3) Transformers

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

3/1

SG J3ABR54532 001-11-2. Theory of Magnet!sm and Transformers
WB J34BR54532 001-11-2, Theory of Magnetism and Transformers

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Theory of Magnetism and Transformers

Training Equipment
Magnets
Solenoid Valves
Control Relays
Control Transformers
Ignition Transformers

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (.5 hr)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss theory ZTggietism and Transformers. Explain and demonstrate
magnetism, electromagnetism, and transformers. Explain permanent and
temporary magnets, electromagnets, and their relationship to trans-
forming electricity.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

IPOI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

II
_

UNiT

2

DATE

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.

19
JUN 78 g-Feevious Ea nom ossoLETE
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P AM OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
R COU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Basic Electricity
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Types and Characteristics uf Electrical Circuits

a. Given information, identify basic facts relating to types and
characteristics of electrical circuits, by correctly answering 70% of
the questions. STS: 8b(1), 8b(2), 8b(3), 8d(1), 8d(2), 8d(3), 8e

6/2

(1/1)

(3/1)

8g(4) Meas: PC

(1) Basic electrical circuits

(2) Ohm's Law for DC circuits

(3) Characteristics of series and parallel circuits

(4) Characteristics of series-parallel circuits

b. Using electrical circuit trainer, construct electrical
circuits, with a maximum of two Instructor assists.
STS: 3e(1), 8g(3), Ag(4) Meas: PC

(1) Electrical safety

(2) Simple circuit

(3) Series circuit

(4) Parallel circuit

(5) Series-parallel circuit

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
W;T3ABA546esand Characteristics of Electrical Circuits
WB J3ABR54532 001-11-3, Types and Characteristics of Electrical Circuits

Audiovisual Aids
ransparencfiETTypes and Characteristics of Electrical Circuits

Training Equipment
Electrical Circuit Trainers

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SiGNATURE AND DATE

,

POI NUMBER

J3A8R54532 001
m... .... GIM !WA . -

BLOCK

II
--__

UNIT 1

3 I

DATE

3 January.12.81
PAGE NO.

I 21
N e FREvious E01 TION OBSOLETE



COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss types and characteristics of electrical circuits. Explain
and demonstrate the use of Ohm's Law as it relates to electrical circuits.
Demonstrate construction of simple, series, parallel, and series-parallel
circuits-. Emphasize the use of electrical safety practices when working
with electrical equipment. Give Directed Study assignment on Types and
Characteristics of Electrical Circuits.

POI J3ABR54532 001 22
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I ....[-717N rz, F INSTRUCTOR COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Basic Electricity
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Electrical Wiring Diagrams

a. Using electrical drawings,
mine operating characteristics,
questions. STS: 89(1) Meas:

trace
by answering

PC

MATERIAL

electrical circuits to deter-
correctly 70% of the

AND GUIDANCE

Diagrams
Diagrams

wiring diagrams and symbols.
electrical drawings. Explain
drawings. Give Directed Study

.

3/1

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR5,532 001-11-4, Electrical
WB J3ABR54532 001-11-4, Electrical

Audiovisual Aids

Wiring
Wiring

Diagrams

electrical
and using
electrical
Diagrams.

Transparencies, Electrical Wiring

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss basic facts relating to
Explain procedures for reading
the electrical symbols used in
assignment on Electrical Wiring

.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNA11JRE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
ISL 0 CK

II
UNIT DATE
4 3 January 1984

P AGE NO.
23

ATC JUN 76 133 PREVIOUS EDI TION 0820



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
F IN RU T R COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Basic Electricity
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

5. Electrical Test Equipment

a. Using multimeter, select, care and
(continuity), by correctly identifying the
of 70% of the electrical devices. STS:

b. Using multimeter, select, care and
by correctly identifying the voltage characteristics
electrical devices. STS: 7s, 7t, 7u,

c. Using multimeter, select, care and
by correctly identifying the amperage characteristics
electrical devices. STS: 7s, 7t, 7u, 8g(4)

use the ohmmeter function
resistance characteristics
7s, 7t, 7u, 8g(4) Meas: PC

use the voltmeter function,
of 70% of the

8g(4) Meas: PC

use the ammeter function,
of 713%erionalire- 3 or..ft-4--

Meas: PC

AND GUIDANCE

Equipment
Equipment

.

-

.

test equipment. Discuss uses
proper maintenance

procedures for determining

3/1

(1/.25)

(1/.5)

(1/.25)

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-11-5, Electrical
WB J3ABR54532 001-11-5, Electrical

Audiovisual Aids

Test
Test

Equipment

electrical
Demon,-trate

Demonstrate

Transparencies, Electrical Test

Training Equipment
Multimeters
Continuity Training Aids

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (.5 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (2 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional GuiAance
Explain the uses of different
of ohmmeter, voltmeter, and ammeter.
procedures and uses of meters.
voltage, current and resistance,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LEZ9lizi,LAB
SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

,

1

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

II
UNIT i DATE TP ABE NO.

5 3 January 1984 25
ATC N 11 133 PREVIOUS EDI TION OBSOLETE
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART IF N RU A COU RSE TITL E
Heating Systems Specialist

BLOCK TI TL E
Basic Electricity
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Electrical Motors and Motor Starters

a. Given information, identify basic facts relating to electrical
motors and motor starters, by correctly answering 70% of the questions.
STS: 8f(1), 8f(7), 8f(8) Meas: PC

7.5/1

(2/1)

(2/0)

(2/0)

(1.5/0)

(1) Basic construction features of electric motors

(2) Theory of operation of electric motors

(3) Terminology

(4) Motor starters and overload protectors

(5) Motor safety

b. Using a trainer, remove and replace electric motor, with a
maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 3e(2), 3e(7),

8f(2), 8f(3), 8f(4) Meas: PC

(1) Removal procedures

(2) Replacement procedures

c. Using the single-phase and three-phase motor trainers, reverse
the motor rotation, with a maximum of two instructor assists.
STS: 3e(2), 8f(4), 8f(5) Meas: PC

(1) Single-phase

(2) Three-phase

d. Using the three-phase motor trainer, inspect and maintain
motor, with a maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 3e(2),
8f(6) MEas: PC

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-11-6, ETectrical Motors and Motor Starters
WB J3ABR54532 001-11-6, Electrical Motors and Motor Starters

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

UNIT 10 kTE
6 3 January 1984

PAGE NO.
27

.
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COURSE CONTENT

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Electrical Motors and Motor Starters

Training Equipment
Single-Phase and Three-Phase Motor Trainers
Multimeters
Hand Tools
Furnace Blower Assemblfes

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2.5 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (4.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss electrical motors and motor starters and their uses in heating
systems. Discuss and demonstrate basic construction features of electrical
motors. Explain theory of operation of motors. Discuss motor protection
devices. Explain procedures for removing and replacing electrical motors.
Demonstrate procedures used to reverse rotation of single-phase and three-
phase motors. Discuss maintenance procedures for electrical motors.
Discuss safety when working with electrical motors. Give Directed Study
assignment on Electrical Motors and Motor Starters.

7. Written Test and Test Critique

(a) Written Test

(b) Test Critique

8. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 10) 2

POI J3ABR54532 001
28



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
AM F IN ST RU TOR COU RSE n TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Controls, Troubleshooting and Oil Burners
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
. Electrical and Electronic Controls

a. Using information given, explain facts about the purpose, use
of and principles of operation of electrical controls, by correctly
answering 70% of the questions. STS: 9a(1)(a), 9a(1)(b), 9a(2),

7/2

(3/1.0)

(1.0/
.25)

(1.5/
.25)

(1/.25)

(.5/
.25)

9a(3) Meas: PC

(1) Purpose of electrical controls

(2) Use of electrical controls

(3) Principles of operation
,

b. Given tools and equipment, adjust electrical controls to assure
proper operation with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(7), 9a(4)
Meas: PC

(1) Adjustment procedures

(2) Safety

c. Using information given, identify basic facts relating to
electronic controls, by correctly, answering 70% of the questions.
STS: 9b(1), 9b(2) Neas: PC

(1) Purpose of electronic controls

(2) Use of electronic controls

d. Using information given, identify the facts about the theory of
operation and use of pneumatic controls by correctly answering 70% of
the questions. STS: 9c(1), 9c(2) MPaS: PC

(1) Theory of operation

(2) Use of pneumatic controls

e. Using information given, explain the basic procedures to remove,
replace, adjust, maintain and troubleshoot pneumatic controls and equip-
ment, and how to install pneumatic control pipes, tubes and valves, by
correctly answering 70% of the questions. STS: 9c(3), 9c 4 , 9c(5),
9c(6), 9c(7), 9c(8) Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BL 0 CK

III
UNIT

1

DATE
3 January 1984

P AGE NO.
29
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COURSE CONTENT

(1) Procedures to remove, replace, adjust and maintain
pneumatic controls

(2) Troubleshooting pneumatic controls and equipment

(3) Installation of control pipes, tubes and valves

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-III-1, Electrical and Electronic Controls
WB J3ABR54532 001-III-1, Electrical and Electronic Controls

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Electrical Controls

Training Equipment
Trainer, Warm Air Furnace, Low-Voltage Circuit
Trainer, Warm Air Furnace, Line-Voltage Circuit
Trainer, Control System Hot Water Boiler
Trainer, Electronic Flame Safeguard

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (6.0 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (.5 hr)
Directed Study (2.0 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working with
the trainers. Explain the purpose of and use of electrical controls and the
principles of operation of two-position and modulating controls. Talk about and
show the different types of controls used in the heating field. After you have
finished this, take the students to the lab and have them adjust the heat antici-
pator on a thermostat. Once you have completed this, continue on by telling the
students about the basic facts relating to electronic controls and how and where
we use them in heating. Using transparencies, show the students the pneumatic
control system and explain the theory of operation and use of pneumatic controls.
Explain the basic procedures to remove, replace, adjust, maintain, and troubleshoot
pneumatic controls and equipment and how to install pneumatic control pipes, tubes
and valves. Directed Study assignments for this objective will be given at the end
of day 11. Check for completion of exercises at the start of day 12.

POI J3ABR54532 001 30
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructor Reference Materials:
Electric Controls for Refrigeration and Air Conditioning by B. C. Langley
Electric Control Circuits by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company
Technical Data File No. 77-1014, Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Commercial/Industrial Flame Safeguard Controls by Honeywell
RA890 and R4795 Honeywell Service Handbook
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

POI J3ABR54532 001 31
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE
Heating Systems Specialist

BLOCK TITLE

Controls, Troubleshooting and Oil Burners
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Troubleshooting of Electrical Controls

6./vA*1
his-1-119-i-afentat1-en-Ovaeft -exigila*,-41te-step

5/2,
,s72)

-el

a. -by-step procedures,
ncoJ1 troubleshoot electrical controls on a warm air furnaceiltra.,/;?.../,by_correctiy_anssigsi-on.s. STS: 7g, 7h, 7i, .0,11/.. /A/sin/et
9a(5),:211Pt Meas: PC 6 sg Ida--,16

* i.w .-. . . 11 "1 ' l . 4 lt"

(-24-1trtratr1esimattn9 -preeedums-of--safety-contre4-systems--

b. Given tools and equipment, traLe electrical circuits, isolate
electrical malfunctions, and perform minor repairs to electrical
circuits, with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2), 8g(5), 8g(4)
89(6) Meas: PC

(1) Tracing of electrical circuits using diagrams and
drawings

(2) Isolatiag of electrical malfunctions

(3) Minor repair prOcedures of electrical circuits and units

(4) Electrical and mechanical safety

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
WYSAEN34172-0171Tieshooting of Electrical Controls
WB J3ABR54532 001 -III -2, Troubleshooting of Electrical Controls

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Electrical Circuits and Controls

Training Equipment
Trainer, Warm Air Furnace, Low-Voltage Circuit
Trainer, Warm Air Furnace, Line-Voltage Circuit
Trainer, Warm Air Furnace
Multimeter

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL Of LESSON PLAN
-p-

SIGNATURE AND DATE
SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

- III

UNIT

2
DATE

3 January 1984
1 PAGE NO.

33rU
N 78 133 PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE
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COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (0.5 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (4.0 hr)
Directed Study (2.0 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when
working with the trainers. Explain and demonstrate the step-by-step
procedures necessary to troubleshoot electrical methods, trace electrical
circuits, isolate electrical malfunctions and perform minor repairs to
electrical circuits. Directed Study assignments for this objective will
be given at the end of day 12. Check for completion of exercises at the
start of day 13.

Instructor Reference Materials:
Croft's American Electrician's Handbook, Eighth Edition, by McGraw-Hill

POI J3ABR54532 001 34
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME 0 F INSTRUCTOR

Burners

COU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Controls, Troubleshooting and Oil
L COURSE CONTENT 12.

,

perform combustion analysis and com-
-4- 5% of the instructor results.

7n,--7o, 14j, 14k 'Meas: PC

TIME

4/1

(3./.5

(.5/.:,)

. Combustion Efficiency and Draft

a. Using information given,
pute combustion efficiency to within
STS: 7g, 7h, 71, U. 7k, 71, 7m,

(1) Procedures for performing combustion

(2) Computation of combustion efficiency

b. Using information given, explain
adjust stack draft to assure proper combustion
80% of the questions. STS: 14d Meas:

analysis

the procedures necessary to
by correctly answering

PC
.

AND GUIDANCE

and Draft
and Draft

(1) Purpose of draft

(2) Measurement of draft

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-111-3, Combustion
WB J3ABR54532 001-111-3, Combustion

Audiovisual Aids

Efficiency
Efficiency

RequirementsTransparencies, Computing Fuel
Slide Set

Training Equipment
Trainer, Gas Fired Warm Air Furnace
Trainer, Oil Fired Warm Air Furnace
Trainer, Flue Gas Analyzers

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1.5 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (2.0 hr)
Directed Study (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAII,R.
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POt NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
pLocac

III
UNIT

3

DATE

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.

35
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when
working with the analyzers. Explain and demonstrate the step-by-step
procedures necessary to perform combustion analysis, compute combustion
efficiency, and adjust stack draft. Emphasize energy conservation
throughout lesson. Make sure all t-ainers and equipment have been
secured. Directed Study assignmew.s for this objective will be given
at the end of day 13. Check for completion of exercises at the start
of day 14.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems

POI J3ABR54532 001 36
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
FIN TRUC- COURSE TITL E

Heating Systems Specialiat
BLOCX TITLE

Contr)ls, Troubleshooting and Oil Burners
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME------...--

. Domestic anu Industrial Oil Burners

a. Using information given, explain the characteristics of oil,
theory of gravity and forced fuel oil supply system, and the theory of
construction and operation of rotary pumps by correctly answering 80%
cf the questions. STS: 13c(1), 15a, 15h Meas: 0C

13/3

(1/1)

(.75/
.25)

(.51.5

_

(.75/0)

(1) Characteristics of oil

(2) Theory of gravity and forced fuel oil supply systems

(3) Theory of construction and operation of rotary pumps

b. Given information, tools and equipment, install, operate and
maintain rotary pumps with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2),
3e(4), 13c(2), 13c(3), 13s141 Meas: PC

(1) .Installation

(2) Operation

(3) Maintenance

(4) Safety

c. Using information given, explain the procedures necessary to
install fuel oil piping systems and storage tanks, by correctly
answering 80% of the questions. STS: 15k Meas: PC

(1) Components of fuel'oil storage tanks

(2) Fuel oil storage tanks

(3) Types of fuel oil piping systems

d. Given information, tools and equipment, inspect and maintain
fuel oil piping systems and storage tanks, and determine the quantity
of fuel in tank with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(4), 15i, 15j,
151 Meas: PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

_

_

Pc-I NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
I °Lock
1 gII
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4
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COURSE CONTENT

(1) Inspection of fuel oil piping systems and storage tanks

(2) Maintenance of fuel oil piping systems and storage tanks

(3) Measurement of fuel oil in tanks

(4) Safety

e. Using information given, explain the theory of construction (2.0/
and principles of operation of domestic and industrial oil burners, by 1.25)
correctly answering 80% of the questions. STS: 17a(1), 17a(2)
Meas: PC

(1) Theory of construction

(2) Principles of operation

f. Given information, tools and equipment, perform preoperational (6.0/0)checks; operate, adjust, maintain, troubleshoot, and replace oil burners
with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2), 3e(4), 17c, 17d, 17e, 17f,
17g, 17h, 20b, 20c Meas: PC

(1) Preoperational inspection

(2) Operation procedures

(3) Adjustment procedures

(4) Maintenance

(5) Troubleshooting procedures

(6) Replacement procedures

(7) Safety

g. Given
electrical controls
assistance.

(1)

(2)

(3)

information, tools and equipment, remove and install
on an oil fired warm air furnace, with instructor

STS: 9a(6), 9a(7) Meas: PC

(.75/0)

Removal procedures

Installation procedures

Electrical safety

$ . S.
38

41



h. Given information, tools and equipment, remove, install and (.75/0)
service blowers; inspect, adjust, argn and replace couplings, pulleys,
and drive belts on a warm air furnace with instructor assistance.
STS: 3e(7), 20e(1), 20e(2), 20e(3), 20e(4), 20e(5), 20e(6),
20e(7) Mei1T--FC

(1) Removal, installation, and servicing of blowers

(2) Inspection, adjustment, alignment and replacement of
couplings, pulleys and drive belts

(3) Safety

i. Given information, tools and equipment, remove, install a warm
air furnace, connect exhaust outlets to flues or stacks, and adjust
fuel-air ratio for proper combustion efficiency on an oil burner with
Instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2), 3e(7), 171, 19d, 19e, 19n
Meas: PC

(I) Furnace removal procedures

(2) Installation of furnaces

(3) Connection of exhaust outlets to flues or stacks

(4) Adjustment of fuel-air ratio for proper combustion
efficiency

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-111-4, Domestic and Industrial Oil Burners
WB J3ABR54532 001-111-4, Domestic and Industvial Oil Burners

Audiovisual Aids
TranspareRies, Oil Burners
Film, Oil Burners

Training Equipment
Trainer, Oil uurner
Trainer, Oil Fired Warm Air Furnace
Trainer, Gas Flue Analyzer

Training Methods
lecture/Discussion (6.0 hrs)
Demonstration (1.0 hr)
Performance (6.0 hr)
Directed Study (3 hrs)

POI J3ABR54t42 uul
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Have all equipment and trainers available and anphasize safety when working with
the trainers. Explain the characteristics of oil, the different types of oil
piping systems and their components and how to maintain them. Take class to the
lab and have them dip the fuel oil tank. Using transparencies, show the students
the different types of fuel oil pumps and their operation. Explain about the
different the types of industrial and domestic oil burners and their operation.
Demonstrate to the students how to properly remove, disassemble, clean, reassemble,
and operate the domestic gun burner. Explain and demonstrate how to remove, install
and service blowers. Go over the proper procedures used to inspect, adjust, align
?rd replace couplings, pulleys and drive belts. Once you have completed all the
duove, take the class to the lab and demonstrate how to remove and install a warm
air furnace and how to properly connect exhaust outlets to flues or stacks. After
demonstrating, have the class do Exercise 1 in the Workbook. Directed Study assign-
ments for this objective will be given at the end of day 13. Check for completion
of exercises at the start of days 14 and 15.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems
Domestic and Commercial Oil Burners (Third Edition) by McGraw-Hill
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I. ---. R COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
OLO CI( T1 TL E

Controls, Troubleshooting and Oil Burners
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Oil Fired Space Heaters

a. Given information, determine the step-by-step procedures for
removing, installing and maintaining oil fired space heaters, by
correctly answering 80% of the questions. STS: 19f, 19g, 19h

2.5/0

Meas: PC

(1) Types and applications of oil fired space heaters

(2) Construction features and controls

(3) Procedures for removing and installing

(4) Procedures for operating and maintaining

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-111-5, Oil Fired Space Heaters
WB J3ABR54532 001-111-5, Oil Fired Space Heaters

Audiovisual-Aids
Transparencies, Oil Space Heaters

Training Equipment
Trainer, Oil Space Heater

-

Trainer, Fuel Oil Control Valve

... .Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the different types of oil fired space heaters and their
applications. Explain the step-by-step procedures necessary to
remove, install and maintain an oil fired space heater. Explain
the purpose of the fuel oil control valve and its components.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating

Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
T.O. 40H30506021, Harvest Eagle Kit
ASHRAE Guide and Data Book, Equipment 1972

SUPERVMORAPPROVAL . ..
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COURSE CONTENT

6. Written Test and Test Critique

(a) Written Test

(b) Test Critique

7. MT: (Physical Conditioning) (Day 15) 2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART IANS 0 er INSTRUM4
COU RSE T .1. E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITLE
Solid, Gas Fuel Burners, and Warm Air Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT

12. TIME
1. Gas Burners

a. Given information, explain the characteristics of gas, and
theory of construction and operation of domestic, industrial and
biomass gas burners by correctly answering 80% of questons.
STS: 15a, 18a(1), 18a(2), 18a(3) Meas: PC

9/4

(3/2)

(6/2)

(1) Characteristics of gas

(2) Theory of construction, operation of gas burners,
and components

b. Given tools and equipment, perform preoperational checks,
replace and maintain gas burners, replace appliance pressure regula-
tors, determine gas pressure, adjust pressure regulators and adjust
fuel-air ratio for proper combustion efficiency with instructor
assistance. STS: 3e(2), 3e(4), 3e(7), 3e(10), 18b, 18c, 18d, 18e,
18f, 18g, 18m, 18n, 20b, 20c Meas: PC

(1) Preoperational checks

(2) Replacement of gas burners

(3) Maintenance of gas burners

(4) Replacement of appliance pressure regulators

(5) Measurement of gas pressure

(6) Adjustment of pressure regulators

(7) Adjustment of fuel-air ratio for proper combustion
efficiency

(8) Safety

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABRg4532 001-IY-1, Gas Burners
WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-1, Gas Burners

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER
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COURSE CONTENT

Audiovisual Aids
77-ihsparencies, Gas Burners
Tape Slide Presentation

Training Equipment
Trainer, Gas Fired Warm Air Furnace
Trainer, Manometer

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (4 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working
with the trainers. Explain the characteristics of gas and the theory of
construction and operation of domestic, industrial and biomass gas burners.
Explain the purpose and operation of automatic gas valves and gas pressure
regulators. Demonstrate the procedures to follow to perform preoperational
checks, how to measure gas pressure using the manometer and how to adjust,
replace and maintain regulators. After the students have performed all of
the above, have them perform a combustion analysis and adjust the fuel-air
ratio to assure proper combustion efficiency. Directed Study assignments for
this objective will be given at the end of day 16. Check for completion of
exercise at the start of day 17.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems
Natural Gas Distribution, a Home Study Course by Southern Gas Association
AFM 91-6, Maintenance and Operation of Gas Systems

POI J3ABR54532 001 44
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME Or IN
COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Solids Gas Fuel Burners and Warm Air Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
2. Gas Space Heaters

a. Given information, equipment and
maintain a gas fired space heater, with
STS: 3e(4), 3e(7), 19i, 19j, 19k Meas:

tools, remove, install and
instructor assistance.

PC
_

gas space heaters

controls

installing

maintaining

AND GUIDANCE

3/1

(1) Types and applications of

(2) Construction features and

(3) Procedures for removing and

(4) Procedures for operating and

(5) Safety

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials
SG r3ABR54532 001-IV-2, Gas Space
WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-2, Gas Space

Audiovisual Aids

Heaters
Heaters

Transparencies, Gas Space Heaters

Training Equipment
Trainer, Gas Fired Space Heater

Training Methods
Lecture/Tiscusslon (1 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (1.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AN D DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

,

POI NUMBER
1
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working
with the trainers. Explain the different types of gas space heaters and
their applications. Talk about the construction features and controls.
Once you have completed this, take the students to the lab and demonstrate
the procedures for removing, installing and maintaining gas space heaters.
Directed Study assignments for this objective will be given at the end of
day 17. Check for completion of exercise at the start of day 18.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

POI J3ABR54532 001 46
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAMEOFINSTIRUCTOR COU BSC "ri TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK T1 TL E

Solid, Gas Fuel Burners, and Warm Air Distribat.on Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
3. Unit Heaters

a. Given information, equipment and tools, remove, install and
maintain unit heaters with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(4),

3/1

3e(7), 19a, 19b, 19c Meas: PC

(1) Types and applications of unit heaters

(2) Construction features

(3) Procedures for removing and installing unit heaters

(4) Procedures for operating and maintaining unit heaters

(5) Safety

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

-STMER5-4372-1M17.1-VWIrlaters
WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-3, Unit Heaters

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Unit Heaters

Training Equipment
'Trainer, Gas Fired Space Heater
7-ainer, Hot Water Unit Heater

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (1.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L P ...
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3AB532 001W
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working with
the trainers. Using transparencies, talk about the different types and applications
of unit heaters and their construction features. Once you have completed this, take
the students to the lab and demonstrate the procedures for removing, installing and
operating a gas fired unit heater. Directed Study assignments for this objective
will be given at the end of day 18. Check for completion of exercise at the start
of day 19.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

POI J3ABR54532 001 48
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I.,, --,
COU RSIE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCIC TI TL E

Solid, Gas Fuel Burners and Warm Air Distribution S stems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Forced Warm Air Heating Systems

a. Given information, state the principles relating to the theory
of operation and construction of warm air heating systems by correctly
answering 80% of the questions. STS: 20a Meas: PC

(1) The purpose of a warm air furnace

(2) Types of warm air furnaces

(3) Construction features of warm air furnaces

(4) Operation of warm air furnaces

b. Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect,
clean, and install heating outlets to system, repair or replace duct
insulating material, how to inspect and adjust distribution dampers and
balance distribution system inspect and adjust air registers
by correctly answering q el-lions. STS: 20d, 20 (1).
20g(2)_, 22111, 20g(4), 20g(5), 20g(6), 209(7), 20g(8) ---Meas: PC

6/2

(2.75/
.5)

(1.0/
.75)

(.25/
.25)

(I) Inspection and cleaning of warm air ducts

(2) Repair or replacement of duct insulating material

(3) Inspection and adjustment of distribution dampers

(4) Balancing air distribution system

(5) Inspection and adjustment of war air registers

c. Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect,
remove, clean and replace heat exchangers and how to maintain humidi-
fiers, by correctly answering 80% of the questions. STS: 20h, 201,
20j, 20k, 201 Meas: PC

(1) Inspection of heat exchangers

(2) Removal of heat exhangers

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L P ..
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE
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COURSE CONTENT

(3) Cleaning of heat exchangers

(4) Replacement of heat exchangers

(5) Maintenance of humidifiers

d. Given information, explain the purpose of air filters and the (.5/.25)
types of air filters by correctly answering 80% of the questions.
STS: 20f(11, 20f(2). Meas: PC

(1) Purpose of air filters

(2) Types of air filters

e. Given tools, equipment and procedures, perform a preoperational (0.5/.25)
inspection and operate a warm air heating system and inspect, clean and
replace warm air filters with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2),
20b, 20c, 20f(3), 20f(4), 20f(5) Meas: PC

(1) Inspection of air filters

(2) Cleaning of air filters

(3) Replacing air filters

f. Given tools and equipment, connect warm air outlet to system (1/0)
with instructor assistance. STS: 190(1), 190(2) Meas: PC

(1) Installation of ducts

(2) Installation of pipes

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-IV-4, Forced Warm Air Heating Systems
WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-4, Forced Warm Air Heating Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Forced Warm Air Heating Systems

Training Ecluipment
17-arier, Gas Fired Warm Air Furnace
Trainer, Oil Fired Warm Air Furnace

POI J3ABR54531 001 50
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COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Demonstration (1 5 hr)
Perfunt lance ( .5 fir)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working withthe trainers. Using transparencies, talk about the theory of operation and
construction of warm air furnaces and systems. Show the different types of warmair furnaces, their construction features and operation. Explain the purpose ofthe warm air distribution system, the different types and how to inspect andmaintain them. Talk about the distribution dampers and their purpose. Explainto the students the purpose of a humidifier, the different types, their advantages
and disadvantages, and how to maintain them. Show the different types of airfilters and their purpose. After you have finished talking about air filters, take
the students to the lab, demonstrate how to properly inspect, clean and replace
filters, then have them do the same. Directed Study assignments for this objective
will be given at the end of day 19. Check for completion of exercise at the startof day 20. Have students disconnect, inspect and reconnect heating outlets with
instructor assistance.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Control Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems, and Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating
Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Textbook
ASHRE Handbook, 1977, Fundamentals
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
COURSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Solid, Gas Fuel Burners, and Warm Air Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Solid Fuel Burners

a. Using information given,
correctly answering 80% of the

(1': Coal defined

(2) Characteristics of

b. Given information, explain
coal storage areas, inspect coal
samples for analysis and inspect
answering 80% of the questions.
Meas: PC

(1) Maintenance of coal

(2) Inspection of coal

(3) Collection and preparation

(4) Inspection of coal

c. Given information, explain
requirenents for coal, by correctly
STS: 15b Meas: PC

explain
questions.

coal

the procedures
shipments,
coal handling

STS:

storage

shipments

handling

the ,:rocedures
answering

explain

questions.
16a(7)

the characteristics
STS:

collect
equipment

15c, 15d,

of coal by
15a Meas: PC

4.5/0

(.6/.0)

(1.0)

(.25/0)

(1.5/0)

1.25/0)

to follow to maintain
and prepare coal

by correctly
15e, 15f, 15g

areas

of coal samples

equipment

.9

the basic
of solid

STS:
Meas:

.

the procedures
preoperlional
fuel burners,

of fuel,
16b, 16c,

.

used to compute fuel
questions.

facts pertaining to
fuel burners, by

16a(2), .

d. Using information given,
the theory of operation and construction
correctly answering 70% of the
16a(3), 16a(4), 16a(5), 16a(6),

,16a(1),
PC

of solid fuel burners

used to remove
checks, operate,

adjust fuel-air
by correctly

16d, 16e, 16f, la,

(1) Coal.burning equipment

(2) Theory of operation

e. Using information given,
and install solid fuel burners,
adjust, maintain and troubleshoot
ratio and record fuel consmetigcoand
answering -iiNr=o*=t4requesfTM".V5
16h, 16i, la Meas: PC

and construction

explain
perform

solid
type

STS:

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
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COURSE CONTENT

(1) Removal and installation of solid fuel burners

(2) Preoperational checks

(3) Operation, adjustment, maintenance and troubleshooting of solid
fuel burners

(4) Adjustment of fuel-air ratio

(5) Recording of fuel consumption

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-IV-5, Solid Fuel Burners
WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-5, Solid Fuel Burners

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Solid Fuel Burners

Training Equipment
Trainer, Coal Fired Furnace

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Using information extracted from AFM 85-12, explain to the students the different
types of coal and their characteristics. Using transparencies, show students how
coal is stored, how it is shipped, inspection of coal shipments, and finally how to
collect and prepare a coal sample for analysis. Show the students the different
types of solid fuel burners, their construction features and operation and how to
maintain them. After you have finished discussing this, have the students complete
the exercise in the workbook.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems

6. Written Test and Test Critique 1.5

(a) Written Test (1.0)

(b) Test Critique (0.5)

7. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 20) 2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME 0 Irt INSTRUCCrR couRse TinE

'Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITLE
Hot Water Heating Systems and Controls
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Hot Water Heating and Controls 6/2

a. Using information given, explain the principles of operation (3/2)
of low/medium temperature hot water boilers and their components, by
correctly answering 80% of the questions. STS: 13b(1), 21a
Meas: PC

(1) Principles of operation of hot water boilers

(2) Types of low/medium temperature hot water boilers

(3) Hot water boiler accessories

b. Given procedures and trainer, install, operate and maintain (3/0)
a centrifugal pump with no more than two instructor assists.
STS., 13b(2), 13b(3), 13b(4) Meas: PC

(1) Installation procedures

(2) Procedures for operating

_
(3) Procedures for maintaining

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3A8R54532-001-V-I, Hot -Water Heating and Controls
WB J3ABR54532 001-V-1; Hot Water Heating and Controls

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Hot Water Heating Systems

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L .. ..
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER M OO( UNIT DATE P AGE NO.
J3A8R54532 001
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COURSE CONTENT

Training Equipment
Trainer, Hot Water Heating System

Training Methods 3,s
Lecture/Discussion .R-hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)
ezeicorAniLe 6,* . 5hrs.)
Instructional Guidance
Start first hour of day by taking students to the lab and showing them the low
temperature hot water system and explain the principles of operation. Return
to the classroom and continue by explaining the different types of hot water
boilers. Using transparencies, show and explain the purpose and operation of
the pressure relief valve, pressure gauge, temperature gauge and aquastats.
Explain the purpose of boiler connections, such as outlet connection, return
connection, control valves, blow-off connections, water supply connections and
chimney and breechings. Show to the students how water is fed to the boiler
through the pressure reducing valve and also how to manually feed water to the
boiler. Explain the purpose of the expansion tank, types of expansion tanks,
sizing of expansion tanks, location of expansion tanks and components on the
expansion tanks. Directed Study assignments for this objective will be given
at the end of day 21. Check for completion at the start of day 22.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Control Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems, and Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating
Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Textbook

POI J3ABR54532 001 56



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
R COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Hot Water Heating Systems
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Hot Water Distribution Systems

a. Using information given,
bution systems and their components
questions. STS: 21a Meas:

explain
by correctly

PC

distribution

water distribution

explain
heating system,
19r Meas:

the types of hot water distri-
answering 80% of the

systems

systems

the procedures to follow to
by correctly answering
PC

GUIDANCE

System
System

3/1

(2.5/1)

(.5/0)

(1) Types of hot water

(2) Components of hot

b. Using information given,
install a secondary hot water
8059-etE=bba questions. STS:
D0-40,...t9:3

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

AND

SG J3ABR545377017T-Wlotwater
WB J3ABR54532 001-V-2, Hot Water

Audiovisual Aids

Distribution
Distribution

SystemsTransparencies, Hot Water Heating

Training Equipment
Trainer, Hot Water Heating System
Assf3rted Hot Water Boiler Accessories

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available. Using transparencies show to
the students the different types of hot water systems such as the forced
circulation One-Pipe System, Two-Pipe Directed Return, Two-Pipe Reverse
Return, Series-Loop System, and the Combined Systems. Show and explain
the purpose and operation of the Special Flow Fittings, Air-Bleed Valve,
and other components such as gate valves, globe valves, check valves,
plug cocks, anchors, hangers, supports, expansion joints, and strainers.
Explain how flow djustment and balancing are obtained by using pipe
size orifices and throttle valves. Explain how temperature is controlled
by zoning such as Single-Zone and Multiple-Zone installations. Finish
lesson by explaining the different methods used to transfer the generated
heat such as radiators, convectors, panel heating and unit heaters.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Control Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems, and Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating
Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

POI J3ABR54532 001
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
N ' F N TRU 0 R COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E
Hot Water Heating Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Troubleshooting Hot Water Systems

a. Using information given, explain
follow in troubleshooting a hot water heating
answering 80% of the questions. STS:

(1) Procedures used to troubleshoot

(2) Procedures used to troubleshoot

(3) Procedures used to troubleshoot

b. Using information given, explain
aquastats, maintenance of pressure regulators,
inpsect and maintain special flow fittings,
bleed valves and pressure regulators, procedures
system and inspecting boilers for leaks,
correctly answering 80% of the questions.
21k(2), 21k(4), 21k(5), 21k(6), 21k(7),
Meas: VU-----

(1) Procedures used to inspect

(2) Pressure regulator maintenance

_ (3) Inspection and maintenance
flcw fittings

(4) Installation procedures for
pressure regulators

(5) Procedures used to balance

(6) Inspecting boilers for leaks,

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

the proper
system

21k(3)

fireside

waterside

system

how to inspect
procedures

installation

corrosion
STS:

21k(8),, 21k

procedures to
by correctly

Meas: PC

and replace
used to

of air-
used to balance

and scale by
21' 21k 1

1/1

(.5/.5)

(.51.5)

1 )

and replace aquastats

procedures

procedures for special

air-bleed valves and

system

corrosion and scale

AND GUIDANCE

Water Systems
Water Systems

SG J3ABR54532 001-V-3, Troubleshooting Hot
WB J3ABR54532 001-V-3, Troubleshooting Hot

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L ,.0
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COURSE CONTENT

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Hot .ater Heating Systems

Training Equipment
Trainer, Hot Water Heating System

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Have all trainers and equipment available and emphasize safety when working
with the trainers. Start lesson by explaining to the students what is meant
by fireside, waterside, and systems, then explain the procedures used to trouble-
shoot each. Continue lesson by explaining how to inspect and replace aquastats,
pressure regulators, special flow fittings. Finish lesson by explaining how to
install air-bleed valves and pressure regulators and finally the procedures used
to balance system and inspect boiler for leaks, corrosion and scale.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Control Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems, and Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating
Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Textbook
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON Pt. 4N PART I
MAME OF INSTRUCTOR COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Hot Water Heating Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

4. Operation_and Maintenance of Hot Water Systems
tvl,+Fmj...4-7t:io'ti:;:R-e.ot 5

a. . , remove a boiler from service, drain,
flush and fill boiler w+11144.4ftstpetietoe=aveliiotelice. STS: 4.0*4Q4,

6/1

(3/1)j

a G-tc,

(2/0)

(1/0)

13 21b, 21c, 21d, 21e, 21f, 21g, 21h, 21i Meas: PC
. 0,--yaL -.0-(-131-14) //... P r re)I- rro-tor Cr rathd-rt. CV ri-A f Ai

(1) Procedures for removing a boil r'from ervice

(2) Procedures for draining boiler

(3) Procedures for flushing boiler

(4) Procedures for filling boiler

(5) Procedures for charging expansion tank

(6) Preoperational inspection procedures

(7) Procedures to properly fire boiler

b. Using information given, inspect boiler for leaks, inspect
and replace aquastats and maintain pressure regulators with instructor
assistance. STS: 3e(2), 3e(9), 21142), 21k(5), 21k(6),
21k(7) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures used to inspect boiler for leaks

(2) Aquastat inspection procedures

(3) Replacement procedures for aquastat

(4) Procedures used to maintain pressure regulators

c. Using information given, inspect for corrosion and scale and
troubleshoot hot water heating system with instructor assistance.
STS: 3e(2), 3e(10), 21k(3), 21k(10) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures used in inspecting for corrosion and scale

(2) Troubleshooting procedures
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-V-4, Operation and Maintenance of Hot Water Systems
WB J3ABR54532 001-V-4, Operation and Maintenance of Hot Water Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Hot Water Heating Systems

Training Equipment
Trainer, Hot Water Heating System

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hrs)
Performance (3.5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have all equipment and tools available and emphasize safety when working with the
trainers. Start day by giving overview of all material covered pertaining to
hydronics such as operation of boilers and their components, procedures used to
remove a boiler from service, draining, flushing, filling boiler, charging expan-
sion tank, performance of a preoperational inspection, firing boiler, inspecting
and replacing aquastats, maintenance of pressure regulators, special flow fittings,
air-bleed valves, inspecting for leaks, corrosion and scale, balancing system and
finally how to troublshoot system. After you have completed this, take the students
to the lab and demonstrate to them how to do all the above. Once you have completed
this, have the students, working as a team, perform a complete breakdown of the
boiler and system. This should include securing boiler, draining boiler and system,
opening boiler up and inspecting for corrosion, scale and any other possible
problems. Have them drain and flush the expansion tank, remove and clean gauge
glass on tank, open all valves throughout system and flush entire system with
fresh water until water is clear. Once system has been thoroughly cleaned out,
put boiler and system beck together. Check all valves, including pressure relief
and flow control valves, for leaks or other possible defects. Once this has been
completed put boiler and its components br...:k together and fill boiler and system.
Be sure to have students properly charge expansion tank before filling. Perform a
preoperational inspection. If everything is OK, have students fire up boiler.
During fire-up have students troubleshoot boiler and system to assure trouble free
operation.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Control Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems, and Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating
Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME 0 P INSTRUCTOR
COU RSE TITL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Hot Water Heating Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 12. TIME
5. Soldering and Welding

a. Given information, explain basic facts about the types and sizes
of copper tubing and fittings by correctly answering 80% of the ques-
tions. STS: 10c(1), 10c(2) Meas: PC

12.5Z,_
"...:5

(1/1)

(3.0/
.5)

(2/.5)

(1.0/
.5)

(1) Copper tubing

(2) Fittings

b. Given hand tools, copper tubing kit, copper tubing and instruc-
tions, measure, cut, bend, swage, and flare the copper tubing with
a maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 10c(3), 10c(4), 10c(5),
10c(6), 10c(7) Meas: PC

_

(1) Measuring procedures

(2) Cutting procedures

(3) Bending procedures

(4) Swaging procedures

(5) Flaring procedures

c. Given hand tools, sandpaper, steel wool, hydrocarbon torch and
assortment of fittings, use proper techniques to soft solder two copper
tubing Joints with a maximum of two instructor assists. STS: 10c(8),
lla Meas: PC

(1) Fabricating copper tubing system

(2) Proper techniques for soft soldering

d. Given information, identify the theory of oxyacetylene welding
and related equipment by answering 80% of the questions. STS: llb
Meas: PC

(1) Oxyacetylene combustion

(2) Types of flames
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COURSE CONTENT

(3) Oxyacetylene equipment

(4) Safety precautions when using oxyacetylene equipment

(5) Types of solder

e. Given hand tools, copper tubing, oxyacetylene equipment, sil-
phos and flux, use proper techniques to hard solder two copper tubing
joints with a maximum of tdo instructor assists. STS: 11c(1)
Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for hard soldering

(2) Safety precautions when using oxyacetylene equipment

f. Given hand tools, metal, oxyacetylene equipment, and sand-
paper, use proper techniques to weld two pieces of metal together
with at least 80% weld penetration with a maximum of two instructor
assists. STS: 11c(2) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for welding

(2) Safety precautions

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 00I-V-5, Soldering and Welding
WB J3ABR54532 001-V-5, Soldering and Welding

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies

Training Equipment
'Hand tools
Sandpaper
Steel wool
Copper tubing kit
Copper tubing
Hydrocarbon torch kit
Assortmen4 of fittings
Oxyacetylene equipment
Silphos
Flux

(2.0/.5)

(3.5)
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COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3.0 hrs)
Demonstration (1.0 hr)
Performance (8.5 hrs)
Directed Study (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Day 23 - Discuss types and sizes of copper tubing and fittings. Explain
measuring and cutting procedures for copper tubing.
Day 24 - Check directed Study Assignment. Discuss bending, swaging and
flaring procedures. Demonstrate measuring, cutting, bending, swaging and
flaring procedures. Observe students as they perform measuring, cutting,
bending, swaging and flaring procedures on copper tubing. Discuss and
demonstrate soft soldering procedures. Have students perform soft soldering
procedures on copper tubing joints that they prepared. Explain and discuss
theory of oxyacetylene welding. Discuss hard soldering procedures and
demonstrate. Have students perform hard soldering procedures on copper
tubing joints they prepared. Emphasize proper safety precautions when
using oxyacetylene equipment. !Ascuss and demonstrate oxyacetylene welding
procedures. Observe students as they perform oxyacetylene welding. Day 25
will be a continuance of this performance.

Instructor Reference Materials:
Textbodk, Modern Refrigeratior and Air Conditioning
TO 34W-4-1-5, Welding Theory and Application
Textbook, Modern Welding

6. Written Test and Test Critique 1.5

a. Written Test (1.0)

b. Test Critique (0.5)

7. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 25) 2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1"Inp."11. 0 F INSTRUCTOR
CO U RS E 11 TL E

Heating Systems Stecialist
BLOCK TI TL E
Central Plant and High Temperature Water Heating Systems
I. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
1. Theory of Operation and Construction of Steam Heating Systems

a. Given information, identify principles concerning theory of
operation and construction features of steam heating systems, with 70%
accuracy. STS: 24a Meas: PC

12/4

(6/1)

(1) Central heating plants

(2) Fundamentals of steam generation

(3) Boiler construction features

(4) Types of boilers

(5) ASME Code for external fittings

b. Given information, identify the procedures for removing and
installing boilers, STS: 191, 19m Meas: PC

.5/0)

b y Cor-f.e.a cf t lie? f /D eLca...1-f/f4e- Arevt.preZ.
(1) Manufacturer's specifica ions

(2) ASME
.

,

c. Given information, identify basic facts about components of
feedwater system, with 70% accuracy. STS: 24g, 13a(1)

(.5/1)

Meas: PC ,

(1) Theory and construction of steam turbines

(2) Theory and construction of reciprocating pumps

(3) Theory and construction of feedwater systems

d. Given information, determine procedures for installation,
operation and maintenance of reciprocating pumps, with 80% accuracy.
STS: 13a(2), 13a(3), 13a(4) Meas: PC

(01.5

(1) Installation of reciprocating pumps

(2) Operation of reciprocating pumps

(3) Servicing of reciprocating pumps
.
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COURSE CONTENT

e. Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for (1/.5)
operating and servicing pressure/temperature recording equipment, with
80% accuracy. STS: 14a, 14b, 14c Meas: PC

(1) Pressure controls

(2) Air flow switch

(3) Draft controls

(4) Operation of pressure/temperature recording equipment

(5) Servicing of pressure/temperature recording equipment

f. Given information, operate and service draft indicating and (0.5)
regulating equipment, with instructor assistance. STS: 14c, 14e
Meas: PC

g. Given information, perform service of flow meters and recorders, (0.5)
with instructor assistance. STS: 14g Meas: PC

h. Given information, troubleshoot boiler flame control system, (3.0/1)
with instructor assistance. STS. 9a(9) Meas: PC

-4;11SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructienal Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VI-1, Theory of Operation and Construction of Steam

Heating Systems
WB J3ABR54532 001-VI-1, Theory of Operation and Construction of Steam

Heating Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Central Heating Plants

Training Equipment
Trainer, High Pressure and Low Pressure Boiler and Systems
Trainer, Steam and Water Cycle
Trainer, Feedwater System
Trainer, Reciprocating Pump
Trainer, Steam Flow, Air Flow Recorder
Trainer, Pressure Control
Trair-J1, Programmer Tester

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (9 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the types of Central Plants and the fundamentals of steam generation. Using
transparencies, discuss boiler construction features, types of boilers and ASME code
pertaining to external boiler fittings. Give students directed study assignment and
boiler construction features, steam turbines and reciprocating pumps, Exercises 1, 4
and 5 of workbook, at the end of day 26. Give students quiz at beginning of day 27
on directed study assignment. Discuss procedures for removing and installirg
boilers. Take students to heating lab, using high pressure boiler, have students
complete Exercises 2 and 3 in workbook. Return students to classroom after
completion. Using transparencies and cut-aways, discuss the theory and construction
of the feedwater system. Discuss the procedures for operating and servicing of
pressure/temperature recording equipment. Using transparencies discuss operation
and servicing of draft indicating and regulating equipment. Discuss Flow Meters and
Recurders. Discuss boiler Flame Control System. Take students to heat lab and have
students complete exercises 8 and 9 in workbook. Have students return to classroom
and compelte exercise 10 in workbook. Give students directed study assignment on
Installation, Maintenance and Operation of Reciprocating Pumps, Exercise 6, on
Pressure/Temperature Recording Equipment, Exercise 7, and boiler Flame Control
System, Exercise 11 at the end of day 27. Give quiz over directed study at
beginning of day 28.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants
NTTC Course 135, Energy Conservation Through Utilities Operation
NAVFAC Tech Tng Center, Navy Public Works Center, Norfolk VA 23511
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME OF INSTRUCT()
COURSE 11 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TLE

Central Plant and High Temperature Water Heating Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Boiler Operations

a. Given information, operate a steam boiler, with instructor
assistance. STS: 3e(3), 3e(8), 24b, 24e(1), 24e(2), 24e(3),

--Rai:

10/4

(9/3)

(0/1)

(1/0)

24e(4), 24e(5), 24e(6)7-2-4i(7), --2-4-eafr In

(1) Safety for high intensity sound

(2) Steam safety

(3) Preoperational inspection

(4) Operation of draft control

(5) Operation of air flow switch

(6) Firing procedures

(7) Proper water level

(8) Blow off procedures

(9) Operation of pressure control

(10) Emergency procedures

(11) Shut down procedures

b. Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for
operating and maintaining oil preheaters, vAAiri44--itteuraey-r- Ly eorect
STS: 24e(10), 24e(11) Meas: PC--dr-wsuJ4rL,I, 0-04.49

(1) Operating procedures

(2) Maintaining procedures

c. Given simulated job type entries, complete steam logs and fuel
consumption report, with instructor assistance. STS: ljb, 24e(9)
Meas: PC
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COURSE CONTENT

(1) AF Form 1458

(2) AF Form 1464

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VI-2, Boiler Operations
WB J3ABR54532 001-VI-2, Boiler Operations

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Central Heating Plants, Logs

Training Equipment
Trainer, High Pressure and Low Pressure Boilers

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (8.5 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss procedures for operating steam boiler to include the following items:
Safety for high intensity sound, safety around steam, preoperational inspection
and operation of draft control and air flow switch. Discuss firing procedures
and maing proper water level. Discuss how to check operation of pressure
coniiii17biscuss emergency procedures for common boiler emergencies. Discuss
boiler shutdown procedures. Take students to heating lab and demonstrate how
to operate steam boiler. Have students operate steam boiler using procedures
in Exercise 2 in workbook. Have students maintain proper water level using
Exercise 1 in workbook. Have students check operation of pressure contre. using
low pressure boiler. At end of Day 28 assign directed study assignment using
Exercise 3 in workbook. Check directed study assignment at beginning of Day 29.
Finish operating steam boiler (Day 29), return students to classroom and hand
out daily and monthly steam Operating Logs. Have students complete logs. Give
Directed Study assignment for Day 29, Exercise 4 and 5 of workbook.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAhIEOFINSTRU COU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systems Seecialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Central Plant and High Temperature Water Heating Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. High TemperaturE. Water Heating Systems

a. Given information, identify the methods of producing high
temperature water, with 70% accuracy. STS: 23a, 23b, 23c, 23d

6.5/0

(2/0)

Meas: PC

(1) Theory of operation

(2) Methods of producing HTW

(3) HTW plant auxiliary equipment

(4) Safety principles

b. Follcwing step-by-step procedures, operate and maintain the high
temperature hot water heating system trainer and distribution system,
with instructor assistance. STS: 23e(1), 23e(2), 23e(21., 23e(4),

(3.5/0)

23e(6), 23f(1), 23f(2), 23f(3), 23f(4), 23f(8), 231 Meas: PC

(1) Valve alignment

(2) Required water flow

(3) Safety controls

(4) Starting procedures

(5) Operational checks

(6) Distribution system

(7) Air bl,.teding procedures

(8) Procedures for adjusting control devices and regulating
valves

(9) Operation of secondary systems

(10) Operating logs

c. Using information maintain a pumping system, with instructor
assistance. STS: 221, 23h Meas: PC

(.5/0)
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COURSE CONTENT

(1) Pressurization system

(2) Pumping system

d. Given information list the procedures for performing hArostatic (.5/0)
test on generator and expansion drum, with 70% accuracy. STS: 23j, 23k
Meas: PC

(1) Types of inspections.

(2) Hydrostatic test procedures

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VI-3, High Temperature Water Heating Systems
WB J3ABR54532 001-VI-3, High Temperature Water Heating Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, HTW Systems

Training Equipment
Trainer, High Temperature Hot Water

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Demnstration (.5 hr)
Performance (3.0 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss types of HTW generators major components, methods of pressurization,
types of auxiliary equipment and types of pumping systems. Instructor start
up HTW system and shut down. Class then start up HTW system and secure it,
with instructor assistance, following workbook exercise.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFR 88-28, High Temperature Water Heating Systems

4. Written Test and Test Critique 1.5 hrs

(a) Written Test (1.0 hr)

(b) Test Critique (.5 hr)

5. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 30) 2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME 0 F INSTRUZTOR
COURSE Tun. E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Boiler Maintenance and Steam Distribution Systems
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
1. External Boiler Maintenance

a. Given proper procedures and with team member, replace and test
safety valve, with instructor assistance. STS: 3e(10), 24c(1), 24c(2)

8/2

(1.5/0)

(1/0)

(1.5/0)

(.51.5)

(1.5/0)

(2/1.5)

Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for replacing safety valve

(2) Procedures for testing safety valve

(3) Safety precautions when using air pressure

b. Given instructions and with team member, replace gage, with
instructor assistance. STS: 14f Meas: PC

c. Following given procedures and with team member, clean water
column ard gage glass, with instructor assistance. STS: 24c(3)
Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for cleaning water column

(2) Procedures for cleaning gage glass

d. Using information, answer questions about inspection and replace-
ment of soft plugs to 80% accuracy. STS: 24c(4), 24c(5) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for inspection of soft plug

(2) Procedures for replacement of soft plug

e. Given procedures check and clean boiler fireside, with
instructor assistance. STS: 24d(6), 24d(7) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for checking fireside

(2) Procedures for cleaning fireside

f. Given procedures and working with team member, repair and
replace refractory, with instructor assistance. STS: 19p, 19q
Meas: PC

(1) Types of refractory material
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COURSE CONTENT

(2) Minor refractory repair

(3) Procedures for replacing refractory material

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VII-1, External Boiler Maintenance
WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-1, External Boiler Maintenance

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Fireside Maintenance
7862A Fireside Movie
7862B Fireside Movie

Training Equipment
Trainer, High Pressure Boiler, Firebox Boiler, Low Pressure Boiler (if needed)
Trainer, Water Column and Sight Glass

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Demonstration (.25 hr)
Performance (6.75 hrs)
Directed Study (2.0 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the procedures for replacing safety valve, discuss procedures for testing
safety valves. Discuss how to clean gage glass and water column. Ask questions
about inspection and replacement of soft plug. Discuss procedures for checking
fireside and cleaning fireside. Discuss types of refractory material, minor refrac-
tory repair and the procedures for replacing refractory material. Show movies on
fireside replacement. Give directed study assignment, Exercises 4 and 6. Check
students' Directed Study assignment at beginning of day 32. Take students to
heating lab, making sure that safety is emphasized and that students have removed
jewelry. Take students to safety valve trainer, have them replace safety valve and
test replacement safety valve. Take students to high pressure boiler, have students
remove, clean and reinstall gage glass. Have students tear down water column and
clean, replacing any defective or worn parts, reassemble water column. Take
students to backside of high pressure boiler, remove back and check fireside for
cleanliness, then have students clean fireside or high pressure boilers. Take
students to firebox boilers behind heating lab building and have students remove
refractory material from firebox boilers, then reinstall refractory material. Have
students clean up area around firebox boilers and around high pressure boiler. Have
students return to classroom in an orderly manner. Low pressure boiler may be used
for accomplishment of criterions if high pressure bo'--r is not available.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION& ESSON PLAN PART 1
COU RSE 71 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK T1 TL E

Boiler Maintenance and Steam Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Internal Boiler Maintenance

a. Given proper procedures and with team member, maintain boiler
water side components, with instructor assistance. STS: 24c(6),
24d(1), 24d(3), 24d(4), 24d(5), 24d(8), 24d(9), 24d(10) MeTi7--Pt

7/2.5

(4.75
1.0)

(.25/
.5)

(1/1)

(1) Procedures for preparing Joiler for inspection

(2) Safety precautions

(3) Procedures for draining boiler

(4) Procedures for cleaning tubes

(5) Procedures for washing down boiler interior

(6) Inspection of water side

(7) Procedures for replacing manhole and handhole covered
gaskets

(8) Procedures to fill boiler

(9) Inspection for leaks

b. Given information and with team member, inspect for internal
corrosion, with instructor assistance. STS: 24d(2) Meas: PC

(1) Types of corrosion

(2) Inspection procedures

c. Following step-by-step procedures and with team member, perform
a hydrostatic test, with instructor assistance. STS: 24d(11)
Meas: PC

(1) Types of hydrostatic tests

(2) Protection of pressure controls

(3) Procedures for securing safety valve
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COURSE CONTENT

(4) Closing of valves

(5) Filling procedures

(6) Procedures for performing hydrostatic test

d. Given information and with team member and following step-by-step (1/0)
procedures, make minor tube repair, with instructor assistance.
STS: 24d(12) Meas: PC

(1) Types of minor tube repair

(2) Plugging a boiler tube

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VII-2, Internal Boiler Maintenance
WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-2, Internal Boiler Maintenance

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies
Film

Training Equipment
Trainer, High Pressure Boiler
Trainer, Low Pressure Boiler (if needed)
Trainer, Firebox Boiler

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1.5 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Directed Study (2.5 hrs)
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Using study guide and transparencies, discuss procedures for shutting down boiler
in service. Discuss procedures for :nternal maintenance on boilers to include
safety precautions, draining boiler, cleaning boiler tubes, washing down interior
of boiler, inspection of waterside, procedures for replacing handhole and manhole
cover gaskets, procedures to fill boiler and check for leaks. Discuss what to
look for while performing inspection for internal corrosion. Discuss procedures
for performing hydrostatic test on boilers, also to include the types of hydro-
static tests. Using transparencies, discuss minor tube repair and how to plug a
tube. Take students to heating lab, have students work in teams. Make sure
students remove all jewelry. Have students drain high pressure boiler (use low
pressure boiler if necessary), remove handholes, wash down interior of boiler.
Have students clean handholes, plugs and inspect for internal corrosion. Have
students replace handholes, then fill boiler with water. Have students prepare
boiler for hydrostatic test, then perform hydrostatic test, checking for leaks.
After hvdrostatic test, return boiler water level to proper limits. Have students
clean up area around high pressure boiler. Take students out to firebox boilers
and working as team members, have students plug a fire tube in firebox boiler.
Have students clean up area around firebox boilers. Direct students back to
classroom in an orderly manner.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems
AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and

Systems, and Process Heat Utilization
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME 45F INSTRUCTOR COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TLE

Boiler Maintenance and Steam Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 12. TIME

3. Boiler Lay Up

a. Given information answer questions about boiler
80% accuracy. STS: 24d(13)(a), 24d(13)(b) Meas:

lay up, with
PC

up boiler
Have students

will check workbook.

Heating Plants

.51.5

(1) Wet method

(2) Dry method

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

AND GUIDANCE

.

for.laying
the dry method.

of Central

SG J3ABR54532 001-VII-3, Boiler
WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-3, Boiler

Audiovisual Aids

Lay Up
Lay Up

procedures
for

class. Instructor

Maintenance

Transparencies on Boiler Lay Up

Training Equipment
Silica Gel

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (.5 hr)
Directed Study (.5 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies, discuss the
using the wet method and procedures
complete workbook exercises in

Instructor Reference Material:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and

and Distribution Systems

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON Pus.
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIC 'LIRE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
BLOCK

VII
UNIT

3
DATE

1 3 January 1984
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PAGE NO.

81
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAMEOFINSTRuCT R
cOU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITLE
Boiler Maintenance and Steam Distribution Systems
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Steam Distribution Systems

a. Given in:ormation and with team member maintain steam pressure
using steam distribution system, with instructor assistance.
STS: 241(1), 24f(2), 241(3), 24f(9) Meas: PC

13/3

(4/.5)

(.51.5)

(.5/.5)

(4.5/1)

(1) Lining up steam system

(2) Lining up pressure reducing station

(3) Temperature regulating valve

(4) Expansion joints

b. Given information answer questions about distribution
system and conduits, getting 80% of questions correct.
STS: 23f(5), 23f(6), 23f(7), 24f(10), 24f(13) Meas: PC .

(1) Types of steam line conduits

(2) Inspection of steam line conduits

(3) Inspection of manholes

c. Given information answer ,i'estions about installation
and maintenance of converters, getting 80% of questions correct.
STS: 241(11), 24f(12) Meas: PC

(1) Procedures for installation of converters

(2) Procedures for maintenance of converters

d. Given procedures and with team member, perform maintenance on
steam distribution system, with instructor assistance. STS: 24f(4),
24f(5), 241(6), 24f(7), 24f(8) Meas: PC

(1) Inspection of traps

(2) Procedures to repair traps

(3) Procedures to replace traps

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON P ,
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

pat NUMBER

J3A8R54532 001
BLOCK

VII

UNIT

4 1

DATE

3 January 1984
PAGE NO.
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COURSE CONTENT

(4) Procedures for cleaning strainers

(5) Procedures for replacing strainers

(6) Condensate retJrn system

e. Given procedures and with team member, replace insulation
on steam distribution system, with instructor assistance.
STS: 24f(14)(a), 24t-K1:5111a, 24f(14)(c) Meas: PC

(1) Types of insulation

(2) Procedures for mixing insulation

(3) Procedures for applying insulation

(4) Procedures for applying pre-formed insulation

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VII-4, Steam Distribution Systems
WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-4, Steam Distribution Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Steam Distribution Systems

Trainim? Equipment
Steam Distribution Systems

training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3.5 hrs)
Performance (9.5 hrs)
Directed Study (3 hrs)

(3.5/.5)
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies, discuss line up of steam distribution system, to include
pressure reducing station comprising of the parts to a pressure reducing station.Discuss the function and maintenance of a temperature regulating valve. Discusstypes of expansion joints and maintenance procedures. Check workbook exercise onsteam line conduits according to lesson plan. Check workbook exercise onconverters accnrding to lesson plan. Using transparencies, discuss maintenanceprocedures on steam distribution system to include inspection of traps, repair oftraps, replacement of traps, cleaning strainers, replacing strainers. Discussdifferent types of condensate return systems. Discuss types of insulation,
procedures for mixing insulation, procedures for applying insulation, and proceduresfor applying preformed insulation. Take students out to heating lab in an orderlymanner, have students remove all jewelry. Have students trace steam distributionsystem and pressure reducing station. Have students check out expansion joints andlubricate if needed. While steam system is in operation have students inspect trapsfor leaks and proper operation. Shut down steam system and have students, workingas a two-man term (if class size dictates), remove traps and strainers from system,remove all existing insulation. Clean traps and strainers and repair or replace anydefective parts. If needed, replace either part completely out. Reinstall trapsand strainers to proper place on steam system, reopen steam system, have studentscheck traps for leaks and proper operation. Have students prepare for insulationcriterion by mixing powdered insulation and wheat paste mixture. Show students howto apply powdered insulation and cheesecloth. Show students how to apply preformedinsulation. Have students apply.powdered insulation, then apply pre-formed insula-tion. After students have completed criterion, have students clean area aroundsteam distribution system to include mopping. Make sure students also clean uparound workbench area after trap and strainer criterion is completed. Have studentsreturn to class in an orderly manner and get ready to take block test.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vols I and II

5. Written Test and Test Critique
1.5

(a) Written Test
(1.0)

(b) Test Critique
(0.5)

6. MT: Physical Conditioning (Day 35)
2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTIONAESSON PLAN PART 1NAMaONSTRUcIOR
I COU RSE T1 TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
L COURSE CONTENT f2. TIME
1. Sources of Water

a. Given information, explain basic
and their characteristics with 80% accuracy.
Meas: PC

(1) Sources of water

(2) Characteristics of water

(3) pH of water

(4) Major contributors to corrosion

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

facts about
STS:

AND GUIDANCE

Student Study
Emphasize

a 20-ml
discuss

water treatment.
effects.

sources of water
25a, 25b

3/0

and Effects on Heating

Guide, discuss
the relationship

discuss surface and
they each contain.
Using raw sample, a

bottle of caustic soda,
the pH scale and

Discuss the

SG J3ABR54532 001-VIII-1, Sources
WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-1, Sources

Audiovisual Aids

of Water
of Water

Characteristics,

in
treatment.

Using transparencies,
what impurities
water treatment.

pH meter,
acid),

boiler
and their

-

Transparencies, Water: Sources,
Equipment

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2.5 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Using Terms and Definitions Glossary
the terms as they apply to water
for those terms that relate.
ground water characteristics and
Discuss the objectives of boiler
pH test kit, litmus paper, and
and a 207m1 bottle of HCL-3N (diluted
effective pH range for effective
major Contributors to corrosion

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L N ..
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER
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1
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems
AFM 85-13, Industrial Water Treatment

POI J3ABR54532 001 88
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Heating Systems Specialist
CLOCK TITLE

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

2. External Treatment

a. Given information, determine
installation, operation, and servicing
equipment, with 80% accuracy.
Meas: PC

(1) Demineralizing equipment

(2) Degasification equipment

(3) Direct acid treatment

b. Given information and
izing equipment, with instructor
Meas: PC

(I) Operating demineralizing

(2) Servicing demineralizing

c. Using the soap solution
a given water sample for hardness,
STS: 25e Meas: PC

step.by-step procedures for
Or external water treatment

STS: 25p, 25s, 25t, 25u

-

7/2

(3.5/
.5)

(2/.5)

(1.5/1)

equipment, service
assistance. STS:

equipment

equipment

and EDTA water testing
with instructor

MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Treatment
Treatment

Water Treatment

Equipment

and operate demineral-
25q, 25r

equipment, test
assistance.

(1) Soap solution test

(2) EDTA solution test

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VIIr--2, External
WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-2, Extermal

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, External Boiler

Training Equipment
Trainer, Water softener
Soap Solution and EDTA Water Testing

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OF LESSON PLAN
SI GM A TU R E AND DATE

SIGN ATU RE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
I eLocK
I VIII

t

UNIT
2

DATE

3 January 1984
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i
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89
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COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2.5 hrs)
Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies as needed, discuss the different means of removing
suspended and dissolved impurities. Discuss the different types of degasifi-
cation equipment and their uses. Discuss the different water hardness tests,
then demonstrate procedures. Demonstrate a complete cycle of the water
softener trainer with students. Then have students operate and inspect the
softener for proper operation by performing a water hardness test.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems
AFM 85-13, Industrial Water Treatment

POI J3ABR54532 001 90
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART INAME OP INSTRUCTOR
COURSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
3. Internal Treatment

a. Given information, identify principles relating
boiler water treatment, with 80% accuracy. STS:

(1) Objectives of internal boiler water

(2) Factors affecting internal boiler water

(3) Types of internal boiler water treatment

b. Given information, select, care and use precision
instruments, with instructor assistance. STS:
Meas: PC

(1) pH meter

(2) Electrical conductivity meter

c. Following step-by-step procedures, draw water
mine chemical concentrations in a steam boiler, with
assistance. STS: 3e(5), 3e(6), 25d, la, 25f(1).

to internal
25c Meas: PC

10/4

(1/1)

(1/0)

(6/1)

treatment

treatment

chemicals

measuring
23., 7h, 71

sample and deter-
instructor
25f(2), 25f(3),

25f(4), 25f(5), 25f(6) vieigr--Ft

water samples

reagents and text equipment

test

(1) Procedures for drawing

(2) Inspection of chemiral

(3) Causticity test

(4) Tannin test

(5) Phosphate test

(6) Sodium sulfite test

(7) Total dissolved solids

(8) pH test

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L
SIGNATURE AND DATE

SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR54532 001
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91
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COURSE CONTENT

d. Given information, explain basic facts pertaining to condensate (1/0)
return treatment, with 80% accuracy. STS: 25h Meas: PC

(1) Types of return line corrosion

(2) Causes of return line corrosion

e. Given step-by-step procedures, test and treat condensate return (1.1)
water, with instructor assistance. STS: 25i, 25j Meas: PC

(1) Testing condensate water

(1) Treating condensate water

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VIII-3, Internal Treatment
WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-3, Internal Treatment

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Internal Boiler Water Treatment

Traiininment
Beliliitifri-ng Equipment
High Pressure Sample Bottle and Container
High Pressure Steam Boiler
Lab, Boiler Water Treatment

Traininq Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3.25 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance k,.25 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)

POI J3ABR54532 001 92
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies, discuss objectives of internal boiler water treatment,
factors affecting internal boiler water treatment, and types of internal
boiler water treatment chemicals, and the reason that each chemical is used
and the concentration level for each chemical. Discuss the selection, care,
and use of precision measuring instruments. Discuss sampling procedures,
procedure for maintaining chemical reagents, test equipment. Emphasize safety
while performing all tests. Direct students to boiler area with their sample
bottle to draw a boiler water sample following instructions previously learned.
Return to lab area; have students don rubber apron and prepare test equipment
for testing boiler water. Instruct students to follow step-by-step procedures
as outlined in AFM 85-12, Vol I. Instruct students to perform the tests in
an orderly fashion. Observe students at all times, answer questions, give
explanations, and assist students as necessary; inform students of key steps
or particulars to look for, such as color changes, formation of floc, exact
measurements and cleanliness. After all tests are completed, have students
clean all testing equipment with lab soap and water and put all testing equip-
ment back in the proper places. Have students clean and wax lab table. Have
students put away high pressure sample bottles and return to seats. Using
transparencies, discuss condensate return water treatment, the causes, testing
of condensate return water, and the treatment of condensate return water.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems
AFM 85-13, :ndustrial Water Treatment
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/I.ESSON PLAN PART I, .F N --. -
COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
4. Logs and Chemical Feeding

a. Following step-by-step
log, with 80% accuracy. STS:

(1) Purpose of logs

(2) Annotation of logs

b. Given information and equipment,
for shipment, with instructor assistance.

(1) Boiler classification

(2) Types of containers

(3) Preparation of sample

c. Given information and chemical
requirements, with instructor assistance.

(1) Formula for sodium

(2) Formula for caustic

(3) Formula for phosphate

(4) Formula for tannin

(5) Formula for amines

d. Given information, determine
installation and servicing of chemical
accuracy. STS: 25m, 25n Meas:

procedures,
25v

maintain water treatment
Meas: PC

prepare builer water sample
STS: 25w Meas: PC

5/2

(i/O)

(.5)

(1/1)

(.51.5)

formulas,

sulfite

soda

step-by-step
feeding

PC

feeders

feeding

feeding

compute chemical
STS: 25k Meas: PC

procedures for
equipment, with 80%

equipment

equipment

(1) Types of chemical

(2) Installation of chemical

(3) Servicing chemical

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LZSSON PLAK-
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COURSE CONTENT

e. Using step-by-step procedtwes. service chemical storage area, (LO)
with instructor assistance. STS; 230 Meas: PC

(1) Safety

(2) Location

(3) Methods

f. Using step-by-step procedures, perform chemical feeding, with
instructor assistance. STS: 3e(2), 251 Meas: PC

(1) Protective equipment

(2) Mixing chemicals

(3) Chemical feeding procedures

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR54532 001-VIII-4, Logs and Chemical Feeding
WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-4, Logs and Chemical Feeding

Audiovisual Aids
TransparenaThater Treatment Logs and Chemical Feeding
AF Form 1459, Monthly Water Treatment Log

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

(1/.5)

A5 2 0 96
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Give students AF Form 1459; discuss instructions on reverse side, and have each
student annotate this log using results of previous boiler water analysis.
Discuss the procedures for submitting a boiler water sample for high and/or low
pressure boilers. Discuss chemical dosage requirements for boilers under
different conditions. (?nitial dosage, when blow-dowbs are required, make up
rates and their effect, leaks, and normal daily usage.) Using information on
computing chemical dosaye required to treat boilers, determine chemicals required
to treat the boiler from which samples were taken. Discuss types of chemical
feeders, installation and servicing of chemical feeders. Discuss chemical
storage area and feeding chemicals. Take students out to boiler area and have
students check chemical storage area, don protective equipment, and feed
chemicals to boiler.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants

and Distribution Systems
AFM 85-13, Industrial Water Treatment
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART ImAmeorINSTRUCTO COU RSE TI TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. External Corrosion

a. Given information, identify basic facts about external
corrosion, with 70% accuracy. STS: 26a(1), 26a(2)(a), 26a(2)(b),

3/0

(2/0)

(1/0)

26a(2)(c) Meas: PC

(1) Causes of corrosion

(2) Methods of controlling corrosion

(a) Claddings and coatings

(b) Sacrificial anodes

(c) Impressed current

b. Given information, make visual inspection and identify external
corrosion, with instructor assistance. STS: 26b Meas: PC

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
'-i-JABR54.532 001-yril-5, External Corrosion
wa J3ABR54532 001-VII1-5, External Corrosion

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, External Corrosion Control
Training Film: TF28031, Soil Corrosion of Pipelines, Part I,
Fundamentals

Training Film: TF28032, Soil Corrosion of Pipelines, Part II,
Protective Coatings

Training Film: TF28033, Soil Corrosion of Pipelines, Part III,
Cathodic Protection with Galvanic Anodes

Training Film: TF28034, Soil Corrosion of Pipelines, Part IV,
Cathodic Protection With Impressed Current

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL Of LESSON PJ,,Att
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE
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t

COURSE CONTENT

%.

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies, discuss the effects of external corrosion on heating systems
and bring out the causes of external corrosion and the proper method of treating
external corrosion. Show the training film on cathodic protection and point out the
highlights for the students to look for while watching the film. Stress personnel
and equipment safety at all times.

Instructor Reference Materials:
AFR 85-5, Maintenance and Operation of Cathodic Protection Systems
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I-I GOU RSE n TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion
L COURSE CONTENT j2. TIME

.5/0
6. OPSEC

a. Given security pamphlet on operational
AFSC 545X2, select the activities related
545X2, vel-0771.0%areewl.acj. . STS: 2
to44/ ee73/^r 4.CT(/-1 411-r151V "eV ki /5 OcYrk 7

(I) OPSEC in squadron cont* genty

(2) AFSC 545X2 related OPSEC vulnerabilities

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

activities related to
to vulnerabilities for AFSC
Meas: PC ...

ofte_x_st/o,ts,
operations

AND GUIDANCE

and have them complete

SW J3ABR545-32 001-VIII-6, OPSEC

Training Methods

handout

Performance (.5 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Give students operations security
handout.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 L ._.. r
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PLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART 1NAMEOF INSIRUCTOR COURSE n TL E

Heating Systems Specialist
BLO CI: T1 TL E

Solar
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
1. Theory of Operation and Construction

a. Given information, identify
and construction features of solar
STS: 22a Meas: PC

basic facts on theory of operation
heating, with 70% accuracy.

6/2

(1) History

(2) Solar principles

(3) Heat flow

(4) Heat loss from buildings

(5) Insulation

(6) Collector types

(7) Collector hook-up

(8) Solar sitting

(9) Solar shading

(10) Types of racks

(II) Collector attachment

(12) Storage tanks

(13) Heat exchangers

(14) Transfer fluids

(15) Pressure hardware

(16) Solar controls

(17) Types of solar systems

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LES$.0tVelja
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIAL AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
WB J3ABR54532 001-IX-1, Theory and Construction Features
HUD Publication, Installation Guidelines for Solar DHW Systems

Audiovisual Aids
Transparencies, Solar Heating Systems Theory and Construction Features

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (5 hrs)
Demonstration (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Using transparencies, discuss the history of solar heating. Discuss solar
principles, heat flaw and heat loss from a building. Discuss insulation,
collector types (including construction features). Discuss collector hook-
up, solar sitting and shading. Discuss types of racks and collector attach-
ment. Discuss types of storage tanks and heat exchangers. Discuss transfer
fluids and their characteristics. Discuss pressure hardware. Discuss solar
aontrols and the types of solar systems.

Instructor Reference Materials:
The Solar Homebook
Florida Solar Energy Center

C. Written Test and Test Critique 1.5 hrs

(a) Written Test (1.0 hr)

(b) Test Critique (.5 hr)

9. Course Critique and Graduation 1.0 hrs

10. MT: Predeparture Safety Briefing and End of Course Appointments 4/0 hrs

POI J3ABR54532 001 104
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Heating Systems Specialist
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This study guide was designed to guide you through your

study assignments in the most logical sequence for easy under-

standing. The supplementary information section contains

additional material required to keep you up-to-date in this

subject. Answer the self-evaluation questions so you will better

understand and retain the material you have studied.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ACETONE--A volatile fragrant flaMmable liquid used to absorb acetylene.

ACETYLENE--A gas used in welding and soldering.

ACQUIRETo get something.

ANNEAL/ANNEALED/ANNEALINGA process used to soften metal.

APPRENTICEA person learning a trade by helping a skilled worker.

ASSIGNMENT(S)--A given location.

AUTHORIZED--Officially allowed.

BACKFLOW--Term used to denote reverse flow.

BINDINGA valve stem stuck open or closed.

BLUEPRINT(S)--A copy of the plans for a building machine, piping system, etc.

BRAZIER--Pan used to hold hot coals.

BRAZING--To solder with a nonferrous alloy that melts at a lower temperature than that
of the metal being joined.

CAPILLARY ATTRACTION--Heat which causes solder to flow into a joint.

CARBURIZING--A flame used in brazing which contains excess carbon.

CHAMFERING--The act oimaking a beveled edge.

CIVIL ENGINEER--CE commander.

CIVIL ENGINEERING--he squadron or section to which you will be assigned upon
graduation.

CLASSIFICATIONDivision of a class or group.

COMBUSTIONThe burning process.

CONDENSATE--Steam turned back into water.

CONSERVATION--Saving of resources.

CONSTRUCTION--Made or made of, to build.

CONTROL(S)--Having power of or over.

COPPER--Reddish metallic element that is ductile and malleable and one of the best
conductors of heat and electricity.

COPPER TUBING--Copper shaped to form a tube.

CROSS-CONNECTION--Term used to indicate connection between two piping systems.

DIAMETER--A straight line through the center of a circle.

DIRECTIVE(S)--A written order.

DRAWING(S)--A diagram.

DUPLEX--Having two parts that operate at the same ti-e or in the same way.

ELEC"RIC--Relating to or operated by electricity.
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ELECTRICALRelating to or operated by electricity.

ENGINEERING SECTION--A part of civil engineering.

EQUIPMENTImplements used in an operation or activity.

EXPERIENCEKnowledge gained by performing.

EXTERIOR--Outside.

FACILITIESSomething built, installed or established to serve a purpose.

FIGURE(S)--Illustration.

FITTING(S)--Various controlling devices installed on a boiler.

FLARING--Opening or spreading outward.

-,r/FLEXIBILITYBendable or pliable.

"LYAll the way.

FUNCTIONS--Tasks or performances.

FUSION--The act of melting together.

GAUGESInstruments with a graduated scLle for indicating or measuring quantity.

HANDWHEEL(S)--A valve handle.

HEATING--The act of increasing the temperature.

HEATING SYSTEM(S)--A combination of equipment used to heat a specific area.

HEATING SYSTEMS SPECIALIST/TECHNICIAN--A fully qualified person working on heating
equipment and/or supervising other personnel.

HEATING TOOL--A tool used to heat polyethylene pipe for fusion to take place.

HORIZONTALParallel to the horizon.

INSIDE--On the inner side of.

INSPECTION--To check or look carefully.

INSTALLATION(S)--Air Force bases or properties.

INSTRUCTIONSProcedures.

INSTRUMENT(S)--Referring to controls or special tools.

:TrEl Tnside.

ate entry.

view of a pr,1

LEGENDUsed bo explain symbols on a blueprint.

LIQUIDNeither solid or gaseous, having free movement of the constituent molecules
among themselves without the tendency to separate.

LUBRICATIONTo make slippery, usually with grease or (Al.

MAINTAIN/MAINTAININGTo keep up.

MAINTENANCE--Keeping equipment in an existing state.
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KAJOR COMMAND--Responsible to the assistant vice chief of staff.

MANAGEMENTJudicious use of time, people, space and material to accomplish an end.

MANUALWorked by hand.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS--Detailed, precise presentation written by a manufacturing
company.

MATERIAL(S)--Things or tools needed to do a task.

MATTER--Anything that occupies space and has weight.

MAXIMUMMost or highest limit.

MECHANIC(S)--A person who operates, maintains, services and overhauls heating equipment.

MECHANICAL/MECHANICALLY--Operated by a machine.

METALAny of various opaque, fusible, ductile and typically lustrous substances that is
a chemical element.

METRICSystem of measurement.

MINIMUMLeast or lowest limit.

MISSIONTasks or jobs to which an organization is devoted.

NEGATIVE PRESSURE--Same as vacuum.

NOMINAL--Minimum requirement.

OPEN(ED)--Not closed.

OPERATE/OPERATING/OPERATION(S)--A heating plant on the line.

OPERATOR--A person in charge of or running a central heating plant.

ORGAFIZATION(S)--Structure of personnel and equipment functioning as a whole.

ORIENTATION--Act or process of being made aware of or about some,hing new.

ORTHOGRAPHIC--Three separate views on a print.

OUTER--Referring to the outside.

OUTLET--Passage leading out of.

OXIDIZING--A flame used in brazing with excess oxygen.

OXYGEN--A gas that has no color, taste or ocl am/ ; a ,Aement; its symbol
i 0 2'

PACK1 ..,teriaJL used in a pump or valve t duce friction and prevent leaks.

PAMP. -Booklets or brochures usually containing information rather than directive
material.

PERSONNEL--People of a unit or group.

PHOTOSTAT--To copy by a photo device.

PIPE FITTING(S)--Connecting pipe with the use of elbows tees, unions, etc.

POLICIES--Rules which must be followed.
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POLYETHYLENE PLPEPipe wade oul oE non-metal material used for a variety of uses.

PRESSUREForce exerted.

PRIMARY--Main.

PROFERTY/PROPERTIESLand and buildings on an AF base.

REAMERA tool used to remove burrs "rom in 'le pipe and tubing.

REGULATION(S)--Publ -nat announce policies, assign responsibilities and direct
actiL",.

REGULATOR(S)--Device used to control flow.

REINFORCED--Material added to strengthen another material.

REQUIREMENTS--Needs or essentials.

RESIN PIPE--Pipe made out of non-metal material used in condensate return lines.

RESFONSIBILITIESThe quality or state or being answerable for.

ROTATINGTo go around and around.

RUDIMENTARY--Of a primitive kind.

SAFETY--Condition of beih.j safe from or causing hurt, injury,

SCAL1NGThe process of measuring dimensions on a blueprint.

SIPHONAGE--Act of drawing something into.

SOLDERMetallic alloy used when melted to joint metallic surfaces.

SOLDERINGThe act of using solder.

SPECIALITY TRAINING STANDARD (STS)--A listing of related jobs or tasks.

SPECIALIZED PUBLICATIONSTechnical Orders (see Technical Orders).

SQUADRON(S)--Air Force unit or men higher and larger than a flight but low-0 ier
than a group.

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS--Air Forco -anuals, pamphlets, etc.

STUFFING- pac, ; k;e. pa king).

iL --A part of.

SUCTIGN--Act or process of exerting a force by reducing pressure.

SWAGING--A process of combining tubing.

SYMBOL--Sign or figure that represents or relates to a meaning or thought.

SYSTEM--A main part of.

loss or damage.

TECHNICAL ORDERSSpecialied publications to furnish personnel with instructions for
the operation, maintenance, inspection and overhaul of equipment.

TEMPERATURE--Degree of hotness or coldness measured on a definite scale.

TERMODYNAMICS--Physics that deals with mechanical action or relations of heat.

THERMOSETTING--Capable of becoming permanently rigid when heated or cured.
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THREADED/THREADING--A job or task where you install NPT (National Pipe Threads) on the
end of a piece of pipe.

TRAUMATIC SHOCKShock caused by injury.

TUBINGMaterial in the form of a tube.

USAF--United States Air Force.

UTILIZATION--The act of using or the state of being used.

VACUUM--A space completely empty or without matter.

VERTICAL--In an uprigLt or up and down motion or position.

VIBRATION--Periodic motion in alternately opposite directions.

VOLUME--A space occupied as measured in cubic units.

WATER--Contains two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen, expressed as H20.

WATER COLUMN--Device that holds water vertically.

WELDINGUniting metallic parts by heating and allowing the metals to flow together.
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)

1

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ORIENTATION

OBJECTIVE

SG J3ABR54532 001-I-1

The objective of this unit of instfuction is to give you a brief but thorough
orientation into the 1,eating Systems Spe,7 alist course.

INTRODUCTION

No doubt you will have many questions concerning your future in the Air Force as a
heating specialist. Let's point out first that your job must be pretty impoitant when
every building and person on the base is depending on you in one form or another. Just
think, the hospital, dining halls, dormitories, and all other activities depend directly
on the heating specialist for an adequate supply of steam, hot water and heat, in order
to carry out their mission.

Looking at this brief introduction, you can see that the skills you acquire while
attending this school will not only be valuable during your military career, they will
be very useful to you when you return to civilian life. Well qualified heating
specialists are much in demand and in most areas they earn top salaries.

Most people think of a heating specialist as one who shovels coal or stokes a fire
all day; however, this is not true at all. As the standards of LLving rose, so did the
complexity of heating systems. Today's modern heating plants and systems make use of
various types of complex equipment and almost totally automatic operation. This
requires a great deal of skill and flexibility on the part of the heating specialist.

So this is your chance to begin qualifying yourself for an outstanding military
career and a highly respected and well paid job upon returning to civilian life. Make
the most of it. Take advantage of all the opportunities that come your way. In doing
so, you will be serving the Air Force well and at the same time doing yourself a great
favor. Remember that the experience gained %While in the Air Force will count as
previous experience when applying for a civilian job.

INFORMATION

Orientation

Welcome

We in the Heating Systems Specialist course would like to welcome you not only to
our course, but also to Sheppard AFB, Texas. We feel the heating career field is one of
the most important in civil engineering. We'll try and convey this to you on a con-
tinuing basis, so that you'll understand the importance of your part in the US Air
Force.

SAFETY GLaSSES. In some blocks of this course, you will be required, if you need
glasses, to have and wear electrical safety glasses. For the pipeline students, these
glasses should have been issued during basic training at Lackland AFB. For all othei..
students, you should already have the glasses from your home or previous base. If you
do not have these glasses, you'll have to make an appointment at the base hospital to
receive them. Failure to have the safety glasses by the required time will result in
your training being stopped at that point.

1,ENGTH OF TRAINING DAY. Your training day consists of six hours classroom time.
You will be required to complete two hours of directed study assignments for four days
per week. Classroom training has precedence over all other duties except emergency sick
call, emergency leave, or any absence authorized by the 3770th Technical Training Group
Commander.

1-1
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ASSIGNMENTS. You may receive your assignments at any time, usually during Block Il
or later. All .ssignments are handled by CBPO and your squadron, not the instructors in
the heating couese. All questions pertaining to assignments should be directed to the
Assignments Section of CBPO.

Overview of Course Content, Its Goals and Administration

OVERVIEW OF COURSE. The Heating Systems Specialist course is 45 training days in
duration. The following is the block number and title:

- - -Block I -- Fundamentals and Pipe Fitting

- - -Block II -- Basic Electricity

- - -Block III -- Controls, Troubleshooting and Oil Burners

- - -Block IV -- Solid, Gas Fuel Burners and Warm Air Distribution Systems

- - -Block V -- Hot Water Heating Systems

- -Block VI -- Central Plant and High Temperature Water Heating Systems

- - -Block VII -- Boiler Maintenance and Steam Distribution Systems

- - -Block VIII -- Boiler Water Treatment and External Corrosion

- - -Block IX -- Solar

COURSE ORGANIZATION. In the Air Force you'll find that everyone has a boss. This
is needed to maintain discipline and high efficiency. In this course, as in all
courses, the chain of command starts with the class leader who is directly responsible
to the class instructor. The chain follows upward in *his case to the Commander (If the
37:70th Technical Training Group. Your instructor will give you the names of the
personnel who come in this chain of command as illustrated in Figure 1.

GROUP COMMANDER

BRANCH CHIEF

COURSE SUPERVISOR

INSTRUCTOR

CLASS LEADER

I

I
I

I
STUDENT I

I
I

Figure 1. Chain of Command
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COURS:1; OBJECTIVES AND GOALS. The objectives and goals of this course is to give
you a general knowledge of AFSC l532, Appren e Heating Systems Specialist. You will
also perform ce-tain apprentice duties as outlined in the current Specialty Training
Standard. We will also give you information that will give you an insight as to what to
expect when you graduate from this coul and yo to your next duty station. Remember,
we do not expect you to know eveything ,hout the heating field; rather, just have a
yoner.il knowlf..dge or thu duties and responsil,ilities or AFSC 54532 and be able to
perfonu reited tasks with help on t' haruust parts (partially proficient).

SChuol. iot,ICIS. The L-)1lowing i a list of school policies that we expect to be
followed;

'hift and Class Hours. At present, the Heating Systems Specialist course is
on S-shift. Class hours start at 0610 hours each school day and

,minate at 1200 hours. Your instructor will have the classroom open at 0600
hours for _is classroom prepration time.

Class Attendance. Class attendance is mandatory unless you go on emergency,
sick call, emergency leave, or you are excused from class by the 3770th
Technical Training Group Commander. You will be considered late to class
a:ter 0610 hours. If you are late, an ATC Form 62 will be filled out by yaliair
instructor and forwarded to your squadron for action.

Emergency Leave and Sick Call. Emergency leave must be verified v the Red
Cross through your school squadron. School squadron personnel will handle all
paperwork. You may go on emergency sick call at any time. Normal sick call
appointments will be made by school squadron personnel. It would be best for
normal sick call appointments to be made for the afternoons, so as not to miss
any school.

Student Dress and Personal hygiene. Uniforms, shoes, haircuts and personal
hygiene will conform to AFR 35-10 and supplements thereto. (TO THE LETTER)
Violators will be warned once; if this fails, you will be counseled by the
course supervisor; and if this fails, you will be sent back to your school
squadron for disciplinary action. Uniform wear for the heating course will be
fatigues except on graduation day. On graduation day you may wear combina-
tions 1, 2, 2a, 4, or 4a.

BREAK SCHEDULE. The break schedule for the heating course is on each
classroom bulletin board. Break times will be followed to the letter and
monitored closely by the course supervisor.

SMOKING REGULATIONS. For students, there will be NO SMOKING in Building 1927.
The smoking area for students is outside in the designated area. All
cigarette butts will be placed in the proper receptacle. All break and
smoking areas will be monitored by supervisory personnel and names taken of
personnel breaking the rules.

CLEAN-UP SCHEDULE. Clean-up schedules will be posted on each classroom
bulletin board. All clean-up will be accomplished starting at 1150 hours
unless a hazardous condition exists.

Responsibilities of Student

You have responsibilities both here in school and to your squadron. You must a i e
by the rules set by the USAF and/or its designated representatives.

Importance of Graduate's Performance to AF Mission

The importa.' e of your performance here cannot be over emphasized. The better you
understand and perform here, the better you'll be able to function and perform at your
next duty station. This will also make your adjustment to the Air Force life much
easier. Lastly, and maybe most importantly, you will have the self-satisfaction of
doing your best at whatever job you are called upon to do.

1-3
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Benefits of CCAF and Its Assignment of Credit at Regionally Accredited Institutions

What is CCAF? The Community College of the Air Force is one oE the best educa-
tional opportunities in the Air Force. The people to gain the most from this piogram
are the basic airmen with previous college credit on their records. In the Air Force
you get college hours for basic training and hours for each formal technical training
school thereafter. The basic heating course is worth semester college hours toward you]
CCAF certificate. To find out more about CCAF, visit your local Base Education Office,
either here at Sheppard AFB or your next duty station.

Student Progress Policies

PROGRESS CHECKS. In the heating course we sign-off criterion checklists after you
complete a project or projects. Failurc to complete a project will result in an unsat-
isfactory mark on your criterion checklist. This will have to be corrected before you
can take the block test. Your instructor further evaluates you each and every day to
insure that you are progressing satisfactorily.

WRITTEN TESTS. At the end of each block, you will be given a 25 or 50 question
multiple-choice block test.

PROFICIENCY ADVANCEMENT. Some of you may have exPerience in your chosen career
field or college training which would permit you to be advanced to classes ahead of you
If you feel that you could pass the tests for a block, you should ask your instructor
for an interview with him and his supervisor. They will determine whether to give you
the test. Should you be given the test and make a passing grade, you could be advanced
a class if one was available.

SCHOOL GRADING. You must attain a minimum passing score of 60 percent in each
block.

Honor Graduate Program and Student Recognition

This is a special program for those students who maintain a high overall block tes
average grade. The grade cut-off is determined by the percent of honor graCluates up to
that particular time. In addition to your regular diploma, you will receive a special
honor graduate certificate and a special letter will be sent to your parents. Even if
you maintain a high enovgh grade average, you will not be eligible for the honor
graduate program if you have an UIF file in the squadron.

Effective Study Techniques

ATC Programmed Text 52-11, Study Skills, will give you an insight into proper and
effective study procedures. This handout will be given as an extra homework assignment
One thing to remember, we are all different, both physically and mentally; thus our
capabilities are different and our study procedures will also be different.

Ground Safety

SEAT BELTS. AFR 127-5 states that all military personnel, both in military and
civilian vehicles, must wear seat belts. On Sheppard AFB, the Security Police make
random seat belt checks with non-conformist issued citations. Remember, buckle up for
safetyi

Procedures for Shelter Exercises and Fire Drills

FIRE DRILL. In the event of a fire drill or alert, all personnel will file outsid
through the nearest exit or door. P.:ove away from the building and watch out for
fire-fighting equipment. Stay out of the building until an "all clear" is given.

TORNADO ALERT. In the event of a tornado alert, all personnel in building 1927
will file to the center of the building. Stay calm and do what your instructors tell
you. Stay in your designated shelter area until the '11 clear" is given.

NUCLEAR ATTACK. In the event of a nuclear alert, we will have plenty of advance
notice. All students will be marched back to their respective squadrons and housed in
thpi. own shelter. Instructors will go immediately to their designated shelter.

1-4
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Ob:lective

Pre-narrated slide: ATS 75-32, Student Critique Pr-Iram, will f,111y explain the

'critique program. r.emember, you can fill out a critique irm at any time. Turn the

completed form over to your instructor or the course supervisor. BE SPECIFIC ABOUT ALL
COMPLAINTS OR APPRAISALS1

Conservation of Training Materials, Resources and Energy

Energy conservation cannot be over-emphasiL-ed. The availability and cost of energy
are getting more critical every day. EveryoAe is expected to conserve in every phase of

enercy consumption area; specifically, electricity, fuel, and water resource areas.

Disposition of Eliminees

First, there are two ways which you may be eliminated from the heating course. One

way is for disuiplinary reasons and the other is for academic reasons. When it's
decided that you are to be eliminated, all the paperwork is forwarded to the Eliminat,ion

Faculty Board. The Faculty Board makes the final decisions. Once eliminated, you are
sent back to your squadron to await further classification and reassignment by CBPO.

Types, Use and Care of Instructional Materials

Study guides, workbooks and programmed texts are the types of instructional
materials used in this course. They are used to help clarify the instructor's lectures
and presentation during the day. It is up to you, the student, to maintain this

material. In fact, the study guide will have to be maintained to a condition that they
can be returned to the instructor at the end of each block. The workbooks and
programmed texts are yours to keep. .

Necessity of TDY Personnel Clearing Through In-Processing at Base Personnel

All TDY personnel must clear through in-processing at CBPO. This will insure that
you are enrolled in the proper course and assigned to the proper squadron.

Instructions for Completion of STTC Form 120, Processing Checklist - TDY Personnel

STTC Form 120, In-Processing Section, must be completed prior to class start date.
The form will be kept in the supervisor's office and returned one day prior to gradua-
tion. Diplomas will not be issued to any student until all out-processing has been
completed and the checklist again returned to the instructor.

1-5
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SG J3ABR54532 001-1-2

CIVIL ENGINEER ORGANIZATION, SAFETY, AND PUBLICATIONS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this unit is to explain the civil engineering organization,
related career ladders in the 54 (mechanical/electrical) career field, and duties,
responsibilities, progression of the 545X2 career field, and publications.

'INTRODUCTION

You have learned many new things since becoming a member of the United States Air
Force. Basic military training taught you the fundamentals of military life, now it's
time to supplement this training with information about your newly chosen career field.
First, you muSt gain knowledge about this organization to which you are assigned - Civil
Engineering (CE), its different branches, seCtiOns, offices, etc. Next, is the brancp
of CE your Air Force Specialty (AFS) is assigned -- the mechanical/electrical branch.
Your particular career field is next -- heating systems.

Air Force publications are a means of communication. They announce policies,
prescribe procedures, and furnish instruction and information necessary to accomplish
the mission of various activities.

INFORMATION

Mission and Organization of Civil Engineering Units

An important part of being a member of the Air Force is striving to accomplish a
mission. This is done by progressing in your Lield. Hopefully, you have enthusiasm,
initiative and the desire to progress. The experience you gain will not only benefit
you as an individual, but will provide the Air Force with the type of personnel that
will keep it a highly technically skilled organization.

UNIT. A part of a military establishment ,that is part of a prescribed organi-
zation, (Squadrons), made UP of a Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge (NCOIC), and a
prescribed number of both military and civilian personnel depending on the mission of
the Squadron.

SQUADRONS. A part of a military establishment that is part of a prescribed organi-
zation, (GROUP), made up of all units assigned to the prescribed organization and headed
by a commissioned officer.

GROUP. A part of a military establishment that is part of a prescribed organi-
zation, (WING), made up of all squadrons assigned to the prescribed organization and
usually headed by a field grade officer.

The prime mission of the civil engineering unit is to acquire, construct, operate
and maintain real property facilities. Included as part of the primary mission are the
management, engineering and other support work and services that relate to real
property. Such areas as fire protection, traffic engineering, utilities, landscaping
and grounds maintenance, sanitation, airfield pavements, and base recovery from natural
and man-made disasters are all part of the responsibility of base civil engineering.

Base civil engineer responsibilities and functions are specifically spelled out by
Air Force regulations. Think for a moment of all the real property facilities on your
base. The enormous responsibility becomes evident when you consider the number and the
cost of the properties and facilities with which base civil engineering is concerned.
How are these responsibilities met? Primarily, through a welll-organized unit with each
subdivision of that unit responsible for certain functions. Civil engineering units are
generally standardized as outlined in instructions issued by Headquarters USAF. Major
commands, however, are authorized to make minor changes in the organizational structure
to fit the needs of a particular base.

Base civil engineering organizations are divided into certain components or
subdivisions. Figure 2 illustrates the organizational structure of a base civil
engineering unit. By studying the figure you can easily see each level of command, from
the base civil engineer down to the individual shops. Normally, the civil engineering
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unit on a base is designated as a civil engineering squadron. On some bases, however,
the civil engineering unit has a group designation. This, of course, depends on the
size of the base and the amount of real property facilities. A large base may have a
civil engineering group, whereas a small base would have a squadron. In eithr case,
the civil enginearing unit is organized basically as shown in the figure.

To carry out its support functions, a civil engineering unit must operate in

conjunction with other units on the base. The transportation squadron, for example,
provides vehicles for the civil engineering operation; the communications squadron
provides telephone and other communications equipment; and other units provide such
services as supply, food and security police protection. In turn, base civil
engineering provides these base units not only with buildings and facilities necessary
for their operations but also with the maintenance of the facilities. Base civil
engineering is responsible for all the real property facilities that are required by the
base.

AFR 85-1, Resources and Work Force Management gives procedures to Base nivIl
Engineering (BCE) for managing work done in service through civil engineeriny squadron
or self-help.

Work Identification

There are a number of ways that people may make their desires for work or services
known to Civil Engineering. One of these ways is to use AF Form 332, BCE Work Request.

This work request form serves dual purposes. It is both a work request and a work
approval or disapproval document.

Since you may desire to submit one of these forms yourself, it may be worthwhile to
look at the criteria for submitting one. At this point you may be scratching your head
wondering why you might have to submit a work request! Let's first look at the
criteria, then we will explain why or when you may be required to prepare one.

For organizations other than Civil Engineering, the AF Form 332 is used to request:

New Work. This is all construction requirements including the permanent
removal or initial installations of RPIE; new work on leased facilities; all
reimbursable work and services; and all non-reimbursable work and services
except when such work and services are specific civil engineering
responsibilities.

The repair of damages to real property caused through neglect or abuse.

All self-help work, except that work defined as homeowner's responsibilities
in AFR 91-1 and/or Base Family Housing Brochure.

The AF Form 332 also serves as a work approval document for work that is within the
Base Commander's approval authority. It is used to approve or disapprove the work
stated in the above-listed items, and to approve work for:

In-service minor construction requirements initiated by base civil enaineering
and costing over $100 for Military Family Housing, and $500 for base work.

Projects that are to be accomplished by contract, regardless of the work
classification.

Perhaps you have already caught the item that might explain your need to prepare
and submit a 332. It is the first item in the paragraph direLtly above. If you are
living in the barracks and you would like to have a partition put up, or a cabinet
installed, or any other item you think might be approved, then you will have to prepare
and submit a work request.

Work Authorization

As we mentioned before, all the work you .4o mus'_ be authorized by one of the civil
engineering authorization documents. You may be required to use one of these forms in
perf-rming your job.

2-2
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Service Call Unit

Service Call Unit receives verbal request for work and controls rapid response
service, (Do-It-Now (DIN) Vehicle).

AF Form 1879, Service Call/Job Order Record

AP Form 1879, BCE Job Order Record, is a document used to authorize work of a minor
nature with a minimum of administrative costs.

The form is unique in that five different types of work can be authorized. It can
be used to authorize:

Service Call Work. Emergency and Urgent Job Orders

Routine Job Orders: Job orders accumulated in a hopper by geogruphical area
and scheduled as work packages. Most bases are dividd into 18 different
zones. Once a week these job orders are screened and packaged for scheduling
to the shops.

In-Service Work Plan Job Orders (IWP): A plan used to time phase work to be
done by the shops.

Self-Help Work: Requests to do self-help work must be closcay reviewed to
determine the requester's ability to complete the work.

Smart Team Work:. Structural Maintenance and Repair Team, (SMART), is used to
do work in high use facilities. It is made up of a team of workers with
various skills and work out of a trailer.

AF Form 327, Base Civil Engineer Work Order

The BCE work order is designed to provide the detailed planning and control
necessary to efficiently accomplish large or complex jobs. You will notice from the
last sentence the words detailed planning and control. Normally, job order work does
not require this detailed planning. The level of control considered necessary to
effectively and economically accomplish a job is a basic determining factor for deciding
on the use of an individual work order or a job order for authorizing the work.

Management and Utilization of Material Resources

All jobs and tasks assigned to you should be completed in a minimum amouint of time
using only the necessary materials and equipment. Cost is already figured into your
work. Fraud, waste and abuse cost us both money as taxpayers and as cost overruns on
fiscal budget.

Duties and Responsibilities of AFSC 545X2

A good worker must know what he is :xpected to do. Ability is important but,
without a complete knowledge of the duties and responsibilities of a job, ability may be
ineffective. As an apprentice heating systems specialist, your duties are almost the
same as the heating systems specialist (5-skill level.). However, the responsibiliti-4s
attached to your duties are not as great.

How can you tell just what your Cuties and responsibilities are? They are spelled
out in an Air Force Regulation, AEI( 39-1, Airman Classification. Air Force specialties
are written for each level within each career field ladder. The specialty description
consists of four sections: (I) specialty summary, (2) duties and responsibilities, (3)
specialty qualifications, and (4) specialty data.

Your specialty description AFSC 54532 has been rcoduced for your convenience and
study.
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AIRMAN AIR FORCE SPECIALTY

HEATING SYSEMS SPECIALIST

I. SPECIALTY SUMMARY

maintains, repairs, and operates
Related P.D Occupatioal Subgroup: 720.

2. DUTIES AND

a. Installs and maintains heating
systems components and equipment.
Interprets detailed blueprints, drPmings,
and specifications for heating plants,
systems, and components. Installs air,
steam, water, and solar heating and
distribution systems components and
equipment such as furnaces, boilers,
stoves, heat exchangers and pumps,
burners, blowers, fans, strainers, solar
collection and storage tanks and radiant
heating fixtures; oil, gas, or coal fuel
handling distribution and storage facil-
ities ana equipment demineralizers,
deaerators, and proportioning feed pumps
air istribution ducta: water and steam
distribution and pneumatic control pipes,
tubes, and valves; pressure and temper-
ature gages and recording devices.
Shapes, sizes, and corrects high and low
pressure piping and tubing. Observes
piping distribution system for evidence
of corrosion. Welds heating systems
components and supporting devices using
oxyacetylene equipment. Uses special
tools, materials, and procedures for
coupling and insulating high pressure and
high temperature piping and components.
Mounts, connects, and adjusts electrical
components such as transformers, motors,
electrodes, relays, solenoids, switches,
and thermostats. Conducts tests of
installed equipment for proper assembly
of components and compliance with techni-
cal orders, manufacturer's handbooks, and
local procedures.

b. Operates and maintlains central
heating plants. Operates and maintains
plant components and equipment such as
boilers, burners, pumps, blowers, fans,
steam turbines, and stokers; oil, gas, or
coal fuel handling equipment, storage
facilities, and fly ash collectors;
demineralizers and water treatment
equipment. Operates oil, Refuse Derived
Fuels (RDF), gas biomass, or coal-fired
boilers. Determines fuel requirements.
Inspects shipments of coal, wood, and
other fuels to verify conformance to
specifications. Collects and prepares
coal samples according to Bureau of Mines
recommended procedures. Fires, blows
off, and cleans boilers. Operates manual
controls or sets automatic controls to
supply oil or gas to burners or to
operate stokers and chain grates for
coal-fired, biomass or RDF boilers. Hand

heating plants, systems, and equipment.

RESPONSIBILITIES

fires coal-burning boiLers to maintain
efficient operation. Adjusts draft and
fuels to load for efficient operation.
Operates boilers for efficient combustion
by visual analysis and by use of flue gas
analyzing equipment, draft gauges, and
stack thermometers. Checks and adjusits
safety valves. Observes water and steam
gauges and adjusts controls to maintain
appropriate pressures and levels.
Synchronizes recording devices with
operation of electric, pneumatic, and
mechanical sensing and control devices.
Operates water feed systems. Performs
chemical analysis of boiler water and
calculates chemical feed rates. OperateS
and regulates demineralizers, water
treatment equipment, deaerators, and
proportioning feed pumps in conjunction
with water feed systems to prevent scale
and corrosion damage and maintain safe
operation of boilers. Posts entries in
operation, inspection, and maintenance
records. Records meter readings, fuel
consumption, and other pertinent data in
equipment peLiormance logs.

c. Maintains and repairs building
heatino systems. Maintains and repairs

4warm air, hot water, and low or medium
pressure steam heating systems. Main-
tains heating systems components such as
furnaces, water and steam boilers,
stoves, and radiant heating fixture;
steam, hot water, solar and warm air
distribution systems, pipes, and ducts;
and heat exchangers and pumps. Performs
oil-burning unit maintenance functions
such as testing and adjusting, starting,
timing, recycling, and safety switches;
and cleaning, adjusting, or replacing
nozzles, atomizing cup, needle valve,
motor, blower, transfer, and protecio-
relay. Performs gas burning unit main-
tenance functions such as cleaning,'
adjusting, or replacing pressure regu-
lators, solenoid and diaphragm valves,
and pilostats; electronic ignition and
flue damper systesm, and detection,
repair, or replacement of leaking
distribution lines. Performs solid fuel
burning unit maintenance functions such
as cleaning, repairing, or replacing of
doors, baffles, plates, stovepipes,
firebrick, and stoker mechanisms; and
lubrication of motors and fans, recording
devices; and fuel, air, water, and steam
flow control servo-mechanisms.

2-5
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Uses and interprets instruments and
equipment such as pyrometers, voltmeters,
velometers, ammeters, flue-gas analyzers,
hydrometers, pressure gauges, and
recording thermometers to detect heating
systems and related control malfunctions
and adjust system components for
efficient and safe operation.

d. Maintains tools and equipment.
Removes dirt and greas9 from tools and
equipment and makes minor repairs.

Lubricates metal parts to prc:Ivent rusting
and corrosion. Sharpens edges oC cutting
tools.

e. Supervises heating systems
personel. Conducts on-the-job training
in functions such as installation,
operation, maintenance, and repair of
heating systems, plants, and equipment..
Assigns work and examines completed
repairs for compliance with localtproce-
dures and applicable technical orders.

3. SPECIALTY QUALIFICATIONS

. a. Knowledge. Knowledge of prin-
ciples and theory of pressure, vacuum,
vaporization, condensation, heat conduc-
tion, radiation, and convection as
applied to air, steam and water, nomen-
clature, types, sizes, and purposes of
furnaces, boilers, heat exchangers and
pumps, and heating systems components;
standard types and specification of fuel
such as coal, biomass, RDF, oil, and gas;
techniques for installing, operating, and
repairing heating equipment, systems, and
fixtures; blueprint reading; and safety
codes and practices is mandatory.
Possession of mandatory knowledge will be
determined according to AFR 35-1.

b. Education. Completion of high
school With courseL'; in shop and mathe-
matics is desirable.

c. Experience. Experience in func-
tions such as operation of high-pressure
boilers or installation, repair, and
maintenance of heating systems,
equipment, and fixtures is mandatory.

d. Training. Completion of a basic
heating systems course is desirable.

e. Other. Physical qualification for
military drivers according to AFR 160-43
is man.':atory for entry into this APSC.

AIR FORCE OCCUPATIONAL SAFET!: AND HEALTH STANDARDS (AFOSH STANDARDS)

These standards are used in the heatina specialty and you should be familiar with
the ones pertaining to the subjects taught in this school and the ones pertaining to
your job. AFR 0-17 covers Air Force Occupational Safety and Health Standards (AFOSH).

AFOSH STDs 127-1, Walking Surfaces
127-4, Portable Ladders
127-5, Welding, Cutting and Brazing
127-6, Fixed Ladders
127-7, Scaffolding
127-11, Electrical Installation and Equipment
127-12, Machinery
127-31, Personal Portective Clothing and Equipment
127-38, Hydrocarbon Fuels, General
127-40, Fuel Storage Systems
127-43, Flammable and Combustible Liquids
161-1, Respiratory Protection
161-2, Industrial Ventilation
161-4, Exposure to Asbestos
161-8, Permissible Exposure Limits for Chemical Substances

HAZARDS OF THE 545X2 SPECIALTY

As your knowledge of your specialty increases, you will become more aware of the
hazards that we as heating system specialists deal with on a daily basis. Listed below
are the four main hazards in our specialty. By the end of the course you should be able
to name at least two more hazards that you will be exposed to.

- Electrical
- Flammable
- Chemical
- Steam/Hot Water

2-6
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Types of Publications

5pecialized

The most important of the specialized publications are technical orders. They
?rovide specific technical information, instructions and safety procedures pertaining to
the installation, operation, maintenance and modification of Air Force equipment and
naterials. The technical order system does not apply to experimental equipment, or to
the operation and maintenance of real property equipment. Because of the variety and
.-:omplexity of heating equipment, it would be impossible to maintain technical orders
overing all of the different manufacturers' equipment.

Technical Order 00-5-1, AF Technical Order System, explains the TO system in

detail.

Technical Order 0-1-01, Numerical Index and Requirements Tables, gives the indexes
for the different categories of technical orders.

standard Publications

There are eight different types of standard publications; the three types that we
will be covering are: regulations, manuals and pamphlets.

AFR 0-2 is the Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air Force Publications.

AIR FORCE REGULATIONS (AFRs). AFRs contain directives and policy instructions and
assign responsibility for carrying out the instructions. They not only tell "what bo
do", but they also frequently prescribe, in general terms, the procedures for accom-
plishing the action. More specific details on how to accomplish the specific actions
are usually provided in Air Force manuals.

AIR FIGIRCE MANUALS (AFMs). Manuals may be,considered as "working handbooks". They
contain permanent and detailed instructions, procedures and techniques that operating
personnel are to use in performing their duties. Manuals may be compared to the "How To
Do It" articles you find in popular science magazines or books on how to repair your
automobile.

AIR FORCE PAMPHLETS (AFPs). Pamphlets are booklets or brochures similar to
manuals, but not so thorough in their coverage. They are usually merely information,
not directive; that, they provide information but do not direct or "order" you to do
anything. However, some pamphlets are directive in nature. One such directive pamphlet
with which you should become thoroughly familiar is AFP 85-1, Electrical Facilities Safe
Practices Handbook. Pamphlets cover a wide range of rather specific subjects such as
personal affairs, voting, safety, first aid, and military and dependents' information on
overseas areas.

The regulation that covers heating is AFR 91-7, Heating, and the manuals that cover
heating are AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems; and AFM 85-12, Volume II, Cperation and Maintenance of Space
Heating Equipment and Systems, and Process Heat Utilization.

SUMMARY

Today, you have had a brief but complete orientation into the Heating Systems
Specialist course including all school policies and regulations. These policies and
regulations will be followed to the letter and if not, disciplinary action will be
taken.

Civil engineering organization was also covered including: groups, squadrons, work
identification, work authorization, and management and utilization of material
resources.

Related career ladders in the 54 (mechanical/electrical) career field were
discussed and the duties, responsibilities and progression of AFSC 545X2.

2-7
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The principles and objectives of ground safety were discussed. Also discussed were
Air Iorce safety directives, use of prOper personnel protective equipment, and first aid
procedures.

Technical Orders arg published by the Air Force to furnish personnel with
instructions for the operation, maintenance, inspection and overhaul of equipment.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the main objective of the J3ABR54532 001 course?

2. What organization will you most likely be assigned to after graduation from this
course?

3. How many Air Force specialties are in the (54) mechanical/electrical career field?

4. What is the number and title of the Air Force publication that has your Air Force
specialty description?

5. Name four types of personnel protective equipment used in the heating field.

6. Which TO will explain the TO system?

7. What type information.is found in AFRs?

8. What type information is contained in AFMs?

REFERENCES

1. AFR 39-1, Airman Classification Regulation

2. AFR 85-1, Resources and Work Force Management

3. TO 005-1, Air Force Technical Order System

4. AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air Force Publications

5. TO 0-1-01, Numerical Index and Requirement.Tables



PIPE FITTING

OBJECTIVE

SG J3ABR54532 001-1-4

The objective of this unit of instruction is to aid you in constructing a piping
system.

INTRODUCTION

Different types of pipes and fittings are used in the installation of a heating
system. Each type of pipe or fitting is made for a specific use, depending on the
installation and its requirements. Some pipes and fittings are made in different
weights and strengths for use in gravity or pressure systems. In either case they are
made so that they can be installed to provide watertight, gastight or airtight joints.
Many materials are available for cse in installing permanent heating systems. Among
those commonly used are iron, steel and cOOper. Plumbing and heating practices and the
physical characteristics of these materials are the basis for establishing specific uses
for each type of pipe or fitting.

It is important for the heating mechanic to have a good knowledge of fitting iron,
copper and steel pipe. First, he must study his blueprints and plan his jot so that the
proper materials and equipment for the job will be procured. The loss of tAme and
materials can be prevented if the correct fittings are procured first. . good mechanic
will always prepare a checklist to insure that the proper tools and equipment are on
hand, and also that the job s properly planned before it is started.

INFORMATION

Pipe

Purpose of Pipe

A pipe for plumbing purposes is a hollow cylinder used for conveyance of liquids or
gases and is usually threaded at the ends for coupling. Pipe that is used by the
heating specialist is measured by the inside diameter.

Types of Pipe

BLACK IRON (UNCOATED). Black iron is composed of mild steel mixed with cast or pig
iron. This type of pipe is most commonly used by the heating field. It is used for
compressed gases (air, gaseous fuels), steam and condensate returns, and oil. However,
it is not recommended for sewer lines due to rust and stoppage.

STEEL. Steel pipe is a composition of scrap iron.

GALVANIZED (COATED). Coated pipe is either black iron or steel pipe that has been
dipped in a zinc bath solution. It is used for hot and cold water distribution, drain
lines. It is not normally used for natural gas lines due to flaking action of the zinc
coating.

Sizes of Pipe

Sizes of pipe that you may work with are: 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", and 3/4", 1",
1-1/4", 1-1/2", 2", 2-1/2", 3", 3-1/2", 4", 5", 6", 8", 10" and 12".

However, the most common sizes are: 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1", 1-1-4", 1-1/2" and 2".
The average length of each piece of pipe furnished the Air Force is 21 feet.

Classes of Pipe

There are three classes of pi p! used for heating systems:

Standard Weight (125 psi).

4-1
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Extra Strength (250 psi).

Double Extra Strength (600 psi).

Pipe Fittings and Their Use

Pipe fittings are measured by inside diameter and the size is proportionate to the
outside diameter of the pipe. Example: a 1/2" fitting will accommodate a 1/2" pipe
although the inside diameter of the fitting may be 3/4". Pipe fittings are fa>ricated
in malleable iron Bpr use with steel pipe and in black iron or galvanized. Fittings fol
brass pipe are plain or chrome.

Types of Fittings

Following are types of IDIDe fittings that you as a heating specialist may be using
at some time. See Figure 3.

ELBOWS

TEES

Female threads (inside)

90 degree (makes a 90-degree change in direction)

45 degree (makes a 45-degree chancle in direciton)

90 and 45 degree street elbows

One female and one male thread

Allows Bor close installation of fittings

Eliminates a pipe nipple

Reduce elbow

90 and 45 degrees

Two female threads

Used to reduce from one size to another

Three female threads

Used to pick up a branch run at a 90-degree angle

Reducing tees

Used to couple three lines of different sizes

Service tee

Two female and one male thread

For close installatio%.

Eliminates use of a nipple

CROSS.

Four female threads

Four outlets 90 degrees apart

Used on most steam boilers below and above water column

4-2
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PLUG BUSHING

so; smite tow.

Figure 3. Types of Pipe Fittings
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UNIONS

Ground joint or machined face

Two female threads

Eases removing or installing a sectThn of pipe or equipment

COUPLINGS

Female threads

Joins straight runs of pipe

Straight or plain coupling

Furnished with each length of pipe

Serves as a thread protector

NIPPLES

A piece of pipe less than 12" long, threaded on both ends

Close nipple (all-thread)

Threaded full length

Short nipple (shoulder)

Threaded both ends with a shoulder betweer.

Long nipples

Two to twelve inches long

Nipples are used where short pieces of extensions of pipe are required

PIPE PLUG

Male thread on one end only

Square or hexagon head

Used to close off an opening in a valve or fitting

PIPE CAP

One female thread

Used to close off an opening on a piece of threadel pipe

REDUCERS

Bushing

One female and one male thread

Used to reduce size of an opening in a valve or fitting

Read largest male thread end first



Bell reducer

rwo female threads

Used to make reduction in run of pipe

Measuring, Cutting, Rearaing, Threading and Fitting Pipe

Measuring Pipe

There are several different methods
of measuring steel pipe. Among these
are end-to-end measurements, center-
to-center measurements and end-to-center
measurements, as indicated in Figure 4.
End-to-end measurement is measuring from
one end of pipe to the other end includ-
ing the threads. End-to-center measure-
ments are used when a pipe has a fitting
screwed on one end only.

Center-to-center measurement is
from the center of the outlet on one
end, along the pipe to the center of the
outlet on the other end. You must
always remember the length of the thread
on the pipe and the center measurement
of the fittings to be used must be
considered when determining the length
to cut a pipe.

Cutting Pipe by Hand

After the pipe has been measured
and marked, it should be inserted into a
pipe vise where it is held for the
cutting operation. Figure 5. shows a
piece of pipe in a vise ready to be cut
with a pipe cutter. To cut pipe with a
pipe cutter, open the jaws of the cutter
by turning the handle counterclockwise.
Then place the pipe cutter around the
pipe at the mark where the cut is to be
made. One revolution must be made
around the pipe to make a complete
cutting mark before turning the handle
clockwise again to cut the pipe deeper.
If this is not done, the pipe cutter
will make spiral marks around the pipe
instead of marking one complete circle.
Figure 6 shows a pipe cutter ready to
make the first turn on the pipe to be
cut.

Pipe Cutters

Pipe cutters, as shown in Figure 6,
are available in several sizes. The
size is usually indicated on the frame
of the cutter. A pipe cutter with a
range from 1/8 to 2 inches will handle
most requirements on the job. Cutters
for pipe over 2 inches in diameter
usually have two handles to allow two
men to rotate the cutter on the pipe. As
for maintenance, keep the wheel pins and
the threads on the shaft of the handle
wel?. oiled. When the cutting wheel
becomes dull, you should replace it with
a new wheel.

END TO END MEASURE

END TO CENTER MEASURE

CENTER TO CENTER MEASURE---.1

Figure 4. Determining Pipe
Measurements

Figure 5. Pipe Vise
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CUTTING ViliEL HANOLE

I NMI

Figure 6. Pipe Cutter

PIPE CUTTER

CUTTING
WHEEL

GUIDE ROLLERS

areasswit*

PIPE

Figure 7. Cutting a Pipe with a Pipe Cutter

WHEEL AND ROLL TYPE. This type consists of a cutter wheel and two rollers. The
wheel and roll type requires a 360-degree rotation around the pipe to cut It. After
each rotation, the handle should be given a 1/4 turn.

THREE-WHEEL TYPE. This type of cutter has three cutting wheels. It requires on.
a 180-degree rotation when cutting a pipe. Three-wheel type pipe cuters can be used
where a full rotation is not possible.

COMMON SIZES OF CUTTERS. Common sizes of cutters are:

No. 1 1/8" to 1" pipe

No. 2 1/8" to 2" pipe

No. 3 2" to 4" pipe

Reaming Pipe by Hand

The burr is removed from the end of the pipe with a pipe reamer. This operation
accomplished by inserting the pipe reamer into the pipe while the pipe is still clamp
in the vise. The handle on the reamer is rotated clockwise in short even strokes unt
the burr on the inside of the pipe has been completely removed. Two types of reamers
are shown in Figure 8.

Threading Pipe by Hand

A stock and die set of the nonadjustable ratchet tupe may be used to cut threads
pipe by hand. The nonadjustable ratchet dies, sh,n LI Figure 9 can be used to cut
threads on pipe from 1/8-inch to 2 inches in 6lameteL by changing to the correct size
die.

126
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FLUTE SPIRAL

Figure 8. Pipe Reamers

Before threading a pipe, inspect the dies to see that they are sharp and free from
nicks and wear. Next, insert the pipe into the vise, place the round guide end of the
pipe die stock on the pipe as shown in Figure 10 and oil the end of the pipe. Push the
pipe dies against the pipe with the heel of the hand. Exert considerable pressure with
the heel of the hand against the pipe die stock and take three or forr short clockwise
strokes, with the handle of the die stock, to start the thread cutting operation. After
the dies have started, continue with clockwise strokes on the handle, as shown in Figure
11, with an even and steady pressure reverse the rotation after each three threads are
cut to clean the dies, until approximately two threads project beyond the head of the
die.

NOTE: To cut clean threads for watertight and airtight joints, and to ensure long
life, the pipe threading dies must be oiled after each stroke with a good
grade of pipe thread cutting oil. The oil prevents overheating and chippinc
of the dies and marring of the threads.

When the proper number of threads is cut on the pipe, reverse the ratchet on the
die stock for counterclockwise operation and make several short motions backward with
the handle of the stock to loosen the burrs which are inside the dies. Continue to turi
the handle of the stock counterclockwise until the dies are free of the threads.

CAUTION: Many mechanics have a habit of spinning the pipe die stock rpidly to
speed the removal of the dies from the pipe. While this may not be
injurious to the pipe thread, extreme care must be exercised when spinnim
the stock to prevent it from striking the legs of the vise or causing an
injury to the mechanic.

PIPE WRENCH. The pipe wrenches range in size from 6 to 60 inches. The offset
wrench may be as long as 36 indhes: (See Figure 12.) Pipe wrenches are used for
turning pipe and round rod. Pipe wrenches should not be used on nuts, bolts, and smootl
fittings. The size of these wrenches is designated by their overall length. For
example, an 18-inch wrench has a handle of 1-1/2 feet long and handles pipe up to 2
inches in diameter.

MONKEY WRENCH. The monkey wrenches are used on smooth, flat fittings. Extra care
must be used when working with these wrenches because of the wrench slipping off the
fitting. Ensure a firm grip, and a good center of balance of your body is maintained
when working with these wrenches. Monkey wrenches are made in two sizes and inches.



I IIREADI R WII H DII !;

THREADER HOLDER
IHREADI R

(CUT1 ER) DIE

Figure 9. Nonadjustable Pipe Dies and Stock

Figv.:e 10. Placing Die Stock Figure 11. Threading Pipe with a
on Pipe Ratchet Die
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1
Figure 12. Pipe Wrenches

When using a pipe wrench be sure that the teeth on the jaws are clean and sharp.
When the teeth become dull, they can be sharpened with a file. When they become worn
out, they can be replaced by inserting a new hook jaw and a heel jaw.

The housing or main body of the wrench is made very strong and will stand tremen-
dous strain, but DO NOT use a pipe extension on the handle; use a larger wrench. Only a
pipe wrench that is in good condition should be used. If you cannot get parts, the
wrench should be taken out of service immediately. Keep the threads on the hook jaw and
nut cleaned and oiled.

NOTE: Never use pipe wrenches on square or hexagon shaped objects.

Joining Threaded Pipe

Before assembling a section of pipe with a fitting, clean chips with dirt from the
threads of both items with a stiff bristle or wire brush. Then inspect the threads to
determine that they are clean and properly cut. Coat the male threads of the pipe
evenly with pipe-joint compound or, if this is not available, white lead may be used.
Figure 13 illustrates the application of pipe compound to a pipe. Start the fitting on
the male thread of the pipe by hand, exercising care not to cross the threads. Apply a
pipe wrench to the fitting and tighten it on the pipe until the joint is made up to the
desired degree of tightness. The pipe wrench should be placed on the shoulder of the
fitting which is on the end of the fitting being connected. If the wrench is applied to
any *other part of the fitting, distortion of the fitting may be caused and result in a
leaking joint. Generally, two wrenches are nedad to assemble pipe, one on the pipe and
the other on the fitting (see Figure 14.).

WRONG I

EXCESS PWE COMPOUND MAY
BLOCK DISC OFF VALVE SEAT

LOOSE CHIPS

2 THREAD CLEAN

MODERATE AMOUNT
OF PIPE COMPOUND

Figure 13. Applying Pipe Compound to a Pipe
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NOTE: There are several reasons for using pipe joint compounds. It may be used as
a sealing agent, a corrosive protective agent or as an anti-seize compound.
The anti-seize canpound is used in case the joints must tater be
disassembled.

A A

Figure 14. Using Two Wrenches

Valves Used in Heating Systems

Due to the number of valves which appear in heating installations, a thorough
knowledge of the maintenance and repair of these valves is necessary. Inspection of any
valve consists of close examination for visible wear ar.J breakage, Valves are used in
piping systems to regulate or control flow in the pipes.

Identification of Valves

Following information is to help you to identify valves as to size, threads and
markings.

SIZE. Measured by inside diameter.

THREADS. Two female threads.

BODY MARKINGS

WOG - Water, oil or gas

WSP - Working steam pressure

Safety precautions to be observed when installing valves

Unmarked valves (brass)

Can be used for maximum of 125# psi or 450° F temperature

Some valves have arrows stamped in the body, install in the proper direction.

The following information will help you identify valves already installed in the
piping system. The length of valve bonnet will determine if valve Is a rising stem or
non-rising stem. Short bonnet indicates a non-rising stem, long bonnet indicates rising
stem. The shape of valve body will determine if valve is a gate or a globe valve.
ValVes with flat s3des are gate valves; valves with rounded sides are globe valves.

Types of Valves, Their Repair and Maintenance

GATE VALVE. A gate valve is one of the most used valves. A gate valve is illus-
trat:!d in Figure 15 and contains a sliding disc which moves vertically and seats between
and against two seats to Faut off the flow.
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PACKING NUT

BODY

WHEEL

Figure 15. Gate Valve

A threaded stem is used to lift or lower the disc, to open or close the valve. The
volume of flow through the valve, however, is not in direct relation to the number of
turns of the handwheel. Gate valves have either a single, solid wedge-shaped disc or
valves may be provided with either rising stems or nonrising stems. See figures 16 and
17. Gate valves are used for services where the valve is kept either fully opened or
fully closed. To prevent binding, this type valve should never be overtightened.

WHEEL NUT

WHEEL

STEM

ACKING NUT

GLAND

PACKING

STUFFING BOX

BONNET

DISC

BODY

Figure 16. Nonrising Steam, Wedge
Disc Gate Valve
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HAND WHEEL

PACKING BOX

STEM

GATE

Figure 17. Rising Stem, Wedge
Disc Gate Valve
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Gate valve leaks may occur at the valve seat, around the stuffing box anJ at the
body-bonnet joint. Repairs should be made at the first sign of a leak. Tightening a
leaking joint will often correct the condition. Other remedies are the replacement of
gaskets or renewable parts, repacking stuffing boxes, and regrinding valve seats.

The stuffing box holds the packing which seals the bonnet against leaks around the
stem (See Figure 16 and 17). Pressure is applied on the packing by a packing nut or
gland flange, which bears on a gland in the stuffing box. Packing wears in direct
relation to service condition. It loses life with age, but wear is mainly due to rising
and turning motion of the valve stem. Generally, packing lasts a long time and needs
little attention. Stuffing box leaks can usually be stopped by tightening down on the
packing nut or gland of the valve. On bolted glands, care must be exercised to tighten
the bolts evenly, since cocking will bind the stem. If a stuffing box leak cannot'be
remedied by tightening the packing nut, the packing must be replaced.

Inability to close a valve tightly is an indication of a valve seat leak. Trouble
of this sort is usually caused by scale, metal particles or other foreign matter in a
line. Occasionally, it comes from a cut in the seat or disc caused by a high velocity
flow of fluid through a limited area where the valve is not fully closed. When valve
seat leaks occur, the seat and disc may be repaired provided the damage is not too
extensive. If the disc is made of soft metal, it may be refaced (lapped) by using a
mixture of oil and lapping compound on the machined surface as an abrasive to replace
the disc. By ,Asing a figure eight motion, the two surfaces are lapped thru to each
other.

Gate valves are available in many styles and sizes. They are designed to meet all
needs from low pressures to high pressures. They are manufactured to receive screwed,
welded, sweated and I niping.

The larger the val :_he more complex the repair will become.

GLOBE VALVE. A globe valve, as ilustrated in Figere 18, has a horizontal interior
partition which shuts off the inlet from
the outlet, except through an opening in
the partition (See Figures 19 and 20).
The lower end of the valve stem holds a
replacement fiber or metal disc shaped
and fitted to close the hole in the
horizontal partition. The valve is
closed by turning the handwheel clock-
wise until the disc presses firmly on
the opening. The volume of flow through
globe valves is roughly proportionate to
the number of turns of the handwheel.
Globe valves may be provided with either
flat or beveled seats, depending upon
the type of disc.

The plug-type disc consists of a
tapered plug which provides a wide area
of seating contact. This type of valve
seating provides a very effective means
of flow control and offers high
resistance to the cutting effects of
dirt, scale and other foreign matter.

A conventional disc, which forms a
relatively narrow contact with the ,..alve
seat, provides a more positive and
higher pressure contact than a wide
seat. The thin line co-A.act breaks down
hard deposits that forrl on valve seats
und insures a pressure-tight closure.
The conventional disc is made in several
seating styles, such as flat seating,
ball seating, and with seating surfaces
havi-.g varying dei: -r aper (see
Figure 19).
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A composition disc operates on the
principle of a cap. Its face seats
against or into the valve opening. Most
composition discs consist of three
parts: a metal disc holder, the disc
itself, and a retainer nut. The main
advantage of a composition disc is the
variety of disc materials available for
individual services such as air, hot or
cold water, gas, oil, gasoline, and
other applications. Globe valve leaks
occur at the same points as they do on
gate valves. (See Figure 20.)

When valve seat leaks are found in
plug type or conventional discs, the
valves can be repaired by removing the
disc, inserting a washer under it, then
lapping to make a snug fit.

Valve seat leaks in composition
disc globe valves are corrected by
replacement of the disc. If the seat is
severely pitted, the entire valve should
be replaced.

Stuffing box leaks are corrected in
the same manner as for gate valves. If
tightening the packing nut does not stop
the leak, replace the packing.

CHECK VALVES. A check valve as
illustrated in Figure 21 is used when it
is necessary to control the flow in one
direction only. Fluid flow in the
proper direction keeps the valves open
and reversal flow closes them automa-
tically (see Figures 22 and 23). For
installation purposes, most check valves
are marked to indicate the inlet opening
or direction of flow. There are two
basic types of check valves: swing
check valves and lift check valves.
Each type has several variations that
make them suitable for specific plumbing
installations. A. swing check valve
should be used in conjunction with a
gate valve and a lift check valve with a
globe valve.

Swing check valves contain a hinged
disc which seats against a machined seat
in the tilted bridge wall opening of the
valve body (See Figure 22). This disc
swings freely on its hinge pin in an arc
from a fully closed position to one
parallel with the flow. The fluid or
gas in the pipeline enters below the
di.3c. Line pressure overcomes the
weight of the disc and raises it,
permitting a continuous flow. If the
flow is reversed or back-pressure builds
up, this pressure is exerted against the
disc, forcing it to close and stop the
flow.
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Lift check valves contain a disc
which seats on a horizontal bridge wall
in the valve body (see Figure 23). The
disc is raised from its seat by the
pressure of the fluid flow and moves
vertically to open. To insure proper
seating and rising, the disc is provided
with short guides, which are usually
above and below the disc. The valve is
closed by backflow, or by gravity when
there is no flow.

Check valve leaks occur due to
sticking parts or pitted ve-ve seats.
To operate properly, the valve disc must
fit firmly in its seat. Valve seats can
be reground with a reseating tool or by
lapping.

ANGLE GLOBE VALVES. Angle globe
valves are similar in construction and
operation to globe valves, except that
the valve outlet is at an angle of 90
degrees to the inlet. The same repair
procedures as used on globe valves
should be followed (see Figure 24).
This type of valve is used on radiators
or convectors.

PLUG VALVES. Plug valves have a
circular taperod, ground plug fitting, a
tapered hole or seat (see Figure 25).
An opening through the plug permits the
passage of fluid through the valve when
the opening is aligned with the pipe-
line. Plug valves may be completely and
quickly opened by a one-quarter turn of
the handle and do not have soft packing
which tends to wear.

Leaks in plug valves can usually be
corrected by cleaning or by adding a
special lubricant. The lubricant makes
it easier to turn the valve and also
seals the points where the plug does not
seat perfectly. If the valve seat is
severely pitted, the entire valve must
be replaced.
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SUMMARY

Cutting, reaming and threading pipe are common operations performed daily by
1 heating specialists. These operations may be accomplished either by hand or with power
tools.

Pipe may be cut either by use of a standard pipe cutter or a hacksaw. Cutting pipe
with a pipe cutter is preferred method. Cutting with a pipe cutter will cause a burr to
form on the inside of the pipe. This burr must be removed since it hinders the flow of
liquids and causes stoppages. The reamer is a fluted unit which is placed in the end of
the pipe and turned clockwise. The turning action cuts off the burrs.

After the pipe is reamed it is ready to be threaded. Pipe may be threaded by the
use of various types of threaders. Threading may be accomplished with either hand tools
or power tools. The pipe must be held rigidly in a pipe vise and the dies properly
placed on the pipe and turned clockwise to make a good thread. Plenty of cutting oil
should be used during the threading operation to keep the die segments cool and prevent
them from chipping. A sufficient number of threads have been cut on the pipe when about
two threads extend beyond the die segments.

To obtain a tight threaded joint, it is important that the threads be clean and in
good condition. If the pipe or fittings have been exposed to the weather or banged
around, see that the threads are checked very carefully. If necessary, run a tap in or
die over the threads to redress those that are damaged.

Cleaning the threads by brushing is a good start in making this joint after you
have secured the pipe in a vise. Next, smear a good thread lubricant on the male
threads. Uae red lead or white lead Bar water pipes, and mixed powdered graphitA
oil for steam pipes. This "pipe dope" is not used inside the fitting.

Start the fitting by hand and turn it up as far as you feel it will go. Then
tighten it with a pipe wrench. Do not use a hickey, or oversized wrench, or too much
pull. Not all of the male threads need go into the joint. If all the threads are used,
the wedging action of the tapered thread may cause the fittings to split.

Experience is the best teacher in determining how tight a joint should be.
Usually, you will have two or three unused threads on a properly threaded pipe. If
these steps are hallowed, and the threads have been made pruperly, the joint will be
tight enough to withstand the pressure bar which the pipe and fittings were made.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the most common type of pipe used in the heating field?

2. What type pipe should be used Bar natural gas lines?

3. What are the most common sizes of pipe used?

4. What fitting picks up a branch line at a 90-degree angle?

5. What fitting is used to join straight runs of pipe?

6. What is a piece of pipe less than 12" long called?

7. What is the maximum pressure that an unmarked valve may be used with?

8. How should you prevent binding of a gate valve?

9. What must be done to a globe valve if the seat of a composition disc type is
severely pitted?
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10. What are the two basic types of check valves?

11. Angle glove valves are repaired in the same manner as what other type of valve?

12. How do you measure pipe length?.

REFERENCES

1. AFM 8520, Plumbing.



Tbermosettin9 Resin

IANDLING

Reinforced thermosetti.ng pipe must be handled with a reasonable amount of care,
Jecause of darlage to pipe wall and fittings.

The following recommendations should be observed in order
?ossible damage.

TRANSPORTATION

to protect the pipe from

Let the factory auranyement of the pipe be your guide for the correct supporting
and spacing in rearranging for transport.

NOTE: Don't let the pipe rest on the floor of the truck where nails, studs, and
other objects might damage it.

2. Pipe should be securely fastened directly over the spacing and
downs consisting of nylon straps or manila rope.

padding with tie!

3. Avoid extending the pipe more than 3 ft. beyond the truck or trailer bed because
permanent damage can result from excessive flexing.

4. Pipe is a light load, avoid fast speed or rough roads to minimize bouncing.

LOADING AND UNLOADING

1. Pipe and fitting should never be thrown or dropped under any circumstances.

2. The pipe should be careflilly loaded and unloaded one length at a time, by hand.
See Table #2.

3. If the pipe is properly separated and supported, forklifts can be used. See Table
#2.

PIPE
DIAMETER

2 in.
3 in.
4 in.
6 in.
8 in.

in.
12 in.
14 in.
lb in.

STORAGE

WEIGHT PER
FOOT

0.5
0.7
1.0
1.7
3.3
4.8
6.3
8.0
0.1

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

(0.23 k,j)
(0.32 kg)
(0.45 kg)
(0.77 kg)
(1.5 kg)
(2.1 kg)
(2.9 kg)
(3.4 kg)
(4.8 kg)

TABLE 2

WEIGHT PER
20 FT LENGTH

10 lb (4.5 kg)
14 lb (6.4 kg)
20 lb (9.1 kg)
34 lb (15.0 kg)
66 lb (30 kg)
94 lb (43 kg)
126 lb (57 kg)
148 lb (67 kg)
212 lb (96 kg)

WEiGHT PER
42 FT LENGTH

21
29
42
71

139
197
265
311
445

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
Lb
lb
lb

9.5 kg)
(13.0 kg)
(19.0 kg)
(32
(63 kg)
(89 kg)
(120 kg)
(141 kg)
(202 kg)

The pipe can be stored outside far extended periods provided the following
recommended storage procedures are observed.

1 . Support should be spaced in 10 ft intervals and approximately 5 ft. from each end.
The supports should have a minimum 4 inch wide bearing eurface.

2. A pipe stack should not exceed 10 ft. in height and should have
blocks to prevent rolling or slipping of the stick.

side supports or

3. Tie downs should consist of nylon straps or manila rope. Avoid overtightening
which may cause excessive localized deformation in the pipe.

4. If stacking directly on the ground, a leveled, soft earth surface, free of rocks or
sharp objects is a must.
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5. Protective end covering should be left intact until the t.ime of installation to
provide protection to the pipe ends, as well as guard against dirt or otlwr
materials entering the pipe.

6. Fittings, adhesives, and tools should be stored in the shipping boxes under cover
and protected from water, mud, and extreme heat or cold.

CUTTING

1. For all cutting and tapering, the pipe must be held securely with a strap wrench,
saw gl'ide clamp assembly, or a chain vise.

2. The pipe should be cut with a fine-toothed hacksaw for 2" - 6" pipe -Id a power
driven circular abrasive cut-off wheel for 8" - 16" pipe.

NOTE: Protective respirators should be worn when using powered cut-off or taperj.ng
equipment.

3. The cut made on a pipe must be straight as possible to insure proper tapering. Saw
guides a:e recommended, but when not available, a wrap around may be used to scribe
or mark a cutting guideline. Maximum out-of-square tolerances are shown in Table
3.

PIPE SIZE

2 in.
3 in.
4 in.
6 in.
8 in.
10 in.
12 in.
14 in.
16 in.

ADHESIVE MIXING

Table 3

TAPER LENGTH/ANGLE/OUT-OF-SQUARE, 2" - 16"

TAPER LENGTH TAPER ANGLE MAXIMUM OUT-OF-SQUARE

1-5/8 in.
1-3/4 in.
1-7/8 in.

3 in.
2-3/4 in.
3-1/2 in.

4 in.
4-1/2 in.
5-1/4 in.

1-3/4°
1-3/4°
1-3/4°
1-3/4°

2°
2°
2°
2°
2°

3/16 in.
3/16 in.
3/16 in.
3/16 in.
3/16 in.
1/4 in.
1/4 in.
1/4 in.
5/16 in.

Mixing instructions are packaged with each kit. Avoid direct contact with skin or
eyes. Use soap and water to wash off any of these materials from skin. If any of the
liquid gets into eyes, flush immediately with water, not solvent, get medical aid
immediately.

STEPS

1. In cold weather, warming the resin to 60° F. is recommended for best results.

2. Empty all the hardener into the can of resin. Never try to split a kit. Use a
wooden spatula until all streaks are gone. Adhesive has a smooth uniform pink color
when mixed. Be sure to mix all resin from lid and from under the upper lip of can
for best results. Avoid stirring too vigorously; may cause the hardener to splash
out or result in excessive air entrapment.

ADHESIVE WORK LIFE

The working life (Pot Life) of adhesives are shown in Table 4. Pot Life is the
time it takes for the adhesive to harden (Based on 75° F.). It is measured from the
time the hardener and resin are first mixed. Heat shortens the Pot Life, so keep
adhesive kits cool to extend the Pot Life. To prolong the Pot. Life, pour and spread out
onto aluminum foil (spreading cools the adhesive, qlows the chemical reaction, and
prolongs the useful life of the adhesive).
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NDI1ESlVES

Adhesives used in the joining of the pipe comes in two parts systems. Each kit
lontains resin, hardener, instructions, and (except far 1 oz. kits) cleaning solvent,
towels, mixing stick, and an application brush.

Each kit has a specific numiler of bonds each kit will make for each'respective pipe
size. Table 4 is based on the quantity of adhesive required by an experienced crew
working at a temperature of 70° F.

TABLE 4

BONDS PER ADHESIVE KIT

KIT SIZE 1.0 oz.
NOMINAL PIPE SIZE BONDS PER KIT

6.8 oz. 10.0 oz.
BONDS PER KIT BONDS PER KIT

2 in. 2 14 --
3 in. 1 9 14
4 in. 1 7 9
6 in. 3 4
8 in. - 2 3

10 in. - 2 3

12 in, - 2 3

14 ir,. - 1 2

16 in. - 1 2

NOTE: - Not enough to complete job or waste.

TEMPERATURE

POT LIFE

60° F.**
(16°c)

TABLE 5

ADHESIVE WORKING LIFE/TIME TO CURE*

70° F.
(21°c)

20 min. 25 min.

TIME TO CURE 12 hr.
(8 hr.)

5 hr.
(3 hr.)

85° F.
(29°c)

100° F.
(38°c)

120° F.
(49°c)

15 min. 10 min. 8 min.

4 hr.
(2 hr.)

150° F.
(66°c)

3 hr. 2-1/2 hr. 1-1/2 hr.
(1-1/2 hr.) (1-1/2 hr.) (45 min.)

*Time shown in parentheses indicates when sufficient care will have been obtained
to permit moving of the assembly.

cure.
**At temperatures below 60° F., a heat assist me...:.hod must be utilized to force

HEAT ASSIST ADHESIVE CURE METHODS

Heat generating chemical package using two or more chemicals When mixed and water
added causes a chemical reaction which gives off heat. This method increases the
temperature and allows the pipe to cure.

Heat blanket is a silicone rubber heater that is thin, flexible, lightweight, and
corrosion resistant. It provides for rapid curing of the adhesive. If the blanket is
exposed to an extremely cold or windy environment, the blanket should be wrapped with
aluminum foil or fiberglass insulation. The heat blanket is available in three sizes.
The heat blanket has a wattage of 2 watts/sq. in., and will reach a maximum temperature
or 240° F. See Table 5.
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TABLE 6

HEAT BLANKET SIZES

SIZE DIMENSIONS

1 4.5" x 16

1'1 5" x 36.5"

111 6" x 55"

SUMMARY

NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER

1", 3", 4"

6", 8, 10"

12", 14, 16"

Reinforced thermosetting resin pipe is easy to damage so it is important to learn
how to handle, load, and store it. When cutting and tapering resin pipe, care must be
used because of the close tolerances needed for a good bond. When using adhesives, time
is of the utmost importance as well as the Mixinel and application of it. When working
in adverse weather .:onditions alternative heat assisted cure methods must be used.

QUESTIONS

1. In handling resin pipe, whose recommendation do we follow?

2. What is the maximum height you can stack resin pipe?

3. How many bonds call you get with a 6.8 oz. adhesive kit using 6 in. resin pipe?

4. What color does the adhesive turn when proprly mixed?

5. What factor affects the Pot Life of the adhesive?

6. Name the two heat assist adhesive cure methods?

1)

2)

7. What is the angle of taper for a 2" pipe?

8. What is the nominal weight of a 2" pipe 20' long?

9. How far apart should you place the supports?

approximately

10 The pipe should 'oe cut by for 2" - 6" pipe and a

for 8" - 16"*pipe.

and



BACKFLOW/CROSS-CONNECTION

This section is designed to help you identify the facts about Backelow/
:ross-connection. By thorough study you will learn how the Backflow/Cross-Connection
levices and controls help us.

ENTRODUCTION

The ever expanding water demands by industrial ad commercial operations, plus the
lesirability of auxiliary fire protection, are increasing the possibilities of cross-
zonnecting potable water systems to contaminated sources.

Many contaminants and pollutants have no odor or color and can enter the public
water supply undetected. A contaminant is a toxic substance in the potable water supply
- one that could affect the health of life of the consumer. Examples are antifreeze and
sewage. A pollutant is a nontoxic substance in the potable water supply that could
create a nuisance or be esthetically objectionable. Examples are sugar and wine. What
can happen wi:ih cross-connection could be costly. In 1969, Holy Cross College had tp
cancel its team's football schedule because the entire team had contracted hepatitis.

INFORMATION

o BACKFLOW - The flow of water or another liquid, mixture, or substance into the
distributing pipes of a potable supply of water from any source or sources other than
the intended source.

In Cincinnati, Ohio several years ago at a winery, the wine backed up into the
potable water supply due to unusual circumstances.

o CROSS-CONNECTION - A physical arrangement in which a public potable water supply
is connected, directly or indirectly, with any non-potable or unapproved water system.

A typical residential cross-connection is when a bucket of soapy water is cross-
connected to the potable water system by a garden hose.

A typical industrial cross-connection is between a primary and secondary water
supply, for example, large industries use the potable water supply for drinking ater,
and they frequently drill their own wells or use nearby surface sources for their
process water supplies. These water systems should be separated and protected.

o BACK PRESSURE - Back Pressure is caused when a potable system is connected to a
nonpotable supply operating at a higher pressure by means of a pump, boiler, or elevated
tank

A typical back pressure condition could happen when a typical ocean-going ship at
the pier uses its on-board pumps to pump harbor water through the ship for various
reasons. A ship's pump pressure could be greater than the potable water supply pressure
and harbor water would be pumped back into the potable water supply. Concentrated
efforts since the 1930's have almost eliminated this problem.

o BACK-SIPHONAGE - This results from negative or reduced pressure in the supply
piping.

Some of the causes of back-siphonage are:

1. Undersized piping, either in mains or service lines.

2. Water line breaks or line repairs that lower the pressure upstream of the
service point.

3. Reduced pressure on the suction side of booster pumps within system.

4. Dowered main pressure due to high flow rates for fire fighting or for line
flushing.
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An example of back-siphonage happened in a resi,l,ntial area. A :1 . Iv t

hydrant, causing an excessive flow of water. In the hous:2 WAG old !

with a running submerged inlet. With the great flow of wateL the prelsur,: .1ropfle
caused the used bath water to be distributed throughoui the house and iait-hc
water.

SUMMARY

Water and health officials who are voicing their concerns about the hazards of
cross-connections are growing in strength and numbers. The problem is a se:v.:on., one
facing the water industry today as emphasized by reports of contaminaten i ikij wIter
and the spread of waterborn illnesses.

QUESTIONS

L. What is a contaminant?

2. The flow of water or another liquid, mixture, or substance into the distv:ibution
pipes of a potable supply of water from any source or sources other Utah L!:iia

intended source is

3. Describe cross-connection.

4. Name the two types of backflow and explain each.

1.

2.

5. What is a pollutant?

6. Describe back-siphonage.

IDENTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS PIPING

This section of instruction is designed bp help you identify the facts about
hazardous piping. By studying military standard 10113; 3 December 1970; will give you
the knowledye bo identify the color code for hazardous piping.

INTRODUCTION

We as heating systems specialist must have a knowledge of what is being conveyed in
our piping systems which run through our beating plants. We must know which one carries
what, SD that's why we have each pipe identifea by color, content, and symbols. We
don't want cold water added to steam boiler until the cold water is heated. This alone
could cause the boiler to explode.

INFORMATION

COLOR

The color assigned in this standard shall conform in hue and chroma to -the
requirements identified by number in FED. STD., No. 59 No change shall he made in the
assigned colors without prior approval of the prer-rin. activity of this standard.
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WARNING COLORS

The following colors are assigned for use as both primary and secondary warnings:

a. YELLOW, NO. 13655 - FLAMMABLE MATERIALS

b. BROWN, NO. 10080 - TOXIC AND POISONOUS MATERIALS

c. BLUE, NO 15102 - ANESTHETICS AND HARMFUL MATERIALS

d. (;REEN, N. 141H7 - OXIDLZING MATERIALS

e. GRAY, No. 16187 - PHYSICALLY DANGEROUS MATERIALS

f. RED, NO. 11105 - FIRE PROTECTION MATERIALS.

COLORS HAVING NO SIGNIFICANT MEANING

BLACK NO. 17088 and WHITE NO. 17875. These colors are assigned, without signifi-
cant meaning, for general use where specified in this standard except as follows:
Water-piping systems containing water suitable for human consumption and installed for
this purpose shall be painted WHITE, NO. 17875, throughout or shall be painted to match
surroundings when not in conflict with other color designations in this standard.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL IN PIPING SYSTEMS

The classifications of materials in a piping system shall be as specified in
Table 7. When no secondary color warning is specified, an arrow may be used and painted
with the same color au the primary warning or black or white, as preferred.

NOTE: N.O.S. refers to materials "NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED."

TABLE 7

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS IN PIPING SYSTEM

MATERIAL PRIMARY
COLOR WARNING

SECONDARY
COLOR WARNING

AIR, COMPRESSED

FUEL OIL, N.O.S.

MANUFACTURED GAS

NAUTRAL GAS

STEAM

WATER, OVER 50 PSIG/
150° F.

WATER, POTABLE

GRAY

YELLOW

YELLOW

YELLOW

GRAY

GRAY

WHITE

GREEN

BROWN

BROWN

SUMMARY

It is of the utmost importance that you as heating system specialists learn as much
as possible about the color code and the colors you will come into contact with on your
job.

This knowledge will help you tc perform your job better and keep you safe. It may
save your life!
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QUESTIONS:

1. What is Military Standard 101B?

2. What must each color conform to in Federal Standard #595?

3. In the color code, yellow stands for

4. Gray stands for

5. What is the primary color for natural gas?

6. Water suitable for human consumption, (Potable), is coded by what primary color?

Theory of Prints, Symbols and Scales

Theory of Prints

When performing your duties you will encounter numerous references to n1:1s,
drawings, prints or blueprints. Learning to read and interpret drawings is one of the
requirements of civil engineering personnel. Blueprinc reading is a task in which there
is no substitute for experience. Learning to use prints involves knowing the purpose or

411

prints, knowing the types of prints, how to handle prints, understanding the alphabet of
lines, explanation of lines, projected views, and symbols and their uses.

Types of Prints

BLUEPRINTS. The simplest and most generally used copying process for making prints
that you will use are blueprints. They are made by placing a sheet of special trans-
lucent tracing paper over the drawing in close surface contact with each other, then
exposed to a strong light, in a printing frame or machine made for this purpose. This
process produces a print with a blue background and white lines.

Handling of Prints

Prints can be much more useful if properly cared for by the user. Smudging,
tearing, coffee cup rings, etc., should certainly be avoided. Careless handling of
project drawings may cause costly errors.

Normally, each shop has drawings of existing facilities with additional equipment
or new construction features designated for the purpose_ of maintaining system changes.
They are usually kept in racks or tubes bor easy access. If drawings become damaged or
unreadable, copies may be obtained from the engineering section.

The "on-the-job" handling of prints is very important since smudging and tearing
usually occur here. The "thumbing space" left on the outer edge of the print is
designed to prevent this. Greasy and dirty fingers, or instruments, should never be
used to aid in tracing lines. If you have trouble following lines on the drawing with
your eye, the use of a clean, nonmarking, dull instrument should be used. In the event
you have misplaced your tracing aid, large nails are usually available and work rather
nicely. Screwdrivers and other sharp tools should be avoided. Never depend on readings
from a print when that reading has been obscured bv .vudge or tear.
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Identification of Lines

The most basic symbol and the one requiring the greatest understanding is the use
of lines. The thickness of the line and the configuration used, must be understood to
be able to use a blueprint or drawing properly.

The American Standard Association (ASA) 'As established standards for the width of
lines used on drawings. The Association approved the exclusion of heavy lines on pencil
drawings. However, heavy (wide lines) are still used on ink drawings. Of course, the
width of Line used on the tracing will be the same as appears on the prints made from
the tracing. In reference to drawings, the words "weight" and "width" have the same
meaning.

on drawings, the heavier lines will be used Boer the border, the medium lines will
be used for the object, and the finer lines will be used for centerlines and dimension
lines. The Bpllowing explanations will aid you in identifying lines used on drawings.

BORDERLINE( ). The borderline is the heavy line around the outen
edge of the print. It informs the reader that the intended illustration is complete
within these borders. Exactly what the illustration is supposed to be is noted on '41-le
legend in the lower right corner along with other necessary reference information.

OBJECT LINE (VISIBLE LINE) ( ). The object or visible line outlines
the specific item illustrated by the draftsman. It is a medium weight line which shows
the shape of the object to the reader. It is used to outline buildings, partitions
within the structure, piping, conduit, etc. It is the most important line on the print
because it forms the object to which we are referring.

CENTERLINE ( ). The centerline is used when it is necessary
for the reader to use the center of an object as reference. Consult your symbols and
become thoroughly familiar with it; whenever it is used, it usually adds great signifi-
cance to the drawing.

EXTENSION AND DIMENSION LINES (< >). Extension lines are used to
bring meaning to dimension lines. The centerlines and extension serve as stops for
dimension lines. The extension lines do not touch the object, but start about 1/16 of
an inch from the object line and extend about 1/8 of an inch beyond the dimension arrow.
In instances where the dimension must be located inside the object, the object lines
serve as stops.

CUTTING PLANE LINES (or This is merely a line symbol to given
accuracy to the reader as to the view taken by the draftmnan (very useful in the machine
tool business, but used less in construction drawing).

SECTION LINING (SHADING). Used on detail drawings to indicate material to be used.
They also may be used to show a cutaway of an object. (Refer to Figure 26 )

BREAK LINES (---fh.-----4\--- ). In drawing a detail of piping, shafting, etc., it
is usually drawn with break lines. Uses of conventional break lines are illustrated in
Figure 27.

HIDDEN LINES. Hidden lines are medium lines which consist of short dashes evenly
spaced ( ) that show hidden features of the object.



HIDDEN OUTLINE DASF-1E0 LINE

VISIBLE OUTLINE FULL LINE

CENTER LINE

EXTENSION LINE

DIMENSION LINE

CUTTING PLANE
r---

.
1 ,

___. VAlir A

sicif,(47gNigf////////////
ADJACENT PARTS. ALTERNATE

0111111110r OM
POSITION OR REPEAT LINE

SHORT BREAK

t.
LONG BREAK

Figure 26 Line Symbols

RECTANGULAR SECTION

ROUND SECTION

PIPE OR TUBING

PIPE OR TUBING

WWI) ( RECTANGULAR SECTION )

1-1P--- J
LONG .BREAK ( ALL MATroIkLS ,

Figure 27 Convontiondl Breaks
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Scaling

10

Objects are drawn full size when the details of the object are clearly shown and
the size of the paper will conveniently permit. Enlarged views of sections are made
when the actual size of the object is so small that full-sized representations would not
clearly present the features of the object. Reduced scale prints are made of large
objects that can be shown clearly in a smaller scale. The prime reason for reducing the
scale of drawings is to reduce their size so that they can be placed on smaller sheets
without crowding the views.

The scale of prints is generally noted in the title block and can be designated as
"full size", "enlarged view" or at a reduced scale such as 1" = 10', 1/4" = 1', and
others which are similar.

The process of measuring dimensions on a blueprint is called scaling. Important
dimensions are normally shown on the blueprint and should not be scaled because of the
possible distortion of the print on cloth or paper.

Types of Views

ORTHOGRAPHIC. The orthographic drawing normally shows three separate views, the
top, front and side view (see Figure 28).

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

Figure 28. Orthographic Views

4-27
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ISOMETRIC. The isometric drawing is a three-dimensional view (see Figure 29).

Figure29.. Isometric View

PLAN VIEWS. Plan views, or architectural blueprints, show the interior arrangement
of a building. These blueprints are made looking down on a building from a point
directly above. Horizontal surfaces such as floors, appear without distortion. All
vertical surfaces, such as walls, appear as lines.

Plan views usually show the outside shape of a building, the arrangements of the
rooms, and the size and the shapes of rooms. They often given the types of materials to
be used; the thickness of walls and partitions; and the types, sizes and locations of
doors and windows. They provide details of framework and structure; and they show the
type, size and location of mechanical equipment, such ,.4s heating plants, radiators,
plumbing, electrical fixtures and appliances. Also included are the instructions
concerning the construction and the installation work.

Uses of Symbols 4!

The symbols used in drawings are really illustrations of words or groups of words.
Can you imagine a drawing without the use of symbols? Every item in construction would
have to be written on the drawings by the draftsman. One can easily see why symbols are
of necessity to the draftsman, and also why an efficient blueprint reader must know how
to interpret them.

1

The symbols in the folowing charts are shown to familiarize you with some of the
symbols shown on blueprints and drawings you will be using in the heating career field.

Some of the categories of blueprint symbols are: electrical, mechanical, piping,
heating and plumbing. Many symbols are conventional, whereas others are not conven-
tional. This brings us to an area of great importance, the LEGEND. This is a section
of the blueprint, usually placed in the upper right corner of the drawing, or blueprint,
to explain or define a symbol or a special mark that is not a conventional sign or
symbol. With this additional information, the blueprint will become much more clear.
Before reading a blueprint or drawing you should understand the symbols as shown in the
legend.

On the following pages are Charts I through V which indicate:

Electrical Symbols

Mechanical Symbols

Piping Symbols

Heating Symbols

Plumbing Symbols

4-28
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CHART I ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS

0

H. O. A.

INCANDESCE NT FIXTURE OUTLET

JUNCTION BOX

THE RMOS1 Al

FLUORESCE N T FIXTURE OUTLET

CLOCK OUTLE1

HANDOFF AUTOMATIC SWITCH

SWITCH

DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

SPECIAL PURPOSE

I ZOV.I0 EXPLOSION PROOF OUTLET

LIGHTING PANEL

POWER PANEL

BRANCH CIRCUIT CONCEALED IN
CEILING OR WALLS

BRANCH CIRCUIT CONCEALED IN
FLOOR

BRANCH CIRCUll EXPOSED

-- GROUND CABLE NR Z

® 5 MOTOR (NUMBER INDICATES HP)rH DISCONNECT SWITCH

PHONE OUTLET

mil-- GROUND ROD

GROUND

><I1 MAGNETIC MOTOR STARTER

E.P. EXPLOSION PROOF

W.P. WE ATHER PROOF

CHART I I
- - ....

MECHANICAL SYMBOLS

LL

GATE VALVE

GLOBE VALVE

CHECK VALVE

STRAINER

COCK

BALANCING COCK

UNION (SCREWED)

UNION (FLANGED)

REDUCER

AUTOMATIC AIR VENT

PRESSURE GAGE

THERMOMETER

PIPE CAP

DRIP LIG

I

_LF

0

-LPS-
-H P S-- 0-
- P. kr-
- HIV/ -
- HWR-
-COND-
- H W-
---CWR-
- C WS-
- RW-

FIRE DAMPER

EQUIPMENT SYMBOL

THERMOSTAT

SUPPLY AIR

AIR EXHAUST OR RETURN AIR

DIRECTION OF FLOW

LOW PRESSURE STEAM

HIGH PRE SSURE STEAM

DRAIN LINE

PNEUMATIC CONTROL AIR

HIGH TEMPERATURE
WATER

HOT WAVER RETURNHEATING

CONDENSATE

HOT WATER HEATING

CHILLED WATER RETURN

CHILLED WATER SUPPLY

RAW WATER

NEEDLE VALVE (BLEED)

--f>t<-1-- PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE
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HART III PIPING SYMBOLS

OR SAFETY VALVE

PNEUMATIC CONTROL VALVE

-----X:1----. SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE

.---/ t FILTER

FLEXIBLE CONNECTION

OR 1 REDUCER

0""""- BALL JOIN T

SPRAY NOZZLE

INST DESICNATION 1 PANEL MOUNTED
NUMBER INSTRUMENT

-1/
ye"

LOCALLY NOUN T ED
INSTRUMENT

I FIANSMIT TER
LOC Al 1 Y NOUN I 1 N

TRANSMITTER
PANEL MOUNTED

//u---- INSTRUMENT AIR LINES

-P
ELECTRICAL LEADS

AUTOMATIC AIR VENTS

4 11-- ORIFICE F LANGE

CHART IV
Heating Symbols

VALVES
Peck

AUTOMATIC DAMPERS

-4....)------

DIeehraien A
.... -04-
131.1..

Lack end ShiId

---D0*---- DEFLECTING DAMPER
f

dEg
Mater Opeuted Ot3

Reincinn Pf111. ___4.___
Dili ECTION .1 FLOM + +

11.11.1 (ERA..
erouargir eutun1

0 ____ DUCT 0 st Fieure. 51416 Iheaus
2nd Side Net %eau)

12 X 20
1.

VENT

VINT POINT DUCT sacTION
(1.1.erest sr Renon)

1.. (1 ON A
20 X It )

I
TRAPS

.11.11er Return
EXPAM110044 JOINT

HANGER OR SUPPORT H

Wee. Thenneoretic --.0.--..---
HEAT EXPUNGER -----6=6...---

Fleet

Fleet scd Therntestetic
HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE.
PLAN (Indicate Typo

s.a. CenvecwrI

I
I

Thnnriastotic

Li
PUMP (Indicate Typo,

tuch ice Vecaunt)
OD-o

UNIT HEATER. PLAN

Cerurifunal Fen
STRAINERi_t ifi -,...,

TANK MB
Pteealler

IHERMOMETEI, fl
CO --se

UNIT VENTILATOR. PLAN FL---'-al THERMOSTAT 0
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CHART V PLUMBING SYMBOLS

DOMESTIC WATER (COLD)

UOT WATEFI

HOT WATER RE1 URN

--PA -PA- PLANT AIR
--UA--"WA--- UTILITY AIR

FAS---- FILTERED AIR SUPPLY

1:1)1°1

FLOOR CLEAN OUT

SIGHT GLASS

CHECK VALVE

PLUG VALVE

PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE

PRESSURE OR
TEMP RELIEF VALVL

--C
WELDED AP

QUICK ICCONNECT

SUMMARY

This study guide covers only a minimum amount of material concerning blueprints and
symbols, the handling and care of blueprints, and their storage.

The different types of lines have been explained to give a clear-cut picture of an
object or item included in a blueprint. The legend will include all necessary informa-
tion needed to further explain deta'3s and symbols, and in many cases, the materials. A
specific detail will be noted or rezerred to in the drawing.

A further study of existing blueprints, sketches and diagrams, in and around your
shop area will help you in understanding other blueprints from shps, such as elctrical,
sheet metal and plumbing, other than the heating plant and systems.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is an object line?

2. How are blueprints made?

3. When is a centerline used?

4. What is the purpose cf hidden lines?

5. What is the purpose of measuring dimensions on a blueprint?

6. Why is a legend used?

7. What are the electrical and mechanical symbols for a thermostat?

8. Explain the letters, HTW, HWR, RW, HPS kND LPS.

9. checkWhat type of heating symbol designates a gate valve, globe valve and

10. What is another name for plan view drawings?
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

PRINCIPLES OF HEATING

OBJECTlVE

J3ABR54532 001-1-5

This unit of instruction is designed to help you identify the principles of
heating. By thorough study you will learn the theory of heat transfer and measurements;
relationship between pressure, temperature and volume; law of gases; and metric
conversion.

INTRODUCTION

It is not known just exactly when man discovered fire, but there is no doubt that
fire is one of the greatest gifts to mankind. The need to control and apply fire was
clear from the very first. Imagine what living conditions were during the cave-dwellling
period. Unless a natural flue or some other method of ventilation existed as a result
of the cave, the smoke from fires during cold weather must have caused almost unbearable
conditions, leaving the inhabitants the choice of either freezing or being asphyxiated.

Long after man had advanced to the stage of houF.e building, heating methods had not
improved to a ver:,. great degree. For centuries (and at times even today) fires for
heating and lighting were contained in braziers or held to an unused corner of a room.
The smoke was supposed to escape through a hole left in the roof of the building during
construction. Of course, large amounts of rain and snow entered the room during bad
weather. During the twelfth century, however, the people in the northern part of Europe
started using crude fireplaces and flues to replace the brazier and hole-in-the roof
method of heating. Some of the rudimentary beating systems still exist in France.

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the round hollow stone chimneys began to
be used. At the end of the fifteenth century, people were using a number of fireplaces
in their homes and grouping the chimneys together in a vertical, rectangular mass of

h masonry with decorative effect. By the end of the Italian renaissance period, chimneys
'were in common use.

During colonial days in America, the fireplace chimneys were a large masonry mass
projected through the center of the roof or were an important feature of the gable end
walls. This general trend is often followed in architecture today. Central heating,
where fires are required five or six months of the year, makes the chimney an important
feature of a heating plant. There are heating installations, however, which do not make
use of the masonry chimney and have substituted an inconspicuous metal smoke pipe.
Other types of heating, such as electrical heating, require no chimney.

Before discussing methods of heating, it seems logical to discuss the theory of
heat and the measurement and transfer of heat.

INFORMATION

Basic Structure of Matter

MATTER

By definition, matter is anything that occupies space and has weight that constk-
tutes the observable universe, and that together with energy forms the basis of objec-
tive phenomena. Matter exists in three states: solids, liquids, and gases and the
characteristics of a specific matter will tell you its state.

ELEMENT

An element is any one of more than 110 fundamental substances that consists of
atoms of only one kind which constitutes all matter.

COMPOUND

A compound is any two or more of the basic element which constitutes all matter.

5-1
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MOLECULE

A molecule is the smallest partical of a substances that retains the properties of
the substances and is composed of more than one atom.

ATOM

The atom is the smallest particle of an element that can exist and is the source of
vast potential energy.

Theory of Heat Transfer and Measurement

Heat Production

METHODS OF HEAT PRODUCTION. Heat is a form of energy that can be produced or
generated by the combustion of fuels, by friction, by chemical action, and by the
resistance offered ba the flow of electricity in a circuit.

LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS. Thermodynamics is the science which deals with the
relationships betwecn heat and mechanical action.

The t-ansfer of heat is a problem to consider after the heat has been produced by
the burning of a fuel. It must be moved to the space.where it is to be used.

1. Heat always flows from a warmer to a cooler substance - consequently, there
must be a temperature difference before heat will flow.

2. Naturally, the greater the difference in temperature, the faster the heat will
flow.

3. Two objects that have different temperatures, when placed together, will tend
to equalize their temperatures. As temperature increaf:es, volume also increases.

METHODS OF HEAT TRANSFER. Heat travels in heating systems from one place to
another by three different methods. All three of these methods are used in most heatingl
systems; they are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

Conduction. Conduction is the flow of heat from one part of a substance to another
part of the same substance, or from one substance to another when they are in direct
contact.

When one end of a stove poker is held in a flame, the other end will soon be too
hot to hold. This indicates that the heat is being conducted or transferred from one
end of the poker to the other end. Such a transfer of heat is called conduction.
Conduction is used to transfer heat through the walls of a stove, furnace or radiator so
that the warmth can be used for heating. If a piece of wood has been used, as an
example, instead of the poker, the end of the wood away from the fire would have
remained cool. This shows that some materials do not conduct as well as others. Those
materials which offer considerable resistance to the flow of heat are referred to as
insulators, or poor conductors.

Conv^T.tion. Convection is the transfer of heat by means of mediums such as water,
air and steam. When air is heated, it expands, becomes lighter in weight and rises.
The cooler air, which heavier, then flows in to replace the warm air. Thus, a convection
current is set up. Water, when heated, acts in the same way as air. The water next to
the heating surface becomes warmer, lighter and rises. This action allows the cooler
water to flow in next to the heating surface and become heated. Convection is a very
important factor to be considered a heating system. It is this force, developed by
heating the medium, that circulates the heating medium to the space to be heated.

Radiation. Radiation is the transfer of heat through space. When a hand is held
in front of a stove, it is quickly warmed by means of radiation. In this same manner,
the earth receives its heat from the sun.
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Radiated heat is transferred by heat waves, similar to radio waves. Heat waves do
not warm the air through which they pass, but they must be absorbed by some substance to
produce heat. For example, when you stand in the shade of a tree, you feel cool,
because the leaves and limbs are absorbing the heat waves before they reach you.

When heat waves strike an object, some are reflected, some may pass through, and
the rest are absorbed by the object. Polished metals are the best reflectors known;
therefore, they are poor absorbers of heat. A poor absorber is also a good radiator.
Rough motn1 absorbs heat more readily than a highly polished metal, and it also loses
heat Laster by radiation.

The color of a substance also affects its absorbing power. A black surface absorbs
heat faster than a white one. That is why light-colored clothes are cooler in summer
than dark-colored ones.

Heat Measurement

INTENSITY. Temperature is the measurement of heat intensity in degrees Fahrenhpit
or Celsius (centigrade). Therefore, temperature measurements can be made by using a
glass thermometer which is calibrated either in degrees Fahrenheit (°F) or degrees
Celsius (°C). The generally accepted way of stating measurements of temperature is in

degrees Fahrenheit.

We should stop and explain the terms Celsius and and Fahrenheit.

FAHRENHEIT

Farenheit is relating or conforming to a thermometric scale on which under standard
atmospheric pressure the boiling point of water is at 212° above the zero of the scale,
the frezing point is at 32° above zero, and the zero point approximates the temperature
produced by mixing equal quantities by weight of snow and common salt. Its inventor was
Gabrial D. Fahrenheit, a German Physicist, (1686-1735).

CENTIGRADE (CELSIUS)

Celsius is relating to, conforming to, or having a thermometric scale on which the
interval between the freezing point and the boiling point of water is divided into 100
degrees with 0° representing the freezing point and 100° the boiling point. Its
inventor was Anders Celsius a Swedish Astronomer, (1701 - 1744). Anders Celsius in 1742
devised the centigrade scale. In 1949, the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, in order
to honor Anders Celsius, renamed the Centigrade Scale to Celsius.

Types of Heat

SENSIBLE HEAT

Sensible heat is indicated b the sense of feelin and it is the heat which c-r be
measui-aET-gthermometer. An examp e o sensible eat is presente. y p acing a smal
vessel of cold water over a gas flame and putting a thermometer in the water. The
thermometer measures the degree of sensible heat of different bodies. Also upon placing
your finger in the water several different times, you feel (or sense) the change in
temperature that has taken place.

HEAT GAIN

Heat gain is the term applied to heat gained by a space that is being cooled. Heat
gain is produced by heat conduction through the walls, ceiling, floors: windows and
doors. People and animals also give off heat

HEAT LOSS

Heat loss is the term applied to heat lost by a space that is being heated, or to
the warming of cooler substances brought into the space. Heat loss is generally caused
by conduction through walls, ceiling, floors, windows, doors, and air leakage.



QUANTITY (AMOUNT). To operate a heating unit efficiently, you must be familiar
with the measurement of heat. The unit of measurement for a given quantity of heat is
the British thermal unit, abbreviated and commonly known as BTU. One BTU is the amount
of heat needed to change the temperature of 1 pound of pure water 1° Fahrenheit at sea
level. If one BTU is added to 1 pound of water at 50° F, the temperature of that pouni
of water will be raised to 51° F.

LATENT HEAT. Latent heat is the amount of heat required to change the state of a
substance without a measurable change in temperature. Latent heat is further clarified
by the knowledge that all substances above absolute zero contain heat. There is heat
even in ice, and its melting point is fixed at 32° F. Because of a fundamental law in
nature, when ice at 32° F melts into water at 32° F, a change of state takes placg. It
is that the ice (solid) has turned into water (liquid). A certain amount of heat'is
required during this change of state. This heat is known as the latent heat of fusion.
Whan 1 pound of ice changes to water, 144 BTUs are required, and an additional 180 BTUs
are required to further raise the temperature of the water to 212° F at sea level.

To again change the state of this 1 pound of water (once ice) at 212° F to steam,
another 970 BTUs are required. This additional heat is known as the latent heat of
vaporization. (See Figure 58) Heat indicates the quantity of units of heat (BTU) in a
substance, whereas temperature indicates the intensity of heat in degrees.

When we take away 970 BTUs from this 1 pound of steam at 212° F and change its
state to water at 212° F, the change is known as latent heat of condensation. (See
Figure 58)

We previously mentioned absolute zero. But what is absolute zero? Scientists have
arbitrarily determined that when the temperature of a substance has been reduced to 460°
below zero F (-4600 F), practically all the heat has been removed from the subtance. At
this point the molecules cease to have motion. This temperature is known as absolute
zero, and it is about the lowest temperature obtainable. Heat is said to be present in
all substances, when the temperature is above absolute zero.

a

LATENT HEAT OF
VAPORIZATION

AND CONDENSATIONWATER 2.12°F 212°F
STEAM

1

1

LATENT HEAT 1

OF FUSIONICE 32°F 32°F
WATER

1

1
116

BTU 144 BTU 180 BTU 970 BTU
15

0F BTU

242°F

Figure 59. Sensible and Latent Heat
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Problems

1. What is the number of BTUs needed to change 2 pounds of water at 212°F to steam at
212° F? (See Figure 59.)

2. Find the quantity of heat needed to change 15 pounds of water at 90) F to steam at
212° F.

STEP 1: Find the numer of pounds of water.

NOTE: When water is stated in gallons, multiply gallons by 8.3 to find
its pounds. When stated in cubic feet, maltiply cubic feet by
62.5.

STEP 2: Find the temperature differential. Subtract the low temperature from the
high temperature.

STEP 3: If a change of state takes place add the latent heat value to the
temperature differential; this is the total heat per pound.

STEP 4: To find quantity of heat required (BTUs), multiply the total heat by the
number pounds of water.

NOTE: When working with heat reguirehients for temperatures above 212° F steam or
below 32° F ice, use 1/2 BTU per poun0 to change the temperature one degree.

SOILING POINT OF WATER
X 0

.00

CEntrlilESRT 404EUREE
FAHRENHEIT, USE FORMULA

=CC X IAD +

too
TO CONVERT DEGREE
FAHRENHEIT TO DEGREE

so CELSIUS USE FORMULA

+ 1.8
406

SO*

°' FREEZING POINT OF WATER

.0
IC

FAHREVHEIT CELS his

Figure 59. Comparison of Fahrenheit and Celsius Thermometers

Relationship Between Pressure, Temperature and Volume

The relationship between pressure, temperature and volume may be summarized as
follows:

When temperature is held constant, increasing the pressure on a gas
causes a proportional decrease in volume. Decreasing the pressure
causes a proportional increase in volume.

When pressure is held constant, increasing the temperature of a gas
causes a proportional incease in volume. Decreasing the temperature
causes a proportional decrease in volume.

5-5
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When the volume is held constant, increasing the temperature of a yas
causes a proportional increase in pressure. Decreasing the temperature
causes a proportional decrease in pressure.

To visualize this bet_ _-, the relationship can be demonstrated by an open pan,
clompletely full of water (rsle quart capacity) at 60°F sea level. Raise the temperature
to 200°F and the water stc ts to expand (volume increases) to the extent of spilling
over the side. Now reduc the temperature to 60°F and the water will contract (volume
decreases) to the original amount (minus the spillage). Here we have a constant
pressure, plus an increase in temperature causing an increase in volume, and a constant
pressure plus a decrease in temperature causimi a decrease in volume.

Law of Gases

1. Boyle's Law - "Pressure" - Reduce volume, you increase pressure and vice versa.
Inverse relationship between volume and pressure.

2. Charles' Law - Charles' Law - "Temperature" reduce pressure, reduces temperature.
Has a direct relationship between temperature and pressure.

3. Dalton's Law - "Partial Pressure" - Pressure of a mixture of gases will be the sum
of the partial pressure of each gas in the mixture - condenser.

20 psi
20 psi
10 psi
50 psi Take Out 10 psi = 40 psi

Metric Conversion
Temperature

FAHRENHEIT SCALE. The range of the Fahrenheit thermometer between the freezing
point and the boiling point is 180° (32° to 212° = 180°).

Changing Celsius to Fahrenheit. To change degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit,
ust either of the following formulas:

9

F° = (C° times 1.8) + 32 or Fa (3 x C) + 32

Example: 50° C is what in Fahrenheit?

F = (50 x 1.8) 4. 32
F = 90 + 32
F = 122°

9
F = (s- x 50) + 32

F = 90 + 32
F = 122°

CELSIUS SCALE. On the Celsius Thermometer, the range is 100° (0° to 1000 = 100°)
from the freezing point to the boiling point.

Changing Fahrenheit to Celsius. To change degrees Fahrenheit to degree Celsius,
use either of following formulas:

5

C = (F° - 32) divided by 1.8 or C = -§" X (F° 32)

EYample:

C = (122-32) 1.8

C = 90 1.8

C =

C =

5
V x (122-32)

5
x 90

C = 50° C = 50°
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Length

The meter is the basic metric measurement of length. It is a little more than 3
11 feet 3 inches (39 inches). A smaller measurement to use is the centimeter. One inch

(1") equals approximately 2.5 centimeters. Centimeter is one hundredth of a meter. For
smaller measurements, you would use the millimeter. It is one-thousandth of a meter.
25 millimeters equal one inch.

Weight

The kilogram is the basic metric measurement weight. The kilogram is equal to 1000
grams and to 2.2 pounds. The gram is one-thousandth of a kilogram and too small a
measure to be convenient to work with. When measuring very small quantities by weight
you would use the milligram..The milligram is one-thousandth (.001g) of a gram.

Volume (Liquid)

The liter is the basic metric measurement for liquids. A liter is a little mor4
than a quart. There are 3.79 liters in one Aallon. A smaller measurement is the
milliliter. The milliliter is one-thousandth of a liter. There are 5 milliliters to
the teaspoon, 30 milliliters to the fluid ounce, and 960 milliliters to the quart.
Volume measurement involves the amount of material (liquid or dry) that a space can
hold. Volume is determined by multiplying length times width times depth or height. If
a container is 1 foot long, 1 foot wide and 1 foot deep, it would hold 1 cubic foot. In
metric system, basic volume measurement is the cubic centimeter. A cubic centimeter is
space which is 1 centimeter long, 1 centimeter wide and 1 centimeter deep.

SUMMARY

Heat is a form of energy known Eor its effect and is measured by intensity in
Fahrenheit or Celsius (centigrade), or by quantity in BTUs. Heat is transferred by
conduction, convection or radiation. Pressure has a direct effect on the boiling point
of liquids.

QUESTIONS

1. Heat may be transferred from a body to another body which is at a lower temperature
by what methods?

2. On what condition is conduction dependent?

3. In what is the intensity of heat measured?

4. What is the definition oE sensible heat?

5. What is the definition of a BTU?

6. What is the definition of latent heat?

7. Determine the amount of BTUs needed to change 18 pounds of water at 182° F to steam
at 212° F.

8. Convert 180° F to a Celsius reading.

9. What is thermodynamics?

1
10. What is matter?

11. When the volume is held constant, increasing the temperature of the volume causes
what to happen to the volume?

5-7
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

DBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-1-2

CIVIL ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION, SAFETY AND PUBLICATIONS

Given information, identify basic facts of CE mission and CE organization by
aorrectly answering a minimum of 70% of the questions.

Given information, identify basic facts of work identification, work authorization,
nanagement and utilization of material resources by answering a minimum of 70% of the
4uestions.

Given information, identify basic facts of AFOSH Standards and hazards of the 545X2
aareer field by answering a minimum of 70% of the questions.

Given information, explain individual responsibilities towards safety standards by
Inswering a minimum of 80% of the questions.

Given information, determine safety practices when working with high intensity
sound, flammables, chemicals, and acids by answering 80% of the questions.

Given information, correctly determine first aid procedures for: electrical shock,
aontrol bleeding, traumatic shock, heat exhaustion and heat stroke by answering a
ninimum of 80% of the questions.

Given information, identify basic facts about the two types of publication systems
by correctly answering a minimum of 70% of the questions.

Given information, name the publications that pertain to the 545X2 career field by
aorrectly answering a minimum of 70% of the questions.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Organization and Function of Base Civil Engineers

Complete the following statements, using your study guide as a reference.

1. What is the prime mission of a civil engineering organization?

2. What is Air Force Regulation 85-1?

3. List the purpose of a work request (AF Form 332) for organizations other than civil
engineering.

a.

b.

c.

2-1
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4. AF Form 1879 is a document used to authorize

5. What are the branches under the operations and maintenance section?

a. d.

b. e.

c. f.

6. AF Form 327, BCE Work Order, is a document used to authorize

EXERCISE 2

Publications

1. List the two types of Air Force publications.

a.

b.

2. What is the number and title of the technical order that will explain technical
orders in the specialized publication system?

3. What is the number of the AF publication that covers the index of standard AF

publications?

4. What technical order lists numerical indexes?

5. What are Air Force regulations, manuals, and pamphlets?

6. What type information is contained in Air Force Regulations?

7. What AF manual covers the operation and maintenance of central heating plants and
distribution systems?
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EXERCISE 3

Use Publications as Source for
Inspections and Maintenance

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using AFM 85-12, Volume I, flnd and identify information for performing maintenance
and inspections on breechings found in AFM 85-12, Volume I, Chapter 2, Section E,
paragraphs 181 and 182, to find the following information:

a. Paragraph 181

(1) Time intervals of inspections

(2) Inspect for what?

(a)

(b)

b. Paragraph 182

During the boiler overhaul, what maintenance should you do on breechi .?

(1)

(2)

(3)

INSTRUCTION

1. Using AFM 85-12, Volume II, find and identify information for performing maintenance
and inspections on warm air furnaces found in AFM 85-12, Volume II, Chapter 4,
Section D, paragraphs 157 and 158 to find the following information:

a. Paragraph 157

(1) Time interval of inspection under subparagraph a.

(2) Inspect for the following under subparagraph a.(1)

(a)

(b)

(c)

b. Paragraph 158

(1) During maintenance of warm-air furnaces dealing with leaks from the
combustion space, what must be done on steel furnaces to stop the leaks?

(a)

(b)
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1. What is AFR 0-17?

EXERCISE 4

AFOSH Standards

2. Personal protective clothing and equipment are covered in which AFOSH standard?

3. List the title of following AFOSH standards.

a. 127-38:

b. 127-43:

c. 161-4:

d. 127-5:

4. What is AFOSHSTD 127-11?

5. What is AFOSHSTD 127-12?

6. AFOSHSTD 161-8 covers

7. What AFOSH Staadards cover ladders?

8. Scaffolding is covered un0er What standard?

9. List four hazards of the 545X2 specialty.

a.

b.

c.

d.

EXERCISE 5

Individual Responsibilities

1. Whose responsibility is it to know *here to find and how to use these safety
standards?

2. Who must know the purpose and use of polrsonal protective clothing and equipment?
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVES

Given
maximum of

Given
maximum of

information, select, use and
two instructor assists.

information, select, use and
two instructor assists.

WB J3ABR54532 001-1-3

TOOLS

care for the appropriate hand tools, with a

care for the appropriate special tools, with a

Given information, select, use and care for the appropriate precision measuring
instruments, with a maximum of two instructor as6-ists.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

HAND TOOLS

1. Proceed to work area with instructors.

2. Draw necessary hand tools and material for performing objective.

3. Position necessary hand tools and material on benches in work area as directed by
the instructor.

4. Each student will select the hand tools needed to remove and replace a copper
connection, a screw, and a pipefitting.

CAbfION: OBSERVE APPLICABLE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN WORKING WITH HAND TOOLS. REMOVE
WATCHES AND RINGS.

PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING AND REPLACING A COPPER CONNECTION.

1. Select appropriate size open end and line wrench.

2. Place open end wrench on copper union and apply stationary pressure in clockwise
direction.

3. Place line wrench over copper tubing and draw up on flare nut. Apply pressure in
counterclockwise direction until connection breaks loose.

4. After loose, removing by hand is desirable.

5. Instructor will inspect work.

6. After work is inspected the students will replace their connection.

7. Place tubing against flare connection and turn flare nut clockwise, threading nut
by hand until tight.

NOTE: Flare nut should turn easily, caution should be taken not to cross-thread
the connection. This will cause damage.

S. Place open end urench on copper union and apply stationary pressure in
counterclockwise direction.

9. Place line wrench over copper tubing and draw up on flare nut. Apply pressure in
clockwise direction until connection is tight.

NOTE: Overtightening the connection will cause damage.

10. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor

3-1
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PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING AND REPLACING A SCREW

1. Select appropriate type and size screwdriver as directed by instructor.

NOTE: Blade or tapered end must fill the slot or cross-slot respectively.

2. Place screwdriver correctly, and turn counterclockwise until out.

3. Instructor will check work, then replace the screw.

4. Hold screw with fingers, place screwdriver correctly, and turn clockwise until
tight.

5. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor

PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING AND REPLACING A PIPEFITTING

1. Select appropriate size pipe and monkey wrenches as directed by instructor.

2. Place wrenches on pipe or fitting as directed below:

a. Square or hexagon fitting require the use of monkey wrenches.

b. Smooth round fittings require pipe wrenches.

3. To remove a standard pipe or fitting counterclockwise rotation is required.

4. To prevent the removal of pipe or fitting next to the pipe or fitting you are
removing, a back-up wrench is required with stationary pressure in the clockwise
direction.

5. For better leverage, place wrenches close together.

6. Once loose, removing by hand is desired.

7. Instructor will check work.

8. Starting by hand is needed to prevent cross-threading.

9. Turn clockwise by hand until snug, use wrench until tight.

NOTE: OVERTIGHTENING WILL CAUSE DAMAGE TO PIPE OR FITTING OR THREADS.

10. To prevent over tightening use another wrench to apply stationary pressure in the
counterclockwise direction.

11. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor

EXERCISE 2

Special Tools

1. Proceed to work area with instructor.

2. Draw necessary special tools and material for performing objective.

3. Position necessary special tools and me.terial on benches in work area as directed by
the instructor.
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4. Each student will select the special tools needed to complete the following tasks
assigned by the instructor.

PROCEDURES FOR USE AND CARE OF THE WIRING TOOL.

1. Select the size of wire as directed by the instructor.

2. Select the size on the tool to match the wire size.

3. Place wire in tool, extend the end of the wire out through the handle.

4. Squeeze handle, rotate 360°, and pull insulation off. /

5. Clec.n and replace tool when task is done.

Instructor

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING AND USING THE FUSE PULLER.

1. Select fuse puller for safety.

2. Select fuse puller for different size fuses.

3. Place one hand behind you. Use other hand and fuse puller to pick fuse up off
table.

4. Clean and replace fuse puller when task is done.

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING AND USING THE PIPE VISES.

1. Select the pipe vise.

2. Place pipe in vise.

3. Center pipe in "V" grove.

4. Turn tee handle clockwise to tighten.

5. Turn tee counterclockwise to loosen.

6. Clean vise and bench when task is done.

Instructor

Instructor

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING AND USING BENCH GRINDER.

1. Select the bench grinder.

2. Select safety equipment to be used when operating the bench grinder.

3. Turn on bench grinder.

4. Turn off bench grinder.

5. Secure and clean bench grinder.

3-3
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EXERCISE 3

Precision Measuring Instruments

I. Proceed to work ar a with instructor.

2. Draw necessary precision measuring instruments and material for performingobjective.

3. Position necessary precision measuring instruments and material on benches in workarea as directed by the instructor.

4. Each student will select the precision measuring instruments and material needed tocomplete the following tasks:

PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING THE INSIDE DIAMETER OF A PIPE AND THE OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF AMOTOR SHAFT.

1. Loosen caliper, insert into end of pipe, and expand until the caliper touch theinside wall of pipe. Lock into position and read measurement.
2. Loosen caliper, expand and place on outside of motor shaft. Hold calipers' legs onmotor shaft and tighten set nut to hold correct measurement. Remove and readmeasurement.

3. Instructor will inspect work.

4. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor

PROCECURES FOR CUTTING A GASKET.

1. Select gasket cutter and material needed to cut a gasket.

2. Position cutter on desired section of material.

3. Secure cutter.

4. Open cutter guide to desired radius.

5. Apply light pressure to start cutting operation.

6. Continue pressure until material is cut.

7. Instructor will check your work.

8. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor

PRDCEDURES FOR USING A WIRE GAGE.

1. Select the wire gage and material needed to measure different sizes of wire.

2. Wire gage is used to measure only solid wire conductor.

3. Using the wiring tool, strip off the insulation from the end of the wire being
measured.

4. Insert conductor into smallest opening that conductor will enter without binding
occurring at the side of the gage.

S. Instructor will check work.

6. Clean and replace tools when task is done.

Instructor
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

PIPEFITTING

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-1-4

Given information, explain basic facts about the types and sizes of pipe and
fittings by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Given information, hand tools and pipe, measure, cut and thread iipe, with a
maximum of two instructor assists.

Given procedures, mechanical threader and pipe, measure, cut, and thread a pipe
nipple 12 inches long, with a maximum of three instructor assists.

Given information, select, use, and care for installed shop equipment, with a
maximum of two instructor assists.

Given information, hand tools, pipe nipples and fittings, perform procedures for
fabricating a piping system which will maintain system pressure with no visible leakage,
with a maximum of two instructor assists.

Given information, explain basic facts about types and sizes of valves by correctly
answering 70% of the questions.

Given information, hand tools and valves, perform basic step-by-step procedures for
doing simple maintenance on valves, with a maximum of two instructor assists.

Given information, identify facts about reinforced thermosetting resin pipe by
correctly answering 70% of the quesitons.

Given special tools and instructions, measure, cut, and connect reinforced
thermosetting resin pipe, with a maximum of three instructor assists.

Given information, identify basic facts about cross-connection backflow by
correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Givell information, identify basic facts about hazardous piping by correctly
answering 80% of the questions.

Given information, blueprints, drawings and symbols, determine step-by-step
procedures for interpreting blueprints and drawings, with a maximum of two instructor
assists.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Pipe and Fittings

1. What is the name for a piece of pipe less than 12 inches long?

2. What is a pipe?

3. Which pipe is not recommended for sewer lines?

4. Which fitting picks up a branch run at 90 degree angle?

5. What are the three classes of pipe?

, and

4-1
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6. What fitting is used for the ease of removing and installing pipe and equipment?

7. What fitting is used to join two straight runs of pipe?

8. What fitting makes a 90° change in direction?

q. TIgIntlfy thr! Following fittings by writing the nomenclature to the right of each
fitting.

a.

b.

C.

CKC -116

10. Row do you measure the length of pipe?

EXERCISE 2

Piping Procedures

CAUTION: Observe applicable safety prenautions When working with hand tools.
Remove watches and rings.

1. Proceed to work area with instructor.

2. Draw necessary materials from supply.

3. Locate and position necessary tools and material on benches in work area as
directed by the instructor.

4. From your instructor, obtain measurement desired; then, measure pipe and mark.

Write desired measurement in the blank space.
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PROCEDURES FOR CUTTING PIPE

1. Insert pipe in the V-shaped groove of the ppe violet Rnd peoure it.

2. Hacksaw can be used but produces a rough cut; ep; whPrIpArPr possl.ble, use a pipe
cutter.

3. Use a number two wheel and roller pipe cutter.

4. Position cutting wheel over mark and make a revOlution wit4 very little cutting
pressure to insure proper tracking of the wheel,.

5. How much should you tighten the handwheel of the (34tor 04h eget) mucoeseive
revolution?

PROCEDURES FOR REAMING PIPE

1. Use a spiral or flute reamer to remove the burr from inside the pipe.

2. Use reamer to restore inside diameter to original size. Do not overream as this
will weaken the wall of the pipe.

3. Insert reamer in end of pipe and use pumping action on handle.

4. Rotate handle clockwise.

5. Use file to remove burr.

PROCEDURES FOR THREADING PIPE

1. Assemble pipe dies.

2. Oil end of pipe before placing dies on end of pipe.

3. Push dies against pipe with heel of hand.

NOTE: Use gloves.

4. Make three or four short clockwise strokes to start cutting operation. Use the
heel of your hand to apply force to the dies.

5. Oil die segments with cutting oil to prevent overheati of the dies each time a
window on the dies comes up on top.

6. Continue clockwise strokes. Every three threads reverse ratchet to clean die
segments. Continue this operation until two threads extend past the dies.
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7. Turn counterclockwise and remove die head.

NOTE: Slowly turn dies counterclockwise. This prevents burrs from getting under
the die segments and stripping out the threads.

8. Clean die head and put away.

9. Clean pipe threads with a wire brush.

EXERCISE 3

Mechanical Threader

CUT AND THREAD PIPE

INSTRUCTOR

1. Insert pipe in threader and lock front and back pipe holders into place insuring
pipe is in center of the pipe holders.

2. Bring pipe cutter down from the up position insuring pipe cutter is in open
position. and over pipe insuring that pipe cutter is in place on the guide.

3. Place cutting wheel on mark on pipe and turn handle on cutter clockwise until
cutter is snug around the pipe.

NOTE: Ensure that all safety precautions are followed.

4. Turn power on and start cutting pipe by turning the handle 1/4 turn for each 360
degrees rotation of pipe.

5. After pipe is cut return cutter to up right position and lower pipe reamer without
stopping threader.

6. Position reamer in guide, this will place reamer directly in line with.the pipe.

7. Next turn the wheel on the guide counterclockwise until the reamer enters the end
of the pipe.

8. apply a steady but light force on the Wheel until the bur is removed from the end
of the pipe.

NOTE: To ream too much out of the end of the pipe will weaken the pipe wall as well
as to enlarge the end of the pipe.

9. Withdraw reamer from end of the pipe and return it to its upright position without
stopping threader.

10. Lower adjustable threader into guide and lock dies into position by lowering small
handle on dies.

11. Ensure dies are set on correct size for the pipe to be threaded.
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12. Do not start to thread pipe till the cutting oil starts to flow out of the dies.

13. Turn the wheel on the guide counterclockwise until dies rest on the end of the
pipe.

14. Apply a steady but light force on the wheel until the dies start to thread
themselves on the pipe, at that time release the wheel.

15. The die will thread itself onto the pipe. When the correct number of threads are
made, open the lock on the dies by lifting up on the lever on the dies. The number
of threads depends on the working pressure.

NOTE: Don't lift up too hard, as damage to threads is possible.

16. Withdraw dies by turning wheel clockwise until clear of the pipe.

17. Repeat the cutting operation starting with step 2 through step 4, then stop the
threader.

18. Remove pipe nipple from threader and clean the threader.

19. Bring pipe nipple to instructor for grading.

INSTRUCTOR

EXERCISE 4

Installed Shop Equipment (Power Threader)

1. What is used to cut the pipe on the power threader?

2. What type of reamer is on the threader?

3. Which direction do you turn the wheel on the guide to have the reamer enter the
pipe?

4. What must you look for before you start to thread pipe?

5. Which direction do y)u turn the wheel on the guide to start the dies to thread the
pipe?

6. What is tha /Ame ir.tervals ;letween oil changes on the power threader?

7. When should the it be .7.hanged',)

8. What is used to hald trrning pipe?

9. Who should make adjustments on the transmission speeds on the power threader?

INSTRUCTOR
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EXERCISE 5

Fabricating Pipe System

1. Apply pipe joint compound. Describe how pipe joint compound is applied.

2. Start fitting by hand, making sure not to cross-thread it.

3. Turn fitting or pipe by hand until snug.

4. Use two wrenches to tighten. This prevents the turning of other pipes or fittings

5. Fabricate the piping system which your instructor will assign to you.

6. Upon completion of your project, yjur inst.7uctor will pressure-test it and gradeyour performance.

7. Clean all tools and equipment.

8. Replace all tools and equipment.

9. Clean up the work area.

EXERCISE 6

Types and Sizes of Valves

1. Which valve is used to regulate flow?

INSTRUCTOR

2. To prevent binding, What must be done to a gate valve?

3. How can you tell it a valve has a rising or nonrising stem?

4. If the valve is installed in the system, how can you tell Which type valve it is?

5. What do the letters WOG stand for on valves?

INSTRUCTOR
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EXERCISE 7

Maintenance of Valves

1. What maintenance action is necessary if the valve body is cracked?

2. Describe maintenance action for small and large brass valve seats?

a. Small valve:

b. Large valve:

3. What is the main advantage of a composition discover a conventional disc?

4. Repack a gate valve using the following procedures.

a. Remove Wheel nut using adjustable wrench.

b. Remove Wheel with hand, insuring the name tag is not lost in removing wheel.

c. Remove packing nut with adjustable wrench by turning counterclockwise.

d. Remove packing gland by lifting it out of stuffing box.

e. Remove packing with the aid of the packing remover.

NOTE: Count the number of rings of packing removed, the same number should be
replaced.

f. Measure new packing by placing packing around stem and cutting at a 45 degree
angle and off setting the ends at 90 degree angles in the stuffing box.

g. Once packing is back in the stuffing box the process is reversed.

(1) Replace packing gland

(2) Replace packing nut with hand till snug, then using adjustable wreuch turn
clockwise t :I tight.

NOTE: DON'T over tigiAten packing nut.

(3) Replace Wheel and name tag.

(4) Replace wheel nut with hand till snug, then using adjustable wrench turn
clockwise till tight.

NOTE: DON'T over tighten wheelnut.

INSTRUCTOR
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EXERCISE 8

Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Pipe

1. Whose arrangement for shipping and storage do we follow as our guide for the same?

2. Where should the tie downs be placed?

3. What is recommended for tie downs?

4. How far can you safely extend the pipe beyond the truck or trailer bed?

5. What is the nominal weight of a 12 inch pipe/ft?

6. What is the angle of taper for a 4 inch pipe?

7. What affects thc pot life of the adhesive?

8. What is the maximum height you can stack resin pipe?

INSTRUCTOR

EXERCISE 9

Connecting Thermosetting Resin Pipe

1. Proceed to work area with instructor.

2. Draw necessary hand tools and material for performing objective.

3. Position necessary hand tools and material on benches in work area as directed by
the instructor.

4. Each student will select all tools and materials needed to do objective.

PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING THERMOSETTING RESIN PIPE

1. Secure pipe with the use of a strap wrench, saw guide-clamp assembly, or a chain
vise.

WOTE: Always wrap the pipe with a protective material (such
damage to outer surface.

as rubber) to prevent

2. Thermosetting resin pipe is measured same as pipe, by outside diameter (0.D.). The
length of resin pipe is also measured the same as pipe, end to end, end
center to center.

to center,

3. Obtain measurement from instructor, measure and mark pipe.
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PROCEDURES FOR CUTTING AND TAPERING THERMOSETTING RESIN PIPE

1. Place saw guide or a wrap around may be used to insure a straight as possible cut;
this is very important for proper tapering of the pipe ends.

2. For pipe 2" - 6" a fine-toothed hacksaw should be used, and for pipe 8" - 16" a
power driven circular abrasive cutter wheel should be used.

NOTE: Protective respirators should be worn when using powered cut-off or tapering
equipment.

NOTE: 32 teeth per inch or the rule which states 3 teeth must be in contact with
the surface being cut at all times.

3. Place a facing tool in the end of the pipe and rotate tool clockwise, this will
check and if needed square end of pipe.

4. Remove facing tool from pipe and replace with tapering toca.

5. Rotate tapering tool in clockwise direction. The angle of taper is built into the
tapering tool.

NOTE: Ensure that all safety precaution3 are followed. Read instructions care-
fully.

PROCEDURES FOR JOINING THERMOSETTING RESIN PIPE

1. Thoroughly clean all surfaces with joint cleaner to remove all dirt, grease and
foreign materials.

NOTE: Do not touch the bonding surfaces.

2. Ensure all surfaces are clean prior to adhesive application.

3. To mix the adhesive, first empty all the hardener into the can of resin.

NOTE: NEVER SPLIT A KIT

Mix the entire contents of the two containers together with a tongue depresser
(wooden), until a uniform pink color. Get all resin from lid and under lip of can.

4. Use the wood stick to apply adhesive to pipe, insuring not to touch pipe or
adhesive with bare hands.

5. Align pipe lengths, apply force to lock the joint, taking care not to disturb or
move the joined piping until the adhesive has cured.

6. Instructor will check work.

7. Clean and replace all tools and equipment When finished.

INSTRUCTOR
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1. What is a pollutant?

2. De sc rib e back f I ow .

EXERCISE 10

Backflow/Cross Connection

3. What is a physical arrangement in which a puolic potable water supply is connected
in direct contact with a non-potable water system?

4. What is backpressure?

5. What is backsiphonage?

6. What is a contaminant?

EXERCISE 11

INSTRUCTOR

Identification of Hazardous Piping

1. What is Federal Standard 595?

2. Flammable materials are marked by Which color?

3. Brown represents

4. Physically dangerous materials are

5. Green represents

6. Compressed air is coded by

and materials.

in color.

7. What is natural gas primary color?

as a secondary color.

S. Potable water (less than 50 psi) is coded by which color?

179
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1. What is an object line?

EXERCISE 12

Blueprints and Symbols

2. What is the simplest and most generally used copying process for making tilts?

3. What is a centerline used for?

4. The process uf measuring dimensions on a blueprint is calle4

5. Name the types of views used in blueprints.

6. What is the symbol for a thermostat?

a. Electrical

b. Mechanical

c. Heating

7. What is the symbol for a gate valve?

a. Mechanical

b. Heating

8. What is the symbol tor a globe valve?

a. Mechanical

b. Heating

9. Which type of view is known as architectual blueprints?

INSTRUCTOR



3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

PRINCIPLES OF HEATING

OBJECTrVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-1-5

Given information, identify basic facts of the structure of matter and thermo-
dynamics by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Given information, identify basic facts of the laws of gases by correctly answering
70% of the questions.

Given informmzion, identify basic facts of metric conversion by correctly answering
70% of the questions.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Temperature Conversions and Pressure, Temperature, and Volume Relationship

1. Of the two ways of measuring heat, the thermometer is used to measure the

2. Using the appropriate formula, convert the following temperatures.

F = (C x 1.8) + 32 or C = (F - 32) t 1.8

a. (212°F)

b. (70°C)

c. (132°C)

3. Enter the boiling and freezing paint on the tollowing temperatures:

a. Celsius - Freezing

b. Farenheit - Freezing

°C Boiling

°F Boiling

°C

°F

4. Write the name of the kind of heat that changes the temperature but does not change
the state of the substance.

5. Define the term "sensible heat."

6. What is matter?

7. What is a molecule?



8. What is thermodynamics?

9. Name the three methods of heat transfer

a.

b.

C.

10. what is thermal conduction?

11. List the three types of latent heat and give BTU value for each.

a.

b.

c.

12. What kind of heat is required to convert water to steam?

13 Determine the quantity of heat needed to change 15 gallons of water at 90°F to
steam at 2I2°F.

STEP 1: Find the number of pounds of water by multiplying gallons by 8.3.

STEP 2: Subtract low temperature from high temperature to get temperature
differential and convert to BTUs.

STEP 3: If a change of state takes place, add the
temperature differential in BTUs; this is

STEP 4: To find quantity of heat (BTUs) required,
number of pounds of water.

latent heat value in BTUs to the
the total heat for one pound.

multiply the total heat by the

NOTE: When working with heat requirements for temperature above 212F
steam or below 32°F ice, use 1/2 BTU per pound to change the
temperature one degree.

14. Determine the number of BTUs required to dhange 15 pounds of ice at 10°F to steam
at 242°F.

15. Determine how many BTUs are required for latent heat of fusion.

16. When the temperature of water increases, What happens to its volume?
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17. What happens to pressure if the volume of water in a closed container increases?

18. What happens to the boiling point of water When the pressure increases?

EXERCISE 2

1. What is the temperature scale for the metric system?

2. Using the appropriate formula, convert the following temperatures,

Degree of farenheit = (9/5 x degree of celsius) +32+
Degree of celsius = 5/9 x (degree farenhelt -32)

a. (100 degree celsius)

b. (94 degree farenheit)

c. (126 degree celsius)

3. What is the basic metric measurement of length?

4. Using the formula for length, convert the following lengths.

lkm = 100 m., lm = 39.37 inches or 3.28 feet

a. 4 meters inches

b. 15 feet meters

c. 3280.8 feet km

5. What is the basic metric measurement for weight?

6. Using the formula f,Nr weight, convert the following weights.

1 gram (g) = 15.4 grains (gr), 7000 (gr) = .4536 (kg) or llb

1 kilogram = 1000g = 2.21b, 1 lb = 453.6

a. 5000(g) = lb

b. 1000(g) = gr

c. 500(kg) = lb

5-3
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7. What is the basic metric measurement tar volume (liquid)?

8. Using the tarmula for volume convert the following volumes.

1000 mili = 1 litre, 3.784 L = 1 gal, 946 mili = 1 qt, 473 mili = 1 pt

a. 4 qt = milliliters

b. 12 liters = gal

c. 3784 mililiters = pt
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS

OBJECTIVES:

SG J3ABR54532 001-II-1

Given information identify basic facts relating to electrical fundamentals by
correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Given fuses, fuse puller and fused safety switch, install circuit protective
devices with a maximum of two instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION:

This unit is designed to familiarIze you with electrical safety practices. It will
also provide you with information to help you understand electrical fundamentals and
will give you instructions relating to the "hands on" installation of circuit protective
devices.

The material in Unit 1 is presented under the following main topics:

ELECTRICAL SAFETY AND FIRST AID

- ELECTRICAL THEORY

VOLTAGE

- CURRENT

RESISTANCE

- ELECTRICAL WIRING PRACTICES

- CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY

- COMMON 1.,LECTRICAL SYMBOLS

INFORMATION:

ELECTRICAL SAFETY AND FIRST AID

Safety is the responsibility of every individual. This includes personal safety
and the safety of others. However, human nature is such that no one individual can ever
he 100% alert 100% of the time to every accident producing possibility. This is why
eaoh person must be as fully aware as possible of the causes of accidents and the
hazards of each particular job. Future heating technicians should also Le familiar with
basic first aid procedures for electrical shock victims and the control of fires which
may occur in and around heating equipment.

Common sense is probably the ow.:, best "rule of thumb" to follow in order to stay
safe, both on and orf the job. By definition, common sense is "normal intelligence."
Take time to THINK!!!

.74csf. Aft
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Most accidents are caused by the risafe act of an individual. Equipment failure
accounts for only a small percentnge The following is a list of the common causes of
accidents. Note the human element of carelessness:

- Operating equipment without pri.ner training, experience, or authority.
- Not following safety precautions and instructions.
- Not using safety guards or devices provided.
- Working at unsafe speeds or i unna4:e body position.
Careless housekeeping.

- Operating with tools or equipment known to be unsafe.
Indulging in horseplay.

- Failing to warn others of possible dangers.
- Fatigue.

Many of the hazards to be confronted as a heating specialist will be associated
with careless maintenance practices. Do not omit safety precautions no matter how
insignificant they may seem.

The risks of electrical shock can be avoided by the use of common sense, knowledge,
and safety precautions. High voltages will cause severe shock and large sums of current
will cause damaging burns.

It is important .1:hat we all know and understand the safety procedures for each type
of equipment. High voltage systems are turned OFF when work is being performed on them.
Turning on the equipment at these times could be disastrous.

All types of electrical equipment will have a fuse or some other circuit protective
device. A fuse is a sensitive device which will shut off the power to a unit when
something goes wrong. This will stop further damage to the unit. A "blown" fuse is not
a defect. The trouble which causes the fuse to blow must be located and corrected.
Never replace a blown fuse with anything but a fuse of the correct type and rating.

Unfortunately, a fuse that is designed to protect the equipment will not protect
the operator. A very small amount of current passing through the chest can cause death,
yet this same amount of current might NOT blow the fuse. The point is, a fuse was never
meant to protect human life.

The amount of electricity required to electrocute a person depends upen several
factors:

- The amount of electrical current
- The area of the body involved
- The length of time the shock is received
- The health of the person

Even people in excellent health may be severely affected by electrical shocks which
are minor. They sometimes respond by passing into a depressed condition of body
functions called Traumatic Shock. Traumatic Shock, if allowed to continue, may cftuse
death.

1-2
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Suppose, for example a shock is received from a finger to the elbow. The
electrical current will pass t'igru the forearm. Puncture wounds and burns may be
received on the fingers and the elbow where the electricity enters and leaves. Also,

internal burns within the arm can cause tissue and nerve damage. The higher the
current, the greater the damage.

A shock of this type does not usually last too long. The muscles of the arm will

contract and break the current path. Contraction of the arm muscles can cause injury
with tools held in the hand. Any tool can become a deadly weapon as a result of even a

minor shock. Fractures of the arm may also occur if it strikes a solid object during

contraction.

Contracting of the fingers can lock the hand to the wire, creating a very serious

situation. This condition must be avoided.

The most dangerous shocks are those that involve the brain or vital organs in the

chest and abdominal areas.

Severe electrical shocks usually involve paralysis. The brain's messages can be
disrupted and breathing or heart action beeomes disorganized or stopped. Sometimes the

heart is still operating but instead of a rhythmic beat, the heart flutters with a

series of uncoordinated, rapid, weak pulsations. (Ventricular Fibrillation). This is

fatal if it continues for any length of time.

Paralysis due to electrical shock usually causes the victim to stop breathing.
Artificial respiration must be started as soon as the victim is free of the electrical

source. Remember--the victim is usually unable to help himself.

TURN OFF THE POWER as quickly an possible. If unable to locate the power switches;
WARN OTHERS of the immediate danger and proceed to remove the victim from the power
source, using a dry wooden pole, wooden broom, or dry wooden chair to push or roll the

victim clear of the power source.

1-3
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Artificial Respiration:

The most important thing to remember in giving artificial respiration is to BEGIN
IMMEDIATELY. Once the victim is free of the power source, don't waste time moving to an
"ideal" location, or waiting for some other qualified assistance. BEGIN IMMEnrATI.Y!ll

Place the victim on their back. Use your fingers
to clear the mouth and throat.

PULL the lower jaw forcefully outward so that
the lower teeth are further forward than the
upper teeth. Keep the victim's head back as far
as possible in a "sword swallowing position."

"aose the victim's nose. Blow air into the
iungs until the chest rises. Repeat 12 to 20
times per minute.

If the chest does not rise when you blow, improve the position of the victim's air
passageway, and blow more forcefully. Blow forcefully into adults, and gently into
children. After the chest rises, quickly separate conta,-t with the victim's mouth and
let the air out of their lungs. Continue rhythmically without interruption until the
victim starts breathing.

1-4
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21osed Chest Cardiac Massage

It is imperative that blood circulation be maintained while the mouth-to-mouth
respiration is being performed. A quick method of determining if the heart has stopped
beating is to lift the victim's eyelid and observe the pupil. If the pupil is dilated
(enlarged), the heart has stopped beating and artificial blood circulation must be
maintained through the revival procedure, or until natural heartbeat is reestablished.

Follow the procedure listed below to establish and maintain circulation.

1. Lay the patient face up on a solid support,
such as the floor, ground, or pavement. A
bed or couch is too soft.

2. Clear the patient's throat and mouth of any
foreign matter.

3. Begin mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
simultaneously with heart massage.
If two people are available, one giver
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation while the
other gives closed chest cardiac
massage. If only one person is avail-
able, alternate eight counts of cardiac
massage with two counts of mouth-to-
mouth breathing.

Two Person Heart/Lung
Resuscitation Method

4. Kneel at right angles to the patient's trunk so you can use your weight in applying
pressure.

5. Place the heel of your right hand on the breastbone of the patient, with fingers
spread and raised so that pressure is only on the breastbone, but not on the ribs.
Place your left hand on top of the right, and press vertically downward--apply
enough pressure to depress the breastbone from one and one-half to two inches.
The chest of an adult, although resistant when he is conscious, becomes
surprisingly flexible when he is unconscious.

NOTE: With a child, use only one hand and relatively light pressure. In newborn
infants, use of fingers only may be sufficient.

NOTE: The heart is located between the sternum (breastbone) and the vertebral
column. Pressure on the breastbone forces the heart against the spine, thus
forcing blood into the arteries. Release of pressure allows the heart to refill
with venous blood.
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HEART AND THORACIC CAGE

THE STERNUM -
MIDDLE OF

THE BREASTBONE
THE HEART

THE VERTEBRAL COLUMN

Heart and Thoracic Cage

6. Release the pressure immediately,
lifting the hands slightly, then
repeat in a cadence OF APPROXIMATELY
60 THRUSTS PER MINUTE.

7. Continue closed chest cardiac massage
until you get professional medical
aid. Also, if possible, continue to
give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
until someone arrives with a tank of
oxygen to take over. If you are on
your own and the victim shows no
response, continue both measures until
the victim becomes stiff (rigor mortis
sets in). Even trained and
experienced medical personnel find it
increasingly difficult to say when a
person is really dead beyond recall.
Again, the most important point is to
immediately begin and continue resus-
citation efforts.
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Electrical Safety Practices:

As a heating specialist, you may be required t,.; perform minor electrical repairs.
Electrical safety practices must be tollowed to mi4imize the possibility of accidents.
It would be impossible to list every safety precacftion in this study guide, but an
attempt has been made to provide you with a partlal listing of common electrical safety
practices. Additional information on electricaV safe practices can be found in Air
Force Pamphlet 85-1, Electrical Facilities Safe/Practices Handbook.

1. All repair and maintenance work on elecVrieal equipment must be performed by

I/

2. Before beginning any electrical work,tremove all rings, wrist watches, bracelets
and other metal items that might eccfclentally come in contact with a live wire.

qualified, authorized personnel.

3. Become familiar with equipment you will be expected to maintain.

4. Learn the location and proper us,7'of fire extinguishers.

5. Whenever possible, electrical Orcuits and equipment will be de-energized before
working on them. 7

n. Don't work alone when workin/with electricity.

7. Don't take anything fe: graillted; treat all wires and terminals as though they were
energized (unless proven 9therwise).

8. Pnrform pre-operational/inspections before operating electrical equipment.

5. Report safety hazardsto your supervisor, warn others and use appropriate warning
tags to identify un?ife or hazardous conditions.

10. Insure adequate tllumination and ventilation while performing any job related

task.

11. Avoid horsepl:xy (unnecessary distractions, startling workers, etc.)

12. Avoid using/aluminum ladders near live electrical wires.
7

13. Stay dry.water increases electrical dangers.

14. PractiAc good housekeeping.

15. Pay attention to all warning tags and signs.

1G. Inspect all tools for proper operation and safety.

17. Never bypass an electrical protective device.

18. Fuse types and sizes must not be changed without engineering assistance.

19. Use common sense and THINK!!!
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ELECTRICAL THEORY

Electricity is something to be respected. This is due to the fact that it can not
be seen and also because of the possibility of injury or death if proper care is not
used when working with it. As you become familiar with this form of energy you should
learn to respect it. Due to its proper handling and use, electricity has become one of
the greatest helps known to man. To properly handle and use it, you will first have to
understand some of the rules for this form of energy.

Many things in existence can be grouped under the general classifications of matter
or energy. Matter can be defined as anything that occupies space and has weight.
Energy can not be seen but can have an effect on matter. Energy can be defined as the
ability to do work. It can take various forms such as mechanical, chemical, heat and
electrical energy. Any of these forms of energy can be changed from one form to
another.

Scientists have broken down matter into more than 100 different substances called
elements. An element such'as copper, gold or carbon is a substance that cannot be
broken down to a more simple substance by ordinary means. All matter is made up of
elements or combinations of elements. 77.1a smallest part of an element is the atom.
Atoms are so small that several billion of them could fit on the head of a pin. Each
atom is made up of protons, neutrons and electrons. Protons have a positive electrical
charge, neutrons are neutral and have no charge, while electrons have a negative charge.

ELECTRON PATH
(ORBIT)

NEUTRON
(NOCHARGE) ....4r..-,\

ELECTRON
/' -\)1k-...1 e(NEGATIVE

(POSITIVEJ---er KV ! /
PROTON / //2!.,),...i.

NLCJHCL°:::)
CHARGE) 1 /

% /
\ ...,

.... REP4-4 58

ENLARGED SEMON or COPPER WIRE.) EA 19,.

E.kctron movement m a conductor

An atom in its normal condition has an equal number of electrons and protons and
shows no sign of electricity. If through some force, an atom loses or gains an
electron, it becomes unbalanced or electrically charged. Atoms that have gained
electrons are negatively charged while atoms that have lost electrons are positively
charged. Unbalanced atoms of different charges will attempt to become balanced again.

The ELECTRON THEORY explains that charged atoms can regain balance because of the
movement or flow of electrons from a negative electrical charge to a positive electrical
charge.
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VOLTAGE

Voltage is the electrical energy, force or pressure that can cause eloctron flow.
Voltage can be represented by the difCerences in negative and positive electrical
0"potentials" or charges. Differences in electrical charges (- +) are measured in volts
with a voltmeter. There are many common devices that can be used to produce voltage.
Each device has the ability to convert some form of energy into electrical energy.

A battery is an example of a device that converts chemical energy into electrical
energy. Chemical reactions take place inside of the battery and cause migration of
electrons from one terminal to another. The terminal that gains electrons is considered
to he negative while the terminal that loses electrons is considered to be positive. A
battery will remain charged as long as there is chemical action taking place to produce
voltage.

A thermocouple is an example of a device that converts heat energy into electrical
energy. Two dissimilar metal wirr9 are welded together at the enrls to form a thermo-
couple. When neat is applied to the thermocouple, electrons migrate 3m, one metal to
another, producing negative and positive electrical charges. A thermocouple will
produce voltage as long as the two dissimilar metals are heated.

A meohanical generator is aa example of a device that converts mechanical energy
into electrieal energy. A mechanical generator causes a magnetic field to pass through
a eonducto r. As the magnetic field passes through the conductor it produces negative
and positive electrical charges.

CURRENT

Current is 4 term used in electricity to describe the rate of electron flow from a
negative to a positive electrical charge. A circuit is a complete path for current
flow. The amount of current flow through an electrical circuit is measured in amperes
witn an ammeter. One ampere (sometimes called an amp) of current represents the
movement of more than six (6) quadrillion electronsl

0
Electrical current can produce many interesting and useful effects. In fact,

curr ent flow is responsible for the operation of all electrical devices. Some examples
of Lhe useful effects of current include the ability to produce chemical reactions for
the ehrome plating of bumpers, heat from irons to iron our uniforms, and magnetism to
operate fan motors to help keep us comfortable. Unfortunately the misuse of electrical
eurrent can cause electrical shock, electrical burns or DEATH.

There are two types of electrical current: direct current (DC) and alternating
current (AC). Direct current represents electron flow through a circWt in one
direction only; from the negative side of the power source, through t-, circuit to the
positive side of the power source. This is the type of current produced by a battery.
Alternating current represents electron flow in alternating directions. (Current flow
is still negative to positive.) Alternating current begins its cycle in one direction
but then as though someone gives out the command "TO THE REAR...MARCH," the electrons
begin to flow in the opposite direction. A complete cycle is called a Hertz (Hz).
American power companies provide alternating current at 60 Hz while European power
companies generally provide 50 Hz. This type of current is provided by alternating
current generators.

DIRvC7 cirtnr,77

lurr
AC

generator
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RESISTANCE

Resistance is a term used in electricity to describe opposition to cnrrent Now.
An amount of resistance is measured in ohms (--dr1-) with an ohmmeter. All materials offer
resistance to current flow but differences in atomic structure allow sone materials to
have more resistance than others.

Materials that have high resistance to current flow are known as insulators. Air,
rubber, and plastic are examples of insulators. It is interesting to note that even the
best insulators will conduct current if the amount of electrical pressure is high
enough. Materials that have low resistance are known as conductors. Copper, aluminum
and mercury are examples of conductors.

Similarities exist between a water system and an electrical system. In a water
system, water flow is limited by the size of the pipe. A small diameter pipe or a long
length of pipe offers a lot of resistance and as a result only a small amount of water
can flow through it. In an electrical system, current flow is limited by the size of
the wire and t.7 fhr ectrical devices in the circuit. A small diameter wire offers a
lot of resistal as a result only a small amount of electrical c.nrr* van flow
through it.

ELECTRICAL WIRING PRACTICES

In the repair of heating equipment, the technician must sometimes choose from a
variety of different wire sizes; each designed for certain conditions and each capable
of carrying a limited amount of current. Too large a conductor may involve unnecessary
installation expenses while too small a wire might create a fire hazard or poor equip-
ment performance. The right choice is always a wire large enough to carry the
electrical load safely.

The National Electrical Code book should be consulted to determine which wire size
should be used for a particUTT.F-Toad. This reference book contains complete information
such as wire current capacity, circuit overload protection and other subjects related to
safe wiring practices. For those unfamiliar with its use, the final chapters provide
examples of how it can be used and also indicates where information can be located in
the book. Recognized nationally by all Air Force and civilian authorities, this book
should be used as a guide for all electrical wiring practices.

Wire size can be measured by using the American Wire Gauge (AWG). The figure below
shows a picture of the gauge. Wire is measured by determining the smallest opening the
conductor will pass through the slots on the side without binding. Bach opening is
numbered to indicate the corresponding wire size. The larger the wire, the smaller the
number used to represzn'' the wire size. The gauge is normally not necessary when
checking new wire becaL - most wire manufactured today has the wire size pr-qted on it.

American Wire Gage

NER1140Fl AS1 IC INSUl AT ION ONI,UCTOh

0 0 40

00 0 2 1 I 10 12 i
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Each wire size has the ability to carry a limited amount of current. The chart
obelow shows the maximum safe current capacity for copper and aluminum wire at different
sizes up to 50 feet in length.

WIRE SIZE CURRENT CAPACITY OF WIRE (AMPERES)

(AWG) COPPER ALUMINUM

No. 14 15 -

No. 12 20 15
No. 10 30 25
No. 8 40 30

The wire size is the minimum gauge that should be
used for the amperage listed. Lengths greater than
50 feet require a larger wire size.

Wire Size and Current Capacity

PROBLEM: Find the maximum current capacity of a number 14 AWO copper wire.

SOLUTION: The maximum current capacity of a number 14 AWG copper wire is 15 amps.

Al' replacement wire used on electrical equipment should be the same type, size and
color as the original. Using the proper wire color helps to standardize wiring
procedures and also aids in identifying and tracing wires. Installers of line voltage
wiring (above 50 volts AC), have generally accepted that green or bare conductors are
used for ground wires, white is used to represent grounded neutral wires and other

"colors are used to represent the "hot" wires.

125 VAC ELECTRICAL PLUG

To make repairs on heating equipment, it is sometimes necessary for you to make
various types of connections or splices. Normally, screw terminals, soldered splices,
or mechanical connectors of some sort are used to connect wires to switches, motors,
appliances, and so on.

All electrical connections must be mechanically and electrically secure...A poor
01ectrical connection can cause a fire or serious damage to the equipment. Electrical
connections must conduct electricity as easily as a continuous wire.

Before a wire or cable can be attached to a device, there should be no insulation
at the point of connection. As you gain experience, the removal of the proper amount of

insulation for each connection will become automatic. A knife is generally used to
romove insulation from large wires, however, for small wire a vire stripping tool or
wiring tool may be used. When you remove insulation from a wire, be careful that you do

not cut into the wire itself. A nick may cause the wire to break after it is installed.

A deep nick or scratch reduces the current carrying capacity of the wire. After the

10

insulation is removed, the wire may be burnished (scraped) with a knife or fine
sandpaper to remove any bits of insulation and oxidation remaining on the wire.

1-11
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When connecting wire to screw terminals, use long nose pliers to form a loop or eye
in the bare end of the wire. Examine the screw-terminal loop below. Notice how the
loop is placed around the screw. As the screw is tightened, it tends to close the loop.
If the wire is not placed on the screw in this manner, the loop tends to open when the
screw is tightened. When making this type of connection, the insulation must cover the
wire close to the terminal. Too much exposed wire becomes hazardous and can cause
electrical problems.

Lc.,45

GEV- IIL7

Screw-Teni-.:..1

Soldered connections are sometimes used to join wires. Soldering involves the
joining of metals by adding another metal to bond them together. Electrical work
requires solder composed of 60% lead and 40% tin with a resin core. The r,Isin is used
as a flux to clean the metal as it is joined; other types of flux will cause corrosion.
Heat is applied to the joint to be soldered by either a soldering gun or soldering iron.
The figures below show examples of a soldering iron and a soldering gun. Once a
soldered splice has been made, it must be insulated with electrical tape to prevent the
bare wires from touching the metal box and causing electrical trouble. Electrical tape
should be applied in layers to provide the same amount of insulation as the insulation
on the remainder of the wire.

HEATING ELEMENI

HANDLE SEISCREVI

REPL ACE ABL LIGHI
SOLDERING IIP

IRIGGERSVNICN

Soldering Iron and Soldering Gun
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New crimp type wire connectors are becoming popular for service and repair work.
Wires are stripped then inserted into tae metal sleeve of the connector then crimped
with a wiring tool. Care should be taken not to cut through the outer plastic covering.

_

Solderless "crimp" connectors

Another method of joining wires involves the use of spring type connectors commonly
called "wire nuts.' This type of connector uses a plastic cap with a metal spring
inside. When the bare ends of two or more wires are inserted into the connector and the
wire nut twisted, the spring firmly grips the wire and makes a good electrical contact.

Wire Nut

Special wire connectors are required when joining aluminum and copper conductors.
The use of improper connectors for these two dissimilar metals will lead to fire or
equipment failure.

The techniques used to make electrical connections often require practice but once
mastered, a technician can make very quick, neat and safe connections.

CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY

Electricity from the power company enters a building through the service entrance.
tf you look at a service entrance, you will probably see a number of wires coming from a
'arby utiLity pole. The wires come down the side of the building inside a pipe to the
ectric meter. Just below the electric meter, they go through a wall of the building
to the main service panel. The main service panel may consist of either main fuses or

circuit breakers. As the power leaves the "main" it is distributed to separate
individual branch circuits, each having its own fuse o: circuit breaker.

Service Entrance Conductors

MAIN DISCONNECT SWITCH -->

,HEAKENS

1'/IM Ma, 111.=:All Inr

240V BRANCH
CONNECT To CIRCUIT

1
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The heating specialist is not involved with installation or maintenance of
electrical distribution systems but does have a need to become familiar with the
operation of electrical devices that are used to control heating equipment. This lesson
is designed to help you understand how electricity can be controlled by switches, fuses
and circuit breakers.

Switches

A switch is one of the simplest devices used to control electricity. The purpose
of a switch is to start and stop current flow. Mercury and snap-action type switches
are commonly used to control heating equipment.

cln

ch

mercury Foeri ch

Snapraction switches vary in design. Some are made so that the movement of a lever
causes a spring or magnet to move the switch contacts with "snap-action." The contacts
of some snap-action switches may be cleaned (if accessible) by using special spray
contact cleaners, burnishing tools, or crocus cloth. Care must be taken not to damage
switch contacts by improper cleaning. Dirty or improperly cleaned contacts will l-.ad to
eventual switch failure.

Mercury switches have electrical contacts and a small amount of mercury sealed in a
glass tube. Tilting the tube causes the mercury to cover or uncover the switch
contacts. CAUTION: Mercury is a toxic substance and should not be handled!

Electrical current will flow through a switch when the contacts are in the closed
or "on" position. When the contacts of a switch are in the open or "off" position, the
air gap between the contacts will prevent current flow. Some switches are designed to
be normally open (NO) or normally closed (NC). When replacing electrical switches,
always replace them with the same voltage and amperage ratings as the original.

HOT

12 c
IT

GROUT.:

ITCH OPEN (OFF)

HOT

'13
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Electrical switches are used in various types of heating controls such as:

Thermostats
Aquastats
Pilotstats
Limit Controls
Fan Controls

Control Relays
Motor Starters
Feedwater Controls
Pressure Controls
Humidistats
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Circuit Protective Devices

Fuses and circuit breakers are designed to protect circuits from too much current
flow. A. circuit with too much current flow will become overheated and may become a
serious Eire hazard. The voltage and the current of the circuit being protected will
determine the type and size oE fuse or Circuit breaker used. All circuit prot-
devices are rated in volts and amps and are designed to be the weakest "link" i

electrical circuit.

Fases:

There are several different types of fusee; each containing a fusible link that
will melt or "blow" if too much current is applied. One type of fuse is called a "plug"
or screw type fuse. A plug fuse contains a fusible link enclosed within a housing which
is screwed into a socket similar to a lamp socket. They provide overload protection to
circuits of 125 volts or less and are restricted to currents of up to 30 amps.

EDISON LASE ADAPTER

Plug Fuses and Adapter

TYPE S

Cart5idge type fuses contain a fusible link enclosed within an insulated cartridge
housing with conductive metal ends designed to clip or "snap" into a fuse holder.
Cartridge fuses are available in various voltage and amperage ratings. Fuses of the
same amperage rating but different voltage will vary in length; the higher the voltage,
the longer the fuse. When a fuse "blows," the resulting air gap must have enough
resistance to stop current flow. Cartridge type fuses are.either renewable or nonrenew-
able. A blown nonrenewable fuse must be replaced; a renewable fuse can be disassembled
and the blown link replaced.

:010 /Fir
CARTRIDGE FUSE WITH CARTRIDGE FUSE WITH
FERRULE OONTACTS KNIFE -P-ADE CONTACTS

Cartridge Fuses

Some circuits require a time-delay fuse. Motor circuits often utilize fuses with a
time-delay feature to allow the motor to momentarily draw an excessive amount of current
necessary at staut-up. Pluel and cartridge type fuses are available with a time-delay
feature.

Safe electrical Practices must be followed when Installing and replacing fuses.
Electricians are responsible for the initial installation of fuses but the h ting
specialist may be called on to replace "blown" fuses.

A blown flse indicates _that _something is wron9 and the_problem.must be corrected,
Th .! proper select'ion oE fuses can become coMplicated and might demand the attention of
an electrician. If the blown fuse is known to be the right size and type then it must
be replaced by an identical fuse.

1-15
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Cartridge fuses are often found in fused safety switch boxes (fuse box). A special
fuse puller is used to remove and install fuses.

0
*

Fuse puller.

When replacino fuses in a fused safety switch, the following proceaures shoula be
followed:

1. De-energize fused safety switch by moving the switch handle to the OFF position.
(CAUTION: A portion of the safety switch will still be "hot" even with the switch
in the off position.)

2. Perform a visual inspectior of the safety switch:

a. Construction features
b. Maximum amperage rating of switch
c. Type and amperage rating of fuses
d. Electrical connections
e. Cleanliness

3. Grasp each fuse with fuse puller and remove them from the fuse holders.

4. Select replacement fuses.

5. Install each replacement fuse into the fuse holders. P. distinctive "snap" will be
heard and felt to indicate that the fuse is secure.
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Circuit Breakers

Circuit breakers are overload devices designed to
automatically trip or open the circuit at a predetermined
amperage without injury to itself. When it opens a
circuit it can be reset by moving a handle, pushing a
button or other device. There are many types of circuit
breakers.

One type of circuit breaker is the thermal type. It
uses a bimetallic strip as its trip devic, As current
flows through this strip or is heated indir-ftly by
current flowing in a heater coil, the bime':.,1lic strip
bends. When the strip bends, it releases a catch allowing
a spring-activated mechanical device to operate. As the
mechanical device actuates, it opens a set of contacts and
stops cut-vont flow. The circuit breaker will now have to
be reset to reclose the contacts and allow current to
flow.

Circun breale, panel.

The bimetallic strip in a 20 amp circuit breaker is designed to carry 20 amps of
current without heating enough to bend. If 21 amps of current should flow through the
strip, it would begin to heat and slowly bead eventually releasing the catch. A larger
overload tends to overheat the bimetallic strip quicker, releasing the catch faster.

A tripped circuit breaker indicates that something is wrong and the problem must be
corrected. Heating specialists are sometimes called on to reset -Lrcuit breakers but
the irTgrAllation and maintenance of circuit breakers is performed by electricians.



COMMON ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS USED IN ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

NOTE: Electrical symbols are used to represent components used in electri-
cal equipment. In the heating career field you will be examining
diagrams of equipment produced by a variety of different companies.
While you should learn the common symbols on this page, keep in mind
that some manufacturers use symbols that are different from those
shown. Many electrical diagrams have legends to let you know what
each symbol represents.

IIINIM1110

EX

lamp AC generator

ground SPST switch
(single pole-single throw)

circuit breaker 40.N.J0 fuse

AC motor => thermocouple/thermopile

battery A ammeter

coil
I.

normally open contacts

---,le_ pressure switch

transformer
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temperature switch

voltmeter

capacitor

electrode

normally closed contacts



SUMMARY

Observance and endorsement of safety -nles will prevent aceidente and improve
working conditions. Accident prevention is part of all operations, not a separate
job. Each .-rson is responsible for ob--rvin,; safety rules and trying to prevent
accideps. 1thl cannot be written to ,ler every instance, good judgement by all
personnel .s 3schtlal.

Scientisr- hroken down matter into more than 100 different substances called
elements. The smallest part of an element is the atom. An atom is made up of protons,
neutron ano cl,..--trelns. An electron has a negative electrical charge.

Under no.mial conditions, atoms are balanced. Atoms that have become unbalanced are
electrically charged. An atom that has gatned electrons is considered to be negative.
An atom that has lost electrons is considered to be positive.

The Electron Theory states that electrical current will flow from a negative charge
to a positive charge.

Voltage is the electrical energy or "electron moving force" produced by negative
and positive electrical charges. Several devices nan be used to produce voltage by
ehangin some form of energy into zlectrical energy. A thermocouple converts heat
energy into electrical energy, a battery converts chemical energy into electrical
energy, while a mechanical generator converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.

Current is a term used to describe the rate of electron flow from a negative to a
positive electrical charge. The amount of current flow through a wire is measured in

amps. Direct current travels in one direction, while alternating current travels in
alternating directions.

Insulators have a high amount of resistance to current flow while conductors have
low resistance. Air, rubber and plastic are examples of insulators. Copper, aluminum
and mercury are examples of conductors.

The National Electrical Code (NEC) book is used as a reference for determining wire
current capacity, circuit-67.7iFroad protection and other subjects related to safe wiring
practices. Each wire size has the ability to carry a limited amount of current. All
replacement wire used on electrical equipment should be the same type, size and color as
the original. All electrical connections must be mechanically and electrically secure.

Switches, fuses and circuit breakers are used to control electricity. All devices
used to control electricity have maximum voltage and amperage ratings. Switches are
designed to start and ntop current flow. Two common types of electrical switches are
the "snap-action" and mercury type. A switch in the open positiou is "off" while a
switch in the closed position is "on."

Fuses and circuit breakers are design:A to protect circuits from too much current
flow. A circuit is a complete path for current flow. A circuit with low resistance
will have high current flow. An excessive amount of current will cause fuses to "blow"

or circuit breakers to trip. A blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker indicates
something is wrong an1 the problem must be corrected.



THEORY OF MAGNETISM AND TRANSFORMERS

ORdECTTVE:

SG J3ABR54532 001-11-2

Given information, identify basic facts relating to the theory cf magnetism and
transformers, by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

INTRODUCTION:

In this unit you will receive practical information concerning electromagnetic
dovices used in heating systems including solenoid valves, control relays, lav voltage
control transformers and high voltage ignition transformers.

The material in this unit is presented under the following main topics:

MAGNETISM

ELECTROMAGNETISM

SOLENOID VALVES

CONTROL RELAYS

TRANSFORMERS



INFORMATION:
MAGNETISM

Magnetism refers to the ability of an object to attract materials that contain
iron. One theory explains that all matter is made up of t.ny magnetized particles. If
the magnetized particles are arranged in the same direction, the material is considered
to be magnetized.

:/
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NON-MAGNETIZED

COMPLETELY MAGNETIZED

The invisible magnetic force surrounding a magnet is called a magnetic field.
Magnetic fields are made up of "lines of force." Magnets have two areas of highly
concentrated lines of force called poles. Each one has a north and south pole. On the
outside of a magnet, lines of force extend from the north pole toward the south pole.
When two of them are placed together; like poles will repel while unlike poles will
attract.

The ability of a magnet to affect an object is known as induction. Magnetism oan
be induced into some materials by placing them in a magnetic fiald. If the material is
removed from the magnetizing field and continues to be magnetized, it is considered to
be a permanent magnet; if not, the material was only temporarily magnetized.

ELECTROMAGNETISM

Magnetism produced by electricity is called electromagnetism. When electric
current flows through a conductor, a magnetic field is produced. If the amount of
current through a conductor were increased, the magnetic field would increase. The
magnetic field can also be increased by coiling or "looping" the conductor and by
placing an iron core inside of the coil. To be useful, electromagnets are designed to
be only temporarily magnetized. A specially designed iron core placed in an
electromagnetic coil will lose its magnetism when the current flow stops and the
magnetic field disappears.

Electromagnet
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SOLENOID VALVES

A solenoid valve is an electrically operated valve designed to control the flow of
water, oil, or gas.

body.
A basic solenoid consists of a coil of wire, an iron plunger, a spring, and a valve
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Solenoid action, internal view and picture of solenoid valve

When a solenoid coil is energized, it will produce magnetism that will attract a
moveable iron plunger; allowing water, oil, gas (or other substance) to flow through the

valve body. When the coil is de-energized, the plunger will fall back into the valve
body to shut off the flow. The spring will help to prevent the valve from leaking.

Most solenoid valve problems can be placed under one of four categories:

- valve will not open
- valve will not close
- valve is noisy (commonly caused by a lack of voltage)
- valve coil has no continuity (burned out)

Solenoid valves are designed with a special purpose in mind. Read the data plate

on replacement solenoid valves to determine what it was designed to do.

Typical Solenoid Valve Data Plate:

CLICKER SOLENOID VALVE CO.

24 VAC 60 lIz

.6A

FOR GAS USE ONLY

...This solenoid valve requires 24 VAC, 60 Hz

...This solenoid valve is expected to have .6

amps of current when energized.



CONTROL RELAYS

A control relay is an electrically operated switch.

A basic relay consists of a coil of wire, an iron armature, a spring and switch
contacts.

61 4

Control Relays and Connection Diagrams

When a relay coil is energized, it will produce magnetism that will attract a
moveable armature; opening or closing the contacts. A relay that has contacts in the
open position (when the coil is de-energized) is considered to be normally-open (NO).
The opposite holds true for a normally-closed (NC) relay. Some relays have both
normally-open and normally-closed contacts.

Most control relay problems can be placed under one of four categories.

- -contacts will not open
- -contacts will not close
- -relay is noisy (commonly caused by lack of voltage)
- -coil has no continuity (burned out)

There are many applications for control relays in heating systems. Relays are
available in many different types, sizes and shapes. Heavy-duty relays are sometimes
called magnetic contactors. Always check the data plate to determine the coil operating
voltage, the current rating of the switch contacts, and other information that might be
useful.

Typical Control Relay Data Plate:

CLICKER RELAY CO.

coil: 24VAC 50/60 Hz .5A

contact rating: 4 amps at 120 VAC
2 amps at 240 VAC

...This relay requires 24 VAC, and wtll
operate at 50 or 60 Hz.
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TRANSFORMERS

In order to supply the correct amount of voltage for some equipment, it is some-
times nocessary to step the available voltage down or step it up. A device that changes
alternating current from one voltage to another is called a transformer.

A basic transformer consists of two separate coils of wire. The primary coil of a
transformer is connected to the power source. The secondary coil is connected to the
load devi( it supplies power to.

Theory of transformer operation:

When an alternating current flows through a coil
of wire, an alternating magnetic field is produced
around the coil. If an iron core is placed inside
the coil, the magnetic field will be concentrated on
each end to form magnetic poles.

If a second ccil of wire is placed in an alternating magnetic field, the magnetic
field will pass or "cut" through it. The energy of this moving magnetic field causes
electrons in the second coil of wire to move in alternating directions. A transformer
has the ability to transform or change moving magnetic energy into electrical energy.

2-5
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Transformer ratios

The ratio of turns or loops in the primary and secondary coils will determine
whether the transformer output voltage will be "stepped down" or "stepped up." A
transformer that has a fewer number of turns in the secondary will step voltage down. A
transformer that has a higher number of turns in the secondary will step the voltage up.

PRIMARY
COIL

i. SECONDARY
COIL

CORE

Step-Down Transformer

SLCONOANY
COIL

CORL
-CUIS

Step-Up Transformer

A transformer does not produce free electricity. The power that Can be delivered
ty a transformer will be relatively the same as the amount of power it consumes.

PROBLEM 1 How much wattage does this transformor consume?

PROBLEM 2 How much wattage can this transformer deliver?

verulhol z
VZo Nece,T5

Awls

9

St cowlifty
24 vol. T.S

1.2.5 4Pm?5

SOLUTION 1 This transformer consumes 30 watts. (120 volts X .25 amps)

SOLUTION 2 This transformer can deliver 30 watts. (24 volts X 1.25 amps)
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COMMON TRANSFORMERS USED IN HEATING SYSTEMS

Low Voltage Control Transformers

Low voltage control transformers step voltage down to approximately 24 volts. The
output of this type of transfcrmer is used as a power source for low voltage control
circuits (under 50 VAC). Low voltage circuits are safer than line voltage circuits.

Low Voltage Control Transformer

Typical Low Voltage Control Transformer Data Plate:

BUZZ TRANSFORMER CO.

PRI 120 VAC 60 Hz
Bk-Wht

SEC 24 VAC 60 Hz
B1u-Yel

30 VA (VOLT/AMPS)

Class II UL Listed

This transformer requires 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
connected to the black and white primary leads.

This transformer has a 24 VAC, 60 Hz. output on
the blue and yellow secondary leads.

The maximum amount of power this transformer is
designed to deliver is 30 watts.

This trunsformer meets the requirements for a
class II electrical system (control voltage
power supply) and has passed certain safety
requirements of Underwriters Laboratory.
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High Voltage Ignition Transformers

High voltage ignition transformers step
voltage up to approximately 10,000 volts. The
output of this type of transformer is used to
ignite fuel with an electrical arc.

Izo

SCREW TYPE
ELECTRODE
TERMINALS

Typical High Voltage Ignition Transformer Data Plate:

ZAP TRANSFORMER CO.

PRI: 120 VOLTS 60 HERTZ

SECONDARY: 10,000 VOLTS

23 M.A. The maximum current output of this
transformer is 23 milli-amps (.023 amps).
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SUMMARY

Any material attracted by a magnet is a magnetic material. The ability of an
object to attract iron or steel is known as magnetism. The invisible magnetic force
surrounding a magnet is known as the magnetic field. Unlike poles of a magnet attract.
A magnetic material is believed to consist of millions of tiny magnets. Some materials
become magnetized when in a magnetic field. If the material is no longer magnetized
when the magnet is taken away, the materials are considered to be temporary magnets.

Magnetism produced by electricity is known as electromagnetism. When electric
currit flows through a conductor, a maenetic field is produced. An electromagnetic
dev e becomes a magnet when energized When the current flow through an electromagnet
stops, it will lose its magnetism.

An electrical device that iG designed to control the flow of water, oil or gas is
known as a solenoid valve.

A control relay is an electrically operated switch. The moving part of a relay is
known as an armature. A relay that has contacts in the open position when the relay
coil is not energized is considered to be normally open.

A device that changes alternating current from one voltage to another is a
transformer. The primary coil of a transformer is connected to t.le power source. The
secondary coil of a transformer is connected to the load device. A transformer that has
a higher number of turns of wire in the secondary coil is considered to be a "step-up"
transformer. A low-voltage control transformer steps voltage down. A high-voltage
ignition transformer steps voltage up.

NOTES
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TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES:

Given information, identify basic facts relating to types and characteristics of

electrical circuits by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Using electrical circuit trainer, construct electrical circuits, with a maximum of

two instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION:

In this unit you will learn the requirements ior an electrical circuit and the
fundamental law; Ohm's law which describes its operation. You will also learn how to
make calculations involving basic electrical circuits. The calculations will enable you
to determine the amounts of resistance, current, voltage, and power consumption to

expect in an actual operating circuit. Lastly, you will learn how to connect simple,

series, parallel and series-parallel circuits on a trainer.

The material in this unit is presented undex the following main topics:

- BASIC ELECTRICI, CIRCUITS

- OHM'S LAW FOR DC CIRCUITS

- CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIES AND PARALLEL CIRCUITS

INFORMATION:

BASIC ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

An electrical circuit is a complete path for current flow. The three basic
requirements of an electrical circuit are:

- Source of power

- Conductors

Load device

BATTERY
ISOURCE OF POWER)

LIGHT
(LOAD DEVICE)

Electrical circuits can be divided into four general types; simple, series,
parallel, and series parallel.

- SIMPLE CIRCUIT...One path for current and one load device.
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- SERIES CIRCUIT...One path for current and two or more load devices.

- PARALLEL CIRCUIT...Two or more paths for current with ore load device in each
path.

- SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUIT...Combination of series and parallel circuits.

OHM'S LAW FOR DC CIRCUIT

In the early 1800's, Professor George Ohm, published the results of his research in
electricity. Using instruments invented and built by himself, Professor Ohm had
discovered a mathematical relationship between vol'_age, current and resistance in an
electrical circuit. Ohm summarized his work with equations which are now referred to as
Otim's Law. Ohm's Law is used to make predictions concerning voltage, current and
resistance in an electrical circuit.

In Ohm's Law equations, the letters E, I, and R are used to represent the three
electrical factors of an electrical circuit. The letter E is used to represent the
electron moving force (measured in volts), the letter I represents the intensity of
current flow (measured in amps), and the letter R represents the resi.stance to current
flow (measured in ohms).
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Ohm's Law can be represented by these equations:

E = 1 X R I E / R R = E / I

These three equatir ; will enable you to find any one
of the three factors (voltage-current-resistance) if you
know the other two. An easy way to remember the three
relationships is to place them in a circle as shown in
figure 3-1.

If you place your finger over the factor that is not
known, the relative position of the others will indicate
what to do. If one is above the other, divide. If they
are alongside each other, such as I and R, then multiply.

Figure 3-1. Ohm's Law Chart

PROBLEM I: Use Ohm's Law to determine the amount of voltage supplied by the
battery in figure 3-2.

)100140.1g

SOLUTION: E=IXR
E = 2 X 6

E = 12 volts

PROBLEM 2: Use Ohm's Law to determine the amount of current flow through the
circuit in figure 3-3.

Figure 2..3

SOLUTION: I = E / R

I = 12 / 6

I = 2 amps

PROBLEM 3: Use Ohm's Law to determine the amount of resistance in the circuit
shown in figure 3-4.

oeltAS

SOLUTION: R = E / I

R = 12 / 2

R = 6 Ohms



CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIES AND PARALLEL CIRCUITS

Characteristics of series load circuits:

1. The sum of the voltage measured across each load device will equal the total applied

2. The same amount of current will flow throughout the circuit.

3. The sum of the resistances of each load device will ecihal the total resistanc-

120
VDC

n 80 40 120 I1
2 iI 2 2

R 40 20 60

lamp
1_

lamp
2

TOTAL

a. The voltage consumed by lamp 1 is 80 volts.
b. The voltage coneumed by lamp 2 is 40 volts.
c. Total applied voltage to this circuit is 120 volts.
d. The amount of current flow through lamp 1 is 2

amps.
e. The amount of current flow through lamp 2 is 2

amps.
f. Total current tlow through the entire circuit is

2 amps.
g. The resistance of lamo 1 is 40 ohms.
h. The resistance of lamp 2 is 20 ohms.
i. The combined rosistance of this circuit is 60 ohms.

Characteristics of parallel load circuits:

1. Each load device will receive the same amount of voltage.

2. The total amount of current in the circuit represents the sum of the current flow
through each path.

3. The total resistance of the circuit is always less than any individual resistance.

120
VDC

_

E 120 120 120 I

I 2 4 6

R 60 30 20

lamp
1

lamp
2

TOTAL

a. The voltage consumed by lamp 1 is 120 volts.
h. The voltage consumed by lamp 2 is 120 volts.
c. Total applied voltage to this circuit is 120 volts.
d. The amount of current flow through lamp 1 is 2

amps.
e. The amount of current flow through lamp 2 is, 4

amps.
f. Total current flow through the entire circuit is

4 amps.
g. The resistance of lamp 1 is 60 ohms.
h. The resistance of lamp 2 is 30 ohms.
i. The combined resistance of this circuit is 20 ohms-
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SUMMARY

An eloctrical circuit is a complete path for current flow.

The three basic requirements of an electrical circuit are:

source of power
conductors
load device

The four general types of circuits are:

simple
series
parallel
series-parallel

A simple circuit has one path for current and one load device.

A series circuit has one path for current and two or more load devices.

A parallel circuit has two or more paths for current with one load device in each
path.

A series-parallel circuit is a combination of series and parallel circuits.

Ohm's law can be used to mathematically calculate any one of the three electrical
factors (voltage-current-resistance) if any two factors are known. E=IXR I = E/R
R = E/I.

Characteristics of series load circuit:

F. = SUM
I = SAME
R = SUM

Characteristics of parallel load circuit:

E = SAME
I = SUM
R = LESS

3-5
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

OTIJECTIVE7

SG J3ABR54532 G01-II-4

Using electrical drawings, trace electrical circuits to determine or,erating
characteristics, by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

INTRODUCTION:

An electrical diagram is an electrical drawing used to represent circuits used in
electrical equipment. There are many types of electrical diagrams; each designed to
servo as a "roadmap" of electrical components. Electrical diagrams are often used to
show the arrangement and/or relationship of each component used in the actual equipment.
It is important to be able to interpret these drawings because they can be useful as a
guide for the installation, repair, and maintenance of various electrical equipment.

The material in this unit is presented under the following main topics:

- ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

- TRACING ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

220
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INFORMATION:

ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

There are basically four types of electrical diagrams. These drawings are similnr
to each other and their names aro sometimes used interchangeably, hut thoy do havo
differences. The four types of electrical diagrams are the block diagram, wiring
diagram, connection diagram and the schematic diagram.

BLOCK DIAGRAM: A block diagram is a simple drawing showing the relationship of major
parts of a system. Figure 4-1 shows a block diagram of a motor control system. You can
easily see why it is called a block diagram. The parts or component in any block
diagram will be shown just as they appear in this drawing, as blocks. The internal
connections of the components are not shown in these drawings. The blocks are simply
labeled to show what each represents.

WIRING DIAGRAM: The wiring diagram, which is like a picture drawing, show:1 the wiring
between components and the relative position of the components in the equipment. The
second diagram from the left in figure 4-1 shows a wiring diagram of the same motor
control system shown by the block diagram. You can see that instead of blocks used to
show components, a picture of the component is used.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM: The third diagram shown in figure 4-1 is a connection diagram. Tt
makes use of diagram symbols instead of pictures to show components. It also shows all
the internal and external circuit connections, and shows the components in their
relative position. This diagram can be used to help you connect all the wiring and
trace any part of the circuit, which makes it a valuable guide for servicing equipment.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM: The schematic diagram is a drawing that shows the electrical plan of
operation of a piece of electrical equipment or component. The relative position of
parts is not shown in this type of diagram. The schematic diagram, like the connection
diagram, makes use of symbols instead of pictures. The schematic diagram in figure 4-1
is a plan of the same motor control system in the other three diagrams. It is laid out
so that the components are in line to make it easy to trace the operation of the system.

221.
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Figure 4-1. Electrical Diagrams
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Electrical drawings are often found on inside covers of electrical equipment. Be
careful not to lose or damage these drawings. Replacement drawings for old equipment
may not be available. Drawings for newer equipment can be ordered from the manufacturer
but cause unnecessary expenses and waiting time.
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TRACING ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

Technicians attempting to make emergency repairs on electrical equipment are often
frustrated because the diagrams nearly always seem to be too confusing. Careful study
of a diagram requires a great deal of time and patience. It is important to examine
diagrams or drawings of equipment you are required to service BEFORE it becoMes
necessary.

Electrical diagrams can be compared to a road map. When you plan a trip from
California to Texas you would study only the areas that immediately concern you. The
same approach could be used when studying an electrical diagram.

Circuits used in electrical equipment are often given names that describe what the
circuit will do. If a circuit is used to operate a blower motor then the whole circuit
could be called a "blower circuit." Other circuits might be called burner circuits,
circulating pump circuits, etc.

When you look at an electrical diagram you need to decide which circuit you are
concerned with. Once you have chosen a circuit then you should examine the diagram to
answer questions like these: What is the load device in this circuit? What does the
load device do? What voltage does the load device need? Where is the power source?
How much voltage does the power source provide? How is the load device controlled?

If you can answer the previous questions, then you can "trace" an electrical
diagram. You can avoid panic while tracing electrical diagrams by remembering: "A WIRE
HAS ONLY TWO ENDS."

Domestic Furnace

Diagram

BURNER CIRCUIT:

fa n.d
r Cat./ Irrot

FAN MOTOR

220 L 0
VAC 2

FUSET1FECENN CT

ThEflmOs-t wr

Y R G
o

120 v v

TRANSFORMER

OAS VALVE

The load device on this circuit is the gas valve. The gas valve is an electrically
operated valve designed to allow gas to flow to a burner when it is energized by 24

volts. The transformer needs 120 volts (input) in order to provide 24 volts (output).
Power applied to the transformer is controlled by the limit control. The fused discon-
nect is used to disconnect power to the circuit and to help protect it from overloading.

BLOWER CIRCUIT:

The load device on this circuit is the fan motor. The fan motor is a motor with a
fan blade on it designed to "blow" air when energized by 120 volts. Power to the fan
motor is controlled by the fan control. The fused disconnect is used to diseonnect
power to the circuit and to help protect it from overloading.

4-4
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Relay Contacts

Power Supply

L2

BLOWER CIRCUIT:

lit) V

1.10 GM. Om Om Om...

Fan Motor
i Relay

Controller i .Cpii

24 V
Om. =. OND

Primary -c Secondary

Fan relay circuit

The load device on this circuit is the fan motor. The fan motor is a motor with a
fan blade on it designed to "blow" air when energized by 120 volts. Power to the fan
motor is controlled by the relay contacts.

RELAY CIRCUIT:

The load device on this circuit is the relay coil. The relay coil causes the relay
contacts to close when energized by 24 volts. The relay coil is controlled by a
controller switch. The transformer needs 120 volts (Primary) in order to provide 24
volts (Secondary). The transformer in this diagram is connected to LI and L2 of the
power supply.
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BURNER CIRCUIT:

The load device on this circuit is the gas valve. The gas valve needs 24 volts to
operate. The gas valve is controlled by the limit control and the thermostat switch
(terminals R and W). The transformer supplying power to the gas valve is controlled by
the upper limit switch. Power to energize the transformer comes from the 120 VAC power
supply.

BLOWER CIRCUIT:

The load device on this circuit is a two speed blower motor operated by 120 VAC.

- LOW SPEED is controlled by the fan control.

- HIGH SPEED is controlled by the blower relay.

RELAY CIRCUIT

The load device on this circuit is the relay coil (terminals 3 and 5). The relay
coil is controlled by the thermostat (terminals R and G). The relay coil causes relay
contacts 2 and 6 to open and contacts 2 and 4 to close when energized by 24 volts from
the transformer. The transformer supplying power to the relay coil is controlled by the
upper limit switch. Power to energize the primary of the transformer comes from the 120
VAC power supply.
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SUMMARY

An electrical diagram is an electrical drawing used to represent circui+s used in
electrical equipment. There are many types of electrical diagrams; each designed to
serve as a "roadmap" of electrical components. Electrical diagrams are often used to
show the arrangement and/or relationship of each component used in the actual equipment.
It is important to be able to interpret these drawings because they can be useful as a
guide for the installation, repair, and maintenance of various electrical equipment.

There are basically four types of electrical diagrams. These drawings are similar
to each other and their names are sometimes used interchangeably, but they do have
differences. The tour types of electrical diagrams are the block diagram, wiring
diagrams, connection diagrams and schematic diagrams.

Electrical symbols are used to represent components used in electrical equipment.
In the heating career field you will be examining diagrams of equipment produced by a
variety of companies. While you should learn the symbols in this unit, keep in mind
that some manufacturers use symbols that are different than those presented here. Many
electrical diagrams have legends to let you know what each symbol rapresents.

Technicians attempting to make emergency repairs on electrical equipment are often
frustrated because the diagrams nearly always seem too confusing. Careful study of a
diagram requires a great deal of time and patience. It is important to examine diagrams
or drawings of the equipment you are required to service BEFORE it becomes necessary.

Electrical diagrams can be compared to a road map. When planning a trip you would
study only the areas that immediately concern you. The same approach applies when
studying an electrical diagram.

Circuits used in electrical equipment are often given names that describe what the
circuit will do. If a particular circuit is used to operate a blower motor then the
whole circuit could be called a "blower circuit." Other circuits might be called burner

1

circuits, circulating pump circuits, etc.

When examining an electrical diagram you need to decide which circuit you are
concerned with. Once you have chosen a particular circuit then you should examine the
diagram to answer questions like these: What is the load device on this circuit? What
does the load device do? What voltage does the load device need? Where is the power
source? How much voltage does the power source provide? How is the load device
controlled?

If you can answer the previous questions; then you can "trace" an electrical
diagram. You can avoid panic while tracing electrical diagrams by remembering: "A WIRE
HAS ONLY TWO ENDS."

NOTES
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ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES:

SG J3ABR54532 001-11-5

Using multimeter, select, care and use ohmmeter function (continuity) by correctly

identifying the resistance characteristics of 70% of the electrical devices.

Using multimeter, select, care and use voltmeter function by correctly identifying

the voltage characteristics of 70% of the electrical devices.

Using multimeter, select, care and use ammeter function by correctly identifying
amperage characteristics of 3 out of 4 electrical devices.

INTRODUCTION:

In this unit you will learn to use electrical test equipment. You will be using a

multimeter that is easy to use and is gaining popularity in the heating career field.

The multimeter can function as a voltmeter, ohmmeter or ammeter. You will get "hands

on" training using the multimeter in a realistic setting.

The material in this unit is presented under the following main topics:

ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT

OHMMETER

VOLTMETER

AMMETER

/ INFORMATION:

ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT

A multimeter is a valuable tool used to diagnose malfunctions in electrical

equipment. The multimeter can be used to identify defective electrical components or to

check operating characteristics of electrical circuits. Without a multimeter, a

technician might spend %ours troubleshooting electrical equipment and would probably

have to resort to a costly game of installing several new parts in an attempt to repair

the equipment. The propel use of a multimeter allows a technician to narrow electrical

troubles down to specific defective components; eliminating guesswork.

Multimeters are delicate, expensive instruments and must be handled with care.

Avoid dropping, bumping, excessive heat or dampness. Special operating and storage

instructions come with each meter. When taking a reading with a multimeter, look at it

"face to face:" viewing the pointer from an angle will give an inaccurate reading. If

the meter has a pointer locking device, always keep it locked when the meter is not

being used to protect it from damage. A multimeter that is used and cared for properly

can last several years. Intentional or accidental misuse of a meter can cause damage to

the instrument and injury to the user.

This unit of instl'uction is designed to familiarize you with one particular type of

electrical test equipme Keep in mind that there are many different types of test

equipment available. Tne multimeter we will use in this course can function as an

ohmmeter , a voltmeter , and ammeter
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OHMMETER

An ohmmeter can be used to measure resistance of circuit components. The resis-
tance of circuit components can vary anywhere from zero ohms (no measurable resistance)
to infinity (an extremely high amount of resistance). The symbol used to represent
infinity is 00 . An ohmmeter must be zeroed before use. This is done by touching the
meter leads together and adjusting the zeroing knob until the pointer lines up with
zero.

Special ohmmeters are used when precision resistance measurements are needed. The
heating specialist normally does not have a need for exact resistance measurements to
solve common problems in electrical equipment.

The importance of an ohmmeter to a heating specialist lies in its ability to be
used simply to check continuity of electrical components. Continuity refers to a
continuous, unbroken path for current flow. A quick, easy "continuity check" of a wire,
fuse or switch will indicate if it is good or bad.

Any movement of an ohmmeter pointer indicates continuity. A wire, fuse, or switch
(in the closed position) that does not have continuity is bad.

JAWS OHMMETER
ADAPTER

SCALE
SELECTOR

POINTER LOCK

TRIGGER
SCALE

POINTER

Determine "continuity" or "no continuity" of the following electrical components:

PROBLEM 1

PROBLEM 2

SOLUTION: NO CONTINUITY--An ohmmeter will
indicate no continuity when
connected to a switch in the
open position.

SOLUTION: CONTINUITY--An ohmmeter will
indicate continuity when
connected to a switch in the
closed position.
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PROBLEM 3

PROBLEM 4

PROBLEM 5

SOLUTION: CONTINUITY--An ohmmeter will
indicate continuity when
connected to a good fuse.

SOLUTION: NO CONTINUITY--An ohmmeter will
indicate no continuity when
connected to a blown fuse.

SOLUTION: CONTINUITY--An ohmeter will
indicate continuity when
connec'ed to each end of a wire.

The meter uses a small 1.5 volt battery located in the ohmmeter attachment as a
power supply. When both leads of the ohmmeter are connected together, a small amount of
current begins to flow through the meter producing electromagnetism. This causes the
pointer to move to the top of the scale. A properly calibrated ohmmeter will indicate
zero ohms when the two test leads are connecved together. When checking components with

1 high resistance, don't be surprised if the pointer barely moves.

CAUTION: DO NOT CHECK AN ENERGIZED CIRCUIT OR COMPONENT WITH AN OHMMETER.

Since the ohmmeter provides its own source of power, any additional power from a
component being checked could cause damage to the meter and injury to the user.

When using the ohmmeter it is always best to isolate the component being checked
from the rest of the circuit by removing it or disconnecting the wires to it. When
checking wires, separate each wire to be checked by disconnecting them from other wires,
etc.

NOTE: It is a good idea to use numbered wire markers to identify wires before
disconnecting them to prevent confusion during re-installation.

1 2 3

1 2 3

.1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

4

4
4

4

4

4

5 fi 7 8

5 a 7 8

5 6 7 8

5 7 8

5 6 7 8

5 6 7 8
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VOLTMETER:

The voltmeter is a very useful instrument that can be used to measure the amount of
voltage that exists between two test points in an electrical circuit. The poinior or a
properly calibrated voltmeter will indicate zero volts when not in use.

JAWS

SCALE
SELECTOR

POINTER LO,

TRIGGER
vOLT
150' SCALE

POINTER

Determine the amount of voltage that exists between the two test points in each drawing:

PROBLEM 1

PROBLEM 2

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter
connented negative to negative
will not indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to negative and positive will
indicate voltage.
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PROBLEM 3

PROBLEM 4

PROBLEM 5

PROBLEM 6

PROBLEM 7

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter connec-
ted positive to positive will
not indicate voltage

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS-- A voltmeter connected
to negative and positive will
indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to negative and positive will
indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter
connected negative to negative
will not indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to negative and positine will
indicate voltage.

5-5
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PROBLEM 8

PROBLEM 9

PROBLEM 10

PROBLEM 11 .

PROBLEM 12

5tiour.3eS

411.

SOLUTCON: ZERO VOLTSA volmeter
connected negative to negative
will not indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to negative and positive will
indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 12 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to negative and positive wil
indicate voltage

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter con-
nected hot to hot of the same
conductor will not indicate
voltage. NOTE: The motor is
grounded to help reduce the
chance of electrical shock.

SOLUTION: 125 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to hot and neutral will indicate
voltage.

5-6
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PROBLEM t SOLUTION:

PROBLEM 14

PROBLEM 15

PROBLEM 16

PROBLEM 17

a_

'ZERO VOLTSA voltmeter con-
nected neutral to neutral will
nut indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 125 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
to hot and neutral will indicate
voltage.

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A volcmeter con-
nected ground to ground will not
indicate voltage.

SOLUTION: 125 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
hot to ground will indicate
voltage. NOTE: The ground wire
is attached to the frame of the
motor to help prevent electrical
shock.

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter con-
nected to neutral and ground
will not indicate voltage.

5-7
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PRO3LEM 18

PROBLEM 19

PROBLEM 20

SOLUTION: 125 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
hot to neutral will indicate
voltage.

SOLUTION: ZERO VOLTS--A voltmeter (,)n-
nected hot to hot of the same
conductor will not indicate
voltage.

SOLUTION: 125 VOLTS--A voltmeter connected
hot to ground will indicate
voltage.

The voltmeter has different voltage ranges available. The appropriate range is
selected by turning the scale selector knob. If you do not know the voltage that ts to
be measured, always start with the highest range. The highest number in each range
represents the highest voltage that can be measured.

The meter will provide the most accuracy when the pointer is in the top half of the
scale. Always try to pick a range that will provide the most accuracy but avoi0
checking voltage that is over the range shown on the scale. If it is set too low it
could cause damage to the meter and injury to the user.

CAUTION: Always set the voltmeter on its highest range when measuring unknown
voltage. Never use a damaged voltmeter. Hold the insulated portion
of the test leads cautiously to prevent electrical shock. The metal
probe on each test lead is sharp--don't poke yourself or anyone
else.

Reptir or maintenance work on electrical equipment is done with the power OFF but
at times it is necessary to have the power on to zheck the amount of voltage being
supplied to it. Never assume the power is off when servicing equipment. A voltmeter
can be used to prove that the power is off before you begin service work and may save
your life.

5-8
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AMMV,Tr.R

An ammetor can he uncd to meanure the amount of current or amperage that flows
Lhrough a circuit. The pointer of a properly calibrated ammeter will indicate zero amps
whon not: in W.:Q.

Determine whether or not current would flow in each drawing:

PROBLEM 1 SOLUTION: CURRENT WILL FLOW--When voltage
is applied to a complete, con-
tinuous circuit; current will
flow.

PROBLEM 2 SOLUTION: CURRENT WILL NOT FLOWWithout
voltage, current will not flow.

*vac(de. t.fttlrv)
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PROBLEM 3 SOLUTION: CURRENT WILL NOT FLOW- A "blown"
fuse will prevent current flow.

PROBLEM 4

PROBLEM 5

SOLUTION: CURRENT WILL NOT FLOW--An "open"
switch will prevent current
flow.

SOLUTION: CURRENT WILL NOT FLOW--A "burned
out" lamp wili-T3revent current
flow.

The ammeter has different AMP ranges available. The range is selected by turning a
dial. If you do not know what the amount of AMPs is to be measured, start with the
highest range. The number at the top of each range represents the highest amperage that
can be measured.

The ammeter will be most accurate when the pointer is in the top half of the scale.
Always try to select a range that will provide the most accuracy, but avoid checking
amperage that is over the range shown on the scale. If it is set too low, it could
cause damage to the meter and injury to the user.

CAUTION: Always set the ammeter on its highest range when measuring an
unktkown amount of amperage. Never use a damaged ammeter.

To use the type of ammeter, we will be using, the jaws must be clamped around one
current carrying conductor. Placing the ammeter jaws around two current carrying
conductors will give an inaccurate reading.

An ammeter can be used to determine the operating efficiency of electrical equip-
ment by comparing the actual amperage measured with the amperage rating listed on the
equipment data plate. If the measured amperage is more than it should be, the equipment
should be closely examined to determine the cause.

5-10
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PROBLEM 6: Is the motor in the drawing operating efficiently?

Shoot ?ewer cook,'
%1st%) foe At

.^S. AINot...41
oe ...1%11/..

SOLUTION:

AmpAtTER
INdICATES
b AuntaS

1

ACE 'AMR co,
SIS V COH.

SMA v s

NO--The amperage reading is higher than the amperage rating listed on the
motor data plate. NOTE: The motor would be overheated from the excessive
amount oE current and would feel hot when touched.
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When checking small amounts of current with the amme4-er, the pointer will barely
move. Since the pointer would be at the lower end of the scale, it would be difficult
to get an accurate reading. The ammeter can be used to measure small amounts of current
by attaching a coil of wire in series with the load device. The coil of wire will not
have an effect on the circuit being checked, but will have a drastic effect on the
ammeter. When the jaws of the ammeter are clamped around a coil of wire with 10 turns
or "loops," the reading will be 10 times greater!

PROBLEM 7: How much amperage is flowing through the gas valve?

co %I.. o f kJqt wT H 10 le o $

powt.p.
Sout.ct

AmmirraR
IsofiscATIS
2. limpi

SOLUTION: 2 AMPS--The ammeter reading indicates 2 amps of current flow, but the gas
valve has only .2 amps of current flowing through it. The ammeter reading
must be divided by 10 to represent the amount of current flow through the gas
valve.
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SUMMARY

A multimeter Is a valuable tool used to diagnose malfunctions in electrical
equipment. Multimeters are delicate, expensive instruments and must be handled with
care. intentional or accidental misuse of a meter can cause damage to the instrument
and injury to the user.

The multimeter can function as an ohmmeter, voltmeter and ammeter.

-OHMMETER: An ohmmeter can be used to measure resistance of circuit components or to
check continuity of electrical components. Continuity refers to a
continuous, unbroken path for current flow. Do not check an energized
circuit or component with an ohmmeter. When using the ohmmeter, it is best
to isolate the component being checked from the rest of the circuit.

-VOLTMETER: The voltmeter is a very useful instrument that can be used to measure the
amount of voltage that exists between two test points in an electrical
circuit. Always try to select a range that will provide the best accuracy,
but avoid checking voltage that is over the range indicated on the scale.
If a voltmeter is "over ranged" it could cause damage to the meter and
injury to the user. Always set the voltmeter on its highest range when
measuring unknown voltage. Never use a damaged voltmeter. Hold the
insulated portion of the test leads cautiously to prevent electrical shock.
The metal probe on each test lead is sharp--don't poke yourself or anybody
else.

-AMMETER: An ammeter can be used to measure the amount oZ current or amperage that
flows through a circuit. Always try to select a range that will provide
the most accuracy, but avoid checking amperage that is over the range
indicated on the scale. If an ammeter is "over ranged," it could cause
damage to the meter and injury to the user. Always set the ammeter on its
highest range when measuring unknown amperage. Never use a damaged
ammeter. The jaws of the ammeter must be clamped around one current
carrying conductor. Placing the ammeter jaws around two current carrying
conductors will give an inaccurate reading.

When taking a reading with a multimeter, look at it "face to face;" viewing the
pointer from an angle will give an inaccurate reading. If the meter has a pointer
locking device, always keep it locked when the meter is not being used to protect it
from damage.

NOTES



ELECTRICAL MOTORS AND MOTOR STARTERS

OBJECTIVES:

Given information, identify
starters, by correctly answering

Using a trainer, remove and
instructor assists.

SG J3AER54532 001-11-6

basic facts relating to electrical motors and motor
70% of the questions.

replace an electric motor, with a maximum of two

Using the single-phase and three-phase motor trainers, reverse motor rotation with
a maximum of two instructor assists.

Using a three-phase motor trainer, inspect and maintain motor, with a maximum of
two instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION:

In this unit you will be given information designed to prepare you for tasks that
include installing, replacing, reversing rotation, inspection and maintenance of
electrical motors.

The material in this unit is presented under the following mein topics:

BASIC CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

THEORY OF OPERATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC MOTORS (TERMINOLOGY)

- MOTOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION

MOTOR STARTERS

- MOTOR STARTERS WITH OVERLOAD PROTECTION

SELECTING EXTERNAL OVERLOAD DEVICES

MOTOR SAFETY

MOTOR PROBLEMS AND CAUSES

- ELECTRIC MOTOR REMOVAL :NND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES

- ROTATION REVERSAL PROCEDURES

ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES



BASIC CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

The following figure represents the basic parts of an electric motor.

Figure 6-1. Components of an Electric Motor

1. STATOR - Stationary section of the motor that contains the windings and the electro-
magnetic core

2. ROTOR - Rotating section of the motor

3. SHAFT - Extension of the rotor which attaches to a fan, pump, etc.

4. MOTOR BEARINGS - Allow smooth rotation of the shaft

5. END BELLS - Portion of the motor that holds the bearings

6. DATA PLATE - Provides important information about the motor

6-2
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THEORY OF OPERATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

Electric motors are often compared to a transformer. The stator windings of the
motor are thought of as the primary of a transformer, and the rotor is considered to be
a rotating secondary. Current applied to the stator windings of the motor develops a
strong magnetic field which produces magnetism in the rotor. The magnetic poles of the
stator and the rotor are opposite at any given time, allowing the forces of magnetism of
the stator to attract and repel the rotor.

Figure 6-2. Reversing Direction of Current Flow Reverses Magnetic Polarity
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"INTRODUCTLON TO ELECTRIC MoTORS (TERMINoLoOY)

a. MOTOR--A device that changes electrical energy into rotating mechanical energy.

b. HORSEPOWER RATING--Amount of work a motor will do without damaging it.

c. PHASE--(Ph)-Designates the type of electrical power distributed to a motor; may he
single-phase (1 0) or three-phase (3 0).

d. SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR--Alternating current motor with only two current carrying
conductors.

e. THREE-PHASE MOTOR--Alternating current motor with three current carrying conductors.

f. SPLIT-PHASE MOTOR--A type of single-phase motor with start and run windings. While
both windings are in use for starting the motor, the start winding is aisconnected
by a centrifugal switch after the motor reaches approximately 75% of its rated
speed, then operates on the run winding only.

g. CAPACITOR MOTOR--A type of single-phase motor with similar construction to the
split-phase type with the addition of a capacitor to enable it to operate unaer much
heavier loads.

h. CAPACITOR--An electrical device capable of storing an electrical charge when power
is applied to it. The electrical charge stored by a capacitor is used by capacitor
motors to improve its operating characteristics. Two types of capacitors used
commonly in heating equipment are known as start and run capacitors. A capacitor is
rated in microfarads (..AJF:). Replacement capacitors should be identical to the
original. CAUTION: BEFORE HANDLING A START CAPACITOR IT SHOULD BE DISCHARGED WITH
A BLEED RESISTOR. -ELM-

j. LOCKED-ROTOR AMPERAGE (L.R.A.)--The amount of amperage consumed by a motor when it
is first turned on.

k. FULL-LOAD AMPERAGE (F.L.A.)--The amount of amperage consumed by a motor when it is
delivering its rated horsepower.

1. REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPM)--Refers to the number of shaft rotations in one minute.

m. INSULATION CLASS--The type of insulation used on motor windings de i-mine the
maximum allowable operating temperature. (Examples: Class A...90°C ('lans h...
110°C Class H...150°C)

n. ROTATION--Refers to the clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation of a motor viewed
from the shaft end of the motor or the end opposite the shaft. (Depending on the
manufacturer)

o. MULTIPLE SPEED MOTOR--A motor which has the ability to operate at more than one
speed.
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MOTOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION

All electric motors need overload protection to help prevent them from "burning
out." Special heat sensitive overload protectors are more sensitive than fuses and
circuit breakers and are designed to automatically disconnect a motor if it gets too
hot. Some overload protective devices are installed internally within the motor by the
manufacturer. A motor with internal overload protection will usually have the following
words printed on the data plate "THERMALLY PROTECTED."

Some internal overload devices will automatically "reset" once an overheated motor
returns to normal temperature, others have to be reset manually by pushing a reset
button. NOTE: If a motor overheats, something is wrong and the problem must be
corrected. Internal overload devices can fail and still allow a motor to "burn up."

MOTOR STARTERS

Motor starters provide a safe, convenient and economical means of starting and
stopping motors. Fractional horsepower motors (less than 1 H.P.) often use nothing more
than a toggle switch to start and stop.

The on-off operation of large motors is sometimes controlled by magnetic contac-
tors. When a magnetic contactor is used to start and stop an electrical motor it is
considered to be a motor starter.

Figure 6-5. Motor Starter Circuit
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Motor Controllers and Controls

A motor controller is anything from a simple toggle switch to a complex system,
which controls some operation of an electric motor.

Article 430 of the National Electric Code allows some motors in certain conditions
to he controlled by a simple device, such as a toggle switch or safety switch, shown in
figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6. Toggle Switch and Safety Switch

Due to the size of a motor, the duty it is to perform, the location in which it is
installed, or the construction of the motor, it may require additional protection and/or
controlling devices.

Types of Manual Controllers

TOGGLE SWITCH. When a toggle switch is used to control a motor, it normally
controls a motor of low horsepower rating. An example of this would be a bathroom
exhaust fan.

Where the supply voltage to the motor is 240 volts, you would have to use a double-
pole toggle switch. This would allow you to break both hot conductors simultaneously.

SAFETY SWITCH. Safety switches of all designs will also be used as controllers in
some cases. A non-fusible safety switch would provide only a manual control means,
where a fusible safety switch can in some cases provide over-current protection and
control means.

Magnetic Line Voltage Starter

Electromagnetic energy can be used to close switches. Line voltage starters
provide a safes convenient and economic means for controlling electric motors. They are
used to start and stop electric motors. Magnetic line starters are widely used because
they are economical and safe and they can also be controlled remotely. They are
normally used where full voltage starting torque is needed and where current surge is
not a major factor. Magnetic starters may be as simple as the type show in figure 6-7,
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having only one set of contacts. The contacts called "main contacts" would be connected
in series with the conductor carrying power to the motor. When the electromagnetic coil
is energized, it sets up a magnetic field attracting the armature. When the armatuee
moves toward the electromagnet, the movable contact (located on the armature) connects
with the stationary contact. This completes the circuit Lo the motor and the motor
starts. When the switch in the circuit which supplies power for the electromRgnetic
coil is opened, the coil is de-enorgized, causing a loss of the magnetic force. The
spring will then pull the contacts apart. This is a simple magnetic line starter.
Other magnetic line starters will have more contacts, motor over-currant protector
relays (heaters), and may depend on gravity to open thc contacts. Heaters will be
explained later in this study guide. Figure 6-8 will help you identify the different
parts of a magnetic across-the-line starter. This figure shows a three-phase
across-the-line stao-ter, containing three sets of main contacts, one set of holding
contacts, a coil, two reset contacts, and two heaters. It is designed so gravity will
cause the contacts to open when the coil is de-energized. Pressure springs have been
added to the contacts to ellow them to seat evenly. This prevents bending of the
contacts and arcing, thus prolonging their life. Shaded rings are placed on the
stationary core to provide a timo delay in the loss of flux, thus preventing contact
chatter and wear In the moving parts of AC magnetic starters.

10 MOT OH R0W1

I I ECTITOMAGNI

TO PO*101
SOURt f

CONTROL SWITCH

f if

Figure 6-7. Magnetic Starter
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Figure 6-8. Three-Phase Magnetic Line Voltage Starter
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Figure 6-9 shows how this starter will appear on an electrical diagram. Electrical
symbols are used to represent the parts of the starter. Magnetic starters are often
called contactors.

2.1
KILINNO 0.11011 IOUs COMMACTI

HeATIR

Figure 6-9. Electricai Diagram of a Magnetic Starter

Overload Protection

Electric motors require overload protection to prevent burnout. If permitted,
electric motors will operate at a higher current than their rated capacity. This may be
caused by low line voltage, by an open line in a three-phase system, and by an overload
of the driven machinery. The overload on an electric motor causes it to draw excessive
current that causes overheating. The overheating will eventually result in a burnout.
To prevent this, overload relays are employed on a starter to limit the amount of
current a motor can draw. This is overload protection, or running protection. An
overload relay consists of a current sensitive element and a set of normally closed
reset contacts. The overload relays of a starter function to protect a motor from
excessive current that is destructive to motors. Current sensitive (thermal or
magnetic) elements of overload relays are connected either directly or indirectly in the
motor lines through current transformers The overload relays act to de-energize the
starter and stop the motor when excessive current is drawn.

Thermal Cutouts

Thermal cutouts are usually of the bimetallic or melting alloy types. The
bimetallic type is constructed of two dissimilar metals which, when heated, bend due to
the different rate of expansion of the two metals. A heating element in the motor line
circuit generates the heat necessary to activate the strip. Current in excess of the
desired amount causes deflection of the bimetallic strip to the extent that the contacts
spring apart, thus opening the holding coil circuit as shown in figure 6-10. A reset
button is depressed to reactivate the machanism when the strip has cooled to operating
tolerance.

Figure 6-10. Bimetallic Overload Relay
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The melting allow overload relay employs a heating coil connected in the motor line
circuit. See figure 6-11.

Figure 6-11. Melting Alloy Thermal Overload Relay

The heat caused by excessive current in the motor circuit melts the metal alloy
(similar to solder) releasing the spring-loaded shaft. The shaft is then capable of
turning which permits the reset contacts to open, thereby disrupting service to the
motor. When the alloy has cooled and solidified sufficiently, the motor may be
restarted by depressing the reset button. A laboratory example of the melting alloy
principle is shown in the figure.

The main advantage of the melting alloy over the bimetallic type is its amperage
rating doesn't vary after repeated heatings.

Magnetic Overloads

The magnetic overload relay consists of a coil, a plunger, a dashpot, and a set of
contacts. See figure 6-12. The coil is connected in series with the motor. When a
determined amount of current passes through the coil, the magnetic field will pill the
plunger up causing the contacts to open. By adjusting the length of the plunger, the
amount of current required to pull the plunger up can be varied. An oil-filled dashpot
is added to provide a time delay. A plate on the bottom of the plunger is submerged in
the oil and acts as a piston. The plate has holes in it that can be adjusted in size to
change the time delay. When the coil pulls the plunger up, the oil must flow through
the hole in the plate as the plunger rises. By changing the size of the hole, the time
delay can be increased or decreased. Quick tripping is obtained through the use of a
light grade dashpot oil.

f LLCM:WW1( 1
511.11.5 Wit. MOTOR Imune

Figure 6-12. Magnetic Overload Relay

Selecting Heaters

The overload relay size is determined by the full load current of the motor it
protects. When selecting the heaters to protect a motor, you should check the motor
data plate to find the full load current. Each manufacturer normally puts a heater
selection table in the controller cover. Heaters are not identified by amperage, but by
the manufacturer's catalog number. By using the full load current of the motor to be
protected and referring to the manufacturer's table, the proper heater can be selected.
If the full load current of a 2 hp motor at 230V is 6.8 amps, the heater required would
be a H1033, according to the Cutler-Hammer table.
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SELECTING EXTERNAL OVERLOAD DEVICES

This lesson is designed to teach you how to select the correct external overload
device for a particular motor using tables provided by three different companies.

WEE WILLIE MOTOR CO.

HP 2 Ph 3 50 HZ 60 HZ

Volts 208/220/440 RPM - 950 1145

Frame 184 Insul. Class B Hi Volt Amps 3.6 3.2

Type K Low Volt Amps 7.2 6.4

Design B NEMA CODE L Rating Temp 50°C 40°C

Continuous Duty Service Factor 1 1.25
,

PROBLEM 1:

Check the motor data plate shown above.
If the motor is connected to low voltage,
(30 Hz, what number overload would be used?

a. Square D. N .

b. Allen Bradley No.

c. Cutler-Hammer No.

PROBLEM 2:

Check the motor data plate shown above.
If the motor is connected to high voltage,
60 Hz, what number overloqd would be used?

a. Square D. No.

b. Allen Bradley No.

c. Cutler-Hammer No.

Motor
full load
current

Relay
Number

Motor
_

full load
current

Relay
Number

Motor
full load
current

Relay
Number

0. 32-0. 34 B 0.44 1.97-2.23 B 2.65 10. 0-10. 6 8-14
0.35-0-38 B 0. 51 2.24-2.50 B 3.00 10.7-11.4 B 15.5
0.39-0. 44 B 0. 57 2.51-2.81 B 3.30 11.5-12.3 B 17.5
W.I.Z7U. 1 lialtill11.11UDFP1PlINTWIli NME Kin ItINIMPIE '

0. 54-0. 5 0 0.71 3.20-3.61 B 4.15 13.7-14. 6 B 22
0, 59-0. 68 B O. 81 3.62-4.14 B 4. 85 14.7-16, 8 B 25
0. 87 -0.74 B O. 92 4.15-4.40 B 5. 50 16. 9-18. 6 B 28
0.75-0. 84 B 1.03 4,41-4.78 B 6,25 18,7-20,2 B 32
0. 05-0. 97 D 1.16 4.79-5.44 13 6. 90 20.3-22. 8 13 36
0. 98-1.12 13 I. 30 5.45-8.18 8 7.70 22. 9-24.7 B 40
1,13-119 B 1. 45 6.17 -6. 88 B sao 24.1137. 0 8 45
1,20-1,34 B 1. 67 6,87-7,64 B 9.10
1.35-1. 54 B 1. 88 7.65-8.41 13102
1, 55-1.78 13 2. 10 8.42-8 77 1. 5
1.79-1. 98 B 2. 40 8.78-11. 2. II

Square D Table
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Healer
Type No:

Full load
Amps

Healer
Type No.

Full load
Amps

Healer
Type No.

Full load
Amps 4

Healer
Type No.

N 29

Full load
Amps

8.35
N 2 0.48 N 11 1.45 N 20 3.47N 3 O. 59 N 12 1. 62 N 23 3. 88 N 30 9.13N 4

---13-11Frt-
N 7-

tr.T4----g-n---1.-WIT N 14
N 15

--N 16--174r
13

-Elf-9716
N-21 4.16

-1. BO
N 1N 32-1T73--F63-

230.0
-671/i

N 4 5.22 N 33 12.6
44-11 5. 76 N 34 145

NN 9 i 1.22_ N 18
N 16 I 1.31 N 19

2.68 N 26 6.41
_2.93 j N 27 7. 02
3.18 N 26 7.74

Allen Bradley Ta:Jle

1 KA 7 Cf. C-0113. 1.11.31.-T1ON ?AVILES

Amp. re
Wane

- -
tor IMO I

Catalog IP.u. j

-
111.a.roor Vge Mu 1 Illtwier Tor 111 1 Marta" To? 11.. 4

A.z.pe re
hang.

tua..t
Catalog

Wu
A3140re
Nance

Catalog 41125.r4
Was/4

Catalog
We.-- -

Ampere
Ramie- C614.1%

Plo.

.112, 111 101101 2 20.1. 41 111014 111.4. 15 111080 11.13-1.111 131014 le 5 31.0 111112

.171.. 1 DP 101102 2404.74 111085 4.11.4. III 11080 11.4340.1 111014 82 0.14. 1 111043

.111- 121 111103 3.114 01 111014 4.1C.$. 35 111030 10.11-13 0 111031 14.1143.0 111044

.334.. 1411 1111104 1.0.1 42 meet 1.11 5.1111 11031 11.1-11. 5 los oss 31. 141. 1 SIN%

. 830 1 111105 3.43.3. 11 5.117.3.133 111032 111-11.0 11031 32 044 1 111349- .

.711.. 313 ft 3.40. 1 11104:111104 1112.4. 31 1410211 1.1314.41 111033 111411 111040

. 314.. 351 111107 4. 39-4 13 11020 1.G.11.311 111024 111.113 111041 42. 0.41.3 111040

. 354 115 1111011 4.13.5. 34 111030 11.144.111 01035 11.111. 11110113 .4 41649

.1M... 445 1111011 B. 119.1. 17 111031 041404 111031 31,1.54.1 111041 113 1.09 8 111030

.441. . 111110 I 11341.411 111031 11.1141.1 111031 34.1141. 111064 N. 140 111051

.100.. SO 11111 41.1. 37 11031 11.141.11 111011 111.1141. 0 111045 11.449. 1 11032
.111..1141 11111 1.304. 34 ILI 011 21 044.3 1110111 31.1411 111011 15. 3411.1 111014
.1133.. ill 11113 11. 154.09 W1035 34.141.0 111040 1111.1140. 1 11.3.1111. 0 311015
.113.. TN 321114 I. 01 -30.0 1110111 111141 1 11041 40.440 4 11110411 100..119. 11036
.100..103 RIM 10.1.11.3 mon 31140.4 113042 40.141.0 11110411 314..130. 111051

.1104 -I. 01 RIM II. 141. 1111011 10. 141. 1 111043 11.1141.0 11110110 1111. 415 SIM
1.13-1.11 11111 11043.1 110110 314411. II 11414 14.1413 11011
I. 14.2. r: 141011 310.11.11 311040 114.1140.1 111045 15.344.1 11013
3. 31-3.43 1010 1 11411 11043 10.4411 1110411 14 446.31 11094
1.44.1.40 1111020 11.1.114 111012 34.11.111.11 111041 31. 4.110.0 WINS

3.414. /11 111021 30.0.12 11041 111.1411.111 10411
1. 00-3.14 111032 13.143 1110114

1.56.1. 11 1110.11 15.441.1 111041

Cutler-Hammer Heater Table

Solution 1 Solution

a. B 8.20 a. B 4.15

b. N 26 b. N 19

C. H 1032 c. H 1066
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MOTOR SAFETY

Ourn the sower OFF before doing an e of work involving electric motors

Many people have been killed or injured with electricity because they THOUGHT the
power was off. It is standard practice to check all "hot" wires with a voltmeter to
make sure that the power is off. Some motors have start capacitors that remain
energized even if the power is turned off. If a motor has a start capacitor, it should
be discharged with a bleed resistor. (Bleed resistor: 2 Watt, 15,000 Ohms) A bleed
resistor will slowly "bleed" the power stored in the capacitor. Use an insulated tool
to hold the resistor across the capacitor terminals for about ten seconds. Don't use a
'screwdriver to discharge capacitors! A screwdriver will discharge the capacitor too
,quickly and could cause it to explode. The fluid inside of most capacitors is toxic....
avoid handling it or breathing the fumes.

Avoid coming in contact with moving parts of a motor

People have been killed or injured by getting their hair, fingers, or clothes
caught in motors. Keep all protective guards and covers in place and be cautious of ANY
moving equipment.

Motors must be kept clean

A dirty motor can cause a fire. Proper lubricating and housekeeping practices are
very important. Oil, grease, dust and lint can catch on fire.

Do not remove or destroy data plates

The data plate provides important information about a motor that can help a
raIified technician keep it operating safely.

Motors must be properly wired

Motor connection diagrams are available for all electric motors. One wire out of
place can destroy a motor and cause sparks to fly!

The metal frame of motors and all related equipment must be grounded

An ohmmeter will indicate continuity if connected to a properly grounded motor and
any related equipment that is grounded. Continuity must exist between a motor, motor
starter, fused safety switch, bre....icer panel and any object that actually goes nto the
ground.

252
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MOTOR PROBLEMS AND CAUSES

FAILURE TO START:

1. Blown fuse, tripped circuit breaker, open overload device

2. Low voltage or no voltage
3. Undersized wires
4. Improperly wired
5. Poor wire connections
6. Undersized motor
7. Defective capacitor
S. Locked rotor (stuck)
9. Damaged motor windings

EXCESSIVE NOISE:

1. Improperly mounted
2. Improperly aligned
3. Loose parts
4. Bent shaft
5. Damaged or excessively worn bearings
6. Dirty motor

OVERHEATING OF BEARINGS

1. Lack of lubrication
2. Improper lubrication
3. Damaged or excessively worn bearings
4. Excessive belt tension
5. Bent shaft

OVERHEATING OF MOTOR:

1. Undersized motor
2. Undersized wire
3. Poor wire connections
4. Incorrect voltage
5. High room temperature
6. Dirty motor
7. Poor air circulation
8. Defective capacitor
9. Damaged motor windings

6-14
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ELECTRIC MOTOR REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES

If a decision to remove ano replace a motor has been made, the following procedures
should be followed as a basic ,uideline.

REMOVAL PROCEDURES

1. Turn the power off Inspect the defectl.ve m:stor and attempt to identify the cause
of failure.

2. Copy the information on the data plate This information is necessary to find a
suitable replacement.

3. Identify wiring connections Make a drawing of the wire connections and/or tag
each wire with numbered wire markers.

4. Determine the direction of rotation Examine the driven equipment (pump, fan,
etc.) to determine the direction of rotation.

5. Study the mounting, alignment and position of the motor Eliminate confusion
during the installation of replacement motor.

G. Remove the defective motor Take precautions to avoid losing parts (nuts, bolts,
washers, pulleys, belts, etc.)

REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES

1. Select a suitable replacement Use the information from the original motor data
plate. Attempt to find an exact replacement as this will make installation easy.
Exact replacements are not always available and a substitute replacement may have to
be used.

9. Install the replacement motor

Exact replacement: If the replacement motor is identical to the original, simply
put it in the way the original one was.

Substituted replacement: If the replacement motor is not identical to the original,
make sure there are adequate installation instructions.

6-15
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ROTATION PROCEDURRS

During the installation of some replacement motors, it may be necessary to change
the direction of rotation to suit the particular need of the driven equipment (pump,
fan, etc.).

Single-Phase Motors

The rotation of some single-phase motors can be reversed by the technician.
Single-phase motors that have the capability of being reversed may be either "electri-
cally reversible" or "mechanically reversible." Always follow the manufacturers
instructions when changing rotation.

- "ELECTRICALLY REVERSIBLE"...Interchange the start winding leads. This type of
motor has accessible start winding leads.

EXAMPLE: (Taken from the data plate of a particular single-phase motor designed
to operate at 230 VAC.)

CCW T1 T9 T6 T7 T2 T 3

sors
i ne 1 -

CW T4 T9 T6 T7 T2 T 3

T4 T5 T10

1 i ne 2

Ti T5 '1'10

- "MECHANICALLY REVERSIBLE"...Disassemble the motor and turn the rotor around.
This type of motor can be recognized by notches cut into each of the stator
poles.

Three-Phase Motors

All three-phase motors are electrically reversible. Interchange any two of the
three power leads.
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ELECTRICAL MOTOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Electric motors must be periodically inspected and maintained to insure proper
operation. Inspection and maintenance checklists are often used to provide guidelines
to follow. A sample checklist is shown below:

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

(Steps 1 through 6 are done with the power OFF)

1. CLEANLINESS...Remove dirt, dust and lint from the motor with clean rage or
compressed air.

2. ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS...All electrical connections must be mechanióally and
electrically secure.

3. NOISE/VIBRATION...Inspect for loose parts, proper mounting, alignment, etc.

4. LUBRICATION...Check shaft for ease of rotation. Shaft should turn mmoothly. If

lubrication is required, get specific lubrication instructions for each different
motor. Some motors require oil while others require grease.

5. BEARINGS...Inspect for damaged or excessively worn bearings by turning shaft and
listening for unusual sounds.

6. END-PLAY/SIDE-PLAY...Inspect shAft of moter to determine if there is xcessive
movement from end-to-end or side-to-side.

(Steps 7 through 10 are done with the power ON)

7. RPM...Listen and look at the motor to determine if it is operating at the proper
speed. (Good judgement is required) Special instruments can be used to measure
RPM

8. AMPERAGE...Use an ammeter to check the amperage. Amperage should be at or below
the amperage rating listed on the data plate.

9. VOLTAGE...Use a voltmeter to check voltage. The voltage applied to a motor hould
be within 10% of the voltage rating listed on the data plate.

10. TEMPERATURE...Use a thermometer to check temperature. The measured teMperature
should be less than the allowable temperature as determined by the insulation
class. Class A...90C Class B...110°C Class H...150°C.

6-17
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SUMMARY

The material in this unit was presented under the following main topics:

BASIC CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

- THEORY OF OPERATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

- INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC MOTORS (TERMINOLOGY)

- MOTOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION

MOTOR STARTERS

MOTOR STARTERS WITH OVERLOAD PROTECTION

- SELECTING EXTERNAL OVERLOAD DEVICES

- MOTOR SAFETY

- MOTOR PROBLEMS AND CAUSES

- ELECTRIC MOTOR REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES

- ROTATION REVERSAL PROCEDURES

- ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

NOTES
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ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS

0P1 FCTIVF;.

WB J3A8R54532 001-II-1

Given information, identify basic facts relating to electrical fundamentals by
correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Given fuses, fuse puller and fused safety switch, install circuit protective
devices with a maximum of two instructor assists.

PROCFDITRF

Complete exercises as directed by instructions listed for each exercise.

EXERCISE 1
ELECTRICAL SAFETY PRACTICES

TNSTRUCTTON:

Tn tt.e spaces below, list 10 electrical safety practices to be used when - "ing

witl, electrical eouipment.

7.

3.

4.

5.

7.

s.

9.

10.

1-4"



EXERCISE 2
INSTALLATION OF CIRCUIT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PROGRESS CHECK lb

INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to remove and install fuses in a fused safety
switch. Your instructor will demonstrate safe electrical practices that are used in the
performance of this task.

CAUTION: Remove jewelry, wear appropriate eyewear (metal rims or frames are not
permitted). Obtain approved fuse puller from instructor. Work carefully and
ask ovestions if you are not sure what to do.

INSTALL CIRCUIT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

1. De-energize fused safety switch by moving the switch handle to the OFF position.
(CAUTION: A portion of the safety switch will still be "hot" even with the switch
in the off position.)

2. Perform a visual inspection of the safety switch:

a. Construction features

b. Paximum amperage rating of switch

c. Type and amperage rating of fuses

d. Electrical connections

e. Cleanliness

Crasp each fuse with fuse puller and remove them from the fuse holders.

4 Select replacement fuses.

5. Install each replacement fuse into the fuse holders. A distinctive "snap" will be
heard and felt to indicate that the fuse is secure.

261
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EXERCISE 3
ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS

INSTRUCTInNS:

Fill in the blanks as directed by your instructor.

1. The smallest part of an element is the

2. An atom is made up of , and

3. An electron has a electrical charge.

4. Under normal conditions, atoms are

5. Atoms that have become unbalanced are

6. An atom that has gained electrons is considered to be

7. The Electron Theory states that electrical current will flow from a

charge to a charge.

R. is the electrical energy or electron moving force produced
by negative and positive electrical charges.

P. A converts heat energy into electrical energy.

10. A converts chemical energy into electrical energy.

11. A converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.

12. The amount of current flow through a wire is measured in

13. current travels in only one direction.

14. 120 VAC, 60 Hertz refers to current.

15. An insulator has resistance.

16. A conductor has resistance.

17. Flectricity can t:avel easier through a wire.

18. The maximum allowable current flow through a No. 14 solid wire is amps.

262
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19. A green colored wire represents a wire.

20. A switch in the open position is

21. Fuses are rated by

22. A circuit breaker "trips" because of too much

23. A circuit with low resistance will nave current flow.



EXERCISE 4
ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS

INSTRUCTION:

Match the symbol by letter to name that identifies it.

1 . ohmmeter

2. circuit breaker (a)

3. fuse

4. SPST switch (b)

5. ammeter

6. AC motor (c)

7. transformer

8. temperature switch (d)

9. normally open contacts

10. AC generator (e)

11. battery

12 thermocouple/thermopile (f)

13. lamp

14. ground

15. coil

16. normally closed contacts (h)

17. voltmeter

18. pressure switch (i)

19. capacitor

20. electrode

1
111=

EX

...01\10.

-I I--
(g)

(n)

DIIIE
(t)
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THEORY OF MAGNETISM AND TRANSFORMERS

OPJFCTIVF

WA J3ABR54532 001-11-2

Given information, identify basic facts relating to the theory of magnetism and
transformers by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

pROCFOURF
EXERCISE 1

THEORY OF MAGNETISM AND TRANSFORMERS

INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to identify basic facts relating to the theory
of magnetism and transformers.

1. Any material attracted by a is a magnetic material.

2. The ability of an object to attract iron or steel is known as

3. The invisible magnetic force surrounding a magnet is known as the

4. Unlike poles of a magnet

5. A
magnets.

material is believed to consist of millions of tiny

6. Some materials become magnetized when in a magnetic field. If the material is no
longer magnetized when the magnet is taken away, the materials are considered to be

magnets.

7. Magnetism produced by electricity is known as

8. When electric current flows through a (an) , a magnetic field
is produced.

9. An electromagnetic device becomes a magnet when

10. When the current flow through an electromagnet stops, it will its
magnetism.

11. An electrical device that is designed to control the flow of water, oil or gas is
known as a valve.

12. A control relay is an electrically operated

13. The moving part of a relay is known as a (an)

14. A relay that has contacts in the open position when the relay coil is not energized

is considered to be normally

15. A device that changes alternating current from one voltage to another is a

16. The coil of a transformer is connected to the power source.

17. The coil of a transformer is connected to the load device.

18. A transformer that has a higher number of turns of wire in the secondary coil is

19. considered to be a transformer.

A low-voltage control transformer steps voltage

20. A high-voltage ignition transformer steps voltage
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WB J3ABR54532 001-11-3
TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES

Given information, identify basic facts relating to types and characteristics of
electrica,. circuits, by correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Using electrical (Arcuit trainer, construct electrical circuits with a maximum of
two instructor assists.

PROCEDURE

Complete exercises as directed by instructions listed for each exercise.

EXERCISE 1
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

INSTRUCTION

You will be graded on your ability to identify basic facts relating to electrical
circuits and the application of Ohm's Law.

1. A circuit is defined as having a complete path for

2. Identify the basic parts of the circuit drawn below

a.

b.

c.

d.

= NEGATIVE CONDUCTOR

= POSITIVE CONDUCTOR

= POWER SOURCE

= LOAD DEVICE

2

flow.

4

3. Label the type of circuit that is described in the following statements.
E- 023

a. Current has only one path it can take and has ohe load device.

b. Current has only one path it can take and has two or more load
devices.

c. Current has more than one path it can take and has one load
device in each path.

d. A combination of both series and parallel components.

4. Complete the following statements:

a. The mathematical relationship between voltage, current and resistance of a

circuit is known as

b. The two electrical factors that must be known to calculate voltage are

c. The two electrical factors that must be known to calculate current are

d. The two electrical factors that must be known to calculate resistance are

5. Complete the following Ohm's Law equations:

a. E = X

b. I =

c. R 266
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O. Use Ohm's Law to solve the following problems:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Im3A

RIB4fl

R*2011

Rz311

Ra22n

E volts

E volts

/ amperes

I amperes

OhmsR

OhmsR



7. Characteristics of series load circuits:

1 The sum of the voltage measured across each load device will equal the total
apnlied voltage.

2 The same amount of current will flow throughout the circuit.

3 The sum of the resistances of each load device will equal the total resistance.

120
VAC

P

1

I

17

Lamp
1

Lamp
2 TOTAL

2 II

411

a. The voltage consumed by lamp 1 is

volts.

b. The voltage consumed by lamp 2 is

volts.

c. Total applied voltage to this circuit

is volts.

d. The amount of current flow through

lamp 1 is amps.

e. The amount of current flow through

lamp 2 is amps.

f. Total current flow through the entire

circuit is amps.

g. The resistance of lamp 1 is
ohms.

h. The resistance of lamp 2 is
ohms.

i. The combed resistance of this cir-

cuit is ohms.
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8. Characteristics of parallel load circuits:

1 Each load device will receive the same amount of voltage.

2 The total amount of current in the circuit represents the sum of the current flow
through each path.

3 The total resistance of the circuit is always less than any individual
resistance.

120
VAC

-025

F

4.

I

i

I

1

R 1

Lamp
.

1

Lamp
2

-.

-

TOTAL

3-4

a. The voltage consumed by lamp 1 is

volts.

b. The voltage consumed by lamp 2 is

111111D411
C. Total applied voltage to this circuit

is volts.

volts.

d. The amount of current flow through

lamp 1 is amps.

e. The amount of current flow through

lamp 2 is amps .

1. Total current flow through the entire

circuit is amps.

g. The resistance of lamp 1 is
ohms.

h. The resistance of lamp 2 is
ohms.

i. The combined resistance of this cir-

cuit is ohms.
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EXERCISE 2
CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

PROGRESS CHECK 3b

INSTRUCTION

You will be graded on your ability to construct electrical circuits. This progress
check is divided into four sections representing simple, series, parallel and series-
parallel circuits. Your instructor will be closely monitoring your work to determine
if you fail to demonstrate the appropriate level of proficiency.

CAUTION: Remove jewelry, wear appropriate eyewear; metal rims or frames are not
permitted. Obtain wiring from trainer drawer and carefully inspect them for
safety. If additional wires are needed, ask instructor. (Do not take wires
from other trainers) Work safely and ask questions if you are not sure about
what to do.

CONSTRUCT A SIMPLE CIRCUIT

STEP 1: Complete the drawing to represent a simple circuit.

STEP 2: Wire the circuit on the trainer using your drawings as a guide.

STOP HAVE THE INSTRUCTOR CHECK YOUR CIRCUIT

STEP 3: Apply power to your circuit and check for proper operation.

Simple Circuit

27u

3-5

24VAC

E-024



CONSTRUCT A SERIES CIRCUIT

STEP 1: Complete the drawing to represent a series circuit.

STEP 2: Wire the circuit on the trainer using your drawing as a guide.

HAVE THE INSTRUCTOR CHECK YOUR CIRCUIT

STEP 3: Apply power to your circuit and check for proper operation.

24 VAC

Series Circuit

c®0
E-027



CONSTRUCT A PARALLEL CIRCUIT

STEP 1: Complete the drawing to represent a parallel circuit.

STEP 2: Wire the circuit on the trainer using your drawing as a guide.

HAVE THE INSTRUCTOI! CHECK YOUR CIRCUIT

STEP 3: Apply power to your circuit and check for proper operation.

0,f7L0

Parallel Circuit

3-7

24VAC

272
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CONSTRUCT A SERIFS-PARALLEL CIRCUIT

STEP 1: Complete the drawing to represent a series-oarallel circuit.

STFP 2: Wire the circuit on the trainer using your drawing as a guide.

HAVE THE INSTRUCTOR CHECK YOUR CIRCUIT

STFP 3: Apply power to your circuit and check for proper operation.

24VAC

oSo

Series-Parallel Circuit

3-8
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

OPJFeTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-11-4

Using the electrical diagrams, trace electrical circuits to determine operating
characteristics, by answering correctly 70% of the questions.

PROCEDURES

Complete exercise as directed by your instructor.



EXERCISE 1
ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to provide information relating to electricalcl.rcuits. Correctly identify a minimum of 70% of the responses. Write the word TRUE orFALSE as it applies to each statement.

120 '
VAC L20.

FAN MOTOR

FAN-L1MIT
CONTROL

L.
THERMOSTAT

FUSED DISCONNECT

120 V 24 V
TRANSFORMER

DOMESTIC FURNACE DIAGRAM

GAS VALVE

E-032

(1-5) Use figure to determine if the statements below are True or False.

1.

2.

3.

4.

120 volts are applied to L1 and L2.

The fan motor receives 24 volts during operation.

The gas valve receives 240 volts during operation.

Terminals R and W must be connected to energize the gas valve.

5. The limit control contacts are shown to be closed.
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Li.

POWER SUPPLY

L 2 .

120 V

RELAY CONTACTS

I 1

I I
s

I I
FAN MOTOR I I

i I

II RELAY Icc CONTROLLER I
a COIL

24 V 11. ... ... ...... -.I

1PRIMAPY---- SECONDARY

Fan relay circuit

F-034

(6-11) Use figure to determine if the statements below are True or False.

e. The transformer receives 120 volts from the power supply.

7. The power supply is connected to the secondary side of the trans-
former.

P. The relay coil will receive 24 volts when the controller switch is
closed.

9. The fan motor will receive 24 volts when the relay coil is
energized.

10. The fan motor will operate continuously.

11. The relay contacts are normally open.
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UPPER LIMIT

THERMOSTAT FAN AND LIMIT
POWER SUPPLY CONTROL

RW13 Y'""4"

ON
TRANSFORMER
ummwrf----

FAN LIMIT

PRIMARY

BLOWER RELAY

GAS VALVE

BLOWER MOTOR

Warm Air Furnace Diagram E-035

(12-20) Use Figure to determinc if the statements below are True or False.

12. Rlos r relay contacts 2 and 6 are normally closed.

13. Terminal R of the transformer is connected to terminal R on the
thermostat.

14. The blower motor can operate at 2 different speeds.

15. The limit and the upper limit contacts are normally open.

16. Terminals 2 and 3 of the blower relay are normally closed.

17. If the thermostat terminals R and W make contact, the gas valve would
become energized.

18. If the thermostat terminals R and G make contact, the blower motor
would become energized.

19. Thermostat terminals R and G are connected to 120 volts.

20. If thermostat terminals R and Y make contact, the transformer would
become energized.

4-4
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ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT
0RJPCTINFS

WB J3ABR54532 001-11-5

Using multimeter, select, care and use Ohmmeter function(continuity) by correctly
identifyAp the resistance characteristics of 70% of the devices.

Using multimeter, select, care and use voltmeter function by correctly identifying
the voltage characteristics of 70% of the electrical devices.

Using multimeter, select care and use Ommeter function by correctly identifying
amperage characteristics of 3 out of 4 electrical devices.

PROCFPURF

Complete exercises as directed by instructions given for each exercise.

EXERCISE 1
ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENTOHMMETER

PROGRESS CHECK 5a
INSTRUCTION:

You will he graded on your ability to select, care and use an ohmmeter by checking
continulty of 10 electrical items. (fuses, switches, wires, etc.) A minimum of 7
correct responses is reoui:-ed.

1

JAWS OHMMETER
ADAPTER

SCALE
SELECTOR

POINTER LOCK

TRIGGER

SCALE

POINTER E-036

PART 1 netermine whether ile ohmmeter scales below indicate tONTINUITY
PRACTICE OR NO CONTINUITY.
OHMS I I OHMS

2 3

OHMS

00

4

K-037

(Fever use the ohmmeter to check anything that has power applied to it.)

PAPT -2- Willo tURTINUTIT orRO CO NUI1fr In the11that describes .7;ngirtill
GRADED you check.

2

6

10

3

278
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EXERCISE 2
ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT -- VOLTMETER

PROGRESS 5B
INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to select, care and use a voltmeter by measuring
voltage at 10 different test stations. A minimum of 7 correct responses is required.

JAWS

SCALE
SELECTOR

POINTER LOCK

PART 1
PRACTICE

TRIGGER

SCALE

POINTER

Determine the voltage indicated on the scales below.

VaLT
150-1
12

00-
75-
50
25

0

VOLT
300-.
250

zo,WANKT=
150-1
100-.
50-
0-0

VOLT
600-
500-.

*915=300-1
200-N
100-.

1 2 3 4

(Always set the vor..meter on its highest range when measuring an unknown voltage.)

PART 2
GRADED Record voltage readings from each test station in the blanks below.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10

5-? 7 9



EXERCISE 3
ELECTRICAL TEST EQUYPMENT---AMWITER

PROGRESS CHECK 5c

INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to select, care and use an ammeter by checking
amperave at 4 different amperage test stations. A minimum of 3 correct responses is
renuired.

PART I
PRACTICE

AMP

"0000100-

0.7°150-
200-
150-

50-
0-

1 AMPS 2 AMPS 3 .e.MPS 4

AMP

0-
E-040

MIPS

(Always set the ammeter on its highest range when measuring unknown amperage.
Clamp the ammeter around one currant carrying conductor. PliTari-the ammeter
around two current carrying conductors will given an inaccurate reading.)

1

PART 2
GRAmm

RECORD AMPERAGE READINGS FROM EACH TEST STATION IN THE BLANKS BELOW

3 4

0



EXERCISE 4
USE OF ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT IN ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

INSTRUCTION:

Select the response indicated by the electrical test equipment used in thedrawings.

a. ZERO AMPS

b. ZERO VOLTS

c. INFINITY (NO CONTINUITY)

d. CONTINUITY

e. APPLIED VOLTAGE

f. CURRENT
1111MI,

VOLTMETER

AMMETER

OHMMETER

400
INT Wie

120 VAC 0 0
120 VAC 0 0

Wm
.... 6

1
12 VDC t: ....., 12 VDC..... 12 VDC 7 120 VAC 0 0

0
II 12

...
10

I I I I I0
12WAN: 12VDC t:

-.....
16

..... 12 VDC 0 0111641

1513 14

_
_
_
_ 12

e 1212
. o

17 e
19 20le

5-4
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ELECTRICAL MOTORS AND MOTOR STARTERS
ORJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-11-6

Giver information, identify basic facts relating to electrical motors and motor
starters, hy correctly answering 70% of the questions.

Using a trainer, remove and replace electric motor, with a maximum of two
instructor assists.

Using a single-phase and three-phase motor trainers, reverse the motor rotation,
with a maximum of two instructor assists.

Using a three-phase motor trainer, inspect and maintain motor, with a maximum of
two instructor assists.

PROCEDURE

Complete exercises as directed by Instructions given for each exercise.

EXERCISE 1
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND MOTOR STARTERS

INSTRUCTION:

You will be graded on your ability to identify basic facts relating to electric
motors and motor starters by correctly answering 70% of the responses.

(1-20) Matching

1. Stationary section of a motor that contains the windings and the electro-
magnetic core.

2. Rotating section of the motor.

3. The dortion of a motor that holds the bearings.

4. Allow smooth rotation of the shaft.

5. Provides important information about the motor.

6. A device that changes electrical energy into rotating mechanical energy.

7. Amount of work a motor will do without damaging it.

8. Designates the t: y of electrical power distributed to a motor.

9. Alternating current motor with only two current carrying conductors.

10. Alternating current motor with three current aarrying conductors.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

A type of single-nhase motor with start and run windings and a centrifugal
switch.

A type of single-phase motor similar in construction to the split-phase
motor with the addition of a capacitor.

An electrical device capable of storing an electrical charge.

Refers to a complete change in direction of alternating current.

The amount of amperage consumed by a motor when it is first turned on.

The amount of amperage consumed by a motor when it is delivering its rated
horsepower.

Refers to the number of shaft rotations in one minute.

Determines the maximum allowable operating temperature of a motor.

6-1 282



19. Refers to the clockwilde or counter-clockwise rotation of a motor.

20. A motor which has the ability to operate at more than one speed.

A Data Plate E Hertz I CW-CCW M Capacitor motor Q 1 p motorRPM F Motor J Capacitor N Horsepower rating R 3 0 motorC Phase G Stator K End bells 0 Multiple speed motor S F. L. A.
11 Rotor F Hearings L Insulation P Split-phase motor

class
T L. R. A.

(21-33) Using the data plate illustrated in the figure below, enter the information in
the following blank spaces to adequately identify motor installation and
operation data.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

26.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Manuacturer's name

Horsepower Hating

Rating Temperature at 60 Hz.

RPM at 50 Hz.

RPM at 80 Hz.

Hertz (Hz.)

Number of phases

or

Voltages motor will operate at

Full load amperage (F.L.A.) at 220 VAC: 80 Hz.

Full load amperage (F.L.A.) at 440 VAC: 80 Hz.

National Electrical Manufacturers Association Code

Puty Eating

Service factor at 80 Hz.

34. Frame No.

WEE - INTLLIE MOTOR C.

"C'tt2

I So riz 60 Hz

sVo 1/0/440

Frtma.
1 RPM - ISO 1145

Frame 189 citzr. Hi Volt Ampn -
Type Y. Low Volt Amps- 7. 2. 6sir
Design B INEIAA CODE L Rating "Teboi.- 5 0 °c. 4006
ContwuouS DUt V j Servtt ilkeAcor -



Questions 35 througl, 40 are related to motor starters and overload protectors. Use the
tables in the fol owing figures and thF motor data plate to determine the correct
overload unit for each brand of motor t'Arter and write the number in the blank spaces
provided.

35-37 Check the motor date plate shoe.'n on Pago 6-2; if the motor is connected to low
voltage; v0 Hz., what number overload vould be used? Use Motor Starter Overload
Protector Tables.

35. Square D No.

36. Allen Bradley No.

37. Cutler-Hammer No. (Use size 1 starter)

38-40 Check the motor data plate shown on Page 6-2; if the motor is connected to high
voltage; 60 Hz., what number overload unit would be used? Use Motor Starter Overload
Protector Tables.

38. Square D No.

39. Allen Bradley

40. Cutler-Hammer No. (Use size 1 starter)

MOTOR STARTER OVERLOAD PROTECTOR TABLES

Motor
full load
current

Relay
Number

Motor
full load
current

Relay
Numb*

Motor
full load
current

Relay
Number

0_, 32 -O. 34 B O. 44 1. 111 4. 23 B 2. 65 10.0-10. 6 8-14
0.35-0-36 8 0.51 2.24-2.50 13 3.00 10.7-11.4 8 15.5
0.39-0.44 8 0.57 2.514 61 111 3.30 11.5-12.3 13 17.5
.N.lrollf 111-1Prt-1111/1111 .15111 IN 1E1/NM VIC151411-M11111.11.2=8
. . .

.Q149.4._
MIMI'
rrxrullEPUEALIIIIFLIC=IIIIIIIPEEDDUNINFIEMINIIIII

IFICirlir_HEI WINET1115111MIWIETI

, -0 4 Mg.... Eff..M11.12 IFI XIIIIEDIM.33.MOULE1
:LEA :111 3IVAIIIKIEMPIDERNI 11311.11113111EDEME-1-1M
4WIr11:11111111114(1aPEE1111111[N-Al-WITICE-1111111-1EAFI

911-1. EINEMILIKIMEIIIIW11111121:11E2IMMEILIAMI
14 tell 1J I-1 MAMA krilL1111..."11111LEILMIIILM la .11,11111
WI1531111FiltinglitY/5/111111INIAIIIIIMINEM
11.1EN:11FIRIllISAIEFVELII )(II=

T LIFIIII111111M111171111
LLIAIII lUkitilLEI-It li NMI

Square D Table

6-3
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Healer
Type No:

Full load
Amps

Heater
Type No.

Full Its Ad
Amps

Heater
Type No.

Full lose.
Amps

Healer
Type No.

Full load
Amps

. N 2 0.48 N 11 1.45 0 3 47 N 29 8 35N 3. MULLEINEXIM LIM IIME11111 8.88 Ilan= 8.13IltaLMICALIIMMIEUNI N 10., I. A 111LitsimiltkaMML111111
1N 8 INCILEIIIIIRAmiciEESMISICEEINI

MitmEnlialM111111M311.111ELLEN
N 33 ' 12.6

ITT--
N MEMO N 16

IMINIMIllialimmitalMIEWIEMIMEMIllN e_
9 IME9111111131111._IFK7111111111PaRMIIIKIFF1111

24 10 1.31 N 19 M1151311110E1111 7.74

Allen Bradley Table

REATER COIL MACTION TA11.211

Co..841A

Tor Ilbse 1 Starter Tar Nag 3 Nor lor Tor Mu 3 lux tar For sii. 4 gurs,
41144aroPaw Catalog

No.
itopOro

Ramo
Cata/og

No.
ssiesr.
agog,

Causes
Pa

*were
Ramp

Catalog
Pa

Ampere
Nano

Catalog
No.

. 157-.117 IH104 1. 10-3. 41 111084 s. e1-4. Ss moss 1. 734. si moss 30.1.13.11 111041

.1111...11141 11102 4.464.14 111030 1.1104. /1 11011 IL 66.10.11 1110111 13.044. 1 11013. DI-. 133 $1101 6163.07 Eon 4.30-0 as am* 10.1-11.0 111031 N. 1 -II. 0 111044. 114-. 541 11104 1. 06-3.41 1110116 11.111.1. 66 1116111 i1. 3-IL* mon 31.3-11. 1 111045. 3110-. IN 11105 1.43.3.11 711031 S.( 4.43 NM 11.6411 1110311 11.0-01.1 moss
.3a-ma mos 8.112.4.et sti on 5. 544. 41 111033 111. 1.0.5 111040 N. 640. 1 111047. 314.. 353 111101 4.334.11 11031 7.43.0 33 21111114 161461 11 pm 40.1-46. 3 11041. /IC . NS 1111011 4. 734.14 111030 5.111-1.10 MHOS 161141.1 NON 41. 442.4 1100. /00.. 441 113100 1. 364. 17 111011 11.11040.1 111036

I
11.1.34. 1 111643 111. 140. 1 111030.440-. 441 11110 11. 8641.41--... SION 10.1.11.4 NOV 11. 041.11 111141 11. 1-101. 3 /11051

. 1100-.143 111111 1. 411.1.17 1101$ 1E1143.0 11111134 31.141.1 1110411 11. 4 .75. 1 1110111.063.. 431 11113 1.164.14 1110111 33.644. 1 11101111 81. 1142. 5 111011 15. 1-67. 1 11054.0113-.111 111111 1.114.63 1110311 14.3-18. 0 ENO 115. 440. 8 1111141 31. 4-30.11 1110111.111..1111 1M*4 11.451.30.0 1111136 111445.1 1111141 46.4.415.11 EON 100 413. 11061

. 6410-.1168 1110 10.1.11.11 1111107 11.1.14.4 WIN 46141.11 111061 114..1311. 10051

. 604-1. 01 11111 11. 141. 11 INON 115.1411.11 11011 11. 0.111.5 211110 140. -310. 1110143.03.1.14
1. 14.1.117

111117
11110111

32.641.11
11.6406

MIN
1 111140

3111.446 1
301141.11

113644
111011

56.141.1
061614. 8

11053
1111111

.--.. -----
1. 3414.11
3 .44 JAN

130111
61020

31.647.1
161.11.0

LAIN
111043

364461
**.*41.0

MIN
11041

14. 4401. 8
01.4 40.0

MIN
11011

..............
......-

1.114. 11 1111031 00.043. 11 1111443 3111.1.4010 1111141 ....... --- --- .....-
1. 110-1. IN NM N. 0411. 3 141044
1.114.10 11113$ N. 447. 0 MINS ...--...... -

Cutler-Hammer Heater Tab%e

2856-4



EXERCISE 2

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

PROGRESS CHECK 6b

INSTRUCTION:

Your instructor will demonstrate removal and replacement procedures for an electric
motor. After the demonstration you will be given a furnace blower assembly and a
replacement motor. You are to remove and replace the motor with a maximum of two
instructor assists.

CAUTION: Remove jewelry, wear appropriate eyewear (metal rims or frames are not
permitted). Most blower assemblies have sharp metal edges; be careful not to
get cut. Use proper tools for the job, work carefully and ask questions if
you are not sure what to do.

REMOVE AND REPLACE ELECTRIC MOTORS

1. RFMOVAL PROCEDURES:

(a) Inspect original motor

(b) Identify wiring connections

(c) Remove original motor

2. PFPLACFMENT PROCEDURES

(a) Select proper replacement

(b) Install replacement motor

286
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EXERCISE 3
REVERSING ROTATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

PROGRESS CHECK 6c

INSTRUCTION:

Your instructor will demonstrate how to reverse the rotation of a single-phase anda three-phase motor. After the demonstration you will be required to perform the sametask with a maximum of two instructor assists.

CAUTION: Remove jewelry, wear appropriate eyewear (metal rims or frames are notpermitted). Use proper tools for the job, work carefully and ask questions if
you are not sure about what to do. Instructor must check all wire connectionqbefore turning power on.

REVERSE ROTATION OF SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR

1. Inspect motor

2. Operate motor to determine direction of totation.

3. Interchange start winding leads (1-4).

4. Operate motor to verify change of rotation.

REVERSE ROTATION OF THREE-PHASE MOTOR

1. Inspect motor

2. Operate motor to determine direction of rotation.

3. Interchange any two of the three power lctads.

4. Operate motor to verify change of rotation.

287
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EXERCISE 4
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRIC MOTORS

PROGRESS CHECK 6d

INSTRUCTI-N:

Your instructor will demonstrate how to inspect and maintain an electrical motor.
After the demonstration you will be required to perform the same task with a maximum of
two instructor assists. Use the inspection and maintenance checklist and place a check
in the blank provided for each step completed.

CAUTION: Remove jewelry, wear appropriate eyewear (metal rims or frames are not
permitted). Use proper tools, supplies and testing equipment for the job,
work carefully and ask questions if you are not sure about what to do.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

CLEANLINESS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

NOISE/VIBRATION

LUBRICATION

BEARINGS

SHAFT END-PLAY

RPM

AMPERAGE

VOLTAGE

TEMPERATURE

6-7
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SAVE A LIFE

If you observe an accident itivolving electrical shock,

DON'T JUST STAND THERE - DO SOMETHING!
RESCUE OF SHOCK VICTIM

The victim of electrical shock is dependent upon you to give him prompt first aid.

Observe these precautions:

I. Shut off the high voltage.

2. If the high voltage cannot be turned off without d.2Iay, free the victim from the live conductor.

REMEMBER:

a. Protect yourself with dry insulating material.

b. Use a dry board, your belt, dry clothing, or other norconduc:ing material to free the victim. When
possible PUSH - DO NOT PULL the victim free of the high voltage source.

C. DO NOT touch the victim with your bare hands until the high viPage circuit is broken.
FIRST AID

The two most likely results of electrical shock are: bodily injury from fallir.g, and cessation of breathing.

While waitins for emergency medical assistance!
DO THESE THINGS!

I. Control bleeding by use of pressure. Use a tourniquet only as a last resort!

2. Begin IMMEDIATELY to use artificial respiration if the victim is not hreathing cr is breathing poorly:
a. Turn the victim on his back.

b. Clear the mouth and throat. (If foreign matter is present, wipe it away quickly with a cloth or
your fingers.)

c. Place the victim's head in the "sword-swallowing" position. (Place the
head as far back as possible so that the front of the neck is stretched j

d. Hold the lower jaw up. (Insert your thumb between the victim's teeth at
the midline - pull the lower jaw forcefully outward so that the lower teeth are
further forward than the upper teeth. Hold the jaw in this position as long as the
victim is unconscious.)

e. Close the victim's nose. (Compress the nose between your thumb and
(brefinger.)

C. Blow air into the victim's lungs. ',Take a deep breath and cover the
victim's open mouth with your open mouth, making the contact air-tight. Blow
until the chest rises. If the chest does not rise when you blow, improve the
position of the victim's air passageway, and blow more forcefully.. Blow
forcefully into adults, and gently into children.)

g. Let air out of the victim's lungs. (After the chest rises, quickly separate lip contact with the victtmallowing him to exhale.)

h. Repeat steps f and g at the rate of 12 to 20 times per minute. Continue rhythmically wghout
interruption until the victim starts breathing or is pronounced dead. (A smooth rhythm is desirable, but split-
second timing is not essential.)

DON'T JUST STAND THERE*- DO SOMETHING!

289
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EXPLANATION GF TERMS

ABSOLUTE ZERO -- Where molecular activity ceases (459.69°F).

ABSORPTION -- Process of absorbing, to take in, make a part or.

ACCESSORIES -- Items not essential, but adding to the convenience or effectiveness of
something else.

ACCUMULATE -- Collect, to increase in quantity.

ADJUSTMENT -- To regulate, to bring to a more satisfactory state.

AGITATOR -- Device for shaking or stirring.

ALIGNMENT -- :.nto precise position, proper positioning or state of adjustment of

ALTITUDE -- The vertical elevation of an object above sea level

ANALYSIS -- Identification or separation of ingredients of a substance, separation of a
whole into its component parts.

ANALYZER -- Device used in analysis.

ANEMOMETER -- Instrument for measuring and indicating the force or speed of the wind.

ANTHRACITE -- A hard shiny coal.

AQUASTAT -- A controlling device actuated by water temperature.

ASBESTOS -- A fire-resistant material.

ASPHYXIATION -- Death because of lack of oxygen.

ASPIRATOR -- Device used to create a suction.

ATMOSPHERIC -- Of or relating to the atmosphere.

ATOMIZATION -- Act of atomizing, breaking into fine particles.

AUTOMATIC -- Sclf act'

AUXILIARY -- ividirk; t:elp, functioning in a subsidiary capacity.

BAFFLE -- Use to direct flow of gases, steam or water.

BEARING -- A machine part in which a shaft or pin turns.

BIMETALLIC -- Composed of two different metals.

BINARY -- Something constituted of two things or parts.

BITUMINOUS -- Soft coal.

BLOWDOWN -- Discharge, drain partially.

BOILING -- Heatied to the boiling point.

BONDING -- Adhesive or cementing material.

BTU -- British thermal unit, unit of heat measurement.

BURLER -- Part of heating unit which produces flame.
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CAKING -- To form or harden into a mass.

CALIBRATION -- To determine, a mark of graduation, the act or process of calibrating.

CAPACITY -- Measure of content, maximum output.

CARBON -- An essential part of coal and oil.

CARBON DIOXIDE -- A gas consisting of one part carbon and two parts oxygen (CO2).

CARBON MONOXIDE -- A gas consisting of one part carbon and one part oxygen (CO).

CATHODIC PROTECTION -- Reduction or prevention of corrosion of a metal surface using an
electrical current flow.

CELSIUS -- Thermometric scale, the interval between freezing and boiling is divided into
100 degrees.

CENTIMETER -- Metric measurement equaling 0.39 inch; 0.01 of a meter.

CENTRIFUGAL -- Going or actf.ng in a direction away from a center or axis.

CHARACTERISTIC -- Traits, qualities or properties.

CHIMNEY -- Vertical structure enclosing a flue that carries off combustion gases.

CIRCUIT The complete path of an electrical current usually incliding the source of
electric energy.

CIRCULATE -- To move, usually in a circle, circuit or orbit.

CLASSIFICATION -- Division of a larger category.

CLASSIFIED -- Divided into classes.

COEFFICIENT -- A number that serves as a measure of some property or characteristic.

COMBINATION -- Two or more, together.

COMBUSTION -- Burning.

COMPENSATING -- Making up for something.

COMPONENT -- A part of.

COMPOSITION -- Ma,le up of.

CONCENTRATION -- Strength (as in strong tea).

CONDENSATION -- Act of steam turning back into water.

CONDUCTION -- The act of conveying heat through an object.

CONDUCTIVITY -- Ability to conduct.

CONSTANT -- Always or lasting.

CONSUMER -- A unit which uses steam or hot water.

CONSUMPTION -- The usage of steam or hot water.

CONTROL -- Having power over.

CONVECTION -- The act or process of conveying.

CORROSION -- Act of eating away by degrees.

iii
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COUNTERWEIGHT -- An equivalent poundage.

COUPLING -- A device that serves to connect ends of adjacent parts.

CSG -- Commercial Standard Grade (grades of oil).

CYCLE -- A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

DAMPER A plate used to regulate the flow of air or gases.

DE-ENERGIZE -- Remove the energy from.

DEMARCATION -- The set limits of.

DENSE -- Having high opacity, crowding together of parts, thick.

DESIGN -- Plan or purpose.

DETERIORATION -- The loss of strength, form or usefulness; to grow worse in quality.

DEVICE -- A piece of equipment or mechanism designed to serve a purpose.

DIAMETER -- A straight line through the center of a circle.

DIAPHRAGM -- Thin membrane divider or partition.

DIFFERENTIAL -- The difference between two points.

DIFFUSERS -- Device used to regulate velocity.

DIFFUSING -- The act of regulating the velocity of.

DILUTES -- Reducing the strength of.

DISASSEMBLING -- Taking apart.

DISPLACEMENT -- The volume displaced by a piston.

DISSIPATE -- To cause to spread out or spread thin to the point of vanishing.

DISTILLATE -- Light grade oils produced by distillation.

DISTINCTIVE -- Having or giving style.

DISTRIBUTION -- Giving out or supplying portion of.

DOMESTIC -- Relating to the home or family.

DOWNDRAFT -- Supply of air received down through a chimney.

DRAFT -- A supply of air for combustion, a current of air in a closed-in space.

EFFICIENCY -- Measurement of operation or ability.

ELECTRIC/ELECTRICAL -- Pertaining to something operated by electricity.

ENERGIZE -- Give energy to.

EQUALIZE -- To make equal.

EQUILIBRIUM Balance.

EQUIPMENT -- Implements used in an operation or activity.

ESSENTIAL -- Necessary.

EVAPORATE/EVAPORATING -- To pass off in vapor or invisible minute particles.

iv
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EXCESSIVE -- Going beyond a limit.

EXCHANGER -- Device used to change 13ating mediums.

EXHAUST -- Already used once, to discharge, to draw off.

EXPANSION -- Increase in size or volume.

EXTINGUISHED -- Put out or killed.

FAHRENHEIT -- A thermometric scale on which the boiling point is 212' and freezing
is 32°.

FERRULE -- Ring or metal put around a slender tube or shaft to strengthen it or preventit from splitting.

FIXED CARBON -- Nonvolatile carbon in coal and oil.

FLARED -- A spreading outward.

Tr -- Bendable or pliable.

:.:TUATION -- Changing from a norm.

FLUE -- An enclosed passageway for conveying combustion gases to the outer air.

FLUE GAS -- Combustion gas.

FRACTIONAL -- Process for separating components of a mixture through differences in
physical and chemical properties.

FURNACE -- Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

GAUGE -- Instrument with a graduated scale for measuring or indicating quantity.

GRAVITY -- Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

GROUNDING -- The act of or an object that makes an electrical connection with the earth.

HEADER -- Pipe or tube shared by two or more objects or devices.

HOPPER -- Usually funnel-shaped receptacle for delivering coal.

HORIZONTAL -- Parallel to the horizon.

HUMIDIFICATION -- Act or process of using a humidifier.

HUMIDIFIER -- Device used to increase the humidity.

HUMIDISTAT -- Device used to sense humidity.

HUMIDITY -- Moisture in the air.

IGNTIo. -- Act of setting on fire.

TN' H ething not mire or makes sometTing el-, -.)t purr,.

_ .ng to inuastry.

INERT -- Having no inherent power of action, motion or resistance.

INFILTRATION -- To pass into or through by filtering or permeating.

INOPERATIVE -- Not functioning.

INSERTION -- Act or process of inserting.

INSULATE -- Protect or cover.
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INTENSITY -- The magnitude of force or energy.

INTERMITTENT -- Coming and going at intervals.

LATENT HEAT -- Heat that cannot be measured with or by a thermometer.

LIBERATES -- Sets free.

LIGNITE -- A brownish black, woody structured coal.

LPG -- Liquefied petroleum gases.

LONGITUDINAL -- Placed or running lengthwise.

LOUVER -- An opening provided with slanted fixed or movable fins to allow flow of air.

LUBRICATE -- To make slippery, usually with grease or oil.

MANIFOLD -- Header.

MANUAL -- Operated by hand.

MECHANICAL -- Operated by a machine.

MECHANISM -- Mechanical operation or action.

MEDIUM -- A means of effecting or conveying something.

MIXTURER -- Matter consisting of two or more components in varying proportions that
retain their own properties.

MODULATING -- A regulating according to measure or measure or proportion.

MOISTURE -- Wetness.

NON-RECESSED -- Not set into.

NOZZLE -- A projecting spout, terminal discharging pipe.

OBSTRUCTION -- Blockage.

ORIFICE -- Hole or opening.

OXYGEN -- A gas without color, taste or ordor, and is a chemical element (0).

PARTICLE -- One of the minute subdivisions of matter.

PASSAGE -- Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PERIMETER -- The boundary of a closed plane figur

PERIODIC -- between

RTINENT Rulevant or applicable.

PETROLEUM -- An oily flammable bituminous liquid.

PILOTSTAT Conrol on the fuel line of a pilot.

PIPETTES -- A narrow glass tube into which the liquid is drawn by suction.

PLENUM -- An enclosed space in which the air pressure is greater than the outside
atmosphere.

PNEUMATIC -- Moved or worked by air pressure.

POLLUTION -- Impure or unclean.

vi
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PORCELAIN -- Ceramic that is hard, translucent and white.

POSIT/VE -- Affirmative.

PRECIPITATOR -- Device used to cause to separate or condense.

PREDETERMINED -- Decided or chosen beforehand.

PRELIMINARY -- Something that precedes.

PRESSURE/PRESSURIZING -- Force exert 1 over surface divided by its area.

PROCESS -- A series r- comiug to an end.

PROPELLER -- A device that drives or forces forward or onward.

PROPORTIONAL -- Having the same or constant ratio.

PULVERIZED -- Reduced to very small particles.

PURGE -- Clean out.

QUANTITY -- Amount (how many).

RADIANT -- Emitted or tranRmitted by radtatton.

RADIATION -- Energy radiated in waves or particles.

RADIATOR -- Nest of pipefi or tubes used to heat by radiation.

REASSEMBLE -- Put back together.

RECTANGULAR Having or resembling the shape of a rectangle.

REFERENCE -- Consultation of sources or information.

REFRACTORY -- Heat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGULATE -- To control something.

REGULATOR -- Device which regulates.

RELATIVE -- A thing having a connection with or necessary dependence on one other thing.

RESIDUAL -- A residue or substance left.

RESPONSE -- Reply or reaction.

RESTRICT -- T-

g, send or come back to the starting point or place.

ROTATION/ROTATING -- The turning of a body on an axis.

SATURATION -- Moisturizing to the maximum limit.

SEMIBITUMINOUS -- A type of coal.

SENSIBLE HEAT -- Heat that can be felt or sensed.

SHUTOFF -- Something that st-ps the flow of gas, water or oil.

(7LAGGING -- The flovang together of coal impurities.

SMOKE PIPE The vent pipe used to remove smoke and gases from the firebox
.

furnace or boiler.

SOLENOID -- An electromagnetic valve or switch.
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SOLUTION -- A liquid containing a dissolved substance.

SOOT -- Black substance formed by combustion or separated from fuel during combustion.

SPONTANEOUS -- Without external stimulus.

STABILIZER -- Substance that prevents chemical change.

STATIC ELECTRICITY -- Electricity produced by atmospheric conditions or various natural
or man-made electrical disturbances.

STATIONARY -- Fixed, not moving.

STOKER -- A machine for feeding a fire.

STRAINER -- Device used to remove impurities from water and steam lines.

STRATIFICATION -- Act or process of stratifying.

SUPPLY -- To provide for.

SYNTHETIC INTOXICATION -- Artificial intoxication.

SYSTEM -- An assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary
whole.

TEMPERATURE -- A measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius.

TENSION -- Condition or degree of being stretched to stiffness.

THERMOCOUPLE -- Thermoelectric couple used to measure temperature differences.

THERMOMETER -- Instrument to measure temperature.

THERMOPILE -- Multi-thermoelectric couples.

TRANSFER -- Move something from one place to another.

TROUBLESHOOTING -- Looking, in a logical sequence, for a problem.

TURBULENT -- Causing unrest, violence or disturbance.

TUYERES -- Nozzles through which an air blast is delivered.

VAPORIZATION -- Act, process or state of being vaporized.

VAPORIZING -- To convert, by heating or spraying, into a fine mist or vapor.

VELOCITY -- Quickness of motion.

VELOMETER -- Device used to measure velocity.

VENTURI -- Funneled tube used to measure flow.

VISCOSIMETER -- Device used to measure viscosity.

VOLATILE -- Readily evaporates at low temperature.

VOLUME -- Space occupied, measured in cubic units.

VOLUMETRIC -- Relating to the measurement of volume.

viii
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS

OBJECTIVES

SG J3ABR54532 001-III-1

1. Explain facts about purpose, use of and principles of operation of electrical
controls.

2. Adjust electrical controls to assure p...per operation.

3. Identify basic facts relating to electronic controls.

4. Explain the facts about theory of operation and use of pneumatic controls.

5. Explain basic procedures to remove, replace, adjust, maintain and troubleshoot
pneumatic controls and equipment, and how to install pneumatic control pipes, tubes
and valves.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the wide variety of equipment used by the heating man you must become
familiar with the different types of controls used to operate this equipment.

In this study guide we will cover the different types of electric, electronic and
pneumatic controls. It will be done in three sections.

SECTION I - Electrical Controls

SECTION II - Electronic Controls

SECTION III - Pneumatic Controls

SECTION I

Electrical Controls

OBJECTIVE

To help you understand the purpose, use, and operation of electric controls.

INTRODUCTION:

It has been found that the basic control concepts, taken for granted by personnel
working in the control industry, are not generally known or understood by the layman.

INFORMATION:

Control Theory

Purpose of Electrical Controls

Electric controls enable man to complete his tasks better and at lower operating
cost than if the same work were done with manual controls. Their application is wide-
spread. It would be difficult to enumerate all of the uses of electi7ic controls, but a
few examples are given below to indicate the scope of the subject. Uses range from the
simple controls in home appliances and automotive devices through domestic heating and
commercial comfort air conditioning to commercial and industrial process controls.

The simple thermostats in the electric flat iron and electric toaster are
elementary examples of electric controls. The numerous automatic controls used in water
heaters, automatic clothes washers and dryers, and dishwashers suggest somewhat more
complicated applications. The electric thermostat which starts and stops the oil or gas
burner in the home is well known. Equally important, but not so well known are the
various limit and safety controls necessary to the safe operation of the burner.

1-1
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High speed, precision mass production depends on electric controls. Some of these
systems are quite complex. Uniformity of manufacturing conditions and product are
essential. Electric controls provide the necessary uniformity.

Among the important fields making use of electric controls are heating, ventilating
and air conditioning. From earliest times, comfort has been a goal of man so that he
ean live and work at any time in all parts of the world.

First came crude shelter, later a fire to warm the shelter. Both shelter and
heating means gradually improved, but automatic control for regulating heat did not
begin to appear until the end of the nineteenth century. Today, we not only expect the
places where we live and work to be heated, but cooled when needed as well. We expect
and get precise comfort conditions with safety and efficiency.

Use of Electrical Controls

Electric controls are used on heating systems to accomplish one or more of the
following:

a. Insure required conditions of temperature, pressure, or humidity.

b. Provide safety protection by preventing operation of mecahnical equipment when
such operation would be harmful or hazardous.

c. Insure economical results by providing steady-state conditions and prevonting
excessive operation of the system.

d. Eliminate human error in heating equipment control.

Principles of Operation

Electric controls reduce the need for manual control, and maintain a more stable
space condition. They automatically operate the heating equipment, and safeguard it
against failure of one or more units in the control system. In order to provide close
control, these delicate instruments require fine adjustment. Controls are provided with
rugged exteriors for protection of the inner parts. However, care should be taken to
avoid rough handling.

Two-position controls

In the heating field this type of control is probably the most commonly used. They
provide either full delivery or no delivery of the source of power and are sometimes
called "on-off" control. A good example of this type of control is a room light switch.
Either the lights are on or they are off.

Modulating Controls

Modulating controls differ from the two-position controls in that they are never
just off or on. They can be either on, off, or any place in between.

An example of a modulating control is the temperature control on an electric stove.
!ts say for instance that you wanted to cook a steak on the stove. First you turn the

..tove on and heat it up. Once the stove gets hot you place your steak on and begin to
cook it. If the steak begins to cook too fast you turn down the heat to a point where
the steak cooks at the proper rate. You continue this untiA the steak is done. This is
knoin as manual control. With electric controls this can be done either manually or
automatically.

Temperature-Responsive Devices

Many automatic ccltrol units such as the thermostat, limit control, fan switch,
etc., must be responsive to temperature changes. A temperature change actually causes
the electrical contacts within each unit to open and close. TLis action is an
indicating signal that is transmitted to the primary control for specific action, such
as starting or stopping the operation of the heating plant.

1-2
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BIMETALLIC ST!IP. An automatic control unit is sometimes equipped with a straight
bimetallic strip to open and close the contacts. The strip is made by bondiag together
two pieces of dissimilar metals such as I ass and invar, as shown in figure 1-1. This
strip does not de,flect or bend below a pre,:otormiued temperature. However, when the
strip is bented it will tend to bend in the di,ection of the metal which has the least
amount of cinsion, snch as shown in f ire 1-2. Actually, an electrical switch is
construi.t't as !-ihowa in figure 1-3 by weing two electrical connections and contacts
to the arrangement. This swit211 can he sed to control the electrical circuit by
responding to t, ,c,r:tture changes. Thi:; is the basic principle of operation for many
temperaturs- '; automatic units.

BRASS I INVAR

INVAR METAL

36% NICKLE

64% IRON

Figure 1-1. A Bimetallic Strip

ELECTRICAL
CONTACTS

BIMETAL

Figure 1-2. The Bimetallic Strip
Being Heated

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS

Figure 1-3. A Bimetallic Clectric:il wiich

1-3
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Some automatic units, however, can be operated by a bimetallic strip In the form of
a spiral, a U-shape, a Q-shape, or even in the form of a helix, as shown in the illus-trations in figure 1-4.

IRM

U SHAPE
SHAPE

ROTATION ON TEMPERATURE INCREASE ROTATION ON TEMPERATURE INCREASE

HEUX
RIGHT-HAND WOUND

HELIX
LEFT-HAND WOUND

CG-00ZA

Figure 1-4. Shapes of Bimetallic strips

THE VAPOR-TENSION DEVICE. The vapor-tension principle is used to operate some
types of automatic control units. This is a commonly used type of temperature measuring
device, in which the effects of temperature changes are transmitted into motion by meansof a highly volatile liquid. The most vapor-
tension device of this type is the simple
compressible bellows, such as that shown
in figure 1-5. It is made of brass and
is partially filled with alcohol, ether BELLOWSor some other high-volatile liquid not
corrosive to brass. VAPOR

HIGHLY VOLATILEWhen the temperature around the
LIQUIDbellows increases, the heat gasifies

the liquid causing the bellows to expand and
open a set of electrical contacts. When the
bellows cool again, they contract and close Figure 1-5. The Bellows
the electrical contacts.

THE REMOTE-BULB DEVICE. All liquid-filled devices are not lim/ted to just the
simple bellows such as that described above. There are also remote-built type devices
that not only have a bellows, but they have a capillary tube and a liquid-filled bulb
such as that shown in figure 1-6. When the liquid in the bulb is heated, part of it
gasifies and forces its way through the capillary tube into the bellows. The increase
in pressure inside the bellows causes them to expand and open or close a set of
electrical contacts. When the bulb cools, the gas liquifies and causes a decrease in
pressure in the bellows. This action allows the bellows to contract and open or closethe set of electrical contacts.

1-4
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LEVER TO OPERATE
MERCURY SWITCH ETC. FULCRUM

CAPILLARY TUBE

Figure 1-6. Remote-Bulb Device

Thermostats

BELLOWS

The thermostat is a temperature-sensing device that responds to changes in ambient
temperature and reacts to them by sending a suitable signal In the primary control.
This is done by closing or opening an electrical switch within the thermostat.

Electric thermostats may be either low-voltage, designed to operate on 25 volts or
less, or line-voltage, operating directly from the power eoming in (110 or 220 volts).
The main difference between the two Ls that when using a low-volLage thermostat yon will
either control a relay or a low-voltage solenoid. When nsing a line voltage thermostat
you can control the piece of equipment directly.

The internal mechanism of the thermostat is an electric switch which is activated
by a temperature-sensing element to make or break an electrical contact. Figure 1-7
illustrates the internal mechanism of a low-voltage room thermostat. The temperature-
sensing element here is a bellows. It expands or contracts as the temperature rises or
falls, and causes the switch to operate.

TEMPERATURE MOUNTING INDICATOR
SETTING KNOB SCREW HOLES SET SCREW

.\\

BELLONVS

/.()

TEMPERATURE
SCALE PLATE

TEMPERATURE COVER-LOCKING
SETTING SCREW
INDICATOR

Figure 1-7. A Bellows Thermostat

ALLEN HEAD
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Because the thermostat is a temperature actuated device it must be located so as to
represent that part of the building in which the heat is needed to maintain a comfort-
able temperature. The thermostat must be installed where it will register, as closely
as possible, the average ambient temperature to be controlled. It will not operate
satisfactorily unless free air circulates around its temperature sensing element. The
preferred location is on an inside wall and not more than four and one-half feet above A

the floor. It should be installed so that it will be exposed to the free circulation on
air, but not to hot or cold drafts, or direct rays of the sua or radiant heat from a
fireplace.

Safety Pilots (Pilotstats)

Safety pilots, or pilotstats as they are sometimes called, are safety devices that
are installed on gas fired equipment to shut off the gas to the main burner if the pilot
liOt should ever go out. They can be broken down into two distinct types, (1) pilot-
stat valves and (2) pilotstat relays. They both require the use of a thremecouple. The
main difference between the two is that one operates an electrical circuit and the other
operates a valve.

The pllotsLat shown in figure 1-8
will break the circuit to the main gas
control valve causing it to close or
remain closed if the pilot flame is
extinguished. This action is satis-
factory for use on standard gas
installations.

The pilotstat shown in figure 1-8
incorporates a thermocouple which
creates current flow when heated by
the pilot flame to energize an elec-
tromagnet that holds the contacts of
an electric switch closed. In case
of pilot failure, current is no longer
generated and the electric switch
contacts open. The ON-OFF indicator
shows the contact position of the

A distinctive feature of this
pilotstat is the design of the manual reset
button. Pressing the button breaks the circuit. The snap switch cannot make contact
until the pilot burner is operating properly and the reset button released.

OPERATING
SPRING

SNAP SWITCH

TERMINAL
BLOCK

ELECTRO-
MAGNET

rz, GROMMET
FOR WIRING

.-IERMO.
COUPLE
CONNECTOR

Figure 1-8. Thermoelectric Pilotstat

The valve-type pilotstat and pilot burner in addition to providing a constant pilot
flame, will shut off the gas supply to the main burner AND PILOT, if the pilot flame is
extinguished. This feature is required on L.P.G. installations and is recorm,ended for
the other types of gas.

The valve-type pilotstat, shown in figure 1-9, provides direct control of the main
burner gas supply, independent of the operating valve controlled by the room thermostat.
Since the pilot gas is taken from a pilot outlet in the pilotstat, pilot gas is also
under complete control.

The pilotstat valve is operated by an electromagnet which receives current from a
thermocouple which energizes the electromagnet holding the gas valve open. If the pilotflame Ls extinguished, current is no longer generated by the thermocouple and the gasvalve closes.

Another type of pilotstat used is one which incorporates both the valve and the
See figure 1-10. In this type of pilotstat whenever the thermocouple stops

producing enough current to keep the coil energized both the electrical circuit and the
gas supply are cut off, thereby assuring complete shutdown of the equipment.

Safety pilots come in many different types, depending on the manufacturer and
application required. Different manufacturers call them different names also, but no
matter whey they are called, the operation is basically the same.

1-6
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THESE LIMITS

00
HOOD ASSEMBLY

mia

COIL

"C THERMOCOUPLEa BUSHING

I 2"

INLET

MAIN DISC

RESET DISC

THERMOCOUPLE

THERMOCOUPLE
LEAD

ATI ACHING NUT
TERMINAL STUD

ELECTROMAGNET

ARMATURE

HOOD UNION NUT

GASKET

VALVE SPRING

PILOT OUTLET

OUTLET

WRENCH HEX

VALVE BODY

RESET SEAT

RESET BUTrON

Figure 1-9. Valve Pilotstat

Cove:
Terminals

pilot adiustrricr.t
'A I OW

Connection for G bugling"
Gr R busfbng In Out

Pilot gas loot,onan

Figure 1-10. Manual reset pilotstat relay
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Limit Controls

The limit control has a distinct purpose, and that is to control the operation ofthe burner so that the temperature or pressure of the heating system will never exceedsafe operating limits. Its function is distinctly for safety control.

LIMIT CONTROL FOR A WARM-AIR HEATING SYSTEM. The limit control for the warm airheating systm responds to temperature increases inside the furnace that is over andabove the preset limit. This preset limit is nontrolled by the limit control, and Iswired in series wlth the burner circuit. The contacts in the limit control are normallyclosed (NC) and open when the temperature rises too high in the bonnet, upper part ofthe furn ze).

Many limit controls have a dial setting that is similar to the face of a clock.Yon adjust the setting to maintain the proper limits that you would want. The normaltemperature range is 175° to 200°F. See figures 1-11 and 1-12.

1RANSI 14MER
115V

THERMOSTAT
LIMIT PILOT

CONTROL STAT
GAS

VALVE

Figure 1-11. Schematic diagram of limit control in the circuit.

HELICAL ELEMENT

FACTORY CALIBRATION SCREW

DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT LEVEI

TEMPERATURE SCALE

TEMPERATURE SETTING SCREW
MERCURY SWITCH

TERMINAL BLOCK
LEVELING INDICATOR
CONDUIT OUTLET

Figure 1-12. Limit Switch
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Primary Controls

Primary controls are actuating devices which operate heating equipment in response
to signals received from thermostats. Often the primary control is a simple switching
device which closes and opens the main circuit.

PRIMARY CONTROL FOR GAS. The primary control for a gas burner is a valve that
opens or closes in response to the thermostat signals. Listed below are some of the
different types.

SOLENOID OR MAGNETIC GAS VALVE. The solenoid gas valve shown In Figure 1-13 open!:
when electric energy Is applied directly to the solenoid. This signal, which is
received from the thermostat, causes the solenoid to act as an electromagnetic which
lifts a plunger causing the valve to open. The valve closes by gravit:, when the
electrical circuit is broken by the thermostat or limit control. This typo of valve is
used for small installations.

DIRI CTION

GAS LOW

COIL

CONDUIT
OPENING

MMO

'Noun STOP
WASHER

CENTEMNG
WASHER

- PLUNGER

VALVE BODY
VALVE
STEM
VALVE
DISC

VALVE
SEAT

PILOT
TAPMNG

BAYONET LOCK

MANUAL OPENING
PUSH UP-TURN
TO HOLD

Figure 1-13. Solenoid Gas Valve

POLARIZED I
RELAY

DIAPHRAGM

MAIN
GAS u.
SUPPLY

DAW

"Mae

nnon
7515or)

ciood0C515

r

:41

3-WAY
PILOT
VALVE

Figure 1-14. A Diaphragm Gas V.Uve

DIAPHRAGM GAS VALVE. The diaphragm gas valve, figure 1-14 may be used interchange-
ably with the solenoid gas valve. In this type of diaphragm valve, the polarized relay
energizes and opens the three-way valve allowing the gas to flow out of the upper
chamber of the unit. Reducing the pressure in the upper chamber in this manner causes
the diaphragm to flex upward and open the gas valve. When the polarized relay is de-
energized, the three-way pilot valve allows gas to flow into the upper chamber
increasing the pressure, and thereby closing the gas valve.

MOTORIZED GAS VALVE. The motorized gas valve differs from the solenoid and
diaphragm gas valve in that it has a motor to control its position. When the motor is
energized, it holds the valve open, when it is de-energized, a return spring closes the
valve.

PRIMARY CONTROLS FOR OIL. The oil burner primary control combines four controls:
a starting control, an ignition control, a combustion safety control, and a delayed-
action control.
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--Starting Control. Closes motor and ignition circuits when thermostat calls forheat.

--Ignition Control. Breaks motor and ignition circuits and stops burner if fueloil fails to ignite when burner motor first starts.

--Combustion Safety Control. Breaks motor and ignition circuits and stops burner,
if the flame fails after burner has been operating, to prevent unignited oil from
flooding the combustion chamber.

--Delayed-Action Control. Keeps the oil valve closed until all safety devices arein a normal starting position. For example, if flame failure causes an out-fire
cutoff operation, the delayed-action switch keeps the oil valve closed, regard-
less of thermostat requirements, until stack temperature has dropped to a pre-
determined safe level.

See figures 1-15 and 1-16 showing Gil burner primary control (Stack Switch), and awiring diagram for an oil-ilred forced warm-air unit.
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Blower Control (Fan Switch)

The fan switch such as that shown in figure 1-17 controls the operation of the
blower motor in a forced warm air heating system.

HELICAL ELEMENT

FACTORY CALIBRA1 ION SCREW

DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT LEVER

TEMPERATURE SCALE

TEMPERATURE SETTING SCREW

MERCURY SWITCH
TERMINAL BLOCK
LEVELING INDICATOR
CONDUIT OUTLET

Figure 1-17.

The temperature actuated fan control makes use of a bimetal strip. This bimetal
strip is inserted into the warm air plenum or directly into the air passage of the
furnace.

As the temperature of the furnace increases the bimetal strip bends. When the
fan's ON setting of the control is reached, usually 15° to 25° above the fan OFF
setting, the snap action switch closes and completes the ltne voltage circuit to the fan
motor. Figure 1-18.

I- I oT

LI NE VOL-7-46E

Figure 1-18. Schematic of fan motor wiring

FAN

CON TAM..

When the thermostat is satisfied, or the limit control opens, the main gas valve
closes, stopping the flow or gam to the burners. Am the rnrnnee roolm down, the air
delivered through it also cools dovn and causes the bimetal strip to return to its
original position. When this happens the switch is opened and the fan motor stops. The
fan off temperature is usually 5° to 10°F above that desired in the heated space.



Combination Fan Limit Control. The combination fan and limit control combines thefunctions of the individual fan and limit controls into a single compact unit. Thelimit action cannot be set below the fan control action. On some models a summer fanswitch is available for the selection of continuous fan operation. Figures 1-19 and1-20 show a line voltage and a low voltage limit switch.
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Figure 1-19. Schematic Showing Line Voltage Limit Switch
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Figure 1-20. Schematic Showing Low Voltage Limit Switch
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SUMMARY

Electric controls serve a very useful purpose. Without them our job would be much
more difficult and require many more people to operate. This in turn would increase the
operating costs.

Electric controls will be either two-position or modulating. The difference
between the two is in their operation. With a two-position control it will be either
off or on. A modulating control can be either off, on, or anywhere in between.

Many automatic controls operate by sensing the temperature around them. These are
temperature responsive devices. They make use of bimetallic strips in such shapes as
spiral, U-Shape, Q-Shape and helix. Other controls use devices such as a bellows or
remote bulb. These are devices which use a volatile liquid that will gasify when heated
causing movement of a switch.

One type of electric control that is taken for granted yet used in just about every
application is the thermostat. This is a temperature responsive device that controls
the heating system. It monitors the temperature of a room, building, etc., 24 hours a
day to keep the desired temperature. The only time people take notice of the thermostat
is when the room temperature gets too hot, too cold, or when the thermostat goes bad.
Remember, the thermostat is a sensitive control, take care of it and it will take care
of you.

Some other electric control devices used in heating are safety pilots (ptiotstats).
These are controls use! on a gas system to monitor the pilot flame. Whenever the pilot
light goes out the Safety Pilot will shut off the gas to the main burner. There are two
types, the thermoelectric which opens the circuit to the gas valve and the valve type
that is a valve located in the gasiine. It will shut off the gas to both the main
burner and the pilot for 100% shutoff.

Another control used on warm air and uot water systems is '..he limit control. It is
a safety device that is located in the burner circuit that wil: open the circuit if the
temperature inside the plenum chamber goes above the preset ligits. The proper setting
for the limit switch is 175° to 200°F.

Devices that are installed in the system to operate in response to signals received
from thermostats are called primary controls. Depending on the type of system you are
operating they can be something as simple as a gas valve on a gas fired furnace or the
relay in a stack switch used on oil fired equipment.

For a forced warm air system to operate properly you must have a device to control
the on off operation of the blower motor. This device is called a fan switch. it is a
temperature actuated switch that automatically starts and stops the blower motor by
sensing the temperature of tbe plenum chamber. It should be set to stop the motor when
the temperature is 50 to 10°F above that desired in the heated space and set to come on
when the temperature gets 15° to 25°F above the off setting.

QUESTIONS

1. Describe two-position controls.

2. Describe modulating controls.

3. Describe the operation of a bimetal strip.

4. What causes a vapor tension device to operate?
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5. What is the purpose of a safety pilot?

G. What is the main difftlrence between the two types of pilotstats?

7. What Ls the purpose of a limit control?

8. How is the limit control wired in an electrical circuit?

9. What is the primary control foP gas?

10. What are the types of automatic gas valves?

11. What is the purpose of the fan switch?

12. How is the fan switch wired in an electrical circuit?

REFERENCE:

AFM 85-12, Vol II, Operation and Maintenance of Space seating Equipment and
Systems, and Process Heat Utilization

Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, by Goodheart Wilcox
Electric Controls fol. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, By B. C. Langley
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SECTION II

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

To help you understand the purpose and use oi7 electronic controls used in heating
systems.

INTRODUCTION

Operation of today's modern equipment requires the use of controls that are much
more sensitive and accurate than the basic e'.ectric controls. Electronic controls
fulfill these requirements.

INFORMATION

Purpose and Use of Electronic Controls

PURPOSE

As man's need for more accurate control of heating increased so did his need for
more sensitive controls.

In today's heating systems we are more concerned about safety than ever before.
For example, if a large boiler that was burning oil suddenly lost its five, how could
you tell? If you were not there to see, this oil could still flow into this hot unit.
This then creates a very unsafe condition where an explosion could occur.

USE

In heating we use electronic controls for flame safeguard protection in both
furnaces and boilers.

Since a furnace does not run continuously it does not get as hot or produce as
manyl exhaust gases as a large boiler. Flame safeguard protection consists of a device
that "watches" the flame and will open the burner circuit if a flame failure occurs.

In a large boiler it is not as simple as in a furnace. Since large "central"
boilers run continuously they get exceptionally hot and produce large quantities of
gases. To shut this unit down with a hot combustion chamber and all these gases could
produce a very hazardous condition. Shutdown of a large boiler must be done in stages.
First, the fuel must be shut off, then allow the blowers to remove the gases and then
finally shut down the entire unit. These are called programmers.

Types of Electronic Flame Safeguard Devices

PROTECTO-RELAY. The protecto-relay is an electronic flame safeguard controt th:z;
automatically controls the operation oi both the pilot and burner. If either fails t
light the protecto-relay will shut down the entire unit until the unsafe condition is
corrected. Before you can restart it you must first reset it.

PROGRAMMER. The programmer is an electronic flame safeguard control that provides
ignition and flame failure protection for industrial automatically ignited oil and gas
burners. They work with the limit, operating controls and automatically program the
operation of the burner or blower motor, ignition and main fuel valves.

The programmer automatically shuts the unit down when there is a power failure or a
flame failure. After flame failure you must manually reset it before the unit can be
restarted.

Electronic Flame Safeguard Sensors

Electronic sensors are used in name safeguard devices to "sense" the presence of
combustion. These sensors may respond to visible or invisible light or the flame
itself.
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FLAME ROD. The flame rod was the first electronic flame sensor. The flame rodallows the conduction of electricity through a flame to complete a circuit. If theflame fails there is no longer a continuous path for current to flow, see figure 1-21.

-

Figure 1-21. Flame Rod

dECTIFYING PHOTOCELL. The rectifying photocll changes AC/DC when exposed tovisible light. See figure 1-22.

Figure 1-22. Rectifying Photocell

CADMIUM CELL. The cadmium cell sensor has the abililty to change resistance whenexposed to visible 1..ght. See figure 1-23.

Figure 1-23. Cadmium Cell
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LEAD SULFIDE. Lead sulfide cell is an electronic sensor that senses infrared
light. See figure 1-24. The electrical resistance of lead sulfide drops when exposed
to infrared radiation. If a voltage is applied across the lead sulfide in the cell,
current will flow when the cell is exposed to infrared radiation.

1

*m
Lr 17. )0

( L L-

1.

Figure 1-24. Lead Sulfide

ULTRAVIOLET SENSOR kPurple Peeper). The ultraviolet sensor is an electronic sensor
that senses ultraviolet light. See figure 1-24. When a high enough voltage is applied
across the electrodes, and the tube is exposed to an ultraviolet source, the cathode
emits electrons, which ionize the gas in the tube. When the gas fill is ionized, the
tube becomes conductive and current flows through the tube.

SUMMARY

Figure 1-25. Ultraviolet Sensor

Fire produces both visible and invisible light. Electronic sensors are devices
that respond to the visible or invisible light produced by flame.

We use electronic flame safeguard devices such as protecto-relays and programmer:5
to make use of these sensors.

Each sensor serves a specific purpose. From the flame rod which allows for the
conduction of electricity through a flame to the ultraviolet detector which senses
ultraviolet light. We must assure the safety of everyone. This is accomplished by
watching out that the fuel supply will be shut off moments later. This eliminates a
possibly dangerous situation.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is meant by the term "flame safeguard"?

2. Why must a large "central" boiler use a programmer as an electronic flame safeguard?

3. What was the first electronic flame sensor?

4. What are electronic sensors?

REFERENCE

Flame Safeguard Controls by Honeywell, First Edition



SECTION III

PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

To help you identify procedures for maintaining pneumatic control systems.

INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest problems in heating is the control of the heating effects.
Automatic controls are used to solve this problem by sensing and controlling the amount
of heat.

An automatic control system must have some type of energy for operation. Pneumatic
controls use compressed air for operation as electric and electronic controls use
electricity tor operation. This study guide pertains only to pneumatic controls.

A working knowledge of the operating theory and definition of terms, common to
pneumatic controls, is essential for you to operate and adjust pneumatic controls.

You will see that a control can perform more accurately than a human being. You
will agree that we have a need for automatic controls. If you think of controlled
devices (valves, dampers, louvers, etc.) as being slaves and the controllers (thermo-
stats, humidistats, etc.) as being masters, you will understand the function of
pneumatic controls.

INFORMATION

Pneumatic Control Fundamentals

Heating systems are fast becoming an automated factory in which the product is the
mauufmoture of heat. Controls dominate the process; therefore, it is necessary that you
understand the theory of controls and their application, so that these controls can
operate at peak efficiency.

Purpose of Pneumatic Controls

The main purpose of pneumatic controls is to automatically maintain a predetermined
condition in schools, office buildings, hospitals and various places occupied by people
and equipment.

Figure 1-26 shows a heating system that is controlled manually. When the
temperature gets low, the person sees that the thermometer is lowered in degrees, so he
opens the steam valve. The temperature rises, which causes the thermometer to indicate
a higher temperature. The person will close the valve to lower the temperature. So,
the temperature is controlled by regulating the amount of heating in the conditioned
space.
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Figure 1-26. Manual Control of Temperature
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Since this system requires constant attention, we desire a system that willautomatically regulate the temperature.

Pneumatic controls are needed when we desire to automatically control temperature,relative humidity, pressure, level, flow and various other conditions.
Air Compressor

The air compressor plays a very important part in pneumatic control systems.Figure 1-27 shows a typical tank-mounted compressor. A correctly sized compressorshould not run more han 50 percent of the time to maintain operating pressure. Athermal overload protect is usually built into the electrical circui.: to prevent damageto the system in event the compressor drive mott^r becomes overloaded.
The air compressor (see figure 1-27) has a suction intake filter to clean the airthat goes into the compressor. The compressor pushes the air into the storage tankuntil the prossurc control stops the electric motor that is turning the compressor.When the pressure goes down, the pressure control turns the motor on again. The airleaves the compressor and goes through a filter and on to the pressure-reducing valvewhich reduces the high pressure to 15 to 20 psig as required by manufacturer.
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Figure 1-27. Pneumatic Control System

SERVICING AIR COMPRESSORS. Servicingpoints of an air compressor are shown infigure 1-28. A description of what shouldbe done at each point is as follows:
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- Lubrication (1). Keep oil at proper level. Use SAE-10 cylinder oil. Drain and
refill crankcase after first two weeks of operation, and thereafter every two or
three months.

- Storage Tank (2). Accumulated dirt, oil and water must be eliminated periodically.
Blow off tank through petcock or drain plug at bottom at least once a day.

- Air Filter (3). If equipped with petcock at bottom, drain when draining tank.
Inspect excelsior packing after two years of service and every year thereafter.
Replace it when it shows signs of becoming saturated with oil. Clean or renew felt
pads when dirty.

- Suction Filter (4). Clean suction filter every six months, or oftener when atmos-

phere is especially dirty.

- Motor (5). Oil every three months or as recommended on motor nameplate, if motor
does not have permanently lubricated bearings.

V-Belt (6). Adjust tension after first month of operation. Check every six months

thereafter. Avoid excessive belt tightness, which overloads bearings. Correctly
adjusted belt permits an inch or so of flexing between pulleys.

- Va)ves (7). Remove and clean intake and exhaust valve once each year. If leakage
exists after cleaning, causing inefficient compresser operation, replace with new
valves.

- Pop Safety Valves (8). Blow off pop valves every six months to insure against
sticking.

- Reducing Valve (9) . Check adjustment periodically. They shquid he set to maintain
the correct system pressure at all times.

Air Piping and Distribution System

Air piping and distribution systems for pneumatic controls consist of supply air
lines and control air lines. These lines could be pipe (black iron or galvanized), or
tubing (copper or plastic). The size of this pipe or tubing may vary from 1/8" to 2" in
diameter.

SUPPLY AIR LINES. This line distributes the flow of air from the pressure
regulating valve to the controller. The minimum air pressure in this line must be 15
psig and is maintained at a constant pressure.

CONTROL AIR LINES. This line distributes the flow of air from the conroller to

the controlled device. The air pressure in this line may vary from 0 to 15 or 20 psig.
The air pressure varies because of the type controller action (direct or reverse acting)
and the controller response (two position and proportional).

Mcst air piping and distribution for pneumatic controls are concealed wit;iin Lh
building structure, and except for possible damage due to building alterations, requires
no servicing. Piping in equipment, boiler rooms and pipe shafts are often run exposed.
These exposed lines are usually run in out-of-the-way places, with properly arranged
supports and hangars. Care should be exercised so that these lines do not become
damaged.

Closed and Open Loops

All automatic control systems have a common pattern which recognizes the relation-
ship of "cause and effect"; that is, the interdependence of one thing upon another.
This is commonly called "feedback". Feedback makes true automatic control or self-
regulation possible. The following examples clarify this point.

In figure 1-29 the room thermostat (TR) measures the temperature of the air sur-
rounding it. As the temperature rises, the thermostat causes a reduction of the heat
input (HI) to the room, which allotvs the room temperature (RT) to stop rising or to
drop. This, in turn, affects the thermostat, which readjuAts its influence on heat
input until a balance is stabilized. Thus, one change is dependent upon another and a
"closed loop system" has been established.
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TR.ROOM THERMOSTAT

HI=HEATINPUT

RT.ROOM TEMPERATURE

Figure 1-29. Closed Loop System

There are three basic parts which must be considered when putting together a clz)sedloop system. They are:

THE CONTROL AGENT. This source of energy supplied to the system can be either hot
or cold, such as steam, hot water, heated air, chilled water or chilled air.

THE CONTROLLED DEVICE. A valve or damper, either Normally Open or Normally Closedto regulate the flow of the Control Agent.

THE CONTROLLFR ACTION. A controller is furnished with either Direct Action orRever:ie Action. This will allow the balance mentloned above.

The proper combination of these three parts must be applied or the Closed LoopSystem will not operate.

In the open loop system, for example, when heat is required to maintain a suitableroom temperature as the outdoor temperature drops. It is possible to arrange athermostat to measure outdoor temperature and cause the heat input of a building toincrease as the outdoor temperature decreases. The outdoor thermostat cannot measurethe result of heat input to the room, hence there is no feedback. (See figure 1-30)

TO=OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE

HI= HEAT INPUT

RT=ROOM T E MPE RAT UR E

Figure 1-30. Open Loop System

It should be clear that all control systems are comprised of one or more loops.Most of them will be closed loops, but some may be open loops. It is necessary tounderstand the difference in order to appreciate what results can be expected. Whencontrollers are studied, it will be seen that they comprise one or more control loopswithin themselves.

It should be pointed out that there are no perfect closed loops, that is, loops
which must account only for the effect of the parts as described. In actual controlconditions, outside forces constantly work on the various parts to change the balanceand set the loop cycle in operation to reestablish a balance. If this were not thecase, there would be no need for automated control.
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In summary, it can be said that a "closed loop system" is one in which all parts
have an effect on the next step in the loop, and are affected by action of the previouc
step. An "open loop system" is one in which one or more f the steps has no dir;:et
effect or action imposed on the following step, or is not affected by other steps in the
loop.

Pneumatic Controllers

A pneumatic controller is an instrument that measures variations in temperature,
humidity or pressure and changes its output pressure or control pressure accordingly.

Controllers are classified as either direct or reverse acting. A direct acting
controller increases its control pressure with an increase in temperature, humidity or
pressure (controlled variable), and a reverse acting controller decreases its control
pressure with an increase in the controller variable.

In order for the control system to function properly, each controller must react in
a specified manner. Controllers are furnished for two types of action.

TWO POSITION (POSITIVE) ACTION. The control pressure is either at a maximum or
minimum with no intermedie'e steps. This type of controller produces "on-off" control
with the controlled devJ In either of two positions -- open or closed.

PROPORTIONAL (GRADUAL) ACTION. The control pressure varies in proportion to the
change in the controlled variable. This type of controller produces a gradual action of
the controlled device, with the controlled device positioned to any intermediate
position between fully open and fully closed.

Twp-Position Pneumatic Closed Loop System

A two-position controller is an instrument that provides a full output signal, or
no output signal, with no intermediate steps. It is also known as an "on-off" or snap
controller.

The controlled device can be a valve or damper operator which will be either fully
open or fully closed, depending on the signal from the two-position controller. A
spring in all controlled devices is under tension at all times and will return the
controlled device to its normal position when the controller's signal is removed.

Figure 1-31 shows a closed loop system with a two position controller. The
thermostat (controller) measures the room temperature and opens the valve (controlled
device) when the temperature falls to a lower limit on the differential. This admits
steam to the radiator, which in turn heats the air in the room. Then, the room
temperature rises, providing feedback to the thermostat, which closes the valve when the
temperature reaches the top limit of differential.

Proportional Pneumatic Closed Loop System

A proportional controller is an .i.nstrument that produces an output signal in difct
proportion to a change in input (controller variable). The output signal of a
proportional pneumatic controller can vary from 0 psig to the maximum pressure supplied
to the system. Most controllers can be adjusted to vary their output pressure for a
given change in the controlled variable. This is referred to as "sensitivity."

The controlled device, such as a valve, receives the output signal from the
controller and is thereby positioned in proportion to the signal.

A proportional controller is capable of producing any output pressure between
0 psig and the maximum pressure supplied to it.

Sensitivity

The output signal change from the controller (controller action) will be in
proportion to the change in the controlled variable. If the controller changes its
output signal one psig when the controlled variable (temperature) changes one degree
Fahrenheit, the controller is said to have a sensitivity of one psig per degree. In
most controllers the sensitivity is adjustable so that the output signal (psig) change
can be made more per degree or less per degree, to give better control.
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DIRECT-ACTING

THERMOSTAT

ND. STEAM VALVE

Figure 1-31. Typical Closed Loop System with Two-Position Controller

Load Changes

Outside temperature, heat output from people, lights and machinery in the
controlled space are referred to as load changes. In other words, they are mediums
affecting the space or room conditions.

Pneumatic Controlled Devices

The controlled device is the final control element that is activated by the controlpressure. The controller, as you have seen, senses the measured variable and regulates
control Pressure to the controlled device. The controlled device regulates the flow ofcontrol agent, such as chilled water, hot water, steam, hot air and cold air, to
maintain the controlled variable.

SUMMARY

Heating systems are fast becoming an automated factory in which the product is the
production of conditioned air. Controls dominate the process; therefore, it is
necessary that you understand the theory of controls and their application, so that
these controls can operate at peak efficiency.

The controlled device is the final piece of equipment in a control system that
regulated the controlled variable in accordance with the demands of the controller. Thedevice is usually a valve controlling the flow of fluid in a line or a damper operator
controlling the flow of air in a duct.
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Pneumatic controllers must be sensitive to changes in the controlled variable and
respond with a precise output signal of adjustable magnitude to prevent the controlled
variable from deviating too much from set point. A controller has two main parts: the
measuring or sensing element, and the body (relay) which produces the output signal.

QUESTIONS

1. How many different types of control system loops are there? What are they?

2. What determines the pressure in the air supply tank?

3. What determines the pressure in the supply line?

4. What determines the pressure of the control air?

5. Where does the air first enter the sytem?

REFERENCE

Johnson Field Training Handbook, Fundamentals of Pneumatic Control
by Johnson Controls

Johnson Service Company Appartus and Service Bulletins



TROUBLESHOOTING OF ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

SG J3ABR54532 001-111-2

1. Using step-by-step procedures, troubleshoot electrical controls on a warm air
furnace trainer with instructor assistance.

2. Trace electrical circuits, isolate electrical malfunctions, and perform minor
repairs to electrical circuits.

INTRODUCTION

Trouble with a heating unit often involves electrical problems. The heating
specialist should be able to troubleshoot electrical circuits. He can simplify his work
by determining if the malfunction is electrical or mechanical. Troubleshooting can be
defined as a "systematic method of locating faults in an electrical circuit."

INFORMATION

Types of Troubles

An important fact to remember is that there are only three types of electrical
troubles: opens, shorts and low power.

Opens

An open circuit is one that has a break somewhere in it. This break could be
located in the wire, in the switch, fuse, or in the unit of resistance. If there is a
break, there can be no current flow and the unit of resistance would not be operating
(see figure 2-1).

a

OPEN/

Figure 2-1. Open Wire

Now, consider some examples of opens.
In figure 2-2 the battery shown has a lciose
connection. Most of the time, a loose
connection is the same as no connection,
which is the same as an open circuit. Any
circuit component with a loose connection
opens the circuit, which naturally stops the
current. Another type cf trouble that will
cause an open is a burnel out component.

2-1
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BURNED-OUT LAmp BULB

v-N CLAD sozzossingssor
BURNED-OUT RESISTOR BURNEDOUT FUSE BROKEN WIRE

Figure 2-3 Figure 2-4

Figure 2-3 shows a burned out resistor. When a resistor becomes overheated, one of
two things will happen--the resistor's ohmic value will change or the resistor will
completely burn apart due to the excessive current flowing through it.

Figure 2-4 shows three more likely causes for an open circuit: a burned out lamp
bulb, a burned out fuse, and a broken wire. All of these are examples of an open, and
they all give the same result--no current flow.

Shorts

A short means that there is contact
where there should not be contact. Conse-
quently, there is current flow where
there should not be current flow. Indi-
ations of shorts are units operating
that should not be operating, blown
fuses or tripped circuit breakers.

DIRECT SHORT. In the case of
a direct short, a negative lead is
in contact with a positive lead, by-
passing the unit of resistance. From
figure 2-5, you can see that current in
this situation will take the path of
least resistance. The excessive current
flow will cause the fuse to blow or if
the protective device is a circuit breaker
it will trip, opening the circuit.

Figure 2-5. Direct Short

You have seen how an open stops current flow. Shorts produce just the opposite
effect. A short across a component produces a larger than normal current flow. Some
examples of shorts are two bare wires in a circuit touching each other, connecting the
two terminals of a resistor together, connecting the two terminals of a battery
LogeLher, or Impropor wIrIng. Somo oxamploR itro !Mown In riguro 2-13.

./((. \.
RESISTOR TERMINALS

BATTERY LEADS

BARE WIRES TOUCHING

9APROPER WIRING

Figure 2-6
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Since you know that a short is a connection of two cocluctors of a circuit through
a very low resistance, let's consider the circuit shown in 7igure 2-7. This circuit is
designed to light a lamp. Since the resistance
of the lamp is normally low, a resistor is
connected in series with it to control the
amount of current floxing through the lamp.
If the resistor is shorted out, total circuit
resistance would decrease, and the current
would increase. This increase in current
would cause the lamp to become much
brighter. If the battery voltage were
high enough, the increased current could
destroy the lamp. However, since we have
a circuit protective device (fuse) in the
circuit, the fuse should open before the
lamp is damaged. The fuse is designed to open
the circuit before the current erceeds the
maximum current rating of the circuit.

Figure 2-7

CROSS SHORTS. A cross short is caused by the hot leads of independent circuits
coming in contact with each other.

During an operational check, a cross short is indicated by two independent units
operating from the same switch. In figure 2-8, positive lead A-8 is touching positive
lead A-3. Even through the switch which controls Ln is open, there is a complete path
for current flow from A-8 to A-1; consequently, L2 burns.

Figure 2-8. Cross Short

Low Power

EC-163D

This condition is often found in old buildings or in areas where the electrical
load has been increased without increasing the size or number of electrical circuits. A
low power condition is indicated by sluggish operation of units and dim lights.

Isolation of Troubles

Different procedures are used to troubleshoot the various types of troubles.

Opens

There are four different testers that can be used to find an open. These are the
voltmeter, continuity tester, ohmmeter and test light.

The exact location of an open can he found by using the voltmeter. You should,
first of all, understand what a voltmeter indicates in a normal operating circuit.
Figure 2-9 illustrates normal voltmeter readings throughout the circuit.

A voltmeter connected positive-to-Legative should always indicate the difference in

potential across the two points. A voltrieter connected negative-to-negative or
positive-to-positive should not give a difference in potential. (See figure 2-9)
Readings other than these are considered abnormal. Fxact location of an open can be
found in the positive or negative parts of the circuit between a normal and an abnormal
reading.
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28V 281i 28V 28V OV

Figure 2-9. Normal Voltmeter Readings

EC-I63A

In figure 2-10, a voltmeter is being used to locate an open in the circuit. The
exact location is wire A-6.

0 0 0
28V 28V 28V

Figure 2-10. Locating an Open in Wire A-6

The same procedure is used in troubleshooting an open with a test light; however, a
test light will not give an indication of the amount of voltage present. All you know
is that there was enough current available to light the lamp.

Figure 2-11. Figure 2-12.

The ctrcuit in figure 2-11 is used to light a lamp; but, because of the open
resistor, the lamp will not light. Suppose the resistor appears to be all right uponvisual inspection. How can you tell it is open? Yon can do this with either a volt-meter or an ohmmeter.

Connecting the voltmeter across the lamp as shown in figure 2-12, a reading of 0
volts will be indicated on the meter. The reason for the zero reading Is the openresistor, which will not allow current to flow through the circuit. With no current
flowing through the lamp, no voltage will be dropped across the lamp.
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Connecting the voltmeter across the resistor as shown in figure 2-13, current will
flow from the negative terminal of the battery back to the positive terminal of the
battery and the voltmeter will indicafe the applied voltage.

So, we have another good point to remember. When the voltmeter is placed across
the open component in a circuit, it will indicate the applied voltage.

Figure 2-13. Figure 2-14.

BREAK

We said previously that we could check the circuit to find the open component with
an ohmmeter. Let's see how we would accomplish this. Since we are going to use the
ohmmeter, we know that the applied voltage will not be needed to make our check. We
will open the circuit by opening the switch. Then we will connect the ohmmeter v.cross
the lamp as shown in figure 2-14.

With the ohmmeter connected across the lamp, it will indicate the resistance of the
lamp. A good point to remember; when you connect an ohmmeter across a good component,
the ohmmeter will indicate the resistance of that component and it also shows that we
have continuity.

Opens can also be found by using an ohmmeter or a continuity meter. Power must be
off and the circuit isolated when using continuity testers. In figure 2-15, an ohmmeter
is being used to locate an open in wire A-6.

ABNORMAL
READING

NORMAL
READING

Ec-i63c.

Figure 2-15. Locating an Open with an Ohmmeter

With the ohmmeter connected across the
resistor,, as shown in figure 2-16, it will
indicate infinite resistance, or no continuity.
So remember, when you connect the ohmmeter
across an open component, the ohmmeter will
indicate -- infinite resistance.

By now you should have 1 clear under-
standing of what an open i , and how to
find opens in a circuit.

2-5 328
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Shorts

There are two types of shorts.

LOCATING DIRECT SHORTS. Some kind of continuity tester, such as the ohmmeter,continuity meter or continuity light is used in locating direct shorts. The negativeleads should be isolated and the testing devine connected across tne isolated leads.Notice in figure 2-17, an ohmmeter is being used to locate a direct short. Only theohmmeter connected to the A-1 lead indicates continuity (0 ). therefore, A-4 lead isshorted to the opposite side of the circuit providing a shortcut for current flow.

5
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Figure 2-17

)1.

tC 166

When troubleshooting circuits, remember open circuits have no current flow andshorted circuits have too much current flow.

LOCATING CROSS SHORTS. The same testing 6evices and procedures are usrd inlocating cross shorts as were used in locating direct shorts. Power must be off and thepositive loans of both circuits isolated. (See figure 2-18)

A-3 A4

A.7

EC- It IA

Figure 2-18. Probable Leads Isolated
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After both circuits are isolated, the testing device is connected across the
probable leads, such as A-3 to A-7, A-3 to A-8, A-4 to A-8, or A-4 to A-7. Note that
any of these combinations would have the same effect. In figure 2-19, the ohmmeter
shows the cross short to be between A-3 ard A-8.

FC -1648

Figure 2-19. Locating R Cross Short

A shorted switch is one that fails to break contact when it is placed in the off
position. The effect of a shorted switch is that the unit operates continually. In
figure 2-20 an ohmmeter indiaates the switch is shorted.

(NJ

Low Power

Figure 2-20. Checking for a Shorted Switch

EC-164C

If a low-power condition is suspected, all electrical units on the circilit shoulA
be turned on. This should create maximum current flow. Voltage drops across the units
should be compared with total voltage. Figure 2-21 shows a line loss check.

110V \\\.
EC-1640

Figure 2-21. Voltage Drops Should Equal Total Voltage
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II a low power condition is discovered, the electrical load must be reduced or a newcircuit installed.

SUMMARY

Troubleshooting is a systematic means of locating malfunctions in a circuit.
The three types of troubles are: opens, shorts and low power.

Opens prevent the flow of current, whereas a short allows it to flow where it is notwanted. Low power causes t.-auggish operation of units.

The testing devices are the voltmeter, continuity meter, ohmmeter and test light.

Continuity devices must be used in circuits where the power is off and the circuitisolated. Voltmeter and test light are used in circuits where the power is left on.

QUESTI-

1. What testing device cannot be used in locating a cross short?

2. What is the indication cf a direct short?

3. What is one cause of low power?

4. What testing devices are used in circuits where power can be left on?

5. How is the circuit checked for low power?

6. What is the effect of an open circuit?

7. What is a shorted switch?

REFERENCE

Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning by Goodard Wilcox
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COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY AND DRAFT

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to:

1. ,orform combustion analysis and compute combustion efficiency.

2. Explain procedures necessary to adjust stack draft to assure proper combusl,ion.

INTRODUCTION

Combustion of any fuel produces waste. When the fuel is coal, oil, gas, wood or
otter organic compounds, the waste produced takes va:rious forms of carbon and other
bothersome residue. And, that causes a problem: wiutt to do with the end products of
combustion. There was a time when concern over that problem was small and the answer
was easy, simply release the smoke or other waste into the atmosphere. Today, the
answer is not so easy. In recent years we all have begun to be concerned about the
products of combustion that hover, pregnant with death--not life--over our cities.

Since smoke causes air pollution, it is often a public nuisance and is usually
restricted by public ordinances. When associated with fog it produces "smog" which may
be detrimental to aircraft components, electronic and other sensitive equipment. Also,
it may constitute a flight hazard. Soot deposits mi boiler heating surfaces cause the
following:

--Reduction of boiler capacity because of the insulating effects on the heat
transfer surfaces.

- -Increase of draft loss because of the increased restriction to gas flow.

- -Increase of corrosion because of the sulfur compounds generally found in soot.

- -Increase of boiler outlet gas temperature, and decreaae of boiler efficiency
because of the decreased heat transfer.

INFORMATION

PERFORM COMBUSTION ANALYSIS

Combustion efficiency is the ratio of the useful heat delivered by the burning fuel
to the supply of fuel. The most efficient combustion is that which releases the
greatest amount of "usable" heat from fuel. Usable heat is that heat which is available
for heating the boiler or furnace.

To really understand how combustion efficiency is measured, you must consider tli
chemistry of combustion. All fuels consist largely of carbon. The air we breathe
consists of 20 percent oxygen. (The remaining air is nitrogen, with small amounts of
other gases.) When burning takes place, the oxygen in the air combines with the carbon
in the fuel to release a gas ealled carbon dioxide (CO2). Each particle ,)17 CO2 gas
is made up of cne carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. The "C" in the formula stands for
one carbon atom; and the "02" stands for two oxygen atoms.

In this burning process, two atoms of oxygen always unite with one atom of carbon.
In other words, it takes a definite amount of oxygen to burn a given amount of carbon.
The efficiency of combustion can be checked by instruments.

Only the oxygen of the air supports combustion. In perfect combustion, the entire
20 percent of oxygen from the air combines with carbon atoms to produce a corresponding
20 percent of carbon dioxide. By measuring the carbon dioxide of the flue gases, you
can determine how efficiently the fuel burns.

When the fire receives too little air, one atom of oxygen combines with one atom of
carbon to release carbon monoxide (CO). Unlike carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide is
highly poisonous. Breathing very small amounts of carbon monoxide can be fatal.
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You might think that: all that has to be done to attain maximum combustion
efficiency Ls to supply the fuel with more air than it ectually needs (since air isfree, anyhow) to make sure there are enough oxygen atoms to combine with the carbonatoms. However, the excess air carries much of the heat directly up the smokestack.This is as inefficient as not providing enough air.

The desirable percentage of carbon dioxide in flue gases varies with the kind offuel. Experiments have shown that a coal is most efficient when the flue gas containsabout 12 percent carbon dioxide. For fuel oil, the content should be about 10 percent,and for gas about 8 percent. Several methods are used to determ4ne the combustionefficiency of a boiler. Some CO2 analyzers, such as the portable units, are quitesimple to operate, whereas the automatic recording types are very complex.

The CO2 analysis readings can be used with reasonable accuracy as guides tocombustion conditions. If combustion is proceeding properly, the chances for incompletecombustion are slight. Water vapor does not show up in the CO2 analysis because ithas been condensed in the process.

NOTE: The key to proper combustion is the three T's (time, te:zperature and
turbulence).

TURBULENCE. Fuel cannot burn completely if the combustible elements are notprovided with an adequate quantity of oxygen. Also, tte air must be intimately mixedwith the combustible elements of the fuel so that all fuel particles are in contact withthe required oxygen. This condition is usually brought about by supplying the air in amanner that produces a high degree of turbulence.

TEMPERATURE. Combustion is possible only when the combustible elements of the fuelreach a minimum ignition temperature in the presence of oxygen. When this temperatureis reached, combustion occurs and more heat.is produced by the combustion reaction thanis lost to the surroundings. Combustion then becomes self-sustaining.

TIME. The combustible elements of a fuel must be allowed sufficient time to burn.If the reacting materials are carried to a low temperature zone before combustionreactors are finished, incomplete combustion will result even when the furnace tempera-ture is correct for ignition, the supply of oxygen adequate, and the mixing proper.
The methods of combustion analysis are the comparison method and the absorptionmethod. Although there are numerous analyzers, these two methods are the ones used todetermine combustion efficiency.

Orsat Flue Gas Analyzer (Figure 3-1)

Since it is humanly impossible for an operator to actually see the %ases of
combustion in a boiler, he cannot know hia actual combustion efficiency. He cannot feelexhaust gases and ascertain their degree of heat; he aannot perceive the amount of steambeing produced, for steam is an invisible gas. Therefore, it might be well for theoperator to look to instrumentation as an extension of his own senses. Actually, theyare the windows through which he can see and control what is taking place in his boilerplants. Without them, he could only guess and in most instances his guesses would beentirely wrong or come too late to be of any use.

The Orsat flue gas analyzer is designed to determine the percentage of CO2(carbon dioxide), 0 (oxygen), and CO (carbon monoxide) present in the flue gas leavingthe boiler. It is an absorption-type unit comprised essentially of the major componentslisted below.

Water jacketed burette graduated in centimeters, a leveling bottle and three-waycock. The three items are used to measure a specified amount of flue gas through thechemicals used to determine percentage of CO2, 0, and CO.

The second major component consists of the pipettes (three each) used to hold thechemicals as follows:

Cardisorber or CO2 absorber.

Pyrogallic Acid or 0 absorber.

Cuprous Chloride or CO absorber.
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The third major component consists of the aspirator bulb, filter and sampltng tube.
These three items combined provided a means of obtaining a represbntative sample from
the flue and forcing the gas through each respective chemical.

Operating Principle. This instrument operates on the volumetric measurement and
chemical absorption in the same manner as the installed absorption CO2 analyzer. The
advantage with this instrument is the fact that it is portable and has the capability to
measure amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxygen (0) with one
flue gas sample by following established procedures. Figure 3-1 illustrates the Orsat
and its basic components.

THREE
WAY
COCK

VALVE 3
CO

RUBBER
BAG

PIPETTES

BURETTE

FILTER

LEVELING BOTTLE

SAMPLING TUBE

Figure 3-1. Orsat Flue Gas Analyzer
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Fyrite CO2 Analyzer and Components

The Fyrite CO2 analyzer is an absorption type analyzer designed to measure the
efficiency of combustion by measuring the percentage of CO2 present in the flue gas.
Figure 3-2 illustrates tele tester and its components.

1. Gasket
2. Top Cap Holding Screw
3. Top Cap
4. Plunger Cap
5. Connector Tlp
6. Plunger Seats
7. CO2 Scale
8. Scale Locking Screw
0. Rubber Aspirator Bulb

10. Bottom of Analyzer
11. Filter Nipple
12. Connection Sampling Tube to Filter Nipple
13. Filter Tube
14. Connection Tubing to Sampling Tube

Figure 3-2. Typical Fyrite CO2 Analyzer

To insure accurate, reliable results, inspect the Pyrite analyzer for proper fluid
level, proper fluid strength, and proper operation of sampling assembly.Four basic steps are necessary in making an analysis for the percentage of CO2
with the Fyrite:

--Adjust zero percent scale mark to the top of fluid column.
--Pump sample to be analyzed into Pyrite.
--Absorb CO2 from sample into Pyrite fluid.
--Read percent of CO2 on scale at the top of fluid.

Fixed Flue Gas Analyzer

Continuous gls analyzers are more satisfactory for long-term analysis results.
Their major purpose is to give an accurate continuous indication of combustionconditions within the combustion chamber. It can be expected that no control will hold
the air-fuel ratio constant after once being set, since fuel

characteristics, as well as
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boiler conditions, will change as time passes. Only through occasional readjustments of
the controls, as indicated by results of gas analysis, can peak combustion efficiency be
maintained. Since most continuous analyzers are calibrated with portable analyzers, it
is important that the function of both types be understood.

Since each manufacturer incorporates different features of design in his particular
instruments, it would be impossible to describe them all in the time allocated.
Normally, the manufacturers will supply full technical data with their products. For
this lesson, we will limit our discussion to the following main topics:

Condu-Therm Analyzer

-- Absorption Type Analyzer

CONDU-THERM ANALYZER. The fact that gases and vapors conduct heat at various rates
provides thermal conductivity as a means of gas analysis. For analysis, the sample must
be a binary mixture of the gas to be measured and a background gas.

The background gas may be a single gas or it can be composed of several gases
acting as one.

If the mixture consists of a measured gas and one other gas (a binary mixture), the
net thermal conductivity varies as the percentage of the measured gas varies.

The receiver is calibrated to show the destred measurement tn percentage. The
sensitivity depends on the amount of difference between the thermal conductivity of the
two gases.

The thermal conductivity of a mixture of gases, including the gas I. be measnrod,
is compared with that of a background or reference gas. The difference between the
thermal conductivity of the sample and reference gases is used as a measurement of the
percentage of one gas in a mixture of gases.

In order te use this method of measurement, the difference in thermal conductivity
must vary proportionally with the concentration of the gas to be measured.

The Condu-Therm analyzers provide two types of analyses. One is used to measure
the concentration of a gas whose thermal conductivity is greater than that of the
reference gas.

The other type is used to measure a gas whose thermal conductivity, is less than
that of the reference gas. The difference between the two is an electrical modification
which causes the pen to read upscale.

Sample gas diffusing into the measuring cell absorbs heat from the measuring
resistor in a direct ratio to the thermal conductivity of the sample gas. Thus, any
difference in the themal conductivity of the two gases (sample and reference) changes
the voltage balance of a Wheatstone bridge circuit lu the system schematic (figure 3 1).
Any voltage unbalanceof this circuit is transmitted to an amplifier. Here, this
voltage unbalance is amplified and impressed on the pen drive motor windings. This
motor operates a slide wire to rebalance the bridge circuit. A cam, also rotated by the
motor, operates the indicator and/or pen to show the net thermal conductivity directly
as a percent by volume measurement of the sample gas.

The measurement of CO2 in flue gas is a common application of the Condu-Therm
analyzer. In this application, the thermal conductivity of flue gases is compared with
that of a reference gas (usually air).

Normally, flue gas is a mixture of nitrogen (N), oxygen (0), sulfur dioxide
(SO2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapor. The N (and other inert gases in air)
percentage of thermal conductivity remains constant.

The gas sample is saturated with water vapor as it enters the cell block, and the
percentage of water vapor is thus held constant. The SO2 percentage is very small and
for all practical purposes it can be considered to be CO2. Therefore, 0 and CO2 are
the chief variables in the sample gas, and the percentage of one increases as the other
decreases, ln a definite relationship. The thermal conductivity or the flue gas mixture
changes as the percentage of CO2 changes. The receiver is calibrated to show the per-
centage of CO2 in the gas mixture.
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Figure 3-3. System Schematic
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Operation of Analyzer. Two electrically self-heated, identical, glass coveredresistors are mounted in separate chambers in the analyzing cell block (figure 3-4).These resistors form two legs of a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

Since these resistors have large temperature coefficients, any difference intemperature between them results in an electrical output signal proportional to thetemperature difference.

A reference gas whose thermal conductivity is known diffuses into the referencechamber where small changes of temperature and pressure in the reference gas arecompensated for by a heated reference resistor. This provides a standard against whichthe measuring cell resistor is compared.
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Figure 3-4. Analyzing Cell Block
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ABSORPTION CO2 ANALYZER. Another type of installed CO2 analyzer used commonly
throughout Air Force bases is the absorption unit which analyzes CO2 samples approxi-
mately every two minutes. Only the operating principle will be covered in this study
guide

Operating Principle. This instrument operates on the principle of volumetric
measurement and chemical absorption. A sample of flue gas is automatically measured at
a constant pressure. It is then directed into an absorption burette where the CO2
content of the sample comes in contact with an absorbing chemical, CO2 absorber
(cardlsorber). In absorbing the CO2, liquid cardisorber is displaced in an inverse
proportion to the CO2 content of the sample gas. The CO2 content is then recorded
on a chart at the end of each analysis.

Computing Combustion Efficiency

The Combustion Efficiency Graphs in the workbook may be used to determine the
combustion efficiency when burning the more common fuels. When using these graphs, it
is necessary to know: first, the percentage of the CO2 in the flue gas; second, the
temperature of the flue gas; third, the room temperature; and fourth, the type of fuel
being used. With this information, determine the combustion efficiency in the following
manner:

--Find the difference between the flue gas temperature and room temperature. This
is the net stack temperature.

--Locate, on the bottom of the scale, the point that represents the net stack
temperature on the proper graph.

--Find the diagonal line which represents the amount of carbon dioxide in the flue
gas

--Find the point of Lnterception of the two lines.

--Draw a horizontal line to the left-hand scale from where the two lines intercept.
The point at which the horizontal line crosses the left-hand scale represents the
percentage of combustion efficiency.

The procedures for adjusting the fuel-air ratio must be done safely. These proce-
dures will vary with the type of equipment installed.

Maintenance of Flue Gas Analyzers

When performing maintenance of flue gas analyzers, follow mauufacturer's procedures
and observe all safety precautions.

SUMMARY

To have a heating plant operate efficiently requires that the operator have all the
"know-how" regarding all of his equipment. The best test equipment available is only as
good as the person or persons using it. Therefore, it is up to the individual to
familiarize himself with the test instruments that he will be using.

The Condu-Therm gas analyzer operates on the principle of thermal conductivity.
Any difference in thermal conductivity of two gases causes a temperature difference,
changing the resistance, and consequently, the voltage balance of the Wheatstone bridge
circuit. The resultant output voltage is transmitted to the recorder where it is
detected, amplified and impressed on the pen-drive motor.

The absorption CO2 meters operate on the Orsat principle of volumetric measure-
ment and chemical absorption. A gas sample of flue gas is pulled by a veuturi, tested,
and CO2 content is recorded on a chart approximately every two minutes.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is rm.ant by the term "nombustion efficiency?"

2. Soot is caused by

3. What is meant by the term "perfect combustion?"

4. What type of gas indicates good combustion?

5. What is the minimum percent CO2 for oil?

6. What information must be known to be able to compute combustion efficiency?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation aad Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. Hays Corporation Bulletin No. 55-E621.

3. Bacharach Instrument Company Pamphlet 10-0E-51.
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DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to:

1. Explain characteristics of oil, theory of gravity and forced fuel oil sypply
system.

2. Install, operate and maintain rotary pumps.

3. Inspect and maintain fuel oil piping aystems.

4. Perform preoperational checks and operate, adjust, maintain, troubleshoot and
replace oil furnaces.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force uses many different types of oil burners. In this study guide we
will cover the different types of fuel burning equipment. It will be done in two
sections.

SECTION I -- Fuels and Fuel Systems

SECTION II -- Domestic and Industrial Oil Burners

SECTION I

FUELS AND FUEL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

To help you in learning the types of oil used in heating installations, including
handling, piping systems and the pumps used to move this oil.

INTRODUCTION

Many trees, ferns and other types of vegetation have grown, died, decayed and been
covered with layers of the solid particles that form the earth's surface. Geologists
believe that the decomposition of these minute marine growths or possibly of vegetable
matter in some cases formed the oil which lies trapped in pools between layers of the
earth's crust. This crude oil consists of complicated combinations of carbon and
hydrogen called hydrocarbons.

INFORMATION

Characteristics of Oil

Fuel oils are derived from crude petroleum. This crude petroleum is a mixture of
hydrocarbons and small amounts of nitrogen, sulfur, and vanadium; the amount of each
substance present varies with petroleum source. The various products derived from
petroleum, including fuel oils, are separated by fractional distillation. This is a
process by which liquids with different boiling points are separated from solution by
repeatedly evaporating and condensing portions of the mixture. See figure 4-1. In

general, fuel oils can be divided into two major classifications; distillate and
residual.

Distillate Fuel Oils. When the fractional distillation process is applied to crude
petroleum, the gaseous and light substances boil off first, followed by the gasoline,
the kerosene, and then the light and heavy distillate fuel oils ("gas oils").
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Residual Fuel Oils. When marketed as a ft, the "bottom" or residual ma;erialfrom the distillation process is called residual fuel oil. Since crude petroleums fromvarious sources differ widely in composition, there is considerable difference in theseoils. In general, they are heavy, dark and not as fluid as the lighter distillate oils.

Yields of refined products from crude

Gaeo line/44%

Jet twill"

Shortage, (pmcessiog gain)/4.496

AsphatT129%

Kerosene/1.0%

Petrocheinical feedsgacksA5.1%

8011 oas#4.0%

cokef2-7%

Liautfied 9412,4%

ILu bricant# J 394

NfecelIaneotv.8%
Special napttas/0.7%

1
Road oit/0.1%

Figure 4-1

We0.1%

Commercial Grade Fuel Oils. Commercial-grade fuel oils are generally classifiedaccording to physlcal characterIsLies and use. Those olls are intentled for Mill invarious types of fuel-burning equipment under various climatic and operating conditions,for the generation of heat in furnaces for heating buildings, for the generation ofsteam, or for other purposes. The grades covered by this specification are intended forspecific applications as indicated below:
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Grade No. 1. A light disuIllate oil intended for use in burners of the vaporizing
type in which the oil is converted to a vapor by contact with a heated surface or by
radiation. The average BTU content for No. 1 is 136,000 BTU's per gallon.

Grade No. 2. A heavier distillate than grade No. 1. It is intended for use in
atomizing-type burners which spray the oil into a combustion chamber where the tiny
droplets burn while in suspension. This grade of oil is used in most domestic burners
and in many medium-capacity commercial-industrial burners where its ease of handling and
ready avtk1jability,RnmettMeS justify its higher cost over the residual grades. The
average 1019 tUlitent OT NO. A ls 138,500 BTU's per gallon.

Grade No. 4. Usually a light residual but sometimes a heavy distillate. It is
intended for use in burners equipped with devices that atomize oils of higher viscosity
than domestic burners can handle. Its permissible viscosity range allows it to be
PumPed and atomized at relatively low storage temperatures. Thus, except in extremely
cold weather, it requires no preheating for handling. The average BTU content for No. 4
"LH 145,000 BTU's per gallon.

Grade No. 5. A residual fuel of intermediate viscosity for burners capable of
handling fuel more viscous than grade No. 4 without preheating. Preheating may be
necessary in some types of equipment for burning and in colder climates for handling.
The average BTU content of No. 5 is 148,500 BTU's per gallon.

Grade No. 6. A high-viscosity oil, sometimes referred to as "Bunker C," and used
mostly in commercial and industrial heating. It requires preheating in the storage tank
to permit pumping and additional preheating at the burner to permit atomizing. The
extra equipment and maintenance required to handle this fuel usually preclude its use in
small installations. The average BTU content for No. 6 is 152,000 BTU's per gallon.

Properties and Characteristics. The most important properties of burner fuel oils
are viscosity, flash point, and water and sediment.

VISCOSITY. The relative ease or difficulty with which an oil flows is called
viscosity. Viscosity indicates how oils will behave when pumped and shows when
preheating is required and what temperature must be maintained. A low viscosity allows
the fuel to flow readily through supply lines and to he broken up by atomlylltw type
burners.

FLASH POINT. Flash point represents the temperature at which an oil will give off
enough vapor to make a flammable mixture with air.

WATER AND SEDIMENT. Water and sediments are impurities and while it is not
economical to eliminate them they should not occur in large quantities. This normally
is not a problem with the distillate fuels. However, residual fuel will usually contain
a measurable amount of one or both due to the natare of the product and conditions of
storage. Any measurable amount of sediment results in strainer blockage, fouling of
burner tips, lines, etc., and may cause soot deposits.

THEORY OF GRAVITY AND FORCED FUEL OIL SUPPLY SYSTEMS

The Air Force stores fuel to have available at all times a reasonable supply in
accordance with the requirements of the installation equipment, and to P rovide an
emergency supply for use in case of interruption of the normal delivery schedule.

Among the units of a fuel oil supply system are storage tanks, piping systems,
pumps, values and strainers.

FUEL OIL STORAGE TANKS. Oil storage tanks can be of either the above-ground or
below-ground type.

Aboveground Storage Tanks. Aboveground storage tanks are usually cylindrical and
constructed of steel. they may be either horizontal or vertical. Electrical grounding
of aboveground steel storage tanks is required to safely discharge static electricity,
which may build up an electrical potential on the tank. Grounding is important, since
it prevents fires and explosions which could be caused by sparks discharged by static
electrical charges.
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Below-ground Storage Tanks. Underground fuel oil storage tanks are usually of theall-welded steel type, with a suitable exterior protective coating. A reinforcedconcrete slab is generally used as the tank foundation. The steel bottom of the tank issecurely anchored to the foundation slab at frequent intervals to prevent failure oflifting due to water pressure between the slab and the steel tank bottom. The extent ofthis anchoring should be adequate to meet the groundwater condition where the tank islocated. Underground tanks have the same type of auxiliary equipment as above groundstorage tanks. Under certain soil conditions, corrosion of below-ground steel storagetanks may occur. This corrosion is generally associated with a flow of electric currentaway from the metal. To prevent this, cathodic protection is often used. Cathodicprotection consists basically of a suitable electrical potential applied to the tank tomake it cathodic (negative) to the surrounding soil. This produces a current flow tothe corroding metal and reduces corrosion to a minimum.

COMPONENTS OF FUEL OIL STORAGE TANKS. The component parts used with fuel oilstorage tanks are:

Fill Pipe. Filler pipes for steel fuel oil storage tanks should be large to permitrapid filling. For safety, they should be at least two feet away from the building
openings on the same or lower levels.

Vent Pipe. Vent pipes are sized for the desired rate of filling. They extendhigher than the filler opening and are equipped with a water-proof head and screen. Noconnections are permitted from them to any other pipe. Vent openings are located as faras possible from buildings and sources of ignition.

Other eemponents used with fuel oil storage tanks are level indicators (liquido-meters), supply piping from the tank to the heating unit, and return piping from theheating twit to the tank. Manholes may also be installed on fuel oil storage tanks for
easy access for cleaning; also, ground straps or cables are used in grounding above-ground tanks.

Fuel Oil Storage Tanks. An empty fuel oil storage tank should never be entered bypersonnel without permission and instructions from the proper authority. It is seldomnecessary to clean a fuel oil tank until the sludge becomes excessive, the interior ofthe tank becomes excessively corroded, or the tank has to.be repaired. When fuel oiltanks are cleaned, certain safety precautions must be complied with and certain methods grafollowed. Personnel engaged in cleaning fuel tanks will be completely informed of the
danger involved and the need for strict observance of all safety rules. Explosion andfire, the presence of toxic liquids, vapors, or dusts, excess fuel vapors and oxygendeficiency, and physical hazards are the principal dangers of tank cleaning operations.

Three conditions must exist to cause fire or explosion: fuel vapors, oxygen, andsource of ignition. While it is almost impossible to eleminate the first two
conditions, particularly at the start of a tank cleaning job, the third can be removedcompletely. Ali sources of ignition will be prohibited near tanks as long as any fuelvapors are present. No work on fuel tanks will be started during electrical storms orwhen one is nearby, or when the wind conditions are such that fuel vapros might becarried into hazardous areas. Personnel will take special care not to carry matches,lighters, or other potential ignition sources into empty fuel tanks during cleaning orrepair operations.

All personnel engaged in cleaning or inspecting 0.-k storage tanks will observe allexisting safety measures pertaining to this hazardous operation. Any man entering anempty tank will wear supplied air respirator equipment containing a speaking diaphragmto provide effective communications between workers Within and without the tank. Theequipment will be used until all vapor producing sediment has been removed from the tankand the air is free of toxic materials. Care will be taken to keep protective equipmentin good working order at all times. Workmen entering tanks will wear clean clothingfrom the skin out, covered by white coveralls. Suitable, first-quality protectivegloves and boots will be worn. Work clothing which becomes soaked with sludge or fuelwill be taken off immediately and the worker will quickly bathe and put on fresh
clothing before returning to the job. At the end of the day, work clothes will beremoved for laundering, and fresh clothes will be P ut on the next day. All personsengaged in interior tank operations will bathe at the end of each job and immediatelyafter each day's owrk. Breathing apparatus, boots, gloves, and tools will be cleaned atthe end of each day and after any job is completed.
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Sludge which has been removed from a tank will be kept wet until It CRh he hurled
in a safe location.

Anytime a bulk storage tank must be entered for inspection, cleaning or repairs,
the work will be approved by the major command having jurisdiction. The instal/ation
Liquid Fuel Facilities Engineer and the Industrial Hygiene Engineer, or their
representatives, will supervise the operations, regardless of whether the work is being
done by Air Force personnel or qualified contractors. All persons who enter tanks will
be in good physical condition. Colds, fatigue, overheating or poor health will only add
to the already present personnel hazards. No person with a punctured ear drum will be
allowed to enter fuel tanks; the vapor-laden air may be drawn through the injury and
into the body. As previously stated, all persons working inside fuel tanks will wear
clean clothing of the proper type and specified protective equipment. Responsible
personnel will be stationed outside the tank to keep a careful watch on those inside.

All tank cleaning operations will be conducted according to existing Air Force
Iegulations and directives. Approved explosion-proof equipment will be used inside bulk
fuel storage tanks.

Fuel oil leaks are detected by visually checking all valves, piping and auxiliary
equipment.

SAFETir PROCEDURES. Static electr'city is a constant source of danger, particu-
larly when generated near fuels or flaJimable vapors. It has been responsible for
starting many fires which have resulted in extensive property damage and personal
injuries. Static electricity is created primarily by the contact and separation of two
unlike substances or by almost any sort of motion of persons or material. High static
electrical charges are created by persons walking, by moving rubber-tired vehicles, when
liquid drops through space, and when petroleum products are pumped through lines and
hoses. Although static charges are usually short-lived, they will often produce
sufficient heat to ignite flammable gases, vapors, dust or other flash point materials,
particularly during dry, cool weather.

While the generation of static electricity cannot be prevented, the sparking hazard
can be effectively controlled by grounding, bonding or humidification. Grounding and
bonding are particularly important in fueling operations, paint and dope shop work,
aircraft and vehicle maintenance, ammunition handling, rocket and missile operations,
compressed gas use, and in many other daily Air Force operations.

Static electricity is dangerous -- first, because it cannot be seen; and second,
because its potential hazrds are not commonly known. When the dangers associated with
static electricity are fully understood by supervisory and operating personnel, they
will readily recognize the need for implementing immediate and effective control
measures. Since static electridity is generated primarily by bringing together and
separating two unlike substances, or by motion of almost any description, the use of
effective grounding and bonding measures will greatly reduce the static electrical
hazard.

A drop of liquid falling through space can build up charges of 10,000 volts in a
split second under proper conditions; it begins to spark or arc at about 300 volts;
staticcharges of ony 1500 volts will ignite gasoline fumes; a person walking across a
dry area creates many times the voltage needed to create a spark to ignite gasoline.

Grounding. Grounding is probably the most practical way to control static charges
which build up within an object will be carried off harmlessly, neutralizing the
difference in electrical potential. Special grounding procedures, given in applicable
Air Force directives, will be observed by operations personnel in all operations (figurc,
4-2). Grounding connections will be made to clean, unpainted surfaces.

Bonding. Effective bonding will eliminate the differential in eler-trical charge
potentials which may exist or be generated between two objects. By condecting the two
objects with a bonding wire attached to clean, unpainted surfaces, a static electrical
discharge connot occur between these objects. Bonding is just as essential as
grounding- and is invariably used together with static grounds. Although bonding will
equalize the charge between two electrically connected objects, the objects themselves
may still be highly charged. By connecting a ground wire to the bonded objects, this
charge will be drained off without danger. Conductive greases and "V" belts on shaft
pulleys are examples of effective bonding.
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Figure 4-2. Grounding and Bonding Systems
for Fueling a Storage Tank
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FILLING TANK. When filling an oil storage tank be sure to follow the corrr.ct
procedures. 1) Make sure that all storage tank vents are open. 2) Provide a groundingconnection. 3) Open and fill line valve to tank. 4) Fill the tank to the desired level
but not more than 95 percent of capacity. This is to allow for expansion of the oil.5) Before and after receiving oil, record the tank level. 6) Close fill line.
7) Remove grounding connection.

TYPES OF FUEL OIL 3UPPLY SYSTEMS. Oil is transferred from the storage tanks to theburners by either force pumps or gravity. Since it is not practical to maintain
accurate regulation to compensate for varying loads, provision in some systems must be
made to return unused oil back to the storage tank, or recirculating it through thesupply system. The following paragraphs are devoted to a discussion of some of the mostimportant fuel oil supply systems.

Single-Pipe, Gravity-Feed Oil Supply System. These are used in small space heaterinstallations. An illustration of this type system is shown in figure 4-3. In thissystem, the oil storage tank is installed at a higher level than the burner. Thisallows the oil to flow to the burners by gravity. No provision is made for the returnof unused oil to the storage tank since the oil flow is controlled by the amount that isused by the burner.

Figure 4-3. A Single-Pipe, Gravity-Feed Oil Supply System
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Single-Pipe, Forced-Feed Oil Supply System. This system is usually used whore it
is impossible to use a one-pipe, gravity-feed system. in this typo syst,.4n, the storage
tank is usually below the level of the burner as illustrated in figure 4-4. An oil
pump, usually a positive displacement type, is installed in the system to force the fuel
oil to the burner. This system recirculates the unused oil through the pump.

10 I L STORAGE
TANK

PUMP
N ER

CGF -0 0 5 B

Figure 4-4. A Single-Pipe, Forced-Feed Oil Supply System

Double-Pipe, Gravity-Feed, Forced-Return Oil Supply System. Fuel oil supply
systems of this type are designed for larger installations than those mentioned
previously. The fuel supply line in this system is esentially the same as a single-pipe
gravity-feed system. The difference between the two systems lies in the methods of
handling excess fuel oil. This is accomplished in this system by the addition of a fuel
oil return line. Figure 4-5 shows a diagram of this system. Extreme care must be
exercised when operating a system of this type, since failure of the return pump may
cause the burner to flood and cause a pool of oil in the combustion chamber.
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Figure 4-5. A Double-Pipe Gravity-Feed Forced Return Oil Supply System
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Double-Pipe, Forced-Feed, Gravity Return Oil Supply System. This type system isperhaps the most common found in central heating plants. A diagram of it is shown infigure 4-6. This system is similar to a two-pipe system. The fuel oil is forced to theburner by a pump, and the excess oil is returned to the storage tank by gravity.
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,00.,

SET TANK 2"OR 3" LOWER ON FILL END "1"

Figure 4-6. A Double-Pipe Forced-Feed Gravity Return Oil Supply System

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF FUEL OIL PIPING SYSTEMS. Inspect nil piping systemsat least daily. Look for any indication of leaks at all pipe Joints such as elbows,tees unions, valves, etc. Any unusual conditions or evidence of abuse of the fuel oilsupply system should be reported.

MAINTENANCE OF OIL PIPING SYSTEM. Make repairs or replacements as indicated byinspection. Replace gaskets and packing if necessary. Paint piping to protect againstexterior corrosion and replace damaged insulation as required. Repair or replacedamaged piping, tracers, hangers, supports, etc. Protect underground piping withsuitable protective coatings and provide good groundwater drainage form the undergroundpipe area.

VALVES. Check condition and operation of valves. Manual valves are normally gatevalves installed in the supply lines and check valves are installed in the return linesto prevent backflow due to gravity.
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STRAINERS. Strainers are used in piping
systems to remove foreign material from the
fluid before it passes into equipment. Loose
dirt, rust, scale or other foreign material
can cause malfunctions and costly damage if
they enter vital equipment. The strainer
screen is usually made of thin-sheet bronze,
monel, or stainless steel. In some strainor
designs, the screen or basket is removed for
cleaning; in others, the strainer has a valve
to blow out foreign material. Always clean
strainers when there is a pressure drop
through them.

Figure 4-7 illustrates the kind or. pipe-
line strainer normally used. A typical duplex
fuel oil strainer is shown in figure 4-8. Figure 4-7.

CKC-I 1 I

Pipeline Strainer

This unit has two strainers in one body. It is constructed in such a manner that
the flow of fuel can be directed through either of the strainers by the use of the hand
lever. In this way, one strainer can be cleaned while the other is in use.

SELECTOR HANDLE

Figure 4-8. A Duplex Fuel Oil Strainer

PUMPS. The fuel pump used to pump fuel oil is a rotary positive displacement pump.
They discharge a definite quantity of liquid for each revolution of the shaft. They use
rotating cams, screws, lobes, sliding vanes or gears to Impart pressure to the liquid.
Two commonly us d ones are the rotary screw and rotary 14(,ar.

ROTARY SCREW. A rotary screw pump is a positive displacement pump that will
discharge a definite quantity of liquid for each revolution of the shaft. This is done
by placing a set of screw type gears together. Figure 4-9. As the power rotor turns it
causes the idler rotors to turn also, but in the opposite direction. By the screws
meshing together a suction is created causing oil to enter the pump. The oil is then
drawn between the screws and forced to the center of the pump where it is discharged.
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Figure 4-9. Rotary Screw Pump

ROTARY GEAR. A rotary gear pump like the rotary screw is also a positive displace-ment pump. The moving parts consist of two gears which rotate in opposite directionswith the teeth meshing. This createa a partial vacuum which causes the liquid to enterthe pump. The liquid first fills the spaces between gear teeth aS they separate on thesuction side. Then, it is carried to the discharge opening in the pump. The dischargeis even and without pulsations. Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10. Ex+ "nal Gear, Power Rotary Pump with Cover Removed
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Rotary Pump Installation, Operation and Maintenance

INSTALLATION. In all in tllations, the pump, the driver and the controls must be
readily accessible for regular maintenance and repairs. Pump suction and discharge
pipiag connections are not nc essarily of the same size as the system leading to or from
the pump. Changes in the sy em to fit the pump connections should be as close to the
pump as possible. If a redu,or is used in the section piping, it should bc tapered with
the top flat to avoid a air pocket. Suction and discharge piping must be supported so
that no strain is transmitted to the pump. Normally, the pumps are assembled at the
factory and they come properly aligned. However, all base plates are flexible to some
degree. and each pump, regardless of type, must be realigned after installation in
accordance with the manufaeturer's specifications. Alignment can he maintained when the
base plate has been properly bolted to it. It is common practice for the manufacturers
to include a pumping system trouble analysis guide for you to follow in installing and
operting the various types of pumps.

OPERATION. Before operating a rotary pump insure the following.

(1) Rotary pumps depend upon clearances for effi iency. Keep grit or other
abrasive material out of the liquid being pumped to prevent excessive wear and rapid
loss of efficiency.

(2) Always start the pump with both suction and discharge valves open to prevent
overload of motor and damage to the pump.

(3) A pressure relief valve which discharges back to the suction side of the pomp
is usually provided on the outlet piping. Adjust this valve for a relief pressure which
will not overload the motor. Make sure the valve seats properly, otherwise loss of
efficiency results.

MAINTENANCE

DAILY. The daily inspection and maintenance requirements for a rotary pump include
checking for abnormal vibration and noise, abnormal pressure and flow conditions,
excessive or inadequate packing leakage (water-cooled bearing), hot bearings and hot
stuffing box. Discrepancies found during this daily inspection will dictate the
maintenance requirements.

MONTHLY. A monthly inspection uld include a repeat of the daily inspection. In
addition, examine the external gear -nd bearing housings for correct lubricant level and
condition.

ANNUALLY. At least once a year dismantle the pump and inspect for excessive
clearances, improper timing gear setting, corrosion, erosion, wear or other defects of
parts, incorrect alignment (hot and cold), transmission of strains from piping to pump,
defective gear teeth, improper operation and setting of relief valve valve (if
equipped), defective suction and discharge valves, improper calibration of pressure
gauges, thermometers and flow meters, and defective strainers.

Maintenance Requirements. Repair or replace all defeetive parts found during the
yearly inspection. When installing new timing gears, be sure to follow the
manufacturer's instructions for installation, adjustment, and kly slotting. When
internal clearances Increase above the permissible limits, the capability and efficiency
of the pump decreases. Replace work shaft sleeves or have them rebuilt by metalizing.

SAFETY PROCEDURES WHEN OPERATING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Although accidents due to unguarded machinery occur less frequently than those with
moving machine parts, they are generally severe and often result in permanent disability
of the operator. Improved machine design, or the installation of mechanical safeguards,
removes from the operator much of the dependence for safety. Two principles of machine
guarding, which includes all equipment from the prime movr to but excluding the point of
operation; and point-of-operation guarding, the area where the actual work of the
machine takes place. Applicable standards prescribed herein or as outlined by
industrial practices will be consulted for detailed information on the use of machine
guards.
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When machinery and powered transmission equipment are not guarded as part of theirdesign, suitable mechanical guards such as enclosures or harricades will be temporarily
or permanently installed to eliminate the possibility of injury resulting from contact
with moving parts or hazardous substances.

Machine controls will be conveniently located for the operator. In the use of all is
conveyor systems, stop switches will be installed at intervals not exceeding 100 feet
and at lesser intervals where obstructions are located in the path of travel--that is,
stop switches will be so located that they may be reached without changing elevation of
travel, to allow immediate shutdown in an emergency. Stop switches will never be made
inaccessible by covering or blocking off. Power controls will be of a type that can belocked in the "OFF" position when repairs are necessary. Suitable identification signswill be posted at control switches. Machine operators will not leave machinery runningunattended. For maximum safety, exposed shafting less than eight feet above the floorwill be completely enclosed in a stationary metal guard. All pul,.eys, belts, ropes,
chain drtves, gears, sprockets, chains, couplings and clutches that are located less
than eigit feet above the floor or work area will be properly guarded.

Proper clothing, such as explained on day-one, unit-one, will be worn and be in
suitable serviceable condition when personnel are working around any type of mechanicalequipment.

SUMMARY

Crude oil that comes out of the ground is broken down to different types of fuels.
The oil that we use is classified as either distillates or residuals. Distillates are
the lighter oil and generally do not need to be heated to be burned. The oil that fallsinto this category are Grades 1 and 2.

The remaining oil left over after the distillation process are called residuals.
Because they are the "bottom" oils they are much heaviax than the lighter or distillate
oils. Since they are heavier they generally must te heated so that they can be
transported and burned. The oils that fall into thin category are Grades 4, 5, and 6.

Since large amounts of oil are necessary, storage tanks must be available to holdthis oil. These tanks can be either aboveground or belowground. Each of these tanksmust have a fill pipe and a vent pipe to allow the tank to be filled.

On rare °ilea:lion:4 porNonnel may have to enter a Ktorago tank tor oleaning or for
maintenance. Whenever entering a tank be sure to follow the necessary safety
precautions to eliminate the possibility of an explosion.

In order to transfer the oil from the storage tank to the burner different types of
piping systems have bee designed. Depending on the location of the storage tank and the
type of system, oil can be transferred to the burner by gravity or by pump.

Oil piping systems consist of many components such as valves, strainers, pumps and,
of course, the pipe itself. Because of the many components on a piping system care mustbe taken to assure that each component works as it is suppose to. This can be done byinspecting these components periodically. If any problem is found, arrangements shouldbe made for repair or replacement of the defective part.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two major olassifications of fuel oils?

2. What does the term "viscosity" mean?
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3. What are the components of fuel oil storage tanks and what is the purpose of each?

4. What is the maximum amount that a fuel oil tank should be filled?

5. What type of oil piping system will flood the combustion chamber if the return nump
fails?

6. What type of pumps are used to pump fuel oil?

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Volume 1, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems
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SECTION II

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study guide is to identify the procedures for maintaining anoil burner.

INTRODUCTION

Although fuel oil is a mixture of hydrocarbons in a liquid state, it will not burn
until the burner has prepared it for combustion. In addition to correctly proportioning
and mixing the fuel and air, the burner must vaporize or gasify the fuel oil.

With the light fuel oils, vaporization can be accomplished by direct application ofheat. The heavier and less volatile oils, however, must be atomozed before they can bevaporized. Since the lighter fuels are not widely used in central heating planty, we
will discuss only burners that utilize the automization process in fuel preparation.

Oil burners may be classified according to the type of fuel oil each burner
consumes as well as the type of heating system it serves. According to this classifi-
cation, oil burners may be divided into the two groups, those used in conjunction with
domestic heating systems and those usec in industrial heating systems.

INFORMATION

THEORY OF CONSTRUCTION

Oil burners and equipment for industrial use are usually designed to burn lower-
cost, heavy fuel oils such as Grade Nos. 4, 5 and 6. The viscosity of these oils ismuch greater than that of the lighter domestic grades. For this reason, the equipment
required tar satisfactory storage, pumping and combustion differs considerably from thatused in domestic oil-burning systems.

Oil burners for industrial use are usually classified according to the method usedfor atomizing the oil. There are three types of industrial oil burners used by the AirForce. These are: atomizing oil burners, mechanical oil burners and horizontal rotaryburners.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

ATOMIZING OIL BURNERS. Atomizing oil burners use either steam or air an theoperating medium. Steam is the most common of any of the nonmechanical types of oilburners, and require only a minimum amount of equipment. They handle commercial oilGrade numbers 4, 5, and 6, and require a steam pressure varying from 50 to 125 psig.
When the burner is operating, it maintains a pressure differential between the steam and
oil pressure of about 20 to 25 psig.

They consist of a properly formed jet-mixing nozzle to which oil and steam or airare piped. The atomizing medium mi- s with fine particles of fuel passing through thenozzle, and the mixture is projecteu into the furnace. Nozzles may be of the internal
(inside) mixing type or the external (outside) mixing type. In the first type, the oiland steam or air are mixed inside the burner; in the second type, they are mixed at theburner orifice exit.

The heat output of the burner for a given burner tip (sprayer plate) is changed by
varying the oil pressure up to the maximum allowed. Higher capacities can be obrainedby changing the burner tips. Combustion air enters through a register where adjustable
vanes help control the shape of the flame. An impeller plate attached to the furnaceend of the burner imparts a swirling motion to the air to promote combustion and mixing.Figure 4-11 illustrates a fuel oil, steam atomizing burner. The figure shows a
longitudinal section of the burner and detailed sections of the burner tip (sprayerplate).
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Mechanical Oil Burners
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Figure 4-11. Fuel Oil Steam Atomizing Burner

Mechanical burners use oil pressure, and especially designed nozzles to atomize the
fuel. Atomization results when oil under high pressure (100-225 psig) passes through a
small orifice and emerges as a conical mist. The orifice that atomizes the fuel is
often aided by a slotted disk that whirls the oil before it enters the nozzle. Air for
combustion is supplied in a manner similar to that used for steam atomizing oil burners.
Heat output is also varied as in steam atomizers. Figure 4-12 illustrates a
longitudinal section of a mechanical atomizing burner and detailed sections of the
nozzle body and sprayer plate.
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Figure 4-13. Horizontal Rotary Oil Burner
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Horizontal Rotary Burner

The rotary burner (figure 4-13) compares favorably with the pressure-atomizing
burner in the following respects. There are no small orifices to plug up, oil can be
used at a lower temperature, and any of the rotary burners have wider ranges of fuel
burning capacity than high-pressure gun-type burners.

FUEL-TUBE TIP
(STAI IONARY

ATOMIZING CUP
(ROTATING)

OIL SWIRLS IN
COUNTER CLOCKWISE

DIRECTION

>L.._ FUEL
TUE

AIR SWIRLS IN
CLOCKWISE
DIRECTION

ANGULAR-VANE
AIR NOZZLE

NOZZLE
PROTECTOR

RAFFLE Pt ATF

Figure 4-14. Horizontal Rotary Burner

HOLLOW
MAIN SHAFT

OPERATION. The rotary-type burner has three main parts: rotating atomizing cup,
stationary fuel tube and fan. Illustrated -in figure 4-14 are these and other parts of
the horizontal rotary burner. The atomizing cup and fan are driven at the same speed by
a director. Oil is fed through the stationary tube to the inner surface of the
atomizing cup. It spreads over the surface of the cup, which is turning at a speed e'
3450 or 4000 RPM (depending on whether it is motor- or turbine-driven), flows to the
edge of the cup, and is then thrown off. The rotating cup imparts a whirling motion to
the oil as it travels to the edge, and the resulting centrifugal force separates the oil
into fine particles as it leaves the cup. Primary air supplied by the fan is introduced
around the outer edge of the rotating cup and give a whirling motion in the direction
opposite to that of the oil. The streams of air and oil collide and are thoroughly
mixed. The primary air which the fan supplies is only part of the air required for
combustion in a burner operating at full capacity. The air supplied by the fan can be
regulated by a damper located on the suction side. The damper is usually controlled
along with the oil supply by automatic or manual controls. The shape of the flame is
determined by the nozzle through which the air is discharged. The remaining or
secondary air required to complete combustion is supplied through openings in the floor
directly below the burner, or through passages in the wall around the burner.

Most rotary burners are manufactured differently, so the parts of one manufac-
turer's burner cannot be interchanged with another. Therefore, the manufacturer's
instructions for operating and maintenance must be studied Jarefully 1:)fore an operator
attempts to operate a rotary burner.
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Complete installation, operation, troubleshooting and preventive maintenanceprocedures for industrial oil burners should be procured from the manufacturer of theoil burner.

Type of Domestic Burner and Components

As was stated previously, oil burners are classified acrording to the type of fuelburned. The domestic oil burners burn fuel oil grade numbers 1 and 2. These are yourdistillate type fuel oils. The oil burer in most oil-fired domestic-heating units isthe gun-type burner.

Uses of the Gun-Type Oil Burner

High-pressure atomizing burniirs vaporize, atomize, and deliver a predetermined
quantity of oil and air to the combustion chamber where the mixture is burned. Theseoil burners operate automatically and maintain a desired temperature. The oil system ofa pressure atomizing burner consists of a gear pump, a pressure-regulating valve, ashutoff valve, and an atomizing nozzle. The air system consists of a power-driven fan,a device to throttle the air inlet, an air tube which surrounds the nozzle and electrodeassembly, and vanes to mix the air and oil properly. Both the fan and oil pump arenormally connected directly to the motor. Electric ignition is almost universally used.The electrodes are located near the nozzle. (See figure 4-15)

II

-

.1

1. OIL LINE TO ATOMIZING NOZZLE

2. ELECTRODE

3. DEFLECTOR CONE

4. ATOMIZING NOZZLE

S. DEFLECTOR BLADES

6. BLAST TUBE ASSEMBLY

7. OIL LINE FROM PUMP TO FUEL TUBE

B. AIR ADJUSTMENT

9. FAN

10. PUMP

11. PRESSURE REGULATOR VALVE

12. WITOR

U. IGNITION TRANSFORMER

14. ADJUSTABLE LEG

figure 4-15. Typical High-Pressure Gun-Type Burner

The gun-type burner is used primarily in hot water heaters, warm air furnacee,small hot water boilers, low pressure steam bofTers and somtimes as ignition forhorizontal rotary burners.
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Components of the Gun-Type Oil Burner

BURNER MOTOR. The electric motor drives the fan and fuel pump. Usually it is a
specially designed split-phase type that is an integral part of the burner. These
motors need very little maintenance, since they only require oiling about twice per
year. About 5 to 6 drops are sufficient. Some important factors to remember when
replacing the motor is that the revolutions per minute, rotation and mounting must be
the same as for the motor being replaced. (See figure 4-16)

STARTING SWITCH

110101111111111,0'

f

:1100100

:107- iiJIiI

ENO BELL. BOLTS

MOTOR SHAFT

Figure 4-16. Cutaway View of an Electric Motor

FAN. The fan wheel (figure 4-17 within the burner fan housing is driven directly
from the motor shaft, and it provides the necessary air to support combustion. This fan
wheel is of multi-blade design and is capable of furnishing an adequate air supply to
the blast tube. The volume of air handled by the fan is readily controlled by an
adjqstable air shutter located on the housing which controls the air intake to the
burner.

Figure 4-17. A Multi-Blade Fan
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FUEL PUMP. The fuel pump for the gun-type burner is a rotary positive displacement
gear pump. The pump shaft is connected to the burner motor, which drives the pump, by a
flexible coupling. The flexible coupling is used to absorb the shock when the burner
motor starts up.

Single-State Fuel Units. The single-stage fuel unit (figure 4-18) has one pumping 1
unit which takes oil fed by gravity into the unit and applies pressure to force fuel
through the nozzle. This single-stage unit is, therefore, best adapted where an
elevated tank is used, so that oil is fed by gravity to the burner. Although the
single-stage pump can be used for overhead piping installations, if necessary, there is
some danger of pump noise. The two-stage pump is, therefore, rPcommended for such aninstallation.

Two-Stage Fuel Units. The two-stage fuel unit (figure 4-19) usually looks exactly
like the single-phase unit, but it contains two complete pumping units. One pump sucksoil from the tank to the unit and then delivers the oil to tho second pump, which
applies the pressure required at the nozzle. This two-stage unit is recommerded tor use
with all outside underground tank installations and for inside tanks connected to the
burner through overhead piping. Normally, you use a two-pipe system with a two-stage
fuel unit. An adjusting screw on the pressure-regulating valve enables the operator to
vary the pressure from 80 to 140 psi.

Return port plug

Bypass port Pressure achusting screw

--
Suction

port

Stramy

Oil
flow

a=m

passed c=z)
oil m=p

4041Uil
Pump

(external gear type)
Oil under
pressure
to nozzle

Spring

Piston

,Pressure relief valve

Bleed slot

--Pressure chamber

Prime port and plug

Spring

Needle valve

-Nozzle port

Figure 4-18. A Single-Stage Fuel Unit

Figure 4-19. A Two-Stage Fuel Unit
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NOTE: Changing the pnmp pressure will effect the gallons per hour (GPH) of the
nozzle. Example: More pressure, more oil; less pressure, less oil.

In the case of a hum in the fuel tank, check the fuel pump for the anti-hum
diaphragm. If it is broken or missing, replace it.

BLAST TUBE. The blast tube directs the air from the fan to the deflector vanes.
The deflector vanes, in turn, swirl the air to help promote combustion. The blast tube
also houses the fuel tube, electrode assembly, and nozzle assembly. Inside the blast
tube, there is a status disk or stabilizer, which holds the fuel tube and electrode
assembly in place.

NOZZLE ASSEMBLY. The nozzle assembly includes a nozzle adapter which is screwed
onto the fuel tube and a nozzle which is screwed into the nozzle adapter. There is also
a small strainer that is screwed onto the nozzle. This strainer catches any small
impurities before they reach the nozzle orifice.

The nozzle on a gun-type oil burner is rated in gallons per hour (GPH). It has
four separate functions:

--Governs the amount of fuel burned--this will depend on the size of the furnace or
boiler. (Rated at 100 psig from pump.)

--Governs the angle of spray--this depends on the size of the combustion chamber or
firebox.

NOTE: The angle of spray and gallons per hour or capacity of the nozzle will
always be stamped on the outside of the nozzle.

--Detects the flow of the oil into a swirling motion, which, in turn, atomizes it.

--Determines the type of spray--thi- means the spray pattern and also the density
of the spray pattern. The type of spray could be extra solid, semisolid, hollow
and extra hollow.

ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY. The electrode assembly (figure 4-20) includes two separate
electrodes which are partially covered by glazed porcelain insulators. A supporting
clamp, which may be called a static disk or stabilizer, holds the electrodes firmly
together along with the fuel tube inside the blast tube. The electrodes are used as
igniters to light the fuel-oil from the burner.

POROCELAIN INSULATORS
ELECTRODES

SUPPORTING CLAMP- STATIC OISK OR STABILIZER
"\ NOZZLE

..j.c.1/8"

G 1/2"

NOZZLE ADAPTER

Figure 4-20. Details of Electrode Assembly

The electrodes must be adjusted properly ln order to work. They must be 1/8" to
3/16" apart; 1/8" ahead of the noz;le; 1/2" above the center of the nozzle; and there
should be a distance of 5/8" from the nozzle to the end of the blast tube.
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The electrode ignition system may be either an intermittent or constant ignition.Intermittent would be when the electrodes arc and ignite the fuel-oil and then go out.A constant ignitinn would arc as long as the burner motor is operating. The type ofignition system will be determined by the type of primary control.

IGNITION TRANSFORMER. The ignition transformer (figure 4-21) is located on theburner housing. It is plac I in different locations on different types of oil burners.The purpose of the ignitio transformer is to provide the necessary voltage needed tojump the gap between the electrodes (10,000 volts). This creates a spark which ignites
the oil spray coming out the nozzle. In case of failure, other than broken leads, thetransformer must be replaced iwth a new or rebuilt unit having identical mounting holes.

SCREW TYP E
EL ECTRO DE
TERMINALS

Figure 4-21. An Ignition Transformer

Removing, Disassembling and Installing

Complete removal, disassembling and installation procedures for the gun-type oilburner should be procured from the manufacturer of the oil burner.

Inspecting, Cleaning, Adjusting and
Operating the Gun-Type Oil Burner

Starting the Burner

All of the wiring is properly checked, and the fuel system is connected after the
installation of an oil burner and its operating controls. Then, it is the
responsibility of the heating specialist to accomplish the operational functions
established for the burner. The following job plan should be followed when you arestarting the burner:

--Partially close the air shutter.

--Install the pressure gauge and petcock in the vent outlet.

--Make sure that the primary control has been reset.

--Set the thermostat above room temperature, check the limit switch and close theburner switch.

--Open the petcock to purge air from the system. Close it when clear oil flowsfrom it. Set the oil pump pressure regulator to maintain 100 psig.
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- If the burner stops before oil reaches the nozzle, allow the safety element in
stack control to cool before pushing the reset button to restart it. Do not hold
the relay in, because the safety element will overheat.

- Open the air adjustment slowly until the fire it; perfectly clean.

- Set the draft for 0.02- to 0.04-inch water gauge over fire. This usually provides
0.04 to 0.06 inch at the flue.

Make the final air adjustment after the burner has been operatAng long enc.ngh to
warm the combustion chamber. Look through the balanced smoke pipe damper, using a
drop light. Turn down the air supply to the burner until smoke is seen passing
through the light beam in the smoke pipe. Then, open the air adjustment until the
smoke disappears. Check this approximate setting with an Orsat adjusted to 10
percent CO2. After two or three weeks of operation, recheck the adjustment to
see that the draft and percent CO2 are satisfactory.

If oil shoots into the firebox et first without igniting, because of ignition
difficulty or other cause, the oil will soak into the soft brick. Be sure that the
relief door is open. The combustion chamber must be properly ventilated upon any
misfire. Shut off the burner after a misfire when the burner is placed in
operation and is igniting the oil that is in the combustion chamber. The oil-
soaked brick will make the burner rumble and puff for a few minutes, until the oil
has burned out. Never refire a burner when the combustion chamber is flooded; the
excess oil must be removed before firing again. Always guard against a backfire;
stand to one side of the relief or firing door when you are starting a burner.

Troubleshooting

The following information has been prepared to help the heating specialist locate
and correct troubles which occur in oil burners. Common troubles and the checks which
are made to correct them are listed as follows:

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Oil Failure Oil storage tank empty. Refill.

Nozzle clogged.

Strainer clogged.

Internal bypass plug may not
be in place when installing
the burner with a return line.

Restriction in suction line,
other than clogged strainers.

Vacuum leak in the suction line.

Leaky pump shaft seal.

Remove the burner assembly.
Clean or replace the nozzle.

Clean the line strainer, the
fuel unit strainer, and/or the
nozzle strainer.

Install the bypass plug.

Use a vacuum gauge to check the
the line back to the tank. Use
a bicycle pump, attached to the
burner end of the line, to blow
back any obstructions in the
line.

Locate and repair the leak. In
extreme cases (restriction or
vacuum leak in the suction line)
it may be necessary to run a new
suction line.

Replace the seal.
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TROUBLE CAUSE

Motor Failure

REMEDY

Bypass plug installed in fuel
unit when used with single-PiPe
system, thereby building up
excessive pressure and stalling
the motor. May blow the fuses.

Motor starting switch dirty or
sticking.

Motor condenser is burned out.

Motor is shorted or burned out.

Remove the bypass plug. Check 4
the fuel unit and the motor for
possible damage.

Remove the motor end bell and
examine the switch assembly. If
the remedy is not obvious, rp-
place the switch assembly or
change the motor.

Short out the condenser. If the
motor runs, replace the conden-
ser.

Replace the motor with onc...; of
same rotation.

Ignition Failure Transformer terminals are not
connected.

Electrodes are not set properly.

Carbon on the electrodes.

Weak transformer.

Electrodes are cracked or
grounded.

Connect and properly tighten the
terminals.

Adjust the setting.

Clean and check the setting.

Replace transformer.

Replace the electrodes and ad-
just the setting.

Faulty Control
Operation

Stack control helix is badly
sooted.

Stack temperature is too low
because the fire is too small
for the heating load.

Too frequent cycling of the
thermostat.

Remove the control and clean the
helix with a small brush.

Increase the GPH and adjust the
fire for boiler size.

Adjust thermostat for longer
running cycles. Check wirl ng to
thermostat heat anticipator.

Irregular Stack
Temperature

Change in draft.

Dowrdraft caused by obstruction
such as trees or insufficient
chimney height.

Bad draft due to leaks in the
chimney.

Fluctuating flame.

Install the draft regulator.

Remove the obstruction.
Increase the chimney height or
install an H-hood.

Other openings should be
closed.

Check burner operation. Nozzle
may be partially clogged or
there may be water in the oil.
Fuel unit pressure may be set
too low so that the oil delivery
is not uniform.
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TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

No Electric Current Fuse Blown.
to Burner Circuit

Difficulty with the power
source.

Burner Fails to
Shut Off

Replace the fuse, and determine
what caused it to blow.

Notify the electrician.

Break in the wiring or bad Check it with test equipment
connection. and repair Lt.

Defective controls. Repair or replace.

Controls improperly wired.

Thermostat out of calibration.

Wires shorted out.

Rewlre the controls.

Calibrate the thermostat.

Check with the test equipment
and repair.

Smoke, Odor, Fumes Improper burner adjustment. Check the air and oil adjust-
ments.

Bad draft creating pressure in Check the overfire draft with
the chamber. the gauge and correct.

Air cone burned away or fallen
out.

Check the air cone on the end
of the blast tube. Correct or
replace it.

Burner Puffs When
Starting.

Electrode is not properly set. Reset the electrodes.

Weak spark due to a ground in Check and correct.
the burner assembly.

Weak spark, or no spark at all. Check out the transformer and
replace it if necessary.

Burner Short Limit control is cuting off and Check the wiring and location of
Cycling on. the limit control; also check

the thermostat.

Thermostat differential is set Adjust for wider differential.
too close.

Improper Flames Oil pressure too high or too
low.

Adjust the fuel pump for 100
pound:3 or pros8uro. SoA. tho alr
shutter for the proper smoke
reading.

Poor draft. Check the chimney and smoke

Improper adjustment of the
burner air shutter.

Adjust to produce an orange
flame with no chimney smoke and
no more excess air than
necessary.
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TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Burner Noisy Motor drive coupling is loose
or worn.

Rigid electric or oil pipe
connections at the burner.

Fuel unit is not reassembled
properly.

Tank hum.

Replace the worn parts. Check
the alignment.

Relieve the strain by instal-
ling flexible sections at the
burner.

Reassemble the fuel pump.

Install an anti-hum diaphragm.

Excess Fuel
Consumption

Poor atomization.

Excessive draft.

Low CO2 (high excess air).

Fire is too small for the
boiler or furnace.

Fire too large for boiler or
furnace.

Improper setting of controls.

Adjust to the proper flame.

Readjust for a -0.02 inch over-
tire draft.

Eliminate the air leaks in the
furnace or boiler. Adjust the
draft and improve the flame.

Increase to the proper GPH.

Decrease fire to proper Gra.

Check and reset the controls.

Heat exchanger areas caked with Clean heat exchanger areas.
c.,rbon and slag.

Excessive
Electrical

Fire may be set so low that
burner operates continuously
to heat the building.

Increase the GPH to proper size.

Bad adjustment, low CO2. Adjust burner for proper CO2

Inspection and Maintenance

The heating specialist is responsible for the inspection and maintenance of oilburners. Unless a heating specialist has the proper tools, he cannot perform mainte-nance as required. Several items are a must for servicing gun-type burners, and theyare listed as follows:

- A pressure gauge set made up of 150-pound capacity pressure gauge, the fittings toconnect it, and the petcock used for purging air from the oil line when startingthe burner.

- A full set of Allen wrenches for turning setscrews, bypass plugs, and for adjustingthe nozzle holder and electrodes. Only a socket wrench of the proper size is usedfor the nozzle. An open-end S-wrench is required for nozzle holders.

- A small thermostat wrench is packed with some thermostats and this is used foradjusting the differential.

- Be sure that the pipe dope used is for oil lines. If there is any doubt, order acan of special oil pipe dope and use it on all male pipe threads.
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- A complete assortment of nozzles is needed. From the standpoint of time, it is
cheaper to change a nozzle than to clean it on the job. After a few nozzles are
accumulated, they should be cleaned in the shop.

Nozzles should only be cleaned on a clean workbench kept in the shop. The nozzle
is a delicate device and should be handled with care. A safety solvent is used to
cut away the grease and gum and compressed air, if available, is used to blow out
dirt. Goggles should be worn to protect the eyes when compressed air is used to
remove dirt from the nozzle. Never use a metal needle to clean the orifice,
sharpen the end of a match to use or use a brush bristle for this purpose. Always
use a socket wrench when turning a nozzle. He sure that the nozzle seat is clean.
When the nozzle comes to the "bottom," back it off and retighten it several times
to make a light oil seal. Do not tighten it too much or the brass threads will
strip and make the removal of the nozzle difficult.

When installing either the pump or the motor, make a check as you put on the
coupling to see that there is no ulndue pressure on the pump shaft. If there is
excessive pressure, the coupling should be applied closer to the body of the fuel unit
shaft.

SUMMARY

The satisfactory performance of any type oil burner depends upon the proper
installation, operation and maintenance of the unit. It is, therefore, recommended that
the manufacturer's instructions for these services be procured for each oil burner at an
installation.

QUESTIONS

1. How are oil burners classified?

2. What are the different types of industrial oil burners?

3. How does a mechanical oil burner atomize the oil?

4. What are the three main parts of the horizontal rotary oil burner?

5. How does a horizontal rotary oil burner atomize the oil?

6. What is the purpose 'yf the flexible coupling on a gun-type oil burner?

7. What holds the file'. tube and e:.ectrodes in place inside the blast of a gun-type oil
burner?

8. What informatiln will f :?,111,ed oil the outside of the nozzle used in the gun-type
burner?

REFERENCES

AFM 85-12, Volume I and II, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution System', Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and
Systems, and Process Haat Utilizti.tion.
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OIL FIRED SPACE HEATERS
OBJECTIVE

SG J3A13I154532 001.-II[-5

Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to determine step-by-step proce-
dures for removing, installing, and maintaining oil space heaters.

INTRODUCTION

The earliest forms of house heating were all direct. They included the open fires
with which primitive men warmed their dwellings. Some types of stoves and braziers (a
pan for holding burning coals) that were adopted by the Romans are still used in various
parts of the world. In the colder portions of Europe, the fireplace was developed as a
method for heating rooms by means of an open fire. The first fireplaces were hearths
recessed into the walls of buildings, with short flues. Fireplaces with high chimneys,
which rose above the roof of the building and which provided adequate draft to keep the
fires on the hearth burning brightly, were introduced during the 12th century.
Fireplaces of today consist of a hearth closed on three sides with brick and a
completely enclosed chimney or flue which carries away the smoke and combustion products
of the fire.

ne useful heat, given off by a fireplace, consists of the heat radiated directly
by the burning fuel and that which is absorbed and re-radiated by the side and back
walls. From 80 to 90 percent of the burning fuel is lost in the combustion gases and
smoke which go up the chimney. The addition of fireplaces in modern houses is for
beauty and style rather than for thermal efficiency.

In this section, we will discuss types of oil fired space heaters that are more
efficient heat producers than the fireplace. We will also study the installation,
operation and maintenance of these heaters. You may be called upon at any time to
install, operate or maintain any one of these various types of space heaters. When you
do have such an assignment, your supervisor will expect you to have a working knowledge
of the type and of the fuel required to operate the heater. By gaining the knowledge
contained in this section, you will be able to better understand the constructiom,
operation and maintenance of the more complicated heating equipment you will use
throughout your Air Force career.

INFGRMATION

A space heater--or stove, as it is sometimes called--is an enclosure of metal or
ceramic materials where fuel is burned to provide heat. It is an improvement over the
fireplace because its radiating surface is relatively larger and in contact with the air
of the room, and because it gives a certain amount of heat by air convection. An
efficient modern space heater utilizes about 75 percent of the heat of the fuel bur.l'i
in it. In rural areas of the United States and many other parts of the world, space
heaters are still being used extensively for heating houses. The fuels burned in thet-e
types of heaters include wood, coal, coke, peat, oil and gas.

Since the space heater is not a permanent installation, it can be located in a
desirable place in the center of a room to provide the greatest amount or heat.
However, the space heater is not very satisfactory in providing comfortable heat for a
large space, because of its unique method of limited heat distribution. Even so, the
simplicity of construction, the small initial cost, land the low rate of fuel
consumption--regardless of whether it is coal, gas or oil--make the space heater
desirable for heating small areas.

Types and Applications of Oil Fired Space Heaters

Oil-fired space heaters are very simple in construction. They consist of a burner,
a combustion chamber, an outer casing, a fuel tank and a fuel control valve. An air
space is provided between the combistion chamber and the outer casing. Air that enters
through grilles in the bottom of the heater is heated and then passes out through the
grilles in the top of the unit.
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Some oil-burning heaters are equipped with a blower and electric motor that forcethe heated air into the room. The units turn at slow speeds and are either direct-drive

or belt-driven.

Oil-fired space heaters have atmospheric vaporizing-type burners, two of which wedescribe next. These burners require a lightweight grade of fuel oil (generally No. 1
weight) that vaporizes readily at low temperatures and leaves only small amounts of
carbon and ash. The two types of oil-fired space heaters commonly used are the glueFlame type and the natural draft pot-type.

Construction Features and Controls

Blue Flame Type. The blue flame type burner is shown in figure 5-1. It includes a
metal base formed of two or more circular fuel-vaporizing grooves and alternate air
channels. Also included are several pairs of perforated sleeves or cylinders; one is
inside, the others are mounted on the metal base. Each pair of perforated sleeves forms
a combustion chamber above its grooves. One or more cover plates that rest on top of
the nested cylinders baffle the flame and close the air passage. This forces the air
through the perforations into the oil vapor chamber. In this way, a large number of air
jets are introduced into the oil vapor, producing a good fuel mixture. The mixture
burns with a clean, odorless blue flame.

These burners usually have a short asbestos kindling wick for ease in lighting.
Some burners have a cup installed below the base so that alcohol can be burned to
provide heat for starting. The wick and the alcohol are used only for lighting.
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Figure 5-1. Blue Flame Oil Burner

CASING

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

Figure 5-2. Cutaway Natural Draft
Pot Type Space Beater

Natural Draft Pot Type Burner. Natural draft pot type distilla4 burners arewidely used for space heaters (room heaters), wall heaters, floor hf ers, waterheaters, etc. They account for approximately 90 percent of all oil pace heaters inuse. The natural draft pot type space heater is composed of three main parts. (Seefigure 5-2)
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Burner (Retorts). The burner (sometimes called retorts) may be of various shapes,
rectangular or round, and designed with perforations (holes) in the shell which allow
primary air to enter the combustion chamber and mix with the oil vapor. Figure 5-4.

A cutaway is shown in figure 5-3. In operation the distillate (oil) is fed at the
bottom of the burner and is vaporized at this point by radiant heat from above. The
vapors rise and mix with the air drawn through the perforaied holo In Lim hfiriwr.
During high fire conditions, the flame burns above the top combustion ring, as in figure
5-4

NOTE: The oil level in the burner pot should not exceed 1/8 inch.

Air,

Oil vapor

Oil tank

AI
al control

valve \ Pt

41111111.L. .

Cleanout
7

Burner

Figure 5-3. Natural Draft Pot Type Burner

High-Fire Flame

Pilot
Ring

CoMbustion Ring

Figure 5-4. Flame Locations

5-3

COMBUSTION CHAMBER. The burner is located inside and at the bottom of the
combustion chamber. The combustion chamber is heated by the flame in the burner and
radiates the heat to the surrounding air.

CASING. The casing provides an air space around the combustion chamber. Air, that
is to be heated, enters through grilles at the bottom of the casing. The air is heated
and rises through grilles at the top of the casing. The casing will also provide
protection against direct contact with the combustion chamber. Figure 5-2.
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Fuel Oil Control Valve

The oil control valve is the only aafety device on ti.e oil-fired space heater. Thepurpose of the oil control valve is to meter a precisci amount of fuel oil to the burnerpot.

The parts of the oil control valve consist of a strainer, reset lever, inlet needlevalve, oil temperature compensating float, manual control knob, metering stem and guideassembly, and the safety tripout float.

Figure 5-5 illustrates a cutaway of an oil control valve and identifies componentparts.

METEMNGSTEM MANUAL
ANDGUIDE ASSY. ___-....:1 HANDLE

OIL TEMPERATURE ' ACTUATING
RESET COMPENSATING PIN
LEVER FLOAT .'i-r---IA= I "11

INLET
NEEDLE
VALVE

ONE PIECE
STRAINER OUTLET TO BURNER

Figure 5-5. Fuel Oil Control Valve

SAFETY
TRIP-OUT
FLOAT

VALVE
INLET

The strainer prevents any impurities in the fucl oil from entering the oil controlvalve. (See figure 5-5) The inlet needle valve stops and starts the flow of oil to thevalve and during operation is controlled by the oil temperature compensating float. Thepurpose of the oil temperature compensating float is to maintain a specific and constantamount of oil within the valve. The reset lever is a manual safety built into the oilvalve. During periods the heater is not in operation, the reset levcir is in the upposition. This puts pressure on the inlet needle valve and holds it in tile closedposition so that no oil will enter the valve. During operation of the heater, the resetlever must be in the down position. This removes the pressure from the inlet needle
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valve and allows oil to flow to the valve. The manual control knob, located on top of
the oil control valve, is the adjustment for the oil flow rate. The valve is
calibrated to allow so much oLl to pass through on low fire and high fire, and the
different setting of the control knob will either increase or decrease oil flow rate
somewhere between the low and high fire setting. As the control knob is turned from the
low position to the high position, it raises the metering stem allowing more oil to flow
through to the burner. The safety trtpout float is an automatic safoty which will trip
...ne reset lever, closing the needle valve and stopping oil flow into the valve. The
safety tripout float is actuated by high oil level within the valve. This safety device
will provide 100 percent shutoff of oil in case of high oil level within the valve.

The most important part or the oil control valve, even though it has .lothing to do
with the operation, is the nameplate (see figure 5-u), mounted on top of the valve. On
this nameplate is the manufacturer's name, operating instructions and the maximum and
minimum flow rates (for calibration purposes) which are stamped on the plate in cubic
centimeters per minute (which is the measurement used for calibration). This nameplate
should be mounted on the valve at all times ercept when performing maintenance on the
valve.

sERVICtev

HIFlO 1.0.110
47

(C/MM
II

HI (..) HIGH DECREASE

OFF
(10 LOW DECREASE

OIL CONTROL VALVE

Made by
CONTROLS COMPANY OF AMERICA

'0 START OIL FLOW...
PRESS LEVER DOWN.

TO SHUT OFF ..LIFT
LEVER.

0

Figure 5-6. Oil Control Valve Nameplate

Procedures for Removing, Disassembling and Reas,-;embling

The variety of oil space heaters manufactured in the United States makes it
difficult to state exact procedures for removing, disassembling and reassembling.
Aanufacturer'a instructions for this type of work will be sent with the space heater.
These instructions should be kept in the heating shop and followed whenever the need
arises to perform these duties.
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Procedure for Inspecting and Cleaning

Inspecting and Cleaning

SERVICES. Some of thc more common services that should be performed on pot andblue flame type space heaters during preventive maintenance are listed below. These
services should be performed as per AF regulations, manufacturer's specifications orlocal directives, to insure proper operation of the burners.

- -Remove soot and carbon from heater exchangers, flues and chimneys.

- -Remove soot and carbon deposits from the burners.

--Ream and clean out oil inlet.

--Clean the strainers in oil supply line.

--Clean the oil Htorage tanks.

Procedures for Installing and Maintaining

Oil burning heaters are portable and are easily moved from one location to anothL-.For satisfactory operation, follow the installation procedures supplied by the manufac-turer. Iu both blue flame and pot type burners, oil is fed to the burner under control
of a float-operated metering valve. Set the unit level so the oil can be properlydistributed in the burner.

Since the oil level control valve is an important part of the space heater, it isnecessary for it to function properly. For satisfactory results and uninterruptedservice, give regular, periodic attention to its maintenance.

--Keep the valve clean. Do not let dirt or water accumulate on or in the valve.Clean the screen regularly.

--Keep the oil clean. Do not let dirt and water mix with the oil. Make sure oiltankH are clean hofore thoy are filled.

--Do not abuse the valve. Never use the valve assembly as a handle to lift theheater.

--Before servicing the oil level control valve, make sure the oil supply LS cutoff.

--Assure that the valve is properly leveled to prevent the floats from sticking.Level valve both end to end and side to side.

Troubleshooting Oil-Fired Space Heaters

Some of the more common troubles encountered when troubleshooting pot and sleevetype oil-fired space heaters are in the following charts:

LOW OIL FLOW

CAUSE REMEDY

Air trapped in the oil supply lines.
This condition may be caused by a
combination of air leaks and high
points in supply line.

Eliminate the high points in the
piping and bleed the line.

The oil control valve may not be level. Level the valve

Oil may be too heavy. Use the grade of ell recommended by
the manufacturer.

Dirt in oil supply line. Clean the supply line.
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LOW OIL FLOW

CAUSE REMEDY

Clogged oil strainer. Clean strainer.

Dirt in metering mechanism. Clean metering mechanism.

Sludge clogging supply line. Clean supply line.

Fuel inlet clogged with carbon. Remove carbon.

BURNER GOES OUT

CAUSE REMEDY

Check oil supply. Add oil if necessary.

Plugged vent on oil supply tank. Clean vent.

Insufficient oil flow. Troubleshoot for low oil flow.

Improper fuel. Use fuel recommended by manufacturer.

Fuel inlet plugged. Clean fuel inlet.

Dirt in oil control valve. Clean valve.

Oil valve not level. Level valve.

Filter cartridge plugged with Clean filter.
sludge and dirt.

Excessive chimney draft. Check proper operation of draft
regulator.

Excessive flue downdraft. Modify chimney height as required.
Install downdraft hood.

CAUSE

Stop oil flow.

Drain fuel from burner.

Light burner.

Start oil flow.

Operate burner.

BURNER IS FLOOMD

REMEDY

Shut off main oil supply wave.

Place a pan under the cleanout pipe,
remove plugs, drain and replace t1-1.
plug.

Practice safety.

Turn on main oil supply valve.

Check for malfunctions which might
have extinguished the flame.

HIGH FUEL CONSUMPTION

CAUSE REMEDY

Improper fuel. Use fuel recommended by manufacturer.

Heat loss. Reduce supply of air to burner.

373
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HIGH FUEL CONSUMPTION

CAUSE REMEDY

Heat exchanger areas caked with Clean exchanger areas.carbon and slag.

Excessive chimney draft. Check operations of draft regulator.

Procedures for Operating and Adjusting the Oil Space Heater

When the oil control valve is opened, oil enters the burner at the bottom of thepot. A torch is used to light the oil. As it begins to burn, it vaporizes and thevapors rise and mix with the air entering through the perforations in the side of thepot

The position of the flame within the burner depends on the amount of vaporproduced, and the amount of vapor produced depends on the oil level in the pot. Whenlarge quantities of oil are vaporized, the flame stands in the pot. When largequantities of oil are vaporized, the flame stands high on the top ring as shown infigurc 5-74. Vapor travois to this point before enough air in mixed to produce complotccomtustion at this too high of a firing rate. At high firing rate, the flame is ms-shown in figure 5-78. A minimum or low fire, the flame is as shown in figure 5-7C.

Figure 5-7D shown the effect if oil flow into the pot is too low. Vaporization andcombustion take place on the bottom of the bowl. Air to support this combustion entersabove the lower ring. Good mixing of air and vapor is not possible and the flameproduced is smoky. Soot is deposited rapidly under these conditions and can foul heterand flue pipe so heavily that good operation is impossible. If combustion occurs belowthe lover ring, except in starting, oil flow rate is insufficient. In this case,increase oil flow rate or shut off heater entirely. If flame stands too high aboveburner or extends into the flue pipe, rate of oil flow is too great. In this case,decrease rate of flow to prevent dangerous overfiring.

A.

/;'.flt HOT FLUt OASIS"N t

I I

Ham
mots FINg

S.
MEOIUW

LeglitlAj).
TOO LOW

O.
AAAAA *WEN OIL FLOW IS
TOO LOW.

Figure 5-7. Position of Burner Flame at Different Rates of Fuel Flow
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Since the flow of air to vaporizing type burners depends on the chimney draft, pay
careful attention to this feature. Poor draft will result in a smoky flame that
produces little heat, while a downdraft will make it almost impossible to keep the flame
going at all.

The draft in a chimney is created by the difference in weight between the hot air
or gases on the inside of the chimney, and the cold air on the outside. Hot air always
rises. The hot gases produced by the combustion will rise in the chimney, causing cold
air to be drawn into the space heater to replace it. This continuous action of the hot
air rising in the chimney, and being replaced by cold air through the stove or space
heater, is known as "draft." In cold weather, the draft may be stronger, due to colder
air outside the building; whereas in summer, the draft is less due to smaller difference
in the temperature (and weight) outside the building and inside the chimney.

Downdraft Hood

Often times, a downdraft is created by either a high tree or any adjacent taller
building as.illustrated in figure 5-8. In each of these cases, a downdraft hood will
eliminate this condition.

In this case, the chimney is too short and when the wind blows from the opposite
side of the house, a downdraft is created in the chimney. The height of the chimney
should he increased to approximately three feet above the ridge of the house or install
an approved downdraft hood on top of the present chimney.

WIND DIRECTION

WIND DIRECTION

Figure 5-8. Causes of Downdraft

Downdraft may seriously interfere with
properly functioning burners. Downdraft may
result when the chimney is not high enough
tor the building roof line or is too close
to other high buildings, trees or terrain
features (figure 5-8). The chimney must be
at least three feet above the highest point
of the building roof. If the difficulty is
caused by other factors, a downdraft hood
may prove effective. Two types of down-
draft hoods are the "A" and "H" type.
7igure 5-9 illustrates an "H" type hood.

II
O
O

CI

O

El

Figure 5-9. "H-Type" Hood

An automatic type of damper is usually installed in the first joint of the
stovepipe where the pipe leaves the heater. It is a weighted butterfly damper that
maintains a constant draft, regardless of wind and temperature. For this reason, it is
usually called a "draft regulator" instead of a damper. An illustration of a draft
regulator is shown in figure 5-10.
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Automatic and proper operation of a
draft regulator depends upon correct
installtaion, because it must balance
correctly and be free to move at the
slightest change in draft pressure.
Regardless of whether the .egulator
is installed in a vertical, horizontal
or angled smokestack, the top of the
damper must be at the true top
position. The face must be plumb
(straight up and down). When tne
regulator Is used in a horizontal
or nearly horizontal pipe, the
counterweight is not used.

SUMMARY

ADJUSTABLE. WE I GHT

Figure 5-10. Draft Regulator

Oil-fired heaters are ordinarily used when gas is not available. Oil cam be
transported into areas where gas and coal cannot. They are clean operating and do not
require as close attention as coal stoves. Two types of burners are commonly used asoil-fired heaters. One type is a blue flame type burner and the other is the natural
draft pot burner. In both types, lightweight fuel oil is fed into a bowl at the bottom
of the burner where it is ignited by a wick. After ignition, the heat of combustion
causes the oil to vaporize. Air mixes with the vapors and burning takes place at apoint above the oil bowl itself. In order to avoid a smoky flame, oil-fired heaters
require careful adjustment of the draft. Usually, an automatic draft regulator is usedin the smoke pipe in place of a damper.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two types of oil-fired space heaters?

2. What device is incorporated in an oil-fired space heater to maintain a constant
draft?

3. What type of oil-fired space heater uses a kindling wick or alcohol cup for
ignition?

4. What causes the oil to vaporize in an oil-fixed space heater?

5. What determines the height of the flame in an oil-fired space hsater?

6. Where is the draft regulator installed?

REFERENCES

1. Domestic and Commercial Oil Burners, third edition, by Burkhardt
2. ASHRAE Guide and Data Book, Equipment 1972
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WB J3ABR54532 001-ILI-1

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this wo::'-5ook, yr,u will be able to:

-- Explain facts about the purpoqe, ose and principles of operation of electricalcontrols.

hdjust electrical controls to assure proper operation

-- Identify basic facts relating to electronic controls.

-- Explain facts about the theory of operation and use of pneumatic controls.

-- Explain basic (acts about troubleshooting pneumatic controls and ftquipment.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Adjust Electrical Controls

CAUTION: Observe safety precautions when working with electricity.

NOTE: Remove all watches, rings, and other jewelry.

1. hocate thermostat.

Disconnect electrical power from furnace.

3. Locate Primary Control and note current draw.

4. Adjust heat anticipator to current draw of Primary Control, or as per instructionsof instructor.

5. Have instructor check work.

EXERCISE 2

Electrical Controls

1. A control that can only be placed in the on/off position is an example of acontrol.

2. A is a temperature sensing device that responds to changes inamtient temperature.

3. A thermostat can cperate by Or voltages.

4. What control should stop the burner in case of excessive temperature?

1-1
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5. A fan switch is used to r.ntrol the

6. When using the Bimetallic strip what causes it to bend?

7. What causes the liquid to gasify in the compressible type bellows?

8. What is the purpose of capillary tube on the remote-bulb device?

9. Name the two types of pilotstats.

10. Explain the operation of thermoelectric pilotstat when the pilot flames goes out.

11. The valve type pilotstat will shut the gas off to the
case the pilot flame is extinguished.

12. The contacts on a limit control are normally

13. The normal temperature range for the limit control is

14. The primary control for gas is a simple switching device which

the main circuit.

15. Three types of automatic gas valves lre

16. What is the primary control for gas burners?

and in

to _ ____

and

17. Which primary control incc,rporates fcur controls?

18. The fan ON setting is usually to above the fan OFF setting.--------

19. S.G., Figure 1-19. What control device operates on low voltage?

20. S.G. Figure 1-20. The gas valve operates on

1-2
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ELECTRONIC CONTROLS

1. Why do we use electronic controls?

2. What are electronic controls used for?

i. What is the purpose of flame safeguard protection?

4. Why do large boilers use programmers?

5. What are electronic "sensors"?

6. Electronic flame safeguard sensors respond to

or

7. What was the first electronic flame sensor?

8. How does a cadmium cell sense visible light?

or light

9. Explain how the lead sulfide cell senses light.

What does the ultraviolet sensor sense?
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PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS

1. What are pneumatic controls used for?

2. How often should the air storage tank be drained of water?

3. tAriat is the purpose of the pressure reducing valve?

4. Air piping and distribution systems for pneumatic controls consist of

and

5. What type of automatic control system has continuous feedback?

6. What is the usual pressure df supply air?

7. What controls the pressure in the air supply tank?

8. What is the purpose of the supply air lines?

9. How often should the oil in the pump crankcase be changed?

10. How often should motor be oiled?

11. Define the term pneumatic controls.

12. How are pneumatic controllers classified?

13. What type of pneumatic controller produces a gradual action of the controlled
device?

14. Mediums Lhat affect the space or room conditions are called

15. The is the final contact element that is
activated by the control pressure.



WB J3AHR54532 001-III-2

TROUBLESHOOTING OF ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

-- Using the step-by-step procedures, troubleshoot electrical controls on a
warm air furnace trainer with instructor assistance.

-- Trace electrical circuits, isolate electrical malfunctions and perform minor
repairs to electrical circuits.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Troubleshooting a Warm-Air Furnace Low-Voltage Control Circuit

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry; make sure power is OFF before wiring the trainer.
Check wiring lc:ads for damage.

Working on trainer provided, troubleshoot and identify faulty heating controls in a
1ow-voltage warm-air furnace control circuit.

1. Obtain multimeter from supply cabinet.

2. Obtain wiring leads from trainer drawer.

3. Wire the low voltage trainer, using figure 1 of this workbook as a guide.

4. Have the instructor check your circuit before energizing and lighting the pilot.

5. Apply power to the trainer, light pilot and check circuit for normal operation.

6. Thermostat --

a. Adjustment - Heat Anticipator

(1) Adjust heat anticipator to match the current rating of the primary control
(gas valve), which is usually stamped on the control nameplate.

NOTE: If the current rating is not given for the primary control, use
the manufacturer's specifications.

(2) Move the indicator to match the rating of the primary control, and the
heat anticipator will be properly adjusted.

NOTE: The indicator may be moved with fingers, pencil point or pin.

7. Combination Control (Fan - Limit Switch)

a. Calibration -- None.

b. Adjustment --

NOTE: On the dial or face of the combination control ai temperature settings
for the fan and limit switches. The dial has a temperature range from
50°F to 250°F with 20 subdivisions, each worth ten degrees. Included
also are three temperature indication pointers, twi for the fan switch
and one for the limit switch.

2-1
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(1) Limit Switch -

(a) Remove cover.

(b) Locate temperature indicator pointer -- at the top of the dial.

CAUTION: Do not rotate dial. Hold dial firmly with fingers while
positioning pointers.

(c) Using your fingers, position the pointer tc the 20Q°F mark on the
dial.

(d) The limit switch is now adjusted to prevent overheating and a possi-
ble fire hazard.

(2) Fan Switch -

NOTE: This switch has two temperature settings, identified by pointers.
They are: the fan ON pointer which is below the limit switch
pointer, and the fan OFF setting which is the lowest pointer on the
dial.

CAUTION: Do not rotate dial. Hold dial firmly with fingers while posi-
tioning pointers.

(a) Using an ON temperature setting of 80°F, adjust the middle pointer to
the given temperature located on the dial.

(b) Set the fan OFF pointer to maintain 1 differential of 15 to 25
degrees.

8. Have the instructor check your trainer.

NOTE: On the back of the trainer are trouble switches labeled 1 through 6. Start
with trouble switch number 1, turn it to the ON position. Then troubleshoot
the circuit using the multimeter to identify the faulty control. Enter the
trouble in 9 below; when this is done, place the first trouble switch in the
OFF position and proceed until all troubles have been identified.

9. Identify the six troubles you have found wi11 your trainer and list them in order
below:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

TROUBLE

10. liave the instructor check your completed workbook.

11. Secure the pilot and power, then remove the wiring leads and return them to the
trainer drawer.

12. Proceed to next tra;ner.
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TRANSFORMER

PILOT

-0 0

0
FAN SWI TCM

0
LIMTSWITCH

IIIIT.'ERMOCOUPL a

FAN MOTOR

1-1
OA$ VALVE

Figure 1. Warm-Air Furnace Low-Voltage Control Circuit

Troubleshooting a Warm-Air Furnace Line-Voltage Control Circuit

CAUTION: Insure power is OFF before wiring the trainer. Check wiring leads for
damage.

Working on trainer provided, trouuleshoot and identify faulty heating controls in a
low-voltage warm-air furnace control circuit.

L. Obtain wiring leads from trainer.

2. Wire the line voltage trainer using figure 2 as a guide.

3. Have instructor check your circuit before energizing and lighting the pilot.

4. Apply power to the trainer, light pilot and check circuit for normal operation.

NOTE: On the back of the trainer are trouble switche!--; labeled 1 through 6. Start
with trouble switch number 1, turn it to the ON position, then troubleshoot
the circuit using the multimeter to identify the faulty control. Enter the
trouble in 5 below; when this is done, place the first trouble switch in the
OFF position and proceed until all troubles have been identified.

5. Identify the troubles you have found with your trainer and list them in order
below.

a.

b.

C.

TROUBLE

2-3
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a.

b.

C.

6. Have the instructor check your completed workbook.

7. Secure the pilot and power, remove the wiring leads and return them tr, trainer
drawer.

8. Proceed to next trainer.

ICLb)
POWER ON

THERMOSTAT

0
24V

0
24V

[TRANSFORMER 1

RELAY

(ILs.8 0-

LIMIT

FAN-LIMIT
CONTROL

Figure 2. Warm-Air Furnace Line-Voltage Circuit

Troubleshooting Hot Water Boiler Control Circuit

CAUTION: Insure power is OFF before wiring the trainer. Check wiring leads tor damage.

Working on trainer provided, troubleshoot ar.d iderify faulty heating controls in a
hot water boiler control circuit.

1. Obtain wiring leads frolo trainer drawer.
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2. Wire the hot water boiler control circuit using figure 3 as a guide.

3. Have the instructor check your circuit before energizing and lighting the pilot.

4. Apply power to the trainer, light pilot and check circuit for normal operation.

NOT: On the hack of the trainer are trouble switche'; labeled 1 throuqh 3. Start
with trouble switch number 1, turn it to the GN po I t. ian. Thou Ironhle!Oloot
the circuit using the multimeter to identify the faulty control. Enter the
trouble in 5 below; when this is done, place the first trouble switch in the
OFF position and proceed until all troubles have been identified.

[dentiCy the eighe trouble5 you have found with your trainer and list thm in order
below.

TROUBLE

9.

h.

6. Have the instructor check your completed workbook.

7. Secure the pilot and power, then remove the wiring leads and return them to the
trainer drawer and return the multimeter to the storage cabinet.

OUTDOOR
THERMOSTAT AQUASTAT PILOTSTAT

LIMIT .

SWITCH THERMQIITAT

024V

rYYTTI"
o 1 5V

115V

TRANSFONNAR
RELAY

24V

SWITCH
TYPE
C.D. CIRCULATING PUMP MOTOR

Figure 3. Hot Water Boiler Control Circuit
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EXERCISE 2

Troubleshooting Heating Control Systems

1. List three types of electrical troubles.

a

b.

C.

2. Define the types of troubles listed in the above question.

a.

b.

c.

3. Give three examples of an open.

a.

b.

c.

4. Give two examples of a short.

a.

b.

5. Define a cross short.

6. What is an indication of low power?

7. What meter is used to locate an open?

8. What is an indication of a direct short?

9. T.i!-:t four to:;Ler.3 Ulat can ho 11ed to locate an open.
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10. The voltmeter placed in the circuit below will indicate volts.

11(.. T

Ale

-------

11. The above diagram is an example of an

12. The above diagram is an example of a

13. The exact location of an open can be found by using the

14. What are two types of shorts?

15. Define the term infinite.

16. r,ist the types of testers that should be used to locate a direct short.

17. When trying to locate a cross shout with an ohmmeter the power must be

18. What testing device cannot be used in locating a cross short?

19. What is an effect of a shorted switch?

20. What maintenance is required for a shorted switch?

2-7
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COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY AND DRAFT

OBJECTIVE

WB J3Aluz545 001-1 If-

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to compute combustion
efficiency.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE I

Perform the Combustion Analysis and Compute Combw:Lion Eflioioncy

CAUTION: Before entering boiler area, remove watches and rings. Observe safety
precautions that apply when working with operating heating equipment.

1. Draw flue gas analyzer kit from supply cabinet.

2. Examine flue gas analyzer kit.

a. Check rubber sampling tube and aspirator bulb for leaks.

b. Insure adequate chemical liquid level.

c. Insure kit is complete

3. Proceed to boiler area with instructor (Take WB and S()

Operation of Fyrite Analyzer

L. Draw a flue gas sample in accordance with the following procedures to determine
CO2 content.

a. Invert analyzer to allow chemical solution to wet the inside surfaces of the
analyzer; then turn upright to get fluid run back into the bottom reservoir.

b. Hold analyzer upright and depress plunger valve. This action will vent the
analyzer to atmosphere, releasing the previous flue gas sample.

c. Zero the scale. Loosen the locknut in rear of scale and slide scale until the
zero mark lines up with top of fluid column, then tighten locknut.

Tnsert open end of metal sampling tube into the center of the flue gases to be
, nlyzed, if at all possible.

1 analy77er upright, 1a1 t_ ,conne rs The plunger val-- at the
analyz-:.

L. Depress plunger valve with connector tip and squeeze and release aspirator bulb
18 times.

After tne'18th squeeze and before releasing the bulb, release the connector tip
and plunger valve.

h. To force the trapped flue gas sample through the chemical solution, invert the
analyzer at a 45-degree angle and upright at a 45-degree angle three or four
times. This will allow the fluid to run from the top reservoir to the bottom
reservoir and vice versa.

3-1
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i. Hold the analyzer upright or place on level surface for several seconds, so as
to allow all the chemical solution to drain from the top land read the percent
CO2 on the scale.

2. The following Combustion Efficiency Graphs (figures 4 through 6) may be used to
determine the combustion efficiency when burning the more common fuels. When using
these graphs, it is necessary to know: first, the percentage of the CO2 in the
flue gas; second, the temperature of the flue gas; third, the room temperature; and
fourth, the type of fuel being used. With this information, determinP the
combustion efficiency in the following manner:

a. Pind the difference between the flue gas (stack) temperature and room tempera-
ture. This is the not stack temperature.

b. Locate, on the bottom of the scale, the point that represents the net stack tem-
perature on the proper graph.

c. Find the diagonal line which represents the amount of carbon dioxide in the flue
gas.

d. Find the point of interception of the two lines.

e. Draw a,horizontal line to the left-hand scale from where the two lines inter-
cept. The point at which the horizontal line crosses the left-hand scale repre-
sents the percentage of combustion efficiency. See figure 4.

3. Determining Combustion Efficiency Using Fyrite Computer. After determining the per-
cent of CO2 present in the flue gas, the combustion efficiency can be determined
by using this information, an efticiency finder computer, and following the
procedure (jiven below.

a. Measure flue gas temperature with suitable thermometer prior to taking flue gas
sample.

b. Subtract room or air inlet temperature from the flue gas temperature to get a
ET STACK TEMPERATURE.

c. Insert the correct fuel slide into the efficiency finder computer.

d. Set slide so net stack temperature appears in window of computer.

P. Set arrow on cross-slide to percent CO2 found in analysis and read percent
combustion efficiency (black figures) or percent stack loss (red figures).

4. Using factors and graphs given in the workbook, compute percPnt combustion
efficiency for the following (carry t() on, icicim pl ,).

a. re

b. )1 Temperature

c. Net Stack Temperature

d. Type of Fuel

e. Percent of CO2

f. Percent Combustion Efficiency

5. Have the instructor check your work.

3-2
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EXERCISE 2

Combustion Efficiency and Draft

1. is the ratio of the useful heat delivered by
Elie burning fuel to the supply 6ETTIgl.

2. Improper combustion efficiency causes

3. What percent CO2 is considered to be perfect combustion?

4. What gasses ,i4re produced in the combustion process?

5. What are the methods of combustion analysis?

6. What information must be known to be able to compute combustion efficiency?

7. What does the term "net stack temperature" mean?

8. What i5 meant by the term "usable" heat?
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DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

when )1 l'uve completed this wor" ok you will be able to:

Explu6) th- characte,istics of )il.

Lneory of yravity and forced fuel oil supply systems.

ExL, ciie theory of consteuction and operation of rotary pumps.

- - Explain the procedures us?d to install fuel oil piping syetems.

-- Determine the quantity of fuel in storage tanks.

-- Explain the principles of operation oE domestic and industrial oil burners.

- - Inspect, disassemble, clean and reassemble a warm air furnace and its controls.

PROCED1RE

EXERCISE 1

Maintaining Oil Supply Systems

1. Oil Systems --

a. Draw fuel tank dipstick, rags and hand tools.

b. Proceed to work area with instructor.

c. Check grounding on oil storage tank.

a. Inspect system for loose fittings, leaking valves and corrosion.

e. Tighten any loose fittings, repair or replace leaking valves, and replace any
lines that are corroded.

CAUTION: Observe safety precautions when performing duties around fuel storage
tank and fuel lines. Do not use the top two rungs on the ladder.
Have'someone hold ladder. Use a ladder equipped with nonslip shoes.
Remove watches and rings.

f. Remove filler pipe cap and insert dipstick vertically into the fuel storage tank
until the dipstick touches the bottom of the tank.

g. Keeping the dipstick vertical, remove it from the fuel storage tank.

h. Check the dipstick to find where liquid level of fuel is in inches. (Stick will
be wet.)

i. Check the dipstick to find where liquid level of fuel is in gallons.

j. Enter amount of fuel in the spaces provided.

(1) inches

(2) gallons

4-1
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EXERCISE 2

Domestic and Industrial Oil Burners

1. What are the two major classifications of fuel oil?

2. What does Lhe term "viscosity" mean?

3. Why must an above ground storage tank have an electrical grounding strap?

4. For safety, a fill pipe must be feet away from building openings.-------

5. Bulk fuel oil storage should not be entered without permission from

for safety reasons.

6. Approved
storage tanks.

equipment will be used inside holk foel

7. is probably the most practical way to control static charjes.

S. How full should a fuel oil storage tank be filled? Why?

9. What happens to the unused fuel oil when the single-pipe, gravity-feed, fuel oil
supply system is used?

10. What happens to the excess fuel oil when the double-pipe, gravity-feed, forced-
return oil supply system is used?

11. Why must extreme care be exercised when using the double-pipe, gravity-feed,
forced-return oil supply system?

12. Maintenance of fuel oil piping systems consist nf or

13. When should strainers be cleaned?

4-2
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14. What is the purpose of piping strainers?

15. Rotary pumps used rotating
to impart pressure to the liquid.

16. Idst the two commonly used rotary pumps.

17. Rntary pumps are

18. Always start a rotary pump with both

10. How are oil burners classified?

20. How does a mechanical oil burner break up the oil?

pumps.

21. What type of oil burner uses steam or air to break up the oil?

22. What maY,:os a horizontal rotary oil burner an ideal burner?

23. What re the three main parts of the horizontal rotary oil burner?

24. What are gun-type oil burners used for?

valves open.

25. What is used to connect the fuel pump to the motor on a gun-type oil burner and
what purpose does it serve?

26. When should you use a two-stage fuel oil pump?

27. What four functions does the nozzle serve on the gun-type oil burner?

28. What is a likely cause of a gun-type burner puffing upon start-up?

4-3
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EXERCISE 3

Maintaining an Oil-Fired Warm Air Furnace

Using the following procedures, remove, dismantle, reassemble and install a warm
air furnace located in the student performance area. Draw required tools from tool
cabinet. Inspect the tools to insure good condition and correct numbers. Have unit
checked by instructor after it has been disassembled. Assemble the unit and correct the
electrical controls to the unit.

NOTE: Have instructor check before closing electrical switches.

Removing, Disassembling, Cleaning, Adjusting, Reassembling and Operating
an Oil-Fired Warm Air Furnace

WHAT TO DO

1. Make sure unit has been
secured.

2. Pull back transformer.

3. Disconnect wires

HOW CAUTIONS

Loosen screws.

White-Common; Black-Motor

4. Remove flex conduit Remove locking nut on
from burner. conduit connector.

5. Disconnect fuel line Use an open-end wrench of
from pump. appropriate size.

Be careful of copper tube
connectors; don't bend or
cross thread. Make sure
oil has been turned off.

6. Remove burner. Remove three nuts.

7. Remove electrical con-
trols, conduit and
wiring.

Do not spill ,il from pump.
NOTE: Take burner to work-

bench.

Disconnect wires from con-
trols, remove conduit lock-
nuts. Remove conduit with
wires, pull wires out of
conduit and give the wires
to the instructor. Remove
combination control stack
switch (if applicable), and
burner mounted primary con-
trol (if applicable).

B. Remove stack. t.ay to side of furnace.

9. Inspect and clean fur- Check heat exchanger for
naca and heat exchanger. corrosion and holes.

Controls will be used for
wiring project.

Do not disassemble the
stack.

Use rags, foxtail or vacuum
to clean.
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WHAT TO DO

10. Pull burner and inspect

HOV1

Use an open-end wrench of
combustion chamber. appropriate size.

11. Remove transformer. Test transformer using
ohmmeter.

12. Disconnect oil line
from pump to fuel tube.

Use line wrench of appro-
priate size.

1

13. Remove fuel tube,
electrode and nozzle
assembly.

Loosen screw and pull out
whole assembly.

CAUTIONS

If anything is found wrong,
inform instructor.

Be careful of copper tube
P connectors; do, not bend or
cross thread.

14. Remove electrodes.

15. Clean electrode
assembly.

16. Remove nozzle from
adapter.

Loosen nut and release
porcelain and pull back
through deflector.

Diesel oil or No. 2 fuel.
Shine electrode tips'.

17. Disassemble and clean
nozzle; remove strainer,
remove nozzle stem and
inspect.

Two wrenches of appropriate
size.

Screwdriver and 5/8" boxend
wrench, soak in diesel oil
or No. 2 fuel oil, clean
with soft wood or plastic.

18. Assemble nozzle.
Tnsert stem. Clean or
replace strainer screen.

Hand tighten strainer
screen. Use diesel oil or
hot soap water and low
pressure air. Cinch nozzle
in place snugly.

iThose burners with fire
eye, slip fire eye to;o

\

e
side.

Do not remove screws; ber
t

careful not to damage
PORCELAIN insulators.

Use a rag (silk preferred).
No abrasives; carbon on
porcelain will cause elec-
trical shorts.

Using only one wrench will
loosen adapter from fuel
nozzle pipe.

Do not clamp nozzle in vise
and crush tip. Do not use
metal to clean nozzle, it
might enlarge holes and
distort slots.

Get small parts together.
Stem must not be wedged
into place or it will cut
off the flow of oil.

19. Clean nozzle adapter
and nozzle pipe.

Swab out with diesel oil
and rags.

20. Replace nozzle. Use TWO wrenches, turn
clockwise.

21. Replace electrodes. Snap in electrode rods;
hand tighten rod to proce-
lain. Tighten screws in
deflector lightly.

4-5
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Remove all lint; be careful
not to damage threads.

Secursly\ tighten in place.

Electrodes must be able to
move in order to be ad-
justed.



WHAT TO DO HOW

22. Adjust electrodes.

2i. Install tube,
nozzle and ciectrode
assembly.

24. Remove s;trainer from
pump, clean and put
back in.

25. Insert burner into com-
bustion chamber.

CAUTIONS

Move electrode so that tips
be 1/8" apart and 1/2"
above center of nozzle.
Electrodes must extend out
from nozzle. Tighten de-
flector screws. Tighten
rods to porcelain.

Electrodes must not come in
contact with the fuel oil
spray. Distance these ex-
tend depends upon spray
angle. Do not tighten de-
flector screws too tit
and crack porcelain.

If applicable, roplao4. firo
eye.

nse an open-end wrench of
appropriate size.

dse diesel oil or hot soapy
water and low pressure air.
Replace if necessary.

Insert burner air tube into
hole provided in combustion
chamber, slide burner for-
ward so end of air tube is
flush with inside wall of
firebox.

Make sure burner is level.

26. Insert wires and Vollow wiring diagrams,
install controls. refer to instructor for

help.

27. Enstall transformer.

28. Connect electrical
supply.

All wire connections must
be made with wire nuts.

For wiring system, refer
to instructor for help.

Insure electric source is
that required by nameplate
110-volt ac, 60 cycle.

29. Connect fuel supply.

30. Start burner with
instructor present and
observing operation.

With two open-end wrenches,
connect flexible copper
tubing fuel supply to inlet
connection of fuel pump.

31. Perform combustion
analysis.

32. Test operate.

Close electrical switch
(circuit). Set the thermo-
stat to call for heat.

Do not cross thread
fittings.

Plug into electrical out-
let.

Adjust sliding air shutter
to establish a good flame.
Using fyrite and combustion
efficiency graphs.

Flame should be long and
lazy if fire is raw or
stringy--too much air;
smoky, not enough air.

Run burner a few minutes and
visually check appearance of
flame.
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WHAT TO DO HOW CAUTIONS

33. Troubleshoot furnace As per instructions given
control system. by instructor.

NOTE: Check controls by lowering thermostat setting, which will secure the burner
Wait fot. fan switch to secure fan and then set thermostat to call again.

34. Secure burner. Turn down thermostat.

35. Secure electrical power. Unplug unit.

36. Secure fuel supply line. Close valve next to furnace. Be sure oil supply pump is
off.
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Figure 7. Circuitry for an Cil-Fired Warm Air Furnace
With Protector Relay Primary Control
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OIL FIELD SPACE HEATERS

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-111-5

This workbook was designed to guide you in identifying the procedures for removing,
installing and maintaining oil fired space heaters.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Oil-Fired Space Heaters

Complete the following statements.

1. Name the types of oil fired space heaters.

2. List the three main parts of the natural draft pot type burner.

3. The maximum amount of oil that should be in the pot is

4. The only saEety device on the oil fired space heater is the

5. What is the purpose of the manual control knob?

6. The most important part of the fuel oil control valve is the

7. What starts and stops the flow of oil to the fuel oil control valve?

P IF Flame failure occurs, what must be done before restarting the burner?

9. What causes draft in a chimney?

10. what.device helps to maintain a constant draft?

5.-1
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SG J3ABR54532 001-111-4

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to:

1. Explain characteristics of oil, theory of gravity and forced fuel oil sypply
system.

2. Install, operate and maintain rotary pumps.

3. Inspect and maintain fuel oil piping systems.

4. Perform preoperational checks and operate, adjust, maintain, troubleshoot and
replace oil furnaces.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force uses many different types of oil burners. In this study guide we
will cover the different types of fuel burning equipment. It will be done in two
sections.

SECTION I -- Fuels and Fuel Systems

SECTION II -- Domestic and Industrial Oil Burners

SECTION I

FUELS AND FUEL SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

To help you in learning the types of oil used in heating installations, including
handling, piping systems and the pumps used to move this oil.

INTRODUCTION

Many trees, ferns and other types of vegetation have grown, died, decayed and been
covered with layers of the solid particles that form the earth's surface. Geologists
believe that the decomposition of these minute marine growths or possibly of vegetable
matter in some cases formed the oil which lies trapped in pools between layers of the
earth's crust. This crude oil consists of complicated combinations of carbon and
hydrogen called hydrocarbons.

INFORMATION

Characteristics of Oil

Fuel oils are derived from crude petroleum. Thid crude petroleum is a mixture of
hydrocarbons and small amounts of nitrogen, sulfur, and vanadium; the amount of each
substance present varies with petroleum source. The various products derived from
petroleum, including fuel oils, are separated by fractional distination. This is a
process by which liquids with different boiling points are separated from solution by
repeatedly evaporating and condensing portions of the mixture. See figure 4-1. In
general, fuel oils can be divided into two major classifications; distillate and
residual.

Distillate Fuel Oils. When the fractional distillation process is applied to crude
'petroleum, the gaseous and light substances boil off first, followed by the gasoline,
the kerosene, and then the light and heavy distillate fuel oils ("gas oils").

4-1
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Residual Fuel Oils. When marketed as a fuel, the "bottom" or residual material
from the distillation process is called residual fuel oil. Since crude petroleums from
various sources differ widely in composition, there is considerable difference in these
oils. In general, they are heavy, dark and not as fluid as the lighter distillate oils.

Yields of refined products from crude

Residual fuck oWl1,7%

Jet figt1/7.4%

AmNIMMI

Gaeohne/44%

Dawalt Ns) oi149.7%

Shortage ("cassiolo OW4.4%

mphard24%

Petrochemical .Nedstocics/5.1%

80 0804.0%

00./471.

Liquefied gatV2,"

Winscant1l.370

Kerosene/1.0%

Special

Road oit/0.1%

P/Weei1aaeour40.8%

Figure 4-1

Commercial Grade Fuel Oils. Commercial-grade fuel oils are generally classified
according to physical characteristics and use. These oils are intended for use in
various types of fuel-burning equipment under various climatic and operating conditions,
for the generation of heat in furnaces for heating buildings, for the generation of
steam, or for other purposes. The grades covered by this specification are intended for
specific applications as indicated below:
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ABSOLUTE ZERO--Where molecular activity ceases (459.69°F).

ABSORPTION--Process of absorbing, to take in, make a part of.

ACCESSORIcq--Items not essential, but adding to the convenience or effectiveness of
something else.

ACCUMULATECollect, to increase in quantity.

ADJUSTMENT--To regulate, to bring to a more satisfactory state.

AGITATOR--Device for shaking or stirring.

ALIGNMENT--Putting into precise position, proper positioning or state of adjustment of
parts.

ALTITUDE--The vertical elevation of an object above sea level.

ANALYSISIdentification or separation of ingredients of a substance, separation of a
whole into its component parts.

ANALY7.3R--Device used in analysis.

ANEMOMETERInstrument for measuring and indicating the force or speed of the wind.

ANTHRACITE--A hard shiny coal.

AQUASTAT--A controlling device actuated by water temperature.

ASBESTOS--A fire-resistant material.

ASPHYXIATION--Death because of lack of oxygen.

4111ASPIRATOR--Device used to create a suction.

ATMOSPHERIC--Of or relating to the atmosphere.

ATOMIZATION --Act of atomizing, breaking into fine particles.

AUTOMATIC--Self acting.

AUXILIARYProviding help, functioning in a subsidiary capacity.

BAFFLE--Use to direc flow of gases, steam or water.

13kRING--A machine part in which a shaft or pin turns.

BIMETALLIC--Composed of two different metals.

BINARY--Something constituted of two things or parts.

BITUMINOUS--Soft coal.

BLOWDOWN--Discharge, drain partially.

BONDING--Adhesive or cementing material.

BTU--British thermal unit, unit of heat measurement.

BURNER--Part of heating unit which produces flame.

CAKING--To form or harden into a mass.

ii
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CALIBRATIONTo determine, a mark of graduation, the act or process of calibrating.

CAPACITYMeasure of content, maximum output.

CARBONAn essential part of coal and oil.

CARBON DIOXIDEA gas consisting of one part carbon and two parts oxygen (CO2).

CARBON MONOXIDEA gas consisti.ng of one part carbon and one part oxygen (CO).

CATHODIC PROTECTIONReduction or prevention of corrosion of a metal surface usi ,; an
electrical current flow.

CELSIUSThermometrio scale, the interval between freezing and boiling is divided into
100 degrees.

CENTIMETERMetric measurement equaling 0.39 inch; 0.01 of a meter.

CENTRIFUGALGoing or acting in a direction away from a center or axis.

CHARACTERISTICTraits, qualities or properties.

CHIMNEYVertical structure enclosing a flue that carries off combustion gases.

CIRCUITThe complete path of an electrical current usually including the source of
electric energy.

CIRCULATETo move, usually in a circle, circuit or orbit.

CLASSIFICATIONDivision of a larger category.

CLASSIFIED--Divided into classes.

COEFFICIENT--A number that serves as a measure of some property or characteristic.

COMBINATIONTwo or more, together.

COMBUSTIONBurning.

COMPENSATINOMaking up for something.

COMPONENTA part of.

COMPOSITIONMade up of.

CONCENTRATION--Act of steam turning back into water.

CONDUCTION--The act of conveying heat through an object.

CONDUCTIVITY--Ability to conduct.

CONSTANT--Always or lasting.

CONSUMER--A unit which uses steam or hot water.

CONSUMPTIONThe usage of steam or hot water.

CONTROLHaving power over.

CONVECTION--The act or process of conveying.

COOLINGReducing the temperature.

CORROSION--Act of eating away by degrees.

COUNTERWEIGUTAn equivalent poundage.

iii
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CSG--Commercial Standard Grade (grades of oil).

CYCLE--A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

IIIDAMPERA plate used to regulate the flow of air or gases.

DE-ENERGIZERemove the energy from.

DEMARCATION--The set limits of.

DENSE--Having high opacity, crowding together of parts, thick.

DESIGNPlan or purpose.

DETERIORATIONThe loss of strength, form or usefulness; to grow worse in quality.

DIAMETERA straight line through the center of a circle.

DIAPHRAGM--Thin membrane divider or partition.

'41( DIFFERENTIAL--The difference between two points.

DIFFUSERSDevicc used to regulate velocity.

DIFFUSING--The act of regulating the velocity of.

DILUTES--Reducing the strength of.

DISASSEMBLINGTaking apart.

DISSIPATE% r cause to spread out or spread thin to the point of vanishing.

DISTILLATE--Light grade oils produced by distillation.

DISTINCTIVE--Having or giving style.

DISTRIBUTIONGiving out or supplying portions of.

DOMESTICRelating to the home or family.

DOWNDRAFTSupply of air received down through a chimney.

EFFICIENCYMeasurement of operation or ability.

ENERGIZEGive energy to.

QUALIZETo make equal.

EQUILIBRIUMBalance.

EQUIPMENTImplements used in an operation or activity.

ESSENTIAL--Necessary.

EXCESSIVEGoing beyond a limit.

EXCHANGERDevice used to change heating mediums.

EXHAUSTAlready used once, to discharge, to draw off.

EXPANSION--Increase in size or volume.

EXTINGUISHEDPut out or killed.

FAHRENHEIT--A thermometric scale on which the boiling point is 212° and freezing is 32°.

FERRULERing
or metal put around a slender tube or shaft to strengthen it or prevent it

from splitting.

iv
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FIXED CARBONNonvolatile carbon in coal and oil.

FLARED--A spreading outward.

FLEXIBLEBendable or pliable.

FLUCTUATIONChanging from a norm.

FLUE--An enclosed passageway for conveying combustion gases to the outer air.

FLUE GAS--Combustion gas.

FURNACE--Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

GAUGEInstriment with a graduated scale for measuring or indicating quantity.

GRAVITY--Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

GROUNDINGThe act of or an object that makes an electrical connection with the earth.

HEADERPipe or tuhe shared by two or more objects or devices.

HEATINGIncreasing the temperature.

HOPPER--Usually funnel-shaped receptable for delivering coal.

HORIZONTAL--Parallel to the horizon.

HUMIDIFIERDevice use,i to increase the humidity.

HUMIDESTATDevice used to sense humidity.

HUMIDITY--Moisture in the air.

IGNITION--Act of setting on fire.

IMPURITIESSomething not pure or makes something else not pure.

INDUSTRIALRelating to industry.

INEHTUaving no inherent power of action, motion or resistance.

INFILTRATION--To pass into or through by filtering or permeating.

INOPERATIVE--Not functioning.

INSERTION--Act or process oC inserting.

INSULATE--Protect or cover.

INTENSITY--The magnitude of force or energy.

INTERMITTENTComing and going at intervals.

LATENT REAT--Heat that cannot be measured with or by a thermometer.

LIBERATESSets free.

LIGNITE--A brownish black, woody structured coal.

LPGLiquefied petroleum gases.

LONGITUDINAL--Placed or running lengthwise.

LOUVER--An opening provided with slanted fixed or movable fins to allow flow of air.

LUBRICATETo make slippery, usually with grease or oil.



MANIFOLD--Header.

MANUAL--Operates by hand.

MANUFACTUREDArtifIcally produced.

MECHANICALOperated by a machine.

MECHANISMMechanical operation or action.

MEDIUM-- A means of effecting or conveying somethig.

MOISTUREWetness.

NATURALMade by nature.

NON-RECESSEDNot set into.

NOZZLE--A projecting spout, terminal discharging pipe.

OBSTRUCTION--Blockage.

OPERATING--Causing a function to take place.

ORIFICE--Hole or opening.

OXYGENA gas wilthout color, taste or odor, and is a chemical element (0).

PARTICLEOne of the minute subdivisions of matter.

PASSAGE--Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PERIMETERThe boundary of a closed plane figure.

PERIODICFixed interval between set times.

4101PERTINENTRelevant or applicable.

PILOTSTAT--Control on the fuel line of a pilot.

PIPETTES--A narrow glass tube into which the liquid is drawn by suction.

PLENUM--An enclosed space in which the air pressure is greater than the outside
atmosphere.

POLLUTION--Impure or unclean.

PORCELAINCeramic that is hard, translucent and white.

NIEGIPITATORDevice used to cause to separate or condense.

PREDETERMINEDDecided or chosen beforehand.

PRELIMINARYSomething that precedes.

PRESSURE/PRESSURIZING--Force exerted over a surface divided by its area.

PROPELLERA device that drives or forces forward or onward.

PROPORTIONAL--Having the same or constant ratio.

PULVERIZED--Reduced to very small particles.

PURGE--Clean out.

QUANTITYAmount (how many).

41110
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RADIANTEmittel or tran8mitted hy radiation.

RADIATIONEnergy radiated in waves or particler.

RADIATOR--Nest of pipes or tubes used to heat by radiation.

REASSEMBLEPut back together.

RECIRCULATE, RECIRCULATING--Moving something back through system.

RECTANGULARHaving or resembling the shape of a rectangle.

REFERENCEConsultation of sources or information.

REFRACTORYHeat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGULATETo control something.

REGULATORDevice which regulates.

RESPONSEReply or reaction.

RESTRICTTo limit.

RETURNTo bring, send or come back to the starting point or place.

ROTATION--The turning of a body on an axis.

SATURATION--Moisturizing to the maximum limit.

SEMIBITUMINOUSA type of coal.

SENSIBLE HEATHeat that can be felt or sensed.

SHUTOFFSomething that stops the flow of gas, water or oil.

SLAGGINGThe flowing together of coal impurities.

SMOKE PIPEThe vent pipe used to remove smoke and gases from the firebox of a furnace
or boiler.

SOLENOID--An electromagnetic valve '1" switch.

SPONTANEOUSWithout external stimulus.

STABILIZERSubstance that prevents chemical change.

STATIC ELECTRICITY--Electricity produced by atmospheric conditions or various natural or
man-made electrical disturbances.

STATIONARYFixed, not moving.

STOXERA machine for feeding a fire.

STRAINERDevice used to remove impurities from water and steam lines.

STRATIFICATION--Act or process of stratifying.

SUPPLY--To provide for.

SYNTHETIC INTOKICATIONArtificial intoxication.

SYSTEMAn assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary
whole.

TEMPERATUREA measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenhe.:L or Celsius.

vii
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TENSION--Condition or degree of being stretched to stiffness.

THERMOCOUPLEThermoelectric couple used te measure temperature differences.

410
THERMOPILEMulti-thermoelectric couples.

THERMOSTATICControlled by temperature.

THROTTLED--Decreasing the flow.

TRANSFER--Move something from one place to another.

TROUBLESHOOTING--Looking, in a logical sequence, for a problem.

TURBULENT--Causing unrest, violence or disturbance.

VAPORIZATIONAct, process or state of being vaporized.

VAPORIZINGTo convert, by hea ing or spraying, into a ftne mist or vapor.

4 VELOCITYQuickness of motion.

VELOMETERDevice used to measure velocity.

VENTILATION--Circulation of air.

VENTURI--Funneled tube used to measure flow.

VISCOSIMETERDevice used to measure viscosity.

VOLUMESpace occupied, measured in cubic units.

VOLUMETRICRelating to the measurement of volume.

viii
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GAS BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

SG J3A13R54532 001-IV-1

This study guide was designed to aid you in operating and maintaining gas burners.

INTRODUCTION

Natural gas is an ideal fuel because it burns easily, requires comparatively simple
equipment, and is clean. It is a comparatively dangerous fuel because it mixes easily
with air and burns readily. Extreme care must be exercised to prevent or stop any
leakage of the gas into an unlit furnace or into the boiler room.

Gas pressures vary widely and are usually transmitted at a pressure too high to be
used in a heating unit without reduction. These high pressures are generally reduced to
a pressure varying from two ounces to approximately 30 pounds per square inch (psi)
depending upon the type ancl size of the burner used.

The reduction in pressure is accomplished by a pressure regulator valve, which when
once adjusted, will maintain a fixed pressure to the burner as long as the main line
pressure remains above the set pressure of the regulating valve.

After the gas is reduced to the proper pressure at the regulating valve, it is
forced out of an orifice or tip called a spud. The gas draws air along with it and is
discharged into a burner where the gas and air are mixed and burned. Air may be
supplied to the burner at atmospheric pressure, or the burner may be encased in a duct
and air supplied to it under pressure by a blower.

Unlike oil, gas is rea:y for combustion when it is delivered to the burner; thus,
the function of the gas burner is that of proportioning and mixing the gas and air.

This study guide will provide you specific information concerning gas burners under
the following main topics:

- Characteristics of Gas

-- Gas Piping Systems

Types of Regulators

Theory of Construction of Gas Burners

Gas Burner Systems Maintenance

-- Safety Procedures for Operating Gas Burners

INFORMATION

Characteristics of Gas

Gas

Gaseous fuels are usually classified by the source from which they originate, which
in turn determines their chemical composition. The heat value varies with the type of
gas being used and will determine the quantity required for the specific capacity of the
heating system. In the United States there are several types of gas. The ones
principally in use are natural gas, liquified petroleum gases (LPG), manufactured or
by-product gases, and biomass.

NATURAL GAS. Natural gas is by far the most important gaseous fuel for commercial
applications. Its high heating value gives it a considerable economic advantage over
relatively expensive manufactured gases. Natural gas is produced in more than 30 states
and widespread pipeline networks make it available in some parts of nearly every state.

1-1
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From the standpoint of trouble-free performance and ease of handling and control,
natural gas offers many advantages that make it the most desirable -f all heating fuels.
It is generally available in a wide range of pressures to meet the requirements f both
large and small installations.

Natural gas is colorless and odorless in its natural form; however, a distinctive
odor is added to this gas as a safety factor to warn of leaks. Natural gas is lighter
than air and upon escaping rises and mixes with air.

Composition of natural gas varies with the source, but methane (CH4) is always the
major constituent. Most natural gases contain some ethane (C2H6) and a small amount
of nitrogen. Natural gas, like all gaseous fuels, mixes readily and intimately with ai
to form a clean burning combustible mixture. Since natural gas is substa,ttally frHe or
ash, combustion is practically smokeless and there are no boiler slagging or air contan
ination problems.

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES (LPG). The principle liquefied petroleum gases are
propane anl butane. They are closely related and are all derived from natural gas or
petroleum refining gas. These gases are on the borderline between a liquid and a
gaseous state.

In its natural state liquefied petroleum gas is odorless, colorless and tasteless.
It is odorized with the same odorant used for natural gas. Neither natural nor odorized
LPG is poisonous. However, exposure to a room or pitfall of gas causes a synthetic
intoxication and finally asphyxiation (smothering) results.

Maintenance for liquefied petroleum fuel systems is practically the same as for
natural gas fuel systems. Liquefied petroleum gas is heavier than natural gas and,
therefore, quickly settles to low places. For this reason, all valves and connections
should be tight to prevent gas leaks. Soap solution should be used to check for gas
leaks. Never use a flame of any kind.

Since these gas vapors settle, considerable safety hazards exist in event of
leakage. It takes only two to nine percent of gas in the air to form a combustible
mixture. A larger or smaller percentage of fas in air makes the fuel unburnable. In
the liquid state or as pure vapor, the gas is not combustible or explosive.

PROPANE. Propane is gene:Ally available by bottle or cylinder or In bulk form.
Propane is usually the most common of the liquefied petroleum gases.

BUTANE. Butane is generally not available in bottles or cylinders but more common
in bulk form. It is quite common to have propane mixed with butane to obtain a
desirable heat value and boiling point.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LPG. The boiling or vapor point at atmospheric pressure with
necessary heat of vaporization added, butane will boil or change from a liquid to a
gaseous state at 32°F. In other words, if its temperature is 32°F or lower and the
pressure is atmospheric, butane will remain a liquid. To convert this liquid to a
gaseous form, the boiling or vaporization point must be obtained. The boiling point of
propane is -42°F. If there are anticipated freezing temperatures, propane will cause
less handling difficulties.

Liquefied petroleum gases are compressed into suitable containers to a pressure up
to 200 pounds per square inch, at the refinery. At these pressures, the gas is changed
to a liquid. When the gas is used, the prssure must be reduced to approximately 6 to S
pounds per square inch. This reduction in pressure causes the liquid to change to a
gas. Liquefied petroleum gases are readily combustible and produce an intense heat.

MANUFACTURED OR BY-PRODUCT GASES. This group consists of those gases that are
manufactured by converting low grade liquid and solid fuels (oil, coal, wood or waste
Alterial) into gaseous form or they are a by-product from furnace or processing
operations. The most common manufactured gases are carbureted water gas, oil gas and
producer gas. They are ordinarily used at or near the production point since high
manufactaring cost rules out the added expense of distribution.

1-2
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The most common by-product gases are blast furnace gas, casinghepd gas, refinery gas
and sewage gas. This group of gases is usually used at the source of production (oil
fields, refineries, disposal plants). It is produced in varying quantities, must be

11

used as fast as it is produced, and can be piped only comparatively short distances.
For this reason, its use for heating is limited to those installations near the
producing plant. This gas carries a large amount of lust and, therefore, must be
partially cleaned. Usually heating units which burn blast furnace gas are designated
with oversized combustion chambers since large quantities of gas must he burned to
obtain a minimum amount of heat due to low heating value of the gas.

BIOMASS. Biomass is generally defined as organic matter capable of providing heat.
It can be either burned directly or chemically converted to a burnable fuel. Standing
vegetation, seaweed, lumbering wastes and wood chips, agricultural wastes, and
combustible municipal wastes (excluding sewage) are all considered biomass.

Conversion of biomass from either farms or trash and garbage to liquid or gaseous
' fuels is technically feasible, but most applications are not yet economically favorable.

Problems relating to collection, transportation, seasons, guaranteed availability, and
environmental impacts must be overcome before this kind of use can be expanded.

e;

Because biomass is expensive to collect and transport, the most likely users will be
rural industries and utilities located near available resources, along with the biomass
producers themselves. Utility interest in bioconversion has increased considerably.
The number of bioconversion projects increased 48 percent between 1979 and 1980 as
several utilities began assessment studies or large-scale demonstration projects.

Gas Piping Systems

These are systems that deliver gas from a source of supply through a large
distribution system to the services that are using this gas. Below is a description of
each

Feeder Mains. These lines deliver the gas from the source of supply to the district
regulator. The pressure necessary to operate these lines vary from 501bs to thousands
Dof pounds. They are used to transport the gas only.

Distribution Mains. Distribution lines distribute gas from the district regulator
throughout the installation. The amount of gas pressure used in these lines is only
enough to overcome the friction and turbulence loss. The pressure range for a distri-
bution system is from 1 1/2 to 50 psi.

Service Lines. A gas service line extends from the distribution line to the point
of consumption (building, house, etc.). Since the service line is attached to the
distribution line then the amount of gas pressure in the service line is the same as the
distribution line. Therelore, it is necessary to install a device on the line to reduce
the pressure to the amount necessary for the system it is servicing. This device is
called a gas pressure regulator.

In order for a gas supply system to operate properly two types of piping systems
have been designed. They are called Loop and Radial. The design of both these systems
determine the amount of pressure necessary for the proper operation.

Loop. The loop system is the better of the two because it "loops" around the city,
base, etc. By looping the system you can isolate a section at a time and still not
effect the operation of the rest of the system.

Radial. In a radial piping system one line supplies gas to numerous buildings off
the main line. This type of system generally needs to operate at a higher pressure than
the loop system because of the long dead ends. Also, in order to isolate a section
might require shutting off the gas to half the system.

Gas Lines

When locating new gas lines, safety should be the main item in construction. Lines
should not be located in unventilated spaces, such as under floors, concealed in walls,

11
extending through attics, etc. A gas leak in a confined area not ventilated may cause
an explosion. Whether gas lines are located above or below ground, they should not be
exposed to freezing weather.
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Due to the low pressures used in gas systems, steel pipe and fittings of malleable
iron or forged steel may be used.

Gas pipes should be securely fastened and supported with hooks, straps, bands or
hangers at intervals of not more than eight to ten feet, depending upon the pipe size.

Gas lines from the main supply to the burner should be graded at least one inch for
every 50 feet of pipe. The main gas valves should be installed outside of the building
so that it could be easily accessible in case of a fire within the building. The trend
in present day building construction places both the main gas valves and gas meters near
the outside of the new construction.

The master shutoff gas valve is usually located in the gas supply line at the point
where the line enters the building or installation. It is used to shut off the gas to
the heating unit or units. The pressure regulator is usually installed next to the gas
shutoff valve. It is used as a station to reduce the high gas pressure in the line. In
some cases, the gas pressure may be reduced through several stations, each station
redncing the pressure slightly. This is done so that if one station fails, the rest of
the stations would have some control over the flow or pressure. The gas meter is
usually installed in the line next to the pressure regulator. Its purpose is record
the amount of gas used.

Liquefied Petroleum Gas. Liquefied petroleum gases are readily combustible and
produce an intense heat. In their pure state, they are odorless; however, an odorant is
added to insure detection in case of a leak in the tank or piping.

Liquefied petroleum gas supply systems are similar to natural gas supply systems.
However, the liquefied petroleum gas is obtained from a tank located near the heating
unit while natural gas is piped from gas fields.

Installation procedu, Jr the supply line from the tank to the heating unit are
similar to those for natu, gas. In most cases, the pressure regulator and main valve
are located in the line near the tank. No gas meter is utilized in this system.
However, a gas gauge located on the tank serves to indic_ate the amount of gas in the
tank.

Maintenance for liquefied petroleum fuel systems is practically the smme as for
natural gas fuel systems. Liquefied petroleum gru-t is heavier than natur gas and,
therefore, quickly settles to low places. For this reason, all valves and connections
should be tight to prevent gas leaks.

Leak Detection. Gas pipes should never be used as part of an electrical ground
system -- cold water pipes are preferred.

When placing a new installation into service, a leak test should be made at each
connection with the system under pressure. A solution of soapy water should be applied
by brush at each joint to check for gas leaks. If a gas leak exists, a soap bubble will
form at the leak.

CAUTION; Never use a lighted match or candle to check for gas leaks, since the
escaping gas is apt to ignite causing an explosion and possibly a fire.

Components and Controls

Control Systems

Gas-fired burners may bc equipped with any number or combination of manual as well
as automatic control devices.

The simplest control system available for a burner is one which is equipped with
only a manual gas shutoff valve. A burner, with a system of this type, must be ignited
when the gas shutoff val-e is turned on. The use of this system is hazardous, because
of escaping gas in case the burner is accidentally extinguished.
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Some burner control systems may be equipped with the same manual gas shutoff valve
as the former system, but with an added feature of a pilot light. A system of this type
is much more convenient than the system with only the gas shutoff valve, because the
pilot light which burns continuously is used to light the main burner when the gas shut-
off valve is turned on. However, this system is just as hazardous as the system that
does not use the pilot light.

Other burner systems employ the use of the pilot light, thermocouple and some type
of automatic gas valve to control the burner. In this system, when the pilot light is
extinguished, the automatic gas valve shuts off the gas flow to the main burner, but not
to the pilot light. However, the gas valve will not open until the pilot light is
ignited again. The escaping gas from the pilot light is assumed to he negligible and
will be carried away by the flue of the heating system (natural gas only).

Still other gas burner systems use a combination control arrangement composed of a
pilot light, pilotstat, thermocouple and some type of an automatic gas valve, as illus-
trated in figure 1-1. This system functions in a similar mannor to the system that does
not use the pilotstat mentioned in the previous paragraph. The valve type pllotstat is
another added safety feature. Its purpose is to shut off the supply of gas to the pilot
light as well as the main burner if the pilot light is extinguished. To relight the
pilot, the reset button on the pilotstat must be reset.

The burner control systems mentioned are by no means the only types used; there are
many more, but space in this publication does not permit a discussion of each individual
type.

MAIN BURNER

,

ROOM THERMOST AT

LIMIT CONTROL
WIRING

L INI

COUPLE LEAD

TRANSFORMER FOR
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GAS SUPPLY

THERMOCOUPLE

PIL OT GAS LINE

MANIFOLD
RESE I

BUTT ONL VE

PRESSURE
REGULATING VAL VE

PILOTST AT

Figure 1-1. An Automatic Gas Burner Control System
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Manual Gas Valve

A manual gas valve on a heating unit is usually installed next to the gas prsureregulator. lt is used to shut off the gas to the heating unit in case some of the
controls are being repaired or replaced.

Pressure Regulators

Gas Pressure Regulators are devices installed in the gas line to reduce the pressureof the gas to that which is necessary for the system consuming the gas. Regulators arclassified by the method of loading.

Weight Loaded Regulator. See Figure 1-2. The operation of a weight-loaded regu-
lator is fairly simple. As gas enters the bottom chamber under the diaphragm pressurebuilds up causing the valve to close off. As the pressure on the outlet side decreasesthe weight of the arm pushes the valve open allowing more gas to enter and the whole
process starts over again. This will continue unttI the gas supply is shut off.

i....,

........±1

i
.1C.s.-11**':

I //
---- 121i" CU'.

Figure 1-2. Weight-Loaded Regulator

Spring-Loaded Regulators. The operation of a spring-loaded regulator is the same as
a weight-loaded except tfiat it uses a sprtng to act as a counter force instead of a deadweight. This type of regulator is used generally as service or appliance regulators,
where they maintain gas pressure to an individual buildinc or appliance. Figure 1-3.
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Pressure-Loaded (Pilot-Operated) Regulators. The operation of these type of
regulators is controlled by a pilot-regulator. This pilot regulator controls the power
necessary to open or close the valve rather than weights or spring pressure. See Figure
1-4.

This type of regulator is held closed by spring pressure until enough gas pressure
builds up on the opposite side of the diaphragm. This force must be greater than the
spring tensiea. Therefore the counter-force must be controlled. This is done by the
small regulator on top of the main regulator. It "senses" the pressure downstream and
thereby controls the amount of pressure exerted on the top of the diaphragm. These
regulators are used mainly on the distribution mains to reduce from high to medium
pressure.
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Figure 1-4. Pressure-Loaded (Pilot-Operated) Regulator

Expansible-Type Regulators. Expansible-type regulators use a pilot-operated
regulator as previously stated. The main difference is that there is no longer a
diaphragm or spring. This regulator uses an expan.7thle tube. By controlling the
pressure on the outside of the tube you control gas flow. These regulators are used
mainly for the distribution mains to reduce from high to medium pressure. See Figures
1-5 i b, c.
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Figure 1-5c. Expansible Tube Regulator - Open Position

Pilotstat (Safety Pilot)

A pilotstat is a safety device used on certain heating units which shuts off the
flow of gas to the main burner if the pilot light fails.

The thermoelectric pilotstat shown in figure 1-6 will break the circuit to the main
gas control valve causing it to close and remain closed if the pilot flame is
extinguished. This action is satisfactory for use on stanUard gas installations. This
unit does not provide for 100 percent shutoff; therefore, it should never be used with
LP gas.
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Figure 1-8. Thermoelectric Pilotstat

The valve type pilotstat shown in
figure 1-7 will shut off the gas supply
to the main burner and pilot (100 per-
cent shut off) if the pilot flame is
extinguished. This feature is required
on LPG installations and is recommended
for the other types of gas.
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Figure 1-7. Valve Type Pilotstat

The primary control for a domestic gas burner is an automatic valve that opens or
cl(ises in response to the thermostat signals. There are throe common types of auto-
matic gas valves. The three types are Solenoid, Diaphragm and the Motorized gas valves.

SOLENOID GAS VALVES. The basic principles used in all solenoid gas valves are
similar. However, the design of each individual unit differs. The two most common
types of solenoid gas valves are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Standard Solenoid Gas Valve. The solenoid gas valve shown in figure 1-8 is of the
electric type. It is suitable for use with gas furnaces, steam and hot water boilers,
conversion burners, and industrial furnaces. This valve operates under the action of
either a thermostat, limit control, or other device that closes a circuit to energize a
coil. The energized coil operates a plunger causing the valve to open. Whenever there
is a current failure, the valve automatically closes, causing the gas pressure in the
line to hold the valve disc upon its seat. In order to open this valve during current
failure, it is necessary to use the manual opening device at the bottom of the valve.
When electric power is resumed, place the manual opening device in its former position.
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Figure 1-8. A Solenoid Gas Valve

Recycling Solenoid Gas Valve. The solenoid gas valve illustrated in figure 1-9 may
be used with the same kind of heating equipment as the standard solenoid gas valve. The
design of this valve differs from the standard gas valve, in that it is equipped with an
automatic recycling device, which allows the valve to be switched to manual operation
during current failure. However, upon the resumption of electric current, this valve
automatically returns to the control of the thermostat.

DIAPHRAGM GAS VALVE. The diaphragm gas valve, illustrated in figure 1-10 may be
used interchangeably with the solenoid gas valve. Its main feature is the absence of
valve noises when opening and closing. In this type of diaphragm valve, the polarized
relay energizes and opens the three-way valve allowing the gas to flow out of the upper
chamber of the unit. Reducing the pressure in the upper chamber in this manner causes
the diaphragm to flex upward and open the gas valve. When the polarized relay is de-
enorgized, the three-way pilot valve allows gas to flow into the upper chamber
increasing the pressure, and thereby closing the gas valve.

MOTORIZED GAS VALVE. An electric motor is mol-.:.'ed on top of the motorized gas
valve. When the motor is energized, it holds the valve open in what is known as the
stalled position; when it is de-energized, a return spring closes the valve. The
motor'lized valve has provision fer manual operation when required.
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Combination Gas Valve

The combination gas control valve is referred to a combination control because it
contains a manual main and pilot valve, an automatic pilot device, in addition to the
electrically-operated diaphragm type automatic gas valve and a pressnre regulator. The
pressure regulator is deleted when this eontrol is used on LP gas.

Manifold

The manifold is that part of the gas line which feeds gas to the spud or orifice.
It is made of black iron pipe.

Spud

The spud screws into the manifold and also houses the orifice.

Orifice

The orifice screws into or onto the spud. It could also be screwed into the
manifold and slid into the spud. The size of the orifice determines the amount of gas
that will go to the burner. To change the burner output, you would have tn change the
orifice.

Theory and Construction and Operation of Gas Burners

Gas burners may be classified according to the pressure of the gas supplied to the
burner or by the manner in which the gas and air is mixed. As there is no fine line of
distinction between these methods of classification, we will discuss both methods used
for classifying gas burners.

Usually gas burning systems are classified according to the gas pressures each one
uses. These are: high pressure and low pressure.

Supply Pressure Method

The low-pressure systems are generally designed for relatively low capacities and
operate with a natural gas pressure of approximately two ounces to three pounds.

The high-pressure systems operate with a gas pressure of approximately one to 30
pounds. These systems are usually equipped with an air blower which supplies air under
pressure for combustion. The piping used for the high-pressure systems is usually the
same as that used for the low-pressure systems. However, special emphasis is placed on
tightness of the joints and pipe. Welding is often used to insure tightness.

Mixing Location Method

PREMIXING BURNER. (Figure 1-11) Although gas burners are generally classified
according to the pressure they use, they can also be classified according to how each
mixes the gas and air together. In the premixi7g type burner, air (primary air) passes
through the air shutter and meets with the gas in the mixing head. They are mixed
together in the throat and complete their mixing as they flow through a tube called the
mixing tube or venturi tube. The mixed gas and air then flows to the burner head.
Additional air (secondary air) is required for complete combustion. Burners of this
type vary from the common atmospheric burner used in gas appliances to the high-pressure
gas burners used for industrial purposes. Another type of premixing burner is in figuru
1-1.
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Figure 1-11. Premixing Burner

Ports

The ports are located on the burner head and are where the gas and air mixture
comes out of the burner. There are four main types of burner ports: raised, slotted,
drilled and ribbon.

Pilot Light

A gas pilot light in a gas heating unit is a small continuous burning flame that
lights the main burner during normal operation of the heating unit. It is located near
the main burner.

The gas flow to the pilot light in some cases is supplied by a small manually
opor:tted gas shutoff valve located on the main gas line above the main gas valve. In
other cases, the gas may be supplied from the pilot tapping of a solenoid gas valve as
shown in figure 1-S. In more expensive heating units, gas for tbe pilot light may be
snpplicd by a pilotstat.

NOZZLE-MIXING TYPE. (Figure 1-12) In this type of burner, air and gas are
separated and do not mix until they are released to the combustion chamber. In some
barners, the velocity of the gas emerging from the individual burner jets is used to
draw the primary air into the combustion area; others utilize draft fans to supply the
incoming air (primary air) stream. An example of this style of design is tbe register
type gas burner. This design is also widely used in the combination gas and oil burner.

Combination gas and oil burners are used for the purpose of firing two different
fuels. This does not mean that both types of fuel are burned at the same time.
Usually, the fuel that is the most abundant or the cheapest is used during production
hours, while the other fuel may te used for standby operation.
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ion gas and oil burners are usually round ln construction as illustrated in
, b, and c. The complete burner may be mounted either in the front or rear
stion chamber or the heating unit. Gas or eil burners are connected with
exible tubing so that the burners can be removed or changed easily.
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Inspection and Cleaning

Gas burners should be inspected, noting the appearance of the gas flame. A yellow
flame indicates the air passages are partially restricted, and that carbon is being
formed by the resulting incomplete combustion. This carbon must be removed from the
fiame by adjusting the flow of air.

Inspect the burner orifices, and correct any condition which restricts gas flow or
which changes the direction of gas flow.

Examine the interior of the combustion chamber and passages In the heating unit for
,ioot and carbon formation. There should be no formation of soot when burning gas. Such
formations indicate poor flame adjustment.

Maintain the main burner flame at a blue color with a yellow tip. It should be
,itable and not in contact with the burner tiles, ports, walls or boiler tubes. Below
are helpful hints in the operation of gas burners.

Directly or indirectly, the pilot light is usually the cause of most inoperative gas
burners. Improper positioning of the thermocouple or thermopile and excessive flue and
chimney draft conditions account for the greater share of faulty pilot light troubles.
The pilot flame should be of sufficient length to heat the thermocouple and ignite the
main burner without delay. It should be of a blue color, without a yellow tip. A
yellow flame indicates improper combustion and forms soot on the thermocouple insulating
it from the heat of the pilot light. A thermocouple must be kept clean, and the proper
amount of heat must be supplied to it, in order that it may produce a sufficient amount
of electricity to operate either a pilotstat or gas valve. Excessive flue draft draws
the pilot light flame away from the thermocouple. This condition causes improper
heating of the thermocouple. Also, a short pilot light flame may not heat the thermo-

110

couple sufficiently for the thermocouple to produce a current.
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INFORMATION

Safety

Observe these safety precautions when starting any gas-fired equipment:

--- Make sure that the room in which the equipment is installed is free from gas.
The gas can be accumulated through leakage, accidental opening of fuel val.ve,
and failure of the pilot. Odorized gases can be detected by smell, but mny
gases are odorless and require the use of an explosion meter or soap solution to
detect them. The meter is similar to those used in detecting the explosi,ve
mixtures in empty gasoline tanks and detecting the presence of a gas in
hazardous quantities. All gases used by the USAF for heating are odorzed.

--- Inspect gas piping, valves and controls to make sure they are in the best
condition and in good working order.

--- The furnace must be purged by establishing an airflow if mechanically handled.
In the case of thenatural draft, check the flow of air and determine the
presence of any obstructions which may be in the flue and chimney passages.

Tgnito the burner according to manufacturer's instructions.

Operating Procedures

Preliminary Inspection

Make sure the following pre-start requirements are ful''rilled:

--- All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

--- Installation tested for leaks.

--- All combustion safeguard controls, safety controls, programming controls, and
combustion-control system components installed, tested and ready for service.

--- Gas supply system, feedwater system and controls, and draft system ready for
operation.

Condensate drained from gas piping, and piping system purged of air. Correct
gas pressure at burner gas header.

Starting Up Procedures for Large/Small Units

Proceed as follows:

--- Start the indiced-draft f:In or open the boiler uptake damper (if applicablo).

--- Start the forced-draft fan (if applicable).

--- Purge the fgrnace and setting for at least five minutes at the rate of one-
fourth normal airflow. Open registers of other burners. Adjust furnace draft
to about 0.3 inch of water (negative). Set register air pressure at 0.2 to 0.5
inch of water pressure (positive). The best values will have to be determined
from experience, since they vary for different installations.

--- Vent. the gas burner supply heater through the vent piping until the first burner
is in operation. Open vent valve just enough to allow good pressure and flow
control by the pressure controllers and automatic valves. Set the pressure in
the burner header and the pilot gas header at the correct values for the
particular burners and pilots in use.
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- -- Insert a lighting torch through the lighting port of the burner in the dtrect
path of the gas to be discharged from the pilot burner, or the main burner if a
pilot is not used. An adequate torch can be made by wrapping 1/2 inch asbestos
rope with wire. Store the torch, remove it from the container and ignite the
oil-saturated asbestos. Extinguish the torch by immersing the asbestos-wrapped
end in an oil container. Leave torch in this position in container for future
use. Never attenpt to lignt one burner from another burner in service or from
hot refractory.

--- Open the pilot gas valve and ignite the pilot gas with an electric igniter or a
regular torch. After the pilot burner is ignited, open the main gns valve and
ignite the main burner gas with the pilot burner.

- -- If the main burner does not ignite within ten seconds, or if the torch, pilot or
main burner flames blow out, close the burner and pilot gas valves immediately.
Before attempting to relight, purge the furnace and setting.

--- After the burner is lit, readjust the airflow and gas flow for correct flame
shape, locaticns and color. The flame should be blue with a yellow tip. It
should be stable and should not impinge on the burner tiles, burner parts, rear
wall, side wall or boiler tubes.

-- When lighting additional burners, follow the same procedure. Check and adjust
header gas pressure as necessary.

Firing Procedure

Important points in the operation of gas register burners are as follows:

--- Control heat airflow by adjusting dampers or changing fan speeds. Use the
burner air registers to control flame shape, not the volume of airflow.

- -- Adjust the gas-air flow ratio to obtain minimum excess air with zero CO in the
flue gas.

--- Maintain a furnace draft of about 0.10 inch of water (negative).

- Gas supply to the furnace is regulated by the gas pressure. Control firing rate
by changing gas pressure or the number of burners in service to Neet the demand.

--- Keep individual burner-gass valves wide open. Change burner header pressure by
a control valve at the header inlet.

--- Restrict air supply to pilot burners to produce a slightly yellow flame. This
flame is stable and is not as likely to go out when subjected to high draft.

Shutting Down

Proceed as follows:

Shut off the gas to the burner by closing the individual gas burner valve.

--- Partially close the air register to reduce the airflow as neccssary to protect
the register and burner parts from overheating.

- -- Move the gas burner and ignition cone as far back as the flexible gas hose con-
nection permits,

Measuring Gas Pressure

It is necessary to set gas pressure at a certain number of pounds per square inch,
since a burner may be designed for a specific pressure. Also, it is more economical to
use gas at a low pressure providing the heating unit will produce maximum heat.
Usually, gas pressure may be adjusted at the pressure regulator.

II/To determine gas pressure, various vacuum and P ressure gauges may be used. Some of
the most important gauges are the manometer, Bourdon type gauge and bellows type gauge.
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Manometer

A manometer is one of the simplest types of
gauges for measuring pressure. In its simplest form
it consists of a bent piece of glass tubing which is
partially filled with a liquid. It has a scale for
measuring the distances between the levels of the
liquid as shown in figure 1-14.

If one end of a tube is connected to one side of
the manometer and the other end is connected to the
gas line, the pressure of the gas will foroe the
liquid down one side and up the other. You measure
the total distance between the two levels. Water is
the most commonly used liquid but mercury can 1)0
used.

The manometer is an accurate pressure gauge but
has its drawbacks duo to the possibility of spilling
the liquid or of breaking the glass tubes; although,
some are made of nonbreakable material. Then, too,
manometers are limited as to the range of pressure
which can be measured without becoming too unwieldy
to handle.

Bourdon Gauge

The essential element of a Bourdon gauge is an
oval metal tube, curved along its entire length to
form almost a complete circle. One end is closed and
the other is connected to the source of pressure to
be measured. The application of pressure to the tube
tends to straighten it. This movement is transmitted
by suitable linkages to a needle moving over a
graduated dial. The dial is calibrated, or scaled,
to read directly in pounds per square inch. Figures
1-15 and 1-16.

Figure 1-14. Manometer for
Measuring Gas Pressure

(Courtesy of The Meriam Instru-
ment Company)

At lower pressures, that is a few ounces per square inch, the Bourdon tube is not
sufficiently accurate for satisfactory measurement. In these cases a guage which
utilizes a bellows action is frequently used (Figure 1-17). As the pressure increases,
the bellows expands and the hand is caused to move by a linkage connection to the
bellows. Likewise, as the pressure decreases, the .,,ellows contracts and the hand moves
in the opposite direction indicating a decrease in pressure.

Pigure 1-15. Exploded View of Bourdon Type Pressure Gauge
(Courtesy of Manning, Maxwell and More, Incorporated)
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Figure 1-16. Bourdon Type Guage With Figure 1-17. Bellows Type Gauge With
Face and Hands Removed Face and Hands Removed

(Courtesy of Manning, Maxwell and Moore, Incorporated)

SUMMARY

To summarize, natural gas is probably the most ideal fuel at present. It burns
easily, requires simple burning equipment, and burns clean. It is dangerous though,
because of the explosion factor. Use extreme caution when working with it.

Gas burners are classified by the pressure of the gas supplied to the burner and by
the manner in which the gas and primary air are mixed. There are two basic types of gas
burners: the premixing and nozzle-mixing types.

The main controls for a gas burner assembly are a manual gas valve, a pressure
regulRtor, a pilotstat, and automatic gas valve, a pilot light, a thermocouple, and a
limit control. Also a thermostat could be considered a part of the gas burner assembly.
The automatic gas valve is always the gas burner's primary control.

Installation, maintenance a:1d operating procedures are relatively simple. You
usually follow manufacturer's instructions or pertinent local directives. Volumes 1 and
2 of AFM 85-12 also contains some good information.

For a gas burning system to operate properly you must use the proper pressure. This
is done by the p ressure regulator. If the pressure is not correct you can measure the
gas pressure with a Bourdon gauge, Bellows type gauge or a manometer, and adjust the
regulator accordingly.
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QUESTIONS

1. Why is natural gas cer7-'dered an ideal fuel?

2. What is the usual operating pressure for a high-pressure gas system?

3. What does a yellow flame mean?

4. Whose procedures should be followed when removing a gas burner assembly?

5. How is gas pressure measured?

6. What should be done before starting up a burner?

7. What is a pressure regulator and what is its purpose?

8. What is the function of a solenoid gas valve?

9. How does a diaphragm gas valve differ from a solenoid gas valve?

10. What is the function of a pilot light?

11. What units are usually included in an automatic gas burner control system?

12. What does the term "100 percent shutoff" mean?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. AFM 85-12, Volume II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and
Systems, and Process Heat Utilization.

3. APM 9-16, Maintenance and Operation of Gas Systems.

4. Natural Gas Distribution, a Home Study Course by Southern Gas Association.
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GAS SPACE HEATERS

OBJECTIVE

SG J3A13R54532 001-IV-2

To help you understand the different types of ga!: space heaters and how to Inspect,
clean ana install them.

INTRODUCTION

Gas-fired space heaters are used for heating requirements whenever gas is available.
These heaters are ciean in operation, are easily operated, and require no fuel handling.
Either natural, manufactured, or liquefied petroleum gases (LPG) can be burned in these
units.

IM'.'ORMPTION

Types and Applications of Gas Space Heaters
and Their Construction Features

Gas space heaters are made in three categories: room heaters, wall heaters and
floor heaters. Room heaters are made both in vented and unvented models, and the other
two types are always vented.

Room lieater

A room heater is a self-contained, free-standing, non-recessed, gas-burning, air
heating appliance intended for installation in the space being heated and not intended
for duct connection. A room heater may be of either the gravity or mechanical air
circulation type, vented or unvented.

UNVENTED. Unvented room heaters should
not have an input in excess of 50,000 BTU per
hour. Because unvented heaters discharge
their products of combustion into the space
being heated as well as getting combustion
alr from the same space, it is essential
that they be used in well ventilated space.

GRILLES
VENTED. Vented room heaters (Figure 2-1)

are defined as being capable of removing all
of the flue gases through a single flue out-
let. These heaters may be designed for
gravity circulation of air or may incorporate

fan (either factory applied or added as an
.4ceessory) for increased air circulation. A
vented gas room heater consists of the burner
and controls, heat exchanger, draft diverter
and outer cabinet. Each component must be
connected to a flue or vent.

Wall Heater
Figure 2-1. A Room Space Heater

A wall heater is a self-contained vented heater complete with grilles or their
equivalent, designed for incorporation in, or permanent attachment to, a wall, floor,
ceiling or partition, and furnishing heated air circulated by gravity or by fan directly
into the space to be heated through openings in the casing. Such heaters should not be
provided with duct extensions beyond the vertical and horizontal limits of the casing
proper, except that boots not to exceed 10 inches beyond the horizontal limits of the
casing for extension through walls of nominal thickness may be permitted. When such
boots are provided, they should be supplied by the manufacturer as an integral part of
the heater and tested as such in accordance with these requirements.
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Floor Heater

A floor heater is a completely self-contained unit suspended from the floor ()f the
mnace being heated, taking air for combustion from outside this space, and having mennfo,' observing flames and lighting the heater from such i-ipacie. Floor heateri-; may heeithtr vravity or forced.

Construction Features

Since gas fired space heaters burn a fuel they must be constructed to transfr
much heat generated as possible. They contain all the necessary controls to burn with
gas and they must have a combustion chamber and heat exchanger.

Burners

The type of burners used in gas space heaters are the atmospheric type and
located in the bottom of the combustion chamber.

Combustion Chamber

The combustion chamber is where combustion of the .!Liel tAkes place. It is called
the primary heating surface because this is where much of the heat given off by the
burning fuel must be taken off. The remaining heat goes through the heat exchanger.

Heat Exchanger

The purpose ef the heat exchanger is to collect as much of the remaining heat
generated and transfer it to the surrounding area. Since it receives what heat the
combustion chamber does not take out it is called the secondary heating surface.

Casing

The purpose of the casing is to act as a sleeve arennd the combustion chamber and
heat exchanger. It provides an airspace to prevent persons from getting burned.

Procedures for Removing, Disassembling and Reassembling

Like the oil space heater, the variety of gas space heaters manufactured in the
United States makes it diZficult to state exact procedures for removing, disassembling
and reassembling. Manufacturers' instructions should be followed for this type of work.

Procedures for Inspecting and Cleaning a Gas Space Heater

Gas-fired space heaters should be inspected and mmintained according to a schedule
prescribed by AF regulations or local directives. The roof jacks and pipe should be
examined from the outside as well as the inside of the building. Any noticeabledeterioration such as rusting, broken guys, and the like, should be reported.

To clean soot from heaters, take the casing and pipe off and remove gas burner from
he-ter. Some elements can be cleaned by simply tapping the element with a piece of wood
to loosen soot, which can then be removed by running a flexible hose from a vacuum
cleaner through the unit. If air pressure is to be used to blow out soot, first moveheater out of building.

Burners and heating elements also soot-up because foreign matter gets into the
venturi tube and interferes with proper flow of gas and air causing the flame to burn
yellow. To co:rect this difficulty, remove venturi tube and burner head and remove
obstruction.

Usually, a yellow flame is caused by insufficient primary air. This may be due to
improper adjustment at the air mixer or too much lint or other matter being lodged
against the opening around the air mixer. Adjust or cleen mixer to remedy these
difficulties. When venturi or burner is clogged wi*h cooking oil and fats, clean with
boiling water.
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Installing Gas Space Heaters

All gas-fired space heaters and their connections must be of the type approved by
the American Gas Association (AGA) and must be installed in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the National Board of Flre Underwriters.

The gas pipe used to convey natural or manufactured gas to the space heater is
usually black iron pipe. The size of pipe needed depends upon the following factors:

--- Maximum gas consumption of the heater (AGA nameplate rating).

--- Length of pipe and number of fittings.

--- Allowable loss in pressure from building entry o the space heater.

--- Specific gravity of the gas.

Capacity tables for the flow of gas in pipes, in cubic feet per hour, with various
pressure drops are available in many handbooks.

Before pipe joints are assembled, all pipe ends should be reamed and pipe dope
placed only on the male threads. After piping is assembled, it should be fastened
securely to prevent vibration. Care should be taken to test all of the pipe joints with
a soap solution after the gas is allowed to flow into the piping.

Care should be taken to pronerly install the venting system for gas-fired space
heaters in order to minimize the harmful effect of condensation and insure that
combustion products are carried away by the pipe. Approximately 12 gallons of water are
produced by burning 1000 cubic feet of natural gas. The inner surface of the vent must,
therefore, be heated above the dew point of the combustion products to prevent water
from forming in the flue pipes. Install the vents with the male ends of the inner liner
down to ...eturn condensation within the pipe on a cold start. Horizontal flue pipes
should have an upward pitch of at least one inch per running foot.

Install vents for combustible framing according to pertinent local and Air Force
regulations. Construct vents of material resistant to corrosion by flue gas products.
Install the same size vent pipe throughout the entire venting system.

NOTE: Never make a vent smaller than the heater outlet.

Each gas-fired space heater should be
equipped with a draft diverter or hood,
shown in figure 2-2. The diverter is a
type or an inverted cone through which the
flue gases pass on their way to the chimney.
Tho cone allows air from the heater room to
he drawn into the flue pipe along with the
flue gases. The purpose of the draft diver-
ter is to prevent a chimney from producing
4n excessive updraft or downdraft condition.
Either condition is apt to extinguish the
pilot light or main burner flame.

On new installations, bleed the air
from gas piping. To prevent filling the
combustion chamber with gas, close the
main gas valve on heater and pilot cock.
Disconnect pilot tubing outside the
heater. Open valve supplying gas to
system and air will be expelled through
the pilot line.

When all air has been removed from
the system, reconnect pilot line. Fol-
low proper sequence of this procedure to
avoid accidents.
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To adjust flame, close air mixer to main burner until flame burns yetiow, thou open
shutter on air mixer until the yellow disappears. Insufficient primary air causes flame
to burn yellow and results in sooting of the unit when flame strikes the heating unit.
Too much primary air causes inefficient operation and will sometimes cause flame to pop
hank in air mixer resulting in a yellow flame at burner heal.

The majority of gas-fired space heaters used by the Air Force are manually
controlled. A pilot light is usually provided and the beat turned on or off by a hand-
operated valve. If the pilot is extinguished, escaping lighter-than-air gases (natural
or manufactured) rise through the vent and dissipate in the atmosphere. Heavier-than-
air gases (liquefied petroleum) accumulate in the surrounding space producing a health
and fire hazard. For this reason, 100 percent shutoff thermostatic pilots are required
on space heaters using liquefied petroleum gas. The term "100 percent shutoff" means
that gas flow through the pilot as well as through the main burner is shut off
antomaticaliy if the pilot light is extinguished--100 percent shutoff ts operated from a
thermocouple operating a cutoff valve.

Operating and Adjusting Gas Spaee Heaters

.1as-fired space heaters are operated according to manufacturer's instructions and
pertinent local directives.

SUMMARY

Gas-fired space heaters are 'usually used when gas is available at a reasonable
price. They are clean in operation and require a minimum of attention. Careful instal-
lation of the fuel supply pipes and heater connections is necessary to prevent the
hazard of escaping gas. The larger gas-fired heaters require installation of a venLtng
system to cary off the burned gases.

With all heating systems, except small portable gas heaters, a good chimney or vent
pipe is essential. To provide proper draft, the chimney or vent pipe connections must
be tightly constructed. Horizontal runs of stovepipe must he as shol-t as possible and
with a minimum of elbow bends. The vertical height of a chimney must be at least threefeet higher than the roof line. Since warm air is lighter than cold air, thc warm air
(and gases) in a chimney tend to rise. To provide sufficient draft, there must he no
restrictions in the upward flow of air.

The units in gas burner system are usually designed by the manufacturer who will
attempt to satisfy the user with his product and its operation by sending the proper
literature and, if necessary, a representative to correct any malfunctions.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the three types of gas-fired space heaters?

2. Whose standards are followed when installing gas-fired equipment?

3. What is used to prevent updraft or downdrafts on a gas-fired space heater?

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Vol IT, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and Systems,
and Process Heat Utilization
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SG J3ABR54532 001-IV-3

UNIT HEATERS
OBJECTIVE

To help you to replace, install and maintain unit heaters.

INTRODUCTION

The most common heating unit that you will be working with are the unit heaters.
There are several types of unit heaters and to aid you in learning the principles of
operation, this study guide is divided into the following:

--- Types and Application of Unit Heaters

--- Construction Features and Component Parts

--- Controls

--- Procedures for Removing, Installing and Wiring Unit Heaters

--- Operating and Adjusting the Unit Heater

The importance of unit heaters cannot be overemphasized since they aro used on all
Air Force bases. The information you learn from this study guide will help you both
here and in the future.

INFORMATION
Types and Application of Unit Heaters

Unit heaters are classified according to their source of heat. Under this classifi-
cation, there are five types: steam and hot water unit heaters, gas and oil fired unit
heaters, and electric unit heaters.

Steam and Hot Water Unit Heaters

Steam or hot water unit heaters (figure 3-1) are relatively inexpensive but require
a boiler and piping system. The unit cost of such a system generally decreases as the
number of units installed increases. Therefore, this type of unit heater is most
frequently used in new installations involving a relatively large number of units, or on
existing systems which have sufficient capacity to handle the additional load. High
pressure steam or high temperature hot water units are normally used only in very large
installations or where a high temperature medium is required for process work. Low
pressure steam and conventional hot water units are usually installed in smaller
installations and in those primarily concerned with comfort heating. Steam or hot water
unit heaters are chiefly used to heat large, unpartitioned areas or commercial
structures, such as: garages, shops, laboratories, stores, base exchanges, and nw
halls.

Figure 3-1. Hot Water and Steam Unit Heaters
3-1
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Gas and Oil Fired Unit Heaters

Gas and oil fired unit heaters are frequently preferred in small installations wherethe number of units does not justify the expense and space requirements of a new boilersystem, or where individual metering of the fuel supply is required.

GAS FIRED UNIT HEATERS. Gas fired unit heaters (figure 3-2) are usually of thehorizontal propeller type or the industrial centrifugal type. Gas fired unit heatert,eau be used in almost every location where steam or hot water unit heaters ar.: used.

HANGER-.-41 DRAFT
RODS I HOOD

MOTOR

FAN-4

CONTROLS

GAS
SUPPLY

RELIEF
OPENING

DIRECTIONAL FLUE
OUTLET CONNECTION

HEAT
EXCHANGER

BURNER

Figure 3-2. Horizontal Propellpr
Fan Unit Heater

FAN AND
MOTOR

DIRECTIONAL
OUTLET

HEAT4 EXCHANGER

41.1..

COMBUSTION

BURNER
COI

,17 RECIRCULATED
T-AIR INLET

Figure 3-3. Oil or Gas Floor Mounted Centri-
fugal Fan Unit Heater-Industrial
Type

OIL FIRED UNIT HEATERS. Oil fired unit heaters are largely of the industrialcentrifugal type. Oil fired unit heaters can be used in commercial buildings,industrial plants, shops and garages. (See figure 3-3)

NOTE: Never install an oil or gas fired unit heater in a fuel storage or ammunitionstorage area. This would be a definite fire hazard.

Electric Uait Heaters

Electric unit heaters are used where low cost electric power is available, or forisolated locations, intermittent use, supplementary heating, or temporary servicerequirements. Typical applications are sentry booths, sown offices, locker room, andisolated rooms scattered over wide areas. Electric ',nits are particularly useful inisolated and untended pumping stations or pits, wnere i.hey may be thermostaticallycontrolled to prevent freezing temperatures.
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Construction Features and Component Parts

The unit heater is a compact, factory-made assembly. The essential elements of a
unit heater are a fan, fan motor, a heating element, and an enclosure.

Fan

The fan provides circulation of air. The fan can be of the propeller or centrifugal
type

PROPELLER FANS. Propeller fan units may be i the horizontal blow-through type,
whtch blows air through the heating element; or the draw-through type, which draws air
through the heating unit. (See figures 3-4 and 3-5)

MOTOR

FAN

I>_DIRECTIONAL
OUTLET

HEATING
ELEMENT

Figure 3-4. Propeller Fan Unit Heater--
Horizontal-Blow Type

CENTRIFUGAL FANS. Centrifugal fan units
may be of the smaller cabinet type as in your
sMall domestic warm air furnaces or larger
industrial units which are illustrated in
figure 3-6.

Fan Motor

The fan motor is electric and turns the
fan,

HEATING
ELEMENT

FAN

ADJUSTABLE
DIFFUSER

Figure 3-5. Propeller Fan Unit Heater--
Down-Blow Type
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Figure 3-6. Floor-Mounted Centrifugal Fan
Unit Heater--Industrial Type
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Heating Element

The hot water veld steam unit heaters use a finned-tube heating element. The
oil-fired and gas-fired unit heaters use a heat exchanger. The electric unit heater
uses an electric resistance heating element. The heating element gives ,,fr heat by
radiation.

Casing

The easing houses all parts and controls of the unit heater.

Diffusers or Outlet Vanes

The diffusers direct the heated air where it is needed. Usually, they are
adjustable so the heated air will not be blown directly on the occupants of the
building.

Controls

Operating Cycle

A unit heater can be automatically controlled 1. thermostatic control of fan action
or control of the heating-medium flow. Unit heaters which provide both heating and
ventilation (see above) usually have a control system to vary the heating and cooling
effect while the fans are operating. A room thermostat that controls both a regulating
valve and a damper usually provides temperature control. The regulating valve governs
the flow of heating medium to the heating element; the damper regulates the ratio of
cool outside air to recirculated room air in the air mixture that flows through the
heater. The operating cycle of the unit ventilator-heater consists of three main
periods.

WARMING-UP PERIOD. The controls provide rapid warming-up. With heating valve wide
open and the damper closed to prevent entrance of outside cool air, room air (100) is
recirculated and heated until the desired temperature is approached.

HSATING AND VENTILATING PERIOD. As the room temperature approaches the desired
level, the control system operates the recirculating damper to vary the ratio of outside
cool air to recirculated room air. Simultaneously, the regulating valve is throttled to
control the heat supply. The combined effect of the damper operation ani the throttled
regulating valve maintains the desired temperature level.

COOLING AND VENTILATING PERIOD. If the room temperature rises above normal, the
room thermostat actuates to completely close the valve. Then, it keeps moving the
damper until 100 percent cool air operation is obtained, if necessary. Usually, the
unit has control devices which prevent delivery of air cool enough to cause cold drafts.
This can be accomplished by an insertion thermostat located in the air stream beyond the
heating element. Frequently, the insertion thermostat is set at 60°F and takes control
to prevent the discharge of objectionably cold air.

Electric heating control is siTple and reliable. Automatic controls usually consist
of a thermostat, primary controls, limit controls, and necessary wiring and switching.

Procedures for Removing, Installing and Wiring Unit Heaters

Removing Unit Heaters

That heaters will be removed according te manufacturer's instructions.

Installation and Wiring Unit Heaters

INSTALLING UNIT HEATERS. The height at which the unit is mounted affects the air
temperature distribution and heater coverage. Proper mounting heights vary with unit
designs. However, as a rule, the higher the location, the lower the blow into the
occupied zone. With very high locations, it may be nece'-sary to lower the outlet air
temperature to force the air into the desired spars Figure 3-7 illustrates the
location usually recommended; however, specific recommendations should be obtained
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from the manufacturer of the individual equipment. Loc,Lte unit heaters so that they
discharge heated air nearly parallel to exterior walls, in a direction that will produce
a rotational circulation around the room. Assure that the air circulates freely to the
heater intake.

WIRING UNIT HEATERS.
instructions.

Unit heaters will be wired according to manufacturer's

SAFETY PROCEDURES. Follow applicable safety with all fuels and electricity. Keep
hands away from fans. Do not wear loose clothing and remove watches, rings and other
jewelry when working on unit heaters.

WALL

12' TO 16'
USE HIGH VELOCITY

90* NOZZLE

6 TO 10'
IDEAL HEIGHT

Gas-Fired Unit Heaters

1" MD:1

MIN

Figure 3-7. Unit Heater Location

Operating and Adjusting the Unit Heater

1r
him

WALL

Figure 3-8 illustrates a gas-fired unit heater consisting of the following elements:
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Figure 3-8. Typical Gas-Fired Unit Heater: Front and Rear View

-- Combustion chamber.

-- Atmospheric type gas burners, mounted in the bottom of the combustion chamber.

--- Heat exchanger tubes, acting as radiators and extending from the top of the
combustion chamber to the top collecting chamber. They are usually streamlined
in cross section for minic,um resistance to air flow and maximum heating surface.

- -- Top chamber for collecting the products of combustion flowing through the
radiators. The products of combustioc. (flue gases) are conducted to a downdraft
diverter and vent (rear flue connection).

--- Motor-driven, propeller-type fan, mounted behind the radiators. Usually, the
fan is directly driven by the electric motor and is mounted on its shaft. For
low speed application, however, the fan is belt-driven from the motor. Certain
types of unit heaters where air must be moved through a duct, or where high air
velocitiet; are required, use centrifugal blowers.

--- Combustion and temperature control equipment. These include the thermostat,
primary controls, limit controls, auxiliary controls, transformer, etc.

- -- Outlet louvers to direct the air stream.
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OPERATION. Air for combustion enters the combustion chamber through openings in the
bottom (natural convection). At the same time, the fan forces the air to be heated
across the radiators, where heat from the combustion products is transferred to the air.
The airstream is directed by the outlet louvers, while the flue gases leave the heater
through the rear flue connection.

CONTROL. Gas-fired unit heaters have the same controls as other gm:: units. They
include a safety pilot, thermocouple, automatic gas valve, and thermostat. The
operating cycle is as follows:

- -- When the thermostat calls for heat, it makes a circuit that opens the gas valve.
This allows gas to flow into the burner which is lit by the pilot. As the
temperature rises in the heater, a thermoelement (preset) makes a circuit to the
blower or fan. This fan blows air across the heat exchanger into the space to
be heated.

- -- As soon as the thermostat is satisfied, the circuit to the gas valve i8 broken.
This causes the valve to close, securing the fire. The fan continues to run
until the temperature within the heater drops to the low (fan off) setting.

This is one complete cycle.

Hot Water Unit Heaters

A unit heater is a heating coil supplied
with hot water used to heat a localized area.
Coils are usually of the finned type, and air
is circulated over them by an electric fan.
A unit heater installed in a distribution
main is illustrated in figure 3-9.

The maintenance of unit heaters includes
a monthly inspection for water leaks, clean-
liness of the finned coils, and the operation
of the fan motor. Other accessories which
should be inspected are the traps, air vents,
fan blades, and valves. Repairs should be
made accordingly. The electric fan motor
should be lubricated monthly.

STARTING UP. Check motor and fan rota-
tion and see that bearings are properly
lubricated. Gradually admit hot water to
the coils and blow down the unit to remove
accumulations of grease and other loose
materials found in new piping systems.
Start the fan and see that normal speed
(revolutions per minute) is carried.
After piping is cleaned, supply hot water
to the coils by proper valve operation.

GATE
VALVE

IF PIPING IS NOT ARRANGED TO REMOVE
AIR FROM HEATER. INSTALL AIR VENT

AT HIGH POINT

MOTOR

ELECTRIC CIRCULATOR
IN RETURN. ARRANGED TO RUN

WHEN FAN RUNS

PIPMG FOR UNIT HEATER INSTALLED
ON GRAVITY HOTWATER SYSTEM-NO
INDIVIDUAL CMCULATOR NEEDED ON
A FORCED-CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Figure 3-9. A Unit Heater for a Hot
Water Heating System

NORMAL OPERATION. Maintair Adequate flow of water at a correct temperature to
develop rated capacity. Check ulotor and fan operation for excessive noise and abnormal
vibration and temperature. if spaces fail to heat satisfactorily, check the following:

Motor Speed. A unit running at a speed below normal, delivers less air. See that
heated air is passing through the unit in sufficient quantity to deliver rated capacity.

Water Flow. Make sure correct amount of water is flowing through the coils to ful-
fill capacity requirements. See that all required valves are open, that the coils are
free of air pockets, and that there is no obstruction or stoppage of flow. Check water
pressure.

Water Temperature. Water supplied to the unit should be at rated temperature.

Space Heat Loss. If the unit is delivering its intended capacity, check the space
heat loss and see if it exceeds the capacity of the heater.
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Location of Heater. There are horizontal and vertical distanco limits in the
location of heaters. Location affects flow and coverage of the unit. Check manufac-
turer's im;tructions and chartm.

Shutdown. proceed as follows:

--- Close the water inlet to the unit.

--- Stop the motor.

--- Drain the unit if there is danger of freezing.

Steam Unit Heaters

Unit heaters used in steam heating systems,
shown in figure 3-10, are similar to those
used for hot water heating. Steam enters the
unit heater at the top and gives off heat to
the finned tubes of the radiator. The circu-
lating fan forces the air to be warmed through
the finned tubes ann at the same time, causes
the atr to circulate in the space to be heated.

STARTING UP (NEW INSTALLATION). Check
motor and fan rotation and see that bearings
are properly lubricated. Gradually admit
steam to the coils and blow down the unit to
remove accumulations of grease and other
loose materials found in new piping system,.
Start the fan and see that normal speed
(revolutions per minute) is carried. After
piping is cleaned, supply hot water to the
coils by proper valve operation; assure that
the steam trap is working correctly; and see
that air is being vented properly.

STEAM NAM

STRAAU

GATE VALVE

TO VACUUMmum oa
OPEN GRA

FULL Sat
Of TAPPING

DIRT POCKET

vacuum oa OPEN
GRAVTN TWO.PIPt SYSTEM

rigure 3-10. Unit Heater Instal-
lation Diagram

NORMAL OPERATION. Maintain adequate steam flow at correct pressure to develop rated
capacity. Check operation of steam trap and air vent. Check motor and fan operation
for excessive noise and abnormal vibration and temperature. If spaces fail to heat
satisfactorily, check the following.

Speed of the Motor. A unit running at a speed below normal delivers less air. See
that heated air is passing through the unit in sufficient quantity to deliver its rated
capacity.

Steam Flow. Make sure that the proper amount of steam to fulfill capacity require-
ments is flowing through the coils at the correct pressure. See that all required
valves are properly open, that the coils are free of air pockets, and that there is no
obstruction or stoppage of the flow.

Water Pressure. The steam supplied to the unit should be at rated pressure. This
will determine the steam temperature.

Space Heat Loss. If the unit is delivering its intended capacity, check the space
heat loss and see if it exceeds the capacity of the heater.

Location of Heater. There are horizontal and vertical distance limits in the
location of heaters. Location affects blow and coverage of the unit. Check manufac-
turer's instructions and charts.

SHUTDOWN. To shut down a steam unit heater, you should proceed as follows:

--- Close the steam inlet to the unit.

--- Stop the motor.
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SUMMARY

Unit heaters are probably the most efficient piece of heating equipment there is.
They are a factory-make assembly, compact, easily installed, and easily controlled.
There are five main types: steam, hot water, electric, oil and gas fired. Unit heaters
have five main parts: the fan, fan motor, heating element, casing and dittusers.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the five types of unit heaters?

2. What type of unit heaters require a boiler and piping system?

3. Where are steam unit heaters mainly used?

4. What types of unit heaters will be used when individual metering of
is required?

the fuel supply

5. What are some typical locations for electric unit heaters?

6. What is the casing used for?

7. How are unit heaters wired?

S. What are the five basic parts of a unit heater?

9. What are the main controls on a unit heater?

10. What types of unit heaters cannot be used in a fuel or ammo storage?

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Volume II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and
Systens, and Process Heat Utilization
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FORCED WARM AIR HEATING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

SG J3ABR54532 001-IV-4

This study guide will help you maintain a warm air furnace, replace the electrical
controls and maintain a forced warm air system.

INTRODUCTION

During the last forty or fifty years as standards of living continued to improve,
people began to demand better and more efficient heating systems for their homes and
their places of business. They were no longer satisfied with a stove or a fireplace in
each room. Instead, they wanted some type of a large heating unit or system that could
be used to heat all the rooms in a house or building from just one fire. One of the
first steps taken to fill this demand was the development of the warm air heting
systems. In these systems, the furnace iS located at one central point, usually the
basement of a house; and the air heated by this furnace is carried to the various rooms
and parts of the house by warm air ducts.

This study guide will provide you specific information concerning warm air heE%lag
under the following main topics.

- -- The Purpose of a Warm Air Furnace

- -- Types of Warm Air Furnaces

--- Construction Features

- -- Removing, Disassembling and Reassembling Procedures

-- Inspecting and Cleaning Procedures

--- installation Procedures

- -- Types and Functions of Furnace Automatic Controls

- -- Removing, Inspecting and Cleaning Automatic Controls

Installing, Wiring and Operating Automatic Controls

-- Operating Procedures

--- Types of Warm Air Heating Systems

- -- Types of Warm Air Distribution Systems

Construction Features

--- Inspecting and Cleaning Heating Ducts

--- Inspecting and Adjusting Distribution Dampers and Linkages

--- Removing and Cleaning Filters

--- Blower Maintenance
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INFORMATION

The Purpose of a Warm Air Furnace

The primary purpose of warm air furnaces is to burn fuel efficiently and to transfor
the heat generated to the circulating air. Warm air heating systems are either gravity q
type or forced-air type. Many satisfactory types and arrangements of heating surfaces
are manufactured. Most furnaces consist of a combustion chamber or primary heating
surface, and a heat exchanger or secondary heating surface. Available records indicate
that the heat transfer per square foot of heating surface is practically the same for
cast iron and steelplate when both are subjected to the same temperature difference.
With either cast iron or steel, thicker metal means longer life without materially
affecting the heat transfer.

Types of Warm Air Furnaces

Cast-Iron Furnaces

Generally, the minimum thickness of cast-iron furnace sections is 1/2 inch. These
furnAces res ist corrosion and high temperature and, because of. their relatively large
mass, have a large heat-storage capacity. This latter characteristic gives them a
flywheel heating effect. However, they are slow to respond to heat changes. Cast-iron
furnaces are constructed in sections, made gastight by liberal use of furnace cement,
asbestos rope, or both. The heat exchauger is usually located on top of the combustion
chamber. Cast-iron furnaces are normally used with gravity systems.

Steel Furnaces

The metal parts of steel furnaces are joined by riveting, welding or both. Because
of their relatively small mass, they can deliver heat rapidly on demand, and han adapt
to fast changes in heat requirements. However, their heat storage capacity t rather
small. Steel furnaces are made of heavy-gauge steel an2 are riveted and caulked er
welded at the joint to make them gastight. The fronts are usually cast iron. Small
steel furnaces usually have a single heat exchanger attached to the rear of the
combustion chamber. In larger sizes, two heat exchangers may be installed or the
furnace sides. There are two types of steel furnaces: horizontal and vertical.
Vertical furnaces may be either up-flow or counter-flow.

HORIZONTAL. In the horizontal turnace, the fan, filters and heat exchanger are
aligncd in a horizontal position. Since this furnace can be suspended from the ceiling,
or installed in attics or crawl spaces, it takes up little or no floor space.

VERTICAL. The vertical furnace has the same components as the horizontal, but is
designed for floor installation. There are two types:

--- The vertical up-flow furnace.

--- The vertical counter-flow furnace.

Vertical Up-Flow. On the vertical up-flow furnace, the fan is located in the bottom
of the furnace. This type furnace is normally used with either the wall or ceiling
delivery distribution system. The furnace could be located in a house or building with
a basement; but mor than likely, tn a house or building without a basement.

Vertical Counter-Flow. On the vertical counter-flow furnace, the fan is located at
the top of the furnace. This type furnace is specifically designed for houses or
buildings without basements. The heat registers will be located in the floor or
possibl, the walls.

Warm air furnaos can be made to bur c:oal, fuel oil or gas. The most common types
today are the gas-tired and oil-fired furnaces.
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Construction Features

Heat Source

The heat source is a furnace unit which generates by burning fuel. Basically, a
warm air furnace consists of combustion chamber (primary heating surface), a heater
exchanger section (secondary heating surface), and a casing. The furnace may be cast
iron, steel or a combination of the two. It may be fired with any of the common fuels.

Combustion Chamber and Heat Exchanger

The combustion chamber, as a primary heating surface, absorbs heat from the fire,
chiefly by radiation. The heat exchanger section, as secondary heating surface, absorbs
heat from the furnace gases by conduction.

Casing

The casing completely encloses the furnace assembly. It forms a space through which
air is circulated (by natural or forced convection) and warmed by contact with the hot
exterior surfaces of the combustion chamber and radiator.

Removing, Disassembling and Reassombling Procedures

The variety of furnaces manufactured in the United States makes it difficult to
state exact procedures for removing, disassembling and reassembling. These procedures
should be acquired from the manufacturer of the furnace you are working with.

Inspecting and Cleaning Procedures

Warm air furnaces should be inspected and maintained according to a schedule
prescribed for such furnaces by AFRs or local command. The roofjacks as well as the
smoke pipes should be inspected from the inside as well as the outside of the building.
Any noticeable deterioration, such as a rusted hood, roofjack or flue pipe should be
replaced. The roofjack guys should be replaced if badly rusted. The chimney must be
checked for cracks and holes. These should be repaired in order to prevent air leaks.
When cold air enters the chimney and dilutes the warm air, it reduces the draft. 411
soot and fly ash must be removed from the chimney and flue cleanouts. Inspect the draft
dampers for proper operation. Check the draft diverter for soot accumulation.

Check the heat exchanger surfaces for warping and rusting. Replace these units if
they are unserviceable. Check the firebox doors, door hinges and latches for damage.
Replace any broken parts. Seal all the casing joints and asbestos type of caulking
compound. Check the grouting around the base of the furnace and repair it if necessary.

Completely clean the furnace heat exchanger and the flue pipe surfaces with a vacuum
cleaner.

Inspect the furnace room for cieanliness. Notify your superior of any combustible
material such as rags, papers and boxes. See that the performance chart is posted and
readable.

Installation Procedures

Warm air furnaces shuld be installed in conformance with procedures or methods pre-
scribed, according to diagrams applicable to each type of equipment furnished by the
manufacturer.

Thc base electrical shop should be responsible for installing all line voltage
wiring. The heating specialist should only install line or low voltage automatic
control equipment. The term low voltage applies to equipment operating on, or wiring
carrying 50 volts or less.

Since there are many types and makes of oil and gas fired warm-air furnaces on the
market, the detailed assembly instructions to suit all makes and types cannot be
published in this book; however, the following instructions apply to all gravity warm-
air furnaces.
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Study the assembly instructions included with each furnace thoroughly and follow
these instructions exactly. Each piece of casting is manufactured to fit in tt proper
place. Parts of one type of furnace are seldom interchangeable with other types of
furnaces.

Install furnaces in a level position on a solid masonry base. Do not install the
furnace on a base constructed of wood or other combustible material. If the masonry
base is uneven, use steel or cast-iron wedges (shims), or the leveling bolts that are
provided. Always use a spirit level to make sure the unit is level.

Provide enough clearance to permit easy access for repairs. Allow a space of at
least la inches between the furnace and a wall constructed of wood or other combustible
material. It is a good practice to install asbestos boards on a wooden wa'L next to a
furnace. This will help to reduce the fire hazard. With masonry walls, units may ao
installed nearer the walls; however, leave ample room to permit proper servicing.

Special attention should be given to ceiling clearance. Cover the ceiling over the
furnace with asbestos sheets or asbestos paper if the top of the furnace is close to the -

ceiling.

Furnace cement is furnished with each cast-iron furnace. Seal all joints with a
liberal amount of furnace cement between sections to insure that the furnace ts gas-
tight. Asbestos rope is furnished with a number of furnaces for certain applications.
Follow manufacturer's instructions covering its use. See that projections from furnace
such as smoke pipe or cleanout doors extend through outside of casing.

In assenbling a furnace, exercise care in tightening all bolts. Draw each bolt
until almost tight. Then after all bolts have been installed, draw each one gradually
until all are uniformly and properly tight. Avoid drawing bolts too tight, as this will
crack or break a casing or buckle a steel plate.

After assembling furnace, check all doors for free operation and tight fit. Install
firebrick in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

Install furnace casing, bonnet and gravity-return air shoe in accGrdance with the
manufacturer's instruction. Fit ar fasten casing or panels securely. If interlocking,
see that they are properly in place and are airtight. If a bottom floor panel (ga- or
oil) is not furnished, grout casing to make it airtight by chipping and wetting the
floor and using a liberal amount of cement mixture. If a circular casing is used, strip
joints with asbestos paper to make them airtight. Asbestos rope or a draw band collar
is furnished to make the connection between flue and cleanout airtight. If baffles are
furnished or recommended, install them in accordance with manufacturer's recommenda-
tions. In installing baffles, exercise care to provide proper distribution of air over
combustion chamber and heat exchanger.

Install downdraft diverters furnished with the equipment on all gas burning
furnaces. Diverters are developed for individual furnaces. Never use diverters made by
a local manufacturer unless thely have been calibrated for the specific heating unit.

NOTE: Check heat exchanger before installation for leaks or cracks.

Use vent or smoke pipe which is at least as large as the smoke pipe outlet of the
furnace. Securely fasten the vent or smoke pipe at each joint with a minimum of three
sheet metal screws. Install all horizontal pipes with a pitch of at least one inch per
linear foot.

A good chimney can be built of steel, brick or other material approved by the office
of the Civil Engineer. The chimney should have a cross-sectional area equal to or
larger than the flue outlet of the furnace. The smaller dimension of a rectangular
chimney must be at least 2/3 of a furnace flue diameter. The area of a chimney must be
increased 4 percent for each 1000 feet of altitude. Equip the chimney with a soot and
dirt cleanout at the base. The upper part of the chimney is usually constructed of a
metal section terminating with an appropriate hood. Follow the manufacturer's recom-
mendations on chimney height. Never build a chimney less than 25 feet in height, unless
it has blower-assisted draft and then never less than 15 feet. Always extend a chimney
at least three feet above the peak of the roof.
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Ventilate the furnace room adequately to supply air for combustion. Provide an
opening having one square inch of free air area for each 1000 BTU per hour of furnace
input rating with a minimum of 200 square inches. Locate opening at or near the floor
line whenever possible. In addition, provide two louvered openings having free-air area
of at least 200 square inches each in, at or near the ceiling as near opposite ends of
the furnace room as possible, as to expel flue gases.

Types and Functions of Furnace Automatic Controls

Automatic controls are used on heating systems to accomplish one or more of the
following:

--- Insure required conditions of temperature, pressure or humidity.

--- Provide safety protection by preventing operation of mechanical equipment when
such operation would be harmful or hazardous.

--- Insure economical results by providing steady-state conditions and preventing
excessive operation of the system.

--- Eliminate human error in heating equipment control.

The main elements of a temperature control system are primary control, limit
control, thermostat and auxiliary controls. These controls were covered in an earlier
lesson but we will review each.

Primary Controls

Primary controls are actuating devices which operate hand-fired plants in response
to signals received from thermostats. Often the primary control is a simple switching
device which closes and opens the main circuit (electric systems). The primary control
for gas heating is the automatic gas valve and for oil heating, the stack switch and
protector relay perform this function.

Limit Control

The limit control is a device that responds to temperature changes in the warm air
heating systems. The limit control is wired in series to the primary control. This
control will break the circuit to the primary control, which will shut down the burner,
whenever the temperature in the furnace becomes excessive. It is installed in the
bonnet of the furnace. The wiring should conform to local electrical ordinances. No
lubricating oil should be used on the internal mechanism, and the cover should be in
position at all times. When trouble is experienced with the unit, it should be
replaced. This control is normally closed (NC) which opens on a temperature rise. Set
the limit control to stop the firing equipment when the air temperature reaches 175° to
200°F.

Blower Control (Fan Switch)

The fan switch controls the operation of the blower motor in a forced warm air
he:=.ting system. The fan switch starts the fan motor when the air in the furnace bonnet
rises to a predetermined temperature to be circulated in the rooms. The fan switch is
installed in the bonnet of the furnace. Set the fan switch to stop when the plenum
temperature is 5° to 10°F above maximum thermostat setting. The starting temperature
should be 15° to 25°F above the stopping temperature, with a minimum differential
stting of about 15°F. These settings will depend on the climate and type of systems.

NOTE: Always follow manufacturer's recommendations when differences occur between
their settings and these.

Combination Control

(One housing is used for the high limit and fan control.) Settings may be adjusted
or factory set and sealed. Operation of controls are the same as if they were used as
an individual. Responses are transmitted normally from a helix (bimetal) coil which
r(?acts to changes in temperature. On some combination controls, manual control of the

F fan is possible. For installation procedures, follow the manufacturer's instructions on
wiring and setting.
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Thermostat

The thermostlt is the nerve center of the heating-control system. It is a sensitive
unit that responds to changes in room temperature, and it indicates whether more or less
heat is required from the heating unit. It transmits the indicating signal to a primary 4.control for action. This is done by closing or opening an electrical contact within the
thermostat.

Thermostats often differ in construction according to the type of primary control
with which they are used. Probably the commonly used thermostats are the spiral-
bimetallic type and mercury-bulb type.

Humidity Controls

Water vapor in the atmosphere is called humidity. There is a limit to the amOunt ot
water vapor that a pound of dry air can hold at a fixed temperature. When this limit
(saturation) is reached, the relative humidity of the air is 100 percent. Since it
cannot hold additional moisture, any water vapor introduced to the air after saturltion
is dropped through condensation.

To prevent excessively low relative humidity inside an operating heating system, the
air can be humidified. Figure 4-1 illustrates a typical humidifier of the kind used
with older model warm-air furnaces at some Air Force installations. Humidifiers are
usually installed in the warm-air plenum chamber. A needle valve is actuated by a float
to maintain a given level of water in a pan. Hot, dry air from the furnace absorbs
(evaporates) the water from the pan, thereby increasing its relative humidity. (Be sure
to check installation of the pan to see that it does not overflow on the combustion
chamber or furnace radiator.) This type of humidifier does not provide close control of
relative himitidy conditions.

COS-043

Figure 4-1. A Typical Pan Type Humidifier

Humidifiers are usually standard equipment with almost all types of warm-air
furnaces. Humidifiers for warm-air furnaces are usually the pan type (figure 4-1).
Unless the water used is comparatively free of solids, these units require frequent
attention, Rince the float can stick in the open position or the valve may clog.
Overflowing of the pan due to valve stuck in open rnsition can result in a cracked
heating section, and a clogged inlet valve will make Ole humidifier inoperative.
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Rumidtstat

A humidistat senses the relative humidity of the air in a space or system. It is
designed with sensing elements made of wood, hair or animal membrane.

Under normal operating conditions, the humidistat will sense humidity within 1
percent relative humidity. A humidistat sends electrical signals to operate dampers,
valves or other devices that control relative humidity. For example, when a humidifying
device, having a spray nozzle is used, a solenoid valve is installed ahead of the
nozzle. The humidistat in the conditioned space automatically energizes the solenoid
when the relative humidity drops below the humidistat setting. As soon as the humidity
in the conditioned space is brought up to that needed to satisfy the humidistat, the
circuit is opened and the solenoid shuts off automatically.

The humidistat is a very delicate instrument and must be handled wtth care. Keep
the instrument encased at all times and free of dust and other foreign materials. See
that it is mounted securely. Locate it where there is a good circulation of air ardund
its sensing clement.

Removing, Inspecting and Cleaning Automatic Controls

The procedures for removing, inspecting and cleaning automatic controls will be
supplied by the manufacturer of the controls.

Installing, Wiring and Operating Automatic Controls

Tnstalling

Proper care in handling and installing controls will assist in obtaining good per-
formance form a warm-uir heating system. Brochures are available on installation of
controls from each manufacturer and should be followed while working with these
controls. Always be sure that a control is correctly wired. Many malfunctions are
attributed to not adhering to this general principle. All control terminals are usually
colored, lettered or numbered, and the manufacturers furnish wiring diagrams which are
simple and easy to follow.

THERMOSTAT. Always install a thermostat on an inside wall at eye level and in a
place where it will be affected by average room temperature.

Mak, sure there is free circulation of air at the point of mounting and that the
thermostat is unobstructed by furniture, doors and the like. Do not mount the thermo-
stat where it will be affected by drafts from hallways or stairways or where it will be
affected by the warm-air stream from air registers. Do not install thermostats close to
concealed warm or cold water pipes, warm-air ducts, or on furnace room walls. Always
install a thermostat away from the sun's rays, because the radiant heat from the sun
will cause a shifting of the control point.

LIMIT CONTROL, BLOWER CONTROL AND COMBINATION CONTROL. The same fundamentals of
installation apply to all three of these controls. In installing these controls, insure
that in the operating position, no portion of the actuating elements touch the crown
sheet. Install these elements so that the effects of radiant heat are kept to a
minimum. Install the controls so that they will be subject to rapid changes in temper-
ature of the furnace. Do not install the control elements where they will be affected
by cold air returns or where circulation of air around them is restricted by baffles or
deflecting fins.

Use a swil'el mounting bracket if space permits. If a control must be mounted *flush
on furnace, be sure that an asbestos insulator, 1/2 inch thick, if possible, is placed
between furnace and control. It is important to limit temperature inside the control to
150.F, if possible, to prevent damage to switches and maintain electrical rating of load
vontacts.

Under no circumstances should fan load rating of control be exceeded. For maximum
efficiency and comfort, fan control setting should be as low as possible without dis-
charge of cold air. For most installations, a limit control setting of 175°F to 200°F
is satisfactory. After installation of these controls, as all controls, replace the
cover. This protects the menhanism and discourages unauthorized tampering with the
settings.
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Wiring Procedures

A typical wiring diagram for a gas-fired warm air furnace using line voltage is
shown in figure 4-2.

USE BOX THERMOSTAT LIMIT CONTROL
P . STAT

GAS VALVE

FAN SWITCH

FAN

CGB -103

Figure 4-2. Line Voltage Circuit

A typical wiring diagram for a gas-fired warm air furnace using low voltage is shown
in figure 4-3.

STEP-DOWN
TRANSFORMER

I5V

THERMOSTAT
LIMIT

CONTROL
GAS

VALVE

--t0090-

CGS-104A

Figure 4-3. Low Voltage Circuit

A typical wiring diagram for oil-fired warm air furnaces is shown in figure 4-4.
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Use all applicable precautions whend working with the different types of fuel. Also
observe all safety rules when working on the electrical controls and wiring of a warm-
air furnace.

NOTE: Remove all watches, rings and other metal jewelry when working on furnaces;
also, fatigue shirts must be tucked in.

When working on oil-fired furnaces, any oil spilled must be wiped up immediately.

SNAP-ACTION
ROOM

THERMOSTAT

11

COMBINATION BLOWER
CONTROL MOTOR LINE

FUSERDOT GRD
LINE

SWITCH -1

OIL BURNER
PRIMARY CONTROL

LOW VOLTAGE

MOTOR
TERMINALS

Oct

IGNITION
TERMINALS

JUNCTION
BOX

Figure 4-4. Warm Air, Oil-Fired Cotnrol Circuit

Operating Procedures

Before placing any new, reconditioned or inactive warm air heating system into
service, carefully inspect its installation. Learn the p--pose and location of every
piece of equipment and control; this knowledge will help ,,event future outages.

Pre-Startup

Before starting up the system, make sure that the following requirements are
fulfilled:
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FORCED WARM-AIR FURNACE

--- All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

--- All air and gas ducts and passages tight and free from obstructions; gas ani air
control dampers in good operating condition.

--- All ducts tested for leaks, and insulated if necessary.

--- Combustion chamber, radiator and casing tested for leaks. Testing procedures
are outlined in AFM 85-12, Volume II.

--- Air filter clean. Humidifier filled with water and ready for operltion.

--- Forced air blower and motor in good operating condition, properly lubricated;
rotation and speed tested.

--- All auxiliary equipment required to operate the furnace properly installed and
ready for operation; e.g., fuel-burning system, draft system, combustion
control system, etc.

--- All meters, instruments and gauges properly Installed, calibrated and ready for
operation.

--- All access and observation doors closed.

AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

--- All installation, repair and cleanup work on air supply ducts, trunks, branches,
regulating dampers, diffusers, grilles, etc., completed. Ducts properly
insulated, if required.

--- All installvtion, repair and cleanup work on air return ducts, grilles, etc..
completed. Ducts properly insulated, if required.

CONTROL SYSTEM

--- All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

--- Thermostats and primary, limit and auxiliary controls properly calibrated and
preset to operate within approved limits.

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT. Make sure that fire extinguishing equipment is conveniently
located and ready to operate and that personnel know how to use it and have definite
instructions on firefighting procedures.

Starting Up

Proceed as follows:

--- Close all dampers located in the various warm air and return air ducts and at
the registers.

--- Light off the furnace under manual control.

--- Start the blower under manual control. Adjust air regulating dampers to produce
even temperature distribution between rooms.

System Adjustment

To obtain better results, and more even room temperatures, adjust the controls of
forced warm air heating system for as nearly continuous blower operation as possible, by
setting the room thermostat to control the firing, and the blower control to control the
blower operation. Take the following steps to adjust the system:

--- Set room thermostat at the desired room tempera'.ure. This is the operating
control that starts and stops the firincr Anu draft equipment.
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-- Check the fuel input in relation to the heat loss of the building. In gas-fired
installations, see that orifices in the spuds are large enough for the kind of
gas used and the type and capacity of the installation. Adjust manifold pres-
sure. For coal-fired and oil-fired installations, check capacity and operating
range of stoker and burner. When the system operates, make sure that fuel-air
ratio is correct and that firing and draft equipment are adjusted for proper
firing rate at the highest practical efflciency.

- -- Adjust blower air volume to produce an air temperature rise through the furnace
of about 90°F, by regulating outlet air dampers or changing the blower speed.

--- Set the blower control to stop when the plenum temperature is 5° to 10°F above
maximum thermostat setting. The starting temperature should be 15°F to 25°F
above the stop setting. Use the lower settings for high sidewall registers and
the higher settings for the baseboard registers. In general, coal-fired instal-
lations should use the higher settings; gas or oil-fired installation, the
lower. For very long ducts and in very cold climates, it lay be necessary to
use slightly higher blower cutout points; however, this point should be set as
low as practicable.

-- Set the high limit control (in the bonnet of the furnace) to stop firing equip-
ment when the air temperature reaches 175°F to 200°F, regardless of room thermo-
stat requirements. The average air temperature rise through the furnace should
be from 80° to 100°F when it operates in very cold weather.

-- When the blower speed is changed to adjust the airflow through the furnace, be
sure that the operating speed does not overload the motor or cause undue noise.
Refer to AFM 85-12, Volume I, for information on speed reducers.

-- Balance the system by regulating damper openings to obtain an even temperature
distribution in all rooms. Check air velocities at warm air register outlets
with an anemometer or velometer (see AFM 85-18, para CI, 07). Regulate register
air velocities to obtain about 50 feet per minute at a point three quarters of
the distance from the register to the opposite wall. Regulate flow by damper
adjustment. For better system balance, it is sometimes necessary to change
blower speed. Refer to para 46f, Volume I, AFM 85-12 for information on fan
output control. See also Section J, Chapter 2, Volume I, AFM 85-12 for adjust-
ment of drives and speed reducers.

--- Make a followup check of heat distribution within the next day or two after
starting up. If any rooms are too warm, adjust the dampers that serve them.

--- If any rooms are too cold, proceed as follows:

--- Open the damper serving the cold rooms until the desired temperature is
obtained.

- -- If the desired temperature is not reached with the dampers fully open, start
closing the dampers that serve all other rooms. Closing these dampers wili
cause more air to go to the under-heated room and thus increase its tempera-
ture.

- -- Continue o..ing the dampers until the desired temperature is reached. Oae
or more: o'_lowun checks and adjustments, using the outlined "trial and
error" 13c.hcd, may be required before the system is balanced.

--- Connect all heing outlets to the system according to manufacturer's
instructions.

Types of Warm Air Heating Systems

The principle used fr the forced and gravity warm air heating system is the same.
Both systems require a cftutral heating unit for furnace, warm air ducts, cold-air
returns and registers. The main difference between the two heating systems is the
7rethod of circulating ths1 air.
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Gravity

The gravity warm-air system (figure 4-5) is one of the oldest and simplest. The
turnace, essentially, is just a small metal box inside of a big one, with a sealed flue
pipe heading from the inner box out through the bigger one to the chimney. Build a fire
in the little b-x and you hent the air in the space between it and the bigger box that
:;urrounds it, The heated air rises to the top of the big box end, enters a tip-top
chamber, called a "plenum chamber or bonnet" to which hot-air ducts are connected.
These) big, up-sloping pipes carry the rising hot air to the room in the house above.
The hot air floats up through the registers in the rooms, heats the rooms, and settles
to the floor as it cools and becomes hea---ier. Once at floor level, it flows down
through another set of ducts that carry it back into the bottom of the furnace. There,
it picks up new heat and rises to the room again. The cycle continues as long as
there's a fire in the furnace and the fire may be fueled by coal, oil or gas.

There are no moving parts in the circulating system so it works in silence, but it
has some drawbacks. Because the difference in the weight per cubic foot of hot and ,:ool
air is only a tiny fraction of an ounce, the ducted air doesn't move with much force, so
it can't push its way through a conventional dust filter without slowing down too much
for effteient heating. Hence, gravity warm-air systems are usually unfiltered.

The gentle flow also makes it necessary to keep the warm-air ducts short to avoid
too great a heat loss along the way. So the warm air registers are usually at the
instde walls of the rooms closest to the furnace situated in the center of the basement
And the return air registers are at the outside walls. They have to be on the opposite
side of the room in order to draw the warm-air flow across. Thus, the hot air floats
past the warmer inner walls first. Then, as it cools, it descends past the colder,
outside walls and windows and enters the return registers for its downward glide to the
furnace again. As a result, you may find the outside areas of some rooms a little
chilly on very cold nights. Also, the easy, natural air flow may make the unit a bit
slow to respond to the thermostat.

DRAFT REGULATOR
IN SMOKE PIPE

Figure 4-5. Gravity Warm-Air System
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FORCED-AIR CIRCULATION
DISTRIBUTES HEAT BETTER

DRAFT REGULATOR
IN SMOKE PIPE

Figure 4-6. Forced-Air System

Forced

Forced warm air (figure 4-6), one of the most popular modern systems, is very
similar to the old gravity type. The main difference is that the forced system uses a
centrifugal fan or blower (forced convection) instead of natural convection to attain
positive air circulation. Figure 4-6 illustrates a typical forced-air system. The high
velocity air stream carries the heat away from the hot furnace surfaces and into the
rooms much more rapidly. So you can get much more heat from the same size furnace, or
just as much heat from a smaller furnace. And, as the forced air stream can travel in
any direction, you can take the furnace out of the cellar and put it anywhere 7ou
pleaseincluding the 10-tic. The power-driven blower will shoot the heating air down.
u), sideways, anywhere you want it.

The forced system also responds quickly to a thermostat allowing flexible heat
delivery. so that widely varying demands of changeable weather are met with a minimum of
over-hea);ing.

Types of Warm Air Distribution Systems

Sati!,factory heating from warm air systems is absolutely depPndent upon the proper
distribution of warm air from the furnace to all portions of th space served. Warm air
must be distributed in the quantities required to offset the rs. , of heat loss of eack
heated space, or temperature differences between rooms will occur. This differs some-
'what from radiator systems where the size of the radiator is the most important factor
in determining the rate of heat released to each room. With radiator systems,
distribution is primarily a problem of getting enough hot water or steam to each
radiator to be sure that the radiator heats to its rated capacity. It is not possible
to deliver more heat through steam or hot water than the radiator is designed to
transmit.
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With warm air systems, however, the amount of heat reaching each room is determired
by the rate of air delivery to that room so that temperature balance is entirely a
problem of control ef air distribution. In addition, the natural tendency of warm air
tc. rise and cold air to fall within the heated space must be recognized. Air supply and
return openings should be located with a view to eliminating air stratification and cold
floors. In general, warm air registers should be located so as to deliver air to or
along the areas of greatest heat loss and return grilles should be located where they
wi1.1 pick up cold air before it can spread to cause objectionable drafts.

There are various types of air distribution systems to satisfy differing
requirements. The ones we are going to study are: perimeter systems (these include
loop, radial and crawl space systems), extended plenum system, inside wall delivery
systems r.nd ceiling delivery systems.

Perimeter Systems

These systems use supply openings around the outside wall areas, near the source of
the greatest heat loss. They are equipped with registers designed to "blanket" the eold
area. This type of location delivers the warm air so that it mixes with the cool air
from the heat loss area and infiltration points, and prevents or reduces draft.

The air returns to the furnace through centrally located, high sidewall, or ceiling
oegisters; the return ducts may be located in the attic or other unheated spaces. Be
sure the duct size is adequate for its load since in the normal design only about one-
fourth of the total pressure at furnace outlet is available for return-air circulation.
(That means 0.05 inch of water for a total pressure of 0.20 inch, when 0.15 inch of
water is used on the supply side.) Return-air can be taken from crawl spaces where the
furnace is located. In perimeter system installations, a down-flow furnace is normally
used. In these furnaces, cold air enters the unit from above and discharges as hot air
from the bottom or lower part of the furnace casing. All perimeter distribution systems
are similar in performance but differ in design. The design selected depends on
building conditions. Examples are the loop, the radial, and the crawl space systems.

PERIMETER LOOP SYSTEM. The loop system shown in fiure 4-7 is one type of a
perimeter system. It is used where concrete slab floors are placed directly on the

Figure 4-7. Perimeter Loop
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ground. A warm air duct, with diffusers and grilles, extends completely around the
perimeter of the building in a continuous loop which is supplied by radial feeder ducts
from the plenum chamber. The ducts, buried in the slab, serve two purposes: they dis-
tribute warm air to the loop, and conduct heat which warms the floors. As in the other
systems, warm air registers are located and designed to prevent the airstream from
discharging against people at rest. No more than three diffusers should be placed in a
section of loop duct between any two feeders.

PERIMETER RADIAL SYSTEM. Figure 4-8 illustrates a perimeter radial system. This
air distribution system consists of individual ducts which run spokewise to each
register from the plenum chamber of a more or less centrally located furnace. Normally,
diffusers spread air uniformly over the register face. To reduce air velocity through
the register, use registers with areas larger than the connecting ducts. Ducts can be
run beneath the floor of structures with basement or crawl space, or embedded in
concrete slabs if the building has no basement.

Figure 4-8. Perimeter Radial System

CRAWL SPACE PERIMETER SYSTEM. If a structure Is built over a crawl space, the
entire space can be used as a warm-air supply plenum. Warm air encers the room through
perimeter flow registers located preferably beneath the windows: additional heat Is
supplied by conduction from the warmed floors. This system is not recommended for Air
Force use.
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Extended Plenum System

The extended system (figure 4-9) is another popular aroangemeut. A very largerectangular duct (almost as large as the plenum) extends in a straight line from thoplenum. Ducts branch off from the extended plenum to the wall registers. This heatdistribution method comes in handy where the basement is to be finished for use asliving space. The big advantage of the extended plenum sysstem is the reduced resistance
to the flow of air over a long run.

Figure 4-9. Extended Plenum System

Inside-Wall Delivery System

Warm air perimeter heating is a relatively new concept. Older systems used
different register locations to introduce the air into the heated spaces. One of thesemethods located the registers on an inside (warm) wall with supply openings either high
on the side wall, or near the floor, and return openings near the greatest outsideexposure. High sidewall registers should deliver the air horizontally or slightly
downward so that it does not strike the ceiling or wall. The air velocity at the end ofthe throw should be around 50 feet per minute; the throw, about 75 percent of the
distance that the airstream travels atter leaving the diffuser before its velocity dropsto 50 feet per minute.) For best results, use directional flow diffusers, which spread
the air flow evenly over the register face. To reduce the outlet air velocity, useregisters with an area larger than the connecting duct. Location of the warm air return
grille depends on the situation of supply outlets. Baseboard returns are preferable tofloor grilles.

Ceiling Delivery System

This system (figure 4-10) is a modified extended plenum that uses ceiling diffusers
to deliver the warm air to the heated space. With angular ceiling diffusers, the airstream is spread 360 and the rate of diffusion is high: however, the throw is ratherlow. Because of the short lengt:. of throw, high air velocities are often used.
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4--""" AND RETURNED TO FURNACE

BLOWER

Figure 4-10. Duct Layout in a Two-Story Baerack

Construction Features

The first item needed for a warm air system is the furnace; it supplies the heating
source for the system. The different types and components of furnaces were previously
discussed.

The next item needed is a holding area for the warm air, after it has been
;discharged from the furnace. This is called the plenum chamber or bonnet. It mounts
directly to the furnace's warm air outlet. It can be located on the top or bottom of
thu, furnace, depending on the type of furnace used.

Next comes the warm-air and cold-air return ducts. The horizontal run ducts are
called leaders and the vertical run ducts called risers. These ducts carry the warm air
to the different parts of your houee or building, and must be properly sized and located
to carry the required amount of warm air to heat the building. The sizing and location
of the warm air ducts will be determined by the engineering blueprints. All warm air
hoating systems must have a way for cold air to get back to the furnace. This can be
accomplislIed in several ways:

ly the use of cold-air return ducts.

--- By the use of registers located in the lower wall or on the floor.

--- 2v locating large louvers in the exterior walls of your furnace room.

Inspecting and Cleaning Heating Ducts

Ducts are used to distribute air to conditioned rooms or spaces, and to remove or
exhaust air from rooms. Heat ducts are usually constructed from sheets of aluminum or
galvanized steel. Ducts may be either round or rectangular in cross section. Straight
sections of round duct are usually formed from sheets rolled to the proper radius and
assumbled with a longitudinal grooved seam. Each end of a round section is swaged and
assembled with the larger end of the adjoining section butting against the swage. The
sections are held together by rivets, sheet metal screws, or by soldering. Rectangular
ducts are generally constructed by breaking the corners and grooving the longitudinal
seam.
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Construct duct systems to avoid abrupt changes in si7.e and direction and other
resistance conditions which create noise and reduce air volume. Use interior vanes at
elbows, and streamline obstructions.

The interior of ducts may be lined with sound-absorbing material to reduce noise
caused by air passing through the ducts. It is usually more convenient to line all four
sides of the duct interior, but a lining on one side over a longer length of the duct
will, ln general, give the same effect for the same area of applied sound-absorbing
material. The exterior of ducts that carry conditioned air may be covered with an
isulating material to prevent heat transfer between the ducts and the surrounding air.

Ducts should be constructed to enable them to be maintained easily. Provide access
doors in the ducts to facilitate easy cleaning and inspection.

Inspect ducts annually for the following conditions: deformation; leakage loqses
caused by loose clean-out doors, broken joints, holes worn in ducts (most frequently in
elbows), and poor connections to fans; and acoumulattons of material, such as dirt, lint
and condens.ktion of oil or water vapor, on the inferior of the ducts. Repair or r,lplace
defective ducts or duct connections. Remove accumulations of foreign matter on the
interior the ducts by washing or vacuum cleaning. If applicable, inspect sound;-
absorbing and insulating material on the interior of the ducts to determine that the
materials are installed securely and adequately. Inspect duty hangers and supports to
ilsure that the ducts are supported substantially.

All heating outlets should be connected to the system according to manufacturer's
Lnstruction.

Inspecting and Adjusting Distribution Dampers and Linkages

Warm air ducts for forced warm air heating systems are equipped with dampers and
registers to control the flow of warm air. Figure 4-11 shows a diagram of a volume
damper and splittel. dampers.

BRANCH
DUCT

:pa
ww

MAIN DUCT
11.

VOLUME DAMPER
BRANCH

DAMPER

DUCT

PLITTER

Figure 4-11. Volume and Snlitter Dampers
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Whenever the damper handle is bent or the damper shaft is twisted, it is difficult
to determine the position of the damper, since the damper cannot be seen. In such a
case, the damper can be positioned so as to shut off the flow of air to one of the
ducts. During maintenance services, such dampers should be checked for alignment. All
dampers should be equipped with a locking device and some means to indicate their true
position.

After the dampers are checked for proper operation and true alignment and the system
is in full operation, balance the system by adjusting the dampers in the main ducts and
branch ducts.

Removing and Cleaning Filters

Air filters are used to renove atmospheric dust from the incoming cool air. They
usually installed in return-air chambers, before the blower (as shown in figure

1-12). For the best results, never expose air filters to temperatures above 150'F.
Refer to AFM 85-18, Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning
Evaporative Cooling and Mechanical Ventilating Systems, for a description of the types
of air filters.

Air Filter Performance Factors

Three main factors determine the performance of air filters: face velocity,
resistance to airflow, and filter efficiency.

AIR INLET DUCT

AIR FILTER

AIR HEATER

FAN

LOUVERS

0,0F.-RECMCULATING BRANCH1

C AIR DAMPER

1

TRUNK UNE AIR OUTLET

f."

Figure 4-12. Central Fan System of Heating

FACE VELOCITY. The average velocity of air entering the effective face area of the
filter is called the face velocity. The effective face area is the total area within
the filter frame, including any that is occupied by bracing or grid members.
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RESISTANCE TO AIRFLOW. The resistance of a filter to airflow is usually measured as
the pressure drop caused by the filter, expressed in inches of water (1 inch of water
equals 0.03613 psi). The pressure drop of a given filter depends on its cleanliness and
the volume of airflow. As airflow increases or the filter becomes loaded with dust, the
pressure-drop through the filter increases. Filter resistance increases rapidly as dust
accumulates and may cause a substantial reduction in airflow. Rate filters, when they
are clean and operating at design airflow, in inches of water (pressure drop).

FILTER EFF1CIENCY. The measure of an air filter's efficiency is its capacity to
remove dust from the entering air.

Types of Filters and Their Maintenance Procedures

When air filters are used, they must be inspected at least once each month and
cleaned or replaced whenever necessary. Dirty filters reduce airflow, or impair heating
performance, and increase fuel consumption.

THROW AWAY. The condition of throw-away filters can be roughly checked by holding
them up to the light. When little or no light shines through the filter, a replacement
is required. Washing and recoating of these filters is not recommended. They are
usually made with a graduated filtering medium most densely packed on the outlet side,
the purpose being to increase the dirt holding capacity of the filter. When installing
this type of filter, make certain that the filter is placed with the denser filtering
medium on the outlet side. These filters are usually marked to indicate the proper
direction of airflow through them.

CLEANABLE. Cleanable filters can be renewed by washing them in e strong solvent and
allowing them to dry thoroughly, as shown in figure 4-13. They should then be r6coated
by a hand sprayer. Filters are recoated only with an adhesive specified for this
purpose. These adhesives, which are available through filter manufacturers, should be
odorless and fire resistant. They should have a high capillarity, or ability to wet,
hold dust at all operating temperatures, prevent mold formation, and evaporate slowly.

FILTERS

DRYING RACK

NON-FLAMMABLE
SOLVENT

Figure 4-13. Washing and Drying Cleanable Filters
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Blower Maintenance

All motors are mounted on adjustable bases to permit adjustment of the blower belt
tension. Unless a manufalturer specifically recommends a tighter adjustment for this
purpose, adjust the base )f the motor so that there is from 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 inches of
play in the best as illustrated in figure 4-14. Make certain that both pulley wheels
are in perfect alignment.

In actual operation, an electric motor
turns the blower by means of a V-belt. As
the blower turns, cool air flown through
the filters which remove the dust and dirt.
From the filters, air flows into the fan
which forces it past the firebox to the
heat exchanger of the furnace where it is
heated. The heated air is then forced
into the warm air ducts into the various
rooms. As more air is forced into the
rooms, the cold air in the rooms flows
back to the furnace through the cold air
returns to start another cycle.

Most warm air circulating blower units
are built as part of the furnace by the
manufacturer. However, if the blower unit
must be mounted separately, care should be
taken to fasten the blower and blower motor
on a masonry base, in true alignment. The
bkse should be at least three inches thick
and extend at least 12 inches beyond the
furnace casing. Install filters on the
inlet side of the casing so all air will be
filtered before entering tan.

PULLEY

AIRFLOW

PULLEY

I t 0 2 95 "
PLAY IN BELT

Figure 4-14. Blower Pan Belt
Adjustment

The cabinet, housing the blower unit, should be fabricated with doors to facilitate
h oiling, adjustment and minor repairs on the motor and blower. Doors should also be pro-
, vided to enable the replacement of air filters. The complete unit should be reasonably

well constructed to prevent air leakage.

Seal all blower casing joints wita asbestos tape or caulking compound. Check the
grouting around the base of the blower casing and furnace and make repairs if necessary.

The blower and electric motor bearings require regular oiling at least twice each
heating season. These bearings are usually fitted with oil cups. The proper oil
recommended by the manufacturer should be used. Care should be taken not to over oil
the hearing. However, the bearing should be oiled sufficiently, otherwise the shaft
will seize to the bearing, causing the motor and blower to stop.

SUMMARY

The Air Force uses warm air heating systems to a great extent at its bases. The
forced warm air systems have a decided prefel-ence over the gravity warm air systems.
The heating supervision should procure manufacturer's manup.ls for each of these systems.
A thorough study of these manuals will enable heating rrtconneil to operate and maintain
these systems more efficiently.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two types of warm air heating systems used tor the heating of
residential and small industrial buildings?
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2 How should warm air ducts be cleaned?

3. Why should dampers be equipped with a locking device?

4. Why is true alignment necessary for the installation of a blower and blower motor?

5. How are the permanent type filters cleaned?

6. How does a forced warm air heating system differ from a gravity warm IC.: heating
system?

7. What types of furnaces are used with the gravity warm air heating system?

8. Wby are asbestos boards on a wooden wall neat to a furnace?

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Volume II, Operation and Maintedance of Space Heating Equipment and
Systems, and Process Heat Utilization



SOLID FUEL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

SG J3ABR54532 001-IV-5

To help you learn about the characteristics of coal, the different types of coal,
how coal is stored and coal stokers.

INTRODUCTION

Although coal requires much more equipment to be burned than gas or oil its rela-
tively low cost offsets the necessity for this extra equipment.

Before coal can be burned it must be handled quite a few times. After it leaves the
mines it arrives at coal storage areas where the coal is checked and stockpiled. From
there it is taken by truck to the individual heating plants where it again is handled
quite a few more times before it restches the heating unit.

This study guide will provide you specific information about coal including:

--- Definition of Coal

--- Characteristics of Coal

--- Coal Storage Area

- -- Inspecting and Collecting Coal Samples

- -- Coal Burning Equipment

INFORMATION

Coal Defined

Coal is a mineral originated from decayed trees, ferns, and other types of
vegetation. It is composed of varying proportions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, and several noncombustible materials which make up the ash. The ash
is composed mainly of silica, alumina, iron, lime, and small quantities of magneeia.

Characteristics of Coal

A brief description of tL.J more common coals used by the USAF is given in the
following paragraphs, but it should be recognized that there are no distinct lines of
domarcation between the kinda and that they graduate into each other.

ANTHRACITE. Anthracite is clean, dense, hard coal which creates little dust in
handling. It is composed almost entirely of fixed carbons. It is comparatively hard to
ignite, but burns freely when well started. It is non-caking, burns uniformly and is
smokeless with a short blue flame. This type coal requires little attention to the
fuel-bed between firings. The average BTU content of anthracite coal is 14,440 BTUs per
pound.

LOW-VOLATILE BITUMINOUS. Semi-bituminous coal is soft and friable (easily
crumbled). Fines and dust are created by handling it. It ignites somewhat slowly and
burns with a medium length of flame. Its caking properties increase as the volatile
matter content increases, but the coke formed is relatively weak. Having only half the
volatile matter as bituminous coals, it can be burned with less production of smoke and
is sometimes called a smokeless coal. The average BTU content for semi-bituminoUs coal
is 15,480 BTUs per pound.
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BITUMINOUS COAL. Bituminous coal is a classification covering a large range ofcoals including many types having distinctly different composition, properties andburning characteristics. These coals range from the high-grade nituminous coals of theEast to the poorer grade coals of the West. Their caking properties range from coalswhich melt completely to those from which the volatiles and tars are distilled withoutchange of form so that they are classed as non-caking or free-burning. Most bituminous 4coals are strong and nen-friable enough to permit the screened sizes being deliveredfree from fines. In general, they ignite easily and burn freely. The length of theflame varies with the different coals, but it is long. Much smoke and soot arepossible, if improperry fired, especially at low rates of burning. The average BTU
content for bituminous coal is 13,880 BTUs per pound.

SUB-BITUMINOUS COAL: Sub-bituminous coals occur in the wetern states. They arehigh in moisture content when mined and tend to break up as they dry, or when expesed tethe weather. They are liable to ignite spontaneously when piled or stored. They'igniteeasily and quickly; have a medium length flamep; are non-caking and free burning. Thelumps tend to break into small pieces when poked, and very little smoke or soot isformed. The average BTU content of lignite coal is 7,400 BTUs per pound.

MOISTURE. All coal contains some natural moisture (range from 1 to 5 percent inea:itern coals and over 40 percent in some Texas lignites). This inherent moisture 11.,!sin the pores of the coal and forms a true part of it, being retained when the coal isair dried. Surface moisture depends on conditions in the mine, on length of time intransit, and on weather conditions.

A moisture detormination involves heating a specially prepared sample in a preheatedoven (at 220-230*F) for one hour. Loss of weight divided by original weight givespercent moisture.

Moisture muet be transported, handled and stored; its presence in large amountsincreases the difficulty and cost of these operations. Looked at another way, moisturereplaces an equal amount of combustible material and thus decreases the heat content perpound. In addition, some of the heat liberated in the furnace goes to evaporating themoisture in the fuel.

ASH. Ash is the incombustible mineral water left behind when coal burns completely.It differs from "ashes" as the plant operator knows them, becauso ashes taken from afurnace always contain some unburned coal. Laboratory determination of ash involvesheating dried coal (after the moisture determination) until red hot; then continue
heating at about 1300F until a constant weight is obtained. Weight of the remainder,divided by weight of the original sample weight, gives the percentage of ash content.

Like moisture, ash is an impurity which increases shipping and handling cost. Itmust be removed from the furnace and the plant, requiring additional equipment andexpense in most cases. Ash constitutes the biggest single factor in fuel-bed andfurnace problems, such as clinkering and slagging.

SULFUR. Sulfur is an undesirable element in coal for heating plant use. It plays apart in clinkering and slagging, in corrosion of air heaters, economizers, breechingsand stacks, and in spontaneous combustion of stored coal. The determination of sulfurcontent in coal is a laboratory process and is not the responsibility of the heatingspecialist or technician.

ASH-FUSION TEMPERATURE. Ash-fusion temperature is measured by heating cones of ashin a gas furnace. The temperature at which the cone fuses down to a round lump is
called the softening or ash-fueion temperature. Ash-fusion temperature serves es thebest single indicator of clinkering and slagging tendencies under given fuel-bed andfurnace conditions.

HEATING VALUE. The heating value of coal is measured by burning a sample of a"bomb" calorimeter. Fililng the bomb with oxygen under pressure insures a complete
combustion. The value found by this test is the higher heating value, or grosscalorific value. All fuels containing hydrogen have another heating value called thelower or net calorific value. The difference arises because hydrogen burns to formwater vapor. Normally, the higher heating value or gross calorific:value of a fuel isspecified.
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CAKING AND COKING COALS. Cnnel.-A.able confusion exists regarding the proper use of
the terms ce.ing and coking. heating coal drives off the volatile matter leaving behind
practically p-rf carbon: this is called coke. It may take the form of small powdery
particles or may fuse into lumps varying sizes and strengths. Formations of coke, in
one shal,e or another, represents ah intermediate stage of combustion in any fuel bed;
the difference lios in whether or not o plastic stage occurs and lumps of coal form.
Coal which becomes plastic and forms lump; or masses of coke aro callod caking ooals,
while those which show little or r, fusing action are called non-caking or free-burning
coal.

VOLATILE MATTER AND FIXED CARBONS. Ir a way not yet clearly known, coal holds
combustible gases such as hydrogen, methane and other hydrocarbons, and incombustible
gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen. This is a volai.ile matter. Heat releases
those gases, leaving behind a solid fuel, consisting principally of carbon, but con-
taining some hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen not driven off with the gases. This
is called fixed carbon. Volatile matter is measured by heating a sample at
approximately 1750°F for exactly seven (7) minutes. The loss of weight, minus the
moisture, divided by the original sample weight, gives the percentage of volatile
matter. Subtracting the percentage of moisutre, ash and volatile matter from 100
percent, yields the percentage called fixed carbon.

COAL STORAGE

The Air Force stores coal to have available at all times a reasonable supply of the
proper kinds, sizes, and grades of coal in accordance with the requirements of the
installation equipment, and to provide an emergency supply for use in case of
interruption of the normal delivery schedule.

The amount of the annual coal requirement that should be stored at a given
installation may vary somewhat according to size of plant, normal transportation
facilities from coalfields, ratio of summer demand to winter demands, type of coal, and
coal yard conditions. The minimum reserve stockpile to guard against strikes and
disaster consists of a 30-day supplye, based on the maximum roal burning month of the
year, or 20 percent of the total fuel consumption for the year, whichever is greater.

PROCEDURES FOR MAINTAINING A COAL STORAGE AREA

Coal should be stored on ground that has been properly graded and surfaced. A
typical coal storage layout is shown in figure 5-1. Improper storage of coal may cuase
spontaneous combustion. Usually, some coal is wasted when it is stored on soft ground
because it sinks into the ground and mixes with dirt, gravel, clay, rock, etc. When a
situation of this type occurs, the foreign particles of the coal usually warp the grates
of heating units, to say nothing about the loss of manpower and wear and tear upon tke
equipment used to move such noncombustible materials. Heavy coal losses usually occur
when coal is stored without proper drainage.

Coal should never be stored near sources of heat. Fresh coal should 'lever be piled
ovor old coal. Storage piles and storage surfaces should be kept free of metal scrap,
rags, paper, waste, scrap wood, glass bottles, and other foreign materials. Some
bituminous coal, including lump, egg, and nut, should not be piled higher than 18 feet
except with the specific approval of the Air Force command concerned. Anthracite coal
may be stored to any desired height within economic limits. Storage of bituminous, run-
of-mine coal should be limited to a maximum height of 13 feet, unless higher stockpiling
is approved by the Air Force command concerned.

Coal is generally stored in stockpiles 300 feet long and 56 feet wide. An
allowance of 20 feet should be made between the stockpiles for firebreaks. The fire-
breaks also serve,as driveways and loading zones. This arrangement permits efficient
truck loading and travel, ample room to operate coal handling equipment, and sufficient
room to spread or shift the coal in case a fire starts ia one of the stockpiles.
Shifting and rehandling of coal in I.I..ockpiles should be held to a minimum in order to
prevent breakage and disintegration of coal into smaller pieces.
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Figure 5-1. Coal Storage Layout

If is it necessary to move the coal it must be done with a clamshell crane (Figure
5-2). There will be little or no damage to the coal, providing the coal is not
discharged until it is close enough to the pile so that only enough room is allowed to
open it. Storage stockpiles of sized coal should never be shifted by pushing with a
bulldozer.

Storage piles should be inspected at least once a week for evidence of excessive
heating or spontaneous combustion. Such evidence is ordinarily discovered by steam or
by an odor of coal gases escaping from the coal piles. For complete inspection of the
coal piles, 3/4-inch metal pipes, closed at the bottom and reaching nearly to the base
of the coal, are placed in the coal pile approximately every 5 feet. In this manner,
thermometers may then be lowered into these pipes to check the temperature of the coal
pile at that point. The pipe should not be removed once it has been inserted because
the hole left in the pile.by the pipe aids in the generation of heat. If the
t-mperature of the coal reaches 120°F, the coal should be watched closely for any rapid
rise in temperature; and plans should be made for immediate removal of the hotspot.
However, if the temperature rises slowly to about 160F within a week, there is a daru,.?r
of spontaneous ignition; and prepara'..ion should be made to remove the hotspot
immediately.

Water should not be applied to burning storage coal piles to extinguish a fire or to
storage coal piles which are heating. Water has a tendency to aggravate the condition
and spread the fire to other points of the storage pile.
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Figure 5-2. Clamshell Crane

INSPECTION OF COAL SHIPMENTS

Coal inspection insures that the coal supplier complies with the coal contract
!=..pecifications. It includes a visual inspection and a chemical analysis. A visual
inspection is made to see if the shipment is made in the type of car specified in the
contract. As stipulated on DD Form 416, Purchase Request for Coal, Coke or Briquetts,
first and second preference must be stated in the space provided. If coal is shipped in
an unauthorized type of railroad car, it should be accepted only under protest, through
the appropriate Air Force command, to the purchasing agent.

When inspecting coal to determine that it is reasonably free from impurities, the
inspector must rely on his knowledge of the appearance of previous shipments. The
re3ative condition of any carload must be established by comparison with the average
condition of previous carload shipments from the same source. When visually inspecting
a carload or truckload of coal, you must examine closely the entire top of the car.
Inspect it at nine or more points; in three diagonal lines across the top of the car,
dig into the coal and expose it to a minimum depth of 2 feet.

Make sure the coal is free of slate, boney coal, sulphur balls, rocks, dirt, mud,
clay, and other impurities. Coal that is stained or colored yellow, red, orange, or
chalky gray is generally outcrop coal or coal with cover so shallow that surface water
seeps into the stratum of coal and stains it not only on top but also on slips and
butts. (A stratum is a sheetlike mass of sedimentary rock or earth of one kind, usually
ti a layer between beds of other kinds.) Oridinarily, outcrop coal is of poor qualilty,
htgh in ash, low in heat units, and soft and friable (easily crumbled).
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The loss or theft of coal in shipment should not exceed 1 percent of the weight of
coal as it is shown on the shipping bill of lading. The loss of coal can he detected by
the disturbed or irregular appearance of the coal at the top of the car. If the
contents of the car appear to have been disturbed, a record of this is made on AP Form
q7, Coal Receipt. Coal should be rejected when the results of the visnial insp.ctions
Are unsatisfactory. In this case, the ctvil engineertng office of the appropriate
mmand concerned should be notified immediately and the authority obtained for

rejection.

COLLECTING COAL SAMPLES

Sampling is one of the most important features of determining the sucoess:u1 and
satisfactory application of the specification method of purchasing coal. Its porr.,:le
(1) to furnish the means whereby the Government is assured of receiving the coal
contracted for; (2) to protect the interest of the Government by providing the means tor
determining, liquidated damages if contractors fail to deliver coal of the quality
guaranteed; and (3) to furnish the purchasing officer an official basis for makiLlf, his
purchases. The importance of proper sampling and analyzing in the Government coal
purchases is therefore obvious.

Samples must be collected by a trained and experienced sampler. OfficAals responsi-
ble for the sampling must witness Ole process from time to time to insure proper collec-
tion and preparation of the samples. A sampler may be required to certify the method of
collecting and preparing samples. The purpose of certification is to stress the
importance of doing the sampling conscientiously and to fix the responsibility for
proper sampling. Each Air Force command and base using coal is required to have
personnel available who are trained and certified to sample coal.

A gross coal sample, totaling not less than 1000 pounds of coal, should be gathered
in proportionate amounts from the total cars of coal to be examined. The gross sample
must not represent more than 20 cars of 1000 tons, or include coal from mines other than
that which is included in the contract. The weight of coal taken from individual cars
to make a gros: sample varies with the number of cars. For instance, if one car ie
sampled, then 1000 pounds should be taken from that car. However, if 20 cars are
sampled, then 50 pounds should be taken from each car. The same procedure is used when
taktng samples from dump trucks, except that with dump trucks, the samples can be taken
from more than 20 truckloads provided the total tonnage does not exceed 1000 tons.

COAL BURNING EQUIPMENT

Coal may be fed into a heating unit by any one of several methods. It may be fed
either by manual or by mechanical means. Feeding coal by mechanical means is by the use
of mechanical coal stokers. A coal stoker feeds coal to a heating unit intermittently
upon temperature or pressure demand, a special time or hold-fire control is used to
maintain a fire during periods when heat is not required.

Stoker firing has many advantages over hand firing of coal. Stoker firing permits
the use of cheaper grades of coal, maint.tins a more even temperature, increases the
efficiency of combustion, reduces labor requirements, and increases the capacity of the
heating units.

Mechanical coal stokers are classified according to their coal feeding rates. The
following classification of mechanical stokers has been made by the United States
Department of Commerce, in cooperation with the Stokers Manufacturer's Association.

Class 1. Burning capacity of under 61 pounds of coal per hour.

Class 2. Burning capacity of 61 to 100 pounds of coal per hour.

Class 3. Burning capacity of 100 to 300 pounds of coal per hour.

Class 4. Burning capacity of 300 to 1200 pounds of coal per hour.

Class 5. Burning capacity of 1200 pounds of f.-.1.1 per hour or over.
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Stokers also may be divided into various types, such as the underfeed, spreading,
traveling or chain grate, and overfeed. Each type has its own field of application,
lepending primarily upon the characteristics of fuel used. The choice of the proper

0
stoker also depends upon several other factors, such as the capacity of the heating
unit, amount of ash in the fuel, shrinking characteristics of the fuel, amont of draft
available and the size of the firebox. For this reason, stokers may vary in design as
well as construction, but the rate of feeding coal determines their class.

In this study section, coal burning equipment will be covered in the following main
topics:

- -- Underfeed Stokers

--- Spreader

- -- Traveling or Chain Grate

--- Overfeed Stokers

--- Pulverized Coal Burners

Underfeed Stokers

In underfeed stokers, coal is force-fed into the base section of a retort. As the
coal travels from the bottom of the retort, it enters the oxidizing zone and then the
reducing zone. This vertical movement of the fuel usually provides a means for as',
discharge. Underfeed stokers may be either the screw or the ram type.

The essential parts of an underfeed stoker are: hopper, feeding device, retort,
tuyeres, grates, fan, drive and controls.

Hopper

This is the container which holds the fuel that is to be fed into the retort. Its
capacity depends on the type and capacity of the stoker. Some have agitators to prevent
coal from arching; others depend on the slope of the sides (see figure 5-3).

Feeding Device

This device can be either the screw or the ram type. The screw teed is generally
used in small stokers, the ram in larger ones. The ram is a piston or plunger which
injects the fuel by a reciprocating motion. It is connected to the driving mechanism by
means of a connecting rod (see figure 5-3).

Retort

The shape and size of retorts depend on the capacity of the stoker. Generally ihey
;:re oblong in shape. On the top and side of the retort are individnal iron segmeats
(called tuyeres) with openings through which the primary air for combustion enters. The
tuyeres 2re made in comparatively small sections to allow for expansion and to reduce
stresses Underfeed stokers may be of the single retort type or the multinle retort
type. Multiple-retort stokers are always ram fed and are used on the larger boilers
isco Eigure 5-3).

Grates

The tuyere blocks which form the top of the retort are surrounded by dead plates (:o.n
smaller stokers) or by side and dumping grates. Usually the side grates are inclined 1:o
promote gravity movement of the burning coal to the ash discharge area. They can be
stationaey or moving. Sometimes they operate in a wave-like motion by means of An
oscillating shaft to distribute the burning coal and help move it to the dumping grates.
Dumping grates usually have openings which provide air to burn any remaining combustible
material in the fuel. Ash disposal may be continuous (in stokers equipped with clinker
grinders) or intermittent (in stokers equipped with dump plates) (see figure 5-4).

Fan

Combustion air is generally supplied by multi-vane fans throL_A a metal duct which
discharges in a windbox surrounding the retorts. The windbox may be divided into zones

IL Lo permit better control of the air supply to the fuel bor. Secondary air must be
IF provided above the fuel bed to burn the volatile matter and assure eomplete turbulence.

See figure 5-3.
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P7ive

Stokers are driven by electric motors, steam engines, and steam turbines. Some
units use mechanical transmission for speed reduction and speed change; some use
hydraulic transmission; others use variable speed V-belt drives (see figure 5-1).

Controls

The heat output of the stoker depends on the amount of coal and air. The vclume of
-lir is regulated manually or automatically by fan inlet or discharge dampers or b a

change of fan speed. The amount of coal fed depends on the speed of the drive by
varying the length of stroke of the ram or by varying the frequency of the stroke.

Spreader

Spreader stokers are usually of the pneumatic-feed or mechanical-feed design
a the limited application of 'he pneumatic type we will lim't our discussion t.

.lechanical spreader stokers.

In general, the mechanical spreader stoker consists essentially of a feedLi, a
spreading mechanism (usually in the form of a rotor provided with paddles or blades), a
grate, and fans for primary and secondary air. Raw coal is delivered by the feeder to
the spreader at a rate sufficient to generate the required amount of steam. The
spreader throws the coal into the furnace where the finer particles burn in suspension.
The coarser particles which form the fuel bed fall on the grate. There, the coal
ignites at the surface and burns down through the fuel bed. A sufficient number of
openings in the grate permit an even distribution of air. Stationary or dumping grates
can be used to dispose of ash. Vibrating or oscillating grates are often employed in
units in the 12,000 to 60,000 pounds-per-hour capacity range to provide for continuous
ash discharge. Traveling grates or chain grates are generally used on the larger types.
In these grates the direction oi travel is usually from rear to front with a continuoas
ash discharge to a front ash pit.

Two of the more common mechanical spreader stokers are the underthrow rotary-feed
and the overthrow reciprocating plate-feed.

Underthrow Rotary-Feed Stokers

In this type of stoker (see figure 5-5) raw coal from the coal hopper is delivered
by the rotary feeder to a circular tray. An underthrow rotor distributor picks it from
the tray and throws it into the furnace. The distributor consists of four rows of
blades twisted to provide uniform d:stribution of the coal in the furnace. The circular
tray can be raised to compenizate for wear of the rotor blades. It also can be moved
parallel to the travel of the blade tip.

The speed of the rotary feeder determines the output of the stoker. The speed of
the distributor and the position of the circular tray determine the distribution of the
coal in the furnace. Air is supplied by a separately driven fan and is regulated by
changing the fan's speed or adjung its inlet or outlet dampers. The air is admitted
under the grates.

Overthrow Reciprocating Plate-Feed Stoker

In this stoker (see figures 5-6 and 5-7), a reciprocating feed plate pushes raw coal
from the coal hopper to a spilling plate. From there, it is discharged to a rotor drum
with blades (the spreading mechanism). The rotor throws the coal into the furnace and
onto the fuel bed. The position of the spilling polate and speed of the rotor determine
the disposition ot coal along the length of the furnace. The length of travel and the
frequency of the reciprocating feeder determines the rate of feed. Air is supplied in
the same manner as for the underthrow feeder stoker.

Traveling or Chain Grate

Traveling grate and chain grate stoker differ only ,n the construction of the grate.
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Figure 5-6. Overthrow Rociprocatlng P1,..'-Feed Type Spreader Stoker
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Traveling Grate

In the traveling grate, the grate sections are not under a driving load. They are
made of cast-iron grate bars to which are attached small cast-iron castings called keys.
These keys make up the grate surface. Grate bars are connected to an endless carrier
chain driven from the front end of the stoker (see figure 5-8).

Chain Grate

In the chain grate stokers, st' qered lks made of cast iron are joined by steel
rods which span the width the h-er. This assembly forms an endless chain which is
driven by sprocket,- at the front of the stoker. An idler drum is provided at
the rear. An esr....s.t difference between the chain grate and the traveling grate is
the sheariag action created as the chain goes over the drum. The scissor-like action of
the links help break locse any clinkers which adhere to the grate surface. Because of
this shearing action, the chain grate is adapted to burn coals that tend to form
clinkers (see figure 5-9).

Stokers of this design successfully burn coals which do not require agitation. They
are most adaptable for use with lignites, small sizes of anthracite and free burning
bituminous coal.

Overfeed Stckers

In the overfeed stoker, see figure 5-10, coal reaches the fuel bed from above. To
that extent, sproaker stokers can be considered overfeed stokers. Another type is the
overfeed bibrating grate stoker.

One common design of this unit consists of an entirely water-cooled stoker which
feeds and moves the coal down to an inclined grate by brief, periodic vibration of the
grate. Holes and light spots in the fuel bed are prevented by the vibratory action
which, when properly adjusted, produces even fuel distribution.

Components Fuel Bed

A refratory lined, adjustable feed gate, which forms part of the hopper front, and
an ash dam plate permits adjustment of the fuel bed depth.

As Dam Plate

A stationary or adjustable ash dam plate regulates ash discharge. Ar'
continuously over the dam plate from which it is droprwl to an as hopper w.

Air Supplr

A ,Larging into a zoned air chamber supplies primary air. Damper controlled
.ir in _s , each zone provide proper combustion. Air ,nters the fuel bed through
tuyeres formed of grate blocks embracing the water-cooled grate tubes. This provides a
water-cooled furnace bottom. Overfire atr, injected through nozzles in the front arch,
provide necessary turbulence and additional oxygen for complete combustion. This air is
usually supplied by A separate blower.

Vibratory Motion

A mechanical vibrator I.,:.ovides the intermittent vibrating motion. Combustion
control determines vibration frequency. The usual range of vibration is from 2 to 5
seconds at a frequency of once every 1/2 to 2 minutes. The amplitude of the vibration
is fixed (about 1/8 inch). The vibration produces a reciprocating rectilin r grate
movement hich helps move the coal down the grate.
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OVERTIRE AIR NOZZLE EEDGATE

ASH DAMPLATE
AIR CHAMBERS

VIBRATING GRAIL

Figure 5-10. Vibrating Grate Stoker with Continuous Ash Discharge

Pulverized Coal Burners

Pulverized coal burning equipment, see figure 5-11, is designed to burn coal in
suspension, which has been reduced to a fine powder. Therefore, a pulverized coal
bmrning system must have in addition to the burner, the equipment necessary to properly
prepare and transport the fuel to the burner.

Fuel Preparation and Handling Systems

There are two main types of coal preparation systems: the bin or storage system and
the direct firing or unit system.

When using the bin system, coal is dired and pulverized in a central fuel
preparation plant and pneumatically conveyed to storage bins before it is actually
neded. This system is not in general use today since stored pulverized coal presents a
fire hazard because of the possibility of spontaneous combustion.
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In the unit system, coal is prepared in unit pulverizers as it is required. Large
installations usually have several pulverizers to allow for flexibility in handling
varied load demands. The coal preparation and handling components of a unit system are:
air heater, pulverizer fan, feeder, and pulverizing mill.

SECONDARY
MR

COAL
AND

PRIMARY AIR

SECONDARY
AIR

9

10

1 ADJUSTABLE SECONDARY-AIR GUIDE VANES
2 NOZZLE
3 ADJUSTABLE PRIMARY AIR AND COAL GWDE VANES
4 IGNITION AND COAL SPREADER TUBE
5 SPREADER ADJUSTING SCREW
6 PRIMARY-AIR AND COAL INLET CHAMBER
7 FLANGE CONNECTION
8 SECONDARY AIR CHAMBER
9 COAL SPREADER
10 SECONDARY-AIR DAMPERS

Figure 5-11. Turbulent Type Pulverized Coal Burner

AIR HEATER. These normally utilize steam or flue gas to heat the air that is
reluired to dry the coal in the pulverizer. Air inlet temperature is varied depending
)n the moisture content of the coal. The coal-air mixture temperature at the pulverizer
exit will range from 120°F to 250°F, depending upon the type of coal used. For
bituminous coal, the temperature should be approximately 150°F.

PULVERIZER FAN. These fans, which supply the primary air used to dry and convey the
pulverized coal, may be either the suction type or the pressure type.

The suction type fan is located on the outlet side of the pulverizer and handles a
mixture of coal and air.

The pressure type fan 3s located in the inlet side of the pulverizer and handles
only air.

FL!J)ER. The feeder is used to control the coal fed to the pulverizer in accordance
with the load demand. Usually, it will control the flow of air so that the proper ratio
of coal to air is obtained for every load.

PULVERIZING MILL. The pulverizing mill reduces the raw coal to a point where
approximately 75 percent will pass a 200 mesh screen add only about 1/5 percent will not
pass a 48 mesh screen. The most common types :Jr mills are: ball and race, Raymond
Bowl, Hardinge Ball and the attrition type (see Figure 5-12).
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A pulverized coal burner mixes the steam of primary air and fuel with the secondary
air and burns the mixture. The mixing is done just prior to or immediately after
injection into the furnace. Burners produce an intimate mixing of air and fuel to

k promote efficient combustion and prevent loss of ignition. The most common type of
burner is the flare type.

Flare Type Burner

In this type of burner, coal and primary air enter the center pipe and is discharged
through a set of vanes which break the mixture of coal and air into a number of streams.
These streams assume a swirling conical shape or flare as they leave the pipe. The
amount of flare can be adjusted by moving the vanes into or away from the pipe.

Primary air is supplied by the pulverizer fan and uoually ranges from 15 to 20
percent of the total air required for combustion. The balance or secondary air is
normally supplied by an independent fan. The secondary air is given a whirling motion
by a separate set of vanes located in the windbox of the burner. Mixing of secondary
air, primary air, and coal occurs beyond the burner tip. The mixing of these two
streams is very turbulent resulting in a complete and intimate mixing of the fuel and
air.

Figure 5-12. Ball and Race Pulverizing Mill
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SUMMARY

Coal is a fuel that is becoing morc and re widely used by the Air Force as an
alternative to *he dwindling supplies of natural gas and oil. It is therefore our
responsibility to make sure that the coal we burn is of the quality reuested. This is
none by checking the coal shipments as hey arrive. By doing this we make sure that the
coal we receive is what was requested.

The coi,1 is then transferred to t nnit that will burn it. The type of unit that
will -end the coal into the heat/mg unit is determined by the amount of coal that
will be buriwd eaf,h hour. Eqch type o stoker has its own field of application,
depending prir -ily .ipon the charactertstics of the fuel used.

QUESTIONS

1. What type of coal is soft anu friable?

2. What type of coal is high in moisture and has a woody structure?

3. How much coal should be on hand at any one time?

4. coal may be stored to any desired height.

5. What is the purpose of inspecting coal shipments?

6. Sy what means is coal fed from the hopper into the retort?

7. What type of stoker has a moving bed?

REFERENCE

AIN 85-12, Volume 1, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

AFM 85-15
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WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-1

GAS BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to:

- Explain the characteristics of gas.

- Explain the theory of gas piping systems.

Explain the types of gas pressure regulators and their operation.

- Explain the theory of construction and operation of gas burners.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Gas Burners

NOTE: Follow the removal, inspection, operating and adjusting procedures as
outlined.

CAUTION: Observe safety precautions when installing gas burners.

1. Disconnect the gas 11.ne from the supply line fitting.

NOTE: Make sure main gas valve is closed.

2. Disconnect electrical power line from power source.

3. Inspecting and cleaning the multiple gas burner -

a. Check manual gas valve for free movement.

b. Remove the burner head and venturi tube; check for cracks; clean if necessary.

c. Make sure gas lines, pilot lines, burner ports and orifice are not clogged.

d. Check air shutter for free movement.

Chock fo- frayed or loose wiring.



4. InstallLng the gas burner -

a. ReplIce the burner head and venturi tube.

h. Connect gas line from the distribution line.

c. Turn manual gas valve to ON position and cheek for gas leaks using a soap
solution.

5. Operating, adjusting and securing the gas burner -

.,. Open pilot line gas valve and light pilot (if applicable).

Turn electrical switch to ON position (if applicable).

c. Turn manual gas valve to ON position.

d. Thrn up thermostat (if applicable).

e. Cheek and adjust gas pressure as per instructions from f.nstructor.

6. Perform combustion analysis to assure proper fuel-air vrktio.

7. Turn main burner flame down, turn off pilot flame, and explain pilotstat operation.

8. Secure the burner from operation as follows:

a. Turn al manual and automatic gas valves to OFF position.

b. Turn trainer electical switch to OFF position.

9. Clean, inspect and turn in tools.

1-2498



EXERCISE 2

Gas Burners

1.

2.

Complete the following statements.

Why is natural gas an ideal fuel?

What type of gas is heavier than air?

3. The gas line that delivers the gas to the point of consumption is called a

4. How much piteh should a service line have?

5. How do you check for leaks on gas linos?

G. What type of regulator is usually used as an appliance regulator?

7. What safety device is used on gas fired equipment to shut off
burrer if the pilot light goes out?

the gas to the main

S. What is the primary control for a domestic gas burner?

9. What type of pilotstat cannot be used on LPG gas systems?

10. What components are contained in the combination gas valve?

11. What determines the amount of gas burned in a gas burner?

12. The part of the gas line that feeds the gas to the orifice is called a

13. How are gas burners classified?

14. Where do the gas and air complete their mixing process in the premixing burner?

1)15. You inspect a gas burner and notice that the flame is mostly blue with yellow tips,
what does this condition mean?
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EXERCISE 3

Operation and Maintenance of Gas iiurners

1. What areas should be examined for soot and carbon formation?

2. What is the first step in a preliminary inspection of a gas fired furnace?

How is gas flow supplied to the pilot light on the more expensive heating units?

4. What type of fuel would be used during production hours for a central heating
plant?

5. How is carbon removed from the flame of a gas burner?

6. What conditions account for the greater share of faulty pilot light troubles?

7. What do soot formations on the interior of the combustion chamber and passages ii
heating unit indieatc?

8. Where does the air and gas complete their mixing with a nozzle mixing gas burner?

9. What is secondary air?

10. What are the four main types of burner ports?

11. Where is the pilot light located?

12. What is used to measure gas pressure in pounds per square inch?
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13. What three devices are used to measure gas pressure?

14. Whose procedures should be followed when replacing gas burners?

15. How do you increase the output from a gas pressure regulator?

16. Why do you inspect burner orifices?
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GAS SPACE HEATERS

OBJECTIVE

WB J3A11R54532 001-IV-2

This workbook was designed to guide you in identifying the procedures for
maintaining gas space heaters.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Maintaining Gas-Fired Space Heaters

CAUTION: Observe safety precautions when using hand tools and when working around
gas systems.

1. Inspect tools to insure good condition and correct number.

2. Disconnect, inspect, clean, reconnect, install and operate a gas-fired heater,
following these step-by-step procedures.

a. Disconnect gas line from supply line fitting and combination temperature
control.

NOTE: Make sure main gas valve is closed.

b. Disconnect stovepipe from heater outlet.

NOTE: Do not disassemble the stovepipe.

c. Lift heater and carry to work area.

CAUTION: Do not use combination temperature control to carry heater.

d. Remove top louvers from outer casing.

e. Remove the blower and clean it.

NOTE: Use rags to clean blower.

f. Disconnect manual control from combination temperature control.

g. Disconnect thermocouple from combination temperature control.

h. Disconnect remote bulb from mounting bracket on space heater.

CAUTION: Be careful with the remote bulb, do not bend or break the line.
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i. Remove the combination temperature control and piping.

CAUTION: Do not bend or break remote bulb line or disassemble combination
temperature control.

Inspect and clean the space heater.

NOTE: Check combustion chamber for corrosion and holes.

k. List tep-by-step procedure for installing a new combination temperature control
and have the instructor check your list before proceeding.

1. Using your step-by-step procedures, install a new combination temperature

m. Replace the blower,

n. install the space heater.

o. Operate the space heater as follows:

p.

(1) PuPh the control dial down and turn it to the OFF position. Place
telderature dial at its lowest setting.

(2) Open the small lighter door on the side of the combustion chamber.

(3) Hold a lighted match near the pilot burner.

(4) Turn the control dial to the pilot position, depress the dial and light the
pilot. Keep the control dial depressed until the pilot stays lit.

(5) Release the dial and turn to ON position.

(6) Turn the dial to "9" and the main burner will come on.

(7) Turn the temperature dial to desired setting, usually between "5" and "6".
Turning toward "1" reduces temperature and toward "9" increases tempera-
ture.

(8) To turn off main burner, turn control dial handle to "PILOT." To turn off
completely, depress control dial handle and turn to "OFF" and turn tempera-
ture dial to "1."

Perform combustion analysis to assure proper fuel-air ratio.

q. Shut down unit.

(1) Turn control dial handle to "OFF."

(2) Shut oif gas supply.

(3) Unplug unit.

2-2
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EXERCISE @

Gas Space Heaters

Complete the following .itatements.

t. The types of gas space heaters are

9. What type of gas space heater(s) must be vented?

3. Why must unvented space heaters he installed in a well vented area?

4. What is the purpose of casing?

and

5. Whose procedures should be followed for disassembling a gas fired space heater?

G. What must be done before pipe joints are assembled?

7. What must be done after installing pipe joints?

8. The size of the gas p'pe necessary for the unit is dependent upon what factors?

9. Why must the exhaust vents be installed with the male ends pointing down?

10. How much pitch must a horizontal flue have?

It. Why is a draft diverter installed on a gas fir-d space heater?

12. What happens if too much primary air is added to a gas-fired space heater?
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UNIT HEATERS

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-TV-3

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to install and maintain a
unit heater.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

NOTE: Using the following procedures and correct safety practices, remove, inspect,
clean, install, operate and adjust a gas unit heater located in the study
performance area. Draw required tools from tool cabinet. Inspect the tools
to insure good condition and correct number.

1. Disconnect electric cord from power source.

2. Turn off gas.

NOTE: Make sure gas valves on main gas lines are off.

3. Loosen brackets and remove stack.

CAUTION: Do not allow heater to fall; loosen brackets only enough to r.emove the
stack.

4. Remove pipe connections from main gas header to the combination gas valve on the
unit heater.

5. Remove heater and take to workbench.

NOTE: Unit heater should not be removed by just one person. Inform instructor when
you are ready to take down the heater.

6. Disassemble heater as follows:

a. Remove side cover.

b. Remove top cover.

7. Clean heater, check fan and motor.

NOTE: Notify instructor of your findings.
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8. Install neater back on bracket.

NOTE: Inform instructor when you are ready to install the heater.

9. Turn on gas and check for leaks.

10. ronnect elecric cord to power source.

11. Operate heat using the following procedures:

a. Depress knob on combination gas valve and turn to "pilot," depress knob and
light pilot.

NOTE: Hold knob down from 30 seconds to I minute.

b. Turn knob to ON position.

NOTE: Make ,3ure thermostat is turned do4rn before turning to ON position.

c. Set thermostat for desired temperature.

12. Perform combustion analysis to assure proper fuel-air ratio.

NOTE: If adjustments are necessary remove bottom cover to expose burners.

13. Secure heater using the following procedures:

a. Turn down thermostat.

b. Turn knob to OFF position.

c. Turn main gas valve for heater to OFF position.

NOTE: Do not turn main heater gas valve off until told to by instructor.

d. Unplug electric cord.



EXERCISE 2

Unit Heaters

Complete the following statements.

1. How are unit heaters classified?

2. What is a disadvantage of using steam and hot water unit heaters?

3. Where are steam and hot water unit heaters mainly used?

4. What type of unit heater is used where individual metering of the fuel is required?

5. What type of unit heaters cannot be used in a fuel storage area?

6. The main parts of a unit heater are

7. How should unit heaters be located?

S. What type of unit heaters use a finned tube heating element?

9. How does the thermostat control temperature when using a hot water unit heater?

10. What monthly maintenance should be done on hot water unit heaters?

11. If a heated space fails to heat properly when using a hot water unit heater, what
must you .Theck?
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FORCED WARM AIR HEATING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-4

Given information, state the principles relating to the theory of operation and
construction of warm air heating systems by correctly answering BO% of the questions.

Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect, clean, and install
heating outlets to system, repair or replace duct insulating material, how to inspect
and adjust distribution dampers and balance distribution system, and how to inspect and
adjust air registers by correctly answering 80% of the questions.

Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect, remove, clean and
replace heat exchangers and how to maintain humidifiers, by correctly answering 80% of
the questionG.

Given information, explain the purpose of air filters and the types of air filters
by correctly answering 80% of the questions.

Given tools, equipment and procedures, perform a preoperational inspection and
operate a warm air heating system and inspect, clean and replace warm air Cilters with
instructor assistance.

Given tools and equipment, connect warm air outlet to system with instructor
assistance.

PROCEDURES

Complete exercises as directed by your instructor.

Exercise 1

Forced Warm Air Heating System

Use the following procedures when operating a warm air heating system and
inspecting, cleaning or replacing warm air filters:

1. Remove jewelry.

2. Obtain necessary tools from tool locker.

3. Remove warm air filter.

4. Determine if filter is dirty. If so take appropriate measures.

5. Replace filter.

6. Have instructor determine if filters are installed correctly. If okay proceed to
next step.

7. Perform preoperational inspection.

8. Turn on gas and check piping for gas leaks.

9. Plug in unit and fire it.

10. Let unit run through a complete cycle.

11. Have instructor check work.

12. Secure the unit.

5r)8
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EXERCISE 2

Completo the following statements.

1. The types of warm air furnaces are and

2. What type of furnace discharges air out the top?

3. What are the most common types of warm air furnaces in use today?

1. How many parts are there to a warm air turnace? What are they?

5. What part of a warm air furnace is considered to be the primary heating surface?

6. Whose procedures should be followed when inspecting and maintaining a warm airfurnace?

7. How does cold air affect the operation of a chimney?

8. How should A warm air furnace be installed?

9. Before installing a heat exchanger, what should be done?

10. How much pitch should a horizontal vent pipe have?

11. If a chimney has a blower assisted draft, what is the shortest it may be?

12. How m.leh free air opening must a warm air furnace have?

13. What controls are in a combination control?

14. What type of humidifier contains a float?

15. What is the sensing element used in a humidstat?

4-2
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16. For maximum efficiency and comfort, a fan control setting should be

Bs

17. Locate figure 4-2. What device controls the operation of the fan motor?

18. Locate figure 4-3. How much voltage is supplied to the gas valve?

19. Locate figure 4-4. Which terminal of the oil burner primary control supplies power
to the oil burner?

20. Before starting an oil fired warm air furnace, what should be done first?

21. What is the main difference between the types of warm air systems?

22. What type of warm air system is designed to "blanket" the area to be heated?

23. When using the perimeter loop system, what purpose does it serve to bury the ducts
in the concrete slab?

24. How is air velocity reduced through the registers on a perimeter radial system?

25. What type of warm air system is not recommended for use by the Air Force?

26. What advantage does an extended plenum system th.ve over the perimeter systems?

27. What is the purpose of the plenum chamber or bonnet?

28. How often should air filters be checked?



Exercise 3

Connecting Warm Air Outlets to System

PROCEDURES

1. Remove all.jewelry.

2. Unplug furnace from power source.

3. Remove scrt/Vt. holding plenum to furnace.

A. Wi'h the assistance of a classmate, lift plenum chamber from furnace and set on to
workiwnch.

5. Using duct tape in locker repair holes in insulation as needed.

STOP: Inform instructor that you have reached this point.

6. When told to, reinstall plenum chamber on furnace and put screws back in.

7. Return tools to locker.

8. Clean up work area.

9. Inform instructor upon completion.
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SOLID FUEL BURNERS

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR51532

This workbook was designed to guide you in identifying the procedures for maintain-
ing solid fuel burners.

PROCEDURES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

EXERCISE 1

Solid Fuel Burners

Complete the following statements.

What type of coal is smokeless and burns with a short blue flame?

What type of coal will ignite spontaneously when piled or stored?

What major effect does moisture have on coal?

What is ash?

Why is sulfur an undesirable element?

How much coal must be on hand at any one time?

If coal is improperly stored, what can it cause?

What is the mazimum height that bituminous coal may be stored?

What is the maximum height that anthracite coal may be stored?

Who should approve stockpiling of bituminous run-of-mine coal over

Why is 20 feet left between stockpiles of coal?

Why should a bulldozer never be used to move coal?

13 feet?



13. At what temperature should a coal pile be moved to avoid spontaneous combustion?

14. Why should water not he sprayed onto a pile of coal that is on fire?

1:i. What is the purpose or inspecting coal shipments?

16. What must'be done if coal is shipped in an unauthorized type of railroad car?

17. What is the maximum amount of coal that should be considered lost or stolen?

18. How much coal should be collected for a coal sample?

19. If 10 coal cars are sampled, how much coal should be taken from each car?

20. Mow are mechanical coal stokers classified?

21. Mow would a stoker that burns 120 lbs of coal per hour be classified?

22. What are the types of underfeed stokers?

23. What is the purpose of the hopper?

24. Locate figure 5-3. What type of stoker is it?

25. What purpose do the tuyeres serve?

26. Multiple-retort stokers are always and are used on

27. What type of stoker is in figure 5-4?

28. Where does secondary air come from when burning with coal?

29. What deterNlines the heat output of a stoker?

30. What are the types of spreader stokers?

31. What determines the rate of feed on the overthrow reciprocating plate-feed stoker?
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32. What type of stoker is it where coal starts burning in suspension but completes its
burning process on the fuel bed?

33. Traveling grate and chain grate stokers differ only

34. How are traveling grate stokers constructed?

35. What advantage does the chain grate stoker have over the traveling grate stoker?

26. What type of stokers can be considered overfeed stokers?

37. What is the purpose of using a vibrating bed on the overfeed stoker?

38. Using figure 5-10 as reference, explain the purpose of the air chambers.

39. At what frequency is the usual range of vibration for the mechanical vibrator?

40. How does a pulverized coal burner burn coal?

41. What is the purpose of the pulverizer fan?

42. What type of stoker has a moving fuel bed?
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EXKRCI:iN

0wration and Maintenance of 6a-; 3urner5

1. What areas should be examined for soot and carbon Formation?

What is the first step in a preliminary inspection of a gas fired furnace?

3. How is gas flow supplied to the pilot light oil the more expensive heating units?

4. What type of fuel would be used during production hours for a central heatiwg
plant?

5. How is carbon removed from the flame of a gas burner?

What conditions account for the greater share of faulty pilot light troubles?

7. What do soot formations on the interior of the combustion chamber and passages io a
heating unit indicate?

S. Where does the air and gas complete their mixing with a no.A.Ale mixing gas Lurner?

What is secondary air?

10. What aro the four main types or burner ports?

I. Where is the pilot light located?

1". What is used to measure gas pressure in pounds per stiuurc lnch?

1-5
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13. What three devices are used to measure gas pressure?

14. Whose procedures should be followed when replacing gas burners?

15. How do you increase the output from a gas pressure regulator?

16. Why do you inspect burner orifices?
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FORCED WARM AIR HEATING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-IV-4

Given information, state the principles relating to the theory of operation and
construction of warm air heating systems by correctly answering 80% of the questions.

Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect, clean, and install
heating outlets to system, repair or replace duct insulating material, how to inspect
and adjust distribution dampers and balance distribution system, and how to inspect and
adjust air registers by correctly answering 80% of the questions.

Given information, explain the procedures to follow to inspect, remove, clean and
replace heat exchangers and how to maintain humidifiers, by correctly answering 80% of
the questions.

Given information, explain the purpose of air filters and the types of air filters
by correctly answering 80% of the questions.

Given tools, equipment and procedums, perform a preoperational inspection and
operate a warm air heating system and inspect, clean and replace warm air filters with
instructor assistance.

Given tools and equipment, connect warm air outlet to system with instructor
assistance.

PROCEDURES

Complete exercises as directed by your instructor.

Exercise 1

Forced Warm Air Heating System

Use the following procedures when operating a warm air heating system and
inspecting, cleaning or replacing warm air filters:

1. Remove jewelry.

2. Obtain necessary tools from tool locker.

3. Remove warm air filter.

4. Determine if filter is dirty. If so take appropriate measures.

5. Replace filter.

6. Have instructor determine if filters are installed correctly. If okay proceed to
next step.

7. Perform preoperational inspection.

8. Turn on gas and check piping for gas leaks.

9. Plug in unit and fire it.

10. Let unit run through a complete cycle.

11. Have instructor check work.

12. Secure the unit.

4-1
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Exercise 3

Connecting Warm Air Outlets to System

PROCEDURES

1. Remove all jewelry.

2. Unplug furnace from power source.

3. Remove screws holding plenum to furnace.

4. With the assistance of a classmate, lift plenum chamber from furnace and set on to
workbench.

5. Using duct tape in locker repair holes in insulation as needed.

STOP: Inform instructor that you have reached this point.

6. When told to, reinstall plenum chamber on furnace and put screws back in.

7. Return tools to locker.

B. Clean up work area.

9. Inform instructor upon completion.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ABSOLUTE ZERO -- Where molecular activity ceases (459.69°1' :.

ABSORPTION -- Process of absorbing, to take in, make a part of.

ACCESSORIES -- Items not er;sential, but adding to the convenience or effectiveness of
something else.

ACCUMULATE -- Collect, to increase in quantity.

ADJUSTMENT -- To regulate, to bring to a more satisfactory state.

AGITATOR -- Device for shaking or stirring.

ALIGNMENT -- Putting into precise position, proper positioning or state of adjustment of
parts.

ALTITUDE -- The vertical elevation of an object above sea level.

ANALYSIS -- Identification or separation of ingredients ,-)f a substance, separation of a
whole into its component parts.

ANALYZEP -- Device used in analysis.

ANEMOMETER -- Instrument for measuring and indicating the force or speed of the wind.

ANTHRACITE -- A hard, shiny coal.

AQUASTAT -- A controlling device actuated by water temperature.

ASBESTOS -- A fire-resistant material.

ASPHYXIATION -- Death because of lack of oxygen.

ASPIRATOR -- Device used to create a suction.

ATMOSPHERIC -- Of or relating to the atmosphere.

ATOMIZATION -- Act of atomizing, breaking lnto fine particles.

AUTOMATIC -- Self acting.

AUXILIARY -- Providing help, functioning in a subsidiary capacity.

BAFFLE -- Use to direct flow of gases, steam or water.

BEARING -- A machine part in which a shaft or pin turns.

BIMFTALLIC -- Composed of two different metals.

BINARY -- Something constituted of two things or parts.

BITUMINOUS -- Soft coal.

BLOWDOWN -- Discharge, drain partially.

BOILER -- the part of a steam generator in which water is converted into steam and cunsfsts ifi motal
shells and tubes.

BTU -- British thermal unit, unit of heat measurement.

BURNER -- Part of heating unit which rIroduces flame.

ii
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CAKING -- To form or harden into a mass.

CALIBRATION -- To determine, a mark of graduation, the act or process of calibrating.

PACITY -- Measure of content, maximum output.

CARBON -- An essential part of coal and oil.

CARBON DIOXIDE -- A gas consisting of one part carbon and two parts oxygen (CO2).

CARBON MONOXID -- A gas consisting of one part carbon and one part oxygen (CO).

CATHODIC PROTECTION -- Reduction or prevention of corrosion of a Metal surface tiring an
electrical current flow.

CELSIUS -- Thermometric scale, the interval between free.4ing and boiling is divided into
100 degrees.

CENTIMETER -- Metric measurement equaling 0.39 inch; 0.01 of a meter.

CENTRIFUGAL -- Going or acting in a direction away from a center or axis.

CHARACTERISTIC -- Trait, qualiti.Js or properties.

CHIMNEY -- Vertical structure enclo:iing a flue that carries off combustion gases.

CIRCUIT -- The complete path of an olectrical current usually including the source of

electric energy.

CIRCULATE -- To move, usually in a circle, circuit or orbit.

CLASSIFICATION Division of a larer category.

CLASSIFIED -- Divided into classes.

0EFFICIENT -- A number that serves as a measure of some property or Characteristic.

COMBINATION -- Two or more, together.

COMBUSTION -- Burning.

COMPENSATING -- Making up for sometiing.

CM"ONENT -- A part of.

COMPOSITION -- Made up of.

CONCENTRATION -- Strength (as in strong tea).

CONDENSATION -- Act of steam turnin; back into water.

CONDUCTION -- The act of conveying ieat through an object.

CONDUCTIVITY -- Ability to conduct.

CONSTANT -- Always or lasting.

CONSUMER A unit which uses steam or hot water.

CONSUMPTION -- The usage of stear or hot water.

CONTROL -- Having power over.

CONVECTION -- The act or process of conveying.

CORROSION -- Act of eating away by legrees.

iii
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COUNTERWEIGHT -- An wfuivalent poundage.

CSG -- Commercial Standard Grade (grades of oil).

CYCLE -- A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

DAMPER -- A plate used to regulate the flow of air or gases.

DE-ENERGIZE -- ReMove the energy froth.

DEMARCATIO4 -- The set limits of.

DENSE -- Having high opacity, crowding together of parts, thick.

DESIGN -- ilan or pUrpose.

DETEkIORATION -- The loSs .,3f strength, form or usefulness; to grow worse In quality.

DIAMETER -- A straight line through the center of a circle.

DIAPHRAGM -- Thin meMbrane divider or partition.

DIFFERENTIAL -- The difference betWeen two points.

DIFFUSERS -- Device used to regulate velocity.

DIFFUSING -- The act of regulating the velocity of.

DILUTES -- Reducing the strength of.

DISASSEMBLING -- Taking apart.

DISSIPATE -- To cause to spread out or spread thin to the point of vanishing.

DISTILLATE -- Light grade oils produced by distillation.

DISTINCTIVE -- Having or giving style.

DISTRIBUTION -- Giving out or supplying portions of.

DOMESTIC -- Relating to the home or family.

DOWNDRAFT -- Supply of air received down through a chininey.

DRAFT -- A supply of air for combustion, a current of air in a closed-in space.

EFFIC/ENCY -- Measurement of operation or ability.

ENERGIZE -- Give energy to.

EQUALIZE -- To make equal.

EQUILIBRIUM -- Balance.

EQUIPMENT -- Implements used in an operation or activity.

ESSENTIAL -- Necessary.

EXCESSIVE -- Going beyond a limit.

EXCHANGER -- Device used to change heating mediums.

EXHAUST -- Already used once, to discharge, to draw off.

EXPANSION -- Increase in size or volume.

iv
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EXTINGUISHED -- Put out or killed.

FAHRENHEIT -- A thermometric scale on which the boiling point is 212° and freezing is
41, 32°.

FERRULE -- Ring or metal put around a slender tube or shaft to strengthen it or prevent
it from splitting.

FIXED CARBON -- Nonvolatile carbon in coal and oil.

FLARED -- A spreading outward.

FLEXIBLE -- Bendable or pliable.
*

FLUCTUATION -- Changing from a norm.

FLUE -- An enclosed passageway for conveying combustion gases to the outer air.

FLUE GAS -- Combustion gas.

FURNACE -- Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

GAUGE -- Instrument with a graduated scale for measuring or indicating quantity.

GRAVITY -- Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

GROUNDING -- The act of or an object that makes an electrical connection with the ea.th.

HEADER -- Pipe or tube shared by two or more objects or devices.

HOPPER -- Usually funnel-shaped receptacle for delivering coal.

HORIZONTAL -- Parallel to the horizon.

-- Act or process of using a humidifier.

HUMIDIFIER -- Device used to increase the humidity.

HUMIDISTAT -- Device used to sense humidity.

HUMIDITY -- Moisture in the air.

IGNITION -- Act of setting on fire.

IMPURITIES -- Something not pare or makes something else not pure.

INDUSTRIAL -- Relating to industry.

INERT Having no inherent power of action, motion or resistance.

INFILTRATION -- To pass into or through by filtering or permeating.

INOPERATIVE -- Not functioning.

INSERTION -- Act or process of inserting.

INSULATE -- Protect or cover.

INTENSITY -- The magnitude of force or energy.

INTERMITTENT -- Coming and going at intervals.

LATENT HEAT -- Heat that cannot be measured with or by a thermometer.

LIBERATES -- Sets free.

LIGNITE -- A brownish black, woody structured coal.
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LPG -- Liquefied petroleum gases.

LONGITUDINAL -- Placed or running lengthwise.

LOUVER -- An opening provided with slanted, fixed or movable fins to allow flow of air.

LUBRICATE -- To make slippery, usually with grease or oil.

MANIFOLD -- Header.

MANUAL -- Operated by hand.

MECHANICAL -- Operated by a machine.

MECHANISM -- Mechanical operation or action.

MEDIUM -- A means of effecting or conveying something.

MOISTURE -- Wetness.

NON-RECESSED -- Not set into.

NOZZLE -- A projecting spout, terminal discharging pipe.

OBSTRUCTION -- Blockage.

ORIFICE -- Hole or opening.

OXYGEN -- A gas without color, taste or odor, and is a chemical element (0).

PARTICLE -- One of the minute subdivisions of matter.

PASSAGE -- Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PERIMETER -- The boundary of a closed plane figure.

PERIODIC -- Fixed interval between set times.

PERTINENT -- Relevant or applicable.

PILOTSTAT -- Control on the fuel line of a pilot.

PIPETTES -- A narrow glass tube into which the liquid is drawn by suction.

PLENUM -- An enclosed space in which the air pressure is greater than the outside
atmosphere.

POLLUTION -- Impure or unclean.

PORCELAIN -- Ceramic that is hard, translucent and white.

PRECIPITATOR -- Device used to cause to separate or condense.

PREDETERMINED -- Decided or chosen beforehand.

PRELIMINARY -- Something that precedes.

PRESSURE/PRESSURING -- Force exerted over a surface divided by its area.

PROPELLER -- A device that drives or forces forward or onward.

PROPORTIONAL -- Haying the same or constant ratio.

PULVERIZED -- Reduced to very small particles.

PURGE -- Clean out.
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QUANTITY -- Amount (how many).

RADIANT -- Emitted or transmitted by radiation.

"RADIATION -- Energy radiated in waves or particles.

RADIATOR -- Next of pipes or tubes used to heat by radiation.

REASSEMBLE -- Put back together.

RECTANGULAR -- Having or resembling the shape of a rectangle.

REFERENCE -- Consultation of sources or information.

REFRACTORY -- Heat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGULATE -- To control something.

REGULATOR -- Device which regulates.

RESPONSE -- Replay or reaction.

RESTRICT -- To limit.

RETURN -- To bring, send or come back to the starting point or place.

ROTATION The turning of a body on an axis.

SATURATION -- Moisturizing to the maximum limit

SEMIBITUMINOUS -- A type of coal.

SENSIBLE HEAT -- Heat that can be felt or sensed.

P
SHUTOFF -- Something that stops the flow of gas, water or oil

SLAGGING -- The flowing together of coal impurities.

SMOKE PIPE -- The vent pipe used to remove smoke and gases from the firebox of a furnace
or boiler.

SOLENOID -- An electromagnetic vale or switch.

SOOT -- Black substance formed by combustion or separated from fuel during combustion.

SPONTANEOUS -- Without external stimulus.

STABILIZER -- Substance that prevents chemical change.

STATIC ELECTRIClTY -- Electricity produced by atmospheric conditions or various natural
or man-nmcle electrical disturbances.

STATIONARY -- Fixed, not moving.

STOKER -- A machine for feeding a fire.

STRAINER Device used to remove impurities from water and steam lines.

STRATIFICATION -- Act or process of stratifying.

SUPPLY -- To provide for.

SYNTHETIC INTOXICATION -- Artificial intoxication.

3YSTEM -- An assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary
whole.
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TEMPERATURE -- A measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius.

TENSION -- Condition or degree of being stretched to stiffness.

THERMOCOUPLE -- Thermoelectric couple used to measure temperature diffe-ences.

THERMOPILE -- Multi-thermoelectric couples.

TRANSFER -- Move something from one place to another.

TROUBLESHOOTING -- Looking, in a logical sequence, for a problem.

TURBULENT -- Causing unrest, violence or disturbance.

TUYERES NoZzles through which an air blast is delivered.

VAPORIZATION -- Act, process or state of being vaporized.

VAPORIZING -- To convert, by heating or spraying, into a fine mist or vapor.

VELOCITY -- Quickness of motion.

VELOMETER -- Device used to Measure Velocity.

VENTURI -- Funneled tube used to measure flow.

VISCOSIMETER -- Device used to measure viscosity.

VOLUME -- Space occupied, measured in cubic units.

VOLUMETRIC -- Relating to the measurement Of volue.

WATER -- a liquid that is colorless, odorless, poor conductor of electricity, freezes at 0°C and
boils at 100°C.

viii
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:l770 Technical Training Group
(civil Engine(ring Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

11

HOT WATER BEATING AND CONTROLS

OBJECTIVES

J3ARR54532 001-V-1

Using information given, explain the principles of operation of low/medium
temperature hot water boilers by correctly answering 20 out of 25 questions.

Given procedures and trainer, install, operate, and maintain a centrifugal pump with
no more than two instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

Hot water systems are systems in which water is heated at a central source, circu-
lated through a system of pipes, and sent through units that transfer the generated heat
to the surrounding air. These systems are considered very useful carriers of heat.
Each system is classified according to their operating temperature such as low, medium
and high temperature. The water temperature for low-temperature hot water heating
systems ranges from 100 to 220 degrees, for medium temperature 220-300 degrees and for
high temperature water 350-100 degrees.

Because of the higher temperatures involved with high temperature water it must be
taught separately form low and medium temperature systems. Therefore, high temperature
water will he diseussed in another block.

INFoRMATION

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Low temperature water systems utilize low-temperature water as the heat source.
1111/ Beeause of its relatively low energy level, low temperature water is usually applied

direct when used for space heating.

Domestic hot water systems are classified as direct or indirect. In direct systems,
water is heated by hot combustion gases from a burning fuel applied directly to the
heating surfaces, or by electric heating elements. In direct systems, sometimes called
secondary systems, the water is heated by steam or hot water applied to the heater sur-
faces, see Figure 1-1. Indirect systems are, for the most part, limited to individual
buildings and homes; direct systems are suitable for any size installation or quantity
requirement.

Natural Circulation System

Natural circulation systems are similar in principle to gravity warm air distri-
bution systems. A fire in the boiler heats the water. The hot water, like hot air,
rises to the top of the boiler and flows up into a supply main (large pipes) that slopes
upward gradually around the basement perimeter. Smaller pipes extend upward vertica174
from the supply main to one end of each radiator, to let the hot water flow up into
them. At the opposite end of each radiator, another pipe (connected at a low point)
varries the cooled water down to the return main (a large pipe that slopes downward
around the basement perimet( r and eventually leads into the bottom of the boiler).
Thus, watre heated in the boiler floats up into the radiators and heats the rooms. And,
as it heats the rooms, it cools oft and becomes heavier--just like the air in a
gravity hot-air system, flowing down the return pipes and back into the boiler to start
all over again.

Velocity or flow through the piping is low. Therefore, the pipe size must he
relatively large to prevent the friction loss.

1-1
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Domestic
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Circulating
Pump

Figure 1-1. Indirect Domestic Water Heating

Forced Circulation System

The forced hot-water system is similar to the gravity system; the main difference is
in the method of circulation. The supply main is connected to the top of the boiler 4nd
the return main to the bottom, as usual, but the water is sent through the system hy n
centrifugal pump.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

In this type of pump, a rotating impeller or runner gives velocity to the fluid, and
centrifugal force pushes it from the impeller. See Figure 1-2. These pumps are com-
pact, discharge at a uniform rate of flow and pressure, contain no valves or pistons,
and can handle a variety of fluids according to their design. The number of impellers
determines whether a centrifugal pump is of single-stage, two-stage or multi-stage
design. A single-stage pump has only one impeller. A two-stage pump has two, the first
discharges into the suction of the second. Multi-stage pumps have thre: or more impel-
lers and are ued in high pressure operation. There are two types of impellers, an open
face impeller and a closed face impeller. These impellers are either single- or
double-suction. In the double-suction type, water enters the eye of the impeller from
both sides. See Figure 1-3.

1-2
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The main parts are,A rotating element
called the impeller (see Figure 1-4) or
runner, the casing, the shaft, and the
bearings that support the shaft. The
impeller admits the water through the
center (eye) and discharges it through
the outer rim. The casing contains the
inlet and outlet passages foz the water.
It guides the water from the inlet
connection into the impeller and away
from the impeller to the discharge
connection. The 'shaft supports and
drives the impeller and is, in turn,
supported by the bearings. In addition
to the essential parts that we have
mentioned, shaft sleeves, stuffing boxes
and wearing rings Are also usually used
in centrifugal pumps.

Maintenance of Centrifugal Pumps

le-1""2"a",
IMP}t(k VANE

444101

Figure 1-4. Impeller

Never run a centrigual pump dry, because liquid is necessary to lubricate the
internal surfaces. Never throttle the pump suction to regulate the flow of water,
because cavitation will result. Do not permit the pump to stand idle for long periods
of time. It should be operated at least once a week. The following paragraphs discuss
preventive maintenance inspection and pump maintenance requirements pertinent to
centrifugal pumps.

DAILY INSPECTION. Each day, you should inspect the centrifugal pump for abnormal
noise and vibration; abnormal pressure and flow conditions; excessive or inadequate
packing leakage (water-cooled bearing); hot bearings; and hot stuffing box.

SEMIANNUAL INSPECTION. Every six months, you should check alignment of the pump and
driver with the unit at a standstill and normal operating temperature; check shaft
sleeves for scoring; replace packing by cutting the packing diagonally and stagger
pieces installed around the shaft, if required; drain the oil from oil-lubricated
bearings, flush and refill With clean oil; and check grease-lubricated bearings. Do not
over grease the bearings. When adding grease, remove the drain plug or use a safety
fitting to prevent over greasing.

ANNUAL INSPECTION. On a yearly basis, the pump is dismantled, a complete inspection
is performed, and the following requirements are satisfied. Check the wearing ring
clearances according to the manufacturer's instructions; diametrical clearance between
0.005 and 0.025 inch is usual. Examine bearings for wear, check clearances according to
manufacturer's inStructIons, and overhaul, if necessary. Check shaft for scoring,
corrosion, or wear at the seals, and also for proper alignment. Check impellers for
corrosion, erosion or excessive wear. Check and calibrate pressure gauges, thermometers
and flow meters. Inspect suction and discharge strainers.

Repair and replace defective parts found during the annual inspection. Replace
wearing rings when clearances are twice the original, or if the leakage appreciably
reduces the capcity and head of the unit. Replace worn shaft sleeves or rebuild them.

Install centrifugal pumps according to manufacturer's instructions.

TYPES OF BOILERS

The boiler is where the water is heated. The boiler is the same type as that used
for low-pressure steam generation. Low teMperature hot water boilers may be classified
according to the fuel used (coal, oil, gas), the application (what it is used for), the
design (fire-tube, water-tube), and the material (cast iron or steel). For simplicity,
we will classify them as to the material used: cast iron or steel.

1-4
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Cast-iron boilers are shipped in sections and assembled at the installation site.
SMAll boilers, however, are factory-assembled and shipped as a unit. Each section is
actually an individual boiler connected to supply and return headers. The supply header
pis located at the top, center and the return header, laterally, near the foundation, of
the boiler. Heated water rises through the vertical sections from the return headers.

Cast-iron heating boilers may be designed for operating pressures not exceeding 160
psig, or temperatures not exceeding 250F. Normally, they are designed for 30 psig
working pressure. See Figure 1-5.

FRONT SECTION
INTERMEDIATE SECTIONS

REAR SECTION
SMOKE PASSAGE

Figure 1-5. A Square Sectional Cast-Iron Boiler

eSteel heating boilers may be of the fire-tube type in which the combustion gases
pass through the tubes, while water surrounds them; or the water-tube in which the water
passes through the tubes, while the gases circulate around them.

The ASME code for low-pressure heating boilers limits the maximum allowable working
pressure to 160 psig for steel heating boilers. Normally, they are designed for 30 psig
working pressure. Most steel hot water boilers are construotod in two sections. One
section consists of the water jackets, combustion chamber, and smoke passages. These
components are either welded or riveted together as a unit. The other section consists
of the base and either the grates or burner, pad is constructed according to the type of
fuel used. Another steel boiler is a horizontal unit of the portable-type having an
internal firebox surrounded by water lanes. It rests either on a cast-iron or a brick
base. The front part of the boiler rests on a pedestal.

BOILER ACCESSORIES

All boilers have certain accessories for safety and ease of operation. The various
accessories used include the following:

Pressure Relief Valve

Every hot water boiler must have a relief valve with a capacity adequate for the
gross output of the boiler. The valve, which is connected to the top of the boiler, is
necessary to prevent the operation pressure from exceeding the maximum permissible
level.

Thermometer

A Thermometer must be placed in the upper part of the boiler to indicate the water
temperature.

1-5
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Pressure Gauges

These are connected to the top of the boiler and indicates the water pressure in the
boiler and system in pounds per square inch. ThiS gauge must have a pressure capacity
at least twice the maximum operating boiler pressure or permissible altitude, to indi-
cate the operating pressure.

Tridientor

This gauge combines a pressure gauge, water temperature gauge and an altitude
setting. The purpose of this gause is to show the level of water proper for an actually
present in the system. This gauge has three needles, one red and two black. One of the
black needles is used for the temperature gauge. The other black needle is used for the
water level that Is required for the highest heat consumer in the building. The red
needle indicates the actual level of water in the system and varies with changes in
water content. When the red needle is over the black one, the system is properly
filled. In pressure systems, the amount of water is automatically controlled by a
pressure reducing valve. By reading the tridicator, you can tell whether the valve is
operating correctly.

Aquastats

Limit controls for hot water instal-
lations are commonly called aquastats.
The function of an aquastat is to reduce
operating cost by eliminating unnecessary
firing. Aquastats may be of the mercury
type, such as illustrated in Figure 1-6
or contain a bimetal element. Most aqua-
stats are of the immersion type. This
type has its sensing element inserted in
an immersed copper well. The sensing
element in the immersion well may be'a
metallic spring or a liquid filled bulb.
At the temperature setting of the instru-
ment, the rotation of the spring or
expansion Gf the liquid, will rotate the
mercury switch and open or close the
circuit according to the type of service
the switch is to perform. Since a
mercury switch is used, the instrument
must be installed and maintained in a
level position or it will not operate
properly. The temperature at which the
switch will operate is set on the temper-
ature scale with the temperature setting
screw. Figures 1-7 and 1-3 are typical
locations of the immersion type aquastats
for hot-water systems.

TEMPERATuRE

SCALE

FACTORY

CALIBRATION

TEMPERATURE

SETTING SCREw

MERCURY

SWITCH

IMMERSION

WELL

TERMINAL

BLOCK

LEVELING

INDICATOR

CONDUIT

OUTLET

Figure 1-6. A Typical Immersion-
Type Aquastat

The immersion aquastat can be removed from its copper well for repair or replacement
without shutting down and draining the system.

Outlet Connection

The outlet connection should be as large as the manufacturer's tapping. Some
installations use a dip tube to keep air out of the supply main. The dip tube, an
extension of the outlet pipe, projects into the boiler and causes a dead space at the
highest part (where the temperature is higher). The air that separates from the boiler
water into the dead space flows through proper connections ito the expansion tank. If
the expansion tank is not directly connected to the boiler, release the air through an
automatic air vent.

1-6
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IKMERSION
AQUASTAT

BOILER

WIRING TO
THERMOSTAT

hUTOR
VALVE OR RELAY

*--- M%%%10.A,11e410
CME-119

Figure 1-7. Installation Diagram of an Immersion-Type Aquastat
in a Hot-Water Boiler

SUPPLY
RISER

IMMERSION
AQUASTAT

WIRING TO
THERMOSTAT
AN MOTOR
VALVE OR RELAY

BOILER

CM-170
Figure 1-8. Installation Diagram of an Immersion-Type Aquastat

in a Vertical Riser of a Hot-Water Boiler

Inlet Connection

Properly used, return connections prevent thermal shock. If water enters the boiler
at a high velocity, it disturbs the thermal circulation of the boiler water and may
cause sludge or sediment to pile up in the mud ring. To keep entering water at a low
velocity, use a return header connection the same size as the boiler inlet. It a boiler
has two return connections, use both. When more than one circulation pump is to be
used, connect their discharges to a common pump discharge header before making the
boiler connection; be sure that each pump has a check valve on its discharge ide
(between the pump and common discharge header) to prevent backflow through the pump
circuit. Return header connections must be readily accessible for cleaning, draining
and rodding, and must have plugged openings. Use plugged tees instead of elbows at
boiler return connections to assure ample cleanout facilities.

Flow Control Valve

This is a special valve used on a
forced circulation system to prevent the
gravitational flow of water through the
system when the circulating pump is shut
off. Figure 1-9. It is located on the
supply main just above tbe boiler. This
valve operates under the same principle
as the check valve, only it prevents
gravitational flow of the water instead
of reverse flow.

OUTLET-4

OPERATING
4"----HANDLE

INLET

VALVE DISC

VALVE SEAT

0110-094

Figure 1-9. One Type of Flow-Control
Valve
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Blow-off Connections

A blow-off or drain connection is placed near the hot water boiler so that the
entire system can be drained through the drain valve.

Water Supply Connections

Hot water boilers must have a water service connection in the return main, near the
boiler, through which the boiler may be filled from startup and to be able to add makeup
water from water that is lost throughout the system.

Chimney and Breechings

Since a boiler usually burns a fuel it, therefore, produces exhaust gases that must
be removed from the boiXer. This is the purpose of a chimney and breeching.

When a boiler produces exhaust gases they leave the boiler and enter a steel chamber
called a breeching. The breeching is designed and sized to direct the flow of hot gases
to thea chimney or stack where these gases are directed to the outside atmosphre. The
size of the stack is dependent upon whether you have a natural draft system or have
blowers that push and pull the gases out.

Expansion Tanks

Every hot water heating system should have an expansion vessel installed to handle
the expansion and contraction of water which occurs as its temperature changes.

OPEN-TANK SYSTEM. In open-tank systems, the expansicn tank is freely vented to the
atmosphere. Normally, these systems are limited to installations mith operating
temperatures of 180°F or less. Operation at higher temperatures, which would be near
ttle boiling point of water, at atmospheric pressure (212°F), could be troublesome. Open
tanks are usually installed at least three feet above the highest heat transmitter. The
tank and connecting piping should be protected against freezing.

CLOSED-TANK SYSTEM. This system uses an air tight tank, sealed to prevent free
venting to the atmosphere. Therefore, heating systems using it can be pressurized an0
operated over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. Thus, when the saturation
pressure is raised to correspond to the desired temperature, the system can be operated
above 212°F. In operation, as heated water expands, the excess water moves into the
tank and compresses the entrapped air, thereby increasing the pressure on the system.
When the water temperature lowers, the water contracts, air in the tank expands, the
excess water returns to the system, and the pressure drops. A closed expansion tank
must be large enough to keep a reservoir of compressed air above the water level to
cushion the excess water that enters. Thus, the tank must provide space for changes in
both water and air volume. If the tank is too small or contains insufficient air, these
undesirable conditions can occur:

As temperature increases, the water will expand and the system pressure may
increase above the permissible level. This will cause the relief valve to open
and waste water.

---- As temperature drops, the water contracts and the pressure may drop below the
permissible minimum. Air will not vent from the Pystem and additional air may be
drawn in, if the high points of the system havn :utomatic air vent valves.

The location ,2f closed tanks depends on the type, size and design of the installa-
tion. Regardless of location, the point of junction between tank and system is under
constant pressure, even when the pump is not operating. Designers consider this fact
when setting up piping arrangements. When possible, connect the expansion tank by a
direct pipe to the highest point of the boiler. This arrangement lets air pass easily
to the tank.

In closed tanks, a water gauge glass, air inlet valve (airtrol valve), water inlet,
drain and relief valves permit the operator to observe and adjust the proportion of air
in the tank. In open tanks overflow and vent pipes are used instead of relief and air
inlet valves.

1-8
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SIZE OF EXPANSION TANKS. The expansion tank should be large enough to permit the
water volume to chnnge without causing undee strains on the equipment. When water is
heaLea from 0°V to 200F, its volume expands approximately 4 percent; this expansion

k tank must be largo enough to hold 1 gallon of water for every 25 gallons that will be
heated.

Pressure Regulator Valve

A pressure-regulator valve is usually installed in the makeup or cold water line to
the boiler. This valve automatically keeps the closed system supplied with water at a
predetermined safe pressure. The maximum permissible pressure for a standard hot water
heating system is 30 psi; therefore, the regulator valve setting should be as low as
possible. Valves are usually factory set a 12 psi pressure; this equals a static head
of 276 feet of water (suitable for buildings with 1, 2 or 3 stories). However, if the
static head of the system is high, boilers with higher operating pressure may be
required, and the regulator valve is set correspondingly higher. Maintain pressure
regulator valve pressure adjusting screw by turning the pressure adjusting screw
clockwise to increase the pressure. Turn it counterclockwise to decrease the pressure.
The purpose of the strainer is to remove impurities form the supply line. The strainer
should be removed and cleaned once each year (annually).

PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING THE BOILER AND SYSTEMS FROM SERVICE

Shutting Down

If the complete system is to be removed from service, proceed as follows:

Stop the firing equipment.

---- Shut off draft dampers to permit the boilers to cool gradually.

Maintain water circulation through the boiler until inlet and outlet water
temperatures are equalized.

---- Stop water circulators when the water in the unit has cooled; then close
boiler inlet and outlet water valves.

Space Heating Equipment

To remove an individual radiator, convector, etc from service in one- or two-pipe
systems, be sure to stop water circulation through the unit by using the proper valve.
If there is danger of freezing, drain the unit. However, in series-loop systems, do not
tnterrrupt the water flow through a single unit, since that would stop circulation
through the entire circuit. Use the damper in unit enclosure to prevent convection of
air through the entire circuit.

Draining Boiler

In order to drain boiler, proceed as follows:

---- Make sure power to boiler is off and tagged.

---- Open drain valve on expansion tank.

Open drain valve on boiler.

Flushing Boiler

After water drains from boiler, proceed as follows:

Open raw water bypass.

Flush fresh water thru boiler until water runs clean.

When water runs clean close off bypass.
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Filling the System.

Proceed as follows:

Close all vents.

---- Open boiler supply main valve and return header valves.

---- Open inlet and outlet valves of circulators.

---- Open all valves to radiation.

---- Open manual feed valve and feedwater until expansion tank is approxiamtely
one-half full.

Start the circulators and establish a definite water circulation in the
system. Check operation of circulators for noise, vibration, abnormal
temperature, etc.

Begin venting the lowest radiators or space heating equipment; open vent
valves (if manually operated) until all air is removed and free water starts to
flow.

---- Vent the rest of the units progressively; if necessary, add water to the
system to complete venting of all units as routine progresses.

Drain and refill the system several times to remove all grease, core sand,
and other foreign material, before starting the fire for initial operation

Preoperational Inspction

Before st!.._rting the system, perform a preliminary inspection. Inspect the instal-
lation carefully and make sure that the following requirements are fulfilled.

BOILER UNIT

All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

All air and gas ducts and passages tight and free from obstructions; gas and
air control dampers in good operating condition.

---- All piping tested for leaks, and insulated if necessary.

Blowdown lines properly installed and fastened, and drain valves closed;
supply and return header-valves in good operating condition.

Water gauge glasses in expansion tank properly installed, with valves open,
gauge glasses clearly visible from the operating floor, and lamps, if present,
ready for operation.

All required auxiliary equipment (such as fuel-burning, draft, feedwater and
combustion-control systems) properly installed and ready to operate; pumps
lubricated and rotation tested.

---- All meters, instruments and gauges properly installed and ready for
operation; pressure relief valves and limit controls properly set and in good
operating conditions.

All access and observation doors closed.

SPACE HEATING EQUIPMENT. All installation, repair and cleanup work on radiators,
convectors, pipe coils, baseboard units, etc., completed; all units ready for operation.

PIPING SYSTIN

All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.
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----- All piping tested for leaks, adequately supported, and inhulated, if
required.

CONTROL SYSTEM

- All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

---- Thermostats, primary controls, limit controls and auxiliary controls properly
calibrated and preset te operate within approved limits.

PLACING THE SYSTEM IN OPERATION. Proceed as follows:

Boiler. Light off the boiler and slowly heat system water and furnace refractory.

Initial Operation. When operating a newly filled system for the first time, heat it
to a higher temperature than that anticipated for normal operations, but not above the
safe limits. This procedure expels entrained air from the system water and will help
vent the system. After the system has been in operation for two days, open the boiler
drains t.o eliminate the heavy core sand and similars which tend to flow to this low part
ot the system. When opening drain valves or feeding makeup water to a hot water heating
system, keep the water flowing slowly to prevent the excessively rapid temperature
changes which cAuse undue stresses in the boiler. After the system has operated for
bout 10 days, reopen the air vents and release all air from the system. Afterwards,
check the system periodically for venting requirements. When starting a panel heating
installation for the first time, supply water to the panels at a temperature not more
than 20°F above room temperature, or a total of 90°F. Maintain this temperature for two
days; then progressively increase it, by about 5'F a day, to the normal operating
temperature, but do not let it exceed 140°F. After the system has been flushed and
vented, do not drain it unless an emergency requires.

Water level. When operating a hot water system, it is very important to maintain
the proper water level in the expansion tank. After the water reaches normal operating
temperatures and pressure, stop the manual feed valve and use only the pressure reducing
valve. The reducing valve automatieally nhAint!tins the system water level. Inspect the
water line in the expansion tank frequently. When the system is cold, the water level
should be low enough to allow the heated water to expand. Blow down the water, if
required.

Pressure. Observe system pressure frequently. It gives information about
unfavorable conditions such as:

Low Water. Below normal pt-essure may indicate low water.

---- System stoppages. Abnormally high pressure ray indicate system stoppage from
freezing or other causes.

Expansion Tank Completely Full. A rise in water pressure may indicate that a
closed system expansion tank is completely filled, or that the air volume in the
tank is inadequate for the necessary expansion.

Failure of Relief Valve. If the relief valve fails to operate when the
system .ressure rises above the determined setting, shut down the boiler
immediately. If the high pressure results from an excessive fuel-burning rate,
the water temperature will exceed the limit control setting, and thereby shut
down the boiler and start the circulators.

Control Systems. Safe and correct operation of a hot water system depends upon
proper functioning of control equipment. Periodically check operation of thermostats;
primary, limit and auxiliary control; and calibration and setting.

Circulators. Circulating pumps used in hot water heating systems are usually very
simply constructed. Check them carefully for abnormal noise, vibration, or excessive
operating temperature. Be sure that they rotate freely and properly, and that stuffing
boxes (when used) are not drawn up tightly enough to score the shaft.
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Space Heating Equipment. Set valves for the maximum opening compatible with equip-
ment size and system temperature balance. Open air vents periodically to free the
equipment of air. Some hot water systems have radiator valves for closing off circu-
lation through the radiators. Sometimes, these valves have weep holes which allow
sufficient water circulation, even when the valve is closed, to prevent the radiator
water from freezing.

Normal Operation

Well designed hot water heating systems rsrely present operating difficulties, if
normal temperatures and pressures are carried. If rapid fluctuation or pulsation
pressures should occur, check for system leaks, stoppages, and relief valve operation.
The indicated pressure of a closed system may increase slightly with the increase of
watr temperature. Each system has its own definite increase characteristic, determined
by the water capacity of the system and the size of the expansion tank. Observe and
record this characteristic when the system is in perfect operating condition. Any later
deviations from the established pressure may indicate that the water level is low (if
pressure decreases) or t*.at the system is stopped or plugged (if the pressure is above
normal). .Watch the rater level in the expansion tank.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Low and Medium Hot Water Systems

Now that operation of the system has been discussed, and purpose and function of all
components are understood, a few advantages and disadvantages may now be pointed out.

ADVANTAGES OVER OTHER HEATING MEDIUMS

Cleaner than systems using air as a medium.

More uniform heat distribution than systems using air.

Less water treatment than systems using steam.

---- Safer than steam systems.

Requires less component parts than steam systems.

Lower installation and maintenance cost than steam systems.

DISADVANTAGES AS COMPARED WITH OTHER HEATING MEDIUMS

Will not produce'steam efficiently.

Not suited ror large central plants.

Maintenance Procedures

In low-temperature heating systems, there is very little water treatment requi-ed.

SUMMARY

Hot water systems are systems where water is heated at a central source, circulated
by either natural or forced circulation through a system of pipes, and sent through
units that transfer the generated heat to the surrounding air.

Accessories are added to boilers for the purpose of safety and for ease of
operation.

One devit added to hot water systems is an expansion tank. Without it the heated
water would have no place to expand and contract. Two types used are the open and
closed types. In order to operate at higher temperatures a closed tank must be used.

Whenever operating, cleaning or maintaining a hot water boiler, always remember to
follow manufacturer's instructions.
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QUE:iTIONS

1. What is the temperature range for a low temperature hot water heatinE system?

How are low temperature hot water boilers classified?

3. What ls the purpose of the expansion tank?

4. Where are open expansion tanks installed?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems

2. AFM 85-12, Volume II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and
Process Heat Utilization
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HOT WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
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Using information given, explain the types of hot water distribution systems and
their components by correctly answering ten out of fifteen questions.

Using information given, explain the procedures to follow to install a secondary hot
water heating system by correctly answering two out of three questions.

INTRODUCTION

The hot water boiler heats the water necessary for the system to operate while the
piping system directs this heated water to the point where the heat can be taken away.
Once the i.eat has been removed, then the cooler water must then be returned to the
boiler where the process starts over again. This is the purpose of the hot water
heating system.

INFORMATION

TYPES OF SYSTEMS

The type of piping system that is used on a hot water system is dependent upon the
method of circulation. This was covered earlier under boilers, but we will review their
basic operation.

Natural Circulation System.

In this type of system the water is heated in the boiler. The heated water, because
k it becomes lighter, flows up into the supply main which slopes upward gradually around
IF the building. Once the water gives off some of its heat it cools and beccmes heavier.

It is then directed to the return line, which is sloped towards the boiler, where it
goes through the same process again.

Forced Circulation System

The main difference between the natural circulation system and the force circulation
system is the method of circulation. Instead of allowing the weight difference of the
water to create circulation, a pump forces the water around. Because of this, it is not
necessary to slope the pipes.

The pump, usually in the return line, controls the flow of water through the system
and operates whenever the room thermostat calls for heat. The method of piping the
water through the radiators, however, varies in several basic ways.

Direct Heating System

A direct heating system is one in which the water is heated by hot combustion gases
from burning fuel applied directly to the heating surfaces.

Indirect (Secondary Heattng System)

In a secondary system the water is heated by another medium such as high temperature
water or steam. This is done by putting the heated medium through a device called a
shell and tube bundle. They travel through tubes inside while the water to be heated is
around the outside. This canses the surrounding water to become heated. This heated
water can now be sent out and heat a house, small building, etc.



SERIES LOOP SYSTEM:. The series loop
(Figure 2-1) is the simplest of the rad-
iator supply arrangements. Hot water CIRCULATING
leaving the top of the boiler through the 111Z1;,//
supply main shoots straight through each
radiator in succession, through the
intervening lengths of pipe, rInd on BOTTOM OF
around the circuit until it rarns to BOILER
the bottom of the boiler. Th radiators HOT-WATER

are actually sections of the :upply fBASEBOARD TOP OF

main--just as if they were 1 agths of CONVECTOR BOILER

pipe itself, but fitted with radiating
fins. So a minimum of fittings and
material are required. But, since the
*radiators are integral parts of the
supply main, no radiator can be shut off. 4
As each radiat4r is a sect.,on of the main 1-4
circulating system, shutting off any one
of them would stop the flow through the
entire system. So all radiators heat up Figure 2-1. Series Loop System
and cool off together, as the boiler is
turned on and off by the thermostat. Thus, the series loop is suited mainly to compact
buildings that do not require room-to-room heating adjustment.

ONE-PIPE SYSTEM. The one-pipe system (Figures 2-2 and 2-3) consists of a circuit of
pipe leading out of the boiler top and returning to the bottom of the boiler, like the
zieries loop. But the radiators are not an integral part of it. At each radiator
location, a branch pipe carries hot water from the circulating main to the radiator
inlet. Another beanch pipe carries the return water from the radiator outlet back to
the circulating main. A 3hut-off valve at the inlet allows you to regulate the amount
of water entering the radiator, or turn it off altogether. If you turn it off, the
water simply flows through the main instead of the radiator. A special T-fitting pipe
form the radiator connects back into the main circulating pipe. This T has a little
scoop facing away from the flow through the main. This causes it to suck water through
the radiator when the inlet valve is opened--but it does not block the flow through
the main when the valve is closed. The advantage of the one-pipe system, of course, I-,

individual room heating control. But it requires more pipe, more fittings, and more
intallation. As it combines central control (as with the series loop) with room
adjustment, however, it is a very popular system.

Figure 2-2. A Diagram of One-Pipe, Closed-
Tank, Forced-Circulation Hot-
Water Heating System

2-2

VENT TO ATMOSPHERE

EXPANSION TANK LOCATED
ABOVE ALL RADIATORS

NOTE: WATER FLOWS IN
DIRECTION OF ARROWS

SMALLER
RADIATOR

BOILER

LARGER
RADIA1 OH

ONE PIPE

Figure 2-3. A Diagram of a One-Pipe,
Open-Tank, Gravity Hot-
Water Distribution System
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TWO-PIPE SYSTEM. The two-pipe system (Figures 2-4 and 2-5) has two mains: the
supply main feeds water to the risers that serve the heating units; and the return main
collects the water returned from those units. The two mains run side by side; the
supply main decreases and the return main increases in size where the branches connect.
Since the heating units of a two-pipe system are connected parallel, it requires a
minimum pumping head. Also, if throttle valves or restricting orifices are used in the
risers, the flow through individual units can be adjusted easily over a wide range.
However, the two-pipe system requires more pipe and pipe fittings than the one-pipe
system. Two-pipe systems are classified as direct-return and reverse-return.

VI NI 10 ATMOSPIII RE
4

KPANSION 'TANK LOCATE D
ABOVI ALL RADIATORS

NO7E. WATER FLOWS IN
DIRECTION OF ARROWS

Figure 2-4. A Diagram of a Two-Pipe,
Open-Tank, Gravity Hot-Water
Distribution System

Figure 2-5. A Diagram of a Two-Pipe,
Closed-Tank, Forced Hot-
Water Distribution System

Direct Return. The heating units of the two-pipe, direct-return system are
parallel. Nevertheless, the water taken from the main to feed the first radiation is
returned first; that removed for the second radiator is returned second; and so success-
fully throughout the heating units. Since this procedure causes a progressively greater
friction loss in each additional circuit, the flow circuits become hydraulically
unbalanced. This condition may cause the first radiator to have a greater flow than is
required to develop its full capacity, while in a large system, the flow through the
last unit may be so small that practically no heat is delivered. To balance the system,
carefully select pipe sizes to compensate for the differences in length and the
consequent fricti,- loss of each circuit. (A balanced system must have the same
pressure drop through each piping circuit at design flow rate.) Restricting orifices or
throttle valves can also be used to correct flow distribution and to balance a system
that is placed in service (see Figure 2-6).



BOILER -4

Figure 2-6. Two-Pipe, Direct-Return Systems Are Not Recommended
for Residences. Radiators Near the Boiler Can
Short-Circuit the Water Supply.

Reversed-Return. In the two-pipe, reversed-return system (Figure 2-7), the water
taken from the main to feed the first radiator is returned last to the return main; the
water supplied to the last radiator is returned first. As a result, all unit circuits
are of approximately equal length, a condition conducive to system balance. The
reversed-return system may require morc pipe than the direct-return. However, its
inherently better flow distribution and natural balance without the aid of additional
valves or orifices, compensate for the additional cost, making it the best system to
use.

est1PPLY MAIN

Figure 2-7. A Two-Pipe Reversed-Return System. Flow Through the
Supply Main Decreases After Each Branch Connection
to a Radiator; Flow Through the Return Main Increases
After Each Connection From a Radiator.
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Combined Systems

lleoause of the different designs of each system a particular installation may

11
combine two or all of the above systems.

COMPONENTS OF A HOT WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Special Flow Fittings.

Several special tees are available for use in one-pipe systems to deflect main line
water into each consumer. These tees impose the necessary pressure drop in the main
line between the supply and return riser connections to deflect the quantity of water
required to each individual consumer. (Radiator, unit heater, etc.)

Gate Valves

Gate valves are used in lines where unrestricted flow is important.

Glove Valves

A globe valve is used to throttle the flow as necessary. These valves are used on
tho supply line to each consumer to control temperature of an individual room, etc.

Check Valves

Check valves are used any place in the system where flow reversal could cause damage
to the system such as thermal shock. (This is where hot and cold water come together
causing a knocking sound.)

Plug Cocks

The primary function of the plug cock is to adjust the flow rate to control the
system temperature. Plug cocks may be used in lines not subjected to excessive heat,
but they should be lubricated and tested frequently to insure leak-free operation.

11 Anchors, Hangers, and Supports

These devices are used to support and carry the weight of the pipe, valves,
fittings, and fluid in a piping system.

Expansion Joints

In long heating lines, thermal expansion of the pipe is handled easily by expansion
joints or loops. By installing these devices into the system the piping has a place to
expand. If expansion joints were not installed in long lines the piping could knock
down walls or anything that might get in the way of the pipe expanding.

Strainers

Strainers are installed at various points in the sytem to remove any foreign
material that might collect in the lines.



Air Vents

Air pockets in piping prevent or
interfere with circulation. Therefore,
all piping must be pitched to vent air
into the expansion tank through connec-
tion on the radiators or highpoints in
the piping system. Mains are pitched up
and away form the boiler or heater (In
the flow direction) at a slope of 1/4 to
1 inch per 10 feet. Either manual or
automatic vents must be installed on
radiators, or at high points in the
system. If manual vents are used, the
air must be vented periodically. Install
the minimum number of automatic vents,
valves, and fittings as they are points
of air entry or rater leakage. See
Figures 2-9 and 2-10.

FLOAT

CONNECTION TO RADIATOR

VAL VI

I

VALVE

OPEN

Figure 2-9. One Type of Automatic
Air Vent

NOTE: Use screwdriver to open valve.
Leave valve open until a steady
stream of water goes into can.

Can

Figure 2-10. Manual Air Vent
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FLOW ADJUSTMENT AND BALANCE

A properly designed hot water heating system is, to a large extent self-adjusting.

10
However, most have some way to regulate the water flow and thereby adjust the heat

delivery of heating unit and branch circuits during unforeseen conditoins. Flow

adjustment and balancing is especially important in two-pipe, direct-return systems

because of their inherent hydraulic unbalance. The folloiwng conditions determine the

adjusting method used.

Pipe Size Selection

If the pipe is properly sized, a flow distribution can be established which assures

that the pressure drop through each circuit is the same when the system operates at

design flow rate. However, since this flow control depends on the pressure drop caused

by pipe friction at a certain flow, it may not be adequate for other flow condition.

Use of Orifices

Orifices can produce friction drops artificially and so balance all circuits for

design flow condition. Generally, this method used the same design principles as pipe

sizing, except that it creates the required friction drop by introducing an orifice

instead of reducing the pipe size.

Use of Throttle Valves

Throttle valves provide a flexible arrangement for adjusting circuit water flow and

balancing the circuit.

System Balancing

To determine whether hot water systems require balancing, measure the space
temperatures with room thermometers, or determine the water temperature drops through

heating unit zones with thermometers installed in the piping, or with surface contact

thermometers. If the temperature drop method is used, the capacity of the heating units
should be adequately matched to the heat load demand.

PROCEDURE FOR SYSTEM BALANCING. Tc adjust the heat distribution of a hot-water

heating system, proceed as follows:

Prepare a worksheet to record all pertinent information such as: building

description, zone, date, equipment data, periodic readings, space temperature
readings, and supply and return temperature of heating units or zones.

To eliminate outside influence, balance the system on an overcase day or at
night when heat-gain conditions are minimum. However, the outside temperature
should be low enough to require at least 50 percent of the systems heating
capacity to maintain the desired inside temperature.

Place the system in service.

Open all valves, adjusting elements, dampers for the regulations of air
circulation, etc.

Make sure that no automatic devices that control the flow of water or the
capacity of any unit are operating.

Close all doors or connecting openings between rooms.

Wait for the system to reach thermal equilibrium, then take a complete set of
temperature readings throughout the system. (Thermal equilibrium is obtained
when successive temperature readings are approxiamtely the same.)

Make an initial adjustment of low control devit.es according to the registered
readings obtained in the above step. If adjustment is by space temperature
readings, obtain the designed indoor temperature. If the water temperature drop
method is used, obtain equal tem,rature drops through all units or zones.
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Take a new set of temperature readingn, after a new thermal equilibrium has
been established throughout the building.

Continue adjustments of flow-regulating devices until the desired conditions
are obtained.

When the system has been satisfactorily adjusted, mark the position of each
of the flow-regulating devices (flow cocks, valves, etc.). Then, if the position
of the flow-control fittings is disturbed later by accident or during emergency
operations, the proper flow to heating units ean be reestablished.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMS

As a rule, more than one thermostat is needed to properly control temperature in
large buildings. Better control is obtained by dividing the building into two or more
zones, each controlled by a separate thermostat. This practice is called zoning
control.

There are many possible zone-control arrangements for hot water heating systems.
The following are among the most common.

Natural Systems

In most natural circulation hot water temperature control systems, the thermostat
controls the temperature of the building by controlling the burner. Whenever the
temperature in the building falls below the thermostat setting, the thermostat will make
the circuit to the burner primary control energizing the burner. When the temperature
in the building reaches the thermostat setting, the thermostat will de-energize the
burner circuit.

The aquastat on the other hand acts as a limit control shutting down the ler,
regardless of the setting of the thermostat, when the water in the boiler rc ies a
preset temperature.

Suppose the thermostat is set on 68°F and the aquastat is set on 180°F, when the
temperature in the building falls below 68°F, the thermostat will start the burner. The
burner will run until the water temperature reaches 180°F. The aquastat will then stop
the burner. When the water temperature falls below 180°F, the burner will be allowed to
start again. This cycle will continue until the thermostat is satisfied.

Forced Systems Temperature Control

Temperature control systems for forced circulation systems can be classified into
two types: single zone and multiple zone systems.

SINGLE-ZONE INSTALLATIONS. In most single-zone temperature control systems, the
aquastat controls the burner and the thermostat controls the circulating pump.

The aquastat makes the circuit to the burner primary control whenever the
temperature of the water within the boiler falls below the setting of the aquastat.
When the water reaches the desired temperature, the aquastat breaks the circuit to the
burner.

The temperature of the building is then controlled by a thermostat that will
energize the circulating pump when the temperature of the building falls below the
thermostat setting.

MUILTIPLE-ZONE INSTALLATIONS. There are many types of temperature control systems
used in multiple zone installations. The main difference is in the way the temperature
of each zone is being controlled. The thermostat for each zone may control either a
circulating pump or a modulating valve.

Secondary Heating Systems Temperature Control (Indirect Heating)

To control the water temperature of a secondary system you must control the flow of
the heating medium. (High temperature water or steam). This is accomptished by the use
of a remote bulb.
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As the temp.,rature of the secondary water begins to rise the volatile liquid in the
bulb beings to gasify. The gas then expands through the capillary tube and begins to
exert pressure on the bellows. The bellows begins to expand causing a valve to close
*off the flow of the heating medium. This causes the water inside the tubes to cool,
which in turn allows the secondary water to lower in temperature also. See Figure 2-11.

Bellows )

Return

Supply

of Heated
Medium

Remote Bulb

Capillar Tube

a* or
LTV-

rT7777-7-7
h--

r. r_r

Supply
I .

_

Return

Figure 2-11. Secondary System Temperature Control

METHODS USED TO TRANSFER HEAT

Heated Water rrom

Secondary System

RADIATORS. The term "radiator" (see
Figure 2-12) is usually applied to heat-
distributing units composed of cast-ir3n
hollow sections joined by nipples. Three -.I SIMON

types of radiators are now manufactured:
column, small-tube, and wall. In the
past, a large-tube radiator was manufac-
tured, but it has been replaced by the
small-tube (with a spacing of 1-3/4 inch
per section) which occupies less space
and can be recessed. Radiators are
heated by conduction through contact with
steam or hot water. They then transfer
the heat to rooms or areas by radiation
and convection. Usually, units that have
large, exposed heating surfaces emit more
radiation heat than those with concealed
surfaces. The total amount of heat transferred from the radiator to the surrounding
area depends ,n the heating surface area, the average surface temperature of the unit,
the nature a:al finish of the surface, unit configuration, ambient room temperature, and
location of the unit. Late radiators where heat loss if greatest, i.e., beneath
the windows of a room. It a radiator is placed along an inside wall, cold infiltrated
air (which is heavier than warm air) will cross the room near the floor and chill the
occupants. But if the radiator is located properly, the infiltering air will be warmed
by the radiator and will rise, cross the ceiling, and go down the opposite wall before
it contacts the room occupants.

Figure 2-12. Typical Cast-Iron Radiator
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In industrial builangs, radiators made of pipe coils are often used. They are
usually located under windows or where high rates of heat loss occur. The pipe normally
has a diameter of 1, 1-1/4 or 1-1/2 inches. The coils are usually assembled in rows of
horizontal pipes and placed vertically on a wall.

CONVECTORS. A convector is a heat-distributing unit which operates by the convec-
tion principle. A convector consists of a heating element with an enclosure. Air
enters the enclosure through an opening below the heating element and is discharged at
another opening above the element. Since the convection principle is used, no mechani-
cal device is required to recirculate the room air through the unit. Cold air enters
the convector below the heating element, is heated by contact, and convected upward
through the outlet opening of teh enclosure. The types and design of enclosures vary
with requirements; outlet air openings are usually grilled; inlet openings can he either
open or grilled. Convectors may be freestanding, wall-hung, or recessed.

BASEBOARD UNITS. Baseboard radlation consists of long, low-heating units, generally
installed along the bottom of outside walls, which resemble and replace conventional
baseboard. They operaty by the convection principle, although in most eases, a
substantial portion of their total heat output is transferred by direct radiation to
cooler surfaces. Baseboard units are suitable for use on hot water and steam heating
systems. These are their main advantages.

Ease of installation along cold walls and under areas where rate of heat loss
is greatest.

Heat distribution near the floor and, consequently, a more uniform
temperature from floor to ceiling.

Practically no interference with furniture.

Ease of concealment.

---- Convenience of installation (to prevent cold floors) in houses without
basements.

-- Perimeter heating and even wall-to-wall temperatures.

Baseboard units may be of three basic types: radiant-type, radiant-convector and
finned-tube.

Radiant-Type. Radiant-type units are usually constructed of hollow cast-iron or
steel sections. When no space is available for floor or wall-mounting, tIley are
suspended from ceilings. However, suspended units transfer less heat by convection than
do floor or wall units.

Radiant-Convector. Radiant-convector units have enclosures with air inlets at the
bottom and air outlets at the top. In some designs, the openings have grills or dampers
to regulate the airflow. The heating elements consist of hollow cast-iron or steel
sections. A large percentage of the heat output of these units is transmitted by
convection. Although the temperature of all baseboard units is kept rather low, they
can yield a higher heat output per linear foot than the radiant type. They are,
therefore, particularly suitable for installation with high heat loss or scarce wail
space.

Finned-Tube. The heating elenients of finned-tube baseboard units consist of tubes
into which lightweight fins are mechanically bonded or embedded to increase the heating
surface. The tubes may be ferrous or nonferrous (usually steel or copper) with fins of
steel or aluminum. The units come in standard lengths' for ease of installation. The
heating elements are concealed by enclosures of several designs, and a considerable
percentage of the total heat output is emitted by convection. The heat output per
linear foot varies with the different designs, sizes and materials used. In general,
baseboard installations are designed for the minimum output per linear foot compatible
with the total heat losses. Units are usually installed along as much of the exposed
wall as possible. When desired, dummy sections without heating elements can be used to
provide continuity in the installation and simulate a conventional baseboard.
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FINNED TUBE UNITS. When maximum covected heat per linear foot is required, finned
tube units are normally used. They consist of finned-tube elements fabricated by
bonding metallic fins to metallic tubes. The tubes and fins can be all steel, or copper
lo(tubes) and aluminum (fins). Generally, these units are placed along the walls, where
the heat loss is greatest; if necessary, they can be installed in two-or three-tiers.
The heating medium is either steam or hot water. When hot water is used in the multiple
tier installation, a continuous water flow through a coil-type arrangement is preferred.
If a grid installation, with header connections for parallel flow, is used, water may
short-circuit through the path of least resistance and reduce the heat output. These
units can be equipped with various types of covers, enclosures or protective grilles.
However, they are often installed without covers, and with the elements supported from
walls or ceiling by suitable hangers. The heating output of finned tubes depends on
operating conditions, heating surface, and fin design construction materials, surface
finish. In most cases, a substantial percentage of the heat is transferred by
convection.

PANEL HEATING. Low temperature hot water is the most frequently used heating
medium. Heating is supplied by circulating the hot water through embedded piping or
tubing. The most common type of panel heating are ceiling, wall and floor.

UNIT HEATERS. The unit heater consists of a factory-made assembly. Its basic
elements are a fan and motor, a heating element, a casing, and outlet vanes or
diffusers.

Hot water unit heaters are chiefly used to heat large, unpartitioned areas of
commercial structures, such as garages, shops laboratories, stores, base exchanges, and
mess halls.

SUMMARY

Hot water heating systems operate the same as the boilers do. They direct the
heated water by either natural or forced circulation.

There are four basic types of hot water systems, the series loop, the one-pipe
system and the two-pipe systems, direct and reverse return.

In a series loop system the consumers are part of the supply main. If you shut one
off they all go off.

In the one-pipe system the consumers are not part of the supply main. To help
direct the flow of water through the circuit are special flow fittings. These are
"scoops" that direct the flow of water through each consumer.

There are two types of two-pipe systems, the direct return and the reverse return.
In a direct return the first consumer to receive the heated water is also the first one
to return the water. This causes the last consumers to be "robbed" of the heater water.

In the reverse return the first consumer to receive the heated water is the last to
returo it. This type of system is the easiest to balance.

Balancing a hot water system can be accomplished by changing the size of the pipe,
by using orifices or by using throttle valves.

Temperature control of hot water systems is done by zoning. This helps to break it
down into smaller areas, thereby making temperature control much easier. This is done
by either single or multiple zones.



QUESTIONS

1. What are hot water consumers'A

2. What type 01 pitying system is easiest to balance?

3. What it; added to H, one-pipe syst61i to help direct the floW of water to the
consumers?

4. What is the purpose of expansion joints?

REPERENCES

1. APM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Centtal Heating Plants and
Dietribution Systema

API( 85-12, VoluMe II, OliersitiOn and gaintenance ot Space Heating Equipment and
Process Heat Utilization
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TRC .,LESHOOTING HOT WATER SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES
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Using information given, explain the procedures to follow in troubleshooting a hot
water heating system by correctly answering 12 out of 15 questions.

Using information given, explain how to inspect and replace aquastats, maintenance
of pressure regulators, precedures to follow to inspect and maintain special flow
fittings, installation of air bleed valves and pressure regulators, procedures used to
balance system and inspecting boilers for leaks,'corrosion, and scale by correctly
answering sixteen out of twenty questions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Operating a hot water heating system consists of more than just heating water.
Thore are many things that must be done to make sure that everything works just the way
it is supposed to.

Suppose you set your hot water system up, started it up, and it wouldn't work. What
would you do? This section deals with the procedures to follow in troubleshooting.

INFORMATION

PROCEDURES USED TO TROUBLESHOOT FIRESIDE

In order to more easily understand how to troubleshoot a hot water heating system,
we will break it down into three areas: The fireside, the waterside and the piping
system.

0 Fireside

The fireside of the hot water boiler is the area where the fuel is burned to produce
heat. When you troubleshoot the fireside you will look at the fuel, the burner,
controls, combustion chamber and finally the exhaust passageways.

Burners

Let us say, for instance, that your burner was not operating correctly, what would
you chock? First, you have to look at the type of fuel you are using.

Coal

Suppose you were firing with coal and you noticed that your fire was not burning
properly. You first have to determine what is causing the problem. Is it because you
have too much fuel, too little fuel, or :7.s it because of improper combustion?

If it was because of too much fuel you would have tO adjust your controls to slow
down yoi:r coal feed rate. If it was because of too little fuel then you would have to
adjust your controls to speed up your coal feed rate. However, if it was caused by
improper combustion then you would have to adjust your air supply accordingly.

Any additional problems encountered, you should refer to the manufacturer's
instructions.

nil
When you are operating with oil as your fuel supply, then you have a few more items

to think about when troubleshooting. Not only do you to third'. about your fuel supply
and controls, you also have to look at whether it is in your ignition system or oil
piping system.
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Once again, before' you begin to troubleshoot, you first have to determine what is
causing the problem by where it exists.

In most cases if the problem exists in the ignition system, your burner will puff
upon startup. This is caused by a weak ignition. In order to find out what ts causing
it you will have to look at your electrode setting, transformer porcelain or electrodes
and connections.

Problems enocuntered in your control system were coverud previously when you covered
oil burners. Refer to the troubleshooting guide under oil burners or manufacturer's
instructions.

Gas

Troubleshooting a *stem that is firing with gas is probably the Pasiest of all the
fuels. Much of the tiMe the problems encountered with gas-fired equipment is related to
the pilot light. It can be caused by an improperly adjusted flame, bad thermocouple or
bad power unit (electromagnet used to hold valve or contacts open).

As with oil, troubleshooting a gas control system was covered previously. Any
further problems encou,qtered, you should refer to the manufacturer's instructions.

PROCEDURES USED TO TROUBLESHOOT WATERSIDE

Waterside

The waterside of a hot water boiler is the inside of the boi1r. This includes not
only the boiler itself, but also the circulating pump.

Tube failure

One type of trouble encountered with hot water boilers is a tube failure. This type
of problem is encountered only on steel boilers because cast iron boilers do not have
tubes, they have sections.

Tube failure can be caused by a couple of things. One is by corrosion. This is
where the impurities in the water build up inside the boiler causing scale. Over a
period of time this can begin to restrict water flow. This in turn causes more heat to
build up in this one spot or area. After a period of time the tube will begin to bend
and eventually fail. By the time this happens it is time to either overhaul or replace
the boiler.

Valves

Whenever you are troubleshooting it is good practice to check all valves to make
sure that the ones that are supposed to be open are open and the ones closed are closed.

Leaks

Anytime a fluid such as water is run through a piping system there is always a
possibility of leaks. Boilers are no exception.

Leaks on a hot water boiler can occur either inside the boiler or outside. Whenever
there is a leak on a boiler or system there will be a drop in pressure, in a closed
system, and a drop in the water level in the expansion tank.

Pumps

The types of problems encountered with circulating pumps are either leaking seals,
worn out impellers, broken couplings or burned out motors.

Whenever the seals begin to leak they must be replaced as soon as possible. If thLly
are not there is a possibility of water entering the motor and burning it out.
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Seal replacement is a faLrly easy process, dependtng on the pump manufacturer. Many
use what Ls called a mechanical seal. This type of seal uses a spring to push the seal
towards the shaft. After a period of time the seal wears to a point where it is much
larger than the shaft itself. When this happens, the spring can no longer keep enough
pressure to prevent water from coming out by the seal. At this point replacement is a
necessity.

Many domestic hot water boilers use a circulating pump with a spring-type coupling.
After many months ln operation and starting and stopping, the springs will wear holes in
the coupling. When this happens the coupling must be replaced before any further damage
Ls done.

If the impeller begins to wear out the output of water from the pump will decrease
considerable. Replace the impeller by following the manufacturer's instructions for
that particular pump.

Whenever it is necessary to replace the pump motor it is good practice to check the
old motor for lack of lubrication or ove'.: lubrication.

PROCEDURES USED TO TROUBLESHOOT SYSTEM

System

What is meant by a hot water system is the piping itself, such as the one-pipe or
two-plpo system.

Loss of System Pressure

Whenever there is a loss of system pressure you must cheek to find out why it is
dropping. First, you shoul.d check the expansion tank to see if you have lost the air
cushion. You can tell by looking at the gauge glass on the tank. A high water level
would indicate a loss of the air cushion.

In order to replace the cushion you must drain the water from the tank while opening
the vent on the airtrol. Once the tank is emptied, close the drain and the airtrol and
refill the tank. Watch the tank to see if you lose the air cushion again. If you do
you will have to look for a leak on the air cushion side of the tank.

Another component that could allow you to lose system pressure is a pressure regula-
tor. Possibly it could be out of adjustment. If it is, readjust and watch the system
to be sure it is working correctly. It it is defective it must be replaced.

Finally check to make sure that the correct valves are open or closed and also that
there Ls no unwanted air in the system.

PROCEDURES USED TO INSPECT AND REPLACE AQUASTATS

Inspection

Inspection of an aquastat consists of checking the installation and adjustment.
Since installation was covered earlier, this section will deal with the adjustment
procedures.

The only adjustment made on an aquastat is setting the range dial for the desired
operating temperature, although in some cases, you can also adjust the differential.
The differential may be fixed (factory set) or adjustable. Adjustable differentials may
be adjusted over a wide range (2 to 45°F in some cases) by turning a knob or a slotted
screw. The differential determines the temperature lag of the firing equipment between
stop and start. To determine the point at which a burner wi]l restart, subtract the
differential setting from the range setting.

Replacement

When an aquastat fails or does not maintain the boiler temperature within a toler-
able range, it shuld be replaced. The removal of an aquastat is relatively simple and
normally consists of loosening one or two screws and removing the aquastat and element
from the boiler. Physical replacement of an aquastat is equally easy, however, make
certain the replacement aquastat has the same range as the old one. After the aquastat
is replaced, adjust in accordance with the preceding paragraph.
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PRESSURE REGULATOR MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The most common types of problems you will encounter when using a water pressure
regulating valve are the following:

___- Relief valve drips cannct be shut off tightly.

Boiler pressure rises above the leducing valve setting.

___ Water escaping "seep hole" on top of the regulator.

Water escaping feeder side of the combination valve.

Some of the probleMs listed above (particularly the first two) may not be the fault
of the valve itself. For example, a dripping relief valve can te caused by either an
expansion tank being completely filled with water, an undersized expansion tank, or a
leak in the coil of a tankless or indirect water heater installed in the boiler. These
possibilities should be checked befiare attempting to service or repair the valve.

If, by process of elimination, the problem can be traced to the valve, try tapping
the side of the valve with a wrench. Sometimes a piece of foreign matter will become
lodged and cause the regulator piston to stick. A sharp tap with a wrench may dislodge
it and allow the valve to function properly.

Foreign matter, such as dirt or pipe scale, will often cause a valve to malfunction
by lodging on a seating surface or nicking or chipping the surface. Valve manufacturers
will often provide replacements or instructions for field servicing and repairing.

Water seeping from the regulator "seep hole" or from the feeder side of a combina-
tion valve is usually an indication that there is a rupture or leak in the diaphragm.
Follow the procedures described in the preceding paragraph for repairing the valve. An
occasional flushing of the relief side of the combination valve will reduce the possi-
bility of the type of lime or scale buildup that can cuase the valve to fuse shut.

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES FOR AIR BLEED VALVES AND PRESSURE REGULATORS

Pressure Regulators

You should install this valve at approximately the same level as the top of the
boiler. Figure 3-1 shows the typical location of a water pressure regulating valve.
Before installing the valve, flush out the supply pipe to clear it of scale, dirt, and
other foreign matter that could disrupt its operation. Install a shutoff valve ahead of
the regulator and then connect the supply line to the inlet. The inlet side of the
water pressure regulator valve is usually marked "IN" on the valve casting.

To fill the system, open the shutoff valve located ahead of the pressure regnlating
valve. Water will flow into the system until it is full and under pressure. The shut-
off valve must always be kept open when the system is in operation.

For a building in which the factory pressure setting may not be sufficient to lift
the water to the higherst radiator, it may be necessary to reset the regulating valve
for a higher pressure. To do this, calculate the number of feet from the regulator to
the top of the highest radiator. Divide this by the number of feet equal to one pound
of witer pressure. One pound of water pressure is equal to 2.31 feet. In other words,
if a system is 45 feet high, the necessary pressure can he determined by 45 divided by
2.31 = 19.48 psig. Therefore, to assure water at the highest point of the system, a
boiler pressure of 19.5 psig is necessary.
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Figure 3-1. Typical Location of Pressure Regulating Valve

Air Bleed Valves (Air vents)

Inspection of air bleed valves consist of visually examining for signs of leakage ur
checking to see if they work properly. If an air bleed valve fails, replace it.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR SPECIAL FLOW FITTINGS

Inspection

Inspection of special flow fittings is accomplished by measuring the temperature
drop of the water through the consumer. If there is a noticeable decrease in
temperature from the rest of the consumers it indicates a possibly defective flow
fitting.

Maintenance

In order to perform maintenance of a special flow fitting the piping system must be
dissassembled. Once apart, inspect for scale, corrosion or mission "scoop". If scale
has built up on the fitting, clean and replace. If it is corroding or worn away it must
be replaced.

PROCEDURES USED TO BALANCE SYSTEM

System Balancing

To determine whether hot water systems require balancing, measure the space tempera-
tures with room thermometers, or determine the water temperature drops through heating
unit zones with thermometers installed in the piping, or with surface contact thermo-
meters. If the temperature drop method is used, the capacity of the heating units
should be adequately matched to the heat load demand. To adjust the heat distribution
of a hot water heating system, proceed as follows:

Prepare a worksheet to record all pertinent information, such as building
description, zone, date, equipment data, periodic readings, space temperature
readings, and the supply and return temperature of heating units or zones.
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To eliminate outside influence, balance the system on an overcast day or at
night when heat-gain conditions are minimum. However, the outside temperature
should be low enough to require at least 50 percent of the system's heating
capacity to maintain the desired inside temperature.

Place the system in service.

--- Open all valves, adjusting elements, dampers for the regulation of air
circulation, and other such items.

Make sure that no automatic devices that control the flow of water or the
capacity of any unit are operating.

Close all doors.or connecting openings between rooms.

Wait for the system to reach thermal equilibrium; then take a complete set of
temperature readings throughout the system. (Thermal equilibrium is obtained
when successive temperature readings are approximately the same.)

Make an initial adjustment of flow control devices in accordance with the
registered readings obtained. If adjustment is by space temperature readings,
obtain the designed indoor temperature. If the water temperature drop method is
used, obtain equal temperature drops through all units or zones.

Take a new set of temperature readings after a new thermal equilibrium has
been established throughout the building.

Continue adjustments of flow regulating devices until the desired conditions
are obtained.

When the system has been satisfactorily adjusted, mark the position of each
of the flow-regulating devices (flow cocks, valves, and other devices). Then, if
the position of the flow-control fittings is disturbed later by accident or
during emergency operations, the proper flow to heating units can be
reestablished.

INSPECTING BOILERS FOR LEAKS, CORROSION AND SCALE

Once a year a hot water boiler should be opened up and inspected for signs of leaks,
corrosion and scale.

Leaks in a hot water boiler are usually easy to spot. If they are on the external
surfaces they will show up as scale buildup where the water is coming out (much like wax
dripping off a candle). Usually leaks occur where there are joints, such as at threaded
connections or flanges.

If these leaks have been going on for a period of time the water coming through will
corrode the pipe. When this happens, the pipe or fitting must be replaced.

SUMMARY

In order to troubleshoot a hot water heating system you must first break it down
into three areas. They are the fireside, waterside and system.

When looking at the ftreeii.ie you e.re checking the,area where the fuel is burned to
produce heat. Start by lookieg at the type of fuel you are burning such as; coal,
oil or gas. This is .4Pee...isery because each will have different troubles.

Next, you must cheC.: the watorside. This is the part where the water is stored.
Some of the things that ccila cause troubles are tube failures, valves (open or closed),
leaks (internal and exereal). aed punms.

Last you would 5P...ve te trounhoot the system. This includes the piping and its
accessories. Probably the hie4gest problem with the system is loss of system pressure.
Without the proper prossere '1..-La highest consumers might not get heated.
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As with any system you must periodically check the components to make sure they are
working properly. You should check the aquastat, pressure regulator, air bleed valves,
and special flow fittings. If they are all working properly then you must balance the
system to make sure you are getting even heat distribution.

QUESTIONS

I. What areas is troubleshooting a hot water 1-eating system broken down to?

2. When replacing a pump motor, what should you check?

3. An aquastat fails to maintain the proper temperature, what should you do?

4. What should you check before attempting to service or repair a pressure regulator?

REFERENCE

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plante and
Distribution Systems

AFM 85-12, Volume II, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and
Process Heat Utilization



3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texcu.

OBJECTIVES

SG J3ABR54532 001-V-4

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF HOT WATER SYSTEMS

Using information given, remove a boiler from service, drain, flush mnd fill boiler
with instructor assistance.

Using information given, inspect boiler for leaks, inspect and replace aquastats,
and maintain pressure regulators with instructor assistance.

Using information given, inspect for corrosion and scale and troubleshoot hot water
heating system with instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

The information required for this unit of instruction has been covered in the
previous three units. The procedures and instructions required in this unit are
contained in workbook J3ABR54532 001-V-4, Operation and Maintenance of Hot later
Systems.

INFORMATION

See SGs V-1, V-2, V-3 for this information. The workbook will be used in this unit.



3770 Teehnieal Training Group
(Civil Hnginocring Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SOLDERING AND WELDING

OBJECTIVES

SG J3A13R54532 001-V-5

Given information, explain basic facts about the types and sizes of copper tube and
fittings by correctly answering 80% of questions.

Given handtools, copper tubing kit, copper tubing and instructions, measure, cut,
bend, swage, and flare the copper tubing with a maximum of two instructor assists.

Given handtools, sandpaper, steelwool, hydrocarbon torch and assortment of fittings,
nse proper techniques to soft solder two copper tubing joints with a maximum of two
instructor assists.

Given information, identify the theory of oxyacetylene welding and related equip-
ment by answering 80% of the questions.

Given handtools, copper tubing, oxyacetylene equipment, sil-pbos and flux, use
proper techniques to hard solder two copper tubing joints with a maximum of two
instructor assists.

Given handtools, metal, oxyacetylene equipment, and sandpaper, use proper techniques
to weld two pieces of metal together with at least 80% weld penetration with a maximum
of two instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

The use of copper tubing has become very popular and is quite rapidly replacing iron
pipe in modern heating installations. Due to its light weight, the tubing is easily
transported and can be quickly installed. The jints are quick and easy to make and are
as permanent as the tubing itself. All pipes do not offer the same resistance to the
flow of liquid going through them nor are 1 ey subject to the same amount of corrosion.
Copper tubing has the least resistance to liquid flow or corrosion and will last longer
than steel or iron pipe. Since the flow of liquids is comparatively free, copper tubing
can be smaller than iron pipe and still deliver an equal amount of liquid to the point
or discharge.

Copper tubing is also recommended for a wide range of domestic, commereial,
industrial and special purpose installations. They are economical because of their long
life, low friction loss to liquid flow and high tensile strength Co withstand pressure
or stress. They are also easy to join together by using flared connections or by soft
soldering. While this information is very true, the initial cost is high and for that
reason it is not used for general purposes. Some of the most important information on
the use of copper tubing in heating systems is presented in the following main headings
of this text.

Types of Copper Tubing and Fittings

Bending, Flaring and Swaging

Types of Solder

Operation of the Hydrocarbon Torch

Procedures for Soldering



Welding or brazing tivo pieces of metal together into one piece is becoming popular,
when the parts are to be more or less a permanent installation. Some of the most impor-
tant information on the use of weldirg or brazing equipment in heating systems is
presented under the following main headings.

Oxyacetylene Combustion

Oxyacetylene Equipment

Safety Precautions When Using Oxyacetylene Equipment

Procedures for Silver Soldering

Procedures for Welding

INFORMATION

TYPES OF COPPER TUBING AND FITTINGS

Identification of Copper Tubing

There are four main types of copper tubing and pipe; they are K, L, M and DWV. The
classification is determined by wall thickness. Copper pipe or tubing is measured by
outside diameter (OD).

TYPE K. A green color band, in addition to stencil on the pipe surface, identifies
the pipe as type K. It is recommended for underground installation and high pressure.
Type K is available in a variety of sizes ranging from 1/4" to 12" in diameter and has
the thickest wall of the four types.

TYPE L. A blue color band identifies this copper tubing. It has a medium wall
thickness and is recommended for interior use. Type L is also available in 1/4" to 12"
diameters.

TYPE M. Type M has a light wall thickenss and is used in low-pressure
installations. It is color-coded red in the copper color code system. Type M is
available in sizes 1/4" through 6" in diameter.

TYPE DWV (DRAIN, WASTE AND VENT). The thinnest wall of all types of copper tubing
is classified as DWV. It is used in non-pressure applications and is distinguished by a
yellow band. This material is available in sizes 1/4" to 6" in diamter.

Copper pipe and tubing may be obtained either in hard drawn (hard temper) or
annealed (soft temper).

The hard-drawn copper (K, L and M) is available in 20-foot lengths. Annealed
copper, including K, L and DWV, is available in rolls.

Copper Fittings

There are two types of screwed copper connections. The use of compression ring
(ferrule) that forms a seal when the nut is tightened is one example. Other types of
screw fittings for copper connections are the flare fittings, illustrated in Figure 5-1.
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F L ARED COPPER TUBING

HEAVY
FL ARE NUT

mulam
UNION

UNION MF TO MF

PIPE -4.

PIPE
COUPLING

HEAVY
FLARE NUT

FLARED COPPER TUBING

TEE REDUCER RIF TO RIF TO MPT

FLARED COPPER TURING

L17J
PIPE PIPE

COUPLING HALF UNION HEAVY
REDUCER FLARE NUT

HALF UNION REDUCER IRF TO REPT

THREE-WAY
FLARE TEE

HEAVY
FLARE NUT

FLAREJ COPPER TUBING

TEE MF TO RIF TO IRF

Figure 5-1. Copper FittirgH
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NUT
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USE OF THIS NUT IS RECOM0 0
WHERE FROSTING AND OF"
OCCUR

Figure 5-1. Copper Fittings (Continued)
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FLARED COPPER TUBING

STANDAR'
PIPE

4611111\\11

ADAPTER HEAVY FLARE
NUT

ADAPTER - MF TO FPT

3/8" COPPER
TUBING

114" COPPER
REDUCER TUBING

1411111ww
FLARE NUT

UNION REDUCER - PAF TO MF

COPPER
TUBING
PLUG

FLARE NUT

cQloi

PLEIG MF

FLARE
FITTING CAP NUT

FLARING NUT CAPS

Figure 5-1. Copper Fittings (Continued)
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COPPER TUBING

COUPLING (copper-tocopper)

COPPER
TUBING

900 ELBOW (copper-to-copper)

COPPER TUBING

CLBOW

45° ELBOW (copper-to-copper)

900 ELBOW (copper-to-copper reduction

COPPER
TUBING

RETURN BEND (copper-to-copper)

STANDARD
ELBOW PIPE COUPLING PIPE

COPPER TUBING

ELBOW STANDARD PIPE

COPPER TUBING

90° ELBOWS (copper-to-standard pipe)

TEE (copper-to-copper)

COPPER
TUBING

[I-M2

COPPER
TUBING

CROSS (copper-to-copper)

Figure 5-1. Copper Fittings (Continued)
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BENDING, FLARING AND SWAGING

Cutting Copper Tubing

Copper tubing is measured in length the same as pipe: end-to-end when no fittings
are used, ond-to-center when one fitting is used and center-to-center when a fitting is
used on both ends.

What makes this connection a perfectly airtight and watertight joint? The answer
lies in the correct preparation of the tubing. To prepare the watertight joint, measure
and cut the tubing to length. Allow 1/B to 1/4 inch for loss of flare. The desired
type of tool for cutting the tubing is a tube cutter, see Figure 5-2, but a fine-toothed
hacksaw (32 teeth to an inch) may be used if a properly designed jig is available, see
Figure 5-3. After the tubing is cut, it is restored to its original inside diameter by
using the reamer attached to the tube cutter, see Figure 5-2, for a half-round file if a
reamer is not available. If there are any rough marks or scratches on the outside of
the tubing, they can be removed with steel wool or emery cloth.

ADJUSTMENT WHEEL

CUTTER WHEEL

TUBMG

REAMER

Figure 5-2. Tube Cutter and Reamer

Figure 5-3. Jig for Cutting Tubing

Preparing of the flare on the tubing can be done either with a flare block or with
a plug-type flaring tool. Either procedure is satisfactory in making a good joint.

Bonding Copper Tubing

Copper tubing used for liquid lines is soft enough to be formed into desired bends
where it is necessary to change direction of a line. If care is taken copper tubing may
be bent by hand, but the slightest excess pressure at one particular point will result
in a flattened or kinked tube, rendering it useless. Hard tubing requirs annealing
(softening) the portions to be bent. This can be done by heating the portion of tubing
to a dull red with a blowtorch. Applying cold, soaked rags to the heated portion helps
annealing and cools the metal quickly.

BENDING BLOCK. One method used in bending soft copper tubing is the use of a
bending block of correct size. The block is mounted on a table or other solid structure
with a metal loop attached to the edge of the table. The end of the tube is inserted in
the loop, and using both hands, the tubing is gradually formed over the contour of the
block. (See Figure 5-4.)



Figure 5-6. Bending Tubing Filled with
Sand

SPRING BENDER. Still another method
that is used by the heating specialist to
bend soft copper tubing without buckling
Yt; so easily is to place the correct size
flexible bending spring over the tubing
and gradually form it with the thumbs and
at the same time pressing the tubing
against a table or solid flat structure.
(See Figure 5-7.)

PtPI HLNOING IONIA

Figure 5-4. Bending Tubing Over Block

SAND METHOD. Often kinking is pre-
vented when bending soft copper tubing by
filling the tubing with sand. The sand
in the tubing keeps the walls from
collapsing during the bending process.
(See Figure 5-6.).

SPRING TUBE BENDER
. _

Figure 5-7. Bending Tubing Using a
Spring

MECHANICAL TUBE BENDER. Mechanical tube benders are considered the most practical
way to bend copper tubing. They are made in many sizes a.:d designs. Figure 38 illus-
trates a tube bender and the steps used in bendins tubing. When placing the tubing in
the bender, raise the right handle of the bender us far ac it will go so that it rests
in a horizontal position. Raise the clip and drop the tithing in the space between the
handle slide block and the bending form. (Drop clip t)-. .. tube and turn handle slide
bar around the pin and press to the right.) Note that .;!.:0 ra:k on bending form will
line up with the mark on the slide bar. Proceed to t.;s:, to the dred angle. (See
Figure 5-8.)
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Figure 5-8. Bending Copper Tubing

You can bend tubing to any angle up to 180° with thiN tube bender. To remove the
bent tube from the bender, lift the handle slide bar back to its horizontal position,
raise the clip, and remove tube from bender.

Expansion Loops

Expansion loops are needed to take
up shock from vibration or changes of
pressure to temperatures. The loops can
be shaped to withstand these changes.
Figure 39 shows two examples of expansion
loops made by tube benders.

Flaring Copper Tubing

An easy and satifactory method of
joining copper tubing is done by flaring
the ends of the tubing and pressing the
flared end against the tapered surface in
the fitting and then screwing the flare
nut up tight over the end of the fitting.
(See Figure 5-10.)

An advantage of this type fitting is
that it is easily disassembled, that is,
by using the correct size wrench, you
simply unscrew the flare nut that makes
up the flare-type connection, a simpli-
fiod operation when it is necessary to
make repairs.

Annealing

Hardened tubing has a tendency to
split during the process of flaring and
is not as easily worked as annealed
tubing.

Figure 5-9. Expansion Loops

Figure 5-10. Flared Tubing
and Fittings

Before hardened tubing can be satisfactorily worked, it must be annealed.
Annealing is the process of softening, in which the tube is heated to a dull cherry red
and cooled naturally by air or in water. Copper is the only metal that can be softened
by cooling in water.

When annealing copper tubing, it should be remembered that its melting point is
approximately 1900° to 1980' F, and special care must be taken when heating with the
oxyacetylene torch or other high temperature.

Rigidity or hardness can be induced in the copper tubing by stretching it, with
blocks and tackle and come-alongs.
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Flaring with a Flare Block

To prepare the flare (see Figure 5-11), insert the end of the tubing into the
correct size hole in the flaring block and extend the end of the tubing above the face
of the block double the wall thickness of the tubing. (See Figure 5-11). This allows
enough tubing to spread over the surface of the taper on the fitting. The clamp is then
attached to the flaring block and the cone is centered over the end of the tubing. The
cone is then screwed into tho center of the tubing by rotating the handle on the clamp
clockwise. (See Figure 5-11.) The tubing is then expanded just enough to Tit into the
flare nut and over the end of the fitting.

WALL
THICKNESS

TUMNG
FLARE BLOCK

-TUBING

Swaging Copper Tubing

CLAMP COMPLITID FI111

II 11
T.HANDUI

Figure 5-11. Flaring Tool

Swaging is the process by which the
end of the one piece of tubing is
stretched or expanded in order that the
end of another piece of tubing of the
name size will fit into it, see Figure
5-12. The joint will then be sealed by
soldering or brazing. By swaging the use
of a fitting is eliminated.

Swaging can be used in close Places
where there is not room for fittings. A
good swage connection will reduce the
possibilities of leaks.

Two types of swaging kits that we
will discuss here are the standard and
the universal swaging kits.

The standard swaging kit consists of
a swaging punch and a swaging block, as
illustrated in Figure 5-13. The swaging
punch has a small portion (called a
pilot) which fits easily into the inside
of the tubing, and a tapered ead which
connects this pilot with an enlarged
portion which is slightly larger than the
outside diameter of the tube.

Swaging with the standard kit should
be accomplished as follows:

Use backside of block
(side opposite bevel).

Clamp tube into proper size
hole in block.

Extend tube above block a
distance equal to the distance
from the bottom of the swaging
punch to the top of the bevel.

RARING FACE

Figure 5-12. Swaging

Hold block firmly in hand. Figure 5-12. Standard Swaging Kit
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------ Using a hammer, drive the swaging punch into the tube (swaging punch
should be turned slightly after each stroke.

I/
The universal swaging kit consists of a conventional flaring block, swaging spreader

and yoke. (See Figure 5-14). Swaging with universal kit should be accomplished as
follows:

Place tubing in conventional flaring block and extend above the face of
the flaring block approximately 1/8" more than the diameter of the tube you
are swaging. (Example: 3/8" tubing + 1/8" = 4/8" or 1/2")

Tighten the flaring block down to prevent tubing from slipping. (Slippage
will cause damage to tubing and swaging spreader.)

Select the proper sized swaging spreader and screw into the yoke screw.
(Example: 3/8" swaging spreader for 3/8" tubing)

NOTE: The small spreader takes care of three (3) sizes: 3/16", 1/4" and 3/8"
0.1). tubing. There is a separate spreader for every other size.

Slip the yoke over the bar and turn in a clockwise direction so that it
hooks the bar.

--- Screw the spreader into the tubing (making sure to center it) until it
gets to the point where the top of the upper shoulder on the spreader is
bearing on the tube.

Hold the yoke so it will not twist off the bar as you unscrew the spreader
from the tube.

Figure 5-14. Universal Swaging Kit

The completed swage will have an inside diameter slightly larger than the original
outside diameter or the tube and should always have a depth at least equal to the
original outside diameter.

A swage should not be made within one inch of the point where a flare or a bend is
to be located. The swaged portion of the tubing will have a double thickness, making it

0 very difficult to bend. In flaring, it may be impossible to slip the flare nut back far
enough on the tube to properly clamp the tube into the flaring block.
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After the swage is 'completed, t.le next step is to clean the tubing with sand paper,
steel wool or other matel'al.

After cleaning, a thin uniform (-:.,ting of noncorrosive soldering flux should be
applied to the tube with a brush or paddle. Flux should not be applied with fingers or
any oily subjec'. If the flux is applied too thickly, the excess flux may form bubbles
when heated and prevent the solder f-Jm flowing into the joint. Do not dip tube into
flux.

A noncorrosive flux is an anti-lxidizinr agent and can only keep the metal clean
once it has been cleaned mechanicaly . A corrosive flux must not be used in heating
systems work, as it corrodes the mett.l.

A very important step in good §oLievine is that the materials being joined must be
hot enough to melt the solder. Thilb is the only way that solder will flow into the
pores of the metal. After applying the heat, touch the sold.r to the metal to be
soldered. If the metal is clean, fluxed and of the correct temperature, the solder will
flow in to the pores of the metals to be joined by capillary attraction. If the solder
is heated with the torch, a poor connection will result.

Connecting Flared Fittings

After you have flared the tubing, putting the joint together is very simple. Slip
the flare nut up against the flare and then screw the nut into the flare fitting, as
shown in Figure 5-15. Use two wrenches to tighten or loosen the joint. Make sure that
your wrenches fit snugly, to avoid damaging the fittings. Do not use tools that will
mar or scar the fittings. It is not necessary to exert excessive pressure when
tightening the fittings because copper and brass are soft and contains a certain amount
of lubricant that helps to seal them with a minimum amount of pressure applied. A
properly flared copper connection will withstand up to 3000 psi (Figure 5-15).

A cross section view of a flared fitting is shown in Figure 5-16.

FITTING (UNION)
TUBING

FLARE NUTS

." NO

e; ASSEMBLED JOINT t,

Figure 5-15. Parts and Assembled Joint

FLARE NUT

FITTING FLARED COPPER TUBE

Figure 5-16. Cross Section of
Flared Fitting

When you install a piping system, using copper tube, there are many different types
of flare fittings to choose from. You pay select any combination that fits the job.
Figure 5-1 shows some copper fittings that are available to you.

Types of Solder

The heating specialist many times finds himself in a situation where two seetions of
copper tubing must be joined and there is not enough room to employ a flaring tool.
This situation is where the soldering method of joint copper tubing should be used.

Soft Solder. One type of soft solder that is used on most soldering projects by the
heating specialist is known as half and half. It is made with equal weights of tin and
lead (50/50). This solder melts at a proximately 360° F and is free flowing nround
415* F. Soft solder is used on low pressure systems.
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It takes considerable time and practice to become comptent in so(dering.
3oldering is the process of applying a molten metal to hot metals that are not molten.
Me hot solder flows into the porer, of the metals being joined and as it changes state
7rom a liquid back to a solid, a strong joint is obtained.

To solder satisfactorily, the surfaces to be soldered must be very clean and must
7emain clean throughout the soldering process. Also, a sufficient quantity of heat must

)e used.

lin soldering copper tubing, the outside surface of the tube and the inside surface
)F the fitting should be cleaned until the metal is bright. There should be no
liscoloration, grease, dirt or oxides remaining on the surface to be soldered. The
L'.1eaning method most generally us'd is to clean the inside and outside surfaces with'
Rteel wool or sandscreen.

OPE&ITION OF THE HYDROCARBON TORCH
REGULATOR

Hydrocarbon Torch (Air-Acetylene Torch)

A high temperature concentrated flame
that will quickly bring the fitting to
the melting point of solder is the only
heat that is necessary for "sweating"
fittings on copper tubing. If it is at
all possible, an air-acetylene torch,
like the one illustrated in Figure 5-17,
should be used. This type of torch
consists of a small portable cylinder of
acetylene gas, a regulator, hose and
torch. The air-acetylene torch is very
efficient and produces a good flame for
soldering. The acetylene gas mixes with
the atmospheric air to support combustion
and produces a flame up to 4000* F.

TORCH
HANDLE

TANK VALVE

HOSE

TANK-.

Figure 5-17.

PROCEDURES FOR SOLDERING

II
Hydrocarbon Torch

Sweat soldering is a method of joining two metals together by allowing molten
solder to run between the tubing and fittings. The law of capillary attraction governs
the force responsible for the bonding in solder joints. The tubing must be (1) cut to
length, (2) reamed, (3) cleaned, and (4) bent, if necessary, before you are ready to

solder the joint.

Your preparation of joints for so.ift soldering must be thorough. Metal surfaces
must be perfectly clean at the joint to obtain a good bond between the base metal and

the solder. You must remove all dirt, grease, oil, paint, etc., and must make the metal

bright. Clean the tubing with a wire brush, file, emery cloth or steel wool. You may

also use chemical cleaners. Make sure that the parts to be joined fit together very

closely. The only additional thing that you need to make the joint is a thin film of

free-flowing solder.

When the fitting and tubing are ready to be joined, apply heat evenly around the

fitting. Do this by moving the flame back and forth. This procedure also keeps you
from overheating the tube and fitting. Why is this important? Because if the
connection is overheated, the flux may burn out, causing oxidation, and the solder will

not spread evenly.
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Also, of course, an overheated joint causes the solder to seep through the joint
and flow away. You shoUld therefore occasionally test the heat by touching the fitting
with solder where the tubing and fitting join. Normally. thick wall fittings require
more heat than thin wall fittings. When the tube and fitting melt the solder, the
sweating may begin.

As soon as the connection is hot enough to melt the solder, remove the flame ana
apply the solder to the:edge of the fitting where it comes into contact with the tube.
Solder, when confined between two surfaces, will run uphiY1 by capillary attraction.
Joints can be made in any position.

The amount of solder required for a connection depends upon the diameter of the
tube to be sweated. For instance, 1/4-inch of solder should be sufficient to solder a
joint for 1/4-inch tubing, 1/2-inch of solder for 1/2-inch tubing, etc.

When a line of solder shows up around the fitting -- that is, a bead of solder
appears in the groove at the end of the fitting -- the joint has all the solder it will
take. When you apply solder to a tee, feed solder from both ends of the fitting.
Reheat the fitting slightly to help the solder penetrate into the metal. Remove the
flame and continue to feed the solder to make sure the joint is filled.

Allow the joint to cool for a short while. A rag or wad of waste, saturated with
water, will hasten this cooling. When you cool male and female adapters, allow more
time for the solder to set, because these fittings are heavier, they hold heat longer,
and they do not cool as quickly.

When unsoldering a tube from a fitting on which other soldered conenctions are to
be left intact, make sure that you will not melt the solder in the other connections.
Keep the connections that are to be left intact cool by applying damp cloths to them.
You may also use damp cloths to protect valves and other units from the intense heat.
Make a shield from a sheet of asbestos paper and slip it over the tubing to protect
combustible materials or a flammable wall while you are soldering.

Oxyacetylene Combustion

The flame of a hydrocarbon torch will not heat the base metal hot enough for some
solder: . jobs. Therefore, when silver soldering, it is usually best to use an oxya-
cetyleh.. flame. The oxyacetylene flame is derived from burning pure acetylene in the
presence of oxygen. By using oxygen and acetylene, it is possible to obtain a flame hot
enough to melt all commercial metals.

Oxygen

Oxygen is a very common element and one we come in contact with daily. For
example, water is about 88 percent oxygen, the air we breath is approximately 21 percent
oxygen, and the earth is composed largely of oxides which are compounds of oxygen. Most
of oxygen that is used commercial is obtained from the air. This is accomplished by
freezing the air at -317° F. which separates the oxygen from the nitrogen and other
gases.

Although oxygen will not burn, it supports combustion very actively more so than
air. This characteristic of oxygen makes it desirable to use with acetylene for
soldering and welding.

Acetylene

Acetylene is the fuel gas of tne oxyacetylene flame. It is produced by dissolving
calcium carbide in water. Calcium carbide is made by fusing limestone and coke in an
electric furnace.

Acetylene is not an ordinary gas. It has characteristics peculiar in itself.

It contains about 93 percent carbon and about 7 percent hydrogen. When burned in
the presence of pure oxygen, it burns at a temperature of 6000° F. Acetylene not only
develops a large amount of heat, but also releases the heat units so rapidly that the
highest temperature of the flame is produced almost instantly. At pressures greater
than 15 psi, acetylene is unstable and may split up or disassociate. When pressure
causes the gas to split up or decompose, this disturbance of the molecules release heat
until an explosion of the gas is produced.
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It requires two and one-half (2-1/2) parts of oxygen to consume completely one (1)
part of acetylene. It is not necessary, however, to supply all this oxygen through the
torch, because a portion of the oxygen is derived from the air surrounding the flame.

,Tbe torch is designed to supply one (1) part of oxygen to every part of acetylene that
I passes through it.

:FITTING

CLEAN. ROUND TUBING

PIPE

THIN LAYER OF
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED FLUX

ROTATE TO DISTRIBUTE FLUX EVENLY

Figure 5-18. Procedures for Soldering
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OUTSIDE DIAMETER

r

1.1 1 2-

POROUS LEAKY JOINT

Vt

Figure 5-18. Procedurea fur Soldering (Continued)
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Types of Flames

The oxyacetylene torch will produce three different types of flames. The heating

110

specialist should be able to identify each of these flames and be able to adjust the
regulators and torch to produce the type of flame required for each application.

8

NEUTRAL FLAME. When the
oxygen and acetylene are
equally mixed, a neutral
flame results (see Figure
5-19). A neutral flame is
usually used for welding
and cutting.

CARBURIZING FLAME. The
carburizing or excess
acetylene flame (Figure 5-20)
contains excess carbon.
This flame is usually used
for heating metal for
soldering and brazing.

OXIDIZING FLAME. The
oxidizing flame (Figure 5-21)
results from an excess of
oxygen. We never use the
oxidizing flame in heating.
It is sometimes used by
welders to melt rivets.
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OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT

The major items of the oxyaeetylene equipment used ln soldering nre oxygen and
acetylene cylinders, oxygen and acetylene regulators, gauges, IAoses and torches (see
Figure 5-22). Knowledge of all these items will aid you in becoming not only a good
mechanic, but a safe one as well.

A AcetYlene Cylinder Valve Wrench
B - Torch TiP
C - Regulator Adjusting Screw
D - Cylinder Pressure Gauges

Oxygen Cylinders

Red Iluse

E OxYgen Needle Valve
F - OxYgen Cylinder Hand Valve
G Regulator Outlet Pressure Gauge

- Acetylene Needle Valve

Figure 5-22. Identifying Acetylene Equipment

Oxygen is stored in cylinders of seamless steel made to withstand high pressure.
The initial charging pressure of th2se cylinders at the plant is 2200 pounds por square
inch at 70° F. Oxygen, like other gases, expands as it becomes heated. Oxygen
cylinders have a bursting dic on the cylinder valve that will burst, should the
pressure in the cylinder become too high.

Acetylene Cylinders

There are several types of acetylene cylinders on the market. All are made in
accordance with specifications set up by the Interstate Commerce Commision. The
acetylene cylinder is filled with porous material such as limestone, coral rock, or
cellulose, which absorbs acetone. Acetone, in turn, has the property of absorbing many
times its own volume of acetylene gas, thus the acetylene is not a free state and is
known as dissolved acetylene. Under such conditions, acetylene can safely be compressed
to a pressure ef 250 psi at 70° F. Acetylene cylinders have fusible plugs which melt
when pressure and temperature become too high.

Oxygen and Acetylene Regulators

The primary purpose of the regulators is to reduce the high pressure of the gases in
the cylinders to the desired working pressure at the torch. Regulators also perform the
function of maintaining a constant pressure in order that the flame may he perfectly
steady and uniform.

Most regulators are either of the single-stage type or the two-stage type.
Single-stage regulators reduce the pressure in one step or stage, while the two-stage
regulators perform this same work in two steps or stages. Less adjustment is generally
necessary when the cylinders are being used with two-stage regulators.

Regulators should always be turned off before turning on high-pressure gases to
protect the regulator valve seats.
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Gauges are parts of the regulator assembly. There is one high-pressure and one
low-pressure gauge for each assembly (See Figure 5-22). Tho high-pressure gauge shows
the pressure of the oxygen or acetylene in the cylinder. The low-pressure gauge
indicates the working pressure at the torch.

lloSes

The hoses that connect the regulator to the torch are built to withstanC interoal
pressure. The red hose has left-hand threads and is connected to the acetylene
regulator. The green hose or black hose has right-hand threads and is connected to the
oxygen regulator.

Torches

The torch is the unit used to mix the oxygen aad acetylene in the correct propor-
tions and to help control the volume of these gases burned at the tip. The torch
handles are designed with two nec, .le valves, one for adjusting tiV' r' w of acetylene and
th :,! other for adjusting the flow of oxygen.

There aro two general types of torches, the low pres3ure or injector type and the
medium or balanced pressure type. In the low pressure type, the acetylene may be used
at less than 1 psi.

There are two general types of torches, the low pressure or injector type and the
medi..:m or balanced pressure type. In the low pressure type, the acetylene may be used
at less than 1 psi.

In an injector type torch, a jet of high pressure oxygen is necessary to produce a
suction effect which draws in the required amount of acetylene. This is illustrated la
Figure 5-23. In the medium pressure torch illustrated in Figure 5-24, the acetylene is
operated at from 1 to 15 psi. These torches are designed to operate at equal pressures
of acetylene and oxygen. You will use this type of torch in this course.

Wilding Head

irODE
1001141001
MAc.tyllme
111 Mixed Osisto

Illorpips Mandl.

Inbitclor

Figure 5-23. Low-Pressure or Injector-Type Tor-:.

mw s .....

CODE -

Oxygys

Missr

Acsiyhine
Oill.ed

Figure 5-24. Medium or Palanced Type Torch

Torch Tips

Various brazing and soldering jobs require differences in the total amount and
ooncentration of heat. To obtain this difference, most torches tv-ve several tips of
various sizes that can be exchanged conveniently and quickly.

The torch tip sizes are designed by numbers and each manufacturer has his own
arrangement for classifying them. The manufacturer's charts should be used when
selecting tips for different thicknesses of metal to be soldered or brazed.
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Proper tip sizes and working

TIP 8.2,E

pressures for the balanced-pressure

ACETYLENE PRESSURE

type torch aro:

OXYGEN PRESSURE

00 1 psi 1 psi
0 1 psi 1 psi
1 1 psi 1 psi
2 2 psi 2 psi
3 3 psi 3 psi
4 4 psi 4 psi
5 5 psi 5 psi
6 6 psi 6 psi

Torch tips are made of copper alloy and are made so that they seat well when
tightened hand-tight. Torch tips should not be rubbed across abrasive firebrick or used
as tongs to position work. When torch tips become clogged, they must be cleaned with
torch tip cleanev's. Care should be exercised in cleaning tips so that the orifices are
not enlarged. A partially clogged tip can cause popping of the torch.

CAUTION: Failure to tighten the tip in the handle or a scratched seat can result
4- fire. (Burning of acetylene where tip screws into handle). A
,,nback can occur when there is not enough pres-,re ' keep the flame
cside of the tip. Burning of acetylene insicV produces a high

pitch noise.

Inspection and Maintentnce

Oxyacetylene equipment has been designed to operate without lubricants. Visual
inspections for wear, leaks and malfunctions should be made each time the equipment is
used. It is most important that equipment be kept clean at all times. The presence of
grease or oil with oxygen under pressure will cause spontaneous combuction. If troubles
do appear in oxyacetylene equipment, consult TO 34W4-1-5 for corrective measure to be
taken.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN USING OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT

An important thing for one to remember when performing an activity is to work
SAFEtY. The oxyacetylene equipment is not hazardous, but it must be remembered that the
mechanic is working with gases of high pressure and the hotest flame known to man. In

view of this, certain precautions are necessary for safety. The following are precau-
tions that a mechanic should know so well that they become automatic in his actions.

1. NEVER use oil on oxyacetylene equipment. Oxygen under pressure is likely to cause
an explosion if it comes in contact with oil or grease. If the threads of a
connection will not work smoothly, merely rub the lead of a pencil on the threads.
Sufficient graphite will be deposited to provide lubrication.

2. Wear suitabl(t cAhing. Clothing should be free of oil and grease If clothing is
of the typv 1-. will burn readily, use a leather apron.

3. Call oxygen by its proper name. Do not refer to oxygen as air, if used in
place ot compressed air on oil or grease, you may Cause an tl,xplosion.

Do not refer to acetylene as gas. Refer to it as acetylene.

5. Do not release oxygen or acetylene in confined spaces. This sets up not only a
fire hazard but an explosive hazard.

6. Wear proper goggles. Adequate eye protection should be afforded at all times.

7. Do not use acetylene at pressures greater than 15 psi. Acetylene gas, dissolved in
acetone and contained in an acetylene cylinder, tends to disintegrate and an
explosion may result.

8. Use a friction lighter to light the torch. Although the torch an be lit with a
match, serious burns can result.
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U. IX) not us,. cylinders for supports or forming dies.

10. NEVER lay the torch down and walk off leaving it burning.

11. Do not born the place down. Torches in careless hands can be danrurous. Do not
burn your hose or your buddy. Be careful and use common sense with a lighted
torch.

12. Do not work on containers that have been used to hold gas or combustible materials.
If it is necessary to braze a container that has contained combustible materials,
steam-clean it thoroughly and drift dry nitrogen through it during the brazing
process.

13. Do not store oxygen with acetylene, propane, gasoline or other fuels.

14. NEVER transfer acetylene from one cylinder to another.

15. If yon should start a fire, shut off your acetylene cylinder before doing anything
else

16. Should a flashback occur, shut off the acetylene, relight and, if necessary,
increase the oxygen to the tip.

17. When not in use all caps must be on the tank.

18. All cylinders will be stored in upright position and chained.

PROCEDURES FOR SILVER SOLDERING

Silver soldering is the process of joining metals together by the use of a silver
alloy with a melting temperature between 1000' to 1150 F. These alloys contain around
45 percent silver.

One of the essentials of a silver soldered joint is that there be contact between
absolutely clean surfaces. The first act of cleaning may be done with a scraper, file,
emery cloth or steel wool. A metal that has been cleaned immediatly oxidizes on
exposure to air. The layer of oxide, no matter how thin, will not form an alloy with
another metal; therefore, soldering cannot be performed between oxidized surfaces.
However, a certain amount of oxidation cannot be avoided; for this reason, fluxes are
used to help prevent oxides from forming. A good flux is necessary when silver
soldering. The flux is needed to prevent oxides from forming on hot metals.

Phos-copper is another type of silver alloy and may be used to join copper to
copper without using flux. This type of alloy has the flux or cleaning agent built into
the rod. It is an advantage to use no flux when the tubing or parts are joined in a
system which should be kept clean.

PROCEDURES FOR WELDING

Prcpare Metal

SPECIFICATIONS

----- Reinforcement. Should be 1/16" minimum.

Bead Width. Should encompass the beveled area not to exceed 1/16" on
either side of the bevel.

Appearance. The completed specimen must be of uniform quality; the
surface area will not be overheated or appear to be oxidized.

NOTE: Oxidized areas will not be accepted.

--- Penetration. 75 to 100 percent.

NOTE: Your metal should look similar to Figure 5-25.
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NOTE: Base metals one-eighth inch thick or less do not require beveling.

WELD METM.
90

Figure 5-25. Metal Blocks for Welding

A small puddle should be formed on the surface when making a bead weld with a
welding rod. The welding rod is inserted into the puddle and then the base plate and
rod are melted together. The torch should be moved slightly from side to side to obtain
good fusion. By varying the speed of welding and the amount of metal deposited from the
welding rod, the side of the bead weld can be controlled to any desired limit (See
Figure 5-26).

Figure 5-26. Forehand Welding

You will puddle a two-inch weld bead. After successfully complet ig the puddling,
you will weld a bead using a filler rod.

SPECIFICATIONS

-- No burn-through of holes.

Penetration 75 percent.

Even in width of 2 to 4 thicknesses.

Even in height.
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Weld must be free of iron oxide.

1. Assemble oxyacetylene welding equipment:

Select tip size.

Oxygen pressure 15 psi.

Acetylene pressure 5 psi.

2. Select material:

Low carbon steel plates.

Filler rods.

3. Select welding equipment:

Pliers.

Brush.

Igniter.

Goggles.

4. Light torch:

Use igniter.

Adjust to neutral flame.

5. Position metal sheet on the welding table so tbat it will be easy to move the torch
from right to left.

6. Hold the torch in a comfortable, balanced position in the hand. Point the flame in
the direction of the weld at about 45 degrees.

7. Begin the weld at the right-hand edge of the metal. Lower the torch until the
inner cone is about 1/8-inch from the metal surface.

S. Keep the flame moving in a small circle until a pool of molten metal begins to
form. When the puddle becomes about 1/4-inch in diameter, begin by moving it
across the sheet by slowly moving the torch in overlapping circles.

9. Slowly work the puddle along the surface so that the metal in front of the puddle
preheats evenly. This will produce a weld with even arc-shaped ripple.

10. Stop the weld about 1/2-inch from the edge of the sheet.

11 P-,.tice making puddle welds. Keep the weld the same diameter and as straight as

outlned above for p140A1 ng; a filler A to the molte pool.

siold inside flame envelope.

Filler rod at about 45 degrees.

Allow rod to melt in the molten pool adding it to the leading edge of the
molten pool.

------ Height can be maintained by the amount of filler material.

13. Restore the welding equipment to Lts original position.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD AND BAD WELDING JOINTS

Compare your weld to the illustrations and determine what improvement could be

CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD AND -AD WELDING JOINTS
Compare your weld to the illustrations and determine what improvement could
be made.

CORRECT WELD CONTOUR

EXCESSIVE REINFORCEMENT

LACK OF PENETRATION

UNDERCUTTING OR "VALLEYS"

niETAL F NO

Figure 5-27
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SUMMARY

The ease of handling and high heat conductivity makes copper tubing highly
bsirable for use in refrigeration systems. Copper tubing is divided into five
fferent types; however, the heating specialist usually uses only the types that are

for heating service.

There are two main types of fittings used in heating work. These are the fla, and

sweat types. The flare type is used wh -e ther, may be a reason for opening the line at
some future date. The swer,* fitt is usually cheaper and easier to install so
they should be used whe ,,-6ible.

In the heating career field you, as a mechanic, will have many opportunities to
repair leaks and fabricate tabe, which will require the use of soldering and good
welding methods. Now that you know the proper methods for soldering and welding, you
ran apply these methods at your next duty station and can assure a trouble-free system.

t 9

QUESTIONS

1. When is a flared connection considered to be an airtight and watertight
connection?

9. Which method of bending tubing is most practical?

3. What is the melting point of copper tubing?

4. How far above the face of the flaring block should the tubing extend when making

11

the flare?

5. Name two types of solder.

6. How many parts of oxygen are required to consume one part of acetylene?

7. What are t)I12 lames and how can they recognized?

8. What temperature is attainable with acetylene flame?

9. Oxygen is stored ia cylinders at what pressure?

10. Acetylene is stored in c,,inders at what pressure?

11. How far should the tubing extend out of flaring block to get a good swage

OtEFERENCES

TO 34W-4-1-5, Welding -- Theory and Application.
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This workbook contains practical work assignments for you to

accomplish in conjunction with your study assignments. Complete
each problem or work assignment in the sequence given and it will

aid you in understanding and retaining the key points covered in
each assignment.
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HOT WATER HEATING AND CONTROLS

1 OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-V-1

Using ilormation given, explain t principles of operation of low/medium
temperai_i 'ot watr boilers by correctly inswering 20 out of 25 questions.

Using info? given, explain tkc proper procedures to remove a boiler from
service, drain, it '1 and fill boiler, install, operate and maintain centrifugal pumps,
charge expa,Aon tank, perform preoperational inspection and fire boiler by correctly
answering 17. l5 questions.

FZERCISE 1

HOT WATER HEATING AND CONTROLS

Complete the following statements.

1. how is low temperature water usually applied when used for space heating?

2. Wha- is mel:Jit by a hot water system that heats directly?

3. What type of hot water heating system is suitable for any size installation?

4. How does a centrifugal pump pump water?

5. Why must a centrifugal pump never be run dry?

6. How often should a centrifugal pump be operated?

7. What should be accomplished on a semiannual inspection of a centrifugal pump?

8. When should wear rings be replaced?

9. How are low temperature hot water boilers classified?

10. What are the types of steel boilers?

11. How many sections are steel boilers constructed in?

0
12. What is the purpose of the pressure relief valve?
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13. What ic; the purpose of the dip tuhe on a hot water boiler?

14. What devkce is added to a hot water boiler to prevent thermal shock?

15. Why should an inlet connection be the same size as the boiler inlet?

1C A prevents gravitational flow of
waTiTF ihFCTUFth fEe sysfem WE'en the cl-FCLTETEFI pump is shut off.

17. What is the purpose of the breeching?

18. Why are expansion tanks added to a hot water system?

19. What is the maximum temperature that can be used on an open tank hot water system?

20. Where should an open expansion tank be installed?

21. What is the advantage of using a closed expansion tank over an open tank?

22. What compon,nts are added to an open expansion tank?

23. How large must an expansion tank be?

24. How is a closed hot water system automatically supplied with water?

25. At what pressure are pressure regulating valves factory set?

1-2
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EXERCISE 2

Complete the following statements:

1. What should be the first step in shutting down a hot water boiler?

2. How long should water circulation be maintained through the boiler when s1,utting
the onit down?

3. When flushing a hot water boiler, how long should fresh water lie run through the
boiler?

4. What would be the first procedure to follow when filling a hot water system?

5. How much water should be added to the expansion tank when filling the system?

6. When should you begin venting air from a hot water system?

7. Why is it necessary to drain and refill the system several times before starting
the fire for initial operation?

When performing a preoperational inspection, the piping system should be checked
for

9. Why should a newly filled system be heated to a higher temperature than anticipated
for normal operations?

in. What procedure should be accomplished on a newly installed system after two days of
operation?

11. How often should a hot water system that has been flushed and vented be drained?

12. What will a stoppage in the system cause?

13. What will happen if a relief valve fails to operate?

14. What can happen if the water temperature gots too high?

15. If the system pressure fluctuates or pulsates rapidly, what should you check?
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10 OBJECTIVES

HOT WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

WB J3ABR54532 001-V-2

Using information given, explain the types of hot water distribution systems and
their components by correctly answering 10 out of 15 questtons.

Using information given, explain the procedures to follow to install a secondary
hot water heating system by correctly answering 2 out of 3 questions.

PROCEDURE

EXERCTSE I

HOT WATER DISTRI3UTION SYSTEMS

Complete the following statements.

1. What type of hot water system would you that did not require room-to-room
heating adjustment?

2. How does the one-pipe system differ from the series loop system?

3. The advantage of a one-pipe system over a serie.s loop system is

4. How are two-pipe systems classified?

IP

5. What is the biggest problem with the direct return heating system?

6. What type of hot water system is easiest to balance?

7. Why are expansion joints added to a hot water distribution system?

8. How is air removed from a hot water system?

9. Where must air vents be installed?

10. What are the methods of balancing a hot water system?

11. When is the ideal time to balance a hot water system?

10
12. In a single-zone system, what does the thermostat control in most cases?

2-1
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13. When the water reaches the desired temperature, what does the aquastat do?

1. What can the thermostat control in a multiple-zone installation?

15. What methods are used to transfer the generated heat?

1. What i the heating medium used on secondary heating systems?

17. How is temperature control of a secondary system accomplished?

18. See figure 2-11, what causes the valve to close off?
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10
OBJECTIVES

TROUBLESHOOTING HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS

WB J3A111/54532 001-V-3

Using information given, explain the procedures to follow in troubleshooting a hot
water heating system by correctly answering 12 out of 15 questions.

Using information given, explain how to inspect and replace aquastats, maintenance
of pressure regulators, procedures to follow to inspect and maintain special flow
fittings, installation of air-bleed and pressure regulators, procedures used to balance
system and inspecting boilers for leaks, corrosion, and scale by correctly answering 12
out of 15 questions.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

TROUBLESHOOTING OF HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS

Complete the following statements.

1. What part of the boiler is considered the fireside?

2. If firing with coal you noticed that there was too little coal on the fuel bed,
what should you do?

3. Before you begin to troubleshoot an oil burner,
2 You first have to

4. Which type of fuel supply system is easiest to troubleshoot?

5. When troubleshooting a gas burner, you can atribute the problem much of the time to

6. Where do leaks occur on a hot water heating system?

7. How can you tell in a closed system that there is a leak?

8. What types of problems are encountered with circulating pumps?

9. How can you tell if an impeller is beginning to wear out on a circulating pump?

1

10. What should you check when replacing an old pump motor?

11. A high water level in the expansion tank would indicate a loss of the air cushion.
True or false?
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N.,

12. How is the air cushion in the expansion tank replaced?

13. 7f after replacing the air cushion in th expansion tank you again loose the
(ushion, what should you do?

14. How could a pressure regulator cause you to loose system pressure?

10. If you diagnose the problen as being a defective regiaator, what should you do?
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EXERCISE 2

Complete the following statements.

1. What is the only adjustment made on an aquastat?

2. The differential setting on an aquastat determines

3. If an aquastat fails to properly maintain boiler water temperature, what should you
do?

4. Before attempting tc service or repair a pressure regulator you should

5. What is the purpose of tapping the side of a regulator valve with a wrench?

6. Bow can you tell if the diaphragm of a pressure regulator has raptured?

7. Where should a pressure regulator be installed?

What should be done before installing a .dressure regulator?

9. What can happen if a pressure regulator is improperly adjusted?

10. How much pressure is necessary for a system that is 37 feet high?

11. What should you do if you see that an automatic air vent is leaking?

12. How do you inspect special flow fittings?

13. After opening up the piping system you notice that there is scale buildup on the
s'pecial flow-fitting, what should you do?

14. 'How can you tell if a hot water system needs to be balanced?

15. When is the best time to balance a hot water system?



16. In order t6 balance a hot water system correctly the outside temperature should be

low enough to require

17. True or False. When balancing a hot water system all valves must be open.

18. After a hot water system has been adjusted, whet should you do?

9. flow often should a hot water boiler be opened up and inspected?

20. Where do leaks usually occur on a hot water system?
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF HOT WATER SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-V-4

Using information given, remove a boiler from service, drain, flush and fill boiler
with instructor assistance.

Using information given, inspect boiler for leaks, inspect and replace aquastaLs,
and maintain pressure regulators with instructor assistance.

Using information given, inspect for corrosion and scale and troubleshoot hot water
hea,ing system with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEM

Safety

a. Rcmove watches, rings and jewelry; i.e., ID tags, armbands, etc.

b. Disconnect electrical power from power source.

c. Observe safety precautions that apply when working with operating heating
equipment.

Drain Boiler

a. Make sure water supply to pressure regulator is shut off.

b. Open all valves to systems.

c. Lift cover plate in front of boiler out of the way to expose pit.

NOTE: Ask instructor for forks to lift plate.

d. Open drain valve on expansion tank.

e. Open drain valve on front of boiler.

NOTE: Wait for boiler to drain. When told to do so by instructor continue on
to next step.

Flushing Boiler

In order to flush boiler proceed as follows:

a. Open raw water bypass.

b. Open raw water supply valve.

c. Close off supply valve when water pressure from boiler drain builds up.

d. Wait for fresh water to drain from boiler. Note color of water coming out. If
it is still rusty looking fill and flush again. Do this until water runs
clean.

Inform instructor when you are ready to continue.

Maintaining Boiler

a. Obtain tools from tool locker.

b. Place floor plate over pit.
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c. Disconnect wiring from aquastat.

d. Remove bolts from plate holding aquastat.

NOTE: Hold Gnto aquastat so it doesn't fall.

e. Pull plate and aquastat from boiler and take to workbench.

f. Examine aquastat and plate for defects.

Inform instructor of your findings.

g. Obtain flashlight from tool locker and visually inspect boiler for scale,
corrosion or any other defects.

Discuss findings with instructor.

h. Remove gage glass from expansion tank. Check glass for cracks or any other
defects.

Discuss findings with instructor.

i. If okay, reinstall gage glass.

NOTE: Do not over tighten nuts.

J. Check condition of all valves, i.e., flow control valves, gate valves, pressure
relief and pressure regulating valves.

Inforr instructor of your findings.

k. If everything is okay and told to do so by instructor, put boiler back
together.

Inform instructor of your findings.

1. When told to do so by instructor, reinstall pump.

Filling the System

a. Close drain on boiler and expansion tank.

b. Close vent on airtrol tank fitting.

c. Close all vents.

d. Open boiler supply and return main valves.

e. Open manual feed valve and feedwater. Fill system until expansion tank is
approximately one-half full.

f. If level in tank is above or below one-half full, add or drain water and air as
per instructions from instructor.

g. St.'. pressure regulator to maintain 12 psig.

STOP: Wait for any further instructions from instructor before proceeding.

h. Turn on power.

i. Start the circulating pump to establish water circulation. Check operation of
pump for n%ise, vibrations, etc.

J. Begin venting system with lowest radiation.

k. Vent the rest of the units progressively until all radiators are completed.

I. If necessary, drain and refil system several times to remove any grease, core
sand and other foreign material.
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Preoperational Inspection

Before starting the system, perform a preoperational inspection. Inspect the
installation carefuly and make sure the following are completed.

Boller Unit

a. All installation, repair and cleanup work completed.

b. All piping tested for leaks, and insulation if necessary.

c. Drain valves closed, supply and return header valves open and in good
condition.

d. Water gage glass on expansion tank properly installed, with valves open.

e. All auxiliary equipment (such as fuel burning, feedwater, limit controls)
properly installed and ready to operate.

t. All instruments and gages properly installed and ready for operation, pressure
relief valve set and in good condition.

g. All access and observation doors closed.

Space Heating Equipment

All installation, repair and cleanup work on radiators, convectors, unit heaters,
completed and ready for operation.

STOP: Do not continue until told to do so by instructor.

Operational Procedures

a. Open fuel supply lines. (Solenoid switch, supply and return valves on oil
tank, supply and return lines on fuel oil pump.)

b. Set aquastat to lot setting.

c. Turn on main power switch (side of boiler).

d. Burner should ignite. If burner does not fire correctly, consult instructor.

e. When water temperature reaches 120°F, turn thermostat to highest position.

f. Check water level in gauge glass on expansion tank. Maintain 1/2 full.

g. Trace out distribution system. Determine whether it is a one- or two-pipe,
direct- or reverse-return system.

h. Bleed air from system as per instructions from instructor.

Checks to be Made While Operating the Hot Water System

a. Check boiler and piping system for water lcaks.

b. Check all valves on supply and return mains for proper operation.

c. Check all air vents for proper operation.

d. Check all boiler controls for proper opration.

e. Check for frayed wiring or loose connections.

f. Check expansion tanks for leaks and proper operation.

g. Check makeup waterline for leaks.
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Shutdown Procedures

a. Turn aquastat to lowest position.

b. Turn off fuel supply. Close supply and return lines to fuel oil pump.

c. Set thermostat to lowest point when instructed by Instructor.

d. Secure power (main power swtich on side of boiler).



SOLDERING AND WELDING

OBJECTIVES

WB J3A8R54532 001-V-5

Given information, 3xplain basic facts about types and si2,es of copper tubing and
fittings by correctly answering 80% of questions.

Given hand tools, copper tubing kit, copper tubing, and instructions, measure, cut,
bend, swage, and flare the copper tubing with a maximum cf two instructor assists.

Given hand tools, sandpaper, steel wool, hydrocarbon torch and assortment of
fittings, use proper techniques to soft solder two copper tubing joints with a maximum
of two instructor assists.

Given information, explain the theory of oxyacetylene welding and related equipment
by answering 80% of the questions,

Givea herid too.'.s, copper tubing, oxyacetylene equipment, sil-ohos, and flux, use
proper techniques to hard solder two copper tubing joints with a maximum of two
instructor assists.

Given hand tools, metal, oxyactylene equipment, and sandpaper, use proper
techniques to weld two pieces of metal together with at least 80% penetration with a
maximum of two instructor assists.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

TYPES AND SIZES OF COPPER TURING

Answer the following questions.

/ 1. What sizes are available with type M copper tubing?

2. Name four types of copper tubing?

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. How is the diameter of copper tubing measures?

4. Which type of copper tubing is used for high pressure and underground installation?

5. Which type of copper tubing is used in non-pressure applications?

EXERCISE 2

COPPER TUBING SYSTEM

CAUTION: Observe safoty precautions when using hand tools. Exercise care while
using tubing cutter and insure that reamer is folded in, to prevent
puncture wound. Remove watches and rings prior to entering work area.
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1. Proceed to lab area with instructor.

2. Oraw flaring kits and copper tubing from supply cabinet.

3. Inspect tools and insure good condition.

MEASURING

1. Select, a roll of tubing and unroll approximately two feet.

2. From your instructor, obtain measurement desired; then, measure tubing and mark it.

3. Write desired measurement in the blank space.

CUTTING COPPER TUBING

I. If a tube cutter is not available, what may be used to cut the tubing?

2. Install the tubing cutter so that the cutter wheel is over the mark. Make sure
that the reamer is folded in.

3. Tighten the cutter wheel slight14 agains '... the tubing and revolve the cutter slowly
around the tubing one complete revolution to mark tubing.

4. Measure tubing again to insure correct length.

5. Continue revolvin cuLter, tightening slightly (1/4) after each complete turn,
until the tube is cut through.

CAUTION: Be careful not to drop the cutter and tube when the cut is complete.

6. Remove the 'utter and insert reamer in the end of the tubing. Revolve the reamer
until i,he burr is removed from the inside of the tubing.

7. Inspect the tube. If it is still rough on the end, smooth it by filing it very

NOTE: The reaming procedures should be done with the open end of the tube pointing
down, so the filings will not fall into the tube.

BENDING COPPER TUBING

1. Check with instructor to see what bends are to be made in the tubing.

9 Using the mechanical bender, make a 900 bend.

3. What other methods of bending copper tubing can be employed?

a.

c.

PROCEDURES FOR FLARING COPPER TUBING

1. Place the corrP,t size flare nut on the tube.

NOTE: Example 3/8" tubing - 3/8" flare nut.
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2. Insert the tubing into the correct size hole in the flare block (beveled end). How

11

far should tubing extend above the flare block?

3. Tighten the wing nuts on the flare block as tight as possible with your fingers.

NOTE: Use the T-handle to tighten the wing nuts on the flaring block.

4. Insert the flaring yoke over the tubing in the flare block.

5. Tighten T-handle, moving the flaring face into the center of the end of the tubing.
Continue tightening until the flare is complete.

NOTE: Tubing is flattened cut over the face of the flaring block.

6. Remove the flaring yoke.

7. Loosen wing nuts with T-handle and remove tubing from flare block.

8. Slide flare nut to flared end and inspect adequate coverage of flare-nut bevel.

CONNECTING FLARED FITTINGS

1. Place flared end of tubing against rounded joint of fitting.

2. Slip flare nut up to flare.

3. Connect fitting and screw it on by hand until snug.

4. Tighten with line wrench and an open wrench.

NOTE: Pipe joint or anti-seize compound is not required with flared connections.

PROCEDURES FOR SWAGING COPPER TUBING

1. State purpose of swaging copper tubing.

2. Lay out and inspect tools.

a. Swaging kit

b. Hammer

c. Tubing cutter

d. Hacksaw

3. Cut and ream three pieces of copper tubing four inches in length.

NOTE: Ream tubing until swaging tool fits into the pieces of copper tubing.

4. Insert one piece of the copper tubing in the swaging b.3ck.

a. Use flat side of swaging block.

b. Extent tube above block the distance from the bottom of the swaging tool to the
top of the first bevel.

5. Extend the proper size swaging tool in the tubing.

Example: 3/8" tubing - 3/8" swaging tool



6. Ilse light strokes with a ball peen hammer and drive the swaging tool into the

NOTE: The swaging tool should be turned slightly after each stroke.

NOTE: The swaging tool should he driven into the tubing until tubing reaches
of swaging tool.

7. Remov,, the swaging tool.

8. Remove the tubing from the swaging block.

EXERCISE 3

PROCEDURES FOR SOFT SOLDERING

1. Thoroughly clean all metal joining surfaces.

NOTE: Metal surfaces must be very clean before they will solder correctly. Whatcan be used to clean the metal surfaces?

2. Apply a noncorrosive flux to cleaned area.

NOTE 1: Use a brush or paddle to apply flux - DON'T USE FINGERS or any oily
object.

NOTE 2: Do not t,pply the flux too thickly as excess flux may form bubbles when
heated and prevent the solder from flowing into the joints.

NOTE 3: Do not dip tube into the flux (same as Note 2).

3. After the tibe has been inserted into the fitting, revolve it once or twice to
spread the ,lux evenly.

4. Place tubing in brace on table.

5. Light the torch.

NOTE: Follow step-by-step procedures in lighting and adjusting torch.

6. Apply the flame to the fltting so solder will be drawn in by capillary attraction.

7. Test the heat of the metal by occassionally touching it with the solder.

CAUTION: Do not let the flame touch the solder.

NOTE: Oxidation will occur.

g. Rold the flame on the tubing and apply the solder to the edge of the fitting.
Explain what will happen if the fitting is hot enough.

NOTE: The metal must be hot enough to melt the solder on contact.

NOTE: If you t-i.ve 3/8" tubing you should use 3/8" solder.

9. Secure the torch.

NOTE: Follow step-by-step procedures.

10. Use a wire brush to realove excess solder from outside of tubing.
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CAUTION: Lift hot tubing with pliers and cool in water bucket at the end of the
workbench.

11. Have the instructor check your work.

12. The instructor may have you cut your completed joint to check the condition of your
soldered surface.

EXERCISE 4

SETTING UP EQUIPMENT

Cylinders

Place the oxygen and fuel gas cylinders together where they are to be used, and
secure them from falling (see figure 1). Cylinders must be chained or otherwise secured
ty cylinder cart, wall, workbench, post, etc.

NOTE: Both oxygen and fuel cylinders (especially oxygen) are highly pressurized
and must always be handled with care. Never allow cylinders to be dropped,
knocked over or subjected to excessive heat. When moving cylinders, always
be certain valve protection caps are securely in place. Place valve
protection caps where they can be easily found and replaced when cylinders
become empty.

Caps

Figure 1. Securing the Cylinders

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES:

* Cylinders should always be kept in a vertical position and chained or otherwise
secured from falling.

* Do not strike, drop or apply heat to cylinder.

* Valve protection caps should always be in place whenever cylinders are moved or
are in storage (full or empty).

* Mark empty cylinders "EMPTY."

* Valves on empty cylinders should be closed completely.

* Empty cylinders should be kept in specified storage areas.
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Regulators

1. Inspect the cylinder valve threads for traces cf dirt, dust, oil or grease. Removedirt and dust with clean cloth.

NOTE: If oil or grease is deLected, DO NOT use cylinder. Inform you instructor ofthis condition immediately.

2. Momentarily open and close (called
"crae%ing") each cylinder valve to
dislodge any dirt, dust or rust that may
be present.

CAUTION: Open cylinder valve only
slightly. If valve is opened
too much, the cylinder could tip
over. Wheu "cracking" cylinder
valve, do not stand directly in
front of valve; stand behind or
to one side (see figure 2).

3. Inspect the regulators for damaged
threads, dirt, dust, oil or grease.
Remove dirt or dust with a clean cloth.

NOTE: If oil or grease is detected or if
threads are damaged, be sure you
clean the regulator and/or repair
damage before using.

4. Attach the oxygen regulator to the oxygen
cylinder valve and tighten securely.
Tighten clockwise with proper wrench (see
figure 3).

5. Attach fuel gas regulator to the fuel gas
cylinder valve and tighten securely.
Tighten in direction necessary for the
particular fuel gas connection in use.

NOTE: The oxygen regulator connection has
right-hand threads and the
acetylene has left-haT1 threads.

6. Before opening cylinder valves, release
tension on the adjusting screws by turning
them counderclockwise.

Turning on Cylinders

1. Be certain that tension on regulator
adjusting screws is released. Stand so
the cylinder valve is between you and the
regulator.

N1TE: Never stand in front or in back of
a regulator when opening the
cylinder valve.

Slowly and ::arefully open cylinder valve
until maximum pressure is registered on
the high-presw ?. gauge. Now open the
oxygen cylinder ralve completely to seal
the valve packing (see figure 4).
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-,

Figure 4
2. Slowly open the fuel gas cylinder valve in the same manner.

NOTE: Acetylene cylinder valves should never be opened more than one full turn.
Other fuel gas cylinder valves should be opened completely.

3. Check for leaks with an approved leak-detector solution. Bubbles will appear if
connection is leaking. Regulator connections may be re-tightened.

CAUTION: NEVER tighten a cylinder valve. If cylinder valve is leaking, place
cylinder outdoors and notify your instructor immediately.

4. The use of a reverse-flow check valve on the regulator and torch handle is strongly
recommended to reduce the possibility of mixing gases in the hoses and regulators.
Mixed gases will burn rapidly once the torch is lighted and can explode in the
hoses, regulators or cylinders, resulting in serious damage to the equipment or
injury to the operator. To install reverse-flow check valves at the regulators,
screw the reverse-flow valves onto the regulator's outlet connection. Tighten
securely with the proper wrench.

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES:

* Be certain cylinder valves and regulator inlet connections are completely free of
dirt, dust, oil or grease.

* If oil or grease is detected on cylinder valves, DO NOT USE! Notify your
instructor immediately.

* Never stand directly in front or in back of a regulator when opening the cylinder
valve; stand so the cylinder valve is between you and the regulator.

* Always open cylinder valves "slowly" and "carefully."

* Open an acetylene cylinder a maximum of one complete turn.

* Always check for leaks on regulator and cylinder valve connections.

Hose Connections

1. Connect the oxygen hose to the oxygen regulator and tighten the connection firmly
with a wrench. Oxygen regulators, check valves and hoses have right-hand threads.
Fuel gas regulators, check valves and hoses have left-hand threads (see figure 5).
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Figure 5. Attaching the Hose

2, Adjust the oxygen regulator to allow 3 to 5 psig to escape through the hose. Allowoxygen to flow 5 to 10 seconds to clear the hose of dust, dirt or preservative;
then, shut off the oxygen flow.

NOTE: New hose preservative talc must be blown out of the hose pfior to using thetorch.

3. Attach and clear the fuel hose in the same manner.

NOTE: Be s re to clear hoses in a well-ventilated area--the escaping gases create
conditions for fires and explosions!

Welding hoses are exposed to severe abuse. Molten slag and sparkes can come into
contact with hoses and burn into the hose exterior. Falling metal in cutting
operations can crush or cut into welding hoses. The operator should frequently
inspect his hoses and repair damaged areas and, when necessary, replace the hose.Observe the following safety and operating procedures.

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES:

* Keep welding hoses clear of any falling metal, slag or sparks.

* Never allow hoses to become coated with oil, grease or dirt. Such coatings couldconceal damaged areas.

* Examine the hoses before attaching to welding torch handle or regulators. Ifcuts, burns, worn areas or damaged fittings are found, repair or replace the
hose.

Weldinu Torch

The welding torch handle is probably the most frequently used item in a weldingshop. Since cutting attachments, welding tips and heating nozzles are all connected tothe handle, the operator should always protect the handle from possible damage ormisuse.

1. Inspect the toreu handle head, valves and hose connections for dirt, dust, oil,
grease or damaged parts. Remove dirt or dust with a clean cloth.

CAUTION: DO NOT attach torch handle to the hose if oil or grease is detected or ifdamaged parts are present. NotiLy instructor before proceeding.
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2. Inspect the welding hose connections in the same manner. Do not use if oil or
grease is deteci.ed.

3. The use of reverse-flow check valves on the torch handle is strongly recommended to
reduce the possibility of mixing gases in the hoses and regulators. Connect the
oxygen reverse-flow check valve to the torch handle valve marked "Oxy" and tighten
securely with a wrench (right-hand threads). Connect the fuel reverse-flow check
valve to the valve marked "fuel" and tighten securely with a wrench (left-hand
threads).

4. Attach the welding hose to the reverse-flow check valves and tighten securely (see
figure 6).

RIGHT-HAND THREAD GREEN OXYGEN HOSE

110.. Li2

RED ACETYLENE HOSE

LEFT-HAND THREAD
53.770

Figure 6. Connecting the Hoses and Torch

Attaching Welding Tip or Nozzle

1. Inspect the cone end, coupling nut and torch head for damage, dirt, dust, oil or
grease. Dirt or dust can be removed with a clean cloth.

CAUTION: If damage, oil or grease is detected, notify your instructor before
proceeding.

2. Inspect the welding tip of nozzle cone end for missing or damaged "0" rings. There
must be two "0" rings on the cone end. Damaged or missing "0" rings can allow
gases to mix and result in backfires or flashback. Severe damage can result.

3. Inspect the torch head. The tapered seating surfaces must be in good condition.
If dents, burns or burned seats are present, the seat must be resurfaced. If the
torch is used with poor seating surfaces, backfire or flashback may occur.

4. Connect the welding tip to the welding torch handle and tighten the couling nut
using hand pressure only. Wrench tightening may damage "0" rings and create a
faulty seal (see figure 7).
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NO I COPPER TIP

MIXING HEAD NUT
MIXING

,.

/I-TORCH HEAD

OXYGEN NEEDLE VALVE STEM ASSEMBLY

OXYGEN NEEDLE VALVE

OXYGEN HOSE CONNECTION NUT
HANDLE1 OXYGEN OXYGEN NEEDLE

TUBE VALVE

OXYGEN HOSE
CONNECTION
GLAND

ACETYLENE TUBE REAR END

ACETYLENE NEEDLE VALVE

ACETYLENE HOSE CONNECTION NUT

ACETYLENE HOSE CONNECTION GLAND

Figure 7. Oxyacetylene Torch

Setting Up to Weld/Lighting the Torch and Adjusting the Flame

1. Check the thickness of the metals to be welded (figure 8) and prepare as described
and illustrated in figure 9.

2. Refer to welding tip selection chart to determine required tip size and regulator
pressures f)r. the job (see figure 8).

OPERATIONAL AND PERFORMANCE DATA

Ozy-Acetylene Welding Nozzlesj .OXVGE 1,1- ACETYLENE

METAL TIP DRILL PRESSURE PRESSURE

THICKNESS SUE SUE P.S I.C. P .1 G.

MM. MAR. MIN rig,

ACETYLENE

CONSUMPTION
SC El

MIN. MU.

UptC11/32 000 75 I 1 2 1 2 IL 11/2

1/ 64-3164 00 70 1 2 1 2 11/2 21/2

1/32-.5164- 0 65 1 3 1 3 21/2 4

3/64-.3132- 1 60 2 4 2 4 4 6

1/16-1/13- 2 56 3 5 2 5 6 10

1/ 8-.3 /16- 3 53 4 7 3 6 9 18

3/16-.1/4 4 49 5 10 4 7 15 28

1/4-.1/2- 5 43 6 12 5 8 22 40

1/2.3 /4- 6 36 7 14 6 9 30 52

7 30 8 16 7 10 38 66

1-1/4-.2- 8 29 10 19 8 12 48 82

2-2.1 /2- 9 28 12 22 9 14 58 100 Pressures am approa
2-1/2-.3- 10 27 14 24 10 14 70 118 mate far hose length up

to 25 It Increase for
3-.3-1/2- 11 26 16 26 11 15 84 138 longer hose lengths
3-1/2-4 12 25 18 28 12 15 100 160 atom 3 psi per 25 feel

Gm consumption data m
merely for rough estirnat.
mg purposeS It mll ar
greatly on the matenal
being wNded and the
paiticular skill of Me
operator

NOTE Pessure and consurophon dala above formulated using 1/4" hose through hp sae 8 nO 3113 hose for sires 9.12
Use 318 hose for v es 9 12
Al no Ione should the withdrawal fate of acetylene cylinders ekceed 1/7 of the cylinder contents per hoor

Figure 8. Welding Tip Selection Chart

3. Open the oxygen valve on the torch handle and adjust the oxygen regulator to the
desired delivery range.

5-10
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4. Close the torch handle oxygen valve.

II
Open the fuel valve on the torch handle in the same manner and adjust the fuel
regulator to the required delivery range.

6. Close the torch fuel control valve.

7. Before proceeding to the next step, have your instructor check your work. The
complete torch set must be set correctly before lighting off.

Instructor

8. Wear protective goggles to shield eyes from bright light.

NOTE: The following instructions cover the torch adjustment procedures for
acetylene only.

9. Hold the torch in one hand and the spark lighter in the other.

10. Open the torch fuel valve approximately 1/16 to 1/8 turn and ignite the gas.

CAUTION: Point the flame away from persons, the cylinders or any flammable
materials.

11. Keep opening the fuel valve until the flame stops smoking and lea"es the end of the
torch tip about one-eighth inch; then, slightly reduce the fuel supply to bring the
flame back to the torch fip (see figure 9).

12. Open the torch oxygen 3 until a bright neutral flame is reached (see figure 9).

CAUTION: If you experience a backfire or flashback (a shrill hissing sound when
the flame is burning inside the welding nozzle), immediately turn off the
acetylene valve; then, turn off the oxygen valve.

PURE ACETYLENE FLAME

Inner Cone
WHITE

No Acetylene Feather

Inner Cone
WHIM

NEUTRAL FLAME

NEARLY COLORLESS

BLUISH TO ORANGE

OXIDIZING FLAME

Inner Cone Two.Tenths Shorter

Inner Cone

Acetylene Feather
INTENSE WHITE WITH FEATHERY EDGE

NEARLY COI.ORLESS

CARBURIZING FLAME

LIGHT ORANGE

Figure 9
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Shutting Down the Welding Apparatus

1. Shut off the gases.

a. First, close the acetylene valve on the torch.

b. Next, close the oxygen valve on the torch.

C. Close the acetylene and oxygen cylinder valves.

2. Drain the regulators and hoses by the following procedure.

a. Open tho torch acetylene valve until the gas stops flowing, then close the
valve.

0. Next, open the torch oxygen valve to drain the oxygen regulator and hose. When
gas stops flowing, close the valve.

c. When the above operations are performed properly, both high and low pressure
gauges on the acetylene and oxygen regulators will register zero.

EXERCISE 5

SILVER SOLDERING

1. Secure enough tubing from the tubing barrel to make six swage connections.

2. After making the swage connections, thoroughly clean the contacting surfaces.

3. Apply a silver soldering flux to the male fitting.

4. Insert the male fitting into the swage and revolve it once or twice to spread the
flux evenly.

5. Light the oxyacetylene torch and adjust to a carburizing flame.

6. Apply the flame evenly to one side of the swage, bringing it to a cherry red.

NOTE: Silver solder melts at a temperature of 10000 to 1150°F.

7. Apply the solder to the top of the fitting on the opposite side from flame while
applying heat near the bottom of the swage.

NOTE: If the heat is applied near the bottom of the swage, the solder will be
drawn to the bottom.

8. Turn off the oxyacetylene torch.

CAUTION: Use pliers to handle hot metal, cool it in water bucket.

9. Cut the completed joint with a hacksaw and check for:

a. Penetration.

b. E.-tess flux.

c. Oxidation.

d. Excess solder.

10. Have the instructor check your work.

5-12
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EXERCISE 6

OXYACETYLENE WKLDING

In oxy-fuel welding, two metals are joined by melting or fusing their adjoining
surfaces. This is accomplished by directing an oxy-fuel flame over the metals until a
molten puddle is formed. A filler rod may be introduced into the puddle to help the
metals form together. In this exercise, you will butt weld with a filler rod. Obtain
materials and tools and proceed to welding area.

1. Materials and Tools

a. Oxyacetylene Welding Unit

b. Welding Tip (#2)

c. Gloves

d. Welding Safety Glasses

e. Pliers

f. Wire Brush

g. Striker

h. Fire Brick

i. Two pieces of mild steel strips, 16 gauge 1" by 5"

j. Filler rod mild steel

2. PROCEDURES

a. Prepare metal for welding

(1) Select two pieces of mild steel strips, 16 gauge 1" by 5"

(2) Clean metal with wire brush

b. Place metal in welding position

(1) Arrange fire brick to support the metal

(2) Place the metal pieces on top of the fire brick leaving a 1/16" to 1/8"
clearance between the metal to allow for expansion

c. Insure torch is turned off

d. Open tank valves

(1) Acetylene

(2) Oxygen

e. Set working pressure

(1) Acetylene - 5 psi

(2) Oxygen - 10 psi

f. Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame

(1) Open acetylene knob on torch 1/8 turn

(2) Adjust flame until most of the smoke is gone

(3) Open oxyge klob and adjust to neutral flame
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NOTE: IF loud blowing noise, adjust acetylene and oxygen knobs down until
the blowing sound discontinues.

g. Hold torch in a comfortable, well balanced position

(1) Right or left hand, whichever applies

(2) Position filler rod in other hand

(3) Hold torch and rod between 30° and 45° angle from center

(4) Place inner cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from metal

h. Tack both edges of the metal

(1) Keep the torch moving in small circular motions until molten pool begins
to form on end of metal

(2) Add.filler rod to pool

(3) Repeat for other end

i. Laying the bead on the metal

(1) Place inner cone of flame about 1/16" to 1/8" from surface of base metal

(2) With small circular motions (about 1/4") form a molten puddle

(3) Add filler rod to front edge of puddle in front of torch

(4) Continue the process insuring that the puddle is the same sizc: (1/4") and
the weld forms even arc-shaped ripples

(5) Slowly work the puddle across the metal, 1/16" per ripple, keeping the
same size, shape, and centered the entire length of the metal

(6) Height can be maintained by the amount of filler deposited ( a good weld
has 25% more metal than the original metal)

(7) Speed of travel across metal determines the penetration

j. Turn off oxyacetylene rig

(1) Turn off torch

(2) Turn off acetylene tank valve

(3) Turn off oxygen tank valve

(4) Open acetylene torch knob drain hose and regulator

(5) Open oxygen torch knob drain hose and regulator

(6) Close both torch knobs

k Show weld to instructor when completed

5-14
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HOT WATER HEATING AND CONTROLS

OBJECTIVES

WB J3A13R54532 001-V-1

Using information given, explain the principles of operation of low/mediumtemperature hot water boilers by correctly answering 20 out of 25 questions.

Given procedures and trainer, install, operate, and maintain a centrifugal pumpwith no more then two instructor assists.

EXERCISE 1

HOT WATER HEATING AND CONTROLS

Complete the following statements.

1. How is low temperature water usually applied when used foi- space heating?

2. What is meant by a hot water system that heats directly?

3. What type of hot water heating system is suitable for any size installation?

How does a centrifugal pump pump water?

5. Why mvst a centrifugal pump never be run dry?

6. How often should a centrifugal pump be operated?

7. What should be accomplished on a semiannual inspection of a centrifugal pump?

8. When should wear rings be replaced?

9. How are low temperature hot water boilers classified?

10. What are the types of steel boilers?

11. How many sections are steel boilers constructed in?

12. What is the purpose of the pressure relief valve?

1-1
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13. What is the purpose of the dip tube on a hot water holler?

14. What device is added to a hot water boiler to prevent thermal shock?

15. Why should an inlet connection be the same size as the: boiler inlet?

16. A
prevents gravitational flow ofwilY4Fthrough the sysTe*n wnen the circuliTtIng pump is shut off.

17. What is the purpose of the breeching?

18. Why are expansion tanks added to a hot water system?

19. What is the maximum temperature that can be used on an open tank hot water system?

20. Where should an open expansion tank be installed?

21. What is the advantage of using a closed expansion tank over an open tank?

22. What components are added to an open expansion tank?

23. How large must an expansion tank be?

24. How is a closed hot water system automatically supplied with water?

25. At what pressure are pressure regulating valves factory set?
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EXERCISE 2

Teardown, Reassembly, Installation and
Operation of a Centrifugal Pump

1. The instructor will assign you to a centrifugal pump.
2. Insure all valves are closed.

NOTE: Do not use hammers or improper wrenches on this pump.
Loosening Fittings

1. Use two pipe wrenches (one as a backup) and loosen both unions onthe pump piping.

2. Leave unions in place as guides until you are ready to remove casing.
Removing the Impeller

I. Remove the cap screws holding the casing to the pump frame andremove the casing.

2. Remove the impeller locknut and washer.

3. Slide off the impeller and key.

NOTE: If it is necessary to pry off the impeller, he careful to pryevenly on opposite sides where denting or bending of the impellershroud will not occur. A tightly stuck impeller will require the useof a wheel or gear puller.

4. Insure all parts are thoroughly clean before reassembling. Check withyour instructor before you attempt to re-install your pump parts.
Stuffing Box Diassembly

1. Loosen the hex nuts.

2. Remove the gland bolts and gland.

3. Inspect the packing. If the packing is frayed or worn, proceed asfollows.

4. Pull out the packing rings and seal cage using a packing tool or a rodwith a hook on one end.

Stuffing Box Reassembly

1. Cut two rings c,f packing (or whatever number is necessary to fill the spacebelow the tapped hole in the stuffing box) so that the packing has a smallamount of clearance when it is wrapped around the shaft.
2. Use the gland to push the packing into the stuffing box, staggering thebreaks in adjacent packing rings 90 to 180 degrees apart.
3. Slide the seal cage into the stuffing box where it will locate in aposition opposite the tapped hole.

4. Continue to fill the stuffing box with packing rings, having thebreaks staggered 90 to 180 degrees apart, until there is only enoughspace for the gland to he started in the bore of the stuffing box.
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5. Put the gland, gland clamps and gland bolts in place and tighten thehex nuts enough to compress the packing slightly; then loosen the hexnuts until the gland clears the top packing ring by one-eighth inch.
6. Further adjustment will be made after the pump has been started.

Impeller and Volute Casing Reassembly

1. Slip the impeller and key onto the shaft.

NOM If a shaft sleevo is used, the key must ontor into tho slotin tho ond or tho shart sloovo.

2. Replace the washer and locknut.

3. Replace the gasket using a non-hardening sealing compound, such asgrease or graphite.

4. Put the casing in place and fasten securely with cap screws (alternatetightening).

NOTE: When the pump is located above the liquid level, a foot valveon the end of the suction pipe will retain enough water in theimpeller when the pump is shut down to prime it when starting.A gate valve should be installed in the suction line when theliquid is located above the pump.

6. Connect the discharge pipe.

NOTE: A check valve and gate valve should he installed in thedischarge line.

7. Prime the pump, if the liquid level is lower than the pump, by
removing the priming plug and fill the suction line and pump.

8. Replace the priming plug prior to starting the pump.

9. Turn the pump over by hand to make sure that it is free and notbinding.

10. Check the rotation (rotation shown by the arrow cast on the casing)with a quick start aad stop of the pump.

11. Make cextain the gate valve in the suction line is fully open andthe gate valve in the discharge line is fully closed.

12. Start the motor and, when it is up to full speed, slowly open thedischarge gate valve.

NOTE: Insure pump is turned off before proceeding.

Packing Gland Adjustment

1. Proceed slowly when tightening the packing gland. Never tighten thegland more than necessary. Never force the packing into a leak-proofposition.

2. Tighten the bolts evenly, about one-sixth turn at a time, allowing aninterval for the packing to creep into a better sealing position.

3. After you have adjusted the packing gland, the instructor willinspect your work.

Drivo Equipment Accessories

1. Inspect an operating electric motor.
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-Circle One-

a. I there any unusual noise in the motor? YES NO

h. Does the shaft wobble or shake? YES NO
c. Is the motor securely mounted? YES NO
d. Is the motor housing overheated? YES NO
e. Are there any sparks coming out of the mot'3r? YES NO
f. Is the motor dirty with mud, grease, rag lint or leaves andgrass? YES NO

g. Does the motor have an oiling hole or grease zert? YES NO
h. Is there exposed or naked wire? YES NO

2. Inspect the coupling between the motor and the pump.
a. What absorbs the shock of starting and pumping variations?

b. What wrench is needed to loosen this coupling from the shaft?

Unit Failure

If the unit fails, use the following troubleshooting guide.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

PROBABLE CAUSE
REMEDYFAILURE TO DELIVER WATER, OR SUFFICIENT WATER AND SUFFICIENT PRESSUREPump not primed.

Reprime.
Pump not up to speed.

Check for incorrect motor voltage
and motor overload.

)ischarge head beyond pump Alter installation or provide pump3hutoff.
suitable for higher pressure.

,ccessive suction lift.

Incorrect direction of rotatton.

Insufficient positive head on
suction for hot liquids.

Footvalve too small.

Strainer clogged.

Worn wearing ring or damaged impeller.

High spot or air pocket in suction line.

Reduce lift: use larger suction pipe.

Reverse rotation.

Give pump more submergence, simplify
and increase size of suction piping.

Replace with adequate size footvalve.

Clean out.

Recondition or replace worn parts.

Repipe to pump suction to eliminate
loose and high spots.

PUMP LOSK-g-PRYM-XTTER STARTINGExcess suctiori-aft.
Reduce lift: use larger suction pipe

ir leaks in suction line. Check joints, make up tight with pipe
joint compound.
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EXERCISH
Complete the following statements:

1. What should be the first step in shutting down a hot water boiler?

How long should water circulation be maintained through the boiler when shuttingthe unit down?

3. When flushing a hot water boiler, how long should fresh water he run thr-)ugh theboiler?

4. What would be the first procedure to follow when filling a hot water system?

5. How much water should be added to the expansion tank when filling the system?

When should you begin venting air from a hot water system?

7. Why is it necessary to drain and refill the system several times before startingthe fire for initial operation?

S. When performing a preoperational inspection, the piping system should be checked
for

9. Why should a newly filled system be heated to a higher temperature than anticipatedfor normal operations?

10. What procedure should be accomplished on a newly installed system after two days ofoperation?

11. How often should a hot water system that has been flushed and vented he drained?

12. What will a stoppage in the system cause?

13. What will happen if the water temperature gets too high?

14. What can happen if the water temperature gets too high?

15. Lf the system pressure fluctuates or pulsates rapidly, what should you check?

4-5
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This study guide was designed to guide you through your study

assignments in the most logical sequence for easy understanding.

The supplementary information section contains additional material

required to keep you up to date in this subject. Answer the self-

evaluation questions so you will better understand and retain the

material you have studied.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ABNORMAL--Not normal.

ABSORBENT--Ability to soak up.

ACCESSPermission or ability to enter.

ACCUMULATIONSCollections.

ADHERINGSticktng.

ADJOINING--Next to, beside.

ADJUST--Regulate.

ADJUSTMENTTo regulate.

AFFECTING--To influence.

ALIGNMENT--Putting into precise position.

ALLOYMixture of base metals.

ALTERNATING--Changing back and forth.

ANNUALLY--Once a year.

APPROACHES--Entries, getting closer.

APPROPRIATE--Right or correct.

APPROXIMATELYAbout, almost, close.

ARRANGEMENTHaving been put in order.

ASBESTOS--A fire resistant material.

ASSEMBLED--Collected, put together.

ATMOSPHERE--Air

AUTHORIZEDOfficially allowed.

AUTOMATIC--Self acting.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT--Extra equipment necessary.

AVAILABILITY--To have close to use.

BAFFLES--Used to direct flow of gases, steam or water.

BASICALLY--Fundamental.

BELLOWS--Expandable device used in traps, valves and controls.

BIMETALLIC--Composed of two different metals.

BLOW--To send a current of air.

BLOWDOWN--Discharge, drain partially.

BLOWER--Fan.

BLOWING--Act of moving air. 625



BLOW OFFBlowdown.

BODYThe main part.

410BOILTo heat to the boiling point.

BOILEREnclosed vessel used to generate steam.

BREECHING- Bottom of a pulley block.

BRICKWORKWork of or with brick.

BURNERPart of boiler which produces flame.

BYPASS--To go around.

CALIBRATE/CALIBRATIONFind, change or mark of graduation.

CAM-ACTUATED--Operated or controlled by a cam.

CAPABLE--Able to.

CAPACITY--Measure of content, maximum output.

CAPILLARY--Small bore tube used to transmit pressure.

CASINGBody.

CASTABLE--Able to be molded.

CAULKEDStopped up, sealed against leakage.

CENTRIFUGAL--Going to acting in a direction away from a center or axis.

CERTIFIEDAuthorized by a certificate.

0 CHAMBERCavity or compartment.

CHARACTERISTICS--Traits, qualities or properties.

CIRCULATE--To move.

CIRCULATIc'--The movement of.

CIRCULATORThat which causes to circulate.

CLASSIFIED--Divided into classes.

CLINKERS--Stony matter fused together.

COMBINATIONTwo or more.

COMBUSTION--Burning.

COMMERCIALUsed for or by business.

COMMUNICATIONExchange or express thought, ideas, opinions or feelings.

COMPENSATEMake up for.

COMPONENTSParts of.

COMPRESSION--Squeezing or compacting with power.

CONDENSATE/CONDENSESteam turned back into water.

CONDITIONS--Provisions or working status.

110
iii
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CONDUCTIVITY--Degree of ability to transmit electricity.

CONDUIT--Tube in which pipes or wires are run.

CONNECTED/CONNECTION--Attach to.

CONSISTENCYThickness.

CONSTANT--Always or lasting.

CONSTRUCTION--Made or made of.

CONSUMER/CONSUMINGUser, using.

CONTACTS--Electrical touching points.

CONTINUOUS--Always or lasting.

CONTRACTIONShrinkage.

CONTROL--Having power over.

CONVERTERS--Device used to change heating mediums (i.e., steam to water).

CORRESPONDING--To be equivalent or parallel.

CORROSION--Act of eating away by degrees.

CYCLE--A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

DAILY--Once a day.

DAMAGE--Destroy or destruction.

DAMPERSA plate used for regulating the f_ow of air or gases.

DEAERATE/DEAERATING/DEAERATIONRemoval of air from water.

DEAERATOR--Device used to deaerate with.

DECREASE--To lesson or make smaller.

DEFECTIVE--Not as it should be.

DEMANDRequirement.

DEPOSITS--Collections of.

DESIGN--Plan or purpose.

DESIGNATED--Picked or chosen.

DIAGRAMS--Simplified drawings.

DIAMETER--A straight line through the center of a circle.

DIAPHRAGMThin membrane divider or partition.

DIFFERENCE--Sum of subtraction.

DILUTION--Act of reducing strength.

DIMENSIONSMeasurements of an object's shape.

DISCHARGE/DISCHARGEDRemove, throw out.

DISCUSS--Talk about. 6 27
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DISMANTLETake apart.

DISSOLVETo vat's(' to disperse or pass into solution.

DISTRIBUTED/DISTRIBUTIONConvey, give out or supply portions of.

DOWNWARDFrom a higher place to a lower.

ECONOMIZEPClosed feedwater heater using hot stack gases as a heating medium.

EFFICIENCY/EFFICIENTMeasurement of operation or ability.

ELECTRICAL--Pertaining to electricity.

4.
ELECTRONICPertaining to electronics.

ELEMENTA part or piece of.

EMERGENCYPressing need calling for immediate action.

EQUALIZETo make equal.

EQUILIBRIUMBalance.

EQUIPMENTImplements used in an operil.tion or activity.

ESTABLISHEDInstituted, recognized.

EVALUATETo examine and judge.

EXCESSIVEGoing beyond a limit.

EXHAUSTAlready used once.

EXPAND/EXPANDED/EXPANSIONIncrease in size or volume.

eEXPLOSIONSViolent outbursts.

EXPOSEDUncovered or unprotected.

EXTERNALOutside.

EXTREMEMaximum.

FACILITIESSomething built, installed or established to serve a purpose.

FAILUREFalling short.

FEATUREA special attraction.

FEEDWATERAll water put or to be put into a boiler.

FIREBOXChamber that contains a fire.

FIREBRICKUsed to build furnace refractories.

FITTINGSVarious controlling devices installed on a boiler.

FLASUINGRapid conversion of hot water to steam due to a pressure drop.

PLEXIBLEBendable or pliable.

FLUCTUATIONChanging from a norm.

FORCEDDone or produced with effort.

FROST LINE--Depth to which the ground freezes.



FUNCTION/FUNCTIONINGWork, perform.

FURNACE--Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

FUSIBLE PLUG--Brass plug with tin core, used as a low water alarm.

GASESMixture of carbon and oxygen produced and given off in the burning process.

GASKET--A ring of material fitted tightly around a joint to keep it from leaking.

GENERATE/GENERATED--To make or produce.

GRADUATED--Marked with degrees of measurement.

GRAVITY--Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

HAND-HOLE--Hand sized orifice in a boiler to facilitate maintenance.

HARMFULDamaging, injurious.

HEADERPipe or tube shared by two or more boilers, objects or devices.

HEATING--The act of increasing the temperature.

HORIZONTAL--Parallel to the horizon.

HYDRAULIC--Operated, moved or effected by a liquid; i.e., water or oil.

HYDROSTATIC TEST--Filling boiler with water to a pressure one and one-half times thesafety valve setting.

IGNITIONAct of setting on fire.

ILLUSTRATED/ILLUSTRATES--Drawn, pictured or shown.

IMPINGEMENT--Encroachment or infringement.

IMPORTANT--Having much meaning or value.

IMPRACTICAL--Not practical.

INADEQUATE--Not enough or not good enough.

INCHES--Units of measurement equalling 1/12 of a foot.

INCORPORATE--Unite.

INCREASE--Add to.

INDEFINITELY--Unknown amount of time.

INDEPENDENT--Not depending on.

INDICATE/INDICATINGPoint, direct or show.

INDUCED--Sucked up, brought on.

INDUSTRIALRelating to industry.

INFORMATIONCommunication of knowledge.

INJECTOR--A unit to force water into a boiler.

INLET--Entry. 629
INSPECT/INSPECTION--To check or look carefully.
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INSTALL/INSTALLEDTo set up for uso.

INSTALLA7IONAir Force bases or properties which contain heating equipment.

INSTRUCTIONSProceduros.

INSULATE/INSULATION--Protect or cover.

INTELLIGENrAble to understand.

TNTEGRATE/INTPGRATEDM1 7 together.

INTERFERE--To hinder.

INTERMITTENTComing and going at intervals.

INTERNAL--Inside.

INVERTEDUpside down.

IRRESPECTIVEWithout regard.

ISOLATING VALVE--Valve used to separate a device from the main flow.

JURISDICTION--Control or authority over.

LAMINATIONS--Layers of bonded materials.

LATTER--Relating to the last or more recent.

LETHALDeadly.

LIMITATIONS--Limits.

LINKAGESystan of bars, rods or links.

eLINTELThreshold.

LOCATED/LOCATION--Indicates place or site.

LONGITUDINALPlaced or running lengthwise.

LUBRICATE/LUBRICATED/LUBRICATION--To make slippery, usually with grease or oil.

MAGNESIUMA form or type of insulation.

MAINTAIN--To keep in existing state.

MAINTENANCE--To service or repair a piece of equipment.

MALFUNCTION--Failure to operate normally.

MANUAL/MANUALLY--Worked by hand.

MANUFACTURER--Maker.

MASONRY--To do with stone.

MAXIMUMMost or highest limit.

MECHANICALOperated by a machine.

MECRANISM--Mechanical operation or action.

METER--Indicating type measuring device.

METHODWay of doing.

vii
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MINIMUMLeast or lovest limit.

MISALIGNMENT--Not aligned.

MIXTURE--State of being mixed.

MOISTUREWetness.

MONTHLYOnc a month.

MCRTARMixture of cement of lime with aand and water to hold bricks together.

MOVEMENT--Change of place, position or posture.

MUNICIPAL--Relating to local government.

NECESSARY--Needed.

NIPPLE--Shurt piece of pipe.

NONCONDENSABLE--Unable to be condensed.

NON-RETURN VALVE--Valve permitting flow only in one direction.

NORMAL--Average.

ODSERVATION--Watching.

OBTAINED--Got or received.

OPERATE/OPERATING/OPERATION/OPERATIONALRelating to work.

OPERATOR--One who operates.

OPTIMUM--Best.

ORIFICEHole or opening.

OUTLET--Exit.

OXYGEN--A gas without color, taste or odor, and is a chemical element (02).

PACKAGE--Moderate sized unit with all essentials.

PASSAGE--Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PENETRATEPass into or through.

PERCENTReckoned on the basis of a whole divided equally into one hundred parts.

PERFORATIONSHoles.

PERFORMDo.

PERIODICALLYFixed intervals between set times.

PERMANENT--Fixed or lasting.

PERMISSIBLEAllowed.

PERSONNELPeople of a unit or group.

PISTON-A sliding piece moved by or moving against a liquid or gas.

PLASTIC FIREBRICK--Unburned bridk that can be shaped to form refractory linings.

PNEUMATICOperated by air.
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POSITION--Place or posture.

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENTEqual reaction to an action.

POUNDS--Unit of weight measurement equaling 16 ounces.

PRECAUTION--To be on one's guard.

PREFABRICATEDAlready made.

PREHEATERSEquipment used to heat something before it is used.

PRELIMINARYSomething that precedes.

PREOPERATION/PREOPERATIONALBefore operating.

PRESSURE--Force exerted.

PREVENT/PREVENTINGTo stop from happening.

PRIMARY--Main.

PRIMING--Filling with water.

PRINCIPALMost important.

PROCEDITRESteps followed in a definite order.

PROGRAMMERControlling device used on boilers.

PROJECTINGGoing beyond.

PROLONGED--To lengthen the time of.

PROPER--Right or correct.

1 PROTECTIONGuard against.

PROVIDE--To supply or rupport.

QUALIFIEDComplied with the specific requirements.

QUALITIES--Peculiar and essential characteristics.

QUARTERLYFour times a year, three months or 90 days.

QUESTIONABLEDoubtful.

RECOMMENDTo attract favor to.

RECTIFICATION/RECTIFYINGTo make unidirectional.

REDUCE/REDUCING/REDUCTIONDecrease or make smaller.

REFRACTORYHeat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGENERATIVE--Ability to form or create again.

REGULATE/REGULATING/REGULATORTo control the flow of.

RELAY--Electrical device used to delay the flow of current.

REMOVED--Taken away from.

REPAIR--Fix or put back into condition.

REPLACE/REPLACEMENTSubstitute:
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REQUIRE/REQUIRED/REQUIREMENTSNeeded or essential.

RESIDUE--Remains of.

RESISTANCE--Opposition against.

RESPIRATORY--Breathing.

REVOLVING--Turning around on an axis.

RIVETEDFastened or united with rivets.

ROTATION--The turning of a body on an axis.

SAFETY--Condition of being safe from or causing hurt, injury or loss.

SCANNER--Control component used to sense flame.

SEDIMENTSettlings of impurities.

SEQUENCE--The order of progression.

SETTING(S)--Material that covers an inside surface of a boiler furnace.

SHALLOWOpposite of deep.

SHRINKAGE--Amount of decrease in size.

SIMULTANEOUSLYAt the same time.

SOLUTIONLiquid containing a dissolved substance.

411SPALLED/SPALLINGThe flaking and chipping of brick surfaces.

SPECIFICATIONS/SPECIFIEDDetailed precise presentation of something.

STANDARD--Something established as a rule for measuring quantity, weight, extent, value
or quality.

STATIONARY--Fixed, immobile.

SUFFICIENT/SUFFICIENCY--Enough.

SUPERHEATER--Tubes in steam boilers that add extra heat to the steam before exiting theboiler.

SUPERVISOR--Administrator in charge of.

SUSPENDED--To maintain from falling or sinking.

SYSTEM(S)--Regularly interacting or interdependent group forming a unified whole.

TAPERED--Becoming gradually smaller toward one end.

TEMPERATURE--A measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius.

THERMODYNAMIC--A steam trap operated by the dynamics of heat.

THERMOHYDRAULIC--A feedwater regulator operated by expansion and contraction of water.

THERMOSTATIC--A feedwater regulator operated by the expansion and contraction.

THICKNESSMeasurement from one side through to the other.

THOROUGHLY--Completely.

THROTTLING--To prevent or check activity of.613



TURBINERotary engine actuated by the reaction or impu1:,0 of a current of fluid or gas.

TYPICALCommon.

UNCONDENSEDNon condensed.

UPWARDFrom lower to higher.

VACUUMDevoid of matter.

VALVE--Mechanical device used to stop or permit the flow of fluids or gases.

VENTILATE/VENTILATIONTo air out.

VERIFICATION--Act or process of confirming.

VERTICALIn an upright or up-and-down motion or position.

VIBRATIONPeriodic motion in alternately opposite directions.

VOLTAGEUnit of electrical potential or potential difference.

WATERContains two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen, expressed as 1120.

WATER COLUMNA steam boiler external fitting used to prevent fluctuations of water in
the gauge glass.

WITHDRAWING--Taking out or away.

YEARLYOnce a year.
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engine(ring Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ohJECTIVES

SG J3A13R54532 001-VI-1

THEORY OF OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF STEAM HEATING SYSTEMS

Givon .nrormation, identify principles concerning theory of operation and
construction fea!ures of steam heating systems with 70% accuracy.

Given information, identify the procedures for removing and installing boilers with
70%, accuracy.

Given information, identify basic facts about components of feedwater system with
70% accuracy.

Given information, determine procedures for installation, operation and maintenance
of reciprocating pumps with 80% accuracy.

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for operating and servicing
pressure/temperature recording equipment with 80% accuracy.

Given information, operate and service draft indicating and regulating equipment
with instructor assistance.

Given information, perform service of flow meters and recorders with instructor
assistance.

Given information, troubleshoot boiler flame control system with instructor
assistance.

INTRODUCTION

You will want to do your best as a heating systems specialist. You will be

0
interested in the information in this block. Whr.c you learn here may save your boiler
and your life.

INFORMATION
CENTRAL HEATING PLANTS

A central heating plant is an assembly of coordinated equipment used to supply the
heat needed to meet job requirements. Heat is generally delivered as hot water or steam
and is used to warm buildings or groups of buildings and to supply hot water and steam
to hospitals, laundries, dining halls, dry cleaning plants and industrial installations.

There are two main types of central heating plants: the high temperature water
(IITW) plant which produces hot water for heating and the steam plant which produces
steam to supply the required heat.

Steam plants are the most common types of plants used in the Air Force. To discuss
steam plants we must first find out what steam is.

FUNDAMENTALS OF STEAM GENERATION

To acquaint you with some of the fundamentals of the process of steam generation,
suppose that you sot an open pan of water on the stove and turn on the heat. You will
find that the holt causes the temperature of the water to increase and, at the same
time, to expand in volume. When the temperature reaches the BOILING POINT (212°F, or
100°C, at sea level) a change occurs in the water; the water starts vaporizing. If you
hold the temperature at boiling point long erough, the water will continue to vaporize
until the pan is dry. Now a point to remember is: THE TEMPERATURE OF WATER WILL NOT
INCREASE nEYOND TUE BOILING POINT. Even if you add more heat after the water starts to
boil, the water will not get any hotter, as long as it stays at the same pressure.

1-1
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But, suppose you place a close-fitting lid on the pan of boiling water. The liiprevents the steam escaping from the pan, and this results in a buildup of pressuro
inside the pan. However, if an opening is made in the lid, steam will escape at thesame rate it is generated. As long as any water remains in the pan, and as long as the
pressure remains constant, the temperature of the water and steam will romnin constant
and equal.

The steam boiler operates on the same basic principle as a closed container of
boiling water. By way of comparison, it is true with the boiler as with the closed
container, that steam formed in boiling tends to push against the water and sides of the,vessel. Because of this downward pressure on the surface of the water, a temperature /N
EXCESS of 212°F is required for boiling. The higher temperature is obtained simply byincreasing the supply of heat. Bear in mind, therefore, that: AN INCREASE IN PRESSURE
MEANS AN INCREASE IN BOILING POINT TEMPERATURE.

It is simple to determine the temperature of the water once you know the steam
pressure. First, you determine the square root of the steam pressure; then multiply
this by 14 and add the constant number of 198. For example, when the steam pressure is
100 pounds per square inch of the gauge (psig), the square root is 10. When 10 isapplied to the formula, the water temperature Ls 338°F. (10 x 14 + 198 = 338).

The basic principle of boiler operation and construction features are facts that
you, as a heating specialist, must understand since the boiler is the main unit of thecentral steam plant.

BOILER CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The boiler is the main unit of a central steam plant. Every other piece of
equipment is subordinated to the boiler and its function of boiling water at the
required pressure to produce steam. A boiler is composed essentially of two main parts;the furnace in which fuel-combustion takes place, and the pressure parts which contain
water and/or steam. Figure 1 illustrates a cutaway view of a boiler showing furnace, 0
pressure parts, feedwater inlet, steam outlet, etc.
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Figure 1. Horizontal Return Tubular Firetube Boiler

Furnace Construction

Furnace design is important for the efficient combustion of a fuel. Its volume
(combustion space) determines the time available for complete combustion; its shape cnnhelp promote turbulence.
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Some furnaces have refractory arches and/or bridges that reflect heat and maintain a
high temperature in specific Zones. The heat release in BTUs per cubic foot of furnace
volume must la kept with economical limits. These limits depend on the nature of the
Furnace setting (enclosing walls), boiler heating surfaces exposed to radiant heat,
nature of the Fuel, and type of firing.

Furnace settings may consist of all solid refractor walls, refractory air-cooled
walls, a combination of refractory and water-cooled walls, and water walls when the
boiler he: ing surface form the entire furnace wall. High temperature adversely affects
refractory materials; therefore, refractory-wall furnaces are limited to operations in
which low heat is released.

Pressure Parts

Pressure parts are the totally enclosed metallic sections, compartments, or tubes
which contain steam or water. They must be strong enough to withstand continuously the
maximum pressure and temperature for which the boiler is designed. These sections
comprise the drums, headers, waLerboxes, tubes and waterwalls.

Tubes and drums are used as the principle pressure parts largely because of their
ease of manufacture and the characteristic of a cylinder as such that it has maximum
strength for minimum material thickness. Tubes can be bent readily and arranged in
groups which give effective heat absorption and minimum cost.

DRUMS. Boiler drums are divided into two types: steam drums and mud drums.

STEAM DRUMS. The steam drum is always located at the top of the boiler. It is
cylindrical in shape, and (except in some heater-type boilers) it runs from the front of
the boiler to the back. The steam drum provides a space for the accumulation of steam
generated in the tubes and for the separation of moisture from the steam and it serves
as a storage space for boiler water, which is distributed from the steam drum to the
downcomer tubes. (In normal operation, the steam drum is kept about half full of
water.) In addition to these basic functions, the steam drum either contains or is
connected to many of the important controls and fittings required for the operation of
the boiler. (See figure 2.)
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Figure 2. Water Tube Boiler
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MUD DRUMS. The mud ,I-ums equalize the distribution of water to tau generating tub0and provide a place for Ale collection of loose scale and other solid matter in thewater. This sediment ' remoxed from the mud drums by periodic operation of the bottomblowdown valves. Mud .ums are cylindrical in shape and considerably smaller than thesteam drums. (Figure 2)

TUBES. Vfater tubes are always designatt,d by outside diameter. Most water Litheboilers fall within this range. In fire tube boilers, tubes are designated by insidediameter.

Boiler tubes are installed with ends
projecting twice the tube wall thickness
through the tube sheets. Projecting ends
are flared slightly in water tube boilers
and are left that way because they are sur-
rounded by water or steam. Since tube ends
of a fire tube boiler are surrounded by hot
gases, they would soon burn off if allowed
to project. Therefore, they are beaded and
hammered until they are flat against the tube
sheet. The process also increases the holding
power of the tube.

HEADERS. Headers are used in waterwall
construction to connect groups of tubes.
They are usually formed of heavy wall tubing
or pipe, but may be forged. Figure 3 illus-
trates some typical header types. Headers
are divided into two groups, box and sectional.

Sectional. A hand hold opposite the end of
each tube permits installation, cleaning and
inspection. Each section is connected to the
steam drum by expanded and flared tubes. A
mud drum is connected by short nipples to the
bottom of each of the rear header sections.

Box. Box-headers are like sectional headers
except that two flat boxlike headers replace
the individual sectional headers. These
boxes are made up of steel plates into which
the tubes are expanded.

Internal Fittings (Figure 4)

INTERNAL FEED PIPE (Figure 4). The
internal feed pipe runs the full length of
the stam drum. It is installed in the water
space near, but not touching, the bottom of
the drum. One end of the internal feed pipe
connects through either the front or the rear
drum head from the boiler feed line; the other
end is blanked off. The feed water flows
from the feedwater heater into the feed water
pipe, and is distributed evenly throughout
the drum by way of holes in the feed pipe.
These holes are drilled along the entire
length of the feed pipe; they are on the
upper side only, so that tUe feed water
discharges upward rather than downward.
This arrangement has two main advantages:
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Figure 3. Headers

- -- The incoming feed water causes the least possible interference with the naturalscirculation of water in the boiler when it discharges upward.

- -- The relatively cool incoming water is directed away from the hot !:team drummetal, in order to reduce the possibility of setting up metal stre,imi.
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stlitFACE BLoW LINE (Figure ) The surface blow line is perforated pipe which, like
the internal feed pipe, extends the full length of the steam drum. It is located about
half n inch below the normal water level. The holes in the line are located along the
upper side only.

The surface blow line is used to remove grease, scum, and light solids from the
boiler water. One end of the line is blanked off, the other is connected through the
drum to the surface blow valve. In some older types of boilers, a shallow scum pan is
attached t..) the surface blow line.

DRY PIPE (Figure 4). The dry pipe is a steel pipe about 5 or 6 inches in diameter.
IL is installed along the centerline of the steam drum, and runs almost the entire
length of the drum. Both ends of the dry pipe are closed. Steam enters by way of holes
or slits which aro cut along the entire length of the upper surfacL. The perforations
are made in the upper surface only, so that the steam must make a sudden change of
direction in order to enter the dry pipe. Some moisture is lost when the steam changes
direction; so the dry pipe is, in effect, a steam separator. The steam leaves the dry
pipe through the main steam outlet.

A -- STEAM OUTLET

B -- DRY PIPE

C SURFACE BLOW OFF PIPE

D -- INTERNAL FEEDWATER PIPE

E -- STEAM BAFFLE

Figure 4. Cross Sections Showing Internal Fittings

Stays

Flat surfaces or a boiler are held in
place by braces, which are called stays.
The most important types of stays are the
gusset, diagonal, through, sling, and stay-
bolts.

GUSSET (Figure 5). The gusset stay
consists of one or two angles fastened to
each of the stay surfaces and connected by
a steel plate. They arc very rigid and some-
times cause undue stress.

DIAGONAL (Figure 6). Diagonal stays are
normally made of round iron flattened on one
end and T-shaped on the other. The T-shaped
end is riveted to the flat surface to be
supported and the other end is riveted to
othe shell.

1-5
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Figure 6. Diagonal Stay

Figure . Through Stay, Showing Two J
Methods of Fastening to
Shell

THROUGH STAYS (Figure 7) . Through
stays extend from one flat surface to
another. One type is threaded and fitted
with two nuts and a large washer on each
end. Another type is threaded on one end;
the other end is supported by a pin
connection to two angles riveted to the
head. To permit water circulation between
the head and angles, they are separated
with spacers.

SLINGSTAYS (Figure 8). Slingstays and radial stays are similar. They have a pin
joint at one or both ends to permit a slight movement of the stayed sheets.

C.G6-0411

Figure 8. Inside of 300 HP 150 psi Firebox Boiler, Showing
Slingstay Bracing of Crown and Wrapper Sheet

STAYBOLTS (Figure 9). Staybolts are
short through stays which are threaded
through the tube sheets and riveted at
the ends. A 3/16 inch diameter telltale
hole is drilled in each end of the stay-
bolt: Leakage from the hole indicates a
broken staybolt. The holes may be drilled
to at least 1/2 inch beyond the inside
the plate, or all the way through the bolt.
If the staybolt is over 8 inches, it need
not be drilled. 640
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Ba frtes

Baffles may be broken down into two different types depending on their location and
use. The two typos are: gas baffles and steam baffles.

(lAS BAFFLES. Gas baffles aro thin walls or partitions used to direct the combustion
gases ovor th heating surfaces with minimum draft loss and maximum heat absorption.
They may 1-^ constructed of either refractory material or metal. Steel gas baffles are
used in low temperature zones; refractory baffles, supported and cooled by the tubes,
are used in high temperature zones. (See figure 10.)
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NORMAL PATH
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:Ft 51
ST1911.11.11 99 .. ....... 11.1 A -43.mmor..!/z4zoorez 497"/ ri7"

Figure 10. Cross Section of Box-Header

STEAM BAFFLES. Steam baffles may be installed inside the steam drum in order to
direct the flow of stem' or water, ensure adequate circulation throughout the drum, and
prevent violent agitation of tho water. Most steam baffles are removable.

Stacks and Breechings

Stacks are necessary for discharging the products of combustion at an elevation high
enough to comply with health requirements, and to prevent nuisance due to low flying
smoke, soot, and ash. A boiler needs draft to mix air correctly with the fuel supply,
and to conduct the flue gases through the complete setting.

The air necessary for combusti,a of fuel cannot be supplied normally by natural
draft, therefore, draft fans may be used to ensure that the air requirements are
properly met. Three types of draft systems used on boilers are forced-draft, induced
draft and balanced draft.

The forced-draft fan forces air through the fuel bed, or fuel burner, and into the
furnace to supply air for combustion.

The induced-draft fan draws gases through the setting, thus ensuring their removal
through the stack. Balanced draft is a combination of forced and induced draft systems.

BREKCBINGS. Broechings arc used to connect the boiler to the stack. They are
usually made of sheet steel, with provisions for expansion and contraction. (Figure
11.)
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Figure 11. Scotch Type Package Unit Boiler

TYPES OF BOILERS 0Steam boilers may be made of cast iron or steel and are normally further classifie
into two general types: fire tube and water tube.

Fire-Tube Boilers

The fire-tube boiler's tubes are filled with hot gases and surrounded by water.
Fire tube steam boilers are easier to operate and cheaper than watr tube boilers. Theycan also use a lower quality of feedwater. However, design limitations restrict their
use to relatively small capacity. There are many types of fire-tube boilers. They areinternally fired when the furnace or firebox is totally or partly surrounded by. water,
as in the Scotch Marine illustrated In figure 11. They are externally fired when thy
furnace is external to the heating surface of the boilers, as in the horizontal return
tubular (HRT) boiler illustrated in figure 12.

SCOTCH MARINE (Figure 11). The Scoth Marine portable unit can be moved with case
and with a minimum of foundation work. As a complete self-contained unit, its design
includes automatic controls, steel boiler, and burner equipment. These features are abig advantage because no disassembly is required when you have to take the boiler to thefield for emergency work, or have to move it to a more suitable location in the area.

One advantage that the Scotch type boiler has over the water-tube boiler is that it
requires less space, and can be set up in a low-ceiling room. Then, too, its tubes
being all the same size saves time and trouble in making tube replacements.

The Scotch type boiler also has a few disadvantages. Its shell runs from 6 to 8
feet in diameter, a detail of construction which makes a large amount of reinforcing
necessary. Too, the fixed dimensions of its internal furnace cause some difficulty in
cleaning the surfaces of the section below the combustion chamber. Another drawback isencountered in the limited capacity and pressure of the Scotch type boiler.

The SETTING of the Scotch marine type of boiler is self-supporting. The shell restsin two or more cast-iron cradles, and the boiler is sometimes pitched slightly to aid ledraining the boiler. The setting includes a blow-down pipe which is connected to the
bottom of the shell which, in turn, is screwed into a pad riveted to the shell.
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Because the Scotch marine is a fully self-contained portable boiler it is sometimes
referred to as a package boiler.

HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR (HRT) BOILER. In adition to operating portable boilers
/ such as the Scotch marine type and vertical-tube boiler, the heating mechanic must also

be able to operate stationary boilers, both in the plant and in the field. A STATIONARY
BOILER can be defined as one having a permanent foundation and not easily moved or
relocated A popular type of stationary fire-tube boiler Ls the HORIZONTAL RETURN
TUBULAR (MIT) boiler, illustrated in figure 12.

The initial cost of the HRT boiler is relatively low, and installing it is not too
difficult. The boiler setting can be readily changed to meet different fuel require-
ments - coal, oil, wood, or gas. Tube replacement is also a comparatively easy task
since all tubes in the HRT boiler are the same in size, length, and diameter.

The gas flow in the HRT boiler is from the firebox to the rear of the boiler, then
return through the tubes to the front where it is discharged to the breeching and stack.

The HRT boiler has a pitch of 1 or 2 inches to the rear. This allows sediment to
settle toward the rear near the bottom blow connection. The fusible plug is located 2
inches above the top row of tubes. Boilers over 40 inches in diameter require a manhold
in the upper part of the shell. Don't fail to familiarize yourself with the location of
these and other essential parts of the HRT boiler. The knowledge you acquire will be a
great help to you, both NOW and LATER in the performance of duties involving boilers.
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Figure 12. Cutaway of Horizontal Return Tubular HRT Boiler

=IRE BOX. Another type of fire-tube boiler is the FIRE BOX boiler, which generally
Is sed for stationary purposes. A split section of a small firebox boiler is
illustrated in figure 13. Gases in the firebox boiler make two passes through the
tubes. Firobox boilers require no setting except possibly an ash pit (when using coal
fuel). As a renult, they can be quick y installed and placed in service. Gases travel
from the fire box through a group of tubes to a reversing chamber and return through a

10
second set of tubes to the flue connection on the front of the boiler, and are dis-
charged up the stack.
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BREECHING

Figure 13. Cutaway of Double Pass Firebox Boiler
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Figure 14. Water-Tube Boiler (Package Type)
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Water-Tube Boilers (Figure

Wator-Tubc boilers offer a number of advantages. They afford flexibility in
10 starting up. They also have a high productive capacity, which ranges from 100,000 to

1,000,000 pounds of steam per hour. In case of the tube failure, there is little danger
of a disastrous explosion of the water-tube boiler. The furnace not only can carry a
high overload, but also can be modified easily for firing by oil or coal. Still another
advantage Ls afforded by the minimum difficulty encountered in getting to sections
inside the furnace for cleaning and repair purposes.

Now, let us look at several disadvantages common to water-tube boilers. One of the
main drawbacks to the use of water-tube boilers is the high construction cost. The
large assortment of tubes required for this boiler, and the excessive weight per unit
weight or steam generated, are other unfavorable factors.

Water-tube boilers may be classified in a number of ways. For our purpose though,
let us classify them as straight-tube and bent-tube. These two classes will be
discussed separately in this section. To avoid confusion, make sure you study carefully
each illustration referunced in the discussion.

STRAIGHT TUBE BOILERS. Straight tube boilers can be further subdivided into
sectional-header and box-header boilers.

Sectional-Header Cross Drum. Figure 15 shows a SECTIONAL-HEADER CROSS DRUM boiler
with vertical headers. Feed water enters and passes down through the downcomers (pipe)
into the rear sectional headers from which the tubes are supplied. The water is heated
and some of it changes into steam as it flows through the tubes to the front headers.
The steam-water mixture returns to the steam drum through the circulating tubes and is
discharged in front of the steam-drum baffle which helps to separate the water and
steam.
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Steam is removed from the top of the drum through the dry pipe.

410Headers, the distinguishing feature of this boiler, aro usually of forged sd:ee1 an
are connected to the drums with tubes. Headers may be vertical (as in figure 15) or atright angles to the tubes.

Baffles are usually so arranged that gases are directed across the tubes three times
before being discharged from the boiler below the drum.

Box-Header Cross Drum. The BOX-HEADER CROSS DRUM BOILER is illustrated in figure10. The boiler is usually built with the drum in front. It is supported by lugs
fastened to the box-headees. This boiler has either cross or Iongitudinhl barfling,
arranged to divide the boiler into three passes.

Water enters the bottom of the drum, flows through connecting tubes to the hox-
header, through the tubes to the rear box-header, and back to the drum.
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Figure 16. Box-Header Cross Drum Boiler (straight water tube).

Box-Header Longitudinal Drum Boilers. Box-header longitudinal drum boilers have
either a horizontal or inclined drum. Box headers are fastened directly to the drum,
when the drum is inclined. If the drum is horizontal, the front box-header is connected
to it at an angle greater than 90 degrees. The rear box-header is connected to the drum
by tubes. Longitudinal or cross baffles can be used with either type. (Figure 17.)
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Bent-Tube Boilers. Bent-tube (water-tube) boilers may be classified by the number
and location of their drums. Figure 18 illustrates one of the types of bent-tube
boilers. Boilers of this type usually have three drums, each the same in diameter but
not all set. on the same level. The tubes are bent at the ends to enter the drums
radially.

Wat:r enters the top rear drum, passes through the tubes to the bottom drum, and
then moves up through the tubes to the top front drum. A mixture of steam and water is
discharged into this drum; steam returns to the top rear drum through the upper row of
tubes while water travels through tubes in the lower rows. Steam is removed near the
top of the rear drum by tubes extending across the drum, and enters a small collecting
header above the front drum.

Many types of baffles arrangement are used with bent-tube boilers. Usually, they
are Installed so that 70 to 80 percent of the heat will be absorbed by the inclined
tubes between the lower and upper front drums.

PACKAGE TYPE WATER-TUBE BOILERS. Water-tube boilers, covering a range in capacity
from 7,500 up to 180,000 pounds of steam per hour. have beon developed as fully
assembled package units. The package units incorporate a number of important features,
including: compactness, simplicity, delivery and installation are facilitated. The
boiler and furnaces are completely integrated with burners, automatic controls, blower,
water column, pumping equipment, etc. They are suitable for small and medium sized
central heating plants. Water-tube boilers of the package type have the same applica-
IIItions as a fire-tube package boiler.
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ASME CODE

111

A boiler must meet certain requirements before it is considered to be a satisfactory
installation. It must be safe to operate, it must generate clean steam at the desired
rate and pressure, and it must e economical to operate. A set of rules for construc-
tion of stationary steam boilc s, known as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boil,.!r Construction Code, has been widely adopted by insurance underwriters and
governmental agencies. This code contains mandatory provisions for methods of
construction and installation, materials used, design features, and recommended
operating and inspection procedures.

The term "fittings" means the various controlling devices installed on the boiler.
. The Fittings are vitally important to the economy of operation and safety of personnel

and equipment. A thorough knowledge of fittings is necessary if you are to acquire
skill in the installation, operation, and servicing of steam boilers.

Fittings are sometimes classified as internal and external. Internal means inside
the boiler. External fittings are outside the boiler.

number of accessories and fittings are usually installed on boilers to insure safe
operation and increased economy. ASME Boiler CcAle requires that the following
acuwisories b( installed in a specified manner before the boiler can be operated:
safety valves, water columns, pressure gauges, blowoff valves, steam-outlet valves, and
feedwater valves. Table 1 and figure 20 show installation of these accessories and
fittings in an BHT boiler.
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Figure 20. Installation of Boiler Fittings and Accessories
Conforming to ASME Boiler Code



Table 1. Installation of Boiler Fittings and Accessories
Conforming to ASME Code

KEY RULE

1 Minimum size pipe between water columns and boiler is I inch. Use crossesat all turns. Water connection to boiler must be not less than G inchesbelow center of shell. Water-column connection to ash pit fitted withdrain valve must be at least 3/4-inch pipe size.

2 Each boiler must hae one water gauge with connection not less than 1/2-incn
pipe size, the lowest visible part to be at least 2 inches above low safewater line. Automatic water gauges are permissible. Each boiler must havethree or more gauge cocks within visible range of water glass, unless
heating surface does not exceed 100 square feet, when two gauge cocks arepermitted.

3 Tee or lever handle cock is the only stop permitted between gauge andboiler. For pressures exceeding 250 pounds, pipe must be steel and notsmaller than 1 inch.

4 1/4-inch globe valve for attaching test gauge.

5 When rhutoff valves are used in connections to a water column they must beoutside screw-and-yoke gate valves and must be locked or sealed open.

6 Each boiler must have at least one safety valve; if tt has more than 500
square feet of water-beating surface, it must have two or more safety
valves. Only ASME standard safety valves are permissible. Sizes 3 1/3 4111inches and larger must have flange inlet; sizes 3 inches and smaller canhave screw connection.

7 Valves below water line; valves for feed-water and blowoff lines and forwater connections to water column and drains from water column and watergauge glass. Bronze and iron valves for above services must have a steampressure rating at least 25 percent greater than maximum allowable working
pressure stamped on boiler drum.

8 Valves B and C required on all boilers. D is required only when two ormore boilers are fed from one source. Inlet must be under the disk.

9 Stop valve E required on each steam line as near nozzle as practicable.
Valve over 2-inch pipe size must be outside screw-and-yoke rising-stemtype.

10 If two or more boilers are connected to a common pipe, valves E and F areboth required. E should be nonreturn and drain G is required between thetwo valves. Open end of drain must be visible; no-splash funnel is idealfor this purpose.

11 Fire-actuated fusible plugs must be located at lowest permissible waterlevel and must be renewed each year.

12 Two blowoff valves not smaller than 1-inch or larger than 2 1/2 inches fpquired when pressure exceeds 100 pounds, except on traction or portableboilers. For pressure over 200 pounds, steel blowoff valves must be used.Globe valves must not be used as blowoff valves.



Safety Valve

The safety valve (figure 21) is the most
11 important of boiler Fittings. It is designed

to open automatically to prevent pressure in
the boiler increasing beyond the safe-operating
limit. It Ls installed, in a vertical posi-
tion, directly to the steam drum. Every
boiler must have a safety valve, and there
are several different types in use. Each
type is designed to open completely (PO) at
a speciFied pressure, and to remain open
until a specified pressure drop has
occurred. Safety valves must close
tightly, without chattering, and must
remain tightly closed after seating.
Never operate a boiler with a known
defective safety valve.

Capacity. The capacity of safety valves
must be such that they can discharge all
the steam generated in the boiler and
still maintain steam pressure at not
more than 6 percent above the maximum
allowable working pressure.

Blow off valves

UFTING LEVER
SPRING

ADJUSTMENT

LIP OF THE
FEATHER

BLOW-DOWN
ADJUSTING

RING

INLET

Figure 21. A Spring-Loaded Safety Valve

All steam heating systems must have the provision to blowdown the boiler. The
object of blowing down the boiler is to remove sediments such as mud, scale, and other
impurities that are harmful to the boiler. Blowdown is also used to remove excess water
from the boiler.

Blowoff Connections

Blowoff connections are normally localted at the lowest water space of the boiler.
Since sediment tends to co3lect in the blowoff line where there is no normal water cir-
culation, the pipe may become oierheated and burn ollt. This line must be protected
against direct furnace heat.

Types of Blowoff Valves

SLIDING DISC UR SWING GATE TYPE. This type of valve has a swing gate or disc which
moves between parallel faces so there is no wedging action and no possibility of
jamming. When operated the disc rotates, preserving and regrinding the sealing joint.
These valves are usually quick opening. See figure 22.



SEAT AND DISC OR HAND SEAT TYPE. These valves are usually instalted with flowentering below the seat. They rf:quire at least five complete turns of the operatingmechanism to change from fully open to the fully closed position and vice versa. Neefigure 23.

Figure 22. Quick Opening Blowoff Valve
Assembly and Seats

Bottom Blowoff Application and Connection

Figure 23. Typical Angle Slow Owning
iflowoff Valve

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, sponsored by the American Society or
Mechanical Engineers, requires that all boilers carrying over 100-psi working pressures
have two blowoff valves on each blowdown pipe. The arrangement may include two slow-
opening valves or one slow-opening valve and a plugcock. All types of boilers must have
the blowoff valves installed with extra heavy steel or malleable iron piping.

When a boiler is blown down, the quick-opening valve is opened first and the slow-
opening valve is opened second. The reason fcr doing this is to avoid undue stress on
the boiler and the blowdown piping. When sufficient blowdown time has elapsed, the
slow-opening valve is closed first and the quick-opening valve is closed last.

Surface Blowdown Valve

The surface blowdown valve will be either a manual or automatic globe valve. It is
used to regulate the needed amount of surface blowdown, which was discussed earlier in
this study guide.

Continuous Blowdown

The purpose of a continuous blowdown system is to remove foreign solids and maintain
the concentration of the boiler water at proper limits. (See Figure 24.)

Flash Tank

The blowdown water or steam from the bottom blowdown and the continuous blowdown
system should never be piped directly in the atmospher( r sewer because of the possi-
bility of injuring people and damaging the sewer connec6ions. The correct method of
disposing of this hot water and steam is by the use of a flash tank, sometimes called ablowdown basin. (See figure 25.)

This tank is usually buried underground to prevent freezing. It is equipped with a

IIbottom drain for emptying the tank when cleaning is necessary. A manhole is also pro-
vided for cleaning and inspecting purposes.
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Figure 25. A Flash Tank Arrangement for a Bottom Blowdown

When the hot water from the boiler enters the flash tank, part of the water flashes
into steam and is vented into the atmosphere. The water that does not flash into steam,
however, will raise the water level in the tank and cause cold water in the tank to
overflow Into the sewer.

Flash tanks may also be used in continuous blowdown systems as shown in figure 25
1 and to prevent water hammer and other disturbances in the distribution system.
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Steam Stop Valves

The steam outlet line from a boiler must
have a stop valve. If the valve is larger
than a 2-inch pipe, it must be the outside
screw-and-yoke, rising-stem type (see figure
26). These valves are not used for regula-
ting purposes; they must be either totally
open or completely closed. The stem posi-
tion indicates whether the valve is open or
closed.

Non-Return Valves

STUFFING
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SOUD
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Figure 26. Outside Screw and Yoke Type Gate Valve

When two or more boilers are connected to a common steam header, the ASME oode andthe regulations of most states call for two stop valves between the boiler and theheader. Figure 27.

HEAmRlo
NON-RETURN VALVES

DRAIN

'1W

C-K8 -104
Figure 27. Typical Installations of Nonreturn Valves
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One of these valves, installed next to the boiler should be a nonreturn valve. Non-
return valves are also called stop check valves and can be manually closed when desired.
They prevent backflow from the header if a boiler fails and they simplify the work of

10
cutting out a botler, or bringing a cold boiler into service. The automatic operation
of tho vhlve Nuroghards workmon who enter a boiler to clean or repair it. See Figure
28.

Feedwater Valves

STEM

HANDWHEEL

DRAINPLUG

PACKING

BONNET

DISC

SEAT

Figure 28. Nonreturn Valves

The feed line must have a check valve near the boiler and a stop valve between the
check valve and the boiler. When two or more boilers are fed from a common source, a
globe valve must be installed on the branch to each boiler, between the check valve and
the sourro t)r Nhpply. The inlet must be under the seat of the globe valve.

D Water Columns

A water column is a hollow chamber made of cast iron, malleable iron, or steel
according to requirements of the boiler design pressure. It has suitable connections to
the boiler, water column drains, tri-cocks, and water gauge glasses. There are two
connections for the boiler. The top one enters the boilr steam space through the top
of the shell or head; the lower, or water connection must enter at least six inches
below the lowest permissible water level. See figure 29. Water columns are used to
prevent fluctuation of the water level of the gauge glass.
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Gauge Glass

0Water gauge glasses are used to see the boiler water operating level. They cfmsiof a strong glass tube connected at both ends to the water column by means of special
valved fittings. The ends of some glasses are annealed for longer service. Usually,the glasses are protected against mechanical damage by metal rods or special metallic
screens, but this protection must never interfere with proper vision from the operatingfloor. Gauge glass valves can be either manually or remotely operated. See figure 30.
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2. Automatic Shutoff

GAGE
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Figure 30. Cross Sections of Typical Gauge Classes

If the boiler operating pressure is 400 psig or higher, two gauge glasses must he
installed on the boiler.

The bottom of the gauge glasses is installed to indicate the minimum water level.
See figure 29.

Tri -Cocks

Two or three tri-cocks in the water column
permit independent testing of the boiler water
level. When three cocks are used, the middle
cock is usually at the main water level of the
boiler; the other two are equally spaced above
and below it at a distance determined by the
boiler size. Tri-cocks can be operated by
handwheel, chain-wheel, or lever. Figure 31.
ASME requires two tri-cocks must be on a
water column.
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Fusible Plugs

Fusible plugs are hollow bronv.e plugs filled with an alloy (mostly tin) which has a
1 low melting point (usually 450° - 500°F). They melt when the water in a fire-tube

boiler is low, and so serve as a warning. One side of the plug is in contact with the
fire or hot gases and the other side is covered with water. While the plug is cooled by
the water, it will hold. If the water level drops below the plug, the tin melts and is
blown out.

PROCEDURES FOR INSTALLING BOILER

Except for emergency conditions, steam boiler installation is planned years in the
future. Most water-tube boilers and large fire-tube boilers are installed by a contrac-
tor. Follow manufacturer's instructions if you ever need to install a boiler. Nu
matter if the contractor or you as a heating specialist install a boiler, ASME code must
be followed.

Boiler Peedwater System

All boilers use a feedwater system to provide the water that must be added to the
boiler as steam is generated. This water may be condensate that has been returned or
make up water needed to replace water lost through leakage during opertation of
equipment. Feedwater systems have been developed to add this water to the boiler when
needed. These systems vary from a nimple watermain supply used with small low-pressure
boilers to the complex system used in high-pressure multiple-boiler installation.

THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF STEAM AND GAS TURBINES

This section describes the main types of steam turbines, how they operate, and how
they compare with gas turbines. It explains how a condenser operates, and the
condenser's effect on efficiency.

What are Turbines?

A turbine is a machine that generates mech,nical power in rotary motion from the
kinetic enurgy of a fluid (steam, air, or water). The most powerful and widely used
turbines arc steam turbines. Steam turbi .es drive many types of power plant equipment
such as electric generators, pumps, and compressors. The output capacity of a steam
turbine ranges from less than 1 kW to more than one million kW. The larger capacity
steam turbines drive the electric generators in power plants.

A steam turbine consists of: (1) a cylinder (casing or shell) containing the fixed
(stationary) blade system and a set of bearings to support the rotor short; (2) a rotor
carrying the moving blades (buckets or vanes) with bearing journals on the ends of its
shaft; (3) a governor and valve system to regulate the turbine's, speed and power by
controlling the steam flow, and an oil system for lubricating the bearings and for
uydraulically operating the control valves by means of a relay system connected with
the govern:Jr; (4) a coupling or gear reducer to connect with the machine driven; and
(5) pipe connections to the steam supply from the boiler at the inlet, and to an exhaust
system at the outlet, of the casing.

A steam turbine's two main parts are the cylinder and the rotor. The cylinder
(stator) is a steel or cast iron housing usually divided at the horizontal centerline.
Its halves are bolted together for easy access. The cylinder contains fixed blades,
vanes, and nozzles that direct steam into the moving blades carried by the rotor. Each
fixed blade sot is mounted in diaphragms located in front of each disc on the rotor, or
directly in the casing. A disc and diaphragm pair from a turbine stage. Steam turbines
can have many stages.

The rotor is a rotating shaft that carries the moving blades on the outer edges of
either discs or drums. The blades rotate as the rotor revolves. The rotor of a large
steam turbine consists of high, intermediate, and low-pressure sections.
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Operating Principles

In a multiple-stage turbine, steam at a high pressure and high temperature entersthe first row of fixed blades or nozzles through an inlet valve or valves. As the steampasses through the fixed blades or nozzles, it expands and its velocity increases. Thehigh-velocity jet of steam strikes the first set of moving blades. The kinetic energyof the steam changes into mechanical energy causing the shaft to rotate. The steamthen enters the next set of fixed blades and strikes the next row of moving blades.
As the steam flows through the turbine, its pressure and temperature decrease,its volume increases. The decrease in pressure and temperature occurs as the steamtransmits energy to the shaft and performs work. After passing through the last turbinestage, the steam exhausts into the condenser or process steam system.

The kinetic energy of the steam changes into mechanical energy through the impat -(impulse) or reaction of the steam against the blades. An impulse turbine uses theimpact force of the steam jet on the blades to turn the shaft. Steam expands as itpasses through the nozzles
, where its pressure drops and its velocity increases. As thesteam flows through the moving blades, its pressure remains the same, but its velocitydecreases. The steam does not expand as it flows through the moving blades.

A simple impulse turbine is not very efficient because it does not fully use thevelocity of the steam. Many impulse turbines are velocity-compounded, which means theyhave two or more sets of moving blades in each stage. The extra sets of moving bladesmake use of the high-velocity steam leaving the first set of moving blades. A row offixed blades between the moving blades directs the steam onto the next set of blades.
Another type of impulse turbine is a pressure-compounded turbine. It consists oftwo or more simple impulse stages contained in one casing. The casing containsdiaphragms that connect to nozzles. The nozzles make efficient use of the steampressure that remains after the steam flows through the previous stage. The pressuredrops in each stage as steam expands through the nozzles.

411A reaction turbine uses the "kickback" force of the steam as it leaves the movingblades to rotate the shaft. The moving blades and fixed blades have the same shape andact like nozzles. Thus, steam expands, loses pressure, and increases in velocity as itpasses through both sets of blades. All reaction turbines are pressurJ,-compoundedturbines.

Many large turbines use both impulse and reaction blading. These combinationturbines usually have impulse blading at the high-pressure end, and reaction blading atthe low-pressure end. The blade length and size increases throughout the turbine to usethe expanding steam efficiently. Blade rows require seals to prevent steam leakagewhere the pressure drops. Seals for impulse blading are located between the rotor anddiaphragm to stop leakage past the nozzle. Seals for reaction blading are located atthe tips of both the fixed and moving blades

Types of Turbines

Because steam turbines vary widely in design, there are many different turbineclasses. Steam turbines are commonly classified by blade design (impulse or reaction),steam pressure, exhaust conditions, steam path, or shaft arrangement.

Steam pressure refers to the turbine design pressure. Low-pressure turbines operateat pressures of 150 psi or lower. Medium-pressure turbines operate at pressures between151 and 450 psi. High-pressure turbines operate at pressures greater than 450 psi. Thehigh-pressure turbines that drive electric generators operate at pressures up to 3500psi

Exhaust conditions depend on Whether the turbine is a condensing, noncondonsing,extraction, reheat, or nonreheat unit. A condensing turbine exhausts steam into acondenser at a pressure less than atmospheric. ,1 noncondensing turbine has an exhaustpressure the same or greater than atmospheric.
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Condensing turbines are m)re efficient because they usu more of the steam's heat
energy. All large turbines that carry electrical loads for utilities aro condensing
turbines. Plants use noncondensing turbines to supply low-pressure steam for heating or
as "topping" units. Topping units exhaust steam into another low-pressure turbine to
improve plant capacity

In a,- extraction or bleeder turbine, part of the steam leaves the casing before
revelling the exhaust end. The steam "bleeds off" through one or more extraction lines
at various stages of the turbine. The extracted steam heats condensate returning to the
bollor for use as feedwater.

A reheat turbine sends steam tha- has expanded through part of the turbine nto the
reheater (reheat superheater) in the boiler. The rerlater raises the steam temperature
to, or near, its original temperature. The reheated steam then returns to the turbine
and expands to the exhaust. Reheating dries the steam so that it travels farther
through the low-pressure section before condensing. A double-reheat turbine has two
reheat cycles. A nonreheat turbine has no reheat cycle. Steam enters a nonreheat
turbine at a given temperature, and expands through the turbine to the exhalst.

Steam flow refers to the path the steam follows through the turbine. A turbine may
have single flow, double flow, or triple flow Single flow means the steam travels
along a single path from the high-pressure section to the exhaust. Double flow means
the steam "splits" and flows in opposite directIons parallel to the shaft. Triple flow
(not often used) means that a thrid part of the low-pressure steam is directed through
its section parallel to the shaft. The steam flows in the same direction as the steam
in one of the double flow sections. Double and triple flow paths accommodate the
greater volume of low-pressure steam, and also help balance the axial (along the shaft)
thrust of the turbine.

Shaft arrangement can be single, tandem-compound, or cross-compound. A single
turbine consists of one unit through which steam expands and exhausts. A tandem-
compoun0 turbine consists of a high-pressure section and a low-pressure section that
join end-to-ond on a single shaft. The shaft drives a single generator. A cross-
compound turbine consists of a high-pressure section (and intermediate-pressure section
on large terbines) andlow-pressure section on separate parallel shafts. Each /shaft
drives its own generator.

One or more of the above classifications can apply to a given turbine. For example,
a single turbine can be a tandem-compound, double-flow, reheat unit. This turbine would
have its /ow-pressure and high-pressure sections on a single shaft, two paths for steam
flow, and a reheat cycle.

Gas Turbines

A gas (combustion) turbine and steam turbine operate on a similar principle, but a
gas turbinc uses air instead of steam as its working fluid. A gas turbine converts the
chemical energy of a fuel into mechanical energy through internal combustion. The hot
combustion products expand through the turbine and perform work

Air drawn in from the atmosphere enters a rotary (centrifugal) compressor, Which
raises the pressure and air temperature. The pressurized, heated air leaves the com-
pressor and enters the combustor for further heating. A portion of the air mixes and
burns with the fuel in the combustor. The rest of the air mixes with the hot combustion
gases to lower the air-gas mixture temperature entering the turbine.

The hot gases enter the turbine at a temperature of about 650° to 1095°C (1200 to
2000°F). As the hot gases expand through the turbine, they strike the blade, causing
the shaft to rotate. The turbine drives both the load (generator, pump or fan) and the
compressor. The hot gases exhaust from the turbine at about 540°C (1000°F) and
atmospheric pressure.

Gas turbines have several advantages over steam turbines. Gas turbines do not
r luire separate auxiliary equipment (boilers, condensers) as do steam turbines. A gas
t, -bine is a single unit containing all of its auxiliary equipment. It is lighter,
smaller, and takes up less space. A plant can install p. gas turbine more quickly and at

lower cost than a steam turbine.
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Gas turbines require less time to start up and accept a load, many power plants us,gas turbines as "Peaking Units" to supply power during peak demands. Gas turbines alserve as standby units to provide power when the main turbine generators are startingor are out of service.

RECIPROCATING PUMPS

Reciprocating pumps are positive displacement units that impart pres!-;ure Co Choliquid by means of a piston or plunger with reciprocating or hack-and-fon motion. Allreciprocating pumps corrsist of two principal parts: a pump or liquid end, in whichpressure is imparted to the liquid; and a drive end, through which motion is applied tothe piston or plunger in the pump end. Reciprocating pump.; may be single-acting ordouble-acting. A single-acting pump discharges only oneu per cycle (eh('h double
stroke); a double-acting pump discharges twice.

A horizontal duplex-piston steam pump has two steam pistons and two liquid pistons,-all of which are double-acting. A duplex pump is therefore equal to two simplex pumpslying side by side. The piston rod of one pump operates the steam valve of the otherthrough a system of bell cranks, rocker arms or links. Since the stroke of ono pist)nbegins before the other piston comes completely to rest, the water discharge is almostcontinuous. This pump will pump either oil or water (see figure 32).
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Figure 32. Cutaway View of a Duplex Steam Reciprocating Pump

Other Parts and Classifications

STEAM END. Each end of a steam cylinder has two steam ports, as shown in figure 32.One of these ports admits steam; the other discharges it. The steam trapped in thecylinder when the exhaust stroke nears completion acts as a cushion to preent the gteampiston from striking the cylinder heads. Some pumps have small hand-operated valves onthe side of the steam chest. These valves regulate the amount of cushioning bycontrolling the escape of the steam trapped in the cylinder. Maximum cushioning isobtained with the valves elosed.
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LOST MOTI0N. Lost motion IR introduced in
the Valvo gear to keep one piston in motion
when the other is reversing at the end of its
stroke. Figure 33 shows two methods of provid-
ing lost motion in a duplex pump slide valve.
The valves are not fastened rigidly to the
stem. Th'.i pennits the piston to move during
a portion of its stroke without moving the
steam valve. By adjusting the lost motion,
tho length of the stroke can be determined.

SEALS AND DRAINS. Piston rings on the
steam piston prevent leakage from one side
to the other. A stuffing box, with packing
and gland, sea's and steam from the cylinder
around the piston rod. Petcocks at the end
of the steam cylinder drain condensate.

LUBRICATION. The steam end of the pump
requires regular lubrication. Cylinder oil
is sometimes introduced into the steam line
or steam chest by means of a lubricator.

OUTPUT CONTROL. Pump output is con-
trolled by regulating the speed of the
strokes. This is done by either manual
or automatic throttling of the steam supply

LIQUID END OPERATION. Several types and
arrangements of valvc: are available for the
liquid end. Each valve is designed for a
particular service. Leakage around the
piston is prevented by metal rings or canvas.
Some pumps arc equipped with a cylinder liner that can be replaced when worn. Leakage
of liquid along the piston rod is prevented by a stuffing box with packing and gland.

LOST
MOTION

-EXHAUST PORTS

h__LOST MOLION

aU
311 111:s .N1.1rA

r

STEAM
PORI

Figure 33.

--EXHAUST PORTS

STMM
poir

Two Methods of Providing
Lost Motion in a Duplex
Pump, Ste Valve

Installation and Maintenance of Reciprocating Pumps

INSTALLATION. You would use the same procedures for installing a reciprocating pump
as a rotary pump.

RECIPROCATING PUMP MAINTENANCE. Check as outlined under the rotary pump daily
maintenance requirements covered previously. In addition, check for abnormal speed,
improper stroke longtrh, defective operation of lubricator, ineffective operation of
governor, improper action of the air chamber, and steam and water leaks. To accomplish
the monthly maintenance requirements, you repeat the daily inspection. Also, check tar
scoring of piston rods, binding of valve operating mechanism, lost motion adjustment,
tilted glands in stuffing boxes, and a defective condition of strainers.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS. Yearly, you should dismantle the pump, clean it,
and inspect for the following:

--- Liquid End. Check the condition of the valves, springs and retaining bolts;
condition of cylinder liners; piston rings or packings; piston rod packing;
relief valve, if used, and setting; alignment; and strainers, it used. Also,
look for corrosion, erosion or excessive wear of parts, and for transmission of
strains from piping to pump. Another maintenance requirement is to calibrate
instruments.

--- Steam End. Check condition of pistons and piston rings, slide valves and seat;
alignment; clearance between piston and cylinder liner; lubricator; and
governor. Look for plugged steam passages in steam chest; scoring shoulders on
cylinders; corrosion, erosion and excessive wear of parts. Calibrate instru-
ments and replace packing. Repair or replace all defective parts found during
the annual inspection.
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Safety Procedures When Operating Pumps

Treatment FOR BURNS. Severe burns are more likely to cause shock than other typesof wounds, so be sure to treat for shock whenever a person has been severely burned.

Infection is another great danger in cases of severe burns. To get clothinv awayfrom the burn, cut or tear the clothes, then gently lift them off. uo not putt theclothing over the burn and do not try to remove pieces of cloth that stick to the burnedareas.

If large sterile dressings are available, burned surfaces may be covered, but in thecase of severe burns it is best to leave the burn exposed. Never break the blisters or-touch burns.

The victim of burns should drink a lot of water because of the loss of body fluids.If possible, add salt tablets or loose salt to the water. Three or more quarts of watershould be consumed by the burned victim every 24 hours. Again, medical personnel mustbe summoned at the earliest possible moment.

FEEDWATER SYSTEMS

Types of Feedwater Regulators

Boilers with 500 square feet or more of water heating surface must have at least twofully independent means of feeding, one of which shall be a pump, regulator or injector.If pumps only are used, one shall be steam driven. Each source must be capable offeeding the boiler against a pressure six percent higher than the safety valve setting.
To keep a constant water level, regardless of load fluctuations, feedwater must beinjected into the boiler at the same rate that steam is generated and drawn off. Thewater can be injected normally through a globe valve in the feed pipe to the boiler, orautomatically with a feedwater regulator. When automatic, throttling-typo, feedwaterregulators are installed, they must have stop valves on the inlet and outlet sides, ana throttling bypass valve for manual operation. Three commonly used feedwaterregulators of the single-element system are: the float and lever or positive displace-ment type, the thermohydraulic or vapor generator type, and the thermostatic or thermo-expansion type.

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT (Float and Lever).
The float and lever regulator is of the
positive displacement type, see figure 34.
The float chamber is connected to the
boiler steam space and water space so that
its mean water level corresponds with that
of the boiler. The feed valve is of the
balanced type rnd there are no stuffing
boxes to leak or cause binding.

In operation, the float follows the
water level, opening the vplve through a
suitable system of levers to increase the
waterflow. The valve and linkage provides
gradual changes in the flow of water and
maintains an almost constant water level.
A small amount of alcohol in the float
vaporizes with the heat and builds up
sufficient pressure to counteract the
boiler pressure on the outside of the
float and prevents its collapse. To
trace a feedwater system, the boiler
would be the most likely place to start.
Some items to look for while tracing the
system are Valves leaking, proper instal-
lation, find the propor oporation or Ilie flout.
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THRMO-EXPAN3ION (Thermostatic). Now take a look at the THERMO-EXPANSION type of
reedwaher regulator which is sometimes called the thermostatic regulator, illustrated in
fivuro 35. Operation of this type of regulator depends on the expansion and contraction
or An inclined metal tube. The expansion tube is mounted on a steel frame. It Is
colinccte(I h) (hp :ileum and water spaces so that the tithe contains only sienin when the
Wft l.tt I nI iiN lowest level.

Tho tube Is Lhon expanded to its maximum length. As the water level in the boiler
rises, the water rises in the tube, and the tube contracts in relation to the rise in
water level. The tube is connected to a balanced valve in the feed line by a system of
levers which move the valve as the water level changes.

The length of the tube and the width of the feed-valve openings are maximum when the
water level is low and the tube is filled with steam. As the water level rises, the
tube shortens, closing the feed valve and decreasing the rate of flow. Note that all
three of these regulators increase the flow of water as the level drops.

BOILER WATER

BOILER STEAM

SOLER FEES WATER r.:3

Figu:e 35. Thermostatic Water-Level Control

TMERMOHYDRAULIC (Vapor Generator). The THERMOHYDRAULIC type of feedwater regulator
(sc. figure 36) consists essentially of a generator and a feed-water regulating valve.
The generator has an outer tube with fins for cooling. An inner tube is connected to
the boiler drum, with one end entering the steam space, and the other end entering the
water space. The inner tube, containing steam and water, is subjected to boiler
pressure so that the water level in the generator is the same as in the boiler drum.
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The outer tube colnecting the metal bellows of the regulating valve with coppertubing forms a closed system. The bellows is contracted and the closed system riltoa
with water to the level of the generator filing plug before the regulator is pla,.ed into
operation. When the regulator is placed in operation, heat from the steam in the uppr
part of the inner tube causes the surrounding water to flash into steam.

The steam formed in the closed system expands and forces some of the water into the
metal bellows, which expands and opens the valve. As the steam demand increases, more
steam occupies the upper space of the closed system, thus opening the regulating valve a
corresponding amount. Actually, the regulatlng valve operates on a pressure
differential caused by the level of the water.
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Figure 36. Thermohydraulie Feedwater Regulator
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When the steam demand decreases, the water level tends to rise. Cold water from the
storage leg plus radiation secured from the generator fins causes steam in the closed
system to condense, thereby reducing the pressure until the water levels in the inner

11

and outer tubes are again approximately equal. The decrease of volume in the closed
system causes the metal bellows to contract and, at the same time, partially closes the
regulating valve.

Cum! of Feedwater Regulators

Operators shall report immediately to their supervisors any malfunctioning of the
boiler feedwater regulators. Only authorized personnel should repair, calibrate or
adjust control system components. If necessary, operate on manual control or hand
operate the bypass valve.

The operator should inspect each day for leaks and observe operation of all control
devices. He should stop any leaks around packed stems.

Each month the operator will blow down steam and water connections, separately or as
instructed by the manufacturer.

During the annual boiler overhaul, more often if necessary, clean and inspect all
control components. Look for signs of corrosion, erosion, or wear and for deposits,
leaks, and defective parts.

Feedwater Controls

Some boilers are equipped with a float operated feedwater control like that
illustrated in figure 37. This control is attached to the water column. It functions
to maintain a normal water level and protect the boiler from operating with a low water
level. This control accomplishes its purpose by means of a float, arm, and a set of
electrical contacts.

WATER COLUMN 3 WIRE SWITCH

2 WIRE SW7CH

JUNCTION PANEL

TRI-COCKS

GAGE GLASS
COCKS GAGE GLASS

Figure 37. Cross Section of Boiler Feedwater Control Unit

FLOAT

FLOAT CHAMBER

JUNCTION
BOX

POD
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The chamber is connected to the boiler by two lines which allow the water and ste.to have the same level in the float chamber as ln the boiler. An arm and linkatteconnects the float tc a set of electrical contacts, Which in turn operate the feedwatt.pump when the water level gets low. In the evert the water supply falls or the pumpbecomes inoperative and allows the water level to continue to drop, another sot ofcontacts operates nn alarm bell and shuts off the fuel supply to the boiler.
Injector Feed System

The INJECTOR is a boiler FEED PUMP which uses speed and condensation of a jot ofsteaM from the boiler to lift and force a jet of water into the boiler. This injectiellof water is many times the weight of the original jet of steam.

The injector is used to some extent in boiler plants as a stand-by feed unit. Theinjector will not feed very hot water. Under best conditions, it will lift 1400 water_about 14 feet.

The installation of an injector is not a difficult operation. The unit is mountedon the side of the boiler. Four connections (see figure 37) are made to the injector:the steam supply line from the boiler, the water supply line, the diseharge lino to theboiler feedwater inlet, and the water overflow line.

DISCHARGE
* TO BOILER

2

Figure 38. Injector Piping

When starting the injector, first open the water supply valve about one full turn.Next, quickly turn the steam supply valve all the way open. At this point steam rushesinto the combining tube of the injector. As the steam speeds past the water supplyopening it creates a suction that draws watez through the opening into the combiningtube. Water and steam are now mixed together inside the injector and the pressure opensa valve that leads to the boiler. Meanwhile, there is an excess of water In theinjector; this excess is discharged through an overflow valve. As the next step of theprocedure, slowly turn the water supply valve toward the closer position until theoverflow stops. The overflow valve has now closed and all of water being picked 410from the supply line is going into the boiler. Remember that t(AIR is a feedwiter systemgenerally used as a standby system which must be operated manually. The water supplyshould not be hotter than 140°F for the injector to operate.
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Voedwator Tank

01

n mI noral plant operation, fluid flows
cannot be kept consistently balanced. Often
the domand for steam from a boiler exceeds
the rate at whieh water is returned from the
systm. Tho reverse can also be true. Feed-
water tanks compensate for such uneven flows
and for the differences between the demand
and snpply of water at. a given time. Water
is stored in thy Lank when the supply exceeds
the demand; it is withdrawn to supplement the
mtterfeed when the demand is higher than the
supply. Feedwater tanks installed above the
feedwater heater supply water to the heater
by gravity flow; those installed at a low

.
level deliver water by a pump. Tanks usually
have water gauges, level controllers, over-
flows, drains, vents, etc., according to the
type of installation.

Feedwater System

CORO RETURN

RAW WATER
VENT

SURGE TANK

CONTROL
LEVER

TRANSFER
PUMPS

TO Ii01Llai

Figure 39. Typical Feedwater System
with Transfer Pumps

A typical feedwater system is shown in Pig 39. This system shows the feedwater tank
with connections for the condensate return line, a control lever, transfer pumps going
to the boiler, also a vent on top of the feedwater tank.

Makeup Water Systems

The makeup water system consists of a raw water line being piped to the feedwater tank
as shown in Fig 39.

BOILER CONTROL SYSTEMS

Pressure Controls

Pressure controls are designated primarily for steam-heating systems, but are also
available for controlling air, liquids, or gases that are not chemically injurious to
the eontrol.

The purpose of the pressure control is to control the pressure in the boiler by con-
trolling the starting and stopping of the burner. The pressure control will secure the

110

fuel-burning equipment when the pressure reaches a predetermined cut-out and start the
fuel-burning equipment when the pressure drops to the cut-in point. Pressure controls
may be either subtractive or additive.
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The zubtractive pressure ontrol All have two settings, the cut-out and thedi'ferential. For example, iL you were operating a boiler with a eut-out pressure of100 poinds and a differential of 12 pounds, the cut-in pressure would be 81.1 pounds.

Thn additive pressure co.; rol han two settLngs, the cut-in point and the differen-tial. To find the cut-out point. you add the differential to the cut-in pressure. Forexample, if you were operating p. ,3oi1er with a cut-in pressure of 90 pounds and a dif-ferential of 13 pounds, the cut-out pressure would be 103 pounds.

The pressure control can be mouated either on a tee along with the pressure gauge orthe pressure gauge tapping or it can be mounted on the low-water cut-out provided by 6some manufacturers. In either Case, be sure that pipe dope Ls not permitted to enterthe control. Apply the dope to the male threads, leaving the first two threads bar!..

When excessive vibrations are encountered, you should mount the pressure controlremotely from the boiler on a solid mounting with a suitable piping connection b2twoonthem. Pressure controls must be installed at a slightly higher level than wheninstalled on the boiler. The piping must be properly pitched to drain all condensationback into the boiler. A siphon should be connected between the pressure control and theboiler unless otherwise specified by the manufacturer

When a mercury-type switch control is used, be sure it Is mounted level 11.nd that thesiphon has the loop extending in the direction of the back c the control and at a 90"angle to the front. This prevents expansion and contraction of the siphon fromaffecting the level and accuracy of the control. The snap acting control will not beaffected by this expansion and contraction

Only certified personnel will make changes in the setting of a pressure controlbecause of its vital importance in the operation of a boiler. Figure 41 shows a typicalpressure control.

DIFFERENTIAL
ADJUSTMENT

DIFFERENTIAL
SPRING

PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT

PRESSURE SPRING

OPERATING
LEVER

FULCRUM
3ELLOWS

SIPHON CONNECTION

MERCURY BULB

LEVELING
INDICATOR

Figure 40. A Diagram for a Pressure Control
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Steam sytems require a prf:ssure limit control to interrupt the burner in the eventur unsaro hoiler pressure. This control should be in addition to the operating pressure

11
control and should be set at a slightly higher pressure so that it does not function in
normal boiler operation.

Burner IE.erlock Control

Interlocks may be required in addition to the operating and limit controls for safe
operation of commercial and industrial burners. Burner interlock controls perform two
functions

1. Prove that the burner is ready to be started.

2. Prove that conditions are satisfactory for the burner operation to continue.

Use of interlocks depends on size, type o2 burner, and codes. The complete control
system for tbe commercial-industrial burners could include the following controls: (1)low water cut-off, (2) low-fire start, (3) highsteam pressure, (4) high water or airtemperature, (5) low oil temperature, (6) low oil pressure, (7) high oil temperature,
(8) combustion air-flow switch, (9) air-flow switch to prove purge, (10) high gas
pressure, (11) low gas pressure, (12) cock or valve switch, (13) uptake damper, and(14) draft controls. There are many others for specific conditions.

Airflow Switch

Steam boilers usually have an air-flow switch to insure shutdown of boiler and
proper purge in the event of fan failure.

Piring nate Control

Most lari4e eommercial-industrial burners have a means 04: adjusting the firing rate
within the maximum (cut-out) and low-fire (cut-in) range of the burner. This change in
firing rate may be governed by either electric, hydraulic, or pneumatic controls.
Burners with firing rate controls are required to be started at a low firing rate. The
firing rate controls may allow the burner to go to a high fire rate, immediately after
ignition when the main fuel valve opens, or may hold at the low firing rate until the
burner stabilizes and the draft becomes established before permitting the burner to go
to the high fire position regardless of the type of firing rate, the controls employed,
or the means used to acomplish it, the assured low fire start provides a smoother
Ignition.

TYPES OF GAUGES

Draft Gauges

The draft gauge is used to measure very low pressures. In boiler practice, a
pressure difference which produces a gasflow is called a draft. Draft gauges can be
made as indicators, recorders, or both.

U-TUBE. The simplest type of draft gauge consists of a U-tube partly filled with
water. One leg of the tube is connected to the source of draft and the other is left
open to the atmosphere. The difference in level between the liquid in the two legs
gives the draft in inches of water. In some models, one leg of the U tube is arranged
on an incline to increase the distance covered by the liquid in the inclined portion fora given draft change. The slope normally used is one inch in ten. Other types of draft
gauges use diaphragms or bellows as the measuring element.

DIAPHRAGM TYPE. Figure 44 illustrates a diaphragm-actuated, draft gauge. In opera-
tion, ono side of the diaphragm is connected to the source of draft and the other is
open to the atmosphere. The motion of the diaphragm is transmitted to the indicatingpointer through proper linkage. This type of gauge may be used also to measure small
pressures above atmospheric such as windbox pressures. The unit of measure is in inches
of Water. The connections are over the fire, last pass, and breeching or stack. The
requirements for proper draft are .03 to .06 inches of water.
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Figure 44. Diaphragm Type Draft. Gauge

fessure Gauges

faEvery boiler must be equipped with a steam pressure gauge connected to the steam
space of the boiler. The Bourdon is the main type of pressure gauge (figure 42). Itsmeasuring element is a tube of flattened cross section bent into an arc. One end or thetube is closed; the other is connected to the pressure source. When the pressure in the
tube increases, it tends to become circular in cross section and, as a result, the tube
is straightened. The reverse occurs when the pressure is reduced. The free end of the
tube is connected through a gear sector and pinion to a pointer moving on a calibrated
dial. Bourdon tubes are made of different materials to conform with design pressure.
The gauge dial is usually graduated to read approximately twice the pressure at which
the safety valve is set; however, it is never graduated to read less than 1 1/2 Limesthis pressure.

PWE COOMECT ION

Figure 42. Bourdon-Type steam Gauge
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RecordIng-Type Pressure Gauge

Pre:;sure reeerders generally use a tube of oval cross section wound In a helical
coil. The free end of the coil Is connected to the pen p.m (directly or through linkage
and lov(,rs); the other end is connected to the pressure source. The operating principle
is the same as for the Bourdon tube. The chart upon which the pen records is driven by
clockwork ,r a synchronous electric motor.

Methods of Calibrating Gauges

Pressure gauges should be checked annually and calibrated or replaced as required.
Two methods of calibration may be used: air pressure and deadweight tester.

AIR PRESSURE. Adequately pressurized air is a convenient pressure source when
checking gauges. An air filter should be installed ahead of the connection to the
gauges to provide them with clean air during the test.

DEADWEIGHT TESTER. A deadweight tester is often used to periodically check, test,
and service gauges. The deadweight tester is a hydraulic unit, precision-built to
obtain basic pressure standards. It consists of a manually operated oil pump assembly
in which a weight platform is made from the oil pump to the gauges being tested.

A laboratory test gauge should be used as a reference for checking the accuracy of
the deadweight tester. Laboratory test gauges are accurate to within 1/4 of one
percent. Laboratory test gauges should never be used as service gauges.

In operation, calibrated deadweights are placed on the weight platform and the pump
is manually operated until the platform is freely supported by the piston.

The oil pressure (which is shown on the gauge dial) must correspond with the
pressure stamped un the calibrated deadweight. The gauge pointed must be reset to
indicate the correct pressure shown by the testing method used. Some gauges are

k calibrated by adjusting screws in the level system mechanism or by removing the pointer
and replacing U. to the proper pressure. Refer to the manufacturer's instructions for
the correct method of pointer resetting and hair spring adjustment.

Recording-Type Pressure Gauges

Refer to the manufacturer's instructions for the correct method of testing.

Steam-Flow, Airflow Meter

Figure 43 illustrates one type of steam-flow, air flow meter. The steam flow
section consists of a bell floating in mercury (secondary element). The localized
pressure drop created by the primary element in the steam pipe is transmitted to the
bell through the low- and high-pressure connections shown. In operation, as flow
through the primary element varies, the mernury level changes and the bell rises or
falls accordingly. The motion of the bell is transmitted to a small shaft and through a
pressure-tight bearing to the linkage which operates a pen that records the flow rate on
a chart. Because ca the special shape of the bell (called Ledoipc bell) its movement is
directly proportional to the change in flow. Figure 44 shows the airflow section of the
steam-flow air flow meter.

Air Measurement Meter

The function of this meter is based on the fact that the amount of air supplied to a
furnace is related to the amount of flue gas that passes through the setting. The gas-
flow, therefore, indicates the air actually supplied to the furnace. Resistance to the
flow o the combustion gases through the setting causes a pressure drop (draft loss)
similar in effect to the localized drop created by a primary element in the steam pipe.
The secondary element consists of two airflow bells, supported from knife edges on a
beam which pivots on other knife edges, and a mercury-displacer assembly hanging from a
knife edge on the beam. The bottoms of the bells are connected to the two points (S and
F) of the boiler setting. In operation, changes in gasflow produce movements in the
beam which are transmitted through linkage to the pen that records the airflow.
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The parabolic shape of the mercury makes the movements of the beam directly proportional
to the changes in gasflow. This meter can be calibrated so that steam-flow and airfh
pen recordings run together when the desired amount of air is supplied. Then, if too
much air is supplied, the air flow pen moves higher on the chart than the steam-flow
pen; if too little, it moves lower.
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Figure 43 Steam-Flow Airflow Meter
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Figure 44. Airflow Section of Steam-Flow Airflow Meter

Flow Meters

Flow meters are instruments used to measure the rate of fluid flow. Often, they are
indieating-recording types, with integrators which total the amount of flow in a given
period of time. The primary element in commonly used flow meters is an orifice, flow
nozz!e or venturi tube installed in a pipe or duct (see figure 45). The operating
principle is the same in all three types. The primary element produces a localized
pressure drop in the line which depends on the rate of flow. One commerical flow meter
has an orifive, flow nozzle or venturi tube and a secondary VICment UY measure and
translate the pressure drop into pounds per hour, cubic feet per second (efs), gallons
per minute (gpm), or any other unit desired.

Figure 45. Venturi Tube for Flow Metering
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Temperature Meters

These instruments are used to measure the temperature of a fluid. They can be
indicating (generally called thermometers) or recording types. The most common thermo-
meter consists of a glass tube from which air has been removed. The upper end is
closed; the lower is expanded into a bulb and filled with a suitable liquid, such as
mercury. When the bulb is heated, the liquid expands and rises in the tube; it
contracts and drops when the bulb is cooled. Dispersement of the liquid through the
tube is proportional to the intensity of the heat. Divisions marked on the tube, or on
an adjacent surface, indicate the degree of temperature. Thermometers for remote
indication may consist of a gas-filled system which includes a hulb, capillary tubing,
and helical coil. Temperature changes at the bulb end actuate the coil al the other
end. Length of capillary varies with bulb size. This type or thermometer can he
adapted for recording by attaching a pen through proper linkage at the free end of the
helical coil. The pen records on a chart, mounted on a rotating assembly which is
operated by clockwork or a synchronous electric motor.

Servicing of Pressure/Temperature Recording Equipment

Daily. Replace charts at the same time each day (usually at 12:00 midnight).
Inspect for leaks and correct operation. Yearly. Inspect fcr the following: (a) leaks
in piping or equipment, (b) corroded, eroded, worn out, or otherwise defective parts,
(c) plugged internal passages, (d) clogged pipes, tubing, or connections, (e) loose
connections, (f) defective gaskets, diaphragms, or bellows, (g) dirt or foreign
material, (h) short circuits, open circuits, defective transformers, loose connection,
grounds, or defective insulation in electrical type meters, (i) defective operation of
clockwork mechanism or electric motor, (j) binding of moving parts, (k) incorrect meter
calibration, (1) mercury contamination.

Servicing Draft Indicating and Regulating Equipment.

The servicing of draft indicating and regulating equipment is essentially the same
as servicing of pressure/temperature recording equipment as well as servicing of flow
meters and records.

PROGRAMMING CONTROL

The programming control system provides ignition and flame failure protection n)r
industrial and commercial oil, gas, or combination oil/gas burners. In conjunction with
operating, limit and interlock devices, it automatically programs each starting,
operating and ehutdown period. The system consists of a programming control and a
scanner that uses the cell to visually supervise both oil and gas flames.

The system monitors both main and pilot flames and does not permit the main fuel
valve to be energized unless pilot flame has been established and proved. With an
alternate connection for burners having direct spark ignition, the unsupervised
trial-for-ignition period is precisely restricted to a safe short interval.

A programmer control programs the operation of blower ard/or burner motor, ignition
system, fuel valve, and modulator system in a proper sequence that includes suitable
purge periods before ignition and after burner shutdown. Additionally, it is designed
to close all fuel valves within 1 to 4 seconds upon loss of flame signal. The control
recycles automatically each time the operating or limit control closes, or after a power
failure, but locks out and must be reset manually following flame failure.

A scanner system on some programmers incorporates a safety-checking circuit that is
effective on every start. Any condition that will cause the flame relay to hold in
during the checking period will stop the program before any ignition circuits are
energized and, if sustained, will result in safety lockout.
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Figure 46. Mounting Base Programmer

All wiring connections are made to the terminal panel at the bottom of the housing.
(See figure 40.) Separate knockouts are provided for conduit connections for line
voltage and scanner circuits. Generally, models may be interchanged without changing
any wiring connections. On some models yOu must verify all wiring connections before
operating. The control chassis plugs securely into the housing and is secured by the
two thumb screws. (See figur,. 47.) The scanner may be located up to 100 feet from the
control. Continuwis conduit bonding between scanner and control is mandatory. Do not
pass scanner wiring through any junction box containing other wires, and do not run
other wires through scanner conduit. The reason for this is that stray voltage from
other wires can affect the scanner signal.

Maintenance of some scanner systems has relay contacts designed with adequate wiping
action for self cleaning under normal conditions. In atmospheres carrying excessive
dust or oily vapors, contacts may require occasional cleaning. Use only a fine grade of
crocus cloth for cleaning. Do not file. To protect against high-resistance leakage in
an electronic circuit resulting from high humidity, it is recommended that the control
be left powered continually even when not in operation. If it is necessary to shut down
completely for an extended period, power should be turned on for 48 hours before putting
the control back in opeiation. It is recommended that units purchased as spares be
rotated peri.odically, so that each unit will be placed in operation at least every 90
days, to ascertain that the spare unit is in working order. This will prevent, possible
deterioration of a unit stored over a period of years.
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In addition to the above mentioned maintenance, the following should also be
included:

a. Perform a flame-failure check and pilot turndown test whenever the burner is
serviced at least annually.

b. Inspect and clean the detector and any viewing windows as often as soot
accumulation and heat conditions at the detector make it necessary.

c. Perform a flame current check at least monthly, and more often where a stwcdown
may be costly.

A C. INF PLUG

RECESSED PIN

TEST JACKS ,

:sUMMARY

Figure 47 Programming Control

LAME

ASTER RELAY

LOCKOUT SWITCH.

CAM SWITCH
ASSEMBLY
( TIMER )

We have studied t! purpose of a Central heating plant, the components Mat keep the
central heati.,5: plg!-'. aerating, the control systems on the high pressure hz)..ler and
types of water tubc and fire tube boilers. It is important to remember th each
manufacturer will have their own type of control system.

1. Using a subtractive type pressure control, you want the burner to shut off at 20
psig steam pressure, but in at 15 psig, what would the settings be on the control?

2. What is a central heating plant?

3. What boilers are considered portable?

4. Name the pressure parts of a boiler.
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5. What is the lifference between fire tube and water tube boiler?

6. According to ASME code, name the sequence of blowing off a boiler.

7. What is the minimum pipe size between water column and boiler according to ASME?

8. What is a turbine?

9. What are the basic parts of a turbine?

10. Name the types of feedwater regulation.

11. What part of the thermo expansion type feedwater regulator depends on the flow of
water into the boiler?

12. What operates the valve on a thermohydraulic feedwater regulator?

13. Brierly explain how a reciprocating pump operates.

14. How many tricocks must be installed on a water column?

15. What aro interlocks?

16. How often are programmers rotated on a basic control system?

17. Explain how air flow meter works.

18. What aro the types :Jf draft gauges?

19. What is the main type of pressure gauge used?

20. Where is the pressure control mounted?
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3770 Technical Training Group
Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

BOILER OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

SG J3ABR54532 001-VI-2

Given information, operate a steam boiler with instructor assistance.

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for oeprating and maintaining
oil preheaters with 70% accuracy.

Given simulated job type entries, complet- steam logs and fuel consumption report
with instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

The following will be covered in this unit:

Boiler Operation

Emergency Shutdown Procedures

Plant Operating Logs

INFORMATION

BOILER OPERATION

Preoperational inspection

Before starting up a boiler, inspect the installation carefully and make certain the
following requirements are satisfied.

-- All installation, repair, and cleanup work completed.

- -- All air and flue gas ducts and passages are tight and free from obstructions,
and air and flue gas control dampers in good operating condition.

--- Check all piping for leaks.

- -- Inspect water column blowdown lines and gauge glasses for proper installation
and connection. Gauge glasses should be clearly visible from the operating
floors and lamps, if provided, ready for operation. The drain valve on the
water column must be closed and the valves between the column and boiler locked
open.

-- All valves must be inspected: Good operating condition, bent stems, and missing
or broken hand wheels.

--- Check all auxiliary equipment such as fuel burning, draft, ash disposal, feed-
water and combustion control systems for proper installation and operational
readiness. Make certain safety valve gauges have been remc-c,d F-Id valves
properly set and workable.

-- Make sure all boiler manhole and handhole covers have been reinstalled. Check
to make certain no one is inside, then see that all access and observation doors
are closed.

- -- Electrical system should be checked for: oil-soaked or frayed wire insulation,
damaged or loose conduit, and improperly secured control boxes.

--- Make sure guards for moving parts are tight and in proper position.

- -- Pressure guages must be correct and clean. They must be well lighted and the
cock in line must be open.

- -- Auxiliary equipment: Be sure to inspect and check out, as far as possible
bcfore actually lighting off. Check lubrication of equipment having bearings.

2-1
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--- Oil burners: Must be clean, nozzle must be clean. Check and set electrodes,
fittings must not leak, and check operation of burner safety switch.

--- Oil system: Inspect for leaks; make necessary repairs if leaks are present.

--- Strainers: Inspect and clean. Renew if wire mesh is defective.

--- Gas burners: Check the pilot and main gas cock for smooth operation. Checkcopper tubing for restriction due to kinks and flat spots. Air shutters mustoperate freely. Linkage must not have excessive amount of lost motion. Burnerand main gas valve must be firmly supported. Be sure boiler room has no freegas. If gas is present, ventilate and test piping with soap solution.

Safety fer High Intensity Sound

In central heating plants thei,, is a lot of equipment that produce sound that can betrmful to the human ear. It is now a standard safety practice to issue and use earplugs in Air Force central heating plants.

Boiler Start Up

Fill the boiler slowly with properly treated water at a temperature of 70°F to100°F. The temperature difference between the water and the pressure parts of theboiler should never be greater than 50°F; otherwise severe temperature stresses could beset up. Fill the boiler to just below the middle of the glass on the water column.

Shut the dampers on the induced draft fan; close flue gas control sampling lines;start induced draft fan.

Shut the dampers of the forced draft fan or other air control dampers, then startthe forced draft fan.

If regenerative air preheater is installed, start the rotor.

Purge the setting of all combustible gases by circulating air for at least 5 minutesat the rate of about one fourth of the requirements for maximum capacity of the unit.

Light 0°f the Boiler

Keep a firing rate sufficient to raise the boiler water from room temperature to theboiling point (212°F) in about 90 minutes. If the unit is filled with hot water, thetime can be reduced, but it should not be less than 45 minutes. From this point on,
increase the temperature of the water at the rate of 100 per hour. In new boiler
installations, check to see if expansion has caused any binding or interference.

Insure that combustion is complete, for incomplete combustion may occur with a coldbc.'.er and can be dangerous.

steam pressure gauge to he s,re it egiste-ig. When the s-:,nn 'Arum
ire of ar_Troximately 15 pul* 10 th ; drum vent valves.

,tou up on the stem of the main steam stop valve to prevent serious expansion
stresses. If there is no steam on either side of the valve, lift the valve slightly andgently reseat to make sure the valve is not stuck. Open the drain valve on the boiler
side of the main stop valve.

Maintain normal water level by blowing down or feeding water, as required. Be surethe water level is not too high, especially if a superheater is used, since water may becarried into its elements.

Check for leaking gasket joints. If a leaking gasket is found, shut down theboiler, drop pressure, and tighten the joint. Should the gasket persist In leaking, Illreplace it, and repeat the starting sequence.
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Normal Opera I Ion

In normal operation, boiler operators have three main responsibilities. The first
and most important is to maintain proper water level at all times; the second, to main-
tain desired steam pressure, irrespective of load changes; and the third, to prevent
loss of ignition When burning fuel in suspension (pulverized coal, gas, or fuel oil).

Check the water gauge glass frequently to be sv'e it is giving a correct indication
and that proper water level is being maintained.

Always maintain safe and efficient combustion conditions and correct fuel-air ratios
in the furnace. If ignition is lost, care should be taken to assure explosions do not
result from ignition of combustion gases When the furnace is relit.

Operational personnel will maintain the equipment to the maximum extent possible.
While e.tending the unit, the operator will perform all maintenance within htc
capability to assure safe plant operat!on. If he finds unsafe conditions, he w211
remain at the plant until the conditions ar.3 corrected or the firing equipment is
immobilized and the hazard eliminated.

Operational Checks

Blow down the water column once each shift; before placing a boiler on the line; or
when in doubt as to the actual water level in the boiler. Blowdowns help remove scale,
dirt, or any solid matter which could plug the gauge glass connections and cause a false
indication.

Blow down gauge glasses only When necessary, and if so, blow down gently. Excessive
hlowdown roughens the glass. Usually, when the water column is blown, the gauge glass
is sufficiently cleaned.

Securing the Boiler

Before shutting down, operate the soot blowers While the boiler is still in
operation.

Gradually reduce output of the boiler by cutting down the fuel and air supply.
Maintain normal water level.

When the boiler output is reduced to about 30 percent of the rating, change the
cembustion control from automatic to manual operation.

When the load has been reduced as much as practical with fuel burning equipment
provided, shut off the fuel supply.

Continue oporation of draft equipment until all fuel accumulations in the furnace
have b:ien burned and the furnace is thoroughly purged.

Shut down d. ft fans and closo damn-rr 4 nv. z.Alloaters and supply dampers.

Anon st essure In the boiler drops below _der pressure, close the header.
SL.ew down Me stem of the nonreturn valve. If Lwo hand-operated header valves are
used, clos(. - After the boiler stops steaming, open all drain valves between the
nonreturn and header valves.

Cool down the boiler at a rate not exceeding a 100 degree F. drop in saturated
boiler water temperature per hour. Excessive stresses in pressure parts can be set up
if the rate of pressure and temperature change is excessive.

When the boiler no longer requires any feed, open the valve in the recirculating
conneetion of the economizer.



When the drum pressure drops to approximately 15 psi, open the superheater outlet.and nonreturn valve drains. Open the steam drum vent valves. If the boiler loses
pressure at a rate faster than allowed (see para above), throttle drain - '--s asnecessary. If a regenerative air heater is provided, stop the rotor whc boilerexit gas temperature drops to 200°F.

Boiler Safety

When it r.Jm s to duties involving the installation, operation, repair, or servicing
of boilers, the need for SAFETY cannot be over emphasized. Much progress has been made
over the years in the development of safety devices for boilers. There are still many
ways, however, in which serious accidents can happen around boilers. A boiler operator
or serviceman who is careless in the performance of his job poses a threat not only to
his own safety, but to the safety of others. It seems that accidents somehow have a wa.yof happening at a moment we least expect. All the more reason, therefore, for constant.alertness and close attention to detail. Don't take chances. BE SAETY CONSCloUs.

EMERGENCY BOILER SHUTDOWN

Practically anything that malfunctions in a central plant can be considered anemergency. The single largest outlay of money in a central plant is for the pressure
vessel, and if this vessel is not operating properly, it is probably the mJst dangerous
piece of equipment.

As an operator, you should know all the emergency procedures that apply to your
plant and should be able to react calmly and swiftly to any emergency.

Low Water

Probably the most common emergency is low water in the boiler. When this eonditio
exists, the main consideration is to prevent damage to the pressure parts, especially
the steam drum. If a low water condition occurs in boilers fired by fuel oil, gas, or
pulverized coal, stop the fires immediately if water does not show in the water glass,
and shut off all airflow; then close the steam outlet valves to stop any further
delivery of steam. This prevents a sudden pressure drop with a corresponding change in
temperature. Shut off the feedwater supply to the boiler.

A slight draft uf air through the boiler may tend to stabilize th i.ttur..

throughout the pressure parts. The induced fan (e:- the forceo draft, ic unit has 10induced fan) can be started up with ihe .-ortrol damper almost closed. 1.!(! stoker -hand-fired boilrr calr., be c-,ff c. ckly, the water will c tinue Co be boiled out.If the wkr A be i.A.inv-I.ined, the tubes or boiler pl te will probably be
AcAr, i-nruec.._ely stop the supply of fuel and air to the boiler, and smother thefir ume noncombustible material such as ashes, taking care to avoid an explosion.Cle _ the steam outlet valves to slow down the drum pressure drop as much as possible.
In supplying feedwater to the boiler, you should attempt to maintain a normal water
level without drawing too heavily upon the supply to other boilers. Shut off the feed-
water supply as soon as the brickwork has cooled suffi.-iently to prevent injury to theboiler by overheating.

Furnace Explosions

If an explosion exfinguishes the furnace fires, shut off the fuel supply and open
the superheater outlet drain valve on supe2"heater installations. Close the boiler main
steam stop valve and keep a normal water level. Thoroughly purge the furnace of
unburned combustibles and inspect the boiler installation for damage. lo appreciable
damage is found, the boiler may be placed back in service. If the wat Lcvel has
fallen below the bottom of the water glass, proceed as for a low-water condition.
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Complete Failure of Ignition (Fuels Burned in Suspension)

If this condition occurs, you should shut off fuel to the burners and open the
superheater outlet drain valve in superheater installations. Close the main stop steam
valve and maintain a normal water level. Do not change the burner airflow. Purge the
setting for 5 minutes with the existing airflow. Place the boiler back in service by
following normal start procedures.

Failure of Combustion Control

Iv combustion control failure occurs, try to transfer to manual control. If this is
successful, continue the operation. If it is not, extinguish the fires and proceed as
in a normal shutdown.

Failure of Feedwater Regulators

When feedwater regulators fail, maintain the water level by manual operation of the
control system or by hand manipulation of the bypass valve. In a case of low water,
proceed as you would with a low-water condition. If high water oncurs, reduce the level
by blowdown. Inspect the feedwater regulator and bypass, and eliminate any leaks that
are found.

Draft System Failure

In balanced draft systems, if the induced draft fan fails, stop the forced draft fan
and fuel supply. Shut down the boiler. If the forced draft fan fails, continue
operation at reduced capacity, if possible. If not, shut down the boiler.

Priming and Foaming

If priming and carryover are caused by a high-water level, blow down the boiler
until the normal operating water level is obtained. Then check the operation of the
feedwater regulator and look for a leaking valve in the feedwater system. Priming
foaming are often caused by a high concentration of solids in the boiler water, plus a
sudden steam demand. In these cases, reestablish boiler water total solids to safe
limits by blowing down and feeding properly treated water. Then check the water
treatment operation. A liberal use of the continuous blowdown system sometimes
accelerates the return to normal operations.

FUEL OIL HEATERS

Because theY are highly viscous when cold, residual oils no. 5, no. 6 and bunker C
must be heated. Heating ts usually carried out in two steps. The first heating is done
in the oil storage tank itself, or at the tank outlet, to facilitate pumping. A
viscosity of 700 SF(Seconds Saybolt Furol) is adequate for pumping. This is obtained at
a temperature of about 100°F. The second heating is done in a fuel oil heater located
between the pump discharge and the fuel oil burners. Viscosities of 150 SSU (Seconds
Saybolt Univ(?rsal) for mechanical atomizer burners and 200 SSU for steam atomizer
burners are usually adequate. These are obtained at approximately 210-220°F. Use t.
lowest temperature that produces satisfactory operation, avoid overheating. The usual
types of fuel oil heaters are steam, electric and below-the-water-line.

Steam Heaters

As a rule these heaters are of the shell and tube type, with a device to regulate
the temperature of oil leaving the heater. The most common device is a thermostatic
bulb, immersed in the oil line at the heater outlet, which operates a steam control
valve. A small relief valve usually protects most steam heaters from excessive pressure
in the oil side. A safety valve of adequate size is also necessary to protect the steam
side of the heater from excessive pressures. A steam trap to handle the condensate is
necessary.
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Electric Heater

Electric heaters are usually employed when the fuel oil heaters installation is
located far from steam lines or when the plant has to be started on residual fuel oil
without the assistance of an auxiliary fuel. One type of electric heater consists of a
sheathed resistance element, immersed directly in Me fuel oil to be heated. A relay
actuated by a thermostat interrupts the heater current when the proper temperature is
reached.

Below-The Water-Liae Heaters

These heaters are of the shell and tube type. They operate much like the steata
heaters discussed already. The main difference is that they use hot water from a steam
or hot water boiler instead of steam. Heaters used in steam boiler instr.11ation a;
installed with their center lines below the boiler water line. The boiler supplies hot
water to heat the fuel oil. Generally, a gate valve located in the water circulation
and oil temperature. The water may be returned directly to the boiler. However, this
introduces the possibility of oil entering the boiler. In some installations, it is
first passed through an oil separator where any oil entrained from oil leaks is detected
and removed. Forced or natural water circulation, depending on the type of
installation, is used.

Electric System Failure

If the electric system fails, start the steam-driven auxiliary equipment. If all
auxiliaries are electrically driven and no other emergency s^-::ce of power is provided a
complete shutdown will occur. "Bottle up" the boiler to eliminate the need for boiler
feed. While power is being restored, prepare the boiler equipment to resume operation.
"Bottling up" the boiler consists of extinguishing the fire, closing up the stop and
nonreturn steam valve, stopping the draft fans, and stopping the boiler feed. (With no
steam output, the boiler water level will be maintaiaed.) Review the plant installation
and determine in advance how water is supplied to the furnace, how air is supplied for

IIcombustion, and how the operation of valves and safety devices can he continued ii the
is an electric power failure.

PLANT OPERATING LOGS

How would you like to pay a fuel bill of $150,000 a month? If you had a bill of
this size, you would surely want to get the heating value that you were paying for.
Your base may have a comparable fuel bill that must be paid just as home owners have
fuel bills that must be paid. The government pays its bills from public funds, which
come from our taxes, and is charged by the Congress to be prudent in the expenditure of
these funds. As an aid and management tool to sat'sfy this congressional requirement,
the Air Force has developed reporting procedures to enable it to monitor fuel consump-
tion for utility heating.

These reports begin in the heating plant with us! If We compile a report that is
not accurate and factual, we are deceiving ourselves and our supervisors. In this
section, we will discuss the required reports and learn how to translate meter informa-
tion and compute the required information.

The Daily Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log, AF Form 1458, provides the means ef
recording, on an hourly basis, continuous data that can affect the operation of all
central steam plants. The Monthly Steam Boiler Operating Log, AF Form 1464, is
completed each day, using the information compiled and computed on the daily log. The
instructions for completing these logs are printed on the reverse of each form.

Each operating shift at constantly attended steam plants will fill out AF Form 1458,
Daily Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log. The information from this form is posted daily
by plant supervisor on AF Form 1464, Monthly Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log. InStruc-
tions on the back of these forms tell how to prepare them. Keep the forms neat and
legible. Do not recopy, rewrite, or retype them, but submit them as prepared at the
plant.

Every plant not constantly attended by an operator must set up a system for
recording scheduled operational visits. Operational visits must be long enough to
permit observation of a complete cycle. Each time un operator makes a visit, he will
enter the appropriate information on AF Form 1458.
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SUMMARY

Before lighting off a boiler make certain all valves are open or closed as
necessary. Inspect safety valves, check boiler water level and fill boiler to just
below 1/2 gauge glass. If boiler is new and has never been in service boil out for
24-48 hours. After lighting fires make certain ignition is maintained. If steam header
and ditribulion system are not under pressure, warm up boiler and system simultan-
(-misty. Ow three main responsibilities of boiler operators are to maintain proper
water level, maintain desired steam pressure, prevent loss of ignition. Secure fires
when load has been reduced as much as practical

AF Form 1458 is the "Daily Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log." Data should be posted
daily to AF Form 1464, "Monthly Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log," from the daily log.
Follow instructions from reverse side of logs for the preparation of steam boiler plant
logs. The Base Civil Engineer will certify competent operators.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the form number for the Daily Steam Boiler Plant Operating Log?

2. What is the purpose of wearing ear protection?

3. How often are ntries made on AF From 1464?
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3770 Technical Training Group
Civil Engineering i'raining
Sheppard AEU. Texas

HIGH TEMPERATURE WA 'T?. HEATING SYSTEMS

011JECTI"Ys

SG J3ABR54532 001-VI-3

Given inform 1:01,. fdentif), the metheis of producing high temperature water with 70%
accuracy.

Foll :.(.m-1,y-step procedures, operate and maintain the high temperature hot
water heating 't-i.em trainer and distribution with insructor assistance.

Using information, maintain a pumping system with instructor assistance,

Given information, list the procedures for performing hydrostatic test on generator
and expansion drum with 70% accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

Until recently the steam heating system was the most commonly used heating system.
A number of years ago the use of HTW for large central heating systems was practically
unknown in this country and very few attempts were made at that time to consider its
applicati,m. The high temperature and high pressure created apprehension and concern
about excessive cost.

It was left to the engineers of our Armed Forces, who had seen the efficient central
heating systems in Europe during World War Il, to request a study for application of
similar HTW systems for the new Air Force Bases which were then planned or under
construction throughout this country.

During the past few years, however, the HTW system has shown a phenomenal growth.
It has gone from a very meager beginning in 1952 to a multibillion Btu/hr business at
pre!;ent. A gradual displacement of the steam system by the HTW system may be antici-
pated in the coming years.

The basic design of a nTw system essentially considers three factors: conversion of
steam boilers for use as HTW generators, use of a conventional steam boiler to supply
steam to a cascade heater, or special designed HTW generators.

INFORMATION

THEORY OF OPEHATION

IRO temperature water (HTW) is the term normally applied to this type of system.
HTW systems operate well in excess of the atmospheric pressure boiling point of 212°F.
The temperature range for Air Force plants is normally 320°F and above. The pressure is
normally 120 psig and above. All HTW systems should be designed for a minimum of 100°F
differential between supply and return water temperatures. Normally, the temperature
differential is 120°F to 150°F. However, some systems are operating successfully with
differentials of 200'F or more. USAF/PRE must approve all designs for HTW systems which
operate at temperatures above 400°F.

From the generator, pumps circulate the water through the distribution system. The
pumps deliver the water at sufficient head pressure to overcome pressure drops in the
distribution circuit and heat-consuming equipment. In some cases, the head pressure is
sufficient to provide circulation through the generator.

The most important operating characteristics of the HTW heating systems are: low
make-up requirements, high thermal efficiency, low maintenance, safety of operation, and
ease of operation and control.

Low Malt.?-Up Requirements

The IITW system is completely closed; the only water wastage is the normal leakage
from pump glands and valve packing. Therefore, it consumes very little water when
operating. This means minimum make-up water requirements and practically eliminates
boiler blowdown.
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Thermal Efficiency

The closed recirculation system operates at a high thermal efficiency. All heat n0used by consumers or lost through pipe radiation is returned to the boiler plant. SinceInfrequent boiler blowdowns are required, heat loss from that source Ls minimal. Also,the thermal "flywheel" effect, resulting from the large heat storage capacity of hightemperature water permits the system to accumulate generated heat and evens oat the
heating load on the boiler. The sudden changva in firing rates which produce poor
combustion and high stack gas temperatures are therefore eliminated and boiler
efficiency is increased. Table 1 compares the heat storage capacity of water and steamfor various pressures and temperatures. At 50 psig with the temperature at 298°F, watercontains 90.4 times the amount of heat that steam does (15,360 divided by 170 equals90.4).

Maintenance

Gauge Pressure
Psi

Temperature
o
F

Total Heat Content
BTU/cu ft

Water Steam

50 298 15,360 170
60 308 15,840 203
70 316 16,260 229
80 324 16,670 255
90 331 171000 281

100 338 171320 306
110 344 17,600 332
120 350 17,870 358
130 356 18,170 384
140 361 18,380 410
150 366 18,610 434
160 371 18,830 461
170 375 19,040 486
180 290 19,220 511
190 384 19.400 537
200 389 19.570 562
210 392 19,750 588
220 396 191920 613
230 399 20,080 639
240 403 20,240 664
250 406 20,390 690
260 409 20,530 716
270 413 20,670 741
280 416 20,800 767
290 419 209920 792
300 422 21,040 818

Ratio:
Water/Steam

90.4
78.0
71.0
65.4
60.5
56.6
53.0
49.9
47.3
44.8
42.9
40.9
39.2
37.6
36.1
34.8
33.6
32.5
31.4
30.5
29.6
28.7
27.9
27.1
26.4
25.7

Table 1. Heat Storage Comparison of HTW and Steam

Maintenance required is minimal. Since the same water is recirculated, the systemis always filled with noncorrosive, treated water and corrosion and scaling do not
occur. This reduces repair and maintenance costs. Costa are further reduced by the
fact that HTW systems have no traps and reducing valves to maintain.

Safety Feature of HTW

HTW is actually safer than steam under similar conditions. As an example, if a 1/2
inch HTW pipe containing 400°F water at 200 psig were to rupture, the end result at a
distance of 18 inches from the break would be water at approximately 120°F, and at anegligible pressure. Water at 400°F is not in a natural state at atmospheric
Therefore, water from a HTW line break must change state or flash to steam. The amoun
of heat required to change water to steam is greater than the total heat contoLt of agiven amount of HTW. In theory, if a pound of 40017 water is exposed to the atmosphere,
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75 percent of that pound must release its total heat content to flash the remaining 25
percent of a pound to steam. This steam is aerated and ed with the cooled 71; percent
of a pound of water which reduces the steam to condensate at a temperature of approxi-
mately 120°1'. An added benefit is gained by the water exitng the break as a vapor or
steam. This vapor forms as it is exiting the pipe. Stew occupies a greater space than
water; in fact, this pound of water will expand 265 times when released to the
atmosphere. This expansion throttles the break area, limiting the amount of water that
ean pass -Irough the opening. A steam system, on a comparison basis, expands only 13
times and DOES NOT CHANGE STATE. In other words, the full velocity and temperature of
steam is altered only slightly in a break. Therefore, HTW is safer than steam in the
event of line rupture.

Ease of Operation and Control

Another advantage of the HTW system is the simplification of valves and fittings.
There are no traps, drips or pressure-reducing valves, and feedwater treating equipment
is small and simple. Uniform temperature is maintained as easily during normll
operation as during peak loads.

METHOD OF GENERATING HTW

There are three basic methods of generating HTW. These are: converted steam
boilers, cascade heaters (direct contact), and specially designed HTW generators.

Converted Steam Boilers

This method utilizes an existing steam boiler converted to HTW. It may use the
existing steam drum (water-tube boilers) as an expansion drum or an expansion drum may
be externally mounted. Fire-tube or water-tube boilers may be used; however, best
results are normally obtained using water-tube boilers. Figures 47, 48 and 49
illustrate the various conversion of steam boilers to HTW.
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Figure 49. Converted Fire Tube Boiler, IITW Genorator

DESIGN PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN CONVERTED STEAM BOILERS. The primary problems toconsider When converting steam boilers to HTW are: balanced distribution through oachtube circuit, positive circulation through each tube circuit, the prevention of steambubble formation in the tubes, and thermal shock to the generator When the relativelycooler return water or the makeup water is introduced into the generator.

EFFICIENCY OF CONVERTED STEAM BOILERS. Steam boilers converted to HTW generatorsare far less efficient than are specially designed HTW generators. Most steam boilersare designed for natural circulation, therefore, they have larger tubes. Larger tubesdo not permit as high degree of heat transfer as do the smaller, forced-circulationtubes of specially designed HTW unite. The tubes of a steam boiler aro spacedrelatively wider apart and the combustion chambers contain large amounts of refractorylining. Neither of these conditions are encountered in specially designed HTW units.

Cascade Heater

Cascade or direct-control heaters are used as a means of generating HTW by mixinghigh-pressure steam directly with water. Steam is supplied by an independently-firedsteam boiler. The pressure of the steam determines the temperature of the HTW. To meet-he minimum HTW temperature requirements, the steam must be supplied to the cascade atapproximately 120 psig.
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Figure 50. Cascade HeatetogSVe-View
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Figure 51. Cascade Heater, End-View

Specially Designed HTW Generators

nigh temperature water generators are of two main types: forced circulation and
natural circulation.

FORCED-CIRCUIATION GENERATORS. Forced-circulation generators discharge high
temperature hot water, at specified saturncion temperature and pressure, to a
pressurized expansion drt:m that feeds the system circulating pumps. Positive circula-
tion of boiler water is assured by a centrifugal pump which circulates the water at high
velocity through all tubular circuits, regardless of the firing rate. A separate boiler
pump or the system circulating pump may be used. Figure 55 illustrates one type of a
forced-circulation HTW generator.

Forced circulation provides a higher overall heat transfer per unit surface area.
Therefore, in general, forced circulation boilers have smaller overall heating surfaces
than natural circulation boilers of the same rating.

The following aro forced flow generators specially designed for HTW use:

CONTINUOUS UPWARD FLOW GENERATORS. This generator has its inlet located on the
bottom rear of the unit (figure 52). The water enters the tube circuits and progresses
in a continuous upward movement to the generator outlet.

GINIHATOR
ITAFT

GENERATOR

11,/"OUTEET

COI-019

Figure 52. Continuous Upward Flow Circuit
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COUNTERFLOW ECONOMIZER GENERATORS. Those units receive the return hTW through tho

410
top rear of the generator and circulate it down through an economizer. The economize
absorbs heat from the hot nue gases which would otherwise be misted h) the atmosphe,e.
Figure 53 Illustrates the flow path or this type of generator

BURNER
OPENING

Figure 53. Counterflow Economizer HTW Generator

UPWARD FLOW ECONOMIZER. This generator is similar to the counterflow economizers
except the return water enters at the top front of the unit and passes upward through A
(the furnace roof circuit). Figure 54 shows the flow path of this generator. Flow All
from A through F, in alphabetical order. C is the convection tube hank circuit and E
the furnace and open pass circuit.

'ID EXPANSION DRUM

Figure 54. Upwardflow Economizer
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NATURAL CIRCULATION GENERATORS. In natural circulation ;Doilers, the buoyancy
produced When water absorbs heat starts and maintains the circulation. The circulation,
therefore, varies with the rate of firing or the local rate of heat transfer. To
prevent restriction of circulation, these generators usually contain larger tubes than
do forced circulation boilers. In this generator, downcomevs (where water circulates in
a general downward direction) should be heated less intensely than the risers (where
watcr circulates in a general downward direction) should be heated less intensely than
the risers !where water circulates in an upward direction); otherwise, circulation may
be affected. Because of these features, natural circulation boilers are larger than
forced circulation units. When natural circulation boilers are used with high
temperature water systems, do not let the forced circulation in the external circuit
interfere with the natural circulation inside the generator.

METHODS OF PRESSURIZATION

There are two basic methods of pressurizing a HTW system: (1) the saturated steam
cushion method, and (2) inert gas pressurization. Pressurization is necessary to keep
the HTW in a liquid state. This is accomplished through use of an expansion drum. The
expansion drums used in low and medium temperature water are similar to those used in
HTW, in as much as they both allow for expansion. However, after this point, they are
quite different, both in size and function. The different types and sizes of expansion
drums will be discussed under each method of pressurization.

Steam Cushioned Pressurized System (Figure 55)

Steam pressure at the saturated water temperature is used directly to impose a
pressure cushion in an expansion drum. Steam is flashed to maintain a constant pressure
within the drum.

To permit free vapor release, the expansion drum is 3ocated above the generator,
with sufficient height to furnish a reasonable net positive suction head for the circu-
lating pump.

Thu drum is generally sized to handle changes in water volume resulting from normal
load changesnot from the cold condition, as this extreme occurs only when starting up
oold.

As a rule, the highest permissible water level for horizontal drums is 75 to 78
percent of the tank diameter. The minimum drum water level should be at least three to
five feet above the boiler header.

Two or, at the most, three expansion drums may be installed in series, if equalizing
steam and water lines are used to adjust the water level and pressure difference between
the tanks. SAFETY RELIEF VALNE

WATER GAGES

MAN-MOLE NORMAL WATER
LEVEL

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION PIPE

00000000000000000000000

GENERATOR DISCHARGE
LINE (EXPANSION
DRUM FEED LINE)

BLOg-OFF
VALVES

BAFFLES

TO IUMP SUCTION

CGE-026

Figure 55. Saturated Steam Cushion Expansion Drum
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In operation, the drum is filled approximately half full of water and the generator
is fired to heat up the water. A vent valve is opened on the top of the drum and a
portion of the hot water flashes to steam. Once a steam cushion is established, the
vent valve is shut off. The HTW flowing from the generator into the expansion drum
expands and pushes against the steam cushion. The steam cushion in turn pushes back
against the water, pressurizing the system. The pressure in the expansion drum is equal
to the saturation temperature of the water. Referring to table 2, if the generator is
operating at 380°F, then the expansion drum pressure will be 195.77 psia. This
pressure-temperature relationship will always remain constant. If the generator output
temperature drops to 370°F, then the water level in the expansion drum will deereaso and
the resultant steam pressure will be 173.37 psia. Air is not used as a means of pres-
surization because oxygen is corrosive to drum surfaces. The HTW leaves the generator
and flows through the expansion drum; therefore, the drum is always hot and should be
insulated accordingly-

Temp F PSIA

300 67.013

320 89.66
340 118.01
350 134.63
360 153.04
380 195.77
400 247.31

420 308.83
440 381.59
460 466.9
480 566.1
500 680.8

520 812.4
540 962.5
560 1133.1
580 1325.8
600 1542.9

620 1786.6
640 2059.7
660 2365.4
680 2708.1
700 3093.7

705.4 3206.2

Table 2. Saturation Temperature

Inert Gas Pressurization

The inert gas system normally uses nitrogen as the pressurizing gas. The expansion
drum is connected to the suction side of the HTW pump by means of a balance line. The
pressurizing gas is fed into the top of the expansion dram. The relief valve is located
below the minimum water level for two reasons: (1) to provide a liquid seal (water)
against the seat rather than exposing it to the inert gas; (2) in the event of excessive
pressure the lifting of the safety valve would drain the gas cushion. The expansion
drum is normally installed vertically to reduce the area of contact between the inert
gas and water. Unlike the saturated steam cushion, the inert gas expansion drum may bee
located wherever it is most suitable in the central plant. These systems are normally
pressurized to a minimum of 40 psig above the saturation pressure. The pressure
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I imi ting fao tor is based on the rating of the fittings, valves, piping and equipment.
The inert gas expansion drum pressure must be of sufficient magnitude to prevent steam
fo rm I ng I n the IITW generato r( s) under al 1 condi tions . Thi s Is critical si nce gas-
prossuri zed systems do not have steam separating capabilities or safety valves to
evacuate the steam generated

FIXED QUANTITY GAS CUSHION. The fixed quantity inert gas cushion is the simplest
typo of pressurization system. The pressure within the gas space varies with
changes in the water level in the expansion drum. As the normal system water
temperature increases, the expansion of the system water into the drum compresses the
gas, raising the system pressure. A reversal of this operation takes place on a drop tn
the normal system mlter temperature. The pressure is permitted to vary from a minimum
point above saturatlon to a maximum, which is determined by the ratings of the materials
used in tho system.

VARIABLP GAS QUANTITY CUSHION. This is another me'i7hod of gas pressurization. The
inert gas is relieved from the expansion drum on a rise in water and is either wasted or
recovered; in a low-pressure gas receiver. A gas compressor pumps the low-pressure gas
into a high-pressure receiver for storage. When the water level drops in the expansion
drum, the control cycle adds inert gas either from bottles or from the high-pressure
receiver, to the expansion drum to maintain the required pressure. The gas wastage
system is more costly to operate, but less expensive to install. The gas recovery
system is more complicated and higher in initial cost. Normally, the gas recovery
system is more applicable to large central plants, Where the higher installation costs
can he justified in nitrogen gas savings.
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Figure 56. Variable Gas Quantity Cushion
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PUMP PRESSURIZATION. Pump pressurization in its simplest form consists of a makeutank and forcing it into the system. The pressure regulating valve continuously blee
water from the system back to the makeup tank, and the cycle is repeated. This method
is normally restricted to small process heating systems, but it may be used for
temporary pressurization of a larger system to avoid shutdown during inspection of the
expansion drum. In larger HTW plants, pump pressurizcition is generally combined with afixed quantity gas compression tank, which acts as a buffer. When the pressure rises
above a preset valve in the buffer tank, a control valve opens to relieve water from the
balance line into the makeup storage tank. When the pressure falls below a preset
second valve, the feed pump is started automatically to pump water from the makeup tank
back into the system. The buffer tank is designed to absorb only the limited expansion
volume which is required for the proper functioning of the pressure control system. ltvis usually relatively small. The makeup storage tank is usually closed and pressurizedwith one to five pounds of nitrogen, to prevent oxygen entry into the HTW system. The
gas pressurization in this low-pressure system is normally the variable gas quantity,
with venting to the atmosphere (wasted gas).

PUMPING SYSTEMg'

Pumping systems are used in HTW to circulate the water through the generator and
distribution system and to maintain the system pressure above the saturation point. Thepumps used are electric-motor driven, single-stage, centrifugal-force pumps. The pumps
may be either constant or variable speed, and end-suction, top-suction or split-casing.

Some installations use large pumps for venter operation (high flow rates) and
considerably smaller pumps for the reduced flow requirements of summer heating loads.
Many designers, engineers and operators prefer variable speed zone and system pumps.
Variable-speed pumps are popular because they can be adjusted and operated at the
current system flow requirement. This factor reduces the amount of horsepower used bythe pump, as compared to a constant-speed pump, which operates at maximum output at all
times. The speed of variable-speed pumps may be adjusted through the use of trr.nsmis-
sion, coupling or regulating the amperes going through the drive motor. Figure 57

410illustrates a constant-speed pump and figure 56 illustrates a variable speed pump.

ELECTRIC DRIVE MOTOR

SOLID COUPLING

OUTLET

Figure 57. Constant-Speed Pump
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VARIABLE 31.:.1C) TRANSMISSION

SPL IT CASING E LEC T RIC DRIVE MOTOR

Figure 58. Variable-Speed Pump

CGJ0I9

All HTW circulating pumps use oil (not grease) for lubrication, and are equipped
with water-cooled casings and oil pumps. These pumps may use either open- or closed-
face impellers, figure 59; however, closed-face impellers with wearing rings are
normally used for IITW. The water from the cooling connections is piped to the face of
the mechanical seal to flush off any abrasives which may be encountered, or directly
into the packing of pumps equipped with packing and stuffing boxes. This helps to cool
the packing and reduce wear of the pump shaft. In most cases, the coolirr: water is
drawn from the base cold water supply and after cooling the pump, it is piped to drain.
Some installations provide refrigerated or cooling tower means of cooling the water and
recover and recycle the used water. The initial and operating costs of such a system
should be closely examined before such a system is installed.

CLOSED FACE

Figure 59. Impellers

Combined Pumping System

OPEN FACE

CGD-028

This system uses one pump to circulate water through the distribution system and the
generator(s). When used on a saturated steam cushion system the circulating pump is
installed directly below the expansion drum on the HTW supply, to provide the necessary
static head required. Most systems are designed with sufficient head to keep the water
from flashing; however, should flashing occur, provisions are available to blend return
water with the supply water to cool the latter below the saturation point. The Circu-
lating pump discharge is sufficient to raise the system pressure above the saturation
point and maintain such pressure throughout the entire distribution system. When the
combined pumping system is used on the inert gas system, it is normally installed in the
system return line immediately after the expansion vessel. Gas-pressurized systems
rarely incur flashing in the circulating pump because of the lower return water
temperature and the high artificial head created by the expansion vessel.
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Separate Pumping System

This system uses a pump to circulate water through each generator and one or more
pumps to circulate war through the distribution system, figure 61. The generator rump
is normally plumbed to facilitate cross-utilization of the pumps betweon the generators.
The system or zone pumps are installed directly below the expansion drum on the
saturated steam cushion pressurized system and directly below the generator discharge
header on each inert gas pressurized system
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Figure 60. Separate Pumping System, Inert Gas Cushion

Filling and Emergency Pump

When the makeup feedwater pump is not large enough, a cold-water filling pump with a
capacity ranging trom 100 to 200 gpm is used fill the sytem. These pumps aro also
used in case of line break or other emergency. This pump delivers water from either the
raw water supply or the treated water makeup tank to the expansion tank, return header
and generator. When the pump is used as a standby tor the makeup pump or for
emergencies, its suction is also connected to the feedwater heater.

Makeup Feed Pumps

These pumps are normally electrically driven plunger (reciprocating) type pumps.
The suction is connected to the feedwater heater and the discharge is piped either to
the expansion tank or the return header, depending on the design of the system. The
capacity of these pumps is normally determined by the time required to fill the
expansion tank from the lowest to the highest design operating levels.
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INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS

Concentrated efforts have been made to keep HTW systems and controls as simple as
possible and still obtain the desired results. To a large degree, this has been
accomplished; however, many of the components are peculiar only to HTW, while others
apply to both steam and hot water boilers in general.

M i xi ng Cot. .ce t ion

This connection, "A" in figure 61, prevents flashing in the circulating pump by
cooling the water from the expansion drum. This is accomplished by piping relatively
cooler system return water into the supply water, immediately before the circulating
pump suction.

GENE

RA4,1°Rs esys,p.

EXPANSION DRUM

44000 Mir 1
HEAT LOAD DEVICES

Figure 61. Multiple Generator HTW Combined Pumping System

Bypass Connection

This connection is used in all HTW combined pumping systems. It is actuated by a
preset minimum amount of water passing through the generator, which is detected by a
min!,mum flow control or a pressure differential control. The low flow through the
generator is detected, the bypass connection opens and de-routes a portion of the HTW
supply from the circulating pump discharge into the generator inlet.

Differential Pressure Control

Each HTW botler should have either a differential pressure or a minimum flow control
or cut off firing when the pressure difference between boiler inlet and boiler outlet
falls below a preset minimum. If a pump fails, this control will prevent the boiler
from burning out because of insufficient circulation. The control should be connected
to measure the difference in pressure between the suction and discharge headers of the
boiler.

Minimum Flow Control

This control provides the same type of protection as the differential pressure
control described above; however, it is motivated by a preset minimum flow through the
boiler rather than by a low pressure difference across the boiler. It is generally
connected to a flow meter in the boiler feedwater inlet line.

Thermocouple Control (Thermoelectric Pyrometer) (Figure 62)

All IITW generators should be equipped with thermocouple controls designed to secure
the generator in the event of excessive temperatures. Two or three (depending on
generator tube circuit design) thermocouple leads are installed on the two or three most
critical tubes in the generator. (Tly criticality of a generator tube is determined by
the amount of radiant heat applied to it.) The cold Junction of the thermocouple is
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attached to a millivoltmeter and control switch. This control operates on the amount
millivolts generated by the thermocouples. The more heat applied to a thermocouple,
more millivolts it will generate. When the millivoltmeter measuring needle, "A" in
figiire 112 reaches the .v.tt needle, "B" in figure 62, it will trip the safety switch
which will secure the fires immediately. Any one of the thermocouples can trip the
safnty switch, which is normally set by approximately 15°F above the generator set
operating temperature.
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Figure 62. Thermocouple Control

Expansion Drum Water Level Control

Usually ifTw systems have high and low level controls to stop firing equipment when
the water in the expansion drum reaches abnormal predntermined levels. In any ease, the
circulating pumps continue in operation.

411
Flame Failure Control

This control operates in the same manner as that described for steam boiler
operations. It usually consists of safety shut-off valves to supervise pilot and flame.

Air-Flow Switch

Package HTW boilers usually have programming control which includes an air-flow
switch to insu e shutdown and proper purge of the unit in event of fan failure.

High-Limit Pressure Control

This control shuts down the unit when a preset high pressure is reaohed.

BTU-Meter

The instruments and meters used in Hint installations are similar to those described
for steam plant operation. There is, however, one special type of meter which is
generally used in !.nstallations of more than 20 million BTU per hour output. It is the
BTU-meter which is usually to integrate the heat flow in the system. Ono component of
the meter measures the instantaneous temperature difference between the flow and return
lines, usually recording the temperatures simultaneously, while another component
measures the instantaneous temperature difference between the flow and return lines,
usually recording the temperatures simultaneously, while another component measures the
instantaneous rate of flow in the return liue with an orifice or venturi meter. The
BTU-meter obtains and integrates instantaneous products of the temperature difference
and flow. The multiplication and integration show the heat energy delivered to the

.
system or removed by the heat consumer across Taich the meter is ;onnected; the flow
meter component simultaneously records the tlow.
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

In general, the methods described for steam distribution are used to distribute HTW.

However, the following specific considerations apply to HTW systems aboveground.
System piping must be protected agiinst snow and rain with metal or tar paper coverings.

Under,eound system piping may be located from 3 to 6 feet below the ground level.
Nome ongineers oppose using the lines for snow melting and recommend that they be
located below the frost line. It has been found, however, that lines located only three
feet underground do not freeze, even when out of operation for many hours.

Valves

All glebe a%d gate valves used for HTW service, except at high-pressure installa-
tions, should be made of cast steel in the 300-psi class. Valves larger than two inches
ar usually of the outside screw and yoke type with bolted bonnets. (Smaller valves may
be ('quipped with screwed bonnets.) The stuffing boxes should be large and deep. Valves
that are smaller than two inches should have at least four or five rings of U- or
V-shaped packing; larger valves should have at least six rings. Inlet and outlet valves
of HTW generators aad expansion drums--and usually any valve larger than eight inches--
should have a bypass valve.

EXPANSION OF STEEL OR WROUGHT IRON PIPE WITH TEMPERATURE

Pipe Temperalure (°F) 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Expansion in inches per 100 feet
length of pipe (from 0°F to pipe
temperature shown) 0.6 0.9 1.3 1.3 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.3 4.0

Figure 63

Expansion Loops, Expansion Joints, and Anchors

Piping expands when the temperature increases; consequently, the ASA establishes the
units or eKpanslon for steel or wrought iron pipe, which are given in figure 63. From
figure 64, we see that a 100-foot steel or wrought iron pipe expands 3 inches when the
temperature changes from 0°F to 400°F.

Expansion lcops or expansion joints provide for thermal expansion. Expansion loops,
consisting of U-bends, are usually located midway between two anchor points. Corrugated
expansion joints are sometimes used to save space. When they are used, they ordinarily
have guides to insure that they are aligned properly. Backing-up rings limit the travel
of each corrugation. Expansion joints should be accessible so that their alignment can
be checked at regular intervals.

Anchors are installed in combination with expansion loops and expansion joints to
control and guide the expansion piping systems. The anchors must be strong enough to
support the full unbalance pressure of the water and extension strains, as well as the
weight of the water-filled line. If an anchor is loose the expansion or contraction of
the pipe can cause failure of the expansion joint or cause the flanged or welded
fittings used in the HTW system to become damaged.

Pipe and Installation

Pipe, fittings and insulation are much the same for HTW systems as they are low-
temperature hot-water systems, except that more strength is required in the pipe and
fittings, and greater thickness is needed in the insulation.
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Piping

Steel or wrought iron pipe of Schedule 40 or standard thickness i$ normrlly used.
Usually, welded connections and seamless pipe are used to prevent leaking, hut flanges
are required for valves larger than six inches. When piping is designed and installed,
allowance must be made for the thermal expansion that occurs when the system goes from
cold to maximum operating temperature. The piping should be adequately supported and
should have vented high points, drainable low points, and connections whrever required.

Insulation

All heating plant supply and return lines should be insulated with a double thick-
ness of insulation suitable for the temperature. Flanges, valves and pumps should also w

be insulated to prevent heat loss and possible injury to operating personnel.

Maintenance

The maintenance of a HTW system pump consists primarily of cleaning, atignino and
lubricating. If the pump has water-cooled gearings, it must have the proper amount of
water available for cooling. If major repairs are required, follow the step-by-stvp
procedures provided by the pump manufacturer.

Thermometers and Pressure Gauges

Thermometers (preferably dial type) or the thermometer wells should be installed in
the flow and return pipes, the pump suction and discharge lines, and at any other point
of major temperature change or where temperature is important in operating the system.
Pressure% gauges should be installed in the pump discharge and suction linos at locations
where ti.e pressure readings assist in efficient operatiLAI and maintenance. It Is
desirable to have both thermometers and gauges installed in the piping at the entrance
to each building, at each hot-water converter, or at each steam converter. Any one of
these setups allows the operator to quickly determine the temperatures and pressures in
the system, and to adjust the equipment accordingly.

Critical Features

Critical features while the distribution system is being warmed up. Observe the
following points: the action of expansion joints or loops, the action of supports,
anchors, hangers, etc., free expansion of heaters and piping in the expected directions.
If restraint is noted, shut down the system and correct.

Forced circulation HTW generators consist only of tubes and headers, and they have
no pressure vessels such as a steam or "mud" drum. The tubes (convectors) in the
convection section of the furnace portion of the generator are the weakest link in the
system's circuits. The thin gauge metal of the tubes collapses from overheating when
liquid contact is lost on the interlor of the tubes for as short a time as two minutes.
It is, therefore, not possible to develop high steam pressures within the system because
the tube failure occurs in such a short time. The release of water and the consequent
drop in pressure to atmospheric pressure upon the collapse of a generator tube prcients
the formation of an explosive condition.

CONVERTERS (Heat Consumers)

There is currently a wide variety of heat consumeis available for HTW and experience
is aiding the development of many more. HTW was originally regarded as a potentially
dangerous heating medium. As such, it was seldom installed in occupied areas (offices,
dormitories, etc.). Another factor which limited the direct application of HTW was its
high heat storage capacity, causing a high degree of temperature override. The term
converter covers a wide range of heat consumers. In general, HTW is converted to steam,
domestic hot water, hot water heating, and warm air. The 11TW flows through a tube
arrangement and the medium to be heated passes over, around and in between the tubes.
At no time does the HTW and the medium to be heated come into direct contact with one
another.
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Al r t. I ng Co i s

Air heating coils aro often referred to as warm air exchangers and are installed in
a duct or plenum chamber along with a fan or blower. Air filters are normally installed
between the blower and the return alr from the building being heated or use a percentage
(up 10 100 per('ent) of fresh (outside) air. When fresh air is used, precautions must be
Luken h) er,vent freezing or the coil during winter operations. This can bc
aecomplii,ned in one of the following manners: (1) installation of a freezestat which
closes the outside air damper or shuts off the fan; or (2) setting the HTW control valve
to a minimum closed position. In most systems, the blower operates continuously and the
HTW circulating through the coils is regulated by a temperature control valve or a
motorized valve. The sensing bulb of the temperature control valve is installed in the
heating duct on the downstream side of the heating coil. The motorized valve is
actuated by a remote bulb thermostat. The sensing bulb of the thermostat is installed
in Lilo Ramo location as the temperature control valve sensing bulb. The heating coils
may be constructed of red brass, provided the HTW is maintained below 400°F. For
temperatures of 400°F and above, cupronickel or steel should be used. Figure 64
illustrates a typical HTW air heating coil. The HTW is circulated around the coils.
The control valve is mounted on the HTW return side of the coil to permit the valve to
control a relatively cooler liquid than the HTW supply. (Most HTW systems are designed
for a 150°F temperature drop between the HTW supply and return.) Temperature and
pressure gauges are installed on both the supply and return sides of the HTW coil to
determine the load drawn by the heat consumer. Air heating coils are normally installed
in specially designed mechanical or utility rooms.
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HTW RETURN

REMOTE BULB
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FROM HEATED ZONE CGE035

Figure 64. Air Heating Coil

Convectors and radiant panel surfaces can be used for HTW use, however, the Air
Force normally uses HTW unit heaters to heat industrial areas (supply warehouses,
hangars, shops, etc.). The same material specifications pertain to unit heaters as
applied to the air heating coils described on the previous page. Unit heaters normally
have thy HTW circulating through them continuously and the blower or fan is operated by
either an outdoor thermostat or a room thermostat located in the occupied zone. Freeze-
stilts should be instaled to secure fans or blowers When the HTW falls below a preset
safe temperature to keep the coil from freezing. The most commonly used unit heater for
HTW systems is the circular, vertical discharge type.
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OPERATION OF HTW SYSTEMS

IIIThe operation of any HTW system depends upon qualified personnel. However, guide-
lines are always provided to insure that all personnel inspect and operate equipment in
the same manner.

Preoperational Inspection

Before starting up a generator, inspect .he installation carefully and make certain
the following requirements are satisfied.

1. All installation, repair, and cleanup work completed.

2. All air and flue gas ducts and passages are tight and free from obstructions, and
air and flue gas control dampers in good operating conditions.

3. Check all piping for leaks.

4. Inspect water column blowdown lines and gauge glasses for proper installation and
connection on converted steam generators. Gauge glasses should be clearly visible from
the operating floor and lamps, if provided, ready for operation. The drain valves on
the water column must be closed and the valves between the column and generator locked
open.

5. Check all auxiliary equipment such as fuel-burning, draft, ash disposal, feedwater
and combustion control systems for proper installation and operational readiness. Make
certain safety valve gauge has been removed and valves properly set and workable.

6. Make sure all generator manhole and handhole covers have been reinstalled. Check to
make certain no one is inside, then see that access and observation doors are closed.

7. Make certain a hydrostatic test of the generator has been completed and approved by
an authorized person.

NOTE: These preparations must be made before the inspector arrives on the base.

a. Provide a hand pump for the hydrostatic pressure test if the feed pump will not
deliver one and one=n1Tlames the pressure at which any safety valve is set.

b. Make sure that Fire Surfaces are reasonably clean. Use a tube brush to remove
soot from the tubes, and a wire brush to remove soot from the tube sheets and firebox.
If the installation burns coal, remove the grate bars and clean the firebox plates along
the grate line until the bare metal ie exposed. Take care not to damage metal with
sharp tools.

c. Provide gagF to prevent safety valves from lifting when hydrostatic pressure is
applied. If hydrost-tic pressure tests on more than one generator are contemplated,
provide sufficient gags for all safety valves of the boilers to be tested.

d. Permit generators taken off line for inspection purposes (including firebox and
settings) to cool before they are drained. Immediately after draining, wash them
thoroughly on the inside to prevent sludge deposits on internal surfaces, and remove all
suspended solids, sediment, and loose scale.

e. Fill generators scheduled for hydrostatic pressure test with water at a
temperature between 70° and 10017; apply a preliminary pressure of 15 to 20 pounds less
than working pressure, to insure that all test equipment is in proper working condition.

f. If the generator to be tested is on
is to be ep n operat on throug out the es , equ p the p pe e ween t e two with two
valves and a drain or a blind joint.

a common header with a second and the latter

g. Have available a supply of gaskets for manholes and handholes, and suitable
wrenches for removing man1761-6-76-1UWITEUEOle covers.

h. Replace damaged and improper fusible plugs.
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i. If insulation conceals manufacturer's inscribed data, remove the lagging and
clean the surface carefully so that die-cut letters and figures can be read easily.

. Assign a qualified plant operator to assist the inspector throughout the tests.

k. 1r controls are not designed for a pressure equal to the pressure of the
proposed tesis, remove them and plug the openings, unless cutoff valves are present.

8. The HTW generators and systems are boiled out to remove grease, oil, dirt, and
protective coating from generator heating surfaces. This is generally used to clean
newly erected generators, and systems or units which have been extensively repaired or
retubed. If extensive repairs have been made on refractory setting or furnace, a
drying-out will also be required to prevent damage to the brickwork.

9. Readiness of nitrogen supply and equipment, if the system is pressurized with inert
gas.

Starting and Operating HTW Systems

Operation of the HTW system includes starting up the system, adding additional units
when required, initial filling of the system, rotating the pump in service and shutting
down the system. Some guidelines are provided below.

Starting up the Steam-Cushioned Combined Pumping System

When the system is cold and not under pressure, proceed as follows:

1. See that proper water level is carried in the expansion drum.

2. Open inlet and outlet valves in the HTW generator expansion drum and system.

3. Open inlet valve to circulating water pump. Start the pump and then slowly open the
discharge valve.

4. Cheek waterflow through unit and vent air from headers and high points in the
system.

5. Make final check of limit and safety controls and start the unit.

G. Idght off the generator as follows:

a. Shut the dampers of the induced fan; close flue gas control sampling lines.
Start induced draft fan.

b. Shut the dampers of the forced draft fan or other air control dampers, then
start the forced draft fan.

c. If a regenerative air preheater is installed, start the rotor.

d. Purge the setting of all combustible gas by circulating air for at least 5
minutes at the rate of about one-fourth of the requirements for maximum capacity of the
unit.

e. Light off the generator and keep a firing rate sufficient to raise the generator
water from room temperature to the boiling point (2.12°F) in about 90 minutes. If the
unit is filled with hot water, the time can be reduced, but it should not be less than
5 minutes. From this point on, increase the temperature of the water at the rate of
100°F per hour. In new boiler installations, check to see if expansion has caused any
binding or interference.

f. Insure that combustion is complete, for incomplete combustion may occur with a
cold generator and can be dangerous.

g. Slowly heat up system water and generator refractory. Control manually until
operating pressure is reached, then switch to automatic if desired.
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h. If expansion caused by h,eting up the system raises the water level in the
expansion drum to near the highest permissible water level, blow down the boiler as 411
required.

Placing Additional Units in Service; Combined Pumping System in Operation

When a cold generator is to be placed in service with other units already in
operation, proceed as follows:

1. Gradually open the bypass valve on the HTW generator inlet valve. When pressure on
the unit equals the system pressure, open the inlet valve.

2. Gradually open the bypass valve on the HTW generator outlet valve. Allow tho cold
water in the unit to be circulated to the expansion tank.

3. When the temperature of the water entering the generator equals the temperature of
the water leaving the ,;enerator, open the generator outlet valve and establish full
circulation.

4. Light off the generator as instructed above and maintain a low fire until refractory
is fully heated.

5. Set controls on automatic for normal operation.

Starting Up a Steam-Cushioned Separate Pumping System

When a separate pumping station is heated, the water flowing through the system
should not exceed the water flowing through the generator. All water returned from the
system should be circulated through the expansion drum. When the system water
temperature reaches 200°F, the water should be circulated only through the boiler, not
through thc system. This procedure raises the pressure in the expansion drum to the 410
normal operation conditions, with a minimum firing rate. When operation pressure is
reached, start circulating the water, through the system at 25 percent of the normal
rate. As the return water temperature drops, increase the firing rate to maintain
pressure in the expansion drum. Continue this procedure, increasing flow rate through
the system as the return temperature continues to rise, until normal operating
conditions are obtained. At this time the generator control system should be switched
from manual to automatic. Throughout the operation, vent air from headers and high
points in the system.

Procedures for Starting Circulating Pumps

NOTE: Always start circulating cooling water through pump cooler before starting up the
circulating pump.

1. Starting pump.

a. Open pump suction valve.

b. Start pump motor.

c. Slowly open discharge valve.

2. Stopping pump.

a. Close pump discharge valve.

b. Stop pump motor.

NOTE: Continue to circulate cooling water for about 30 minutes (if system is
pressurized).

c. When pump body is cold, close valve on suction side (if system is pressurized).
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Placing Additional Units in Service; Separate Pumping System in Operation

This operation requires some care since the requirements of the system have to be
satisfied at the same time as those of the generator and they are conflicting in certain
respccts.

1. Cut in additional units when generators in use are operating at 75 percent of
capacity. Do not wait until they are operating at full capacity.

2. The standby unit should be kept hot by a slight circulation through it. The bypass
of the inlet valve serves this purpose. Proceed as follows:

-- Open the drum inlet valve and generator shutoff valves of the particular unit.
Keep glove valves on generator inlet closed. Open bypass just sufficient to establish a
slight circulation.

3. When the standby unit is to be placed in service proceed as follows:

a. Start generator circulating pump as previously described. Open globe valves on
generator inlet and adjust flow rate through boiler to about 475 gpm.

b. Light off and maintain firing rate at about 20 percent of full capacity for
about 30 minutes, then bring up firing rate gradually until generator outlet temperature
matches that on other units. Put unit on automatic combustion control and slowly open
the generator inlet valve until flow rate through all units is equal.

Securing of Generator While One or More Units Remain in Service

As soon as fire is secured, reduce flow through generator to not more than 200 gpm
and maintain until water temperature at outlet and inlet are practically the same.

1. Secure the generator circulating pump.

2. If generator is to be used as standby, maintain temperature by slightly opening the
bypass valve. If unit is to be kept out of service for extended period, it should be
cooled down. Close the expansion drum inlet valve on the generator outlet, close inlet
on manifold, but leave inlet bypass valve open so that the unit remains under pressure.

3. The circulation is now interrupted so that the unit can cool down. Upon cooling
down, the volume of the water will shrink and be replaced by water entering from the
system.

4. While out of service, the unit should preferably be maintained under pressure or if
this is not desirable then the inlet bypass valve may be closed and the unit isolated
only when it is quite cold. Under no circumstances will the vent valve be opened.

Shutting Down the Heating System

The final thing to consider when discussing system operation is removing the system
from operation. To do this, proceed as follows:

1. Fill the expansion drum to high water level mark.

2. Maintain circulation in the heating system until the water contained in the
districts has cooled down. Then proceed as follows:

a. Fully open mixing valves and close return valves. Water in the districts will
now circulate without heat being added to it.

b. Secure fire on generators but maintain circulation for about one hour. Then
stop the generator circulating pumps.

c. Close inlet valves on the generator manifold, but open bypass valves. Leave
other valves open.
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'd. When water in the districts has cooled (low. below 200 degrees, secure distric
circulating pumps. Close motorized valves, crack open bypass on return valves and ko
districts under pressure from the expansion drum. If the water level in the exPansien
drum drops below the low water thark, start makeup pumps and bring up water level.

e. When pressure in the expansion drum drops below 100 pstg, close the bypass
valves and isolate districts completely.

BOILER INSPECTIONS

Before boilers are inspected, clean fireside, waterside, insure refractory and
pressure part repairs have been completed.

Inspections Standards

Qualified boiler inspectors will inspect boilers, accessories, and piping to
determine the condition of the boilers and safety devices and to determine that boilers
and safety devices are suitable for safe operation. Inspections will conform to the
procedures set forth in the latest edition of the National Board Inspection Code pub-
lished by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, Columbus, Ohio
(Cost $1.00).

NOTE: When the Unite States has sole jurisdiction over leased facilities, these
instructions supersede any eirsani-State-Or Municipal Codes governing boiler

What Equipment Will be Inspected

MANDATORY INSPECTION. Steam boilers operating above 15 psi and high temperature hot
water heating boilers operating above 160 psig will be inspected as prescribed by this
section. Inspection of high temperature hot water boilers (not domestic water heaters)
includes inspection of the expansion drum as well as the water tubes, headers, furnace
and safety devices.

Obtaining Inspection Service

1. The Defense Supply Agenc Y. Defense Contract Services District, administers con-
tracts each year for the service of a qualified company te provide boiler
inspections at all Air Force bases within the Continental United States (excluding
Alaska and Hawaii). For many years, the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut, has provided this service.

2. Special inspections (outside the scope of the contract required by these
instructions are considered necessary by major commands or base civil engineers)
may be arranged through the Defense Supply Agency, defense contract Administration
Services District, Cincinnati, Ohio.

3. If the company under contract to furnish boiler inspection service cannot make a
special or emergency inspection, the base civil engineer may hire a recognized
insure.nce company or a boiler inspection agency that specializes in such work.
(An installation employee may not make such special inspections.)

4. The contract will provide the following five types of inspections when they are
included in the annual schedule submitted by the major command.

a. Type "A"--Internal and external inspection.

b. Type "B"--Internal and external inspection, followed or preceded by external
inspection while boiler is under hydrostatic test.

c. Type "C"--External inspection while under steam pressure or filled with water.
(Boiler will be under pressure for this inspection.)

d. Type "D"--External inspection while under hydrostatic test.

e.- Type "E"--IntGrnal and external inspection of expansion tanks used with high
temperature water boilers. 7 6
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5. Ovorsee.s and other off-continent commands are authorized to employ qualified and
competent boiler inspectors to perform the inspections. These inspectors will not
be supervised by personnel at base level. They will prepare AF Form 1222, "Boiler
Inspection Report," on each boiler inspected and submit it to the Director of Civil
Engineering of the appropriate major command. Detailed comments on these reports
will he made by an attached memorandum.

The boiler inspector will make the types of inspections requested in the annual
schedule submitted by the major command to the Defense Supply Agency, Defense Contract
Administration Services District, Cincinnati. If an inspector determines that an
additional inspection is necessary, the base civil engineer will authorize him to
perform it before he leaves the base. However, such additional inspection will not
constitute authority to delete subsequent scheduled inspections. The following
inspections are required as a minimum.

1. Steam boilers assembled on the site require a type "B" inspection before they are
placed in initial operation.

9. Stem boilers assembled at place of manufacture and stamped with approval of a
qualified inspection agency (such as the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insuranc(' Company): A type "B" inspection, after manufacture and before being
placed in initial operation.

3. All Steam Boilers: Twice annually a type "A" inspection first and approximately six
months later, a type "C" inspection.

4. Steam boilers in questionable condition, used boilers reinstalled, boilers Which
have had major repairs, recommended by the boiler inspector or required by the base
civil engineer: a type "B" inspection before being placed in service.

5. New IITW (High Temperature Water) boiler installation: a type "B" inspection before
operation.

G. Other HTW boilers: a type "A" inspection annually.

7. Expansion tanks: a type "E" inspection annually.

Boilers out of operation indefinitely need not be inspected by inspection agency.
However, they should be inspected annually by base civil engineer personnel to evaluate
visible deterioration and renew protection against corrosion, if necessary. Also, a
boiler that has missed an inspection period must be given the appropriate inspection
before it is placed in operation again.

The hydrostatic pressuro used during a type "B" or type "D" inspection will be one
and one-half times the pressure setting of the safety valves. If safety valve setting
has been lowered, tt will not be raised without approval of the boiler inspector.
Boiler inspectors will insure that the boiler, accessories, and adjacent piping are in
condition to be operated at pressure up to the safety valve setting.

Before leaving the base, the inspector will orally report any serious defects to the
base civil engineer (or his representative). Boilers bound to be in dangerous condition
will not be operated until repaired.

A hydrostatic test is a water pressure test to prove the strength and tightness of a
boiler.

After repairs are made, a hydrostatic test is performed on the boiler to check for
leaks around rolled and beaded areas. Should any leaks be found, reroll tube or tubes
that are leaking making sure not to overroll.



NOTE: Hydrostatic pressures are 1 1/2 times the safety valve setting. Hydrostatic
test required, 1 every 3 years

The boiler is the principal and most costly unit in a central boiler plant. Pre-
ventive maintenance of the unit represent the difference between a normal useful life of
fifty years or a short life with much time lost for repair and possible injury tooperating personnel.

All boilers have general characteristics and need similar care. General care of theboilers follows two rules: stop leaks and keep the boiler clean. Ono of the boiler
inspections required to determine its condition is the hydrostatic pressure test. Thisstudy guide will provide you pertinent information regarding this test under thy
following main topics:

NOTE: The preparations must be made before the boiler inspector arrives on the
oase

1. Provide a hand pump for the hydrostatic pressure test if the boilei food pump will
not deliver one and one-half times the pressure at which any safety valve is set.

2. Make sure that Fire Surfaces of Boilers are reasonably clean. Use a tube brush to
remove soot form tubes, and a wire brush to remove soot from the tube sheets andfirebox. If the installation burns coal, remove the grate bars and clean the
firebox plates along the grate line until the bare metal is exposed. Take care not
to damage metal with sharp tools.

3. Provide gags to pressure relief valves from lifting when hydrostatic
pressure-r-appi If hydrostatic pressure tests on more than one boiler aro
contemplated, prc .ce sufficient gags for all safety valves of the boilers to be
tested.

4. Permit boilers taken off line for inspection purposes (including fircbox and
settings) to cool before they are drained. Immediately after draining, wash them
thoroughly on the inside to prevent sludge deposits on internal surfaces, and re
move all suspended solids, sediment, am'. loose scale.

5. Fill boilers scheduled for hydrostatic pressure test with water at a tomperaturo
between 70° and 100°F; apply a preliminary pressure of 15 to 20 pounds less than
working pressure, to insure that all test equipment is in proper working condition.

6. If the boiler_to_be testedis_on as_common headerwith a second hoiler and the
latter is to bp kept in operation throughout the tFst, equip the steam pipe botween
the two boilerl with two valves and a drain or a blind joint.

7. Have available a supply_of gaskets_for manholes and .hanoboles, and suitably
wrenches for removrEg7 manhole and handhore coverS.

8. Replace damaged and improper fusible plugs.

9. If insulation conceals manufacturer's inscribed data, remove the lagging and clean
the surface carefuly so that die-cut letters and figures can be read easily.

10. Assign a qualified boiler plant operator to assist the inspector through the test.

11. If boiler gauges and controls are not designed for a pressure equal_to_the pressure
of the proposed tests, remove them and plug the opening, unless cutoff valves.: are
present.

LOGS

The operator prepares daily log forms locally and uses them for UITW central heating
plants and systems. He will also assure that information from the daily forms is posted
to AF Form 1165, Monthly High Temperature Water Plant Operating Log, and AF Form
Monthly High Temperstnre Water Distribution System Operating Log.

These logs are jarod and distributed in the same manner as the Monthly Steam
Boiler Plant Operat . Log, which were discussed earlier.
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NIIMMAla

110
Yon have studied specific facts about the basic design of HTW generators. You have

learnid how steam boilers could be connected and the types of specially designed
generaiors. You have been given the range of the HTW systems as 3200 and above.
Thermal efficiency is higher because the heat storage capacity of water is 300 times the
amount ol heat per volume of air and 30 times greater than comparable steam systems.
How systems are classified us to type of pressurization, pumping system, and generators
or a embination of these.

The operation procedures and the monthly high temperature water plant operating log
has been explained. The most important item to remember is safety in the operation of
thy system. Remumber you must maintain circulation, while bringing the temperature up
slowly, to avoid damage to personnel and equipment.

WJEsTION8

I. What are the three types of special designed generators?

What are the problems when converting steam boilers?

H. In what type of system does the water and steam come in direct contact?

4. What is the special type of meter used in HTW plants?

What aro the methods of system pressurization?

G. What aro two types of pumping cystems?

7. What are the types of heat-consuming equipment used in an !VFW system?

8. How many expansion drums can be used on a system?

9. What type of inert gas is used for pressurization?

lo. Water will be raised from room temperature to 212°F in how many minutes?
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

Theory of Operation and Construction of
Steam Heating Systems

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-VI-1
july 19R3

Given information, identify principles concerning theory of operation and
construction features of steam heating systems with 70% accuracy.

Given information, identify the procedures for removing and installing boilers with
70% accuracy.

Given information, identify basic facts about components of feedwater system with
70% accuracy.

Given information, determine procedures for installation, operation and maintenance
of reciprocating pumps by answering four out of five questions correctly.

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for operating and servicing
pressure/temperature recording equipment with 70% accuracy.

Given information, operate and service draft indicating and regulating equipment
with instructor assistance.

Given J.nformation, perform service of flow meters and recorders with instructor
assistance.

Given information, troubleshoot boiler flame control system with instructor
assistance.

110 PROCEDURES

EXERCISE 1

Construction Features

NOTE: Complete the following statement.s.. Use the study guide as a reference.

1. The two main types of boilers are

a.

b.

2. Boiler steam drums provide four functions. Name them.

a.

b.

c .

d.

3. Water-tube boilers may be classified as

1-1
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4. Straight-tube boilers can be classified as

5. Walls or partitions used to direct gases of combustion are called

6. Furnace enclosures (setting) may be of four types. Name them.

a.

C.

d.

7. Name the pressure parts of a boiler.

8. Flat boiler surfaces are held in place by

Name five types:

9. What are steam baffles used for?

10. List the size of boiler tubes.

11. List tue size of boiler flues.

12. List the types of fire-tube boilers.

a.

b.

1-2
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13. Uow are boiler tubes installed in both fire-tube and water-tube boilers?

L4. Explain what the ASME is and why the Air Force needs to follow the ASME code.

EXERCISE 2

Installing a Boiler

NOTE: Complete the following statement. Use the study guide as a reference.

Explain the procedures for installing a boiler.

1-3
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EXERCISE 3

NOTE: Identify the parts with the proper number.

Safety Valve

Try-Cocks

Manhole

Feedwater Line Gate Valve

Water Column Blowdown
Valve

Gauge

Nonreturn Valve

Blown Down Valves

Figure 1. Boiler Components

Steam Stop Valve

Feedwater Line Globe
Valve

Pressure Gauge Test
Connection

Feedwater Line Check
Valve

Gauge Glass

Water Column
Isolation Valves

1-4
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EXERC1SL 4

THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF RECIPROCATING PUMPS

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. What Is a reciprocating pump?

2. What is a reciprocating pump used for?

3. What is the lost motion used for?

4. List the major components of a reciprocating pump

5. Explain "lost motion".

1-5
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EXERCISE 5

STEAM TURBINES

NOTE: UtiQ Study Gutde as reference.

1. What is a turbine?

List five main components of a steam turbine.

a.

h.

C.

d.

C.

3. How are steam turbines classified?

a.

b.

C.

4.

d.

e.

Low pressure turbines operate at pressures of

5. Medium pressure turbines operate at pressures of

6. High pressure turbines operate at pressures of

7. A gas turbine converts the chemical energy of

through

a fuel into mechanical energy

8. Uot gases enter the turbine at about to temperature Fahrenheit.

9. Hot gases exhaust from the turbine at about temperature Fahrenheit.

10. What . 1 the main difference between steam and gas turbines?

11. What does 'AV cylinder contain?

12. What does the rotor contain?

.7.17
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EXERCISE

INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF RECIPROCATING PUMP

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. How many times per cycle does a single-acting reciprocating pump discharvx water?

2. How often are reciprocating pumps cleaned and repaired?

3. How is the output of a reciprocating pump controlled?

4. Where do you find the guidelines for installing the reciprocating pump?

5. What safety precaution should be followed when working with reciprocating pumps?



EXRCISE 7

oPERATING AND SERVICING OF PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RECORDING EQUIPMENT

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. The purpose of pressure control is what?

2 Two types or pressure controls are?

3. What is the purpose of the air flow switch?

4. What is the purpose of burner interlock controls?

5. The firing rate control assures what?

G. The primary element used in pressure/temperature recording equipment is?

7. Draft gauges can be of two types, name them.

S. Indicating-type pressure gauges are graduated to read never less than what?

9. What type pressure control has no differential setting?

10. The two methods tor calibrating indicating type pressure gauges are?



EXERCISE 8

OPERATE AND SERVICE DRAFT INDICATING AND REGULATING EQUIPMENT/

PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Check for clean glass.

2. Check for proper lighting.

3. Check for proper mounting.

4. Check for proper operation.

EXERCISE 9

SERVICE OF FLOW METERS AND RECORDERS

PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Using lever pull ink pins away from chart.

2. Remove and replace chart.

3. Reposition ink pins.

4. Check for leaks.

5. Check for loose connections.

6. Check for dirt or foreign matter.

7. Check for binding of moving parts.

EXERCISE 10

BOILER FLAME SAFEGUARD

PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry

1. Remove programmer.

2. Place programmer in tester.

3. Check operation.

4. Remove programmer from tester.

5. Replace programmer.



EXERCISE 11

BOILER FLAME CONTROL SYSTEM

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. What is the purpose of the boielr flame control system?

4").

3.

How quickly will the control system shut off all fuel valves upon loss of flame
signal?

The scanner can be located how far from the control?

4. Why must the scanner wire be run through its own junction box and conduit?

5. What is used to clean the contacts of the programmer?

6. If programmer is shut down for an extended period of time,
turned on when?

the power should be

7. If spare programmers are available they should be rotated how often?

8. How often is a flame failure check made?

9. How often is a flame current check made?

10. What 's the purpose of the flame current check?

11. What is the purpose of the flame failure check?
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

Boiler Operations

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 002-V1-2
July 1983

Given information, operate a steam boiler with instructor assistance.

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for operating and maintaining
oil preheaters with 70% accuracy.

Given simulated job entries, complete steam logs and fuel consum,tion report with
instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Using a feedwater regulator, adjust and maintain the proper water level.

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Proceed to hoiler area with instructor.

2. Trace feedwater system and explain the operation of each piece of equipment.

3. Check water level.

4. Insure float is free moving.

NOTY: Blowdown feedwater control.

EXERCISE 2

Operate high or low pressure boiler.

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Make preoperational inspection.

NOTE: Report all discrepancies to the instructor.

2. To start a cold boiler and system, proceed as follows:

a. Open air vent (cock)

11. Check water level

c. Prove water level

d. Check all fittings

e. Line up feedwater system

2-1
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f, Line up fuel syswm

Check all air claupers

h. Line up electriell -;ystem

i. Operate feedwate:1 pump

j. Light off boiler'

k. Check flame contrA

1. Cheek airflow cont'col

i. Check water level cOntrol

n. Close air vent after:steam is formed

o. Check boiler and fittings for steam or water leaks

p. Secure the boiler and systems

3. Have the instructor check your work.

2-2
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EXERCISE 3

BOJLER OPERATIONS

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. What must be done before operating any boiler?

2. What valves must be closed?

3. What valves must be locked open?

4. What must be done to the safety valve?

5. What must be done to the cock in the pressure gauge line?

G. On auxiliary equipment having bearings, what must be checked?

7. What is used for safety against high intensity sound?

8. What is the temperature of the water used to fill the boiler?

9. The temperature difference between the water and pressure parts should be?

10. What is the reason for not having a big temperature difference?

11. Using a balanced draft system which draft fan is started first?

12. How long is the boiler purged for?



13. What rate is the purge dune at?

14. How long should it take to raise the water temperature from room
boiling point (212°F)?

temperature to

15. How much temperature increase per hour above 212°F?

16. You close the drum vent valve at what pressure?

17. What is the purpose of having the drum vent valve open?

18. What is normal water level during boiler start up?

19. Boiler operators have three main responsibilities, what are they?

20. What does a boiler operator do if he finds an unsafe condition?

21. How often is the water column blown down?

22. How often is the gauge glass blown down?

22. Before securing the boiler, what should be operated?

24. How do you reduce the output of the boiler?

25. How long is t draft equipment operated during shut down period?

t .



26. (low fast shouLd the boil. be cool..?ct down?

27. What could happen, if the boiler is cooled off too quickly?

28. At what pressure is the steam drum vent valve opened?

EXERCISE 4

NOTE: Use Study Guide as reference.

1. What is a preheater used for?

2. What types of fuel require preheating?

3. The first heating of the fuel oil is done where?

4. What is the purpose of heating the fuel oil in the fuel oil storage?

5. The temperature of the fuel oil during the first preheating stage in the storage
tank is at what temperature?

6. The second preheating is done where?

7. What temperature is obtained during the second preheating stage?

8. List the three types of preheaters.

9. What is used to protect the steam preheater from excessive pressure?

10. When is it desirable to use an electric preheater?

11. The below-the-water-line heaters use what as a heating medium?



EXERCISE 5

EMERGENCY BOILER SHUTDOWN

NOTE: nse STudy Guide as reference.

1. What is the most common boiler emergency?

2. If there is no water showing in the gauge glass, what action should be taken?

,:hat is done to the steam stop valve, if a furnace explosion occurs?

4 What is done if you i;ave failure of combustion control?

5. now long is the boiler purged when you have complete failure of ignition?

6. now do you maintain normal water level if a failure of the feed water regulator
occurs?

7. What is done if the induced draft fan fails?

g. What done ir the forced draft fan fails?

EXERCISE 6

OPERATING LOGS

1. Complete the following statement/questions concerning the operation logs.

a. How often is AF Form 1458 prepared?

b. How often are entries made on AF Form 1458?

c. How often are entries made on AF Form I4j4?

d. When is AF Form 1464 submitted to major air command?

2. Complete ertries given by instructor.
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

High Temperature Water Heating Systems

OBJECTIVES

WB J3A9R54532 002-VI-3
July 1983

Given informLtion, identify the methods of producing high temperatare water with
70% accuracy.

Following step-by-step procedures, operate and maintain the high temperature hot
water heating system trainer and distribution system with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

High Temperature Water Plants

Using information, maintain a pump.7ng system with instructor assistance.

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

1. The minimum temperature differential allowed between boiler inlet and outlet is

2. Name the major components that are eliminated from HT% systems that are normally
required for steam.

3. The three basic methods of generating HTW are

a.

b.

c.

4. The 1.hree types of forced circulation generators are

a.

b.

c.

5. Name the type of HTW system which brings steam and hot water in direct contact.



6. List the problems that may be encountered when converting existing boilers.

a.

b.

C.

d.

7. Expansion drums are used to

8. The three methods of pressurizing HTW systems are

a.

b.

C.

9. Why are HTW systems pressurized?

10. Nitrogen is an example of a/an gas.

11. The primar, purpose for using pumps in a HTW heating system is

12. Name the two principal pumping systems.

a.

b.

IV

13. Name the type of pumping system which uses a separate pump for boiler circulation
only.

14. In the combined pumping system, the pump is used to circulate water through the

system and

15. The bypass connection is used in all HTW combined pumping systems and is actuated

by
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16. The control that is activated by a minimum flow through the generator is the

17. The control which is activated due to abnormal water levels in the expansion drum

is the

18. A BTU meter can indicate and record three things. They aru

a.

b.

c.

19. What is AF Form 1165?

20. What is AF Form 1163?

21. What is used for the daily log in HTW plants?

Checked by
Instructor

EXERCISE 2

Operation and Maintenance of Plants and Systems

Preop,,rational Inspection

All installation, repair and cleanup work completed, including cleaning and
flushing of heat carrier pipes

All conduits and passages tight and free from obstructions

All insulation properly applied and dry

All auxiliary equipment required for operation; i.e., strainers, drains,
vents, provision for pipe expansion, etc., properly installed and ready for
service

Operation of the HTW generator

1. 11TW Generator Start-Up

a. Line up the electrical system.

(1) Insure main switches on the Master Panel for circulating pumps, makeup
pump and boiler power are in the OFF position

3-3
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(2) Place Master Panel circuit breaker ON

(3) Place Master override switch ON

b. Insure proper water level in the expansion drum.

(1) Maintains a 75 - 78% full drum

(2) Open makeup pump supply and discharge valves

(3) Turn ON electrical power to pump

NOTE: When the expansion drum water level is low, the makeup pump will
operate until the water level is attained.

If the water level is too high, blow down the system through the
generator or expansion drum until the proper level is attained.

WARNING: This is the only time you may blow down the system
through the generator.

(4) Insure the expansion drum vent is open

c. Cheek both the system pump and the generator pump.

(1) Insure the lubricating oil level is correct

(2) Open the cooling circuit valves until a slow, steady stream is flowing
into the drains

d. Line-up the HTW system -- supply lines are dark blue, retir.-n lines are light
blue

(1) Trace the supply line from the generator to the expansion drum, from the
expansion drum through the system pump and out to the distribution system.

(2) Trace the return line from the distribution system back through the
generator pump to the generator.

e. Line-up the load bank.

(1) Open the supply and return line valves to the load bank

(2) Turn on the four load bank switches (Master Panel)

f. Start the circulating pumps by

(1, Opening pump inlet (both generator and system pump).

(2) Starting pumps.

(3) Slowly opening discharge valves.

g. Start bur.l. equipment by

(1) Opening the main gas valve to burner.

(2) Opening the manual gas valve for pilot.

(3) Lining up gas or oil valves as directed by instructor.

3-4
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(4) Setting the fuel selector switch to GAS or OIL as instructor directs

(5) TIIrning on the main power switch to burner control

(6) Setting the firing selector switch to LOW FIRE POSITION

NOTE: The burner will fire automatically; if burner fails, consult the
troubleshooting section of the maintenance manual.

(7) Allowing burner to fire on LOW FIRE to ensure proper temperature rise

)perational Checks of Generator and System

t. Bleed air from all high points of the HTW distributinn system.

3. Maintain proper water level in expansion drum (refer to step lb).

CAUTION: Due to heat expansion of water, the water level in the expansion drum
will rise.

(1) Use expansion drum blowdown if water level is high.

(2) If water level in drum drops below the preset minimum, the firing equip-
ment will automatically be secured until the make-up pump raises the water
to the proper level.

Maintain pressure on the system by

(1) Closing the expansion drum vent SLOWLY when you have a steady stream of
vapor flowing from the drum.

CAUTION: If the vent is closed quickly, the water will surge in the
expansion drum.

(2) Maintaining proper water level in the expansion drum.

NOTE: Operate the generator until the preset temperature is obtained --
320°F water and 120 psi steam pressure.

i. Perform operational checks and record

(1) Temperature (supply)

(2) Temperature (Return)

(3) Supply pump discharge pressure

(4) Return pump discharge pressure

(5) Distribution flow

(6) Return flow

(7) Expansion drum

(a) Temperature

(b) Pressure

(8) Stack temperature

3-5
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e. Inspect circulation pump for the following.

(I) Abnormal vibration and noise

(2) Abnormal pressure and flow conditions

(3) Leaking packing

(4) Hot bearings

(5) Hot stuffing box

(6) Temperture of gland cooling water

f. Inspect valves for the following.

(1) Leaks

(2) Damage to insuiation

(3) Bent stems

3. System Shutdown

Shutdown the system by

a. Securing generator burning equipment by securing electrical power and securing
gas lines or oil lines.

b. Securing circulating pumps by closing discharge, securing electrical power and
closing pump supply.

CAUTION: Circulating pumps CANNOT be shut down until the temperature is BELOW4w
200°F.

1111,
c. Securing cooling water to circulating pumps.

d. Securing make-up pump.

e. Securing ALL electrical switches.

733
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EXERCISE 3

PROC' HUES FOR HYDROSTATIC TEST ON HTW

NOTE: Answer following ,uestions.

I. What is the purpose of , hydrostatic test on the generator?

2. How much pressure is used on the generator to perform the hydrostatic test?

3. What must be done to the pressure relief valve on the generator?

4. What type of inspection is done on the generator?

5. How often is the hdyrostatic test done?
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ABNORMALNot normal.

ACCESSPermtssion or abiltty to enter.

ACCUMULATIONSCollections.

ADHERINGSticking.

ADJOININGNext to, beside.

ADJUST--Regulate.

ADJUSTMENTTo regulate.

AFFECTINGTo influence.

ALIGNMENTPutting into precise position.

ALLOYMixture of base metals.

ALTERNATINGChanging back and forth.

ANNUALLYOnce a year.

APPROACHESEntries, getting closer.

APPROPRIATERight or correct.

APPROXIMATELYAbout, almost, close.

ARRANGEMENT--Having been put in order.

ASBESTObA fire resistant material.

ASSEMBLEDCollected, put together.

ATMOSPHEREAir.

AUTHORIZEDOfficialy allowed.

AUTOMATICSelf acting.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENTExtra equipment necessary.

AVAILABILITYTo have close to use.

BASICALLYFundamental.

BELLOWS--Expandable aevice used hA traps, valves and controls.

BIMETALLICComposed of two different metals.

BLOWDOWNDischarge, drain partially.

BLOWERFan.

BLOWING--Act of moving air.

BLOW OFF--Blowdown.

BODYThe main part.
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BOILEREnclosed vessel used to generate steam.

BRICKWORK--Work of or with brick.

BURNERPart of boiler which produces flame.

BYPASS--To go around.

CALIBRATE/CALIBRATIONFind, change or mark of graduation.

CAM-ACTUATEDOperated or controlled by a cam.

CAPABLEAble to.

CAPACITYMeasure of content, maximum output.

CAPILLARY--Small bore tube used to transmit pressure.

CASINGBody.

CASTABLE--Able to be molded.

CAULKEDStopped up, sealed against leakage.

CENTRIFUUALGoing to acting in a direction away from a center or axis.

CERTIFIED--Authorized by a certificate.

CHAMBERCavity or compartment.

CHARACTERISTICSTraits, qualities or properties.

CIRCULATETo move.

CIRCULATION--The movement of.

CIRCULATORThat which causes to circulate.

CLASSIFIEDDivided into classes..

CLINKERSStony matter Fused together.

COMBINATIONTwo or more.

COMBUSTIONBurning.

COMMERCIALUsed for or by business.

COMMUNICATIONExchange or express thought, ideas, opinions or feelings.

COMPENSATEMake up for.

CUMPONENTSParts of.

COMPRESSIONSqueezing or compacting with power.

CONDENSATE/CONDENSE--Steam turned back into water.

CONDITIONS--Provisions or working status.

CONDUCTIVITYDegree of ability to transmit electricity.

CONDU1T--Tube in which pipes or wires are run.

CONNECTED/CONNECTION--Attached to.

CONSISTENCYThickness.

iii
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CONSTANT--Always or lasting.

CONSTRUCTIONMade or made of.

CONSUMER/CONSUMINGUser, using.

CONTACTSElectrical touching points.

CONTINUOUSAlways or lasting.

CONTRACTION--Shrinkage.

CONTROL--Having power over.

CONVERTERSDevice used to change heating mediums (i.e., steam to water).

CORRESPOND1NGTo be equivalent or parallel.

CORROSION--Act of eatiug away by degrees.

CYCLE--A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

DAILY--Onee a day.

DAMAGEDestroy or destruction.

DAMPERSA plate used for regulating the flow of air or gases.

DEAERATE/DEAERAT1NG/DEAERATIONRemoval of air from water.

DEAERATORDevice used to deaerate with.

DECREASE--To lessen or make smaller.

DEFECT1VE--Not as it should be.

DEMANDRequiretnent.

DEPOSITSColle%tions of.

DESIGN--Pian or purpose.

DESIGNATED--Picked or chosen.

DIAGRAMSSimplified drawings.

DIAMETEHA straight line through the cen er of a circle.

DIAPHRAGMThin membrane divider or parti

DIFFERENCESum of subtraction.

DILUTIONAct of reducing strength.

DIMENSIONSMeasurements of an object's shape.

DISCHARGE/DISCHARGEDRemove, throw out.

DI CUSSTalk about.

DSMANTLETake apart.

DISSOLVE--To cause to disperse or pasR into solution.

DISTRIBUTED/DISTRIBUTIONConvey, give bit or supply portions of.

DOWNWARDFrom a higher place to a lower.
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ECONOMIZERClosed feedwater heater using Aot stack gases as a heating medium.

EFFICIENCY/EFFICIENTMeasurement of oepration or ability.

ELECTRICALPertaining to electricity.

ELECTRONICPertaining to electronics.

ELEMENT--A part or piece of.

EMERGENCYPressing need calling for immediate action.

EQUALIZETo make equal.

EQUILIBRIUMBalance.

EQUIPMENTImplements used in an operation or activity.

ESTABLISHEDInstituted, recognized.

EVALUATE--To examine and judge.

EXCESSIVEGoing beyond a limit.

EXHAUSTAlready used once.

EXPAND/EXPANDED/EXPANSION--Increase in size or volume.

EXPLOSIONSViolent outbursts.

EXPOSEDUncovered or unprotected.

EXTERNALOutside.

EXTREMEMaximum.

FACILITIESSomething built, installed or established to serve a purpose.

FAILUREFalling short.

FEATUREA 3pecia1 attraction.

FEEDWATERAll water put or to be put into a boiler.

FIREBOXChamber that contains a fire.

FIREBRICKUsed to build furnace refractories.

FITTINGSVarious controlling devices installed on a boiler.

FLASHING--Rapid conversion of hot water to steam due to a pressure drop.

FLEXIBLEBendable or pliable.

FLUCTUATION--Changing from a norm.

FORCED--Done or produced with effort.

FROST LINEDepth to which the ground freezes.

FUNCTION/FUNCTIONINGWork, perform.

FURNACE--Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

FUSIBLE PLUG--Brass plug with tin core, used as a low water warning device.
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GASESMixture of carbon and oxygen produced and given off in the burning process.

GASKET--A ring of material fitted tightly around a joint to keep it from leaking.

GENERATE/GENERATED--To make or produce.

GRADUATEDMarked with degrees of measurement.

GRAVITY--Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

HAND-HOLEHand sized orifice in a boiler to facilitate maintenance.

HARMFULDamaging, injurious.

HEADERPipe or tube shared by two or more boilers, objects or devices.

HEATING--The act of increasing the temperature.

HORIZONTALParallel to the horizon.

HYDRAULICOperated, moved or effected by a liquid; i.e., water or oil.

HYDROSTATIC TESTFilling boiler with water to a pressure one and one-half times the
safety valve setting.

IGNITIONAct of setting on fire.

ILLUSTRATED/ILLUSTRATESDrawn, pictured or shown.

IMPINGEMENTEncroachment or infringement.

IMPORTANTHaving much meaning or value.

IMPRACTICALNot practical.

INADEQUATE--Not enough or not good enough.

INCHESUnits of measurement equaling 1/12 of a foot.

1NCORPORATE--Unite.

INCREASE--Add to.

INDEFINITELYUnknown amount of time.

INDEPENDENT--Not depending on.

INDICATE/INDICATINGPoint, direct or shoe.

INDUCED--Sucked up, brought on.

INDUSTRIAL--Relating to industry.

INFORMATIONCommunication of knowledge.

INJECTOR- . anit to force water into a boiler.

INLETEntry.

INSPECT/INSPECTION--To check or look car..qully.

INSTALL/INSTALLEDTo set up for use.

INSTALLATIONAir Force bases or properties which contain heating equipment.

INSTRUCTIONSProcedures.

INSULATE/INSULATIONProtect or cover.
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INTELLIGENTAble to undorstand.

INTEGRATE/INTEGRATEDMix together.

1NTE1FERE--To hinder.

INTERMITTENTComing and going at intervals.

INTERNALInside.

INVERTEDUpside down.

IRRESPECTIVEWithout regard.

ISOLATING VALVE--Valve used to separate a device from the main flow.

JURISDICTIONControl or authority over.

LAMINATIONSLayers of bonded mateeials.

LATTER--Helating to the last or more recent.

LETHALDeadly.

LIMITATIONSLimits.

LINKAGESystem of bars, rods or links.

LINTELThreshold.

LOCATED/LOCAT1ONIndicates place or site.

LONG1TUDINALPlaced or running lengthwise.

LUBRICATE/LUBRICATED/LUBRICATIONTo make slippery, usually with grease or oil.

MAGNESIUMA form or type of insulation.

MAINTAINTo keep in existing state.

MAINTENANCE--To service or repair a piece of equipment.

MALFUNCTIONFailure to operate normally.

MANUAL/MANUALLYWorked by hand.

WOUFACTUREMaker.

MASONRYTo do with stone.

MAXIMUMMost or highest limit.

MECHAN1CAL--Operated by a machine.

MECHANISMMechanical oepration or action.

METEH--Indicating type measuring device.

METHODWay of doing.

MINIMUMLeast or lowest limit.

MISALIGNMENTNot aligned.

MIXTUREState of being mixed.

MOISTUREWetness.
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MONTHLYOnce a month.

MORTAR--Mixture of cement of lime with sand and water to hold bricks together.

MOVEMENT--Change of place, position or posture.

NECESSARY--Needed.

NIPPLEShort piece of pipe.

NONCONDENSABLEUnable to be condensed.

NON-BETURN VALVE--Valve permitting flow only in one direction.

NORMALAverage.

OBSERVATIONWatching.

OBTAINEDGot or received.

OPERATE/OPERATING/OPERATION/OPERATIONALRelating to work.

OPERATOROne who operates.

OPTIMUM--Hest.

ORIFICEHole or opening.

OUTLET--Exit.

OXYGEN--A gas without color, taste or odor, and is a chemical element (02).

PACKAGE--Moderate sized unit with all essentials.

PASSAGE--Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PENETRATE--Pass into or through.

PERCENT--Reckoned on the basis of a whole divided equally into one hundred parts.

PERFORATIONSHoles.

PERFORMDo.

PERIODICALLYFixed intervals between set times.

PERMANENTFixed or lasting.

PERMISSIBLEAllowed.

PERSONNELPeople of a unit or group.

PISTON--A sliding piece moved by a moving against a liquid or gas.

PLASTIC FIREBRICKUnburned brick that can be shaped to form refractory linings.

PNEUMATIC--Operated by air.

PUSITION--Place or posture.

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENTEqual reaction to an action.

POUNDSUnit of weight measurement equaling 16 ounces.

PRECAUTION--To be on one's guard.

PREFABRICATEDAlready made.
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PREREATERSEquipment used to heat something before it is used.

PRELIMINARYSomething that precedes.

PREOPERATIUN/PREOPERATIONALBefore operating.

PRESSUREForce exerted.

PREVENT/PREVENTINGTo stop from happening.

PRIMARYMain.

PRIMINGFilling with water.

PRINC1PAL--Most important.

PROCEDURESteps followed in a definite order.

PROGRAMMERControlling device used on boilers.

PROJECTINGGoing beyond.

PROLONGEDTo lengthen the time of.

PROPERRight or correct.

PROTECTION--Guard against.

PROVIDETo supply or support.

QUALIFIEDComplied with the spcific requirements.

QUALITIESPeculiar and essential characteristics.

QUARTERLYFour times a year, three monthb or 90 days.

QUESTIONABLEDoubtful.

RECOMMENDTo attract favor to.

RECTIFICATION/RECTIFYINGTo make unidirectional.

HEDUCE/REDUCING/REDUCTIONDecrease or make smaller.

REFRACTORYReat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGENERATIVE--Ability to lorm or create again.

REGULATE/HEGULATING/REEGULATORTo control the flow of.

RELAY--Electrical device used to delay the flow of current.

REMOVEDTaken away from.

REPAIH--Fix or put back into condition.

REPLACE/REPLACEMENTSubstitute.

HEQUIRE/REQUIRED/HEQUIREMENTSNeeded or essential.

RENIDUERemains or.

RESISTANCEOpposition against.

RESPIRATORYBreathing.

REVOLV1NGTurning around on an axis.
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RIVETNDFastened or united with rivets.

ROTATION--The turning of a body on an axis.

SAFETYCondition of being !-Irife from or causing hurt, injury or loss.

SCANNERControl component. ased to sense flame.

SEDIMENTSettlings of impurities.

SEQUENCEThe order of progression.

SETT1NC(S)--Matorial that covers .111 insidi tirl 'i of a hoilor turua(-e.

SHALLOWOpposite of deep.

SHRINKAGEAmount of decrease in size.

SIEULATANEOUSLYAt the same time.

SOLUTIONLiquid containing a dissolved substance.

SPALLED/SPALLING--The flaking and chipping of brick surfaces.

SPECIFICATIONS/SPECIFIEDDetailed precise presentation of something.

STANDARD--Something established as a rule for measuring quantity, weight, extent, value
or quality.

TATIONARYFixed, immobile.

SUPPICIENT/SUFFICIEW"LYEnough.

SUPERHEATER--Tubes in steam boilers that add extra heat to the steam before exiting the
boiler.

SUPERVISORAdministrator in charge of.

SUSPENDED--To maintain from falling or sinking.

SYSTEM(S)--Regularly interacting or interdependent group forming a unified whole.

TAPEREDBecoming gradually smaller toward one end.

TEMPERATUREA measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius.

THERMODYNAMIC--A steam trap operated by the dynamics of heat.

TlWRMOHYDRAULICA feedwater regulator oterated hy expansion and contraction ol wat,sr.

THERMOSTATICA feedwater regulator operzted by the expansion and contraction.

THICKNESS--Measurement from one side through to the other.

THOROUGHLY--Completely.

THROTTLING--To prevent or check activity of.

TURBINE--Rotary engine actuated by the reaction or impulse of a current of fluid or gas.

TYPICAL--Common.

UNCONDENSED--Not condensed.

UPWARDFrom lower to higher.

VACUUMDevoid of matter.

VALVEMechanical device used to stop or permit the flow of fluids or gases.
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VENTILATE/VENTILATIONTo air out.

VERIFICATlONAct or process of confirming.

VERTICALIn an upright or up-and-down motion or position.

VIBRATI014Periodie motion in alternately opposite directions.

VOLTAGEUnit of electrical potential or potential difference.

WATER--Contains two paz'ts hydrogen and one part oxygen, expressed as H20.

WATER COLUMN--A steam boiler external fitting used to prevent fluctuations of water in
the gauge glass.

WITHDRAWINGTaking out (_!. away.

YEARLYOnce a year.
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EXTERNAL BOILER MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVES

SG J3A31154532 001-VIC-1

Given proper procedures and with team member, replace and test safety valve with
instructor assistance.

Given instructions and with team member, replace gauge with insructor assistance.

Following given procedures and with team member, clean water column and gauge glass
with instructor assistance.

Using information, answer questions about inspection and replacement of soft plugs
.

to BO% accuracy.

Given proceuures, check and clean boiler fireside with instructor assistance.

Given procedures and working with team member, rtpair and replace refractory with
instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION
- !I

External boiler maintenance is only a part of the total maintenance that is one-on
steam boilers. The following items will be covered under external maintenance:
maintenance on safety valve, replacing steam gauges, maintenance on water column ond
gauge glass, inspection and replacement of soft plug, checking and cleaning fireside,
repair or replace refractory material.

External boiler maintenance can he divided into two aroa!;, tho tir-;t m:tinlonanco
on external fittings of steam boilers, the second is external maintenance on the
fireside of steam boilers.

INFORMATION

EXTERNAL MAINTENANCE ON BOILER FITTINGS

Safety Valve

The safety valve is the most important boiler fitting. To make sure that it will
work properly the safety valve must be inspected, tested, and if needed replaced.

Preventive Maintenance Inspection. The preventive maintenance inspection of the
safety valve is performed on a daily, monthly and annual (yearly) basis. We will talk
about each one separately.

DATLY INSPECTION. Check for deterioration or inadequate support of safety valve
exhaust piping. Make sure that the valve discharge does not endanger personnel. :iteam
leakage through safety valve may indicate defective seats or lodged scale.

. , ,

MONTHLY INSPECTION. Test each safety valve by gently raising the valve oCf th
seat by hand (using the valve lifting lever). Keep the valve open wide fou at least 10'
seconds to blow dirt and scale clean from the seat. Close the valve by suddenly
releasing the lever. This test is done only when the boiler pressure is from 80 to 85
percent of the present popping point.

ANNUAL INSPECTION. Observe popping pressure when the valve pops normally. Tho
valve is popped by the steam pressure generated in the boiler. If the difference
between the actual and the present popping pressure is above 5 psi, test the steam
pressure gauge. If the gauge is correct, notify your superior so that the valve can he,
reset by an authorized person.

Replacement of Gauges

The steam gauge is replaced only after it is found to be defective. To determine:
if the steam gauge is defective the steam gauge must be tested annually.
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The steam gauge is tested by using either the dead weight tester, or air pressure.
If the steam gauge is found to be defective and cannot be calibrated to the correct
pressure, then it will be replaced.

The Bourdon is the main type of steam gauge. Bourdon gauges should never be
connected directly to steam or subjected to high temperatures. A proper gauge siphon
called a siphon loop used to condense the steam is used. A water leg is sometimes used
in the place of the siphon loop. A gauge cock must be installed next to the gauge and
provisions for testing should be made by installing a test gauge connection.

Water Columns and Gauge Glasses

WATLR COLUMN. Annually (yearly) the water column will be dismantled, cleaned, and
all parts will be inspected (valves, alarm linkages, floats, alarms, etc.). Replace or
repair damaged, pitted or worn parts as required. As a preventive maintenance
requirement, the water column will be blown down once each shift. Blowdowns help to
remove scale, dirt or any solid matter which could plug the gauge glass connections and
cause a false indication.

GAUGE GrASSES. Gauge glasses have small amounts of maintenance that will be
performed. Repair all leaks promptly. Repack gauge valves and wat,-.1 glasses when
required, using the packing rings and washers recommended by the mAaufacturer.

when installing new packing, add graphite to the packing washEr to prevent the
glass from twisting when the nut is tightened. Do not use loose pa6ing in water glass
stuffing boxes. Regrind valve seats and discs as required.

Blowdown gauge glasses only when necessary, and then do it gently. Excessive
blowing dc-.n of gauge glasses roughens the glass. Usually, when the water column is
blown down the gauge glass is sufficiently cleaned.

Inspection and Replacement :NI: Soft Plugs

Fusible plugs are hollow bronze plugs filled with an alloy (mostly tin) which has a
low melting point (usually 4500 - 500°F). If the water level drops below the plug, the
tin melts and blows out, allowing steam to come thru the soft plug. The soft plug is
therefore used as a warning device.

The boiler has to be taken out of service to replace the plug. Old plugs should
not be refilled with tin alloy for re-use.

Inspection of the soft plug will be done during boiler inspections. Scrape the
surface clean and ')right. Replace it if the metal does not appear sound.

Replace soft Elugs at least once a year.

EXTERNAL MAINTENANCE OF FIRESIDE

Regardless of how efficient you are at firing a boiler, carbon will form on the
external surfaces (firesides). Part of your job will be to remove the carbon.

Safety Precautions

Empty the boiler after it has been shut down and the furnace has cooled enough to
permit a man to enter and remain safely. (The boiler water temperature will then be
below 200°F.) Proceed as follows:

1. Take proper precautions before sending a man into any part of the boiler. Provide
workers with goggles and respiratory protection.

2. Open access doors to the furnace and gas passages. Tag all controls and close and
tag all valves, drains, and blowdown valves connected with similar parts of other

under pressure. This procedure prevents steam r hot water from entering the
unit. Be sure that the tags remain until an authoriz t..:. person removes them.

3. Inspect tools for broken parts before use.

4. Check electrical equipment for the proper grounding plug and frayed wires.
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5. Keep area clean as possible while working, remove clutter from floor, etc.

CLEANING OPERATING BOILERS

SOOT BLOWERS. Soot blowers are used to remove soot, ash cinders, and slag deposits
from boiler heating surfaces. Soot blower systems consist of: soot blower units
permanently mounted in the boiler setting, or boiler supporting structure; a piping
system to handle the blowing fluid (usually steam or air); and a control system
(manually or automatically operated valves).

SOOT BLOWER TYPES. Two main types of soot blowers are used in heating plants:

1. Stationary Element. This type is used remove slag and soot deposits on shallow
banks of tubes. The element is fixed.

2. Rotary Element. This type is used to clean tubes in the different boiler passes.
It can be rotated through a preset blowing arc.

MECHANICAL SOOT BLOWER. Mechanical soot blowers consist of a blower element and ahead.

Head. The head admits the blowing fluid
to the element. In the rotating type of soot
blower, the head rotates the element through a
preset blowing arc. Figure 1-1 illustrates a
type of soot blower in which the admission of
the blowing fluid is controlled by a cam-
actuated valve located in the head. This valve
is operated when the element is turned. The
blowing arc can be adjusted to avoid striking
and damaging baffles, drums, and headers. The
head can be supported by a wall box installed
in the boiler setting, or by the steel boiler-
supporting framewcrk. Springs and sliding
fits, or a flexible joint between the head and
the element, normally take care of relative
movement between the head and the wall box.

Elements. Soot blower elements are tubes
which have a number of nozzles through which
the blowing fluid flows. The nozzles are
designed and spaced along the element to
provide an effective cleaning effect. During
installation, it is important to check'the
position of the nozzles relative to the boiler
tubes to prevent direct impingement. Unless
this precaution is observed, the high velocity
of discharge through the nozzles may damiwe the
tubes. Elements are made of plain, calorf.zed,
or alloyed steels, according to the temperature
to which they are to be subjected. They are
supported at regular intervals by bearings
clamped to the boiler tubes. The design and
spacing of the bearings depend on the
temperature of the zone where they are to be
located.

FL EXIttlE CONNF.C,V..

Figure 1-1. Valve-In-Head Soot Blower

Cleaning Procedures for an Idle Boiler

To safely and efficiently clean an idle boiler, you should perform these steps;

1. Remove the burner and perform preventive maintenance.

2. Cap off the fuel line.

3. Provide ventilation, goggles, gloves, coveralls and respirators.
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All electrical equipment used must be grounded (have the 3-prong plug).
b. Use a long-handled wire brush that will pass completely through the tube of a firetube boiler.

NOTE: When you start the brush, make a complete pass, to not try to change
direction when the brush is inside the tube.

6. Brush each tube until clean (should be shiny).

7. Clean all flat heating surfaces.

8. If there is soot, clean it off. (1/16" soot = approximately 5% heat loss.)
9. When laying up the boiler for summer, pass a mineral oil-soaked rag through thetubes.

10. Remove all soot from boiler by most convenient method; dust pan, brooms, vacuumcleaner, etc.

CHECK AND CLEAN FIREBOX, SMOKE BOX, AND STACK
Stack

The stack should be cleaned quarterly, a vacuum cleaner or some other convenientmethod should be used. Access can usually be gained through clean-out doors located atthe base of the stack.

Smokebox

The smokebox can be cleaned by vacuum cleaner or any other convenient method. Mostlarge boilers are equipped with rear observation doors or some other means of access tothe smokebox. Make sure the observation door is secured tightly before starting theboiler.

Firebox

Firebox walls of space heaters, furnaces, and boilers are usually lined withrefractory material such as firebrick, insulating brick, refractory mortar, etc. Arefractory lining in a horizontal type boiler is shown in figure 1-2. Refractory is aheat-resisting, nonmetallic, ceramic material. When a boiler is shut down for repairsor lay up, the firebox should be cleaned to remove soot, loose slag and deposits. Aftercleaning a good inspection of the refractory is in order to locate loose or saggingbrickwork that may be in need of replacement or repair.
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INSPECT FIRESIDES

Inspection of boiler firesides should be performed whenever the boiler is shut down
for extended periods of time. Materials needed for repair or replacement can be
ordered, and work can be scheduled to conform with the workload of the shop. After
completion of a job, the work should be inspected to insure it conforms with the
manufacturer's specifications.

REFRACTORY LININGS

The purpose of a refractory lining is many fold and may be summed up by the
following statements:

1. It protects the furnace or boiler lining.

2. It assists in maintaining a high combustion chamber temperature.

3. It helps to accelerate the rate of combustion.

4. It prevents the escape of heat through the walls of the combustion chamber.

5. It serves to protect boiler drums, headers, waterwalls, etc., from direct contact
with the flame and from radiant heat.

6. resists the cutting and abrasive action of a flame and the unburned particles of
fuel.

7. It possesses uniform expansion and contraction characteristics within operating
limits.

8. lt resists fusion at a temperature to which it Is exposed.

9. It withstands heavy pressures from other brickwork or boiler parts at high
temperatures.

10. It resists spalling. Spalling is the flaking and chipping of brick surfaces.

11. It resists slagging. S1:;.gging is the fusion of mineral residue such as ash with
brick surfaces.

12. It resists vibration caused from panting and ignition explosions.

Factors Effecting Linings

The life of a furnace or boiler lining is influenced by many factors, three of
which are listed below:

1. High furnace temperature.

2. Rapid changes in temperature.

3. Vibration or panting of a boiler. (Lack of air in combustion chamber.)

The first factor may be offset by using the best grade of refractory material available.

The second factor can be reduced to a minimum by intelligent boiler operation. A
boiler should never be heated as fast as possible. It should be fired at low fire to
allow the brickwork to warm up slowly. The same procedure applies to the cooling of aboiler. However, in case of emergency, it may be necessary to ignore these precautions
but continued practice should not be allowed since brickwork troubles will soon develop.

The third factor is sometimes difficult to correct. Vibration and panting of
boilers may be due to the method of operation. Design of the combustion chamber, type
of fuel usei:, etc. Such malfunctions may be determined only by careful analysis of
operating methods and complete inspectiol of the boiler unit.



Types of Refractory Materials

There are many different types of refractory materials on the market today. Each
manufacturer recommends their product and lists various reasons why such products aresuperior to others. However, the heating specialist should know the use of firebrick,
insulating brick, ordinary brick and mortar. A good quality of materials should be
used. Refer to manufacturer's instructions and blueprints when making repairs orreplacements.

Insulating Block

Insulating block is made from uncalcined diatomaceous earth and a bonding materialto make it hold its shape. It will not stand exposure to direct flame. But it with-stands temperatures up to 1500°F. It is used as the first insulating layers against themetal casing. Various methods are used to tie the block to the casing. It is light-
weight and porous and must be handled carefully. Standard size of insulating blocks are1" x 6" x 18" or l" x 6" x 36".

Insulating Brick

Insulating brick is made of fire clay and possesses a high insulating value and
ability to withstand high temperatures without shrinkage. insulating brick is not
designed to be used in direct contact with the flame and where the hot gases exceed
2600°F. It is available in all standard 9-inch series shapes.

Insulating brick is porous, light in weight, and possesses a heat conductivity of
less than one third that of heavy firebrick. Due to its excellent insulating qualities,
brick of this type is frequently used between the inner firewall and the outer wall of.a.
boiler for the Purpose of reducing heat loss from the combustion chamber. Because
insulating brick is soft and porous, it must be handled carefully to prevent breakage.

Standard Firebrick

Standard Firebrick is made chietly of
refraelory clay. It may be either hard and
dense or comparatively soft depending on the
treatment during.its manufacture. Firebrick of
this type is used in direct contact with the
flame and withstands a temperature of
approximately 3UUOQF before it will melt or
fuse. See figure 1-3.

Standard firebrick is manufactured in
various shapes and sizes. The firebrick shown
in tigure 1-3 is 9-inches long, 4 1/2-inches
wide, and 2 1/2-inches thi(:.k. However, all
other shapes of firebrick are usually 9-inches
long with various widths and thicknesses to fit
the spaces desir?.d during refractory
construction. See figure 1-4.

Plastic Firebrick

Figure 1-3. A Standard Firebrick

For normal refractory work, standard firebrick is generally used, but plastic
firebrick is recommended for emergency patching and building furnace openings. Plastic
firebrick is unburned brick in a stiff plastic condition. Because of its plastic
nature, it can be pounded into a cavity or space where a prefabriiated firebrick would
not fit unless the cavity was chiseled to the proper dimensions. The fusion point of
plastic firebrick is practically equal to that of the standard firebrick, but due to the
additional moisture in the plastic firebrick, a greater degree of shrinkage will result.

Building Brick

Standard building brick is made by molding a mixture of sand and clay and baking
the mixture in a kiln. Building brick is usually used to form the outside portion of
the boiler combustion chamber wall. The brick affords protection to the insulating
brick and adds strength to the construction of the boiler assembly.
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Ordinary building brick is 8-inches long, 4-inches wide, an6 2-inches thick.
of this type is less resistant to high temperatures and should not be used as a
substitute for firebrick or insulating brick.
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Baffle Mix or Castable Refractory

Castable refractory is a granular material composed of calcined flint clays,
refractory clays, and lumite cement. Castable refractory is used around burner ports,
peepholes and for patchwork. Castable refractory can be safely used any place where the
temperature does not exceed 3000°F. Castable refractory must be molded to shape with a
form (much like concrete).



Plastic Chrome Ore

Plastic chrome ore (PCO) is q,:ite different from the fire clay base materials usedin construction of furnace walls. It is mined chrome ore called chromite. Chromite ismined in Cuba, south Africa, Turkey, Russia, and Caledonia. The material is used asmined.

Plastic chrome ore is used for baffles to direct the gases of combustion and toprotect headers, drums, and areas where high temperatures are not desired. Forinstance, the temperature of the surface exposed to the flame may be 3000°F but thetemperature at the point of contact with the tubes only a few hundred degrees. This isa drop in temperature of about 2500°F in a thickness of ahnut 1/2 inch, and it isdoubtful that any clay or other type of material would withstand this treatment.
Plastic Firehrick Used for Repairs

Plastic firebrick may also he used as a refractory material for linings. However,its length of service is much less than that of standard firebrick.

When laying chunks of plastic firebrick just as they are taken from the can, thechunks should be rammed tightly into place, preferably in horizontal layers. Ineneral, the more solidly the section of plastic is rammed together, the better it willbe. The plastic section then should be vented with three-sixteenth inch holes extendingthrough the plastic and not more than one inch apart. This allows deeper heat penetra-tion during the vitrification process and also permits the escape of steam formed fromthe moisture in the plastic.

Vitrification is the process of changing to a glass-like structure. It is notrecommended to trowel tne surface of a new plastic section, since this tends to preventthe escape of steam during the vitrification process.

The plastic section should be held in place with as many anchor bolts as would havebeen provided had standard firebrick been used instead of plastic firebrick.

The plastic section should be air dried from forty-eight to seventy-two hoursdepending on the humidity in the atmosphere. As soon as practicable after air drying,the furnace should be fired with a low fire and gradually brought up to operatingtemperature. This permits vitrification to take place. Plastic requires a temperatureof about 29000-30000 for vitrification. Should any shrinkage cracks open up during thisprocess, they should, if small, be filled with fire clay; if large, with plastic. Ifthe plastic section is not vented, it will be necessary to bake it from twenty-four tothirty-six hours at a low temperature prior to vitrification.

Mortar

Mortar is a mixture of fire clay, water, and sand. 2t is used for settingFirebrick, insulating brick, and building brick when constructing boiler combustionchambers, walls, supports, etc.

Mortar should be uniformly Eine when mixed. Any lumps in the moisture should bebroken during the mixing procedure. Sufficient water should be added to the mixture sothat when a sample of it is placed between two bricks and the top brick raised with thehand, the stickiness of the mortar should almost hold the bottom brick to the top brick.This consistency should be maintained during the process of bricklaying by stirring thebatch of mortar at frequent intervals.

Expansion Joints

Many combustion chambers constructed of bricks fail because no provision is madefor normal expansion. This condition results in cracks in the brick joints and allowsair to leak into the combustion chamber making it difficult to regulate conbustion.Eventually, if too many cracks develop in the walls, the efficiency of the furnace wouldbecome very low.
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To prevent combustion chambers from
cracking due to expansion, it is necesary to
install expansion joints in the combustion
chamber brickwork. Figure 1-5 illustrates
ltaggered expansion joints in the corner
constructon of a typical furnace wall. Those
expansion joints usually extend the height of
the wall. Expansion joints are normally
c..alked with asbestos rope or other suitable
material wich allows movement of the bricks and
still maintains an air seal at these joints.

Tying Brick Courses

metims it is desirable to tie standard
firebrick to the outer brick wall. For this
purpose, it is necessary to procure notched
firebrick and tying irons and construct the
wall in a manner shown in figure 1-6.

This method is by no means the only one.
Some brick courses of a wall may be held
together by bolts which extend through the
complete wall.

BOUER REFRACTORY REPAIR

Minor Repair

Plastic firebrick is especially useful for
quick patchwork, such as replacing spalled
brick faces. When patching spalled brick
faces, be sure to remove all ash, slag, or
foreign material on the remaining brickwork.
Without removing an excessive amount of the
good brick make the area to be patched as rouyh
as possible. A patch of this type shodd be
made only as a temporary measure; it will not
last for any great length of time.

For a more permanent job, the firebrick
should be removed hack to the insulating brick.
For large patches, use as many firebricks as
possible and build in the remainder of the wall
section with plastic.

Major Repair

EXPANSION JOIN1S

STANDARD f IRE BRICK

INSUI ATING FIRE PRICK V

00.

Figure 1-5. Typicnl Furnace Wall

Figure 1-6. Tyin3 Firebrick tc)
Wall

After an inspection of the furnace has been made, and it is determined :_lt) Ia cirm,.L
repairs will not suffice, plans should be made to completely rebrick the damarjed wali
floor area.

If a set of prints showing the location of expansion joints and the numlw.,r of
bricks of each type to be used in the furnance is not available, the man in c:harge
should count the number of bricks needed and notate the exact location of All expansion
joints. The availability of material needed for the joh should be insured betore tho
wall or floor is removed.

After the damaged wall or floor is removed the furnace should he cleaned and
inspected. If the furnace is of steel construction, the furnace should be chts.cked for
proper alignment and repaired before new brick is installed.

The first material installed is the 1" x 6" x 36" insulating block. This is Llid
ush against the floor or wall making sure to always break joints. No cement or mortar

, used. Extreme care should be used so as not to break any corners off the inr..ulating
_ock. When corners are broken, blocks should be sawed off square.
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The second material to be installed is the 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 9" insulating brick.It isn't required to use mortar for insulating brick; if mortar is used, it should bemixed to a thin dipping consistency. The second row of insulating brick should berubbed against the first row making sure to obtain a tight joint. Continue doing sountil the course is finished. Where the expansion joint is to be located, a splitinsulating brick 1 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 9" should be used, with a 1 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 9"firebrick laid on top. The reason for this is to prevent hot flames or combustion fromburning out the insulating brick behind an expansion joint.

The final material to be installed is the 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 9" firebrick. Muchcare should be taken when laying this course of brick. The work should be underconstant, experienced, and intelligent supervision. The brick should be laie p evenand straight making sure that the seams between each brick are as small an possible--notover 1/16 tnch. Inspect for flaws and insure that the dimensions are even. Choosebricks with the best edges and without broken corners. Dip the brick in mortar andallow excess to drip off. DO NOT PLACE ANY MORTAR ON THE WALL OR BRICK WITH A TROWEL.THE MORTAR ADHERING ON DIPPING IS ALL THAT IS USED. Place the brick quickly intoposition against the wall and pound into place with a wooden mallet until no more mortarcan be forced out of the joints. The thickness of the joints will depend upon how eventhe surface of tha firebricks are, but the joints should never exceed 1/16 inch. Thefurnace face of the bricks should all be in the same plane without any of the edgesprojecting and thereby exposing them to the flame. This would cause rapid deteriorationof the brick.

SUMMARY

The firebox lining protects the boiler casing and assists iv maintaining a highfurnace temperature because of it's ability to retain heat for relatively long periodsof time. The refractory material must be kept clean and in good repair.

QUESTIONS

1. What is boiler refractory?

2. What is the purpose of the soot blower?

3. What is used to clean the tubes of a fire tube boiler?

4. List three important factors that can effect the life of furnace or boiler lining.

5. In general, what is plastic firebrick used for?

What is building brick used for in boiler construction?

7. How often are water columns blown down?

8. How often is the gauge glass blown down?

9. What is the purpose of soft plugs?
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10. What is used to attach a steam gauge to the boiler?

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Vol 1, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and Di:-;tribution
Systems



INTERNAL BOILER MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE6

d3ABR54532

Given proper procedures and with team member, maintain boiler waterside component',
with instructor assistance.

Given information and with team member, inspect for external eorrosien wiIh
instructor assistance.

Following step-by-step procedures and with team member, perform a hydrostatic ti,s1
with instructor assistance-

Given information and with team member and following step-by-step procedures, make
minor tube repair with instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

Internal boiler maintenance is the second part of the total maintenance that is
done on steam boilers. The first part of the total maintenance was previously covered
in the first unit. The following items will be covered under internal maintenance:
maintaining waterside components, inspection for internal corrosion, hydrostatic test,
and minor tube repair.

The internal surfaces (watersides) of the boiler must also be cleaned so Ihal scale
does not form'and harden. The scale will insulate the tubes resulting in buroinv them
out.

INFORMATION

INTERNAL BOILER MAINTENANCE

Before you enter the waterside of a boiler for inspection, cleaning, or repair, the
boiler must be shut down. The following procedures will explain proper shutdown.

Shutting Down Procedures

1. Operate the soot blowers before shutdown, while the boiler is still in operation
(if applicable).

2. Gradually reduce the load on the boiler by cutting down the fuel and air supply.

3. Keep normal water level.

4. When boiler 1.)ad reaches about 30 percent of rating, change the combution colitro1
and the feedwater control from automttic to manual operation.

5. Before completely stopping the fuel supply, open the drain valves at the steam and
nonreturn valve, and the drain valve on the superheater outlet header. Be sure
bypass valve around the nonreturn valve is closed.

6. When the load has been reduced as much as practical with the fuel burning equipment
provided, shut off the fuel supply.

7. Continue operation of draft equipment until all fuel accumulations in the lfurnace
have been burned and the furnace is thoroughly purged.

8. Shut down draft fans.

9. Close dampers, including air preheaters and superheater dampers.

10. Cool down the boiler at a rate not exceeding a 100°F drop in saturated boiler water
temperature per hour. Excessive stresses in pressure parts can be set up if the
rate of pressure and temperature ciange is excessive.



11. Drop boiler pressure by discharging steam through the superheater drain valve andthe drain valve at the nonreturn valve. If boiler is losing pressure at a ratefaster than required, throttle drain valves as necessary.

12. As soon as boiler pressure starts dropping, close the steam stop and nonreturnvalve.

13. When the boiler no longer requires any feed and the nonreturn valve is closed, openthe valve in the recirculating connection of the economizer.

14. When the drum pressure drops to 15 psig, open the drum vent valves.

Ir a regenerative air heater is provided, stop the rotor when the boiler exit gastemperature drops to 200°F.

16. Close feedwater stop and check valve.

17. The boiler can be drained when the furnace has cooled sufficiently for a man tosafely enter and remain in the furnance. At this time, the temperature of the
water in the boiler will be below 200°F.

18. Access and observation doors to the furnace and gas passages can be opened at thistime. Tag all controls. Tag valves and open drains or blowdown valves connectedwith similar parts of the other units under pressure at the time to prevent steam
or hot water from accidently entering the unit. Permit authorized persons only tormove the tugs.

Draining and Flushing a Boiler

Draining. once the boiler has been shut down, it must be drained before entering.
however, a boiler must never be drained until the water temperature is below 200°F.
This precaution prevents baking the scale on the tubes and protects against leakage at
seams or expanded joints.

Flushing: Immediately after draining, wash interior thoroughly to prevent sludgedeposits on internal surfaces and remove all suspended solids, sediment, and loose
scale. When the boiler has been drained, close all blowoff valves to prevent entrance
of hot water and steam it other boilers can be blown down into the same blowoff system.

Clean and Inspect Boiler Interior

Proceed as follows:

1. Remove manhole and handhole covers and ventilate the boiler before sending a man
inside. Be sure to inform the persons concerned that the work is being done.

Station a man outside the access point to keep in communication with the men
inside.

3. Use low voltage lamps, provided with suitable guards, when inside the boiler. Even
110 volts ean be lethal under the low resistance conditions found inside a boiler.
Therefore, all portable electrical equipment must be grounded and adequately
insulated. Use extension cords that are designed for rough usage, keep them in
good condition.

4. Look for signs of scale, oil, corrosion, abnormal wear, and abrasion of pressure
parts.

5. Check condition of drum internals, feed connections, drains, blowdown connections,
etc

P. Check connections to water column, gauge glass, and steam pressure gauge.

7. Check tube ends for cor:"osion and leakage. If leaks are found, try re-expanding.
If the tube has been rolled too thin or is in bad condition, replace it.

8. Clean the unit as required before ret.urning it to service. Use electric, air, or
water-driven turbine cleaners or chemicals.
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Cleaning Tubes Mechanically

Cleaning Tubes. You ..an clean tubes mechanically or chemically. Different types'
of mechanical cleaners have been developed. ln general, they consist or a motor-driven
flexible ahaft with a rotor, brush, or expanding cleaner. The motor, actuated by air,
water, or electric power, drives revolving brushes. cutters, or toe heads through the
tubes to dislodge scale or other deposits. Figure 2-1 illustrates the different types
of tube cleaners.

When using a mechanical cleaner, move it at a uniform rate and never operate it
continuously in the same position. 11 you don't, the inner surface ot the tube may be
ground away. With a water hose, wash down the loosened deposits to the lower cleanout
points of the boiler and remove them. Finally, thoroughly clean the mud drums, steam
drums, and neader:$.
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Figure 2-1. Tube Cleaners
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You operate all cleaners in the same way. Start the cleaner rotating and insert itin the tube. Pass it slowly along until it comes out the other end of the tube.Immediately reverse the direction and bring the cleaner back through the tube andwithdraw it. Don't stop the cleaner at any point in the tube as it may cut through thetube. Also be caretul not to extend the cleaner too far out at the end of the tube.

After cleaning all the tubes, follow up by blowing them out thoroughly with astrong air jet. Then inspect to see if replacement of any of the tubes is necessary.
Chemically Cleaning Boilers

General. Boiling out removes grease, oil, dirt, and protective coatings from1)oiler heating surfaces. Chemicals are generally used to clean newly erected boilerunits and others which have been extensively repaired or retubed.

Boiling Out Mixture. There are many different mixtures which provide enoughcleaning action to do a good job. The following combinations are among the most commonones:

I. Combination No. 1. Use 2.5 pounds of trisodium phosphate and 2.5 pounds of causticsoda for every 1,000 pounds of water needed for normal operation.

Combination No. 2. Use 3.0 pounds of caustic soda and 3.0 pounds of soda ash per1,000 pounds of water needed for normal operation.

Boiling Out Procedure: Some boiler manufacturers supply specific instructions forboiling out. These should be followed. For ether units, proceed as follows:
1. Remove the regular water gauge glasses and install special glasses and gaskets.

These are usually furnished by the water column manufacturer for boiling outpurposes. Regular water glasses could be damaged in the boiling out process.
2. Thoroughly dissolve the chemical in lukeviarm water. Use protective goggles,

gloves, and clothing, since the chemicals and the solution are strongly alkaline
and must be handled carefully. Have plenty of fresh water available for washingpurposes if required.

3. Feed normal boiler feedwater into the boiler until it shows in the gauge glass.
4. Pour the chemical solutions into the boiler drum through a manhole or an opening inthe top of the drum. An alternate procedure uses the chemical feed pumps andtanks. After pumping the chemical solutions, flush the system with boiler

feedwater to make sure that the piping and pumps are free from deposits.

5. Feed water to the boiler up to the centerline of the water gauge glass.

0. With all drum and superheater vents wide open, slowly heat the boiler water to
steaming temperature (212°F).

7. In superheatei _nstallations, close all drum vents at this point, leaving the
superheater outlet header vent open.

b. If there is no superheater, leave only one drum vent open.

9. Slowly raise the boiler pressure to boiling out pressure (50 percent or normal
operating pressure, unless otherwise recommended by the boiler manufacturer.)

10. blow down the boiler once every four hours using all main blowdown outlets evenly.
The amount of blow down should be equivalent to a drop of one-half a water gauge
glass for each blowdown operation. After individual valves are blown, feed water
to the boiler to keep the water level within safe limits. When the bloulown is
completed, bring the water level back to normal and add chemicals, if required, to
re-establish the concentration at recommended levels.

11. A boiling out period of 48 hours is usually sufficient for a medium sized unit.
Take a sample of the blowdown water at the end of this period to determine by its
condition whether the boiling out should continue. If the blowdown water is
clean, end the boiling out.
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12. Let the unit cool slowly until it can be drained safly. Then drain; refill it
with clean water and drain again.

13. Open manholes and handuoles and wash down drums and tubes with a water hose.

14. Make u careful internal inspection. If boiler still looks dirty, repeat the
boiling out process.

lb. After boiling out and flushing the boiler clean, replace the temporary water gauge
glasses and gaskets with permanent regular equipment.

Handholes and Manholes

Handholes and manholes allow access to the watersides of a boiler for cleaning and
inspection. While a boiler is shut down for cleaning and repairs, the handholes and
manholes should be carefully cleaned where the surface of the gaskets come in contact
with the boiler surface as this will quickly damage the handholes and manholes beyond
use if they are not kept clean. Do not forget to clean the inside surface of the boiler
where the gasket makes a seal as this often becomes very pitted with corrosion. Use new
gaskets when securing boiler.

INSPECTION FOR INTERNAL CORROSION

While the boiler is open for cleaning, one important item that should be checked
for is corrosion of the boiler tubes and internal boiler surfaces.

Corrosion in the boiler is caused by oxygen. Oxygen corrosion is the must common
form of waterside corrosion. Oxygen corrosion causes the metal and the tubes to become
pitted. This is known as oxygen pitting.

Inspection procedures will be done whenever waterside is opened for cleaning, using
a flashlight. Report excessive amounts of oxygen pitting to your supervisor for
corrective procedures.

BOILER INSPECTIONS

Before boilers are inspected, clean fireside, waterside, insure refractory and
pressure part repairs have been completed.

Inspection Standards

Qualifid boiler inspectors will inspect boilers, accessories, and piping to
determine tha condition of the boilers and safety devices and to determine that boilers
and safety devices are suitable for safe operation. Inspections will conform to the
procedures set forth in the 'atest edition of the National Board Inspection Code
published by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel inspectors, Columbus, ohio
(Cost 411.00).

NOTE: When the United States has sole jurisdiction over leased facilities, thos,.
instructions supersede any einTing 3tate or municrina-ZWaes governing boilov

What Equipment Will be Inspected

MANDATORY INSPECTION. Steam boilers operating above 15 psi and high temperature
hot water heating boilers operating above 160 psig will be inspected as prescribed by
this section. Inspection of high temperature hot water boilers (not domestic water
heaters) includes inspection of the expansion drum as well as the water tubes, headers,
furnace and safety devices.

Obtaining Inspection Service

1. The Defense Supply Agency, Defense Contract Services District, administers
contracts each year for the services of a qualified company to provide boiler
inspections at all Air Force bases within the Continental Unit d States (excluding
Alaska and Hawaii). For many yeart., the Hartford Steam Boiler nspection and
Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut, has provided this service.
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2. Special inspections (outside the scope of the contract required by these
Instructions are considered necessary by major commands or base civil engineers)
may be arranged through the Defense Supply Agency, Defense Contract Administration
Services District, Cincinnati, Ohio.

3. If the company under contract to furnish boiler inspection service cannot make a
special er emergency inspection, the base civil engineer may hire a recognized
insurance company or a boiler inspection agency that specializes in such work. (An
installation employee may not make such special inspections.)

4. The contract will provide the following five types of inspections when they are
included in the annual schedule submitted by the major command.

a. Type "A"--Internal and external inspection.

b. Type "B"--Internal and external inspection, followed or preceded by external
inspection while boiler is under hydrostatic test.

c. Type "C"--External inspection while under steam pressure or filled with water.
(Boiler will be under pressure for this inspection.)

d. Type "D"--External inspection while under hydrostatic test.

e. Type "E"--Internal and external inspection of expansion tanks used with high
temperature water boilers.

5. Overseas and other off-continent coomands are authorized to employ qualified and
competent boiler inspectors to perform the inspections. These inspectors will not
be supervised by personnel at base level. They will prepare AF Form 1222, "Boiler
Inspection Report," on each boiler inspected and submit it to the Director of Civil
Engineering uf the appropriate major command. Detailed comments on these reports
will be made by an attached memorandum.

The boiler inspector will make the types of inspections requested in the annual
schedule submitted by the major command to the Defense Supply Agency, Defense Contract
Administration Services District, Cincinnati. If an inspector determines that an
additional inspection is necesary, the base civil engineer will authorize him to perform
it before he leaves the base. However, such additional inspeetion will not constitute
authority to delete subsequent scheduled inspections. The following inspections are
required as a minimum.

1. Steam boilers assembled on the site require a type "B" inspection before they are
placed in initial operation.

2. steam boilers assembled at place of manufacture and stamped with approval of a
gualiiied inspection agency,(such as the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company): a type "B" inspection, after manufacture and before being
placed in initial operation.

3. All Steam Boilers: Twice annually a type "A" inspection first and approximately
six months later, a type "C" inspection.

4. Steam builers in questionable condition; used boilers reinstalled, boilers which
have had major repairs, recommended by the boiler inspector or required by the base
civil engineer: a type "B" inspection before being placed in service.

5. New HTW (High Temperature Water) boiler installations: a type "B" inspection
before operation.

6. Other HTW boilers: a type "A" inspection annually.

7. Expansion tanks: a type "E" inspection annually.

Boilers out of operation indefinitely need not be inspected by the inspecting
agency. However, they should be inspected annually by base civil engineer personnel to
evaluate visible deterioration and renew protection against corrosion, if necessary.
Also, a boiler that has missed an inspection period must be given the appropriate
inspection before it is placed in operation again.
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The hydrost t,c pressure used during a type "B" or type "D" inspection will be one
and one-halt times the pressure setti1,7 of the safety valves. It the safely valve
setting has been lowered, it will Lot be raised without the approval of the boiler
inspector. Boiler inspectors will insure that the boiler, accessories, and adjacent
piping are in condition te be operat'l at pesures up to the safety valve setting.

Betore leaving the base, the inspector will orally report any serious detects to
the base civil engineer (or his represerititive). Boilers found to be in dangerous
condition will not be operated until repairect.

Hydrostatic Test

A hydrostatic test is a water pressure test to prove the strength and tightness of
a boiler.

After repairs are made, a hydrostatic test is performed on the boiler to check for
leaks around rolled and beaded areas. Should any leaks be found, reroll tube or tubes
that are leaking making sure not to overroll.

NOTE: Hydrostatic pressures are 1 1/2 times the safety valve setting.

The boiler is the principal and most costly unit in a central boilev plant.
Preventive maintenance of the unit represent the difference between a normal useful ±ife
of fifty years or a short life with much time lost for repair and pcsible injury to
operating personnel.

All boilers have general characteristics and need similar cure. General care of
the boilers follows two rules: stop leaks and keep the boiler clean. One of the boiler
inspections required to determine its condition is the hydrostatic pressure test. This
study guide will provide you pertinent information regarding this test under the
following main topics:

NOTE: These hreparations must be made before the boiler inspector arrives on the
base.

1. Provide a hand pump for the hydrostatic pressure test if the boiler feed pump will
not deliver one a-Tai one-half times the pressure at which any safety valve is set.

2. Make sure that Fire Surfaces of Boilers are reasonably clean. Use a tube brush to
remove soot froETTUbes, and a wire brush to remove soot from the tube sheets and
firebox. If the installation burns coal, remove the grate bars and clean the
firebox plates along the grate line until the bare metal is exposed. Take care not
to damage metal with sharp tools.

3. Provide gags to prevent safety valves from lifting when hydrostatic pressure is
applied.--TY hydrostatic pressure tests on more than one boiler are contemplated,
provide sufficient gags for all safely valves of the boilers to be tested.

4. Permit boilers taken off line for inspection purposes (including firebox and
settings) to cool before they are drained. Immediately after draining, wash them
thoroughly on the inside to prevent sludge deposits on internal surfaces, and
remove all suspended solids, sediment, and loose scale.

5. Fill boilers scheduled for hydrostatic pressure test with water at a temperature
between 70° and 100°F; apply a preliminary pressure of 15 to 20 pounds less than
working pressure, to insure that all test equipment is in proper working condition.

6. If the boiler to be tested is on a common header with a second boiler and the
latter -Is to be kept in operation throughout the test, equip the steam pipe between
the two boilers with two valves a-:d a drain or a blind joint.

7. have available a supply of gaskets for manholes and handholes, and suitable
wrenches for removing manhole and littndhole covers.

B. Aeplace damaged and improper fusiblt: plugs.



6. If insulation conceals manufacturer's inscribed data, remove the lagging and c.an
the SUFTace car-el-Tay so that die-cut letters and TTiures can be read easily.

10. Assign a qualified boiler plant operator to assist the inspector through the AeEts.

If boiler gauges and controls are not designed for a pressure equal to the pressure
of the proposed tests, remove fE-6M and plugThe openings, unless cutort valves nre
present.

BOILER TUBE REPAIR

There are times when the boiler tubes must have some kind of repair work performed
on them. The repair work is classified either as minor or major, each one will be
covered.

Minor Tube Repair

Minor tube repair consists of rerolling a leaking tube using a tube expander. If
rerolling a boiler tube does not stop the leak then welding a fire tube can be employed
to stop the leak, or to prevent damage to the tube. In a water tube, the tube can be
plugged usin a plug made of brass or steel. This method should not be used for
extended periods of times.

Major Tube Repair

Major tube repair consists of removing and replacing a tube or tubes.

SUMMARY

Before performing waterside maintenance be sure to chain and tag stop valves, feed
valves and blowdown valves in the closed position and electrical switches in the open
position.

Boilers should hold a hydrostatic test of I 1/2 times the safety valve setting.

Qualified boiler inspectors will inspect boilers, accesories and piping to
determine the condition of the boilers and safety devices and to determine that they are
suitable for safe operation.

All steam boilers operating above 15 psi will be inspected twice annually; a type
"A" inspection first and approximately six months later, a type "C" inspection.

QUESTIONS

What safety precautions are observed prior to entering pressure parts of boilers?

2. What are the methods of cleaning water tubes in the boiler?

3. Which boilers must have official inspections?

4. What are the five types of boiler inspections?

5. What is the frequency of inspection for high pressure steam boiler?

6. What pressure is used for the hydrostatic test?
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7. How often is the boiler blown down during the boiling out process?

8. Why must scale be removed from boiler tubes?

9. What is the purpose of handholes and manholes?

10. When inside the drums what do you look for?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. AFR 91-7, Heating.



BOILER LAY UP

OBJECTIVE

SG J3AB1{54532 001-V11-3

Given study guide and workbook, answer questions about boiler lay up getting 80% 01

the questions correct.

INTRODUCTIGN

Idle boilers can be protected from corrosion by boiler lay up. Idle boilers can be
laid up by the dry storage or the wet storage method.

INFORMATION

DRY STORAGE

This method is preferred for prolonged outages (for more than 30 days) and freezing
temperatures. Proceed as follows:

1. Thoroughly clean and dry unit, externally and internally. Place wooden trays of
quicklime (2 pounds per 1000-gallon boiler capacity) inside the drums. In moist
atmospheres, it iS wise to place the trays in the furnace also. Silica geI (10

pounds per 1000-gallon boiler capacity) may be substituted for the quicklime to
absorb moisture from the air. Fill trays only about 3/4 full. This will prevent
overflow of liquid after moisture has been absorbed.

Tightly close all manholes, handholes, access doors, and observation doors. See
that all connections to the boiler are tightly blanketed to prevent entrance of
moisture from any source.

3. Inspect the unit monthly to be sure protection is effective.

4. Replace the absorbent material as required.

WET STORAGE

This method is preferred for boilers which are in standby condition for short
periods of time (not more than 30 days), and may be needed fur service on short notice.
Do not use it if freezing temperatures can be expected. Use the following procedure:

1. Close the boiler when it is clean and empty, and fill with water until it overflows
through the drum vent, or through the superheater vent in superheater installa-
tions. While the boiler is being filled, continuously reed caustic soda and sodium
sulfite into it. If this is not post;ible, use a circulating pump to uniformly
distribute chemically treated water -hroughout the boiler.

2. Maintain boiler water concentration of 200-450 parts per million (PPM) of caustic
soda and about 100-200 PPM of sodium sulfite.

3. After shutting off the overflow from the vent, maintain a water pressure in the
boiler of 10 to 15 psig during storage.

4. Weekly, analyze water samples to find if required water concentration is
maintained. If the causticity or sulfite has dropped below minimum levels, Cued
additional chemicals and circulate the boiler water to distribute it uniformly.

5. Before the boiler can be put back into service, the chemical dosage must be reduced
to normal operating levels.



SUMMARY

We have studied the different ways to lay up an idle boiler. Preventing corrosion
of idle boilers is a very important part of maintaining boilers used by the Air Force.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of boiler lay

) What are the two methods of boiler

3. What chemicals are used in the wet

4. What is used in the dry method of

What do the chemicals used in the

REFERENCE

up?

lay up?

method?

boiler lay up?

dry method do?

AFM 65-12, Vol 1, Operation and Maintenance of Central heating Plants and Distrihuti.)n
Systems
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STEAM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

00JECTIVES

SG J3A3R54532 001-V1I-

Given information and with team member, maintain steam pressure using steam
distribution system with instructor assistance.

Given study guide and workbook, answer questions about distribution system and
conducts getting 80% of questions correct.

Given study guide and workbook, answer questions about installation and maintenance
of converters getting BO% of questions correct.

Given procedures and with team member, perform maintenance on steam distribution
system with instructor assistance.

Given procedures and with team member, replace insulation on steam distribution
system with instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

A heating specialist must know more than how to operate and maintain a boiler.
Once he has generated the steam he must know what to do with it. He is also responsible
for maintaining the steam system.

Each heating specialist should become thoroughly acquainted with every detail of
the steam distribution system. He must know the purpose and location of the reducing
stations, expansion joints, relief valves, strainers, steam consumers and traps.

We will begin cur discussion with the different steam pressure ranges you will be
using.

INFORMATION

PRESSURE RANGES

Steam heating systems are classified according to pipe arrangement, accessories
used, method of returning the condensate to the boiler, method of expelling air from the
system, or type of control employed. The successful operation of a steam heating system
consists of generating steam in sufficient quantity to equalize building heat losses at
a maximum efficiency, expelling entrapped air, and returning all condensate to the
boiler rapidly.

Seam cannot enter a space filled wi h air or water at a pressure equal i() the
steam prossure. Therefore, it is importait to eliminate air and to remove water IroT
the distribution system.

Steam has different uses at different pressures:

o Low Pressure. Steam at pressures ranging from 0 to 15 psig i. used for space
heating, cooking, and disribution within small buildings.

O High Pressure Steam. Medium high pressure range (35 to 50 psig) is used for
industrial, hangar, shop, and warehouse heating, sterilization; and cooking.
High pressure steam greater than 50 psig is used for industrial purposes and
outside distribution. Steam at 100 psig or higher is used for distribution
systems with runs 2,000 feet or more in length. Figure 4-1 illustrates a
schematic flow diagram of a steam distribution system. In this sy.;tem, steam is
generated at 100 psig in a central boiler plant and then distributed to different
consumers. The diagram shows high pressure (100 psig) stoam being converted to
medium pressure (40 psig) steam for use in cooking and sterilizing equipment,
also shows steam being reduced to low pressure (5 psig) steam for space he:Iting.
High pressure steam is used directly, without reduction, for some industrial
laundry equipment.
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Sources of Steam

Steam needed to heat a building or perform some mechanical work can be obtained
from several sources, including the following:

CENTRAL HEATING PLANTS. For some purposes high-pressure f-;team from central heating
plants can be used directly without pressure I.-eduction.

PRESSURE REDUCING STATIONS. Pressure reducing stations are used when low or me1lu.1
pressure steam is required, and a source of high pressure steam is available.

CONVERTERS. The use of converters as a source of steam will be discusmcd in a
separate section.

LOW-PRESSURE HEATING STEAM BOILERS. A common source of low-pressure steam i the

low-pressure heating steam

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

For purposes of this study guide, a steam distribution system consists of all the
steam and return piping, related facilities, and equipment used to convey steam from a
central steam generating plant to the consumers.

The subjects that will be covered will be as follows: pressure reducing stations,
temperature regulating valve, expansion joints, types of distribution system conduits,
converters, steam traps, condensate return systems, and insulation of steam distribution
systems. A diagram of a steam distribution system is shown in Figure 4-1. Each subject
will be covered in separate sections.

Pressure Reducing Stations

When mteam is drawn from a high-presure line to heat hhiIdiuu:4 or wat.:t, u !or

process work, reduce its pressure to the working pressure oC the system with a presurl:
reducing station. A pressure reducing station may consist of pressure Le:lucing valves,
pressure regulating valve, relief valve, strainer and auxiliary valve.

Pressure Reducing Valves

This is the first or primary valve of the pressure reducing station; its purpose is
to reduce the steam pressure below the rupture-point of the equ]pment served. It can he
either pilot-operated, s;prina-loa or weight-and-lever operated.

WEIGHT-AND-LEVER. Figure 4-2 illustrates a weight-and-lever .01,-Iragm-operated
pressure-reducing valve. The low pressure side (controlled prcsst:j s connect:el below
the diaphragm by an external balance line. The weight-and-levc:r operates heHt ,t
pressures helow 15 psi. INLET (Mai

Hft;11 LOW
;URF
q't

Figure 4-2. Weight-and-Lever Pressure
Regulator
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SPRING-LOADED. Figure 4-3 illustrates a diaphragm-operated spring-loaded
pressure-reducing valve. The controller pressure is applied to the top chamber over the
diaphragm and the diaphragm movement is directly transmitted to the control valve
through the valve stem. In operation, an increase in the controlled pressure pushes the
diaphragm against the resistance of the spring. This pressure closes the valve until
the controlled pressure and the spring force are balanced. The controlled pressure can
be adjusted by changing the spring compression.

Figure 4-3. Spring-Loaded Pressure-Reducing Valve

PILOT-OPERATED. Figure 4-4 illustrates an internal piiot-operated valve with an
operating piston. It functions as follows:
1. The valve discharge pressure acts on the bottom of the diphragm and pushes it up

against the force exerted by the pressure regulating spring. The diaphragm finally
assumes a position dependent upon these two forces.

2. A spring hold, e pilot valve against the diaphragm; therefore, any movement of
the diaphragn k..;11:7.es a corresponding movement of the pilot valve. side of the
pilot valve is connected to the supply pressure; the other side, t( he top of the
operating piston which is in permanent contact with the main valve

3. A spring underneath the main valve holds it against the operating piston at all
times, keeping the valve closed and the operating piston up. When the valve is in
equilibrium, there is enough flow through it to keep the discharge pressure at the
required level.

4. When pressure on the disLharge side drops, a corresponding drop under the diaphragm
allows the spring to force the diaphragm down and open the pilot valve. More fluid
from the supply side then passes through the pilot valve, builds up pressure on top
of the operating piston, and moves it down against.the spring compression. This
pressure opens the main valve, thereby increasing the flow and building up pressure
in the discharge side until the valve is again ln equilibrium. The procedure is
reversed when the pressure on the discharge side increases.

5. To regulate the pressure on the discharge side, adjust the compression of the
pressure-regulating spring.
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Figure 4-4. Pilot Operated Pressure Regulator

Pressure Regulating Valve

This is the secondary valve in a two-stage reducing station; it controls and
maintains the optimum pressure-required, by the steam consuming equipment. Pressure
regulating valves are of the same types as reducing valves.

Safety Valve

This valve protects low pressure lines and steam consuming equipment from over
pressure, if the pressure-reducing valve rails.

Strainer

Strainers are installed ahead of pre::sure reducing or pressure regulating val ves to
prevent the passage of loose dirt, rust, .eale or other loose foreign material which
would interfere with the proper operation of the equipment.

Auxiliary Valves

Install the isolating gate valves needed to remove pressure reducing and regulating
valves from service. When a continuous supply of steam is required, and in large
installations, install bypass valves around the pressure reducing and regulating valves.
Use globe type bypass valves one-half the size of the pressure reducing or regulating
valve to permit manual regulation.

Pressure Gauges

Bourdon tube steam gauges should be used before and after each pressure regulator
valve.

Installation

Whun initial 3team pressure is 100 psi or greater and the low pressure rt!quirt'd
5 psi or less, it is common practice to install two stage reduction. This typt of
installation reduces noise and cuts down wear on the valve seats, since large valve
openings are possible. If one stage is desired, a pilot controlled single seat valve
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will usually prove satisfactory. If the pilot type cannot be used, two stage reduction
is necessary since the plain diaphragm valve would require a diaphragm area which would
be impractical.

In making a two stage reduction, allowance for increased volume of steam is made by
increasing the pipe size of the low pressure side. Separating the two valves by a
distance of up to 20 feet is recommended to reduce excessive hunting action of the first
valve. Spring-loaded valves are usual if the reduced pressure is greater than 15 psi.
Below this figure, the weight and level type gives good results.

Valves can be single seated, or balanced. Single seated valves are used for
dead-end service, where pressure must be maintained during no-flow period. This type of
valve can be closed tightly. Balanced valves require smaller forces to operate, because
the pressure acts on both sides of the disk. They do not close tightly.

In duplex installations, two valves of different sizes are installed in parallel
positions. They are adjusted to permit the smaller valve to handle the entire flow
until its capacity is exceeded; then, the large valve opens. Duplex installations are
used when wide variations in flow reruirements are expected. In these oases, it is not
practicable to use only valves large enough to handle the maximum flow, because low-flow
operation would require only a very slighit movement of the valve and wiredrawing,
wearing, and valve-seat cutting would occur.

TEMPERATURE REGULATING VALVES

Temperature regulating valves (figure 4-5) consist basically of three elements: a
temperature sensing device (temperature bulb), a regulating valve actuated by a bellows
to control the passage of the fluid, and capillary tubing to connect the temperature
bulb with the bellows. In operation, temperature changes at the bulb produce expansion
or contraction of the medium which fill the system. These, in turn, cause expansion or
contraction of the bellows, actuate the valve, and move the valve stem. The expansion
movement of the bellows is opposed by an adjustable compression spring or a weighted
lever area. The controllud temperature can be adjusted by changing the compression of
the spring or the position of the lever weight.

Operational Preventive Maintenance

Only authorized and trained personnel '
should repair, calibrate, or adjust temperature
controls. When steam flow is controlled by
temperature controls, slowly warm up the line
and drain the condensate before operating the
regulating valve. Blow down strainers and
clean the baskets at regular intervals and
whenever necessary.
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Preventive Maintenance Inspections

DAILY. Observe operation of the control for proper functioning. Check leaks.
Stop stuffing-box leaks as soon as possible.

YEARLY. Once a year, or more often if required, dismantle valve and control
mechanism; clean components and inspect for wear, corrosion, erosion, pitting, deposits,
leaks or other defects. Check settings, adjustment, and control operation.

EXPANSION JOINTS

Because of limitations of the supports, or the space or extra length of pipe
required, it is sometimes inconvenient to compensate for expansion of a line with the
special bends and loops made for this purpose. As an alternative, expansion joints may
be used. The number of expansion joints installed in a line depends on the amount and
dirv-tion of expansion and the amount of expansion permitted by each joint. Table 1

-Thnnsion per 100 feet for pipe of various types and at various temperatures.

TABLE 1. EXPANSION OF PIPE PER 100 FEET OF
LENGTH FOR TEMPERATURE SHOWN

Temperature
Degrees F

Material

Wroug t
Steel Iron Copper

0 0 0 0
10 0.075 0.078 0.111
20 0.149 0.156 0.222
30 0.224 0.235 0.333
40 0.299 0.313 0.444

50 0.374 0.391 0.556
60 U.449 0.470 0.668
70 0.525 0.549 0.780
80 0.601 0.629 0.893
90 0.678 0.709 1.006

100 0.755 0.791 1.119
110 0.831 0.871 1.233
120 0.909 0.952 1.346
130 0.987 1.003 1.460
140 1.066 1.115 1.575

150 1.145 1.198 1.690
160 1.224 1.281 1.805
t70 1.304 1.364 1.919

1.384 1.447 2.035
1.464 2.152

1.545 1.6_, 2.268
1.626 1.701 2.384

220 1.708 1.786 2.501
230 1.791 1.871 2.618
240 1.872 1.957 2.736

250 1.955 1 2.044 2.854
260 2.038 2.130 2.971
270 2.132 2.218 3.089
280 2.207 2.305 3.208
290 2.291 2.393 3.327



TABLE 1. EXPANSION OF PIPE PER 100 FEET OF
LENGTH FOR TEMPERATURE SHOWN (Cont)

Temperature-
Dgrees F

Steel

Material

rought
Iron

300 2.376 2.481
310 2.460 2.570
320 2.547 2.659
330 2.632 2.748
340 2.718 2.838

350
360
370
38U

390
400
410
420
430

440
450
460
470
480

490
500

2.805
2.892
2.980
3.069

3.156
3.24.5
3.334
3.423
3.513

3.603
3.695
3.785
3.874
3.962

4.055
4.148

2.927
3.017
3.108
3.199

3.291
3.383
3.476
3.569
3.662

3.756
3.850
3.945
4.040
4.135

4.231
4.327

Copper

3.446
3.565
3.685
3.805
3.926

4.050
4.167
4.289
4.411

4.532
4.653
4.777
4.899
5.023

5.145
5.269
5.394
5.519
5.643

5.767
5.892

Slip Type Expansion Joint

The slip type expansion joint consists of an outer casing or body which is
anchored, a sliding tube which fits into the body, and a means of preventing leakage
between the inner and outer sections. An example of this type of joint is shown in
figure 4-6. This is an example of a double joint in which a plastic type of packing is
used. The plunger (figure 4-7) is backed out, packing is forced in with a pressure gun
similar to that used for greasing automobiles, and the plungers are then screwed down.
This joint may be applied with welded or flanged construction. Several types of similar
joints use ordinary braid packing adjusted by means of a gland. They may be either the
outside guided type or inside guided joints. The pipeline must be held in alignment if
this type of joint is to function properly. Expansion or contraction moves the inner
sleeve in the main anchored casing or body. Stops must be provided in these joints to
prevent their pulling apart.

Slip tyl jo4'4-: mu t be kept - a, -equately packed, within the
-oper li C , :and thoroui,...ay cat.-aned lubricated. Adjust or replace
acking, to prevent leaks and assui a free working joint. Lubricate every
six montt 'sing the proper grease for the type of joint and service conditions. Once
a year, chec the flange-to-flange distance of slip joints, first when cold and then
when hot, to make sure that travel is within the limits shown in the manufacturer's
data. A change in slip travel usually indicates a shift in anchorage or pipe guide.
Locate and correct the difficulty. Also inspect annually for signs of erosion,
corrosion, wear, deposits, and binding. Repair or replace defective parts as required.
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Figure 4-6. Slip Type Expansion Joint
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Figure 4-7. Slip Type Expansion Joint with Plastic Packing



The expansion in the bellows type of joint is taken care of by the flexing of a
metal bellows. When installed in the lf.ne, the joint consists of a corrugated
thin-walled copper tube which is clamped between the flanges (see figure 4-8). The
rings he!p to keep the corrugations in the joint under high pressures. This joint does
not usually have a safety stop. Another type of joint (see figure 4-9) uses a stainless
steel multidisk bellows. This joint has an internal sleeve which acts as a stop to
limit the flexing of the disks and to limit the maximum flow of steam through the
bellows if the disks rupture. Both these joints can compensate for a small amount of
misalignment, but the pipe should be supported and guided in such a way that
misalignment is reduced to a minimum. It is best that misalignment be prevented
altogetner ir possible.

Figure 4-8. Corrugated Bellows Type Expansion Valve

Annually, check bellows joints for misalignment, fatigue, corrosion, and erosion;
note the amount of travel between cold and hot conditions. If the jcint fails, replace
the bellows section.
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Figure 4-9. Multidisk Bellows Type Expansion Valve
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Expansion Loops

The expansion loop offers the best means for absorbing pipeline expansion because
it requires no maintenance and will last as long as the pipe line. However, it is not
always the most economical means of absorbing expansion, so that its use must be weighed
against other types or expane.ion joints.

Types of Exterior Steam Distribution SysteTs

Thu exterior distribution system is di':.ded into underground and aboveground
systems.

UNDERGROUND SYSTEMS. The major underground systems are the conduit and the
utilidor types of systems. These systems are normally installed only in permanent
heating installations because of their high cost of installation.

ConduiZ- Type. In the conduit type of steam distribution system, the pipe is
installed inside a conduit that is buried below the frostline. The frostline is the
lowest depth that the ground freezes during the coldest part of winter. The pipe used
for steam is black steel pipe.

The conduit and insulation serve to protect and insulate the steam pipe. One type
of conduit is illustrated in figure 4-10. The conduit must be strong enough to
withstand the pressure of the earth and the usual additional loads that are imposed upon
it.

Several types of materials and various designs are used in the manufacture of
conduit. Common types of conduit are constructed of masonry cement, galvanized iron,
and steel. The conduit is usually sealed with asphaltic tar or some other type of
sealer to prevent water from getting into the insulation and deteriorating Lt.
Insulation may be attached directly to the pipe, attached i* the inner surface of the
conduit, or in loose form and packed between the pipe and the conduit.

,E CONDUIT
EARTH FILL

MOLDED DIATOMITE
INSULATION

BROKEN STONE

Figure 4-10. A Steam Distribution Conduit

PAVEMENT MANHOLE FRAME AND COVER

'--SEAL-10:23r---DRMN TILE
Figure 4-11. A Typical Manhole
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The bottom of the trench for the conduit should be filled with coarse grave] or
broken rock to provide support and adequate water drainage. When allowed to collect,
The water seeps into the conduit through porous openings in the sealer. This wets the
insulation and causes it to lose much of its insulating value. Manholes are required at
intervals along the line to house the necessary valves, traps, and expansion joints. A
typical manhole is illustrated in figure 4-11.

Uttlidor Type. The utilidors or tunnels of the utilidor type of system are
constructed or rock or concrete. The size and shape of the utilidor usually depends
upon the number of distribution pipes to be accommodated and the depth the utilidor must
go into the ground. Manholes, sometimes doors, are installed to provide access to the
utilidor (tunnel). A typical utilidor is shown in figure 4-12. The utilidor is usually
constructed so that the steam and condensate return lines can be laid along one side of
the tunnel on pipe hangers or anchors. This is usually done with the type of pipe
hanger with rollers that provide for the free movement required by the expansion of the
pipe that occurs. The other side of the utilidor should be a walkway that provides easy
access to lines when you are inspecting and doing maintenance.
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Figure 4-12. A Typical Utilidor

ABOVEGROUND SYSTEMS. Aboveground steam distribution systems are further divided
into overhead and surface systems.

Overhead Distribution Systems. Overhead distribution systems are often used in
temporary installations, however, they are somettmes used in permanent installations.
The main drawback to this type of distribution system is the high cost of maintenance.
Thu ovul'head system is similar in many respects to the underground distribution system.
They require valves, traps, provision for plpe expansion, and insulated pipes. The main
difference is that the steam distribution and condensate return piping are supported on
pipe hangers from poles, as illustrated in figure 4-13 instead of being buried
underground.
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Figure 4-13. Overhead Steam Distribution System

Surface. In some cases, you will find that steam and condensate lines are laid in
a conduit along the surface of the ground. These systems, however, are not as common as
overhead and underground systems. Surface systems require about the same components as
the overhead and the underground systems--traps, valves, pipe hangers to hold the pipes
in place, and provision for pipe expansion. Sometimes an expansion loop, formed by a
loop of pipe, is used instead of an expansion joint to provide for pipe expansion.

MAINTENANCE. The maintenance required for exterior distribution systems normally
consist of inspecting, repairing, and replacing insulation, traps, valves, pipe hangers,
expansion joints, conduit, utilidors, and aluminum or galvanized metal coverings used on
aboveground distribution systems. The maintenance required on conduit and utilidors
consists of keeping the materials of which they are constructed from being damaged and
of insuring that water is kept out of the tunnels and pipes. The maintenance required
on outside metal coverings is about the same as that for the conduit and utilidors.

Inspection or Manholes

Clean and inspect manholes quarterly (every 3 months). (.:het:k root frame anJ
cover, walls and floor for deterioration. Check manhole drain, sump pit and sewer
conaection. Inspect ladders, make sure that vents are unobstructed; chuck condition of
conduit seals, telltales, and drain plugs.

Water-tightness is an important requirement in manholes. Water is the biggest
problem with the maintaining of the manholes, as corrosion will be set up very quickly
it water is allowed to enter the manhole.

INSTALLATION AND AAINTENANCE OF CONVERTERS

General

A converter is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger which transfers heat from steam (or
HTW) to water. The heated water is used as the heating medium f..)r a hot water system.
The converter shell (of cast iron or steel) must be thick enough and the tabes (of
aumirality metal, copper nickel, or covier) adequate to carry the required pressures-
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Tubes or coils are usually installed in a horizontal, multipass arrangement that
gives an equal flow velocity through all the tubes. However, care must be taken to
prevent bypassing or short-circulating the hot water, or stratifying the steam or liTW.
Normally, flanged openings permit easy removal of tubes for cleaning and repair.

In steam converters, the shell or tank holds the steam and the water to be heated
flows through the tubes. ln HTW converters, the HTW usually flows through the tubes and
the water to be heated remains in the shell or tank.

Accessories

Converters usually have the following accessories;

(1) Inlet and outlet connections for both primary and secondary mediums.

(2) Adequate opening in the shell for the control element.

(3) Drain valve for the shell.

(4) Relief valve (pressure or temperature actuated).

(5) Thermometer.

Applications

Either UTW or stewn can be used as the heating medium. When steam is used .

condensute is removed through a trap, and discharged to a condensate return system,
hot well, a flash tank or such. The least desirable arrangment is to discharge the
condensate to a sewer.

TRAPS AND STRAINERS

Steam traps are automatic devices which perform the following !unctions: Drain
condensate, remove air and other noncondensable gases, prevent the escape of uncondensed
steam through drain lines.

Traps have the following parts: A vessel where the condensate accumulates; an
orifice through which the condensate discharges, a valve to close the orifice port;
mechanisms to operate the valve; and inlet and outlet openings through which condensate
enters and leaves the trap vessel. Steam traps are classified according to operating
device.

Thormestatic Trap

Figure 4-14 illustrates a thermostatic trap operated by the expansion or
contraction of bellows which are activated by temperature changes. The chamber inside
the bellows is filled with a liquid or contains a small amount of volatile liquid, such
as alcohol. The liquid expands or becomes a gas then steam contacts the expansive
element. The resultant pressure expands the element and closes the valve, preventing
the escape of steam. When condensate or air contacts the element, it cools and
contracts, thereby opening the valve and permitting the condensate and air to escape.
The discharge from this type of trap is intermittent. Some thermostatic traps have
metal diaphragms which function in the same manner as the bellows. Thermostatic traps
are widely used on radiators and convectors.
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Figure -14. Thermostatic Trap

Float and Thermostatic Trap

A combination float and thermostatic trap (figure 4-15). The thermostatic trap
normally vents the air, but it can also discharge water if the capacity of the float
valve is exceeded. Water enters the trap and rises the float, carrying the vertical
valve with it. Thi action opens the valve and permits the water to discharge; as the
water level in the chamber drops, the float gradually drops and closes the valve.
Normally, with a constant flow of condensate to the trap, the level of water in the trap
is stable and the trap discharges water c3ntinuously at the same rate as the condensate
enters. At low rates of flow the level of water in the trap is low and throttling of
the discharge causes the seats to cut badly, a disadvantage characteristic ol this type
of trap. The thermostatic trap in the top of the chamber remains closed as long as
there is steam around it. This trap can be opened for inspection or repair without
disturbing any pipe connections.

THERMOSTAT C
BELLOWS VALVE

INLET

OUTLET

Figure 4-15. Float and Thermostatic Trap
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Bucket Trap (Upright)

Figures 4-16a, 4-16b, 4-16c, illustrate
the three phases ol upright-bucket trap opera-
tion. ln this type of trap, the condensate
enters the trap chamber and fills the space
between the trap bucket and walls. When this
happens the bucket floats and closes the valve.
When the condensate level rises above its edge,
the bucket fills and sinks, withdrawing the
valve from the seat. Then the steam pressure,
acting on the condensate in the bucket, forces
the water through the discharge opening. When
the bucket is empty, it rises and closes the
valve. Then another cycle begins.

-7A7-7Tr:-AM

"

Figure 4-16b. Bucket Trap Discharging
Water

4-16

OUTLET

AM VINT

EWA_
MOVAISLE ANM

Figure 4-16a. Bucket Trap with Trap
Closeu

Figure -16c.
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Figure!; 4-17 and 4-18 show how the inverted bucket trap operates. In this type of
trap, steam, condensate, and air enter under the bell of inverted bucket. The steam
floats in the bucket and closes the valve. The air escapes through a small vent in top
of the inverted bucket. As condensate enters the trap, the bucket falls and opens the
valve. The condensate discharges through the open valve until steam again enters and
displaces the water in the bucket causing it to rise and close the valve. These traps
are suitable for draining condensate from steam lines or other equipment where abnormal
amounts of air must be discharged.

OUTLET

AIR
TIUSEIL ES

V ENT HOLE

INLET

WATER
IN POT

STEAM

WATER
IN

FLOAT

Figure 4-17. Inverted Bucket Trap With Trap
Closed

Impulse Trap

OUTLET

W ATER
SCH ARGI NG

INLET

Figure 4-18. Inverted Bucket Trap
Discharging Water

In the impulse trap, illustrated by figure 4-19 the flashing action produced by a
pressure drop in the hot condensate govern the movement of a valve by changing the
pressure in a control chamber above the valve. In operation, condensate builds up
pressure below the control disk, lifting the valve like a piston. Air and condensate
discharge, and a small portion of the flow (control flow) moves up around the disk to
the lower pressure-control chamber. The pressure in this chamber remains low while the
control flow discharges, through the orifice in the valve body, to the trap outlet side.
When condensate reaches near-steam temperature, the reduced pressure in the control
chamber causes part of the control flow to flash into steam. The increased volume in
the control chamber chokes off some of the flow through the control orifice to build up
pressure in the chamber. The valve close.; and shuts off all discharge except the small
amount flowing through the control orifice. Impulse traps can be used to drain
condensate from steam mains, unit heaters, laundry equipment, sterilizers, and other
equipment in which pressure at the trap outlet is 25 percent or less than inlet
pressure.
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Figure 4-19.

Bimetallic Trap

Impulse Trap

This trap operates by the bending of a bimetallic strip. This bimetallic element
bends back and forth as condensate or steam comes to the trap. As condensate cooler
than the steam comes to the trap, the element bends one way opening the valve. When hot
steam comes along thu element bends the opposite way, closing the valve.

The bimetal element is somewhat similar to the element that operates the ordinary
thermostat except that it is of heavier construction. In one form of trap the bimetal
element is made of a number of laminations in order to increase the force available to
open and close the valve. (See figure 4-20).

VALVE OPEN

VALVE CLOSED

Figure 4-20. Bimetal Element
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Thermodynamic Trap

The thermodynamic steam trap has only one moving part, a disc that covers the
discharge port and operates as a valve to control the exit of air and condensate from
the trap. Condensate and/or pressure lifts the disc off the discharge port seat and
steam pressure forces the condensate and air through the discharge port.

Discharge cnntinues until flashing condensate approaches steam temperature when
high velocity jets of flash steam move rapidly across the underside of the disc to
reduce the pressure underneath the disc. Meanwhile the steam builds up pressure in the
control chamber above the disc and forces the disc against its seat, thus closing the
trap.

Installation and Maintenance

Application of he following procedures will enhance steam trap operation.

PRIMING. Bucket traps require priming. Before starting operation, remove the test
plug on top of the trap and fill it with water. Traps can also be primed by opening the
steam supply valve slowly and keeping the trap discharge closed until it is filled with
condensate.

INsULATION. Keep insulation in good condition at all times. It heat conservation
is a major item, insulate traps that are in continuous use. One exception to this is
the thermostatic trap which depends on the cooling effect of the condensate tor
operation.

BY-PASS VALVES. These valves are used during start-up to accelerate the discharge
of concensato and air. Keep them closed during normal operation. By-passes are
sometimes installed to permit maintenance of traps and strainers without shutting off
steam.

BLOW DOWN. Blow down steam traps periodically to get rid of dirt accumulations.
Do not remove thermostatic elements while they are hot, or they may expand beyond the
stroke range of the bellows or diaphragm.

AIR VENTS. Open the air vents on float traps periodically to vent out accumulated
air.

TRAP TESTING. Traps can be tested without breaking the installation by opening
test valve and closing discharge valve. Intermittent discharge dribble, or
semi-continuous discharge indicate correct operation. A continuous steam blow indicates
defective valve, loss of prime, or foreign matter on valve seat. A continuous
condensate flow indicates that the trap is too small, the amount of condensate drained
abnormally high, or the trap inlet pressure abnormally low.

REPAIRS. Once a year, or more often if required, completely dismantle and clean
all steam traps. Inspect for the followirg: plugging of orifices and vents, corroded,
eroded, worn out, or otherwise defective parts; wear, grooving, and wire-drawing of
valves and seats; defective bellows, buckets or floats. Replace or repair parts as
required. Use only matched sets of replacement valves and seats. Do not change the
weight of floats or buckets when repairing traps, or operation may be affected. After
repairing a trap it should be checked using a steam trap testing rack.

CONDENSATE RETURN SYSTEMS

The steam and condensate lines on steam distribution systems usually run in
separate conduits. Condensate pumps normally return the condensate from each building
or group of buildings to the central heating plant. When site contour and boiler plant
location in relation to the buildings served are favorable, condensate can sometimes tle''
returned by gravity.

When condensate is returned to the oentral heating plant, heat is saved, and boiler
makeup water and water-treatment equipment requirements and treatment costs are reduced.
Condensate from pickling tanks, electrop.ating baths, degreasing equipment, opensteam
cookers, and other sources likely to produce contamination's discharge it to waste.
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t;ravity Return System

[n gravity return systems, the condensate returns to the boiler under its ownhydraulic head. Heating units must be sufficiently elevated above the boiler water lineto overcome the pressure drops caused by flow and the pressuru differentials due tooperation. Figure 4-21 illustrates a typical gravity return system for a smallbuilding.

HARTFORD LOOP. (Figure 4-21) The sole function of the Hartford loop is to preventloss of boiler water through backward flow into the return mains. The upper portion ofthe loop is attached by a close nipple to the equalizer connection between the boilersupply header and the return yoke. The nipple connection is placed so that the waterlevel in the boiler cannot be lowered more than from 2 (for gravity-return systems) to 4(tor pump-return systems) inches below the normal water line.

S T LAM MAIN

T RAP
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DTI- - - - - - DIRT POCKET

TRAPDRIP DRY RETURN MAIN

T,TRAP
RAP

- VALVE

HARTFORD RETURN CONNECTION

Figure 4-21. Typical Down-Feed Two-Pipe Gravity System

Mechanical Return of Condensate

79

In gravity returns systems, all heating units must be located high enough above the
boiler waterline to produce a gravity flow of condensate toward the boiler. Many timesthis condition cannot be met, and condensate must be returned by mechanical means. Twomethods for mechanically returned condensate are used; alternating return trap systemsand pumped returned systems.

ALTERNATING RETURN TRAP SYSTEM. Figure 4-22 illustrates a two-pipe, vapor,alternating return trap system. This system, as its name indicates, alternately fillsand dumps. It returns condensate to the boiler by a mechanical, alternating return trapinstead of gravity. The alternating return trap consists of a vessel with a float
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which, by linkages, controls two valves simultaneously so that one is closed when the
other is open. One valve opens to the atmosphere; the other is connected to the steam
header. The bottom of the vessel is connected to the wet return. In operation, when
the float is down, the valve connected to the steam header is closed and the other is
open. As condensate returns, it goes through the fir54i check valve and rises into the
return trap, which is normally located 18 inches above the boiler waterline. The flout
starts to ise and, when the water reaches a certain level in the !rap, the air vunt
closes and the steam valve opens. This equalizes trap and boiler pressures, permitting
the water flow by gravity from the trap, through the boiler check valve, into the
boiler. The float then returns the trap to the normal vented po.yition, ready for the
next flow of return water.

WATER FEED

TRAP

RADIATOR VALVE

RADIATOR

QUICK AIR VENT
AIR VENT

1.1.111.

MECHANICAL
RETURN TRAP

DRAIN

WATER LINE IN BOILER

BOILER

CHECK VALVE CHECK VALVE
alpr.. .

Figure 4-22. Two-Pipe Vapo- Alternating Return Trap Systems

PUMPED-RETURN SYSTEM. There are two types of pumped-return systems: the
condensate and the vacuum. In both, it is important to obtain gravity flow of the
condensate to the pump inlet or to an auxiliary receiver, so the pump can force the
water back to the boiler by raising the condensate pressure to the proper level.

Condensate Pump-Return System. (Figure 4-23). In this system, a centriiugal pump
forces the condensate to the boiler under atmospheric or higher pressure.
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Figure 4-23. Two-Piped Condensate Pump Return System
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Figure 4-24 illustrates a typical condensate pumping unit, consisting of pump,
motor, receiver, and float control. The pump operates intermittently under the action
of the float-controlled switch.

Figure 4-24. Condensate Pumping Unit
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VACUUM PUMP RETURN SYSTEM. In this system a vacuum pump creates a vacuum in the
return piping. Figure 4-25 illustrates a two-pipe vacuum system. The return outlet of
each henting unit in this system is fitted with a thermostatic trap which allows both
air and condensate to pass but closes against flow. This system may operate with low
pressures in the supply main, but it can also maintain a vacuum in the return piping for
all operating conditions. If a vacuum of 3 to 10 inches is kept in the return system,
heating units can fill very rapidly at low steam pressures (0 to 20 psig), since air
removal does not depend on steam pressures.

The vacuum pump performs the following functions: Withdraws air and water from the
system, separates air from water, vents air to the atmosphere, and pumps condensate back
to the boiler, feedwater heater, or hot well. Usually the pump has both a float switch
and vacuum switch. In this type of system, be sure that all connections frn the supply
to the return side are made through a trap. Condensate temperature conversely affects
the vacuum maintained, the higher the temperature, the lower the possible vacuum. Steam
leaks from the supply to the return side will increase the condensate temperature and
thereby decrease the vacuum.

WATER F EED

CHECK VALVE

Figure 4-25. Two-Pipe Vacuum System
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When fuel combustion stops, condensation of the steam which fills the unit can
cause an induced vacuum which may prevent drainage of condensate from the heating units
and cause a serious deficiency in boiler water supply. An equalizer line is usually
installed between the supply main and the return piping to relieve this condition, The
equalizer line shown in figure 4-25 includes a thermostatic trap which remains closed
when steam is flowing, but when the steam flow stops, opens to equalize pressure in the
supply and return mains. This permits tle condensate to flow back to th.e pump reeeiver.
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INSULATION

insulation is any type of material whioh has high resistance to heat flow. It isused to help prevent heat loss. Insulating brick is the form of insulation placed inthe firebox of a furnace to minimize the escape of heat through firebox walls. Sheetinsulation is used to cover the outsides of boilers, furnaces, and air ducts to reduceheat loss. Tube insulation is installed on distribution lines so that an excessiveamount of heat is not lost from the heating media while going to the radiators.Insulation is also placel on return lines so that the condensate will not freeze beforeit returns to the boiler. Insulation should be fireproof, be verminproof, have lastingquality, be mechanically strong, be compact, and be light in weight.

The insulation used by the Air Force on heating units can be produced in a varietyof forms, such as powered, sheet, block, blanket, tube, and roll. Powdered ihsulationis usually mixed with water and used to cover odd shapes, such as pipe tees, elbows, andvalves. Sheet insulation is used to cover the warm-air and cold-air ducts, as well asthe walls and ceilings of furnace rooms. Block and brick insulation materials are mostoften used to insulate the outside surfaces of boilers. Blanket insulation is used tocover the warm-air and cold-air ducts in a warm-air heating system. It is also used tocover the cold- and hot-water pipes in a steam or a hot-water heating system. Tubeinsulation (fabricated in tubular shapes) is used to insulate steam and hot-water pipes.Roll insulation, such as asbestos paper, is used to cover cold- and warm-air ducts forfurnace casings in hot-air heating systems.

Magnesium asbestos insulation is the most common type used to cover heatingequipment. Other insulating materials, such as rock wool, hair felt, glass wool, andfire felt are also used to limited degrees in Air Force installations.
Types of Insulation

The various types of insulation in common use And their applications arc explainniin Lho following paragraphs of this section.

POWDERED INSULATION. Powdered insulation is procured in 25-, 50-, and 100-poundbags. It is mixed with water to prepare it for application. Usually four parts ofinsulation to one part of water, by volumn, will give a mixture of sticky consistency.The prepared insulation is applied to odd-shaped areas, such as elbows, tee's andvalves, and compressed by hand until the excess moisture is removed from it. Theinsulation is then covered with cheesecloth or canvas to make it more durable. Thiscovering should then be allowed to dry thoroughly before the area is heated.
SHEET INSULATION. Sheet insulation can be procirced in various sizes andthicknesses. Sheet insulation is usually applied to flat areas, such as ducts, boilerroom walls, and ceilings since it will not bend. Insulation of this type can be wired,screwed, nailed, or pasted in place.

BLOCK INSULATION. Block insulation held with plastic asbestos cement is normallyited to cover the outside surfaces of boilers. When boilers are being insulated, theiusulating value can be increased by first covering the boiler with ribbed miAol. Thi:;procedure provides a dead-air space next to the boiler and gives higher insulitingresults that the use of the insulation alone. The application of ribbed metal Lo aboiler is illustrated in figure 4-16. After the boiler has been covered with ribbedmetal, the block asbestos is applied.
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Piqure 4-26. Applying Ribbed Metal to a Doi!er

Several wires are passed loosely and vertically around the boiler shell (about 30
inches apart); when the insulating blocks are slipped under the wire and positioned with
their edges closely butted together. Application of the blocks is started t tiw bottt)m
and laid up on the sides. If the blocks do not come out evenly at the top, the spac.-;
are filled in with small fitted pieces of block. After this the wires are drawn tight
and other wires are then installed at about 6-inch intervals until the blocko are wired
securely in place. Three or four more wires are passed horizontally around the bottom
of the Eirebox so that they are below tho rivet heads or other projections which will
prevent them from slipping up. The wires are twisted into a cable and thus drawn
tightly arouna the firebox. Several lacing wires can then be run over parts of the
boiler shell above the firebox and wired to the cable around the firebox. Sufficient
lacing wires should be added to insure that the blocks will be held firmly in place,
crossing and tying the wires as necessary.

When the asbestos blocks are wired in place, the boiler is covered with 1 172-inch
hexagonal galvanized wire netting (poultry netting). Openings are cut in the nettIng
wherever nece!-Inary. When the openings in the wire netting tend to spread, wire i;
through the meshes of the netting around the opening to draw the meshes tot:lot:her.
makes the wire netting conform to the shape of the opening in the boiler.

The asbestos cement should be mixed in a tub or a large container, only enough
water being used to make the cement workable. Best results can be obtained by
thoroughly mixing the cem,:rt and applying it to the boiler when the boiler is hot.

The asbestos cement may be applied in one coat or two coats. CE one coat is
applied, the coating should be about 1 1/27inch thick. If two coats are applied, each
coat should be about 1/4-inch thick. Usually when the cement is applied in one thick
coating, it has a tendency to fall off before it dries. Actually, for the inexperienced
boiler operator, it is better to apply the cement in two coats. When applying two
coats, take care to roughen the first coat with a trowel and allow it to dry thoroughly
before the second coat is applied.

A canvas jacket is not always used to cover heating units. It will be Found,
however, that the protection afforded by it will prevent the insulation frail crumbling.
A heavy-weight canvas (preferably 8 ount:e) is recommended for this purpose. Large
pieces should be used to avoid making jiints and laps. However, when joint. are made
the canvas should overlap about 2 inches.
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The canvas should first be applied on the ends, turning the edges back over thesides. If it is installed in this manner, the canvas that is applied to the sides Yilllap over the Eirst canvas applied forming a neat edge. The canvas is first dipped in
cold water paste and wrung out by hand. Then it is spread neatly and smoothly over thesurface of the insulated boiler. The canvas should not be applied closer to heatedmetal surfaces than 1/4 inch.

When canvas is to be fitted around openings, it should be cut after it has beendipped in the paste. Care is taken not to cut the openings too large. The edges can betrimmed neatly when the canvas is being pasted and smoothed irto place. Short slits arecut in tlo, edge of the canvas around the opeings to permit the canvas to lie smoothlywhen it is turned back on beveled edges. When the canvas is thoroughly dry, two coatsof good oil paint or sk:aler should be applied if the covering needs water-proofing.

Insulation that is installed must be properly maintained to provide effectively itsinsulating qualities. Therefore, the next discussion is centered around maintaininginsulation.

Maintaining Insulation

It is necessary to repair all breaks and cracks in the insulaticn. Corners orexposed edges of insulation should be protected by installing iron guards. All
insulation mnst be protected from moving parts which can mar, puncture, or damage it.
Insulation must be protected Erom excessive pressures. Ladders, plants, piping, iron
bars, etc., should never be allowed to rest on the insulation installed on a boiler orpiping. Ono should never step or walk on insulation. The insulation around the pipes
in dining halls can be protected with a sheet metal sleeve.

:3UNMARY

Steam heating systems are classified according to pipe arrangement, acces:::ories
used, method of returning the condensate to the boiler, method of expelling air from thesystem, or type of controls employed.

There are two types of mechanical return devices in common use: Mechanical returntraps and condensate return pumps.

Steam can be obtained from several sources: Central Heating Plants, PressureReducing Stations, and Converters.

A steam heating system consists of the following elements: A steam source, supply
piping, heating equipment, and return piping.

Steam systems may be classified by one or more of the following characteristics:
Piping arrangement, pressure or vacuum conditions, and condensate return.

Insulation used by Air Force for heating application can be procured as powdered,
sheet, block, blanket, tube, and roll.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the

c. What are the

3. What are the

4. What is the

two types of mechanical return devices used?

sources of steam?

two main types of exterior distribution systems?

purpose of pressure regulators?
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5. Explain the operation of a thermostatic trap.

REFERENCE

AFM 85-12, Vol 1, Operations and Maintenance of Central Heating PlFnts and Distribution
Systems

APM 85-12, Vol 2, Operation and Maintenance of Space Heating Equipment and Systems, and
Process Heat Utilization
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EXTERNAL BOILER MAINTENANCE

OBJECT WE

WB J3ABR54532 001-V1I-1

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to perform external boiler
maintenance with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

This workbook is divided into six exercises:

Exercise 1 - Replace and Test Safety Valve

Exercise 2 - Replace Gauges

Exercise 3 - Cleaning Water Column and Gage Glass

Exercise 4 - Inspect and Replace Soft Plug

Exercise 5 - Checking and Cleaning Fireside

Exercise 6 - Replace or Repair Refractory Material

EXERCISE 1

Replace and Test Safety Valve

PROCEDURES

Replace safety valve.

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Obtain tools from instructor.

2. Disassemble safety valve exhaust piping.

NOTE: Six foot step ladder may be needed; make sure ladder is held steady

3. Remove safety valve.

4. Replace safety valve.

5 Reassemble safety valve exhaust piping.

NOTE: Exhaust piping will be placed in position by last student performing
criterion.

Test safety valve.

CAUTION: Discharge opening must be pointed away from personnel.

1. Hook up safety valve and pressure gauge to air line.

2. Open globe valve to at least 80% of safety valve set pressure.

3. Lift lever for at least 10 seconds.

1-1
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4. Close valve by suddenly releasing lifting lever.

5. Open globe valve until air pressure lifts safety valve.

6. Check pressure gauge to see what pressure safety valve lifted.

NOTE: Inform instructor of gauge pressure.

7. Close globe valve on air line.

8. Remove safety valve and pressure gauge from air line.

9. Secure equipment.
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EXERCISE 2

Replace Gauges

PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Obtain tools from instructor.

2. Position stepladder.

NOTE: Make sure ladder is held steady.

3. Close gauge cock valve.

4. Remove gauge.

5. Obtain new gauge from instructor.

6. Replace gauge.

7. Open gauge cock valve.

8. Return tool to instructor.

1-3
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EXHRCISE 3

Clean Water Column and Gage Glass

PROCEDURES

Clean Water Column

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Drain boiler down below waterside connection of water column.

2. Obtain tools from instructor.

3. Unhook electrical connections if necessary.

NOTE: Make sure electrical power is off.

4. Wimove bolts from water column assembly.

5. Carefully remove float assembly.

6. Remove gasket from flange surface (putty knife).

7. Open water column drain valve.

8. Check float chamber for scale, dirt, mud, etc. (Use flashlight)

9. Wash out float chamber with water hose.

10. Check float chamber for cleanliness.

11. Check float assembly for the following items:

a. Bent rod

b. Scale on float

c. Hole in float

d. Collapsed float

e. Waterlogged float

12. Report any discrepancies to instructor.

13. Using new gasket reassemble water column.

NOTE: Make sure bolts are tight.

14. Reconnect electrical connections if unhooked.

821
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Clean Gage Glass

PROCEDURES

1. Obtain tools and equipment from instructor.

2. Unscrew top packing nut.

3. Unscrew bottom packing nut.

4. Remove top and bottom packing washer.

5. Remove gage glass from gage glass valves (do not drop glass).

G. Clean gage glass using water (use caution when cleaning).

7. Clean gage glass valves.

8. Repack gage glass valves (if necessary).

9. Inspect gage glass washers (replace if necessary).

10. Reinstall gage glass.

11. Tighten top and bottom packing nuts.

NOTE: Last student to perform criterion will fill boiler to
and check for leaks.

normal operating

12. Secure equipment.
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EXERCISE 4

Inspection and Replacement of Soft Plug

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

1. What is the purpose of fusible plugs?

2. What is the melting point of most fusible plugs?

3. How often should fusible plugs be replaced?

4. Does the boiler have to be taken out of service to replace fusible plug?

5. When do you inspect the fusible plug?

6. Should old fusible plug be refilled with a tin alloy for re-use?

7. What do you do if the metal in the fusible plug does not appear sound?

8. What action would a technician take if a fusible plug was found discharging steam?

803
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EXERCISE 5

Cleaning and Checking Fireside

PROCEDURES

Clean Fireside

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry. Use goggles and gloves for protection from wire
brushes getting dirt in the eyes and injury to hands.

1. Obtain equipment and tools from instructor.

2. Remove back from boiler.

NOTE: Use caution when removing, back pieces are heavy. May require two men to
handle back pieces. Do not lose nuts.

3. Clean tubes with tube brush.

NOTE: Push brush all the way through the tubes. Do not stop midway in tube and
pull back out.

4. Clean flat surfaces wi re brushes.

5. Clean smoke box or stack area with wire brush.

6. Remove loose soot from boiler (use vacuum cleaner if possible).

Check Fireside

1. Obtain equipment from instructor.

2. Check fireside for cleanliness.

3. Cheek tube ends for leaks.

4. Check smokebox or stack area for corrosion.

S. Replace back on boiler.

NOTE: Make sure gasket is on straight. DO NOT strip bolts. Make sure all bolts
are tight.



EXERCISE 6

Repair and Replace Refractory

PROCEDURES

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

1. List two methods of cleaning a steaming boiler.

a.

b.

2. What temperature should the boiler water be before it is permissible to allow a man
to enter the boiler?

3. 1/16" of soot = approximately heat loss.

4. List six statements that give the purpose of boiler reLactory.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

5. List three factors that influence the life of the furnace refractory.

a.

b.

c
6. What is spalling?

7. What is boiler panting?

8. What is slagging?

9. Name the three layers of .cefractory material in the combustion chamber.

a.

b.

C.



10. What is used for securing standard firebrick?

11. What IR added to the combustion chamber to allow for expansion?

12. What is usually used for patching brick work?

13. Why must you punch holes thru plastic fire brick?

14. What is used to protect studded water wall tubes, some headers and some drums?

15. What type refractory material needs a form?

16. What size joint is between each firebrick?

17. What type of maintenance is refractory work classified as?

18. Repair and replace refractory material

a. using firebox boiler trainer, remove insulating block, insulating brick, and
standard firebrick.

b. clean firebox.

c. replace insulating block, insulaiing brick and standard firebrick.

0 6
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INTERNAL BOILER MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-2

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to perform internal boiler
maintenance with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

This workbook is divided into six exercises:

Exercises 1 and 2 Maintain Boiler Waterside Components

Exercise 3 - Internal Corrosion

Exercises 4 and 5 Hydrostatic Test

Exercises 6 - Tube Repair

EXERCISE 1

Maintain Boiler Waterside Components

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

1. Why should a man be stationed outside the boiler before anyone enters?

2. All electrical equipment should be properly

3. List two methods for cleaning the waterside of boilers.

a.

b.

4. What is used to loosen scale in fire-tube boilers?

5. What is used to loosen scale in bent-tube water tube boiler?

6. What is used to remove loose scale from boilers?

7. List the two combinations of chemicals which can be used for boiling out a boiler.

a.

b.
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8. How often is the boiler blown down in the hoiltng out process?

9. What is the purpose of hand holes and manholes?

10. What temperature can the boiler be safely drained and entered into?



EXERCISE 2

Maintain Boiler Waterside Components

PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Obtain tools from instructor.

2. Drain boiler using bottom blowdown valves.

NOTE: Use proper procedures for blowing down boiler and make sure water
temperature in boiler is below 200'F. Open air vent. Exercise 3, page 2-4
will be accomplished during this exercise.

3. Open waterside by removing hand holes.

4. Using water hose, flush out boiler.

5. Using water hose, wash down all interior areas of boiler.

NOTE: Boiler is clean when water coming out bottom of boiler is clear. U ie
instructor check work at this time.

6. Using flashlight inspect boiler for scale and oxygen pitting.

NOTE: If boiler has large amounts of scale, notify instructor, boiling out
procedures may have to be instituted. If large amounts of oxygen pitting
are found, notify instructor.

7. Clean hand hole plug gasket area.

NOTE: After plug is clean, have instructor check work.

8. Inspect interior of hand hole area for cleanliness.

9. Obtain new hand hole gasket and replace hand hole.

10. Close blowdown valves.

NOTE: Use proper procedures for closing valves.

11. Fill boiler to approximately middle of gauge glass.

NOTE: Make sure air vent is open. Wqter hose may be used or by pass on feed water
system. Feed water pumps will be used only if necessary.

12. Inspect hand holes for leaks.

NOTE: Tighten if necessary, do not over tighten.

13. Close air vent,

14. Clean area around high pressure boilcr.

15. Return tools to instructor.



EXERCISE 3

Inspect for Corrosion

PROCEDURE

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

NOTE: This exercise will be done while boiler is open for completion of exercise 2.

1. Obtain tools from instructor.

2. Using flashlight inspect all interior parts of watorsido for oxygon corrosic,n.

3. Notify instructor if large amounts of oxygen corrosion are found.

8 LO
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EXERCISE 4

Hydrostatic Test
PROCEDURES

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

I. What must be done before boilers can be inspected?

b.

C.

2. What equipment will be inspected?

a.

b.

3. All st-,..am boilers get inspected when?

4. How many types of inspections are there?

5. Identify each type of inspection.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

5. What type of inspection is performed oa the expansion tank of 11 HTW system?

7. Define hydrostatic test.

S. At what pressure is a hydrostatic te:it done?

9. What temperature is the water that ts used in a hydrostatic test?

10. What must be done to the safety valve during a hydrostatic test?

11. If the pressure controls cannot withstand the hydrostatic pressure applied, what
must be done to them?

12. With what type of incpection is hydrostatic test included?
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EXERCISE 5

Hydrostatic Test
PROCEDURES

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

NOTE: High pressure boiler that was previously worked on will be used for this
exercise.

1. Obtain tools from instructor.

2. Using step ladder, gag or remove safety valve.

NOTE: Make sure ladder is kept steady. Safety valve gagn may not be available,
safety valve must be removed.

3. Remove pressure controls (if necessary).

NOTE: Check with instructor to see if pressure controls must be removed.

4. If safety valve was removed, plug or cap opening on boiler.

5. If pressure controls were removed, plug or cap openings on boiler.

G. Open feedwater system.

7. Turn on electrical system for pumps.

8. Turn on master switch on control panel.

9. Fill boiler completely and apply hydrostatic pressure.

NOTE: The pump will be operated by manual mode. Remember hydrostatic pressure is
1 1/2 times safety valve set pressure.

10. Turn off pump when hydrostatic pressure is reached.

U. Check for stress areas.

12. Check for leaks at hand holes.

NOTE: Notify instructor if leak is found; after instructor has looked at leak you
will be instructed on what to do.

13. After test is complete, return boiler water level to proper place.

14. Replace pressure controls (if removed).

15. Replace safety valve.

16. Return tools to instructor.

17. Clean up area around high pressure boiler.

18. Secure equipment.

2-6
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EXERCISE 6

Minor Tube Repair

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry, use safety precautions when working with boiler tube
repair trainer.

NOTE: Use test procedure 1 or 2 as directed by instructor.

l.

2.

TEST 1. Plugging Boiler Tubes

Proceed to boiler area with instructor.

Draw hand tools for plugging boiler tubes.

3. Instructor will assign you a boiler tube and plug.

4. Clean interior of tube and exterior of plug of all
matter.

scale, oil, burns and foreign

5. Insert small end of plug into tube end and tap snugly into
tapped evenly and not too tightly.

place; insure plug is

6. Remove each plug from the tube end and clean plugs
tools and materials to the proper place.

and all tools. Return plugs,

7. Clean area before returning to classrooms.

TEST 2. Rerolling Boiler Tubes

1. Proceed to boiler area with instructor.

2. Draw hand tools for rerolling tubes.

3. Instructor will assign you a boiler tube and tube expander.



BOILER LAY UP

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-3

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to answer questions about boiler
lay up using the wet and dry methods.

PROCEDURE

1.

EXERCISE 1

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

What is the purpose of boiler lay up?

2. When is the dry method or boiler lay up used?

3. What can be used to absorb moisture in the dry method?

a.

b.

4. For what length of time is the wet method used?

5. What chemicals are used in the wet method?

a.

b.

G. What concentration level of caustic soda is maintained?

7. What is the concentration level of solium sulfite in the wet method?

8. What pressure is maintained in the boiler?

9. Bor.- can you tell if chemical concentrations used in the wet
levels?

method are at proper

10. Why must you clean the external surfaces of the boiler when using the dry method?
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STEAM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

WB J3ABR54532 001-VII-4

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to operate steam distribution
system with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

This workbook is divided into eight exercises:

Exercise 1 - Maintain Steam Distribution

Exercise 2 - Maintenance of Pressure Reducing Station

Exercise 3 - Expansion Joints

Exercise 4 - Distribution System Conduits

Exercise 5 - Installation and Maintenance of Converters

Exercise 6 - Maintenance On Steam Distribution System

Exercise 7 - Steam Trap Maintenance

Exercise 8 - Apply Insulation

EXERCISE 1

Maintain Steam Distribution

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following statements using the study guide as a reference.

1. List the pressure ranges and their different uses.

2 What major types of distribution systAns are there?

3. What are the two types of underground systems?

a.

b.

4. What are the two types of aboveground systems?

a.

b.
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5. What two types of expansion joints are there?

a.

b.

G. How much will a wrought-iron pipe 800 feet long expand? (This pipe is carrying
steam at 25 pstg.)

7. What are the three types of pressure reducing valves?

a.

b.

C.

8. How is the spring-loaded pressure reducing valve adjusted?

9. How is the temperature changed on the temperature regulating valve?

10. Why is an expansion loop better than an expansion joint?
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EXERCISE 2

Maintenance of Pressure Reducing Station

CAUTION: Remove all jewelry.

1. Fire up boiler.

2. Cut in distribution system when boiler reaches 30 psig.

NOTE: Make sure all drains are opens close when steam appears.

3. Place into operation the two pressure reducing valves (PRV).

a. Trace steam line from boiler to station making sure all the valves are open.

b. Slowly open gate valves on either side of spring-operated PRV.

c. Slowly open globe valve on external pilot line.

d. Slowly open gate valve to trap.

e. Slowly open gate valve to condensate line.

f. Slowly open globe valve on external pilot line.

NOTE: If the PRVs are leaking, bypass the PRVs and repair them as required.

4. In order to bypass automatic PEW, proceed as follows:

a. Secure the gate valves on either side of the PRV that is leaking.

b. Slowly open globe valve on bypass.

CAUTION: Watch gauge as you are opening valve so that the pressure does not
exceed the amount used on the equipment.

5. To come off bypass after repairs have been made, proceed as follows:

a. Secure globe valve.

b. Slowly open gate valves on either side of PRV.

c. Slowly open globe valves on external pilot lines.

NOTE: Do not allow the steam pressure going to the equipment to exceed 25 psi.
If the pressure on the low side of the spring-operated valve exceeds the
desired amount, adjust the adjustment nuts. Position weights to get the
pressure desired when using the weight and level PRV.

6. Have the instructor check your work and supply the steam to the station.

817
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EXERCISE 3

Pxpansion Jolnts

NOTE: The type of maintenance depends upon the type of expansion joint. Determine
the type of expansion joint and complete the maintenance.

1 Slip Type --

a. Check for proper alignment.

b. Check for proper packing.

c. Thoroughly clean and lubricate.

d. Adjust or replace packing as required.

e. Check the flange-to-flange distance.

f. Inspect the signs of erosion, corrosion, wear, deposits and binding.

g. Repair or replace defective parts as required.

2. Bellows Type --

a. Check bellows joint for misalignment, corrosion and erosion.

b. Check the amount of travel between cold and hot conditions.

c. If joini falls, replace the bellows section.

3. Expansion loops --

Inspect the proper alignment.

4. Have the instructor check your work.

818
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EXERCISE 4

Distribution System Conduits

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following questions. Use study guide as a reference.

1. What types of materials are used for conduit systems?

2. What are the two types of conduit systems?

a.

b.

3. What is the purpose of manholes?

4. What do you check manholes for?

5. What is the main problem area for conduit systems?



EXERCISE 5

Installa.Aon and Maintenance of Converters

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following questions. Use study guide as a reference.

1. What is a converter?

2. What can be used as the heating medium?

a.

b.

3. What are the tubes or coils used for in a converter?

4. In a steam converter where does the water flow?

5. In a HTW converter where does the HTW flow?

6. What must be installed after a steam converter?

7. What pressure of steam can be obtained using a converter?

8. What device will protect the converter?

4-6
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EXERCISE 6

Maintenance on Steam Distribution System

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Complete the following statements. Use study guide as a reference.

1. What are steam traps?

2. How are steam traps classified?

3. Where are steam tx-ps located?

4. What trap is activated by temperature changes?

5. What trap must be primed?

6. Which trap operates by the bending of a bimetallic unit?

7. What is the purpose of the strainer?

8. What is done to a steam trap annually'

9. What two types of condensate return systems are there?

10. In the gravity return system, what is the Hartford loop used for?

What are the two types of mechanically returned condensate?



EXERCISE 7

Steam Trap Maintenance

CAUTION: Insure steam has been secured.

NOTE: The instructor will assign you a trap.

1. Isolate the trap by securing the proper inlet and outlet valves.

2. Remove trap, carry to workbench and remove piping.

3. Disassemble trap by removing trap cover.

CAUTION: DO NOT use improper tools. If the system has had pressure on it, be
careful that the water or pressure in the trap does not burn you. Be
sure that the valves ars not leaking at the seat.

4. Remove internal parts of the trap.

5. Inspect internal parts for corrosion, wear, defective bellows, buckets or floats.

6. Replace or repair parts as required.

NOTE: Use only matched sets of replacement valves and seats. DO NOT change the
weight of floats or buckets, operation may be affected.

7. Clean outlet valve part.

8. Clean up trap casing and covers for excess gasket material. Remove all frozenmaterial from trap casing.

NOTE: Have the irstructor check your work, then proceed as follows.

9. Install internal parts.

10. Replace gasket using a non-hardening sealing compound, such as grease or graphite
if sealing compound is used.

11. Install trap cover, tightening bolts evenly.

NOTES: Tighten bolts in a star sequence.

Use nipples and union taken out of step 2. Replace fittings if necessary.

12. Open proper valves to place trap into operation.

13. Check for leaks.

NOTE: Have instructor check your work.
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CleaniLg Strainers

l. isolate the strainer by securing proper valves.

1. Remove basket.

3. Clean basket conpartment.

4. Replace gasket as required.

5. Install basket.

6. Open proper valves and check for leaks.

823
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EXERCISE 8

Applying Insulation

l. Tube Insulation --

a. Select proper size.

b. place on pipe.

c. Cement or paste loose flap, if provided. If not, wrap tube insulation with
cheesecloth and mmooth it over with wheat paste to hold cheesecloth tight until
wheat paste dries; use metal strips.

2. Powder Insulation --

a. Mix insulation with water to a very stiff consistency.

b. Apply to odd shapes such as elbows, valves or around tanks, stacks, etc.

c. Wrap witn cheesecloth and apply wheat paste.

3. Duct Insulation --

a. What is used to hold insulation on ducts?

b. What is a common type of duct insulation?

c. Why is inSulation used on warm air ducts?

824
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EXERCISE 8

APPLYING INSULATION

MATERIAL NEEDED:

-tools
-cheesecloth
- tube insulatiol
-wheat paste
-powdered insulation
- pails

PROCEDURES:

(1) Tube Insulation--

a. Select proper size insulation.

b. Cut to size with keyhole saw.

c. Place only over pipes.

d. Secure with insulation tape.

(2) Powdered Insulation--

a. Mix insulation in a pail to a very stiff consistency.

b. Apply to odd shapes only (ex. valves, elbows, reducers).

c. Shape and smooth surfaces.

d. Insure powdered insulation is even with tube insulation and the ends a:e
squared off.

(3) Wheat Paste--

a. Mix wheat paste as directed.

b. Cut and separate cheesecloth.

c. Dip into paste then wrap around powdered insulation.

d. Smooth surfaces.

(( HAVE INSTRUCTOR INSPECT WORK ))

(4) Clean tools and pails with water.

Clean work area.

(5) Duct Insulation--

a. What is used to hold insulation on ducts?

b. What is a common type of duct insulation?

c. Why is insulation used on warm air ducts?
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Cleaning Strainers

l. Isolate the strainer by securing proper valves.

2. Remove basket.

3. Clean basket compartment.

4. Replace gasket as required.

5. Install basket.

6. Open proper valves and check for leaks.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ACCUMULATIONS--Collections.

ADHERINGSticking.

ADJUST-- Regulate.

ADJUSTMENTTo regulate.

ALIGNMENTPutting into precise position.

ALKALINE--Having the properties of salt.

ALLOYMixture of base metals.

ANNUALLYOnce a year.

ANODEPositive terminal of cell.

ARRANGEMENT--Having been put in order.

ASBESTOS--A fire resistant material.

ASSEMBLEDCollected, put together.

ATMOSPHEREAir.

AUTOMATICSelf acting.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENTExtra equipment necessary.

AVAILABILITY--To have close to use.

BAFFLES--Used to direct flow of gases, steam or water.

BELLOWS--Expandable device used in traps, valves and controls.

BIMETALLICComposed of two different metals.

BLOWDOWN--Discharge, drain partially.

BOILER--Enclosed vessel used to generate steam.

BOUNDARY--A bounding or separating line.

BREECHING--Bottom of a pulley block.

BRICKWORK--Work of or with brick.

BURNER--Part of boiler which produces flame.

BYPASS--To go around.

CALIBRATE/CALIBRATION--Find, change or mark of graduation.

CAM-ACTUATED--Operated or controlled by a cam.

CAPACITY--Measure of content, maximum output.

CAPILLARY--Small bore tube used to transmit pressure.

CASING--Body.

CASTABLE--Able to be molded.

CATHODENegative terminal of cell.

ii
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CAULKEDStopped up, sealed against leakage.

CAUSTICCapable of destroying or eating away by chemical action.

CENTRIFUGAL--Going or acting in a direction away from a center or axis.

CERTIFIED--Authorized by a certificate.

CHAMBERCavity or compart it.

CHARACTERISTICS--Traits, c alitif-s or properties.

CIRCULATE--To move.

CIRCULATION--The movement of.

CLASSIFIED--Divided into classes.

CLINKERS--Stony matter fused together.

COMBINATION--Two or more.

COMPENSATE--Make up for.

COMPONENTSParts of.

COMPRESSIONSqueezing or compacting with power.

CONDENSATE/CONDENSE--Steam turned back into water.

CONDITIONS--Provisions or working status.

CONDUCTIVITY--Degree of ability to transmit electricity.

CONNECTED/CONNECTIONAttach to.

CONSISTENCY--Thickness.

CONSTANT--Always or lasting.

CONSTRUCTIONMade or made of.

CONTACTS--Electrical touching points.

CONTINUOUS--Always or lasting.

CONTRACTIONShrinkage.

CONTROL--Having power over.

CONVERTERS--Device used to change heatilg mediums (i.e., steam to water).

CORROSION--Act of eating away by der-rees.

CRYSTAL--A body formed by solidification of a chemical element or compound.

CYCLE--A sequence of a recurring succession of events.

DAMAGE--Destroy or destruction.

DAMPERSA plate used for regulating the flow of air or gases.

DEAERATE/DEAERATING/DEAERATION--Removal of air from water.

DEFECTIVE--Not as it should be.

DEMANDRequirement.

iii
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DEPOSITS--Collections of.

DIAGRAMSSimplified drawings.

DIAPHRAGM--Thin membrane divider or partition.

DIFFERENCE--Sum of subtraction.

DILUTIONAct of reducing strength.

DIMENSIONSMeasurements of an object's shape.

DISCHARGE/DISCHARGED--Remove, throw out.

DISMANTLETake apart.

DISSOLVETo cause to disperse or pass into solution.

DISTRIBUTED/DISTRIBUTION--Convey, give out or supply portions of.

DOWNWARD--From a higher place to a lower.

ECONOMIZER--Closed feedwater heater using hot stack gases as a heating medium.

EFFICIENCY/EFFICIENTMeasurement of operation or ability.

ELECTRICALPertaining to electricity.

ELECTROLYTE--Nonmetallic conductor of current.

ELECTRONIC--Pertaining to electronics.

ELEMENTA part or piece of.

EMERGENCY--Pressing need calling for immediate action.

EQUALIZE--To make equal.

EQUILIBRIUM--Balance.

EQUIPMENTImplements used in an operation or activity.

EVALUATETo examine and judge.

EXCESSIVEGoing beyond a limit.

EXHAUST--Already used once.

EXPAND/EXPANDED/EXPANSION--Increase in size or volume.

EXPLOSIONS--Violent outbursts.

EXPOSED--Uncovered or unprotected.

EXTERNAL--Outside.

EXTREMEMaximum.

FACILITIES--Something built, installed or established to serve a purpose.

FAILUREFalling short.

FEATUREA special attraction.

FEEDWATER--All water put or to be put into a boiler.

FIREBOX--Chamber that contains a fire.
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FIREBRICK--Used to build furnace refractories.

FITTINGS--Various controlling devices installed on a boiler.

FLASHING--Rapid conversion of hot water to steam due to a pressure drop.

FLEXIBLE--Bendable or pliable.

FLUCTUATION--Changing from a norm.

FORCED--Done or produced with effort.

FROST LINE--Depth to which the ground freezes.

FUNCTION/FUNCTIONING--Work, perform.

FURNACE--Where initial combustion and burning of fuel takes place.

FUSIBLE PLUG--Brass plug with tin core, used as a low water alarm.

GASKET--A ring of material fitted tightly around a joint to keep it from leaking.

GENERATE/GENERATED--To make or produce.

GRADUATED--Marked with degrees of measurement.

GRAVITf--Force that draws objects toward the center of the earth.

HAND-HOLE--Hand sized orifice in a boiler to facilitate maintenance.

HARMFUL--Damaging, injurious.

HEADER--Pipe or tube shared by two or more boilers, objects or devices.

HEATING--The act of increasing the temperature.

HORIZONTAL--Parallel to the horizon.

HYDRAULIC--Operated, moved or effected by a liquid; i.e., water or oil.

HYDROSTATIC TEST--Filling boiler with water to a pressure one and one-half times the
safety valve setting.

IGNITION--Act of setting on fire.

IMPINGEMENT--EncroacIlment or infringement.

INCORPORATE--Unite.

INCREASE--Add to.

INDEFINITELY--Unknown amount of time.

INDEPENDENT--Not depending on.

INDICATE/INDICATING--Point, direct or show.

INDUCED--Sucked up, brought on.

INJECTOR--A unit to force water into a boiler.

INLET--Entry.

INSPECT/INSPECTION--To check or look carefully.

INSTALL/INSTALLED--To set up bar use.

INSTALLATION--Air Force bases or properties which contain heating equipment.
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INSTRUCTIONS--Procedures.

INSULATE/INSULATION--Protect or cover.

INTEGRATE/INTEGRATED--Mix together.

INTERFERE--To hinder.

INTERMITTENT--Coming and going at intervals.

INTERNAL--Inside.

INVERTED--Upside down.

ISOLATING VALVE--Valve used to separate a device from the main flow.

JURISDICTION--Control or authority over.

LAMINATIONS--Layers of bonded materials.

LATTERRelating to the last or more recent.

LETHAL--Deadly.

LIMITATIONS--Limits.

LINKAGE--System of bars, rods or links.

LOCATED/LOCATION--Indicates plEice or site.

LONGITUDINAL--Placed or running lengthwise.

LUBRICATE/LUBRICATED/LUBRICATIONTo make slippery, usually with grease or oil.

MAGNESIUM--A form or type of..insulation.

MAINTAIN--To keep in existing state.

MAINTENANCETo service or repair a piece of equipment.

MALFUNCTIONFailure to operate normally.

MANUAL/MANUALLY--Worked by hand.

MANUFACTURE/MANUFACTURERMake, maker.

MASONRYTo do with stone.

MAXIMUMMost or highest limit.

MECHANICALOperated by a machine.

MECHANISM--Mechanical operation or action.

METER--Indicating type measuring device.

METHOD--Way of doing.

MINIMUM--Least or lowest limit.

MISALIGNMENT--Not aligned.

MOISTURE--Wetness.

MORTARMixture of cement of lime with sand and water to hold bricks together..

MOVEMENTChange of place, position or posture.

vi
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NIPPLE--Short piece of pipe.

NONCONDENSABLE--Unable to be condensed.

NON-RETURN VALVE--Valve permitting flow only in one direci'on.

NORMALAverage.

OBSERVATION-Watching.

OBTAINEDGot or received.

OPERATE/OPERATING/OPERATION/OPERATIONALRelating to work.

OPERATOR--One who operates.

OPTIMUMBest.

ORIFICE--Hole or opening.

OUTLET--Exit.

OXYGENA gas without color, taste or odor, and is a chemical element (02).

PACKAGE--Moderate sized unit with all essentials.

PASSAGE--Channel, course, tunnel or corridor.

PENETRATE--Pass into or through.

PERCENT--Reckoned on the basis of a whole divided equally into one hundred part:

PERFORATIONS--Holes.

PERIODICALLY--Fixed intervals between set times.

PERMANENTFixed or lasting.

PERMISSIBLEAllowed.

PERSONNEL--People of a unit or group.

PISTONA sliding piece moved by or moving against a liquid or gas.

PLASTIC FIREBRICK--Unburned brick that can be shaped to form refractory linings.

PNEUMATICOperated by air.

POSITIONPlace or posture.

PRECAUTION--To be on one's guard.

PRECIPITATES--To separate from solution or suspension.

PREFABRICATED--Already made.

PREHEATERS--Equipment used to heat something before it is used.

PRELIMINARYSomething that precedes.

PREOPERATION/PREOPERATIONALBefore operating.

PRESSURE--Force exerted.

PREVENT/PREVENTING--To stop from happening.

PRIMINGFilling with water.

vii
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PRINCIPALMost important.

PROCEDURE--Steps followed in a definite order.

PROJECTING--Going beyond.

PROLONGED-10 lengthen the time of.

QUALIFIEDComplied with the specific requirements.

QUALITIES--Peculiar and essential characteristics.

QUARTERLYFour times a year, three months or 90 days.

QUESTIONABLE--Doubtful.

RECOMMENDTo attract favor to.

RECTIFICATION/RECTIFYING--To make unidirectional.

REDUCE/REDUCING/REDUCTION--Decrease or make smaller.

REFRACTORY--Heat resisting nonmetallic ceramic material.

REGENERATIVEAbility to form or create again.

REGULATE/REGULATING/REGULATORTo control the flow of.

RELAYElectrical device used to delay the flow of current.

REMOVEDTaken away from.

REPLACE/REPLACEMENTSubstitute.

REQUIRE/REQUIRED/REQUIREMENTS--Needed or essential.

RESIDUERemains of.

RESISTANCE--Opposition against.

RESPIRATORY--Breathing.

REVOLVING--Turning around on an axis.

RIVETED--Fastened or united with rivets.

ROTATION--The turning of a body on an axis.

SAFETY--Condition of being safe from or causing hurt, injury or loss.

SCANNER--Control component used to sense flame.

SEDIMENT--Settlings of impurities.

SEQUENCE--The order of progression.

SETTING(S)--Material that covers an inside surface of a boiler furnace.

SHALLOWOpposite of deep.

SHRIN IGEAmount of decrease in size.

SIMULTANEOUSLYAt the same time.

SOLUTION--Liquid containing a dissolved .abstance.

SPALLED/SPALLING--The flaking and chipping of brick surfaces.
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SPECIFICATIONS/SPECIFIEDDetailed precise presentation of something.

STANDARDSomething established as a rule for measuring quantity, weight, extent, value
or quality.

STATIONARYFixed, immobile.

SUFFICIENT/SUFFICIENTLYEnough.

SUPERHEATERTubes in steam boilers that add extra heat to the st-mm before exiting the
boiler.

SUSPENDEDTo maintain from ralling or sinking.

SYSTEM(S)--Regularly interacting or interdependent group forming a unified whole.

TAPEREDBecoming gradually smaller toward one end.

TEMPERATUREA measurement of heat in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius.

THERMODYNAMICA steam trap operated by the dynamics of heat.

THERMOHYDRAULICA feedwater regulator operated by expansion and contraction of water.

THERMOSTATICA feedwater regulator operated by the expansion and contraction.

THICKNESSMeasurement from one side through to the other.

THROTTLING--To prevent or check activity of.

TURBINERotary engine actuated by the reaction or impulse of a current of tid or gas.

TYPICALCommon.

UNCONDENSEDNot condensed.

UPWARD--From lower to higher.

VACUUMDevoid of matter.

111VALVEMechanical device used to stop or permit the flow of fluids or gases.

VENTILATE/VENTILATIONTo air out.

VERIFICATIONAct or process of confirming.

VERTICALIn an upright or up-and-down motion or position.

VIBRATION--Periodic motion in alternately opposite directions.

VOLTAGE--Unit of electrical potential or potential. difference.

WATER--Contains two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen expressed &B H20.

WATER COLUMNA steam boiler external fitting used to prevent fluctuations of water in
the gauge glass.

WITHDRAWINGTaking out or away.

YEARLY--Once a year.

ZEOLITE--Any of various natural or synthesized silicates or aimilar structure used in
water softening.

ix
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
4101Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVE

SOURCES OF WATER

SG J3ABR54532 001-VII1-1

Given information, explain basic facts about sources of water and their
characteristics with 80% accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

Have you ever wondered how water is affected by its surroundings? Water, in
nature, is never really pure. When water falls from the clouds in its purest natural
state, the water collects some dust, gases and other foreign matter. After water has
run over the surface of the ground or percolated through rock layers, water impurities
have greatly increasod due to the fact that water is practically a universal solvent and
dissolves a little of everything it touches. Therefore, water requires treatment or
conditioning before it is fit for use by military, industry and the home. Water
impurities may mean either wealth or worry to the Air Force in successful operation.
Impurities are classed as dissolved gases, dissolved solids, suspended solids and
bacteria. Information on the sources and characteristics cf water which will benefit
you is contained under the following main topics of this study guide.

--- Sources of Water

--- Characteristics of Water

--- Potential Hydrogen Scale

--- Major Contributors to Corrosion

In the last block you discussed boiler design and construction features. Now that
410you know how boilers are built, how to operate them, and how they are useful in today's

society, it will be of your concern as to how they should be cared for. You will also
want to know what impurities in water could cause hazards in boiler operations and which
impurities in water could cause inefficient operation, but first you must know the
sources of water and its contents. This will be discussed in our opening paragraphs.

INWORMATION.

SOURCES OF WATER

There are four sources of water: surface, ground, sea and collected. Surface and
ground are the most common sources of water used by the Air Force. Seawater is not
normally used because it is expensive to separate the sale from the water. Collected
water will only be used when location requires it.

Surface Water

STREAMS. Streams are the most common sources of surface water supply. Turbidity
and mineral content vary with the flow and watershed conditions. Since some streams
receive raw or partially treated sewage it may be necessary to properly treat the water
before using. Streams are generally high in organic material.

LAKES. LaVOS are generally a satisfactory source of water supply. Lakes in warm
climates may contain considerable amounts of vegetable or animal organisms. (Many lakes
have a high content of dissoived minerals.) Surfce waters obtained from lakes are
similar to those from flowiag streams except co:diderable self-purification may take
place in lakes changing wa,-er quality to a large extent.

Ground Water

Ground water is usually clear, cool and LOW in organic material, but may be HIGH in
0 dissolved mineral content. Excessive withdrawal of ground water near the seacoast may

lower the water table allowing infiltration of salt wace,...

1-1
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SPRINGS. Spring water is generally clear, cool, LOW in organic impurities and is
frequently HARD because of a high dissolved mineral content. Heavy infiltration of
surface water will cause springs to become turbid.

SHALLOW WELLS. Shallow wells normally produce good water of a medium temperature
and mineral content but are subject to seasonal fluctuation, contamination and
pollution.

DEEP WELLS. Deep wells are less subject to seasonal fluctuation, contamination an
pollution than shallow wells. They normally produce cool water of HIGH mineral contentill,

Seawater

Distillation equipment may be used to produce usable water from brackish water,
seawater or other waters containing excessive amounts of dissolv.id solids. This type ot
water supply is normally used only in emergencies or where no suitable surface or ground
water source is available.

Collected Water

Water may be collected from roofs or from specially constructed drainage sheds.
This method is not favored where surface or ground water sources may be easily
developed. However, roof drainage has been used as the main source of water supply for
large populations in semiarid regions and in the tropics where rainfall is heavy but
available surface waters are highly polluted.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER

Suspended Impurities and Their Effects

TURBIDITY. Turbidity is the term applied to suspended matter of any nature present
in a water supply. A distinction is sometimes made between suspended matter which
settles rapidly and that which settles slowly, the former being called "sediment" and
the latter "turbidity". Usually, however, all forms of suspended matter are grouped
together under one term "turbidity". Turbidity, when present as a dirty sediment, is
objectionable for practically all uses. This has led to certain standards of tolerancs.
In the United States Public Health Service drinking water standards for drinking and
culinary water supplied by common carriers in Interstate Commerce, it is stated that
turbidity shall not exceed 10 ppm (silica scale). Turbidity is expressed in an analysis
ms silica and imparts an unsightly appearance to water. Turbidity also leaves deposits411
of sediment in water lines, cooling system and boilers, and thereby ..nterferes with
industry processes.

ORGANISMS. Although some organisms found in water cause disease when consumed, we
are mainly concerned with their effect on mechanical equipment. Normally, organisms in
a water supply are not significant.

ALGAE. A concentration of algae in water will cause taste, odor, color and
turbidity. Except only in extreme cases will we be concerned with other than the latter
two. Turbidity will have to be removed by filtration or sedimentation with or without
the aid of chemicals.

Dissolved Impurities and Their Effects

The amouat of dissolved minerals in water depends on the length of time the water
is in contact with the minerals. When ground water is in contact with minerals for a
long period of time. it will often contain one or more of the following.

HARDNESS. Minerals or salts present in the feedwater in dilute f(xnm become
concentrated in the boiler water. The slightly soluble minerals can therefore deposit
or precipitate out of the boiler water. They may come out in the form of a scale on the
boiler metal surface or in the form of a sludge throughout the body of the boiler water.

ALKALINITY. Caused by the presence of bicarbonate (11CO3), carbonate (CO3) and
hydroxide (OH). The effect of these compounds is foaming and carryover of solids with
steam and embrittlement of boiler steel. When heated, carbonate and bicarbonate will
liberate CO2 (carbon dioxide).

1-2
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FREE MINERAL ACID. Sulfuric, hydrochloric, etc., acids that occur naturally in
water will cause corrosion.

CARBON DIOXIDE. Causes corrosion in water lines and, particularly, steam and
condensate lines.

SULFATE (SO4). Adds to solids content of water but, in itself, is not usually
significant. Combines with calcium to form calcium sulfate scale.

IRON. Discolors water when precipitated. Source of deposits in water lines and
boilers.

OXYGEN (0). Dissolved oxygen when liberated causes corrosion of water lines, heat
exchange equipment, boilers, return lines, etc. (Called pitting.)

HYDROGEN SULFIDE (HO). Causes corrosion.

AMMONIA (NH3). Causes corrosion of copper and zinc alloys.

Table 1 summarizes some common impurities in water. Constituents, chemical
formulas and the difficulties will be further discussed in the following sections of
this study guide.

CONSTITUENT CHEMICAL FORMULA DIFFICULTIES CAUSED MEANS OF TREAT]

Turbidity None-expressed in
analysis as units.

Imparts unsightly
appearance to water.
Deposits in water
lines, process equip-
ment, boilers, etc.
Interferes with most
process uses.

Coagulation, s
and filtration

Color None--expressed in
analysis as "units"
of color on arbitrary
scale.

May cause foaming in
boilers. Hinders pre-
cipitation methods such
as iron removal, hot
phosphate softening.
Can stain product in
process use.

Coagulation and
tion. Chlorina
Absorption by a
carbon.

Hardness Calcium and magnesium
salts expressed as
CaCO3.

Chief source of scale
in heat exchange equip-
ment, boilers, pipe
lines, etc,

Softening. Dis
Internal boiler
treatment. Sur
active agents.

Alkalinity Bicarbonate (1CO3)
carbonate (CO3) and
hydroxide (OH)
expressed as CaCO3.

Foaming and carryover
of solids with steam.
Embrittlement of boiler
steel. Bicarbonate and
carbonate produce CO2
in steam, a source of
corrosion.

Lime and lime-s
softening. Aci
treatment. Hyd
zeolite softeni
Demineralizatio
Dealkalization
exchange.
Distillation.

Table 1. Common Impurities in Water
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CONSTITUENT

Free Mineral
Acid

Carbon
Dioxide

Iron

Oil

Oxygen

CHEMICAL FORMULA

H2SO4, HC1, etc.

DIFFICULTIES CAUSED MEANS OF TREATMENT

Corrosion. Neutralization with
alkalies.

CO2

of color on arbitrary
scale.

Corrosion in water
lines and particularly
steam and condensate
lines.

Ae-ation. Dearation.
Neutralization with
alkalies. Filming and
neutralizing amines.

Fe --- (ferrous)
Fe --- (ferric)

Expressed as oil or
ether extractible

0

Discolors water on pre-
cipitation. Source of
deposits in water
lines, boilers, etc.

Scale, sludge and foam-
ing in boilers.
Impedes heat exchange.
Undesirable in most
processes.

Aeration. Coagulation
and filtration. Lime
sofening. Cation
exchange. Contact fil-
tration. Surface active
agents for iron reten-
tion.

Baffle separators.
Strainers, coagulation
and filtration. Diato-
maceous earth filtra-
tion.

Corrosion of water
lines, heat exchange
equipment, boilers,
return lines, etc.

Deaeration, sodium sul-
fite. Corrosion inhib-
itors.

Table 1. Common Impurities in Water (Continued)

Effects of Impurities in Water

CARRYOIER. Carryover is a word used to express what happens in a boiler when water
is entrained by (carried over with) the steam. The amount of water that may be
tolerated in steam depends upon its use. The steam contains some water from the bits
and pieces of bursting bubbles. This small amount usually does not cause trouble in a
heating system. Modern boiler construction usually provides for removing most of the
water before the steam enters the distribution system. However, care must be taken that
the water level is not so high that carryover actions take place under conditions of
swinging load. High concentration of hydroxide (causticity), phosphate and other
dissolved and suspended solids also may aggravate carryover.

FOAMING. Foaming is one cause of carryover. It is the production of froth or
unbroken bubbles on the surface of the boiler water. The froth may be thin with a few
bubbles overlying each other or it may build up and fill the steam space. Froth is
close to steam in density, and it is difficult to separate the two. The moisture
content of the steam increases under such conditions, and it carries a large load of
impurities. The formation of froth depends on the roughness of the films that contain
the steam in bubbles. An exceptionally tough film will not break easily to release the
steam. One common cause of frothing is soap that enters the boiler from outside sources
or is formed within the boiler from oils or animal greases in the feedwater. Foaming
may also result from combinations of finely divided solids in suspension together with a
high concentration of salts in solution. (See figure 1.)

1-4
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Figure 1. Foaming

PRIMING. Priming is another cause of carryover. It is an action in which slugs of
Owater are thrown into the steam space. Even pure water may become superheated and
suddenly turn to steam. The force tears chunks of water from the boiler-water surface.
One common cause of superheated water is a sudden change in load. The breaking away of
particles of scale may cause priming from sudden local steaming of superheated water.
Smaller slugs of water may be carried from the surface when the steaming rate is too
high. (See figure 2.)

STEAM HEADER

N/N:Ig

Figure 2. Priming
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CAUSTIC BOILER-SEAM CRACKING. Caustic boiler-seam cracking (once called "caustic
embrittlement") results from the action of very alkaline water on the boiler stel in
riveted seams and at boiler-tube ends. Since the cracks form in seams where they arenot easily seen, it helps that most of the time such cracks spread slowly and the seams
leak to give warning before they fail. Explosions have occurred where this leakage
warning was disregarded, and nearby people were killed.

The corrosion action is of a special kind. Steel is made up of a large number of
single crystals or grains of metal, with boundaries where each crystal joins the next
one. The layer or film of black iron oxide over a boundary behaves a little differentl
to some chemicals than the oxide over the grains. For example, the layer over a
boundary can be penetrated by a hot, concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide. This
lets the hot hydroxide get at the boundary itself. Since there are small electrical
differences between the boundary metal and the oxide over the grains, cells may be set
up to start corrosion. The steel may be under high stress for much action to take
place, but corrosion between grains can hapjen at a lively rate if everything is just
right. Cracks term when the corrosion goes deep enough, and this increases the speed of
the process. Failure occurs when the unsound steel no longer can carry the load.

The boiler water cannot corrode steel in this manner. It does not carry a high
enough concentration of sodium hydroxide. But boiler water can seep into seams. If
there is a slight steam leak from the seam, the sodium hydroxide in solution will be
lett in the seam to concentrate. This process has been shown to produce very high
concentration of the hydroxide, high enough to cause corrosion and cracking.

The steel in seams is usually stressed by riveting or rolling (tube ends). Thus,
caustic cracking can happen if hot concentration sodium hydroxid_ is formed in such a
seam. However, this special kind of cracking should not be confused with other types,
such as "fatigue" failures that are caused by alternated stress and "creep" failures
that are caused by overheating. (See figure 3.)

WATER
SODIUM HYDROXIDE

TUBE SHEET

FIRE TUBE

(20-200 PPM) /dr USUALLY A WHITE POWDER WILL FORM% ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE TUBE SHEET
AS A WARNING

CGG-053

Figure 3. Seam Fatigue

Effects of Increasing Makeup Water Rate

Makeup water brings the impurities we have discussed previously into the boiler.
Thus it is logical that, if more impurities are brought into the boiler, there will be
more treatment required. The more you have to treat the boiler the greater the cost or
maintaining proper chemical concentrations, plus losses in efficiency and man-hours for
treatment.
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Major Contributors to Hardness

Hardness in water is undesirable because the effects can be costly and dangerous to
'boiler operation. Hardness is caused by calcium and/or magnesium salts dissolved inwater. In many cases, it is usually easier to dissolve a substance in hot water;
however, just the opposite is true in regards to hardness. The dissolved minerals which
cause hardness will "fall-out" or precipitate from the boiling water as it is heated andthe pressure increases. This precipitate which "falls-out" often forms scale on boiler
tubes and acts as an insulator. The heat transfer of the boiler drops and fuel
consumption rises. The boiler efficiency is greatly reduced.

A precipitate may take the form of an adherent scale or sludge. Sludge, unless
kept fluid and removed with blowdown, may settle on metal and bake to an adherent scale.
As adherent scale forms, it may collect sludge particles suspended in the boiler water,
including iron rust and sand. Thus, scales may include a mixture of minerals and vary agreat deal in composition.

The salts in boiler water do not have an entirely independent existence. The
amounts of each salt in solution and the interactions of the many ions follow definite
laws and must always be in balance. The addition or removal of ions or salts disturbs
the balance and leads to a new balance formed sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly.

Hardness of water is noticeable in the home and laundries because it forms a scum
with soap and reduces formation of soap lather.

POTENTIAL HYDROGEN SCALE

Definition of pH is the logarithm of the reciprocal of hydrogen-ion concentration.
It is also a number between 0 and 14 indicating degree of acidity or alkalinity. The pH
scale resembles a thermometer or hydrometer scale. Just as the thermometer measures
intensity of heat and a hydrometer the density of a solution, the pH scale indicates
intensity of acidity or alkalinity, see figure 4.

Midpoint of the pH scale is 7 and a solution with this pH is neutral. Numbert4
"below 7 derote acidity; those above alkalinity. Since pH is a logarithmic function,
"solutions having a pH of 6.0, VarTi.nd 4.0 are 10, 100 and 1000 times more acid than one
with pH of 7.0.

Now let's apply this to water chemistry. In addition to molecules of H20, pure
water contains separated parts of molecules called hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions.
Amounts of dissociation is constant at any given temperature. At 25°C, the product of
the H+ and OH- concentrations is 1 X 10-14. When hydrogen-ion concentration changes,
the hydroxide ion concntration changes in proportion and always in the opposite
direction. If the H+ ions decrease, the OH = ions increase enough so product of the two
concentrations at 25°F remains 1 X 10-14. The exponent -14 is the basis of the pH
scale, a method of expressing hydrogen-ion concentration in terms of a negative
logarithm to the base 10.

HIGHLY ACID

PH

pH OF 7 IS
NEUTRAL HIGH ALKALINITY

EQUAL H AND
OH- IONS

Figuare 4. Potential Hydrogen Scale
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acixt or alkaline nature or a solution depends on whether hydrogen or hydroxide ions
predominate. Ionic theory is that salts, acids and bases are torn apart by water
molecules to form positively or negatively charged fragments called ions. When acids
are mixed with water, hydrogen-ion is one result of the breakup.

In a mixture of bases and water, hydroxide ions result. Hydrogen-ions make a
solution acid; hydroxide-ions tend to make it alkaline. When the solution contains one
OH ion for every H ion, acid effect of one balances the alkaline effect of the other.
Result is a neutral solution with a pg of 7.0.

MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS TO CORROSION

Oxygen

Consider two identical boilers installed at the same time -- one has a tube to fail
within one year, whilQ, the other operates constantly for ten years without a single tube
failure. What is the reason for the great difference? Is it a discrepancy in tube
quality? Possible, but the most probable reason is corrosion. Corrison is generally 0
caused by improper operating and maintenance procedures. Almost all quick corrosion
failures can be traced to conditions of tube environment. Oxygen and the degree of
alkalinity are the mechanisms which causes pitting and is the most common form of
waterside corrosion.

In slightly acid or slightly alkaline solutions, pitting takes place at a rate
which depends on the amount of oxygen present in the water. In strong acid solutions,
steel corrodes uniformly without pitting. Cold water can hold more air than warm water.
The bubbles of air that forms as a boiler begins to heat up are very destructive to
boiler tubes. This "bubble pitting" is caused by relatively higher oxygeu concentration
in the water. Therefore, as much air as possible must be removed from the boiler water
for corrosion-free operation.

Carbon Dioxide

Corrosion in condensate return lines and associated equipment is a problem at many
Air Force bases. The salts and causticity in the boiler water are not volatile and
ordinarily only small amounts go over with the steam; therefore, the condensate is
generally rather ?tire water. However, carbon dioxide does go over with the steam and
dissolves in the condensate, lowering the pH of return condensate and making it more
acid. The carbon dioxide is more corrosive than the oxygen which leaks in at pipe
connections. But when both are present, the problem is intensified and a corrosion
problem is likely to exist. Acid corrosion usually grooves and channels the bottom of 41/1
the pipe; frequently, it is more pronounced just beyond the traps of hot-water
generators or radiators. Oxygen corrosion normally pits the entire circumference of the
pipe.

SUMMARY

Two general sources of water are surface waters and ground waters. Since water is
a universal solvent, many impurities are dissolved or suspended in untreated raw water.
The impurities found in water will differ with the different geographical locations.

Surface waters usually contain a high concentration of organic materials such as
leaves, silt, vegetable and animal organism; sand is also a major impurity in surface
waters.

Ground waters usually contain a high concentration of dissolved minerals, such as
calcium and magnesium which give water its hardness characteristics.

The ability of water to corrode or cause scale on the metal surface of the boiler
is determined by the concentration of the impurities in the water.

Water containing a high concentration of alkaline could cause caustic embrittlement
and scale, while water with a high acid concentration would cause corrosion.
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QUESTIONS

1. What are four sources of water?

2. Two examples of surface water are

3. Name three examples of suspended impurities.

4. Alkaline is caused by the presence of

and

and

5. Explain caustic embrittlement.

6. What are the two main contributors that cause hard water?

7. What does 4.5 on the pH scale denote?

8. What are the two main contributors that cause corrosion in boilers and systems?

9. Do dissolved gases fouJd naturally in water have a harmful effect on mechanical
equipment?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. AFM 85-31, Industrial Water Treatment.



EXTERNAL TREATMENT

OBJECTIVES

SG J3A8R54532 001-VIII-2

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for installation, operation
and servicing of external water treatment equipment with 80% accuracy.

Given information and equipment, service and operate demineralizing equipment with
instructor assistance.

Using the soap solution and EDTA water testing equipment, test a given water sample
for hardness with instructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

In nature the forces that cause scale and corrosion are as constantly in action as
the sea. Everyone has seen scale and corrosion turn useful structures into crumbling
skeletons; productive machines into frozen hulks; automobiles, pipes and boilers into
piles of junk. It costs the Air Force millions of dollars each year. It dissipates our
resources and the fruits of our labor. It interrupts productions. It causes accidents.

The formation of scale and sludge deposits on boiler heating surfaces is the most
serious water problem encountered in steam generation. The object of the majority of
the external treatment processes is to remove from the boiler feedwater those
objectionable substances which will contribute to scale or deposit formations in the
boiler. The primary causes of scale formation is the fact that the solubilities of
scale-forming salts decrease with the increases in temperature. The actual mechanism of
scale deposition can be viewed as taking place in two distinct operations. First, the
precipitation from solution of a salt such as calcium carbonate (CaCO3); and the
second, the sedimentation of this already formed precipitate on the boiler heating
surfaces where it bakes in place as scale.

Corrosion is the deterioration, or dissolving, of metals by chemical reaction.
Moisture and oxygen are always present and are the important factors. For any given
corrosion reaction involving the same relative quantities of combining or reacting
elements, the rate of corrosion is increased with an increase in temperature. Likewise,
increasing or decreasing the amount of oxygen present increases or decreases the rate of
corrosion. The conditions causing corrosion are numerous, but the principal causes are
dissolved gases, corrosive salts, acidity and electrolytic (galvanic) action.

Different metals are affected to different degrees, and the corrosive attack takes
many different forms. Attack may be by general tarnishing or rusting with occasional
performations in especially affected areas. Corrosion often develops near the junction
of two different metals. The metal may suffer highly localized attack by pitting. The
strength of a metal may be destroyed by cracking. We are familiar with corrosion in
these ways.

From information above, you can see the importance of this subject to the Air
Force. In the near future, the dependability and performance of vital defense equipment
may well depend on how skiL11.11 you become in scale and corrosion control maintenance.

External treatment :47;,: haraness ia divided into two general classifications: the
ion-exchange methods, v:.,1ch exehange -zale-forming compounds of calcium and magnesium
for non-scale-formiug comv11.:ads of o..:.dium or hydrogen; and the precipitation method,
which separates the scale-forming Tztt)rials from the boiler feedwater before it enters
the boilers. An example QT Coie fcamer is the zeolite treatment system; of the latter,
the lime-soda process.
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INFORMATION

OPERATE AND SERVICE DEMINERALIZING EQUIPMENT

Procedures for Removing Dissolved Impurities

Many of the purposes of boiler water treatment are best achieved by mechanical
means, while others may require chemical treatment. The use of feedwater heaters, blow-
down, steam wap'ers and evaporators, for instance, is mechanical. Elimination of leak141)
throughout the plant may achieve many of the aims of boiler water treatment. For
example, maintaining a high rate of return water to the boiler decreases the amount of
chemical necessary for treating the boiler water. Proper operation of feedwater heaters
and venting of gases may give adequate control of corrosion in the feed lines and
boiler, and eliminates the need for certAin chemical treatment for corrosion control.
Good mechanical housekeeping throughout the plant is frequently the first step in
eliminating many of the difficulties associated with water conditions. For complete
accomplishment of all the aims of boiler-water treatment, it is necessary to combine
controlled treatment of chemicals with mechanical treatment and maintenance.

Chemical Precipitation Process

The process of chemically separating one substance "out" in solid form from a
solution. Example: Lime-Soda Softening (Hot and Cold).

LIME-SODA SOFTENING. Lime-soda softening is employed for the removal of hardness
in order to minimize scale and sludge in boilers, and to reduce calciUM carbonate
deposits in heat exchange systems and cooling water systems. Incidental to the removal
of hardness, the lime-soda softening proness will generally remove iron, free carbon
dioxide and turbidity. The treatment process is accomplished by adding lime (calcium
hydroxide Ca (011(2)) and soda ash (sodium carbonate Na2CO3) to the raw water.
ThI.s process is carried out at normal raw water temperatures, which is classified as the
"cold process" or at temperatures near or above the boiling point, referred to as the
"hot process". Lime-soda softening may reduce the hardness to as low as 10 to 30 ppm.

Hot Lime-Soda Softening. Hot lime-soda softeners are all similar in operation.
The process is continuous and is carried on at a temperature of 212°F. Live steam or
exhaust eteam is used as a heat source. Raw water enters the top of the tank, mixes
with the chemicals and sprays through the steam. The steam heats and deaerates the
incoming mixture. The sludge settles to the bottom of the tank and the clarified water
is carried to a deaerating chamber and then out to the filter. An illustation of the 0
sludge-blanket hot process softener is shown in figure 5.

The retention time for this type of softener is about one 'lour. Usually no
coagulant is required unless the incoming water is fairly turbid. The practical limit
of turbidity is about 100 ppm. The effluent from this process has a hardness of about
25 ppm or less and is substantially reduced in total dissolved solids, alkalinity,
Si02 and oxygen.

Water is generally filtered after either the hot or cold lime-soda process. After
cold lime-soda softening, the water is usually run through a re-carbonation tank before
filtering. In this process, carbon dioxide is added to the treated water to prevent
further precipitation. This prevents precipitates from clogging the filter bed and from
forming scale in distribution lines and boilers. An anthracite filter is used Pollowing
hot process lime-soda softening. The use of sand is discouraged because the hot
effluent would dissolve some silica from the sand.

Hot Pi,cess. The hot lime-soda process is well suited for softening water that is
used hot. Boiler makeuy) water pretreatment is the most common application. It is also
used for commel.cial processes, such as paper mills and chemical plants.

In industrial water conditioning, one of the major applications of aeration is in
the removal of the corrosive characteristics imparted to water by the presence of carbon
dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. On many occasions aeration is used to remove the carbon
dioxide liberated by a treatment process. For example, in boiler feedwater condition-
iag, it is common practice to acid-treat the effluent from a sodium zeolite softener in
order to reduce the alkalinity of the boiler feedwater. Carbon dioxide is produced as a
result of the acid treatment and aeration is employed to rid the water of this corrosive
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Figure 5. Sludge-Slanicet Hot Process Softener
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gas. Similarly, when the effluents of hydrogen and sodium zeolite units are blended,
the carbon dioxide formed is eliminated by aeration. In anion-cation exchange, aeration
is similarly used. Forced draft aerators are usually employed in these applications.

Ion Exchangers

Softening water is a process in which hardness, caused by calcium and magnesium, is
removed from the water. These elements are responsible for most scale and sludge inboilers. Except for special cases, scale prevention is an operation in which something
is done about the calcium and magnesium. One of the ways of preventing this scale
outside the boiler is called "zeolite softening".

A group of minerals called zeolites, mostly made up of sodium, aluminum, oxygen and
silicon, have the property of exchanging their sodium for the calcium or magnesium in
the water. When this happens, the sodium goes into the water and the hardness goes tntothe mineral. This action can be reversed by passing a strong solution of common salt
(NaC1) through the bed of zeolite material. A re-exchange then takes place owing to the
high concentration of sodium in th brine. This re-exchange, or "regeneration" of the a
mineral, restores it for reuse -- after the brine is drained off and the zeolites are
rinsed. See figure 6.

RAW WATER
INLET

RAW WATER TO
BRINE TANK

BRINE DISTRIBUTING
LATERALS

RAW WATER
INLET VALVE

BRINE MEASURING
INDICATOR

BRINE INLET VALVE

/..."..RINSE TO WASTE

WASH WATER
TO WASTE

WASH WATER
ORIFICE AND

GAGE
BYPASS

FINE
GR

COARS
GRAVE

SAND

GRAVEL

dk,-
EDUCTORDRAIN SOFTENED WATER

OUTLET

SCREW
JACK

SAMPLING
SPIGOT

METER WITH
ELECTRIC ALARM

SEWER

WASH WATER
INLET VALVE

Figure 6. Manually Operated Zeolite Softener

Chemists have duplicated natural zeolites by controlling the union between sodium,
aluminum, silicon and oxygen. These synthetic zeolite minerals can be made to
specifications so that each cubic foot of material will have a predictable capacity for
removing hardness. With a guaranteed synthetic zeolite, the operator can better specify
the size of bed he will need for the amount of water he expects to soften before
regeneration.
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The man-made zeolites are the resinous-type. They have been developed recently and
are usually the most satisfactory for industrial water softening. This type consists of
a group of polystyrene-base products in the form of small beads. Polystyrene zeolites
likre endangered only when the pH exceeds 11; however, their danger point as far as water
emperature is concerned is 250F.

NOTE: All zeolites used in the hydrogen acid-cycle have to be watched closely
as they near the end of their "run" cycle; over-exhaustion will
permanently polarize the bed, destroying it.

Zeolite softening is the use of one of these zeolites in a bed (similar to a filter
bed) to remove dissolved calcium and mangesium from water. The bed should be large
enough to take the peak rate of flow. The number of hours before regeneration is needed
must also be considered. If the water does not differ much in hardness, regeneration
can be scheduled by reading the water meter. Otherwise, the water coming from the
softener is tested, and tne bed is regenerated when it begins to let hardness through.
The regenerating brine, together with the extracted calcium and magnesium is run to
waste, and the bed is reusable after rinsing. Regeneration may take an hour or more.
The operator who has two beds can switch from one to the other and always have one he
can use.

Choosing the right zeolite is important. Silicate zeolites vary widely in exchange
capacity, speed of regeneration, durability and general performance characteristics.
Some are dense and heavy, and others are porous and light. High rated zeolites may lose
much of their exchange capacity after a few regenerations. They may even become mushy
and have to be replaced. Purtlhase specifications should be written very carefully, and
the purchased zeolite should be guaranteed.

The material should be chosen for the intended use. Silicate zeolites are broken
down by acid or alkaline water; the safe pH range is reported to be from 6.2 to 8. Thewater to the bed should not be warmer than about 100F. It is not good to use a zeolite
bed as a filter since suspended solids such as clays, ferric hydroxide or calcium
carbonate clog the pores of the mineral and destroy capacity.

likThe raw water flows downward through the zeolite bed at a flow rate of 5 to 6
allons per minute per square foot of area, and the softened water then collects in the

underdrain system. The softening process continues until the zeolite bed is exhausted
and regeneration is in order. The length of time between regenerations can be
determined by knowing how much hardness your water contains and how much hardness the
zeolite will remove.

The regeneration solutions for sodium cation exchangers is usually about a 10
percent solution of common salt. It is injected at the rate of 3/4 gallons per cubic
foot of zeolite per minute. The amount of salt used for regeneration determines the
exchange capacity of the zeolite bed within the limits of the particular zeolite used.
For a polystyrene exchange material, the amount of salt used is within the range of 0.25
to 0.45 pounds per 100 grains of hardness removed. The salt dosage can be adjusted for
variations in the hardness of the raw water.

Sulfuric acid is used as a regenerant for polystyrene cation exchangers on the
hydrogen cycle. About 4 pounds of eulfuric acid per cubic foot will give the zeolite a
capacity of about 12,000 grains per cubic foot. If sulfuric acid is used, it must be
started in a low concentration, about two percent solution, and increased in steps up to
an eight percent solution to prevent calcium sulphate from precipitating and clogging
the bed. Follow the recommendation of the manufacturer.

HYDROGEN ZEOLITE. Use this acid-cycle softener when necessry to reduce alkalinity
and soften the water simultaneously (reduce the bicarbonate and carbonate alkalinity).
Then the effluent is neutralized by blending it with effluent from a sodium-cycle
softener, an alkali solution, or raw water of low hardness and high alkalinity.

The softened effluent has a high carbon dioxide content and is very corrosive when
it is first blended; therefore, it must be degasified. This is accomplished with a
wooden degasifier installed just ahead of the feedwater heater. Since the degasifying
operation aerates the water highly, particular attention must be given to removing
oxygen from feedwater before it enters the boilers. See ?igure 7.
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OPERATING AND SERVICING ZEOLITE SOFTENERS
(ION EXCHANGERS)

When the zeolite water softener is in opertion, water passes down through the
zeolite where ION EXCHANGERS take place. The water is softened and continues on to the
boiler or wherever the softened water is to be used. This process continues until the
zeolite becomes exhausted and no longer softens water. This is determined by a water
hardness test.

When the zeolite becomes exhausted, it no longer has an exchange capability. 11
the sodium or hydrogen ions are gone an the zeolite is saturated or filled with calcium
and magnesium.

You have learned the softener is no longer softening water. This doesn't mean the
zeolite is not good. It only means the sodium or hydrogen ions are gone from the
zeolite. The ions can be put back by a process we call "regeneration", at which time
the unit is secured so as to NOT allow any hard water to go to the boiler.

Before regenerating the zeolite water softeners, you must check the concentration
of the regeneration solution. Brine (salt water) is used as the regenerate for the
sodium zeolite ion exchanger. Hydrochloric or sulfuric acid and water is used with the
hydrogen zeolite as a regenerte. A hydrometer is used to check the concentration of
salt in the brine solution. It works on the theory of specific gravity. When allowed
to float freely in the solution, a reading can be obtained by observing the point on the
Baume scale which is parallel to the surface of the solution. This Baume gravity
reading times 4 equals the approximate percent of saturation.

To determine the concentration of acid for the hydrogen zeolite softener, you would
use a hydrometer designed for the particular acid you are using.

There are three steps or cycles of regeneration called: (1) backwash, (2) regener-
ation, and (3) rinse. Each manufacturer has his own recommendations and specifications
for each regenerating cycle, and we must comply for proper operation; but, the
principles of operation are the same and must be followed in order.

(1) BACKWASH - When we backwash the zeolite bed, we do just as the name of the
cycle implies. We run the flow of water backwards, up through
the zeolite to wash the zeolite free of any sediment or dirt
and regrade the bed to remove any channels that may have
developed. All backwash water goes down the drain.

(2) REGENERATION - The regeneration cycle is when the zeolite bed is brought back
to life or given back its softening capability. This is done
by passing a solution of sodium or hydrogen through the zeolite
bed to remove the calcium and magnesium from the zeolite.
Sodium or hydrogen take their place by ION EXCHANGE. All the
calcium and magnesium that comes off the zeolite will go down
the drain.

(3) RINSE - Here again we are doing just as the name of the cycle says, we
are "RINSING" the excess regeneration solution from the zeolite
bed to prevent it from going into our boilers. The rinse water
also goes down the drain.

Regeneration is now complete and the water softener can be placed back in service
to produce soft water for our equipment.

Ion exchangers are designed much the same as filters. They may operate either by
gravity flow or under pressure. The pressure type is the one most commonly used for
industrial water softening because of the smaller space requirements and lower installa-
tion cost. Figure 8 shows a typical design. The zeolite bed is supported by a bed of
graded quartz gravel about 12 inches deep. The zeolite bed should be at least 30 inches
deep and the headroom should be at least 50 percent of the depth of zeolite.

Servicing

Follow manufacturer's specifications.
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Brine Test

The brine test is used to determine the brine solution concentration to insure
proper regeneration of the sodium zeolite 9oftener.

---- Fill the cylinder with the brine solution to be tested (brine to be obtained
or drawn from the brine tank).

---- Place the hydrometer in the brine solution and allow to stabilize.

---- The degree of Baume gravity of the solution is obtained from the stem reading
at the point where the surface of the brine touches the stem.

---- The brine should test 24.6' Baume gravity. This represents 100 percent
saturation.

NOTE: Braume gravity reading times four equals approximate percent of
saturation.

Degasing Equipment

Carbon dioxide will be formed whenever ion exchange, direct acid treatment or
chemical precipitation is used to remove impurities from water. To neutralize this
formation of CO2, some method of degasing the water must be used. The two most common
methods are: aeration and deaeration.

AERATION

Aerativn consists essentially of exposing as much water surface as possible to the
air. During aeration, gases dissolved in tbe water supply are released to the atmos-
phere; soluble iron salts are oxidized and become insoluble so they can be removed by
settling. Aeration rises the pH by eliminating dissolved carbon dioxide but increases
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corrosiveness by increasing the amount of dissolved oxygen. Types of aerators consist
of overflowing trays or trays containing slats or coke over which the water is sprayed
,(figure 9). Other methods of aeration include spraying water up over a shallow
Preceiving basin, and forcing air into a basin with diffusers or mechanical pump type
aerators similar to those used in sewage treatment. Operation of most aerators is
practically automatic; operators' duties consist essentially of making sure pipes, slots
and surfaces are not clogged anu that air has free access to the water. If the water is
not to be filte-ed after aeration, aerators must be screened with fine screen to keep
out insects and other foreign matter.
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Figure 9. Forced Draft Aerator (Tray Type)

DEAERATION

Mechanical deaeration, pertaining to boiler feedwater treatment, is the removal of
dissolved gases such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and ammonia by the process of raising the
water to the saturation temperature for the pressure under which the process is
conducted.

TYPES OF DEAERATING EQUIPMENT. The Heat Exchange Institute uses the amount of
oxygen removed from feedwater to differentiate between open heaters, deaerating heaters
and deaerators. According to their standards, open heaters should remove all oxygen
about 0.20 cc (cubic centimeters) per liter; deaerating heaters, all in excess of 0.03
ml (milliliter) per liter; and deaerators, all in exce:s of 0.005 ml per liter. (A
normal guarantee of "less than 0.005 ml per liter of oxygen" means less than seven
pounds of oxygen in a billion pounds of water.)
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION. In the removal of oxygen from water, 90 to 95 percent of
the initial free oxygen content can be removed when the water is heated to the
saturation temperatue for the pressure imposed on the system. The remaining 5 to 10
percent of the oxygen (Free 02) content can be removed through molecular diffusion or
scrubbing.

In accordance with the basic principles contained in the laws applicable to
behavior of gases, remnval of a dissolved gas from water can be effected by reducing th
partial pressure of that gas in the surrounding atmosphere, egardless of the total
pressure on teh system. The simplest manner in which this can be accomplished is to
bubble another gas through the water or to spray the water into a countercurrent flow of
the gas (molecular diffusion), while providing for free venting of the gas from the
system.

Exhaust steam from other plant equipment is often used to bring the feedwater to
its saturation point for deaeration.

Oxygen can be removed from water by passing another gas counterflow to falling
streams of water. Air could not be used for this purpose because of its high oxygen
content. Nitrogen could be employed, but the cost would make the process impracticable.
The most practical method of removing dissolved oxygen from boiler feedwater is by using
a readily available gas, to perform this molecular diffusion. Steam is ideal for this
purpose as the thermodynamic principles of steam can be used to raise the water to its
saturation temperature. The process of deaeration using the scrubbing action of steam,
is usually accomplished through one of the following methods.

a

Tray Deaerating Heater. Figure 10 illustrates a tray-type deaerating heater. In
operation, water passes through the vent condenser, enters the spray distributor and is
sprayed upward. The water breaks into small droplets and comes into intimate contact
with the steam in that section. The bulb of the noncondensable gases is liberated there
and the water is heated almost to steam temperature. Cascading through heating and air-
separating traps, the water reaches the temperature of the saturated steam corresponding
to the pressure in the unit, and the gases are completely liberated. The deaerated
water then passes from the tray section into the storage reservoir. A nearly constant
water level is maintained by float-operated valves, which admit water tn proportion to
the demand. The steam enters through a nozzle in the side of the shell, flows through
performations in the top plate of the tray section, and meets the water sprayed upwards
from the distributor. Here, most of the steam is condensed. After passing through the
tray stack, the remainin r. steam and the noncondensable gases enter the vent condenser.
Here the gases are dischargd to the atmosphere, and the stcam is condensed and drained 0
back into the unit.
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Figure 10. A Tray-Type Deaerating Heater
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Spray Deaerating Heater. Figure 11 illustrates a spray deaerating heater. In
this unit, spray valves break up the water instead of cascading it through trays. The
preheated water is scrubbed by the entering steam and heated to saturation temperature,
and the gases are liberated. The vent condenser (see figure 11) usually consists of a
shell and a head with a removable bundle of U-tubes expanded into a tube sheet. The
incoming cold water circulates through the tubes, and the condensed steam drains back to
the heater.
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Figure 11. Spray-Type Deaerating Heater
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Spray Open Heater. In figure 12, a spray open heater is shown. This heater heats
the water to within 30 or 40 of steam temperature by spraying it through steam. It does
not use the steam scrubber employed in the deaerating heater illustrated in figure 11.
110This heater reduces the oxygen to less than 0.30 cc per liter.
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Figure 12. A Spray Open Heater
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Service Instructions for Deaerating Equipment

Annually clean the deaerating equipment to remove dirt, scale, rust and other
impurities from inside the equipment.

--- Check all valves for proper operation.

--- Check pressure gauges.

--- Check and clean temperature gauges.

--- Check and clean the steam nozzles and repair as needed.

--- Repair and clean trays as needed.

--- Replace any fittings which are corroded.

--- Place all parts and equipment back in deaerating equipment after inspection or,
repair IAW manufacturer's instructions.

Deaerating Heater Test

The accurate way to check the performance of a deaerating feedwater heater is to
find out how much dissolved oxygen is left in the deaerated feedwater. Most federal
heating plants are not equipped to run this test, but a simple color test is usually
available to operators.

An efficiently operated deaerating heater will remove nearly all the dissolved gas
from the feedwater. This includes the iree carbon dioxide in addition to the oxygen.
Also, part of the carbon dioxide in the makeup water alkalinity is given up to the steam
in the heater and is vented with uncondensed gases.

Most feedwaters, before deaeration, contain bicarbonates but no carbonates. The pH
of such feedwater will rise during good deaertion. Removing part of the carbon dioxide
from a bicarbonate changes it to a carbonate, which is more caustic. Carbonate in
feedwater turns phenolophthalein indicator red because of this causticity. Well-
deaerated feedwater is given a very distinct pink color when phenolphthalein indicator
is added.

To make sure that you can use this test in your plant, add one part of your makeup.
water to about four parts of condensate in a 100-milliliter breaker and see if three
drops of phenolphthalein indicator turns the mixture red. This test cannot be used in
the very few cases where the pH of the feedwater is already high before it is deaerated.

Direct Acid Treatment

Acid treatment of boiler feedwater is the continuous addition of acid to the water
to correct a condition of excess alkalinity or undesirably high pH. Acid treatment is
becoming common. With proper acid feeding equipment such as modern proportional feed
devices and pH control equipment, it is no longer a hazardous operation. Acid treatment
of boiler feedwater is normally conducted for the prevention of zeolite disintegration
by reducing the pH valve of high alkaline influent waters.

WATER HARDNESS TESTS

Analyzing the water is the process of determining how much of various substances
are present within the water. Complete analysis of watr is a job for an experienced
chemist, but operators should learn to make routine tests for control of feedwat..3r
treatment. Two tests which are normally performed by the operator are for water
hardness and brine concentration.

Calcium and magnesium slats cause hardness in water, scale in boilers and the
inhibition of soap lather, as discussed before.
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If hardness is responsible for so many bad conditions in water, we should determine
just how hard the Li-ar is before it goes intc the boiler. One of the methods used to
410determine hardness is called the "SOAP 16.RDNESS TEST". Soap is used in a sample of
water to achteve a soap lather. The more soap needed for a lather, the harder the
water.

Another method of testing water ft:, hardness is the "VOLUMETRIC HARDNESS TEST",
which is more accurate than the soap hardness test, but more elaborate test equipment is

ethi .

PERFORMING EXTERNAL TREATMENT TESTING

Analyzing a water sample is the process of determining how much of various
substances are present within the water. Complete analysis of water is a Job for an
experienced chemist, but operators should learn to make the routine tests that are
necessary for the control of feedwater treatment. Such tests that are necessary
especially in softening processes are tests for water hardness, the brine test and the
deaerating test.

A standard soap solution is one of the items needed in order to perform tests for
hard water and soft water. Many different soap solutions may be purchased; however,
each one does not have the same lather factor. The lather factor must be known before
the soap hardness test can be performed. The lather factor on most standalT1 soap
solutions will be clearly marked on the label. When the lather factor is not known, Vie
following information can be used as a guide in determining t4e lather factor of a
standard soap solution.

--- Prepare about one-half pint of pure distilled water, having less than .5 ppm
of chloride.

-- Pour 30 ml of the distilled water into an 8-ounce bottle.

--- Using a .5 ml dropper, put one drop of standard soap solution into the bottle
containing the distilled water. Stopper the bottle and shake vigorously, then
lay the bottle on its side and observe the lather formed.

-- If the lather formed persists and completely covers the surface of the water
for five minutes, one drop will be your lather factor for this particular
solution. If not, continue adding drops until you find out how many drops in
the lather factor. Once this information is known, record the amount of drops
as the lather factor.

-- Once the lather factor is known, we are ready for the hardness test using the
standard soap solution.

Hariness Test, Using Soap Solution

--- Pour 30 ml of the sample to be tested into an 8-ounce bottle.

-- Using a .5 ml dropper, add drops of standard soap solution to the sample a
drop at a time. After each drop, shake vigorously; repeat this step until a
lather can be formed that will last five minutes while the bottle is lying on
its side.

- After a lather has formed that will last five minutes without breaking up,
take the total drops used and deduct the amount of drops required by the
lather factor. The remaining drops left will equal GPG (grains per gallon)
hardness of the sample. To change GPG to ppm (parts per million), multiply GPG
by 17.1.

EXAMPLE: The amount of soap solution usd 11 drops, lather factor 1 drop.
Deduct 1 from 10, le.,../ing 10 drops; 10 drops are equal to 10 GPG.
To change GPG to ppm, multiply 10 by 17.1 which equals 171 ppm
hardness.

Rinse and clean all test equipment.
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Measuring Total Hardness by Volumetric Titration with a Versenate EDTA (Disomilm
Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acetic Acid) Solqtion

- -- Measure 50 ml of water sample in a graduated cylinder and then pour iEto a
casserole.

Add .5 ml of t3tal hardness buffer solution and mix using the rubber-tioped
end of the stirring rod.

- -- Add one measure of hardness indicator powder; if powder is not available, use.
hardness indicator tablet and pulverize using the glass stirring rod.

- -- Fill the burette to the zero mar.. with versenate hardness reagent which is
done by squeezing the plastic bottle attached to the automatic burettes.

Slowly add the '..ardness reagent while mixing constantly. The end point is a
blue color. Specifically, it is the blue color that is present when the last
trace of reddish color has just faded.

- -- Read the number of ml on the burette and determine the ppm of total as CaCO3
by using the fomula 20 X ml of titrating solution, and record the answer.

- -- Rinse and clean all equipment.

SUMMARY

The removal of iron, carbon dioxide and turbidity is best achieved by the chemical
precipitation methods of Cold Process Lime-Soda Softening or Hot Process Lime-Soda
9oftening. Aeration is a method that is used primarily to remove carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide, which causes corrosion. Aeration results in saturating water with
oxygen, a corrosive gas. Deaeration is a process that removes the gases of oxygen,
carbon dioxide and ammonia from the water. Direct acid feed is sometimes required to
help neutralize an excess of alkalinity.

QUESTIONS

1. What is meant by clarification of water?

2. How is coagulation achieved?

3. Why are coagulation and filtration sometimes used in conjunction?

4. Explain the ION exchange principle.

5. Name two types of chemical precipitation processes.

6. What is the purpose of a deaerator?

7. What is the purpose of an aerator?

8. How can the pH level of water be lowered?
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9. Name two hardness tests.

10. What is lather factor?

11. What is the X-factor between grains per gallon and parts per million on the soap
test?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. AFM 85-31, Industrial Water Treatment.



INTERNAL TREATMENT
)

OBJECTIVES

SG J3ABR54532 001-VIII-3

Given informatton, identify principles related to internal boiler water treatmentwith 80% accurac::.

Given information, select, care and use precision measuring instruments with
instructor assistance.

Following step-by-step procedures, draw water sample and determine chemical
concentrations in a steam boiler with instructor assistance.

Given information, explain basic facts pertaining to condensate return treatmentwith 80% accuracy.

Given step-by-step procedures, test and treat condensate return water withinstructor assistance.

INTRODUCTION

Regardless of whether one ic concerned with manpower or materials, well-laid planswill normally fall by the wayside If a means of controlling is not included in theprogram. This is particularly true of boiler feedwater treatment. The most importantfactor in boiler water treatment for prevention of scale and corrosion is proper controlof the chemicals used in treatment. Unless all treatment chemicals are controlledwithin specified limits, the treatment is ineffective, steam contamination may result,and damage to the boiler will occur. Frequent testing at stated intearvals is the onlypositive method for determining the concentration of chemicals in the boiler. Byknowing the chemical concentration in the boiler, we are able to determine the amount ofchemicals that will have to be added to maintain the specified limits.

Generally, the makeup water that comes into the boiler with the feedwater brings'dissolved calcium and magnesium that can form scale. As a peactical matter, these
hardness elements cannot be kept in solution in the steaming boiler water. They willprecipitate, and the main purpose of internal treatment is to control precipitation toform a sludge that can be run off with the blowdown instead of a scale that causestrouble. This control is what prevents scaling in boilers, and herein lies the use of
all endless numbers of boiler "compounds", the mysteries, the arguments and muchfoolishness.

INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES OF INTERNAL TREATMENT

Internal treatment for scale prevention would serve no useful purpose if the sludge
formed deposits in the boiler, expecially where the heat is coming through from the
fire. Sludges often have to be "helped" so that they will be carried along with the
water and leave the boiler with the blowdown. Additives that do this are called "sludgeconditioners".

When precipitates form in the boiler water, the character of the sludge can vary
depending on conditions in the boiler. Sometimes, the particles are fine and sometimescourse. Some sludge floc will and some do not. The main thing is how the sludge flows,
and it was discovered early that some additives cause the sludge to flow better. Mostof these are organic substances having large molecules that dissolve in water to form acolloidal suspension. One of the earliest schemes was to put potato peelings into theboiler. This sometimes helped because starch is a useful colloid.

These colloids act something like a gelatin in the boiler water. The gelatinous
particles bring the precipitated particles together to form a sludge but do not permit
the small crystals to grow in size. Whatever the action, circumstances may cause it to
vary, and its extent cannot always be predicted. This has given rise to searches for
the very best additives of this kind. Vegetable produnts, known as tannins, are used agreat deal and one of these, extracted from quebracho wood, is used in many government-
operated boilers. A related class is the lignins that are left over when paper is made
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from wood. Starch is used on many Navy ships, where the large ametlqt of chlorides in
the water causes special problems. Another common colloid additive is extracted from
seaweed.

What substances to use and how much are learned largely through experience,
watching how the sludge behaves. For example, quebracho tannin has given very good
results in heating plant boilers (pressures to 250 psi). However, charring and black
deposits have been reported in some of the higher-pressure power plants and
procese-steam boilers in which this tannin scs used. The reported deposits were
probably formed because the feedwater treatment had not been well planned. The point i
that quebracho tannin did not keep the poor-grade sludge fluid. Da these same
situations, certain lignin-class chemicals are often better sludge conditioners; but,
these too can cause black deposits in high-pressure boilders.

MI

Formation of Scale and Deposits in Boilers

Minerals or salts present in the feedwater in dilute form become concentrated in
the boiler water. The slightly soluble minerals can therefore deposit or precipitate
out of the boiler. They may come out in the form of a scale on the boiler surface or in
the form of a sludge throughout the body of the boiler water.

The slightly soluble materials include calcium sulfate, calcium carbonate, and
magnesium hydroxide and, where phosphate treatment is used, calcium phosphate is
precipitated and a magnesium phosphate deposit can be formed. Very soluble salts
present in a boiler water which do not come out of solution include principally the
sodium salts, such as sodium carbonate, sodium sulfate, sodium chloride and sodium
nitrate, and also any potassium salts.

CALCIUM CARBONATE DEPOSITS. Calcium bicarbonates present in feedwater decompuses
in the boiler to form calcium carbonate, usually mostly as a sludge. The concentration
of calcium bicarbonate in a water may be quite high. In such instances calcium
carbonate can deposit in the fecdwater heater or in the boiler feed !'bes because of th:
temperature to which feedwater is ordinarily heated. Deposition of the calcium
carbonate becomes more rapid at the temperature in the boiler. If the deposition occuis
in a water low in causticity, as it has not yet mixed with the concentrated caustic
boiler water. Considerable calcium carbonate deposit may therefore accumulate at the
feedwater inlet. Under the influence of heat, this deposit can be baked on and become
similar to a thick, hard scale. Ordinarily, the calcium carbonate sludge can be removed
by blowdown. Sometimes it may not be sufficiently fluid to be carried well enough in
the circulating boiler water, so that it settles and is baked to a thick, hard scale.

CALCIUM SULFATE SCALE. This salt is somewhat soluble in cold water, but its
solubility decreases as the temperature of the water increases. It can therefore
deposit directly on the boiler surface where the boiler water is hottest and form a hard
scale, which builds up in thickness.

MAGNFSIUM DEPOSITS. Magnesium bicarbonate present in a water decomposes under the
influence of heat, to form magnesium carbonate. These magnesium deposits can form, to
some extent, in boiler feed lines or at the boiler feed inlet in :he same way as calcium
carbonate to form a hard scale. In the boiler, magnesium hydroxide may form as a sticky
sludge and adhere to boiler surfaces. Under some conditions, however, magnesium
deposits can form in hard scales or baked-on sludges.

FACTORS CONTROLLING BOILER WATER TREATMENT

Many factors in addition to proper chemical feed, affect the control of treatment-
chemical concentrations in boiler water. These factors are operational as well as
mechanical.

Variation in Condensate Losses

Extreme variation in the amount of concensate returned, caused by improper pump
operation and maintenance, lowers the concentrations of treatment chemicals in boiler
water. This is due to high makeup rate when appreciable condensate losses occur. The
high makeuri rate imposes an excessive demand for chemical treatment above that normally
fed when all return pumps are operating properly. To remedy this, check the area from
which the condensate is returned and see that pumps are operati oerly. High makeup
rates complicate the problem of chemical treatment control.
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Blowdown

Excessive or incorrectly times boiler blowdown also lowers the concentrations of
treatment chemicals in a boiler. Give blowdowns only when chemical tests show they are
needed; emphasize particularly the results of the dissolved-solids test. Blowdowns must
be given before treatment chemical is added, unless supplementary batch or automatic
intermittent feed over a 24-hour period will maintain adequate concentrations of
treatment chemicals in the boilers throughout the blowdown. Do not fill the boiler with
water just before the blowdown.

Scaled Boilers

Scale is a crystalline deposit formed on the evaporating surfaces of the boiler.
The most common scales in heating boilers are calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate.
These deposits, if allowed to become thick enough, will cause the boiler metal to
overheat and fail. The presence of scale is evidence of ineffective water treatment.
These scales can be removed by chemical solvents. However, this is a specialized and a
hazardous process. The guidance of an engineer experienced in chemical cleaning is
advisable to determine if a special water treatment or chemical cleaning will remove the
scale.

REQUIREMENTS FOR TREATMENT

Boiler Classifications

The basic requirements for treating boiler water vary with water quality and boiler
construction, materials, operating pressure, capacity and design. Steam boilers are
generally classified as high-pressure, high horsepower; high-pressure, low horsepower;
low-pressure, high horsepower; and low-pressure, low horsepower. Steam boilers made of
steel may operate at either high or low pressure. Cast iron boilers operate at low
pressure. High-pressure boilers operate at pressures in excess of 15 psi steam, while
low-pressure boilers are those that operate at a pressure of 15 psi or less. High
horsepower boiler plants are equipped with individual boilers rated at 100 hp
(horsepower) or more. A boiler plant equipped with one boiler rated at 100 hp or more
Lplus one or more boilers rated at less than 100 hp is classified as a high horsepower
plant. High horsepower boiler plants may operate at high or low pressure. Low
horsepower plants are equipped with individual boilers rated at less than 100 hp. These
plants are also operated at either high or low pressure.

Methods of Treatment

Chemical treatment requirements, method of control and application vary with the
makeup water and the boiler. The following paragraphs can serve as a guide for internal
boiler-water treatment requirements.

HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM STEEL BOILERS. These boilers are generally treated with
caustic soda in combination with sodium metaphosphate and quebracho tannin. Boilers
under 10 hp are exempt from this treatment unless local conditions warrant it.

LOW-PRESSURE STEAM STEEL BOILERS. These boilers are generally operated without
makeup or blowdown, and are therefore usually free frc-1 corrosion and scaling troubles.
If makeup is required for some reason such as process requirements, corrosion and scale
sometimes become problems. When they do, the boiler may be treated with caustic soda or
with caustic soda and quebracho tannin. If the boiler is operated with acidic or
low-alkalinity water, without makeup or blowdown, give it a sufficiently large dose of
caustic soda to impart alkalinity in the rage neeced to prevent corrosion -- pH 10.5 to
11.5. If scale formation is observed, treat the boiler with caustic soda in combination
with sodium metaphosphate and quebracho tannin.

CAUTION: If in doubt, consult the major command.

LOW-PRESSURE CAST IRON BOILERS. Boilers of this type are not treated unless scale
formation is observed. Where treatment is necessary, use caustic soda in combination
with sodium metaphosphate and quebracno tannin.

CAUTION: When such treatment is indicated, consillt the major command before
instituting it.
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SPECIAL TREATMENT. In some cases, both low- and high-pressure boilers may require
special water treatments, such as sulfite or antifoam.

CAUTION: Consult the major command before instituting treatment.

TYPES OF INTERNAL &OILER WATER CHEMICALS

To prevent scale formation on the internal water-contacted surfaces of a boiler aN
to prevent destruction of the boiler metal by corrosion, feedwater and boiler water musl
be chemically treated. This chemical treatment prolongs the useful life of the boiler
and results in appreciable savings in fuel since maximum heat transfer is possible from
the furnace to steam.

The chemicals mentioned in this text tor use in AF boilers are not always used in
every boiler. The chemicals used in a particular boiler in one area may not be needed
for a boiler in another area. The condition of raw water and intended use of the boile
and steam are factors considered before deciding what chemical treatment (if any) will
be used.

The chemicals used in treatment of AF boilers are as follows.

Caustic Soda (Na0H)

Addition of caustic soda, so as to maintain a concentration of 20-200 pacts per
million (ppm), will neutralize acid conditions and provide sufficient free hydroxides t
combine with the magnesium salts in the boiler and will not adhere to the heating
surfaces. Addition of caustic soda also enhances the achievement of other boiler water
objectives. It keeps the boiler sludge fluid so that it is carried in the circulating
water and can be removed by blowdown; it helps maintain smooth effectiveness of certain
chemicals such as phosphate, quebracho tannin; and, it is required by some neutralizing
amines for good volatility with the steam.

Tannin

Tannin decreases sludge accumulation and scale formation in the boiler. For this
reason, it is frequently used as a supplement to caustic soda treatment to enhance
removal of calcium phosphate sludge. Quebracho tannin has a corrosive control property
in that it absorbs some of the dissolved oxygen and more important, appears to form a
protective film on steel. It should be used when detailed precautions for full
protective corrosive controls are not practical or economical. Tannin also provides
smoother boiling with less carryover and, although Air Force boiler plants rarely
present embrittlement problems, gives added assurance that such problems will not
develop. The limit for tannin content of boiler water is a medium brown color (3M) as
shown by the middle standard of the tannin color comparator.

Excessive amounts of tannin cause foaming and in addition becomes sticky and
adheres to boiler surfaces making it difficult to remove by blowdown, plus the settling
of sludge may restrict water circulation resulting in starvation of water-wall tubes.
Over-treatment of tannin also results in loss of chemicals, heat and water because of
excessive blowdown.

Phosphates (PO4)

A concentration of 30-60 ppm of phosphate should be maintained in the boiler water
When boiler water is treated with a phosphate chomical, the phosphate combines with the
calcium to precipitate calcium phosphate. Calcium phosphate forms as a finely divided
fluid sludge which can be carried by the boiler circulation and readily removed by
blowdown. Since calcium phosphate is the least soluble of the calcium salts that form
in a boiler water, phosphate control prevents the formation of calcium scales, such as
calcium carbonate or calcium sulfate. Maintenance of a satisfactory causticity in the
boiler water is necessary with phosphate control because calcium phosphate is more
soluble if the water does not carry enough causticity and can form as a sticky sludge
that will adhere to the boiler surfaces.

Excessive concentrations of sodium phosphates not only indicate wastage of
chemicals, but can also increase formation of sticky sludge and scale. If too high of :

concentration of phosphate is maintained, the phosphate will start precipitating
magnesium. Magnesium phosphate is very sticky and will adhere to boiler surfaces
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causing scal.? formation thus defeating the purpose of internal treatment. To prevent
this, maintain a 3 to 1 ratio of sodium hydroxide to phosphate. This way the sodium
hydroxide will precipitate the magnesium and leave the precipitation of calcium to
phosphate.

Sodium Sulfite (2Na2S02)

In certain instances, some corrosion may persist even though sufficient causticity
is carried and the feedwater deaerated. Sometimes, improved corrosion control is
obtained by chemical treatment to remove the small quantities of oxygen left in the
water after it has been deaerated mechanically. A few chemicals are available for this
purpose; the most commonly used is sodium sulfite. When dissolved in water, it unites
with oxygen to form sodium sulfate. If enough sodium sulfite is fed into a boiler, the
chemical surplus maintained in the water will take up any oxygen that enters and keep
the boiler oxygen free. Normally, a concentration of 20-40 ppm sodium sulfite is
maintained in the boiler water This is enough to take up an3 oxygrn that is likely to
get into the boiler. Higher concentrations are unnecessary and

Table 2 on the following page gives the concentration level for the chemicals you
studied in the preceding paragraphs.

OBJECTIVE OF AMINE TREATMENT

Methods of Minimizing Return-Line Corrosion

Corrosion in condensate return lines and associated equipment is a problem common
at many Air Force bases. The causticity in the boiler water is not volatile and
ordinarily only small amounts, if any, goes over with the steam; therefore, the
condensate is generally rather pure water. However, carbon dioxide (CO2) gas does go
over with the steam and dissolves in the condensate, causing carbonic acid, lowering the
pH or the return condensate and making it acid. The carbon dioxide is more corrosive
than the oxygen which leaks in at pipe connections, pumps, etc. But when both are
present, the problem is intensified and a corrosion problem is likely to exist. Acid
corrosion usually grooves and channels the bottom of the pipe; frequently, it is most
Ipronounced just beyond the traps of hot water generators or radiators. Oxygen normally
pits the entire circumference of the pipe. Return lino corrosion can be controlled with
neutralizing and filming amines.

NEUTRALIZING AMINES. Most condensate corrosion problems are :mused by carbonic
acid in the condensate. The carbonic acid is derived from mineral carbonate in feedwater
makeup. Therefore, eaustic soda r:sier than soda ash, which is also a carbonic acid
source, is used for internal toiler water treatment. To neutralize the condensate
carbonic acid, treat the boiler water with an alkaline material thc,4 cftrries over with
steam. A group of volatile, alkaline compounds called "amines" satisfies this
requirement. When fed into the boiler water, the amines volatilize to form a gas which
flows over with the steam and returns with the condensate to the boiler where it is
reused. Loss of condensate results in loss of chemical. The alkalinity of the amine
builds up the condensate pH and, on the alkaline side (about 7.0 to 7.5). The
neutralizing amines approved for Air Force use are cyclohexylamine and morpholine.

Cyclohexylamine. Two grades of cyclohexylamine are available: water solution
which iR 60 percent syclohexylamine, and a special grade which is 98 percent
cyclohexylamlne. The 98-percent grade is more economical; however, since it
is about as flammable as alcohol, it must be diluted with an equal volume of
water when received at the plant. Cyclohexylamines are sola under various
trade names and may vary somewhat in concentration percentages.

Cyclohexylamine is caustic and harmful to the skin. Handle it carefully to
prevent spilling it on the skin or breathing the fumes excessively.

When used in direct contact cookers, cyclohexylamine may be used if it does
not exceed 10 ppm in the steam. DO NOT use such steam where it will contact
milk products.



CHEMICAL
RESIDUAL

(CONCENTRATION) PURPOSE * X-FACTOR

SODIUM

SUL FITE
20-40 P. P . M. OXYGEN SCAVENGER -1 Drop x 5 = P. P. M.

CAUSTIC

SODA

(SODIUM

HYDROXIDE)

20-200 P. P. M. ALKALINITY

(Also precipitates magrc 23 x ML = P. P. M.

PHOSPHATE 30-60 P. P. M. PRECIPITATES CALCIUM AND

MAGNESIUM
Color Comparison

TANNIN 3-- KEEPS BOILER SLUDGE AND

SOLIDS IN LIQUID OR FLUID

STATE

Color Comparison

DISSOLVED SOLIDS

TEST (a s.
1000-4000 P. P.M. DETERMINES AMOUNT AND

FREQUENCY OF BLOWDOWN
Tannin Convezsion
Factor

AMINES

CONDENSATE pH

1 -7.5 pH PREVENTS CORROSION 111

CONDENSATE RETURN LINES

*X-FACTOR -- is the multiplication factor used to convert the chemical analysis into parts-perquillion.

Tip 2. Concentration Levels
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Morptoline. Morpholine is a neutralizing amine sold in a 91-percent solution.
It is less volatile than cyclohexylamine; consequently, it is used in plants
which operate at high pressures and ratings, usually above 50 psi. In
situations in which its use is applicable, it has one distinct advantage. It
releases CO2 more readily than cyclohexylamine does and, in a properly
vented system with a good deaerating heater, has a higher recycling capacity.

The same precautions and procedures set forth for cyclohexylamine apply also
to morpholine.

FILMING AMINES (OCTADECYLAMINE). The filming amines do not neutralize carbon
dioxide. Rather, they function by forming an impervious nonwettabe film on the metal
surface. This film serves as a barrier between the metal and the condensate, thus
protecting against both oxygen and carbon dioxide attack. This amine film causes the
water to assume droplet form which, in addition to providing protection, results in a
subsidiary benefit -- that of increased heat transfer efficiency. Reports of increases
of 5-10 percent in heat transfer efficiency are not uncommon. Unlike the neutralizing
amines, which must be fed in direct proportion to the CO2 content, the filming amines
are generally dispersed so as to provide a feeding rate of 2-3 ppm. Except at a very
low CO2 concentration, treatment of filming amines, as opposed to neutralizing amines,
is considerably more economical.

Choice of Amine Treatment

Use condensate corrosion testers to determine if treatment is needed. Testers may
be obtained from the US Air Force Contract Laboratory. When condensate corrosion
testers indicate treatment is required, the choice of amine must be based on oerating
conditions. The following is a general guide. When boiler feedwater makeup is 20
percent or less, the neutralizing amines are normally used; treat boilers that operate
to about 50 psi with cyclohexylamine; use morpholine for those which operate at higher
pressures or at a high sustained load. The filming or octadecylamine may be used if
makeup requirements are fairly high or oxygen is suspected as a major cause of
return-line corrosion.

DRAW BOILER WATER SAMPLE

Sampling Connections

If we use a chemical in our boiler, we must be able to tel.'. at all times when we
have enough of that chemical in the boiler. To do this, we must have a sample of the
water that is in the boiler. We could get water out of the boiler from many different
fittings, but the water should represent all the water in that boiler. Therefore, we
would not get our sample from the bottom blowdown because it would contain too much
sludge. On the other hand, we should not get our sample from the steam space because
chemicals are not present in steam.

Importance of Accuracy

For adequate treatment control, the boiler water being tested must represent the
true condition of the water in the boiler when it is operating. Exercise care in
selecting the sampling point and the drawing-out method. The sample connections should
all be tight fitting and installed to permit the sample to be taken while standing on
the floor, for obvious safety reasons.

If water-column connections to the boiler are short and direct, blowdown the water
column several times and draw a sample from the water-column blowdown connection.
Install a 1/4-inch sampling conectin ahead of the water column blowdown valve. For
water-tube boilers, take the sample from either the front drum or the forward part of
the upper rear drum. Continuous blowdown connections properly located make good
sampling points. If the rear drum connection is close to the feedwater inlet, be sure
that the sample is not diluted by feedwater. If any doubt exists as to the proper
location of the sampling connection, contact the major command for assistance.

Types of Cooling Coils

If possible, draw the boiler water samples through a cooling coil that prevents the
lboiler water from flashing into steam. Several types c: ,-..ommercial cooling coils are
available. Coils are also easy to make in the plant.
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ATMOSPHERICALLY-COOLED COIL. About 25 feet of 3/8- or 1/2-inch copper tubing bent
in the shape of a large helix and suspended in air makes a satisfactory air condenser i.
the sample is not drawn too rapidly.

WATER-COOLED COIL. Good results can be obtained with 15 to 25 feet of 1/4-inch
copper tubing formed into a coil approximately 6 inches in diameter and 10-inches long
and immersed in a bucket of cold water or a permanently connected cooling chamber. A
common manifold permits the coil to serve two or more boilers.

We have no set time to draw a boiler water sample, but all samples must be drawn
immediately before the regular blowdown and before chemicals are added. Unless
otherwise specified, bring samples for all water analysis tests described below to room
temperature. This is necessary to determine minimum concentrations of the chemicals
available in the boiler and the maximum total-dissolved-solids content of the boiler
water. All testing apparatus must be scrupulously clean and kept and used in clean
surroundings protected from dust and dirt.

Before collecting the sample, blowdown all sampling lines and connections to
sampling points to clear them of stagnant water. If possible, avoid taking flash
samples by drawing the sample slow enough to cool the water before it comes out the end
of the sample line (see figure 13).

Adjust the sampling line to reach to the bottom of the bottle; then run the sample
long enough to overflow the top to protect it from exposure to the atmosphere (see
figure 13.) This is necessary because the carbon dioxide and oxygen in the air can be
absorbed and change the causticity and tannin concentrations of the sample. Never take
the sample in a shallow pan or bucket and do not expose it to the air any more than is
necessary.

Extreme care must be taken when drawing a boiler water sample because a mistake at
this time can affect the results of the boiler water tests. If the boiler water tests
are wrong, the sater treatment logs will be wrong; the wrong amount of chemicals will
have been placed in the boiler; and, you may give the boiler too much blowdown, thus
wasting more chemicals, water (hot water) heat, time and energy. A slight mistake at
the begining affects the end.

Generally speaking, water samples taken in a steam heating plant include water
taken from the boiler and the return line. In hot water heating plants, one water
sample is usually all that is required. This sample is obtained either from some
convenient point in the system or from the boiler drain valve or cock.

Standard Laboratory Equipment

An arrangement with the US Air Force Contract Laboratory permits Air Force
activities to obtain the necessary test kits and reagents by direct request to US Air
Force Contract Laboratory. Kits are available to test for causticity, phosphate,
tannin, pH of boiler water (low-pressure boilers), pH of return condensate and s)dium
sulfite.

For blowdown control, the dissolved solids of boiler water may be determined
rapidly and simply by use of a modified Wheatstone bridge to measure the specific
conductance of a water sample and converting its value to parts per million. The
instrument and conductivity cell is listed in Equipment Allowance Document TA404 under
stock number 6630-678-5582 Test Bridge, Solution Conductivity. The additional equipmen
required for this test is available on request from the US Air Force Contract
Laboratory.

Laboratory Furniture

Adequate space and equipment should be made available in the heating plant to
facilitate testing. Equipment should include the following basic items of furniture:
sink, preferably with an intergral drain board; shelf; cabinet, a unit for the
distillation or demineralization of water (if demineralized water is not available from
other base sources). Items for cleaning and maintaining laboratory equipment should
Also be available.
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VALVE

COOLING COIL

SAMPLE BOTTI E

CNA-013

a. Blowdown sample lines
b. Rinse equipment
e. Discard rinse water

d. Draw sample slowly
e. Sample line to bottom

sToppER

CNA-014

f. Overflow bottle
g. Stopper bottle
h. Label bottle

Figure 13. Taking a Boiler Water Sample
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Technical Assistance

The appropriate major air command provides technical assistance to train personnel
in control of chemical treatment, testing procedures and related problems, such as
return-line corrosion, feedwater heater operation, and those concerning treatment or
conditioning of steam, condensate and boiler feedwater.

Information for Ordering Supplies and Equipment

Ordering supplies is not difficult if the following rules are observed.

Stocklisted items must be ordered when they will fill the requirements.

--- Always describe items as complete y and accurately as possible. (Supply
people do not know your requirements.)

Doublecheck substitutions or similar items and be sure they will meet your
requirements before ordering them.

When ordering boiler water supplies, submit proper forms. It is advisable to make
an extra copy for the laboratory file so that a record of delivery, amount ordered and
onsumption may be kept.

When ordering an item or reagent that is stocklisted and the stock number is known,
all that is necessary is to check the stock catalog and copy the nomenclature and
description accurately and completely.

Laboratory Safety

The work of a laboratory specialist in water treatment can be safe if he will use a
few simple precautions in the handling and mixing of chemicals, handling glassware and
operating the equipment. Accidents just do not happen; they are caused by unsafe acts
or conditions. The skilled operator knows his chemicals, the proper method of mixing
them, the correct manner of operating his equipment, and the importance of keeping his
mind on his work. The last is very important because many times after an accident, the
victim has remarked, "I was not thinking". Information of importance to you in gaining
an understanding of how accidents are caused and prevented is presented in this study
guide. However, not all the information you need to know is contained here; therefore,
additional study on the subject is recommended.

Handling Acids and Alkalies 41

Acids and alkalies can cause severe burns when they come in contact with the skin.
When handlig chemicals, never put your hands to your eyes or face without first washing
them. The skin tissue of your face is more sensitive than that of your hands and is
more easily irritated. Rubber gloves must be worn when handling concentrated acids to
protect your hands. To protect your clothes a rubber apron is worn, Before using these
protective devices, they should be inspected to assure they will afford the protection
for which they were intended.

When mixing acids with water, the acid should be slowly poured into the water and
the solution should be constantly stirred with a glass stirring rod to prevent a
concentration of the acid in a small area of the water. Failure to follow this
procedure may result in the acid boiling and splattering the surrounding area, causing
severe burns to the operators. Never pour water into the acid. Should one of your
co-workers get a spray of acid in his face zr eyFs, lo a:t tin put his hand to his
face, pl e him immediately ui' w 'tr aty oi water can wash away the acid,
and th Jmediately J t et( lr further treatment. An accident report
shon made as soon as the patient's cc Aon permits.

Cut , Glassware

Before using any glassware for testing water, an inspection of the article should
be made for cracks and rough edges. The rough edges can develop into cracks and when a
stopper is applied may break the tube and spill its contents.
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When heating a liquid in a breaker or flask, always apply the heat gradually. A
Large amount of heat concentrated in a small area can set up a strain that might cause
;he beaker or flask to crack.

,aboratory Safety Equipment

Although some differences will be found in safety equipment which has beei provided
ror use in the water testing laborat -ies, rL -t laboratories will have similar items of
;afety equipment.

Rubber aprons p,:ovided and should always be worn when you are performing water
tests. This practice will protect your clothes from water spills and also from acid and
3ther chemical spills.

Rubber gloves are available and are a "must" when you handle concentrated acids
;uch as sulfuric or nitric acid; also, when handling concentrated caustic solutions such
ts sodium hydroxide. Most of the acid solutions used in testing water samples are quite
weak (N/50) and do not require the use of rubber gloves.

Asbestos gloves are provided for the handling of beakers and other vessels
3ontaining hot liquids and also when removing hot samples from a muffle furnace.

Several types of tongs may be provided for hardling equipment which cannot be
Acked up with your bare hands. Some of the tongs have rubber covered tips so that
5lassware may be handled without danger of cracking. Other tongs are asbestos lined for
landling the larger bealc(;cs containing hot liquids.

Plastic face shields and eye goggles are provided for your protection when handling
oncentrated acid or cauatic solutions and when heating solutions and evaporating them
to dryness over Bunsen burners as there is some danger of splatter just before dryness
Ls reached.

Some laboratories are equipped with emergency showers and also special eye washers.
klthough this equipment may never be needed, you should give them an operational check
;A regular intervals, and you should make sure that you know exactly where they are
located.

Properly equipped laboratories will be well ventilated and some are provided with
exhaust fans for the quick removal of toxic or noxious fumes.

Walkways in the laboratory may be covered with rubber floor mats to lecIrsri
chance of slipping and falling. They also act as an electrical insulator
the possibility of receiving an electrical shock when operating 01ctrical ea.1

stirring machines, etc.

resting Equir,t t

- Ipmeut must be kept in good repair and be scrupulouly clean when used,
_herwl results may be erroneous.

Clean testing apparatus thoroughly with soap and water using the test tube brush
provided. Distilled water or condensed steam makes a good rinse. The equipment should
be kept and used in clean surroundings protected from dust and dirt.

The electrical conductivity meter cell, used in the dissolved solids test, should
be inspected at intervals. Check for the following: is wear and cracking noted; is
there foreign material on the electrodes; is shield in position, intact; and are the
electrodes in position; are vent holes free of obstruction; is the black platinum
coating present over all the electrode surfaces?

NOTE: If mechanical defect is noted in the cell or if loss of the black platium
coating on the electrodes is noticed, the cell can be returned 'he
manufacturer for repair or replatinizing of the electrodes.

When not in use, the cell should be stored submerged in distilled water.
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A cell frequently ueed should be cleaned every few weeks. This may be done by
dipping the cell in 3N hydrochloric acid for about two minutes, followed by washing in
running water and inverting the cell to wash the electrodes.

Calibrp.tion of the meter should be done once each month. This can be done by
measuring the specific conductance of the calibration solution (Conductivity Meter Test
Solution available from the AF Contract Laboratory). Use the same procedures as the
boiler water test for dissolved solids, including setting the temperature adjustment to
the temperature of the solution. Neutralizing solution is NOT used. If the reading
appreciably outside the range, the cell can be adjusted locally or returned to the
manufacturer for calibration.

Chemical Reagents

PREPARATION OF STARCH INDICATOR. In testing boiler water for Sodium Sulfite
content, a starch indicator is used. This indicator must be prepared locally.
One-fourth level teaspoon of potato or arrowroot starch (available from AF Contract
Laboratory) is mixed with 50 milliliters of distilled water. The starch solution loses
its sensitivity as an indicator after a time. Addition of one crystal of Thymol
(available from the AF Contract Laboratory) to the starch preserves it so that it can be
used for about two weeks. The starch solution should be dated when prepared.

PREPARATION OF DILUTE STANNOUS CHLORIDE. In performing the Phosphate test, a
solution of dilute stannous chloride is used. This reagent must be prepared from
Concentrated Stannous Chloride on the day it is to be used. One-half milliliter of
concentrated stannous chloride is transferred to a 20-milliliter bottle and the bottle
filled to the neck with distilled water. After the test, discard any dilute stannous
chloride reagent not used. Dilute Stannous Chloride that is uot fresh gives low results
in the Phosphate test. The dilute ragent cannot be supplied from a central laboratory
as it deteriorates too rapidly.

The Concentrated Stunnous Chloride deteriorates once the bottle is opened and
should not be used if it is more than two months old. However, concentrated stannous
cUloride in the original sealed bottle can be kept for a period of six months without
deterioration.

TESTING REAGENTS. The Comparator Molybdate and Concentrated Stannous Chloride
reagents used in the Phosphat' test should be tested at least twice a week, to insure
that they are giving a correct blue color development in the test. This is done by
testing for phosphate concentration in the Standard Phosphate Test Solution (available
from AF Control Laboratory). The color obtained should be about midway bet- t.lie two
color standards of the Phosphate Comparator Block. If the color matches either standard
or is outside the range of standards, the reagents must be replaced.

BOILER WATER TEST

Sodium Sulfite Test

The sodium sulfite test is performed to measure sodium sulfite content in the
boiler water when this type of treatment is used. Sodium sulfite acts with oxygen very
rapidly in the hot boiler water forming sodium sulfite. Sodium sulfite treatment is
used to supplement mechanical methods and tannin as removal agents. When the remaining
dissolved oxygen content remains high and sodium sulfite treatment is instituted, a
concentration between 20 and 40 ppo is usually considered satisfactory.

Causticity Test

The causticity test is used to determine the amount of free causticity , iydroxide
(OH) in the boiler water. A causticity concentration maintained between 20 an,. 20., ppm,
by using caustic soda, will neutralize acid materials in the water. In addition to the
neutralizing action, the free hydroxide combines with magnesium salts to form magnesium
hydroxide. Alkaline water will usually prevent corrosion. Our discussion will be
limited to the precipitation method of testinr- When testing boiler water which is
appreciably colored by organic material such , tannin, it is desirable to start with a
warm sample, sly about 160°,
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Phosphate Test

The phosphate test is used to determine the amounx: of soluble phosphate in the
'boiler water. Maintaining a phosphate level between 30 ppm and 60 ppm by addition of
sodium metaphosphate will result in the sodium metaphosphate combining with some of the
free hydroxide (formed by the addition of caustic soda) forming Trlsodium phosphate.
The Trisodium phosphate combin s with calcium salts, in the water, to form tricalcium
phosphate, a soft, nonadhering, finely divided sludge which can be easily removed from
the boiler by blowdown. There are several methods of determining the phosphate level;
however, for our studies we will limit ti. discussion to the colormetric method.

Tannin Test

The tannin test is made to determine the approximate concentration of tannin in the
boiler water. Tannin acts as an oxygen absorber and due to its colloidal action, it can
make the sludge form as very finely divided particles, thus being more fluid, so that it
is carried by the circulating boiler water and is removed more readily by blowdown. The
limit for tannin content of boiler water is a (3) medium brown color as shown by the
middle standard of the tannin color comparator.

Total Dissolved Solids Test

The dissolved-solids test is used to determine the concentration of soluble salts
in boiler water and as a control to determine the amount and frequelcy of blowdown. The
specific limits for boiler-water dissolved-solid content are between 1000 and 4000 ppm.
Testing for dissolved-solids will be limited to the electrical conductivity method in
this course.

Condensate pH Test

Condensate return is tested for pH to determine if condensate alkalinity has
decreased to the point where return-line corrosion will occur. This type of corrosion
is common in installations having extensive return systems. When steam is formed, the
bicarbonates in the feedwater go to carbonates in the hot water and form hydroxides.

& Carbon dioxide is formed in both actions and leaves with the boiler steam. When the
O Fcarbon dioxide condenses with the steam, it forms carbonic acid giving a pH spmetimes as

low as about 5. By the use of a group of the compounds called "amines", the pH of the
condensate can be maintained just on the alkaline side, say 7 .0 to 7.5, and corrosion
in the return lines can be reduced.

TAKING THE SAMPLE OF CONDENSATE. Take the sample near a point in the return piping
where the condensation takes place, such as right after a trap, or preferably at a point
where return-line corrosion is known to be occurring. For the sample to be representa-
tive of water flowing in the return lines, it should not be taken from a collecting
tank. Cooling the condensate is not necessary. However, collect it slowly to reduce

ashing.

Corrosion Testers

The literature on the corrosion of steel pipe recognizes two principal types that
cause rapid perforation and failure: channeling, attributed to acidity; and pitting,
iscribed to dissolved oxygen. Considerable damage may also be caused by erosion or
,aechanical wear, due to poor design of the system in relation to its loading. Testing
devices such as wire coils, spools, and strips do not ordinarily distinguish between
these causes of failure, especially in condensate. It is therefore difficult, with such
tools alone, to determine whether the principal factor causing the deterioration was
carbonic acid, dissolved oxygen, or an excessive rate of flow. This information was
obtainable from the corrosion pattern in a test nipple.

The AF Contract Lab condensate-corrosion tecter (figure 14) was developed to
determine the need for chemical treatment to control corrosion in a particular heating
system. The tester furnishes both weight-loss data and a corrosion pattern, from which
the technologist can calculate the severity of corrosion and also determine the
principal cause. The tester is essentially a nipple, whose inner surface is detachable
so that it may be weighed and examined.
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This tester is available at the AF Contract Lab. It determines whether chemical
treatment to control corrosion of condensate-return liens is advisable and the
effectivenes of any chemical treatment given. At the end of the test period, the tew;e1
is removed from the return line and returned to the AF Contract Lab for examination and
evaluation. The tester is a composite test nipple, comprising a set of six rings or
shells which fit inside a specially machined pipe nipple (see figure 14).

The average weight loss of the rings during exposure of the tester in a return-11n(
system is evalutaed in terms of an average corrosion rate. The corrosion pattern shownl
on the surface of the cleaned rings indicates the responsible faztor. The tester, a
3/4-inch pipe, is installed after traps that drain hot-water generators or unit heaters
of equivalent capacity. The best way to install the tester is to remove the caps and
insert it in a horizontal stretch of piping immediately beyond the trap. Usually,
testers are placed at pooints where corrosion has been noticed. Ninety-day tests are
recommended in plants with a history of corrosion trouble. Plants that have not
reported high maintenance costs, frequently extend the test period over the entire
heating season. Sixty to ninety-day tests are adquate to evaluate effectiveness of
chemical treatments.

PIPE NIPPLES

mmim
UNION COUPLING

Figure 14. AF Contract Lab Condensata-
Corrosion Tester Assembly
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SUMMARY

A boiler water sample must bo takep from a point that represents the overall boiler
Water. Analysin of the sample w:11 deter. Ine the corcentration levels of each chemical

used. The condensate return water is testeu for the pH level. Anytime chemicals are
stored or L idled all safety precautior- must be followed precisely. One effectivc
method "nr feedloa chemical into the by, r water is the slug method. To determine the
proper dos,.g ,. of oach chemical to add, the results of the water sample used must be
accurate.

Watel samples ubould be collected in a way that they represent exactly what they
are sup,ose(i 0 rorresent. They should not be diluted, concentrated nor contaminated
before testir; and mailing. Samples are labeled to prevent getting them mixed up and to
insure that t'ley are sent to the correct place.

Boiler water samples for the AF Contract Lab should be carefully collected 3.nd
labeled. (This sample should represent the same water that the operator samples on that
day.) Forms should be filled out accurately and shipped the same day.

Sludge often has to be conditioned before it can be carried out along with boiler
blowdown. This is accomplished by chemical treatment, which controls precipitation and
the fornation of suspended sludge. These chemical agents must be held within certain
safe limits or they wi71 become harmful. These limits must also be remembered when
treating returt--line corrosion.

Standard corrosion testers may be installed in the condensate lines which will
indicate the rate of corrosion.

QUESTIONS

I. What is the main purpose for testing boiler water?

How does internal treatment prevent scale?

3. What is the purpose of treating boiler feedwater?

4. What standard chemicals are used to treat boiler feedwater?

5. What is the purpose of installing test nipples?

6. What does a causticity test determine?

7. What does a phosphate test determine?

S. What does a tannin test determine?

REFERENCES

I. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distributin Systems.

2. AFM 85-31, Industrial Water Treatment
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SG J3ABR54532 001-VIII-4

LOGS AND CHEMICAL FEEDING

OBJECTIVES

Following step-by-step procedures, maintain water treatment log with BO% accuracy.

Given information and equipment, prepare boiler water sample for shipment with
instructor assistance.

Given information and chemical formulas, compute chemical requirements with
instructor assistance.

Given information, determine step-by-step' procedures for installation and servicing
of chemical feeding equipment with 80% accuracy.

Using step-by-step procedures, service chemical storage area with instructor
assistance.

Using step-by-step procedures, perform chemical feeding with instructor assistance.

INFORMATION

PURPOSE OF LOGS

After you have tested your boiler water and determined the amount of each chemical
in the sample, it is only fitting we should record this information. The purpose of AF
Form 1459, Water Treatment Operating Log for Steam and Hot Water Boilers, is to provide
a record of water treatment to boilers of all Air Force installations. These logs are
active as long as the base or installation is active. The water treatment logs for a
plant are maintained at a central boiler operation area. This report permits technical
review of current performance and comparison of performance over a long period.
Accumulated reports show variations due to changes in seasons and methods of operation.

The instructions for completing AF Form 1459 are found on the reverse side of the
log. AF Form 1459 is used by all installations having steam and hot water boilers
operating at pressures in excess of 15 pounds per square inch (psi) and HTHW in excess
of 160 psi.

Figure 15 is an example of a completed log. The far left-hand column of the log is
numbered from 1 through 31 under the "Date" heading. The date you draw your sample from
the boiler is the same day you should test the sample. Record the results on the log
and add chemicals or blowdown the boiler as needed. Instructions for filling out the
log are printed on the reverse side (see figure 16).
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INS 1 RUCTION'S

AF Form 1459 is to be used for recording enter treatment data for all steam end hnt water
b,ilers that need chemical trestnent. It will be prep. red in duplicnto hy the engineer in
charge at the central heating plant The !tie will tm posted daily and forwuded at the
end of the month to the hese civil engineer for review and npproval. After approval, thr
hese civil engineer will forwerd the Second or carbon copy to tho mnjor commind civil eit.

gineer net later than the 20th of the foilowing reonth. No logs will be forwarded to Head
USAF.

Column P thru C Fot steam boilers only. Enter in the appropriate column the ports per
ndllicat (p p n) of phosphate found by the colorim.ric nethod.

Chlttm D. Enter the number of milliliters (m1.) of causticity Reagent No. 2 required
to destroy the pink color.

Colossi E thtu G. Required for steam boilers. Multiply the velue entered in Colima
D by 23 to obtain the result in parts per million OH end enter in approptiate column.

Cohost H. For steam boilers only. Enter the number for th. prone, colt, desimetion
for the filtrtrd simple of boiler water as determined with tlx. color sterol:int% COOTS
are (1) very light, (2) light. (3) medium, (4) dark. (S) very dark.

Coluni I. Enter the reeding obtained from the conductivity meter. (See Bureau of
Mines Form BWS-21).

C01,11.1 J. Enter the dissolved solid. in ppe ss calculated by multiplying the con-
ductivity reading (column I) by the proper conversion factors.)

Column K. Enter the ppm sulfite content as determined by test for sodium sulfite
(see Bureau uf Mine. Form ORS-7) High temperature water heating systems require 20.40
ppm sodium sulfite. This chemical is not to te used in steam boilers except on opprovel
by major commund.

Column L. For high temperature water systems, i.e.. 300°F'smiter and higher. Enter
the pH of the sample tested. Required range 1. 9.3 to 9.9.

column M thrlA R. Enter the total mind, of pounds of each chemical melded to the
boiler or hot water generator during the day. Use the blank coltmete for chemicals added
other then those listed in column M thru P. such ell filming end neutralising amine..

Column S. Enter the pH of the condensate return water. If pH meter Ia not avail-
able. use the Bureau of Mines test kit for condensate pH end enter color reading.

Column T. Determine the total number of gellons of blowdown ester end enter the
amount in this column. Do not hl,wdown high temperature ewter system.

gcaumn U. Enter the total gallons of makeup water.

Column V. Enter the hardness in ppm of the eskeup ester.

Column M thrn AA. Those columis isre used for central heating plants that love ion
exchangers in conjunction with their operation either for sole or partial use of the
heating Plant. Enter in columns Vf, X. end T, the quantity of water processed daily in
each ion exchanger. Enter in colurin 2 the totel quentity in gellonts of meter processed
to the heating plant through all exchangers. Enter in column AA the quantity end type of
chemical (salt, acid or alkali), used to regenerate the ion exchanger..

Remarks. The remarks space mey be used to indicate any unueuel condition* or to
report special dote. Ilse the reverse of form if additional space is nec

Figure 16. Reverse Side of Water Treatment Log
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PROCEDURES FOR SUBMITTING BOILER WATER SAMPLES

Labeling the Sample

Water samples are practically useless unless they are properly identified. Many
times samples lose their identity in transporting them from the point of collection to
the testing laboratory. If the containers are properly labeled, there is less chance
for a mix-up in the resulting analysis. Control would be lost if an operator was
instructed to treat boiler water based upon water analysis from a diesel engine.
Properly labeled water samples also aid the chemist in filling out his reports as he
tests the water. Figure 17 shows a typical label for a water sample.

PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

POST OR INSTITUTION

BUILDING NANIE AND
NUMBER

DATE

BOILER NUMBEA

Figure 17. Label for Sample Bottle

If you are testing only one sample of water from only one boiler, you may feel it
is not necessary to label the sample; but if more than one sample is to be tested, it L.
quite easy to get the water samples mixed.

Part of the procedure for proper treatment of boiler water entails periodic
submission of samples to an adequately equipped laboratory for the purpose of check
analysis.

Samples of water from government-operated boiler plants should be sent to the AF
Contract Laboratory to be analyzed as directed by AFR 91-7. It is important that you
collect a representative sample of boiler water in the prepared containers furnished by
the AF Contract Laboratory. The 24-ounce bottle is used for high pressure boilers
(above 15 pounds psi) and a 2-ounce polyethylene plastic bottle is used for low-pressure
boilers (below 15 pounds psi). See figure 18.

The purpose of the analysis is to help installations engineer operating personnel
to correct any faulty analytical techniques and provide a quality check of reagents used
for your local analysis.

SUBMISSION SCHEDULE FOR CHECK ANALYSIS. Submit samples for check analysis
according to the following schedule:

---- High-Pressure Plants

---- Each operating plant with high-pressure boilers and one or more boilers
of 100 hp or higher: at monthly intervals.
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VALVE

0LING COIL

SAMPLE BOTTLE

CNA-013

a. Slowdown sample lines
b. Rinse equipment
c. Discard rinse water

STOPPER

CNA-014

f. Overflow bottle
g. Stopper bottle
h. Tabel bottle

d. Draw sample slowly
e. Sample line to bottom

CNA-012

i. Place labeled sample into
mailing container for ship-
ment to the AF Contract Lab.

Figure 18. Sending a Sample to AF Cc.itract Lab
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- --- Each operating boiler plant with high-pressure boilers with less than 100
hp capacity: at three-month intervals. (To even out the sample load
and reduce number of containers required, schedule one-third or these
plants for each month.)

---- Low-Pressure Plants

Emch low-pressure steam boiler plant treated with caustic soda: at
monthly intervals for individual boilers with a capacity of 100 hp or
more; at three-month intervala for individual boilers with a capacity
less than 100 hp.

- --- Each low-pressure boiler plant, equipped with steel or cast-iron boilers,
treated with caustic soda combined with metaphosphate and tannin: at
monthly intervals for individual boilers with a capacity of 100 hp or
more; at three-month intervals for individual boilers with capacity less
than 100 hp.

High-Temparature Water Plants (350°F and Above)

- --- At monthly intervals.

After filling out the proper forms for High-Pressure Boiler Water Sample, or proper
forms for Low-Pressure Boiler Water Samples, place them in the shipping containers with
the bottles. Low-presure samples are shipped in a special box provided by the AF
Contract Lab. It is a very good safety precaution to tie the straps with a string to
prevent "snooping" and tape the corks in to prevent loosening in transit.

ACTION ON BOILER WATER ANALYSIS. The AF Contract Laboratory sends a carbon copy of
the boiler water analysis report direct to the base. It sends the original and one copy
of the report, with a copy of the base in-plant test, to the appropriate major command
(Attn: Civil Engineer Office). In addition to the analysis, this report may contain
recommendations for chemical treatment control. Major air command will consider these
recommendations in determining corrective action required at the base, but the base will
make no major change in treatment solely on the AF Contract Lab recommendations unless
directed by the appropriate major air command.

COMPUTE CHEMICAL DOSAGE TO TREAT BOILER WATER

The initial estimated dosages of chemicals is adjusted to maintain the chemical 0
concentrations within a desired range in accordance with boiler analysis. Changes in
operating conditions, such as the boiler load, the amount of makeup water being used,
the percentage of condensate being returned, the rate of blowdown, and seasonal changes
in the chemical content to the makeup water, cause corresponding changes in the dosages
required. The principal variable is the amount of makeup water. The rate of blowdown
can be controlled between definite limits. The seasonal changes in the chemical content
of the makeup water is usually small. For good chemical dosage control, it is desirable
to adjust the chemical feed to the amount of makeup water being used. The results are
then checked by boiler water analysis and finer adjustments made in accordance with the
chemical excess found. When the percentage of makeup being used does not change very
much, it may be more convenient to make the main dosage adjustment in accordance with
the steam load instead of the amount of makeup.

Dosages of Caustic Soda

For the initial dosage of caustic soda, a rough estimate based on the boiler
evaporation or the horsepower at which the boiler is operating is generally close
enough. To start treatment, about three-fourths (3/4) of a pound of caustic soda can be
used tor every 3000 pounds of steam produced per hour or for every 100 boiler
horsepower. In unusual cases, when the boiler is using a very low percentage of makeup
water or using a makeup water which is low in dissolved solids, a smaller initial dosage
can be tried.

Dosage of Sodium Phosphates

The dosage required to treat a given boiler water depends primarily on the total
amount of calcium hardness being carried into the boiler by the feedwater. For every
pound of calcium, about 1.8 pounds of sodium metaphosphate is required. Where the
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amount of makeup used in a given period of time is known and there is no appreciable
hardness in the condensate, the dosage for that period can be estimated, using the
following formula:

Dosage of metaphosphate = Pounds makeup x hardness (Ca) in ppm x 1.8
1,000,00.

Thus, if 150,000 pounds of makeup containing 18 ppm calcium is used, an initial
dosage is estimated to be:

150,006 x418 x 1.8 - 4.9 lb
1,000,000

Where equipment is not available for measuring the amount of makeup water used, the
dosage can be estimated from the boiler load, expressed in horsepower output, the number
of hours the load is carried, the calcium hardness in the makeup in parts per million,
and an estimate of the percentage of makeup being used as shown in the following
formula:

Horsepower output x 30 x hours x
Dosage of metaphosphate = percent makeup x hardness (Ca) x 1.8

160,000,000

This formula is based on one horsepower output being equivalent to 30 pounds of
steam produced per hour and neglects loss by blowdown. The following example
illustrates the use of this formula.

Example: If a boiler plant is operated at 1,000 hp for 8 hours a day and 400 hp
the rest of the time, using 20 percent makeup water containing 18 ppm of
calcium, an initial daily metaphosphate dosage can be estimated to be:

1,000 X 30 X 8 X 20 X 18 X 1.8 + 400 X 30 X 16 X 20 X 18 X 1.8 = 1.6 + 1.2 = 2.8 lb
100,600,060 100,000,000

0 Where a steam flowmeter is available which gives the total steam output in pounds
in a given time, this value can be used in the above formula in place of the figure for
horsepower output X 30 X hours.

If a polyphosphate other than the metaphosphate is used and the P205 content is
different, the factor 1.8 would be changed accordingly.

Dosage of Tannin

The concentration of tannin maintained in a boiler is not as definite as the other
added chemicals. There is a wide range of concentration in which satisfactory action of
the tannin is obtained. One of the most commonly used methods of estimating the initial
dosage would be approximately one-half (1/2) pound of tannin per day for every 3000
pounds of steam being produced per hour.

Dosage of Sodium Sulfite

The dosage of sulfite required depends upon the concentration of oxygen in the
feedwater and the rate of blowdown.

Lbs of Feed X Oxygen in Feed ppm X 8.8 + Lbs Feed X % Blowdown X 0.3
1,000,000 1,000,000

Example: 456,500 X 10 X 8.8 + 456,500 X 5 X 0.3
1,000,000 1,000,000

Dosage of Neutralizing Amines

When most of the CO2 in the makeup water goes out with the steam, it does with
phosphate control, the initial dosage of cyclohexylamine a morpholine can be estimated
from the amount of makeup water used and its total CO2 concentrations. Use the
Ofollowing formulaa:
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Pounds of 60-Percent Cyclohexylamine =

Pounds of Makeup X CO2 in Makeup in ppm X 3.3

1,000,000

Pounds of 98-Percent Cyclohexylamine =

Pounds of Makeup X CO2 in Makeup in ppm X 2

1,000,000

Pounds of 91-Percent Morpholine =

Pounds of Makeup X CO2 in Makeup in ppm X 2

1,000,000

ADJUSTMENT OF CHEW:CAL DOSAGE

The initial estimated dosage is adjusted to maintain the causticity in the desired
range, in accordance with boiler-water analysis. Changes in operating conditions, such
as the boiler load, the amount of makeup water being used, the percentage of condensate
being returned, the rate of blowdown, and seasonal changes, in the chemical content of
the makeup water, cause corresponding changes in the dosage required. The principal
variable is the amount of makeup water. The rate of blowdown can be controlled between
definite limits, and seasonal changes in the chemical content of the makeup water are
generally small. For good chemical dosage control, it is therefore desirable to adjust
the chemical teed to the amount of makeup being used. The results are then checked by
boiler water analysis and finer adjustments made in accordance with the causticity it
may be more convenient to make the main dosage adjustment in accordance with the boiler
load instead of the amount of makeup.

SAFE HANDLING OF CHEMICALS

Handling of Chemicals

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. It is not only your responsibility to obtain protective
equipment but also to insure that the quality of the matrial does not deteriorate to a
point where it will not provide adequate protection. All personnel should be instruct1110
as to when and how equipment should be used. It is des:rable to have a deluge shower
installed in an area where chemicals are regularly handled. However, if this is not
feasible, there are several antidotes or home remedies such as the use of vinegar and
baking soda to neutralize bases and acids that one might accidentally come in contact
with. Another common device that can be used to good advantage is the drinking foun-
tain. It provides an emergency method of washing away any chemical coming in contact
with the face or eyes. This is NOT a "Do It Yourself Guide" for treatment of chemical
burns, but a little first aid beareiFe you head for the hospital will sometimes reduce
what would be a major injury to a minor one.

MIXING CHEMICALS. There are a few general rules that apply to the mixing of the
acids and strong bases that are commonly used in boiler treatment. They are as follows:

- --- Never use hot water for mixing acids and strong bases.

- --- Always pour the chemical into the water, rather than water into the chemical.

---- Stir constantly while adding chemicals. This will prevent formation of high
concentration areas.

Storage of Chemicals

Chemicals should be identified properly, immediately upon receipt. Do not depend
upon the ability of the issue clerk or the rquestor to be able to identify these chemi-
cals at a later date. UNLABELED CHEMICALS ARE AN ACCIDENT LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO
HAPPEN. Chemicals should be stacked on pallets or dunnage and should not be stacked
higher than chest level to using personnel. Chemicals in metal containers that are to
be stored for long periods should have the exterior surfaces thoroughly cleaned prior to
storing.
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CHEMICAL FEEDING

Chemical Admission to Boilers

When referring to internal treatment, we will limit our discussion to chemicals
admitted to the system from a point at or near the suction side of the boiler feed pump
up to and Including the boiler steam header.

SHOT OR SLUG FEED SYSTEM. These systems are subdivided into pot-type feeders,
eductor systems and automatic shot feed arrangements, in which the object of the feeding
device is to rapidly introduce a unit charge of chemical treatment. Usually, these
sytems are employed to avoid feed line deposits that might result trom continuous feed.
P ibably, the oldest method used for the
introduction of chemicals is the POT-TYPE
FEEDER which consists of a presure tank and
fittings. The chemical charcr,e is prepared
by dissolving the chemicals in a bucket and
then filling the pressure tank with the
solution. It is necessary, of course, to
drain water from the tank and open the air
vent prior to pouring the chemical solution
into the tank. Within a few minutes, the
solution will ho washed out of the pressure
tank and will be injected into the boiler,
feedwater pressure or flow, boiler feedwater
pump suction methods used for transferring
chemicals from the feeder to the boiler.
The "slug" or "shot" method shown in figure
19 is the adding of a batch of chemicals at BOILER FEED

LINEone time directly to the boiler. This
system is usually satisfactory when the
number of "shots" or "slugs" per day does
not exceed three or four. If more frequent
"shots" are required, Lt Ls possible to
install a large mixing or dissolving tank to
be used in conjunction with pot-type C110-024
feeders, thus eliminating the inconvenience
of dissolving chemicals each time an
addition of treatment is necessary. Taot
feel systems may be comprised of a timer-
operated jump that functions for one ten-
minate maximum period each hour. Figure 19. Bypass Feeder for "Slug"

Feeding Chemicals

CONSTANT RATE FEEDERS. Constant rate feeders supply a chemical solution at a
constant rate of flow, but flow may be intermittent. This type of feeder will vary from
a simple driP-tYPe device to a timer-operated controlled volume pump.

PROPORTIONAL FEED SYSTEMS. This type system receives its name from the fact that
the amount oE chemical supplied to the system is in direct proportion to the rate of
supply or discharge. Therefore, it is possible to maintain an exact percentage of
chemical in the system at all times. Proportional feed systems range from the simple
pot-type feeder, using chemicals in briquette form, to the more elaborate systems such
as the General Electric "Thymotrol" system.

SUMMARY

For economy and longlife of your boiler, you must maintain an AF Form 1459, Water
Treatment Operating Log for steam and hot water boilers.

Boiler water samples for the AF Contract Lab should be carefully collected and
labeled. (This sample should represent the same water that the operator samples on that
day.) Forms should be filled out accurately and shipped the same day.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of water sample submission to AF Contract Lab?

2. Why is It necessary 1.4) label samples as they are drawn?

3. How is a water sample taken from a boiler?

4. What are water sampling coils?

5. Who is responsible for the preparation of the Monthly Water Treatment Log (AF Form

1459)?

6. Where are the Instrctlons found for filling out the log?

7. Why is it important to keep test and water treatment records?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and

Distribution Systems.

2. AFM 85-31, Industrial Water Treatment.

3. AF Form 1459, Water Treatment Operating Log for Steam and Hot Water Boilers.
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Admission to Boilers

CHEMICAL FEEDING

When referring to internal teeatment, we will limit our discussion to chemicals
admitted to the system from E. point at or near the suction side of the boiler feed pump
up to and including the boiler steam header.

SHOT OR SLUG FEED SYSTEM. These systems are subdivided into pot-type feeders,
eductor systems and automatic shot feed arrangements, in wbich the object of the feeding
device is to rapidly introduce a unit charge of chemical treatment. Usually, these
systems are employed to avoid feed line deposits that might result from continuous feed.

. Probably, the oldest method used for the
introduction of chemicals is the POT-TYPE
FEEDER which consists of a presure tank and
fittings. The chemical charge is prepared
by dissolving the chemicals in a bucket and
then filling the pressure tank with the
solution. It is necessary, of course, to
drain water from the tank and open the air
vent prior to pouring the chemical solution
ilito the tank. Within a few minutes, the
solution will be washed out of the pressure
tank and will be injected into the boiler,
feedwater pressure or flow, boiler feedvater
pump suction methods used for transferring
chemicals from the feeder to the boiler.
The "slug" or "shot" method shown in figure
19 is the adding of a batch of chemicals at
one time directly to the boiler. This
system is usually satisfactory when the
number of "shots" or "slugs" per day does
not exceed three or four. If more frequent
"shots" are required, it is possible to

"install a large mixing or dissolving tank to
be used in conjunction with pot-type
feeders, thus eliminating the inconvenience
of dissolving chemicals eae'a time an
addition of treatment is necessary. Shot
feed systems may be comprised of a timer-
operated jump that functions for one ten-
minute maximum period each hour. Figure 19. Bypass Feeder for "Slug"

Feeding Chemicals

OONSTANT RATE FEEDERS. Constant rate feeders supply a chemical solution at a
constant rate of flow, but flow may be intermittent. This type of feeder will vary from
a simple drip-type device to a timer-operated controlled volume pump.

PROPORTIONAL FEED SYSTEMS. This type system receives its name from the fact that
the amount of chemical supplied to the system is in direct proportion to the rate of
supply or discharge. Therefore, it is possible to maintain an exact percentage of
chemical in the system at all times. Proportional feed systems range from the simple
pot-type feeder, using chemicals in briquette form, to the more elaborate systems such
as the General Electric "Thymotrol" system.

SUMMARY

For economy and longlife of your boiler, you must maintain an AF Form 1459, Water
Treatment Operating Log for steam and hot water boilers.

Boiler water samples for the AF Contract Lab should be carefully collected and
labeled. (This sample should represent the same water that the operator samples on that
day.) Forms should be filled out accurately and shipped the same day.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of water sample submission to AF Col:tract Lab?

2. Why is it necessary to label samples as they are drawn?

3. How is a water sample taken from a boiler?

4. What are water sampling coils?

5. Who is responsible for the preparation of the Monthly Water Treatment Log (AF
1459)?

6. Where are the instructions found for filling out the log?

7. Why is it important to keep test and water treatment records?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-12, Volume I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants and
Distribution Systems.

2. AFM 85-31, Industrial Water Treatment.

3. AF Form 1459, Water Treatment Operating Log for Steam and Hot Water Boilers.
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EXTERNAL CORROSION

'OBJECTIVE

SG J3ADR54532 001-VIII-5

The purpose of this section of the study guide is to aid you in better understandingcorrosion that attacks heating plants and systems.

INTRODUCTION

Corrosion affects metals by tending to convert metLls back to their natural state asores. Since all of today's Air Force structures and equipment contain or are made ofmetal, uncontrolled corrosion causes a very rapid failure of these structures orequipment. Boilers and heating systems being made from metals are affected by corrosionand is the cause of frequent and costly heating system failures. Corrosion attackvaries on different metals although the basic nature of corrosion is almost always thesame. Much of the waste caused by corrosion is due to a lack of knowledge of the
subject; therefore, it is important to become familiar with the types of corrosion andtheir effects on different metals.

INFORMATION

TYPES OF CORROSION

There are several different types of corrosion due to difference in metals, metalsurfaces. and environment. This study guide will mention the types of corrosion as alist and later on discuss each type more thoroughly as to its source and effect.

Galvanic corrosion
Dissimilar metals
Dezincification
Pitting due to mill scale
Dissimilarity of surface
Dissimilar soil conditions
Different aeration of soil
Concentration cell corrosion
Oxygen cell corrosion

Stray uurrent corrosion
Bacterial corrosion
Active passive cell corrosion
Stress corrosion
Uniform corrosion
Pitting corrosion
Local corrosion
Cracking corrosion
Exfoliation corrosion

SOURCES OF CORROSION

Sources of corrosion are many and rather hard to pinpoint or classify as sources.The largest source of corrosion comes from the metal involved and its environment.
Moisture plays an all important part of corrosion of any metal and when certain
impurities found in this moisture are present corrosion is accelerated to unprecedentedamounts.

The presence of oxygen is usually essential for serious corrosion in pipelines,
boilers, steam generators, and other equipment.

The presence of moisture in the soil causes corrosion to underground structures suchas buried pipelines.

Corrosion at normal temperature often increases with the concentration of alkalies,acids, and salts.

Different metals are affected differently with these impurities found in water.Brass usually withstands corrosion well, but with a slight concentration of hydrogensulfide, it deteriorates rapidly. Aluminum is resistant to many environments, but whenthis environment contains hydroxides, corrosion of the aluminum progresses rapidly.

PRINCIPLES OF GALVANIC CORROSION

Below are some of the basic definitions required to understand galvaaic corrosion.Additional terms will be used throughout this section and will be defined at that time.

Corrosion is defined in many ways, one being the natural reaction bet, een metals andtheir environment.

5-1
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2. Galvanic corrosion is defined as corrosion associated with the current of a galvanic
cell made up of dissimilar electrodes4

3. A galvanic cell is a cell make up of two dissimilar conductors in contact with an
electrolyte.

4. Electrolyte is a chemical substance or mixture, usually liquid, containing ions
which migrate in an electric field and thus conduct electrical current.

5. An anode is the electrode ot an electrolytic cell at which clidation occurs.

6. A cathode is the electrode of an electrolytic cell at which reduction occurs.

7. Oxidation is loss of electrons by an atom or ion.

8. Reduction is the gain of electrons by an atom or ion.

Galvanic Corrosion

When two different conductive materials
(known as electrodes) are immersed in a third
conductive material (known as the electrolyte),
a voltage difference appears between the
electrodes. If a connection is made between
the electrodes, current will flow from one
electrode to the other in accordance with Ohm's
law (see figure 20).

This is the principle upon which all
batteries are made. The automobile storage
battery uses electrodes of lead and lead
peroxide in an electrolyte of sulfuric acid.
The ordinary dry cell uses electrodes of carbon
and zinc in an ammonium chloride electrolyte in
paste form.

In a ralvanic cell (figure 21), current
leaves the cell at one electrode (called the
cathode), flows through the external circuit
and enters at the other elecrode (the anode)
and returns to the cathode by flowing through
the electrolyte. As the current leaves the
anode and enters the electrolyte, some of the
anode material changes (becomes ionized) and
goes into solution in the electrolyte. This
loss of anode material is galvanic corrosion.

THE GALVANIC SERIES. The construction of a
galvanic cell or battery requires that the
electrodes be of two different materials. When
these two materials are immersed in the
electrolyte and connected externally, current
will floi from one to the other, always in the
same direction; from + (cathode) to - (anode)
in the external circuit, and from - (anode) to
+ (cathode) in the electrolyte. When two
conductive materials are placed in an
electrolyte, one will become the cathode and
the other will become the anode. The Figure 21. Current Flow in a Galvani
anode-cathode relationship is always the same
for any two materials. For example, if iron
and magnesium are used as electrodes, iron will always be the cathode and magnesium will
always be the anode. However, if iron and copper are placed in an electrolyte, iron
becomes the anode and copper becomes the cathode. This means that in the iron-magnesium
cell, the magnesium will corrode; while in an iron-copper cell, the iron will corrode.
These three metals can be listed in the order of their anode-cathode relationship as
follows:

Figure 20. Galvanic Cell

Cf.011.11

Cell
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ANODIC OR CORRODED END

Magnesium
Iron
Copper

CATHODIC OR PROTECTED END

indicating that if a magnesium-copper cell were constructed, the magnesium would cor-
rode. This list for a given electrolyte is known as a galvanic series and will tell
which of two materials will be the anode and which will be the cathode in that partic-
ular electrolyte. A galvanic series for metals in se% water is shown at Table 3. This
galvanic series can be used for most situations occurring at Air Force installations.

Table 3. Galvanic Series

ANODIC OR CORRODED END OF THE SERIES

Magnesium (Galvomag allow)
Magnesium (H-1 alloy)
Zinc
Aluminum (Alclad 3003)
Aluminum (3003-1118)
Aluminum (6061-T6)
Aluminum (5052-1138)
Cast Iron
Carbon qteel
Stainless Steel Type 430, 17% Cr (active)
Ni-resist cast iron, 20% Ni
Stainless Steel Type 304, 18% Cr, 8% Ni (active)
Stainles Steel type 410, 13% Cr (active)
Ni-resist cast iron, 30% Ni
Ni-resist cast iron, 30% Ni
Ni-resist cast iron, 30% Ni + Cu
Naval Rolled Brass
Yellow Brass
Copper
Red Brass
Composition G Bronze
Admiralty Brass
90-10 Cupro-nickel, 0.8% iron
70-30 Cupro-nickel, 0.06% iron
70-30 Cupro-nickel, 0.47% iron
Stainless Steel Type 430, 17% Cr (passive)
Nickel
Stainless Steel Type 316, 18% Cr, 12% Ni, 3% Mo (active)
Inconel
Stainless Steel Type 410, 13% Cr (passive)
Titanium (commercial)
Silver
Titanium (high purity from iodide)
Stainless Steel Type 304, 18% Cr, 8% Ni (passive)
Hastelloy C
Monel
Stainless Steel Type 316, 18% Cr, 12% Ni, 3% Mo (passive)

CATHODIC OR PROTECTED END OF THE SERIES

Table 3 shows that magnesium will corrode %nd therefore protect steel, that steel
vill corrode and protect copper; and that copper in turn will protect silver.

THE ELECTROLYTIC CELL. The electrolytic cell is stmilar to the galvanic cell,
except that the electrode materials can be either the sam-3, or so close in the galvanic
series that voltage difference (and corrosion) is extremely small. In this type of
jell, the voltage is provided by an outside souice aqd the electrode polarity is
reversed.
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In the electrolytic cell, the anode-cathode relationship is determined by the
polarity of the de current source. If the polarity of the source is reversed, the
cathode will become the anode and the anode will become the cathode. This happens in an
automobile when the generator is charging the battery. It is possible to change a
galvanic cell into an electrolytic cell by inserting a dc source into the circuit and
reversing the normal galvanic anode-cathode relationship and causing the electrode that
formerly corroded to be protected. This is the basis for the impressed current systems
of cathodic protection (see figure 22).

c
A...01)1c

ARE A PIPE

SOIL IELECIROLYTE/

c clan

Figure 22. Current Flow in an Figure 23. Current Flow in a
Electrolytic Cell Concentration Cell

THE CONCENTRATION CELL. A concentration cell is formed by electrodes of the same
material in an electrolyte of varying composition (different environment). Typical
concentration ce?Is are formed on the surfaces of buried metal (such as a pipe) where
the moist soil serves as the electrolyte. Concentration cells may be formed by many
types of changes in electrolytes. For example: variations in the amount of oxygen in
the soil, changes in moisture content, or changes in soil types may set up concentration
cells and cause corrosion of underground structures (see figure 23).

RATES OF CORROSION. Electrochemical r:orrosion takes place in accordance with
Faraday's law; that is, 26.8 ampere-hours will remove one gram-equivalent-weight of
metal. Table 4 lists cOmMon structural metals and the weight loss which would be due t
a current of one ampere flowing for one year.

Table 4. Electrochemical Equivalents of
Common Structural Metals

Weight Loss
Metal Pounds per Ampere-Year

Iron 20.1
Aluminum 6.5
Lead 74.5
Copper 22.8
Zinc 23.6
Magnesium 8.8
Nickel 21.1
Tin 42.0
Silver 77.6
Carbon 2.2
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

orrosion of Metal in the Ground

Any type of metal structure in contact with moist earth can be subject to
lectrochemical corrosion. The structures usually thought of in this respect are:

Pipelines (water, gas, fuel, steam, etc.)
Tanks (water, fuel)
Piling (sheet and H) + Pipe
Cables and electrical conduits

GALVANIC CORROSION may be set up where dissimilar metals can form a galvanic cell.
or example, a copper water service line and a steel gas service line are buried in the
J.ound are connected to a hot water heater. In this case, current leaves the gasline
anode) corroding the steel, and flows through the earth to the copper waterline
cathode) and back to the steel pipe through the hot water heater.

ELECTROLYTIC CORROSION is a result of the formation of an electrolytic cell by stray
c electric current.

CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION is probably the most common type of corrosion occurring
ul buried structures. It is caused by local, and sometimes minute, variations in soil
akeup. The effects of this type of corrosion vary from light general corrosion to
;evere local pitting and metal loss depending on soil and moisture conditions.

'orrosion of Metals in Water

Metals in contact with electrically conductive water also corrode electrochemically.

tructures subjec.t to corrosion under these conditions are:

Water Storage Tanks
Evaporative Condenser and Cooling Tower Sumps
Evaporative Cooler Pans
Hot Water Tanks
Sheet Pile Retaining Walls (along waterways)

!orrosion in water is due to a combination of galvanic and concentration-cell corrosion.

metal can be made exactly the same throughout. There are always small variations in
he makeup of a metal sheet or plate due to flaws in the material, differences in crys-
al structure. or uneven mixing of alloying materials. These minute differences in the
ietal are enough to set up tiny galvanic cells when the surface is covered with water.
[rider static conditions (when the water is not moving) changes in the concentration of
assolved solids in the water aggravates the rate of galvanic corrosion. The rate of
:orrosion is greatly influenced by the ability of thewater to conduct electricity. It
s for this reason that corrosion is much more rapid in sea water than in fresh water.

:orrosion Caused by Dissimilar Metals

In this type of corrosion, the metal
oighest on the emf series becomes the anode.
'he electrolyte may be the water carried inside
of the pipe resulting in internal corrosion.
't may also be in the form of moisture or damp
soil on the external surface of the pipe.
)ften, it is caused by placing dissimilar
ietals together as in figure 24.

DISSIMILAR METALS

Figure 24. Corrosion Caused by
oezincification Dissimilar Metals

Dezincification is a phenomenon of corrosion that is limited to the brasses--an
Llloy made up of copper and zinc (see figure 25). As the name implies, zinc is lost
!room the alloy by going into solution leaving as a residue, or by a process of redeposi-
:ion, a porous mass of copper having little mechanical strength. Dezincification may be
,asily observed since attacked areas show the color uf ,:c,per as compared to the very
listinctive yellow of brass.
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!RCN OR STEEL PIPE

ELECTROLYTE

Pitting Due to Mill Scale

BRASS FITTING

ZINC IONS GO INTO SOLUTION
LEAVING THE COPPER

Zn44

Figure 25. Dezincification

In the manufacture of pipe, mill scale
becrmes embedded in the pipe walls. The mill
scale embedded in the iron pipe constitutes two
dissimilar metals. The moist soil acts as an
electrolyte. Current leaves the iron pipe
wall, passes through the electrolytic soil to
the mill scale and returns to the pipe metal.
This causes severe pitting of the pipe metal at
the anodic areas (see figure 26).

NOTE: Mill scale magnetic oxide of iron
formed on steel whenever hammered or
rolled in a heated condition is
removed by "pirtkling" in sulfuric
acid.

Corrosion Caused by Dissimilarity of Surface
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Figure 26. Pitting Due to Mill Seal

This type of corrosion occurs when there is bright or polished surfaces on some
areas of the pipe walls in contact with a suitable electrolytic soil. These bright
surfaces become anodic to the remaining pipe surface. In a high ionized soil, the
polished surfaces corrode at an accelerated rate, weakening the pipe at that point.
These bright surfaces may be made by a pipe wrench producing scars and scratches or by
sharp edges of rocks when backfilling. The threads on both sides of a coupling may
expose bright surfaces which corr.-Nde easily. Corrosion in the threads can produce the
aided difficulty of causing perforation of the pipe wall (see figure 27).

ELECTWAATE-I.

11,0

ANonte AREAS

FRESH THREADS

CATHODIC AREA

PIPE WRENCH CUTS

Figure 27. Corrosion Caused by Dissimilarity of Surface

Corrosion Due to Dissimilar Soil Conditions

Figures 28 and 29 show galvanic action due to dissimilar or different soil
conditions. This is a general corrosion problem especially prevalent in highly alkalinE
areas. Corrosion currents leave the pipe wall into compact soils and enter the pipe
wall from light sandy soils. The intensity of the corrosive currents and the resulting
rate of corrosion at the anodic areas of the piping are directly proportional to the
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conductivity of the soil. Earth current meters are used to determine the location of
the anodic and cathodic areas and the actent corrosive currents exist. This meter
determines if piping requires protection.
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Figure 28. Corrosion Caused by
Dissimilar Solids

Corrosion Due to Differential Aeration of Soil

100St
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Figure 29. Corrosion Caused by
Differential Aeration of Soil

In figure 29, the galvanic cell which produces corrosion is caused by differential
aeration of soil in backfill. This type of corrosion is the result of an electro-
chemical reaction between the damp solid ground on wnich the pipe rests and the loose
drier backfill which surrounds the pipe. This condition results in severe pitting on
the bottom of the pipe.

Concentration Cell Corrosion

As noted previously, ions of a metal will
be given up at the metal's surface to enter
into solution. Whenever a higher metal-ion
concentration exists in one region more than in
another, an electrical potential is created
between these areas. The one having the higher
ion concentration is cathodic (see figure 30.
A typical example of metal-ion cell corrosion
may be found around riveted lap joints. Such
reaction is caused by the relatively high-ion
concentrations in fairly stagnant areas within
the lap joint. Corrosion of this type is
usually found at the outer edges of joints or
deposits since the off stated electrochmical
action will try to make the concentrations
uniform by forcing metal into solution at the
point of lower concentration.

Low metal ion concentratior,

44;114W,i,7; M
High metal ion concentration
Riveted lap -joint

Figure 30. Concentration Cell Corrosion--
Metal Ion Type

Corrosive attack in areas of breakthrough of the protective coatings, such as paint,
sealers, protective oils, and greases, is another form of metal ion concentration cell.
Also included in this would be oxide films of the metal and inhibitor films.
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Oxygen Cell corrosion

Figure 31 illustrates oxygen cell corrosion
which occurs when a solution contains varying
amounts of dissolved oxygen. A deposit,
crevice or sharp corner that prevents the
diffusion of air into these areas will result
in a difference of oxygen dissolved in the
solution. In this case, current leaves the
metal at the region of lowest oxygen
concentration, passes through the electrolyte,
and enters the metal again at the area having
the higher concentration of oxygen. It should
be noted that the metal ion cell and the oxygen
cell oppose each other and the area of
corrosion is determined by which cell is
stronger.

Stray Current Corrosion

Figure 32 illustrates stray current
corrosion. Pipelines in the vicinity of
electric transportation systems, electrified
coal mines or manufacturing plants are subject
to this type of corrosion. This type of
corrosion exists where direct current uses Rail
ground return for a complete or partial return.
If any metallic structure such as a tank or
pipeline is laid in such an area, a large
galvanic cell is created. Corrosion does not
occur at the point where the current enters the Area of Stray
structure because it is cathodically protected. Current Corrosion
However, at the section where the current
leaves the pipe, severe stray current corrosion
occurs. Over a period of a year, this type of
corrosion has been known to displace as much as Figure 32. Stray Current Type Corrosic
twenty pounds of pipe wall for every ampere.
There are various types of cathodic protection that are used to combat this stray
current corrosion.

HIGH OXYGEN crpicrItT RATION

LOW OXYGEN CONCENTRATION

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION CELL

111

Figure 31. Concentration Cell Corrosion
Oxygen Cell Type

Trolley Line

/
Posf.ti4e Negative
Area Area

Pipeline

Banterial Corrosion

Bacterial corrosion is another distinct type of corrosion resulting from electro-
lytic or galvanic cell action of biological organisms. By definition, bacterial corro-
sion is the deterioration of metals by corrosion processes which occur as either a
direct or an indirect result of the metabolic activity of certain bacteria, particularly
in water or soil environments. These biological organisms causing bacterial or biolog-
ical corrosion are bacteria, slime, and fungi. Microbiological corrosive action in the
soil is due to physical and chemical changes of the soil by the action of these organ-
isms. Some types of aerobic bacteria are responsible for the production of active
galvanic cells. These cells are produced by production of variations of oxygen content
in the soil (differential aeration) or the reduction of the hydrogen film over the
cathodic areas (depolarization). Anerobic bacteria are responsible for the reduction of
sulfate salts into sulfide compounds. As already studied, sulfides like hydrogen
sulfide vigorously attack most metals. Anaerobic bacteria are mostly found in highly
water logged, sulfate bearing, blue clay type soils. The bacteria concentration as well
as the corrosion rate varies considerably between the different seasons of the year.
Cast iron and steel piping are corroded mostly by sulfide production.

Active Passive Cell Corrosion

This type of corrosion is similar to the oxygen cell corrosion but is more powerful.
It is found on metals that normally have a passive film acting as a corrosion protector.
Stainless steel is a good example of this type of metal. The metals in question usually
form a protective oxide film that is impervious to corrosion attack. This film is auto-
matically repaired when any breakthrough of the film occurs should sufficient oxygen be
present. However, there are some conditions that may exist whereby the film cannot be
repaired and the metal surface turns active. Should oxygen be absent from the
electrolyte
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as within a crevice or under some deposit, the normally passive metal would favor an
active state for the hidden areas. The area that is protected by the oxygen concen-
"'ration acts as a cathodic area in relation to the active (anodic) area. Referring to

Table 1, the difference between a metal's active and passive state may be observed in
the galvanic series.

Stress Corrosion

Stress corrosion is considered to be an acceleration in the rate of corrosion due to
a static stress; a combination mechanical-electrochemical type of corrosion. Thls type
of corrosion is concerned with the failure of a metal part due to the combined action of
stress and corrosion and is restricted to the situations where no significant amount of
corrosion is found without the presence of stress. Stress corrosion cracks develop in a
plan perpendicular to the direction of stress action. These stresses are either exter-
nally or internally formed. External stresses are the result of a tensile load applied
to the structure while internal stresses may be caused by any number of reasons such as
improper heat treatment, rivet holes, stamping of metal and welding. It is important to
remember that any cleaning should be limited to the removal of corrosion products and
none of the metal in these stressed areas.

The above types of corrosion result in different forms of metal removal.

Uniform Corrosion

This is the most common form of corrosion and represents the greatest destruction of
metal on a tonnage basis. It is characterized by an electrochemical action which
proceeds uniformly over the entire exposed surface. The metal becomes progressively
thinner until a poiat is reached where it is no longer of any use. In this type of
reaction, those areas that are anodes initially corrode and then become cathodes due to
the layer of corrosive material. The area that was a cathode initially becomes anodic
to the layer of corrosive material. These anodic and cathodic areas change back and
forth continually, resulting in a somewhat uniform removal of the metal.

Pitting Corrosion

This is one of the most destructive forms of corrosion. The destruction of the
metal is not associated with a large weight loss as uniform corrosion but it is charac-
terized by an irregular surface destruction in a localized form of corrosion. The
attack is limited to extremely small areas of the metal surface while the remaining
surface is not affected. In fact, the term pitting is used when localized attack takes
place with the width being on the same order or less than the depth. Probably more
unexpected part failure may be traced to pitting than any other form of corrosion. One
pit in a relatively uncorroded pipeline or storage tank can cause that structure to be
out of service until repaired.

Local Corrosion

Type of corrosion caused by local action or local galvanic cells. It is that form
of corrosion that is between uniform corrosion and pitting. It may be a local area of
uniform corrosion while not corroding over the entire surface. Or it may take the form
of uneven corrosion in a certain locality.

Cracking Corrosion

This form of corrosion is normally encountered in stress corrosion. As the name
implies, it is depicted by a crack extending across the metal accompanied by a
penetration of the metal.

Exfoliation Corrosion

This form of corrosion causes the scaling off of a metal surface in flakes or
layers. It is a form of intergranular corrosion and shows itself by "lifting up" the
surface grains of a metal by the force of expanding corrosion products occurring at the
grain boundaries just below the surface.

PREVENTION OF CORROSION

There are several methods of combating corrosion and these may be listed as follows:
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1. Material selection

2. Design practices

3. Isolate metal from environment

4. Alter environment

Material Selection

In selecting materials, especially where connections or couplings of dissimilar
metals are to be made, Table 1 should be a good guide.

If it becomes necessary to connect dissimilar metals in a piping or other systems,
the anode should be large compared to the cathode. This would allow more dispersion of
the corroding current over the anodic area and also easier polarization of the cathode.
In another case, let us consider the iron or steel nipple screwed to a brass valve. If
corrosion cannot be prevented, it would be more suitable to use an extra heavy nipple in.
place ol the standard nipple. Although the corrosion would not be prevented, the system
would remain in operation longer before the nipple was corroded beyond use.

Design Practices

Utilization of a few basic design
principles may aid in the prevention of
corrosion. An example of this is illustrated
in figure 33.

This type of trap may be encountered when
nipples are screwed into a tank and extend
beyond the inside surface of the tank, thus
trapping water.

Isolation of Metal

There are many ways of isolating the metal
from the corroding environment. These may be
classified under one of the following general
categories:

1. Metallic

2. Inorganic

3. Organic

Figure 33. Improper Drain Design Whi
Allows Trapping of Moistu.

Metallic coating as an insulator covers a wide range of applications. Such metals
as chromium, nickz-A, and copper may be electroplated to some base metal as a form of
protection. Galvanized iron is an example. Another method is flame-sprayed metal
coatings. Here, met...1 wire or powder is melted in a gas flame and projected by
compressed air onto a metal surface. Cladding is still another form of metallic coating
used in corrosion control. Basically clad is applied by hot rolling. One example of
this would be a cladding of pure aluminum over an aluminum alloy surface. Oxide films
may also be placed in this category. In this case, a thin corrosive film is desired to
act as a barrier.

Inorganic coatings, other than metallic ones, include such products as glass,
enamels, and other ceramic coatings.

Organic coatings such as paints, varnishes, lacquers, and similar materials probably
protect more metal than any other method used. In the application of these various
coatings, surface preparation and proper application are very important. There are
usually industry or government standa:ds available on the correct procedures involved.
These specification should be followed to the letter when possible for they represent a
great amount of research and experience. The effectiveness of the coating depends not
only on its moistureproof quality but also on its ability to adhere and its own immunity
to the corroding environment.
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SELECTION OF COATINGS

Underwater Exposure, Interiors of Storage Tanks and Water Pipes

111 1. Hot-applied, coal-tar coatings are used extensively because these materials have
low moisture absorption and are virtually unaffected by long periods of immersion inwater. Coal-tar pitch is good up to a temperature range of 125° to 140°F and is used
principally for coating irregularly-shaped objects by dipping where these objects are
difficult to paint by conventional brushing and spraying methods. Coal-tar enamel is
considered an excellent coating for the interior surfaces of all steel pipe and for the
exterior surfaces for buried pipe. However, the materials marketed are not expected to
withstand temperatures under -20°F without danger of cracking and disbonding.

2. Cold applied plastic tapes such as spirally wound vinyl and polythylene tapesare under investigation.

3. Cold-applied, coal-tar coatings containing solvents can be applied, without
heating, by ordinary brush and spray methods. These paints adhere tenaciously to
properly cleaned metal surfaces and are able to withstand cold without damage. The
primary use would be where the coating job is too small to warrant the expense of
setting up equipment for applying hot coal-tar coatings.

4. Vinyl and phenolic paints have been specified for the interior of steel pipe
which will be empty in winter and subjected to temperatures below -20°F, the lower limit
for coal tar enamels. Three coats of phenolic red lead paint are specified.

5. Cement mortar, pneumatically applied, is used on the exterior surfaces of large
diameter steel pipe used in tr-submerged crossing. It may be applied as
supplemental protection ove cxterior surfaces of coal-tar enamel, especially where
the pipe is to be buried in y terrain and suitable backfill is not readily
availaole. Cement mortar is also used as a protective interior lining for steel and
eastriron pipe, both new and old.

6. Asphalt coatings, hot-dip, is sometimes used for small-diameter (under 24
*inches) steel pipe but is not geaerally considered to be as effective as coal-tar
coating for protection of steel pipe against corrosion.

Air and Water Exposure

Vinyl-resin paints are characterized by their inertness to water and many chemical
solutions. These paints are stable under exposure to sunlight and are not adversely
affected by extremes in atmospheric temperatures. This paint is recommended for metal
work where there may be a spillage of acids or alkalies.

Atmospherie Exposure

1. Priming paints such as red lead primer have been used many years with very
satisfactory results for metal work exposed to weather. Zinc chromate (zinc yellow) has
also been found to be an excellent pigment for metal primers. Both have rust inhibitive
properties which are important in preventing rust development beneath the paint film and
in preventing rust creep at areas where the film has been scratched or gouged through tobare metal.

2. Aluminum finish paint is exc.::ptionally well suited for use in top coats of paint
on metal work exposed for weatnering. A combination of Pipe or structure coating and
cathodic protection is in wide use us this lowers the amount of cathodic protection
required and the cathodic protection in turn protects any "holiday" in the coating
material. Other isolating material may be plastic or rubber lining inside a metal
storage tank.

ALTERING ENVIRONMENT

Very often, the electrolyte can be altered and thus reduce its corrosiveness. Suchfactors as dissoved oxygen, temperature, pH, chemical composition of the solution, etc.,
may be altered to provide a more suitable existence for the metal to be protected. The

ire of inhibitors such as sodium phosphate or potassiwn chromate alter the environment
r provide a protective r.. tr )rotect the metE,l.
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CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Corrosion always occurs at the anode of a cell. When this anode is a pipeline,
tank, or other engineering structure, its useful life is shortened and the maximum value
of the original investment cannot be realized. It is possible to apply the principles
of electrochemistry and change the structure into the cathode of a cell (hence, the name
cathodic protection) and reduce or prevent this electrochemical corrosion. There are
two general types of cathodic protection systems:

Impressed Current Systems

Impressed current systems utilize an external source of dc current to set up an
electrolytic cell with the protected structure as the cathode of this cell. The
designer of the system may choose the anode he wishes. Commonly, anodes for impressed
current systems are made of graphite or high-silicon cast iron (known as Duriron)
because these materials have very low rates of weight loss per ampere-year of use.
Scrap iron rails, old engine blocks, and the like have been used, but the rate of weight
loss for iron is quite high and this type anode corrodes away rather quickly. Any
source of dc current may be used to set up the electrolytic cell action in an impressed
current system. Early practice used batteries, dc generators and tungar rectifiers.
These systems have largely been superseded by modern selenium and silicon rectifiers.

When the impressed current method is used, a direct current from an external source
is forced from the ground bed through the electrolyte to the metal to be protected. The
ground bed consists of anodes either submerged in the electrolyte or buried in the
ground. The material used as anodes in an impressed current system would not corrode
alone. They corrode only when the current from the external current source is connected
to the structure that is to be protected, and the posit've side is connected to the
anodes in the ground bed (see figures 34 and 35).
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Figure 34. Using Impressed Current
Protect a Water Storage Tank

Sacrificial Anode Systems
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Figure 35.
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Using Impressed Current to
Protect a Pipeline

Sacrificial anode systems set up a galvanic cell with the protected system as the
cathode and a less noble material (nearer the corroded end of the galvanic series in
Table 3) as the anode. Because the anodes corrode and waste away to protect the desired
structure, these systems are known as sacrificial anode systems. Sacrificial anodes are
usually of zinc or magnesium. The choice of material depends on the cost, method of
construction and character oC the electrolyte (soil or water) involved. Aluminum,
although less noble than iron or steel is not far enough away in the galvanic series to
be fully effective in setting up a galvanic cell for protective purposes. Aluminum is
used
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however, as a sacrificial anode in impressed current systems to protect the interior
surfaces of water standpipes and storage tanks.

To accomplish cathodic protection by the galvanic method, a metal that will corrode
'Ls placed into the electrolyte and electrically connected to the structure that is to be
protected. A metal that is more active and less expensive than the metal that Ls to be
protected is connected to the metal for which protection is desired. Magnesium or zinc
is generally used to protect iron or steel structures. Electric current will then flow
from the corroding metal through the electrolyte to the metal for which protection is
desired. The electrical connection between the two objects completes the circuit and
allows the current to return to the corroding metal. The corroding metal becomes the
anode of a purposely established dissimilar metal cell and the metal to be protected
becomes the cathode. The corroding detal becomes the anode and the protected metal
becomes the cathode of a corrosion cell. If the current from the corroding metal
(anode) is strong enough to prevent all current from leaving what was determined to be
the anodes of the metal, the anodic area will disappear and corrosion will stop (see
figure 36).

Impressed current systems use a rectifier
to protect the pipe or tank by forcing currents
to leave an anode bed and enter the metal and
protect it. The positive side of the rectifier
is connected to the anode bed and the negative
side is connected to the structure. All wires,
splices, and junctions on the positive side
must be protected by waterproof insulation.
The best insulation for splices on the wire is
thermal-setting epoxy plastic. The anode bed
uses graphite, stainless steel, high silica
cast iron or in some cases aluminum anodes.

SUMMARY

A knowledge of the action of galvanic
"corrosion should aid you in combating this type
of destruction. The electrochemical action for
galvanic corrosion requires four things: (1)
anode, (2) cathode, (3) electrolyte, and (4)
path of low electrical resistance. It should
be remembered that where the conventional or
positive current leaves the metal and enters
the electrolyte, the metal will corrode. Where
the current leaves the electrolyte and enters
the metal, the metal will not corrode.

Anode

Conductor

Pipeline

Current
Flow

CONDUCTOR

Although the principle of galvanic
corrosion is basic, this type of corrosion ANODE

exists under many different situations. The
connection of two dissimilar metals, even two
different types of stainless steel, is one of
the primary causes of galvanic corrosion.
Another example is where old pipe is connected
to new pipe. One large concern had to replace
a section of pipeline because it had corroded
through. This section was replaced with new pipe, and corroded through in a relatively
short period of time. Their comment at the time was naturally, "They are not making
pipe nowadays as good as they used to make it." However, we know now that the new pipe
had become anodic to the old pipe and that this particular section of pipe was also
located in a very corrosive soil.

Figure 36. Magnesium Anodes Used to
Protect Metallic Structures

Several methods can be tmed to eliminate or reduce this galvanic corrosion. Proper
selection of materials and design practices are primarily the job of the design
personnel. However, modifications and repairs on the structure should take these items
into consideration. Probably the most important protection is obtained by protective
coatings such as tar or paints used in maintaining the structures. These should be

hproperly applied to be effective. Other methods such as linings or changing the
"chemical characteristics of the electrolyte are poss/o,_e-
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Lattnodic protection is applied to both bare metal surfaces and to painted orherwise coated surfaces. Since the amount of current required for protection is.oportional to the area exposed to the electrolyte, much less current is required tooteot a coated surface. The coating on a structure will pay for itself most of the
me.

Corrosion is often concentrated at breaks in the coating, making it necessary topair the coating. The two methods of applying coating are the hot coating method ale
e cold coating method. The hot coating method has proven to be much moretisfactory.

FERENCES

AFM 85-5, Maintenance and Operation of Cathodic Protective Systems
AFM 85-12, Vol I, Operation and Maintenance of Central Heating Plants andDistribution Systems
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3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SOURCES OF WATER

OBJECTIVE

WB J3A13R54532 001-VIII-1

Given information, explain basic facts about sources of water and their
characteri.stics with 80% accuracy.

PROCEDURE

1. Get out pen or pencil, workbook and study guide.

2. When directed to do so by the insttuctor, complete the questions.

a. List the four sources of water.

--------

b. Where would ,:ollecte4 water be used?

c. Why is seawater not normally used?

d. Two types of impurities found in water are

e. List three types of suspended impurities.

(1)

(2)

(3)

- --------

1-1
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f. List two impurities in water which cause hardness.

(1)

(2)

g. List three impurities in water which cause an alkaline condition.

(1)

(2)

(3)

h. Which dissolved gas in water causes corrosion in condensate lines?

i. Which dissolved gas in water causes pitting to boiler surfaces?

J. The main effect of excessive impurities in water is

k. Two types of carryover are

1. Heavy concentrations of sodium hydroxide can cause

and

m. If the make-ap rate increases, the amount of impurities entering the boiler i

4. Using the pH scale listed below, complete questions.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1

DA

a. Of A, B, C and D, which is slightly alkaline?

b. Of A, B, C and D, which is the strongest acid?

1-2
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c. State the purpose of the pH scale.

_

d. What is boiler scale?



3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

EXTERNAL TREATMENT

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-2

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for installation, operation,
and servicing of external water treatment equipment with 80% accuracy.

Given information and equipment, service and operate demineralizing equipment with
instructor assistance.

Using the soap solution and EDTA water testing equipment, test a given water sample
for hardness with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURES

1. Get out pen or pencil, study guide and workbook.

2. This workbook is divided into three exercises: Exercise 1 -- Removing Dissolved
Impurities; Exercise 2 -- Zeolite Softener Operation; and Exercise 3 -- Water
Hardness Tests.

3. Complete questions in Exercise 1 for directed study assignment.

4. Proceed to training area and run softener through a complete cycle, as directed in
Exercise 2.

5. Upon completion of Exercise 2, proceed to lab area and complete Exercise 3.

909
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EXERCISE 1

Removing Dissolved Imparitles

1. What is external boiler water treatment?

2. What are two methods of softening water, using the ion exchange principle?

a.

b.

3. Ion exchange is the process of exchanging ion of

and/or for ions of

or

4. The effluent of a sodium zeolite ion exchanger would be

and slightly

5. Would the pH of the water leaving a hydrogen zeolite ion exchanger be higher or
lower than the influent?

6. List the four elements used by chemists to produce synthetic zeolites.

a.

b.

C

d.

7. Briefly explain what occurs in the chemical precipitation water softening process.

8. List two methods of chemical precipitation water softening.

a.

b.

2-2
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9. At what temperature does the hot lime soda process of water softening operate?

10. List two methods of removing undesirable gases from water.

a.

b.

11. Deaeration is employed for What purpose?

12. Bringing water to the boiling point will remove What percentage of free oxygen?

13. Pitting in boilers is caused by

14. Direct acid treatment of boiler feedwater is necessary to reduce or correct

15. Corrosive gases such as and
are classified as dissolved rmpuritces.

911
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EXERCISE 2

Zeolite Softener operatIon

Manually Operated Zeolite Softener

Using the following list of parts, choose the one that corresponds to the numbers I
Figure 1 and write the name in the appropriate space.

Soft Water Inlet Fine Clay

Drain Course Gravel

Plug Valve Brine Distributing Laterals

Bypass Valve Mixing Valve

Feedwater Valve Raw Water Inlet Valve

Sand Salt

Brine Inlet Valve Brine Injector Valve

1

2

3

4

5

6

912
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RAW WATER
INLET

RAW WATER TO
BRINE TANK

WASH WATER
TO WASTE

RINSE TO WASTE
MUNE MEASURING

INDICATOR

WASH WATER
ORIFICE AND

GAGE

FINE
GRAVEL

SAND

GRAVEL

W,fe

DRAIN EDUCTOR
SOFTENED WATER

OUTLET

SCREW
JACK

SAMPLING
SPIGOT

Figure 1. Zeolite Softener
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Operating Water Softener

Using the following instructions, operate the zeolite water softener trainer.

Instructions. Following the instructions below for operating the water softenertrainer. Ea6E-Item of guidance is important for proper operation and the steps listed
should be followed In the order presented.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS--

1. This trainer is designed to teach the flow and physical operation of ion-exchangers
during different phases of operation. It is recommended that chemicals NOT be usedunder classroom conditions. If regeneration is desired, use NaC1 only.

2. Never allow water pressure in unit to exceed 20 psi.

3. When changing cycles, the hard water inlet valve should be opened last and closed
first to prevent excess pressure in system.

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS--

NOTE: Check schematic (Figure 2) for location of valves and lines.

1. Close all valves.

2. Check pressure regulator for a system pressure of 15 to 20 psi and adjust if
required.

3. If the water level in the ion-exchange tank is more than one inch below the top of 4the tank, fill and purge air as follows:

a. Open both backwash valves.

b. Open hard water inlet valve just enough to allow water to fill tank, but not
enough to cause expansion of bed.

-:. When water reaches the distributor in the top of the tank, close the hard water
supply and backwash valves.

4. If water level in the brine tank is lower than 3/4 full, fill to desired level as
follows:

a. Open the service valve, drain line, brine outlet valve, and hard water inlet
valve.

b. When the 3/4 full level is reached, close ALL valves, starting with the hard
water inlet.

If the trainer has been shut down for an extended period of time, place it in fast
5. rinse for a short period of time before placing the trainer in the service.

NOTE: See fast rinse procedures under OPERATING SEQUENCE in this workbook.

914
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Pressure
Gauge
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111101.1M
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Exchanger

0111

Figure 2. Schematic of Water Softener Trainer
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OPERATING SEQUENCE--

1. Place the unit in service as follows:

a. Open service valve, soft water valve, and hard water inlet valve.

b. If soft water tank is over 3/4 full, open soft water drain valve enough to
prevent overflow from top of tank.

2. Backwash the bed as follows:

a. Close all valves, starting with the hard water inlet valve.

b. Open both backwash valves.

c. Open the hard water inlet val.re slowly until the bed expands approximately
50 percent.

CAUTION: A too high backwash rate will cause zeolite to wash off to drain.
Backwash for one minute.

d. Stop backwash by closing all valves, starting with the hard water inlet valve.

3. Place unit in the Chemical Injection Phase as follows:

a. Open brine injection valve, drain line valve, and hard water inlet valve.

b. Open brine outlet valve. When sufficient chemicals have been drawn into the
bed, one to two inches of water, go to step 4.

4. Slow rinse the bed as follows:

a. Stop chemical injection, step 3b above, by closing the brine outlet valve.
This places the unit in slow rinse.

b. Stop slow rinse by closing brine injection valve. Leave other valves as they
are.

5. Fast rinse the bed as follows:

a. Following step 4b above, open service valve. This places the unit in fast
rinse.

b. To place the unit in service at the end of fast rinse, open soft water valv..!
and close drain line.

POSTOPERATIONAL CHECKS--

1. Check valves and tanks for leaks and cracks.

2. Close all valves except the backwash valve to drain.

916
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Operating Water Softener (Continued)

I. Brine Test. The brine test is used to determine the brilic solution concentration
to insure proper regeneration of the sodium zeolite softener.

a. Fill a cylinder with the brine solution to be tested (brine to be obtained or
0-awn from the brtne tank).

b. Place the hydrometer in the brine solution and allow to stabilize.

c. The degree of Baume gravity of the solution is obtained from the stem reading
at the point Where the surface of the brine touches the stem.

d. The brine should test 24.6° Baume gravity. This represents 100 percent
saturation.

NOTE: Baume gravity reading times 4 equals approximate percent of percent
saturation.

2. Name the three cycles of regenerating the zeolite water softener.

a.

b.

C.

3. What material is used for support of zeolite bed?



EXERCISE 3

Water Hardness Tests

A standard soap solution is one of the items needed in order to perform tests for 4
hard water and soft water. Standard soap solutions are placed on the market by
manufacturers and chemists; however, each one doesn't have the same lather factor and
this must be kncwn before a test can be truly represented. The lather factor on most
standard soap solutions will be clearly marked on the label. When the lather factor is
not known, the following information can be used as a guide in determining the lather
factor of a standard soap solution.

1. Get out the following materials to perform the standard soap .-:olution hardness
test:

1 1/2-pint distilled water 1 0.5-ml dropper
1 8-oz bottle with stopper 1 bottle standard soap solution
1 20-ml dropper bottle 1 graduated ml beaker

2. Use following procedures to determine soap later factor:

a. Pour 30 ml of the distilled water into an 8-ounce bottle.

b. Using a .5 ml dropper, put one drop of standal-d soap solution into the bottle
containing the distilled water. Stopper the bottle and shake vigorously, then
lay the bottle on its side and observe the lather formed.

c. If the lather formed persists and completely covers the surface of the water
for five minutes, one drop will be your lather factor for this particular
solution. If not, continue adding drops until you find out how many drops are
the lather factor. Once this information is known, record the amount of drops
as the lather factor.

3. Using a sample of raw water, determine water hardness.

a. Pour 30 ml of the sample into an 8-ounce bottle.

b. Using a .5 ml dropper, add drops of standard soap solution to the sample, a
drop at a time. After each drop, shake vigorously. Repeat this step until a
lather can be formed that will last five minutes while the bottle is lying on
its side.

c. After a lather has formed that will last five minutes without breaking up, take
the total drops used and deduct the amount of drops required by the lather
factor. The remaining drops left will equal GPG (grains per gallon) hardness
of the sample. To change GPG to ppm (parts per million), multiply GPC by
17.1.

EXAMPLE: The amount of soap solution used: 11 drops, lather factor 1 drop.
Deduct 1 from 11 leaving 10 drops, 10 drops equal to 10 GPG. To change
GPG to ppm, multiply 10 by 17.1 which equals 171 - ppm hardnes.

d. Rinse and clean all test equipment used.

e. Student test results:

91 4_10
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Measuring Total Hardness by Volumetric Titration with a Versenate EDTA (Disodium
3thylene Diamine Tetra Acetic Acid) Solution.

1. Get out the following materials to perform the EDTA water hardness test:

1 Graduated ml beaker
1 20-ml dropper bottle with hardness buffer solution
1 0.5-ml dropper

Casserole
1 Hardness intheator powder

Glass stirring rod
1 Self-leveling burette and bottle with versenate hardness reagent

!. Using the following procedures, determiae water hardness.

a. Measure 50 ml of water sample in the graduated cylinder and then pour into a
casserole.

b. Add .5 ml of total hardness buffer solution and mix using the rubber-tipped end
of the stirring rod.

Add one measure of hardness indicator powder; if powder is not available, use
hardness indicator tablet and pulverize using the glass stirring rod.

d. Fill the burette to the zero mark with versenate hardness reagent, which is
done by squeezing the plastic bottle attached to the automatic burettes.

e. Slowly add the hardness reagent while mixing constantly. The end point is a
blue color. Specilically, it is the blue color that is present when the last
trace of reddish color hcts just faded.

f. Read the number of ml on the burette and determine the ppm of total as CA Co3
by using the formula 20 X ml of titrating solution and record the answer.

g. Rinse and clean all test equipment used.

h. Student test results: ppm hardness

2-11
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1770 Technical Training Group
;Civil Engineering Training)
illoppird Air Force Rase, Texas

INTERNAI. TREATMENT

)13JECTIVES

WB J3/%131154532 001-VIII-3

Given information, identify principles related to internal boiler water treatment
with 80% accuracy.

Given information, select, care for and use precision measuring instruments with
instructor assistance.

Following step-by-step procedures, draw water sample and determine chemical
oncentrations in a steam boiler with instructor assistance.

Giver information, explain basic facts pertaining to condensate return treatment
with 80% accuracy.

Given step-by-stop procedures, test and treat condensate return water with
instructor assistance.

PROCEDURES

1. This workbook is divided into three exercises: Exercise 1--Purpose and
Chemical Concentration; Exercise 2 --Boiler Water Sampling; and
Exercise 3--Boiler Water Analysis.

2. Complete exercises when directed to do so by the instructor.

920
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EXERCISE I

Purpose and Chemical Concentration

Correctly fill in the blanks in the chart by placing the appropriate chemical,
purpose, concentration or X-factor.

CHEMICAL PURPOSE

Amines
Treatment

Phosphate

Alkalinity -- pH control
(Also precipitates magnesium)

CONCENTRATION

Determines amount and
frequency of blowdown

3 M

20-40 ppm

921
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EXERCISE 2

Boiler Water Sampling

All samples must be drawn immediately before

and before are added.

Blow down the sampling point several times and adjust the sampling line to reach to
the bottom of the bottle; run a sufficient amount of boiler water into the bottle
to rinse the bottle and the stopper. Disctrd this rinse water and fill the bottle
with boiler water. Run the sample long enough to overflow the top to expel all air
from the bottle and for the removal of sample previously exposed to the air in the
bottle.



EXERCISE 3

Boiler Water Analysis

1. Sodium Sulfite Test

The sodium sulfite test is performed to measure sodium sulfite content in the
boiler water When this type of treatment is used. Sodium sulfite acts with oxyg
very rapidly in the hot boiler water forming sodium sulphate. Sodium sulfite
treatment is used to supplement mechanical methods and tannin as removal agents.
When the remaining dissolved oxygcn content remains high and sodium sulfite
treatment is instituted, a concentration between 20 and 40 ppn is usually consid
ered satisfactory,

MATERIALS--

One graduated cylinder

One stopper for graduated cylinder, No. 5

One dropper, 7-inch, marked 1010

One stirring rod

One dropping bottle, 30 ml ----- with dropper marked at 1/2 ml for starch
indicator.

One dropping bottle, 30 ml with dropper marked at 1/2 al for
hydrochloric acid 3N.

One pint amber bottle of standard potassium-iodate-iodide reagent.

NOTE: STARCH indicator must be mixed fresh locally. Put on rubber apron befi
performing any tests.

PREPARING THE STARCH----

This indicator must be prepared right at the plant. Measure out a level 1/4
teaspoonful of potato or arrowroot starch and transfer to the 50 ml beaker.
Add a few ml of distilled water and stir the starch into a thin paste using
the glass end of the stirring rod provided. Put 50 ml of distilled water into
the 150 ml beaker. It is convenient for this step to have the 150 ml beak
marked at the point where it holds 50 ml, or one of the marked test tubes can
be used by filling it to the fourth marked above the long mark with distilled
water. Bring the water in the 150 ml beaker to a boil by any convenient
method. Remove the source of heat from the boiling water and immediately pour
the starch paste into the boiling water while stirring the solution. Then put
a crystal of thymol into the starch solution. Stir. After the solution has
cooled, discard, by p-luring off, any scum on the surface and transfer 20 ml to
the indicator dropping bottle provided. The starch solution loses its sensi-
tivity as an indicator after a time. Addition of the thymol to the starch
preserves it so that it can be used in this test for about two weeks. The
starch should be dated When prepared.

TESTING PROCEDURE__

Transfer one ml of hydrochloric acid 3N to a clean graduated cylinder by measurit
out two 1/2-ml portions with the dropper supplied with the hydrochloric acid 3N
dropper bottle.

Add 1/2 ml of starch solution with the dropper supplied with the starch indicatol
dropper bottle.

923
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WiLhout disLurbing any sludge that has settled out, In the sampling bottle, pour
enough s;tmple over into the graduated cylinder to bring the level up to the 25 ml
mark. SLir the mixture Ln with the plunger end of the stirring rod.

Fill the 7-inch dropper with standard potassium iodate iodide reagent from the
stock bottle by sucking it up with the rubber bulb. The dropper must be reserved
for this test only and maintained in a clean condition to prevent possible contam-
lnati-a.

Add the reagent to the mixture in the graduated cylinder one drop at a time,
counting the number of drops and stirring after each drop is added until a perma-
nent blue is obtained Which is not removed by stirring. Stop the addition of the
reagent as soon as the pannanent blue is obtained.

Last drop of standard potassium iodide reagent used (EXCEPT THE LAST ONE) times 5
would be the concentration of sodium sulfite in the boiler water.

rUDENT RESULTS OF TEST--

Causticity Test

ppm sodium sulfite.

The causticity test is used to determine the amount of free causticity of hydroxide
(HO) in the boiler water. A causticity concentration maintained between 20 and 200
ppm by using caustic soda will neutralize acid materials in the water. In addition
to the neutralizing action, the free hydroxide combines with magnesium salts to
form magnesium hydroxide, a soft finely divided sludge Which can be easily removed
from the boiler by blowdown. Alkaline water will usually prevent corrosion. Our
discussion will be limited to the precipitation method of testing.

MATERIALS--

Three graduated cylinders marked in ml.

Two rubber stopers, solid No. 5.

One 9-inch stirring rod.

Two 250-ml plastic reagent dispensing bottles containing causticity reagent
No. 1 and causticity reagent No. 2 solution.

One 1-ounce indicator dropping bottle for phenolphthalein.

One test tube rack.

ESTING PROCEDURE-- ---

When testing boiler water Which is appreciably colored by organic material such as
tannin, it is desirable to start with a warm sample, say about 160°.

Without disturbing any settled sludge in the container, fill two graduated
cylinders exactly to the 25 ml. mark with some of the original boiler water.

Shake thoroughly causticity reagent No. 1 (Barium Chloride solution).

Add enough to each of the two graduated cylinders to bring the levels exactly up to
the 30 ml. mark.

At this point a precipitate generally forms in the mixture in two tubes.

Stir the mixture in the cylinders with the stirring rod.

3-5
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NOTE: Do not strike the end of the stirring rod against the bottom of the
cylinders.

Stopper them and let them stand until any precipitate formed has settled to the
bottom of the tubes.

This precipitate carries down with ii: much of the tannin or other colored materials
in the mixture.

NOTE: The settling may take from two to fifteen minutes. A warm sample will
usually shorten the required settling time.

Without disturbing any precipitate which has settled to the bottom of the two
cylinders pour enough of the solution from the top of each of the cylinders into
the third cylinder to bring the level in the third cylinder up to the 30 ml. mark.

If the solution in the cylinder is not pink, add two drops of phenolphthalein
indicator; if the solution does not turn pink when the phenolphthalein indicator is
added, there is no causticity in the sample. The test is finished.

If the solution in the cylinder is pink, it shows the presence of causticity in the
boiler water. Continue the testing procedure.

With the 8-inch dropper, add just enough causticity reagent No. 2 (1/30
hydrochloric acid) to the solution drop by drop. Stir the solution with the
stirring rod to neutralize the causticity in the solution; the pink color will
disappear. Stop the addition of the reagent as soon as the pink color just fades
out.

The amount of reagent used is shown by the number of ml. above the 30 ml. mark.

The number of milliliters of causticity reagent No. 2 used multiplied by 23 gives
the causticity in parts per million of hydroxide (HO) in the boiler water sample.

Thus, if 3 ml of causticity reagent No. 2 were used, there are 3 x 23 or 69 ppm of
hydroxide in the boiler water sample.

STUDENT RESULTS OF TEST

Number of milliliters causticity reagent No. 2

Multiplied by 23 = ppm causticity.

Steam boiler pH using litmus paper or pH meter and directions
from your instructor.

Phosphate Test

The phosphate test is used to determine the amount of soluble phosphate in the
boiler water. Maintaining a phosphate level between 30 ppm and 60 ppm by addition
of sodium metaphosphate will result In the sodium metaphosphate combining with some
of the free hydroxide (formed by the addition of caustic soda) forming trisodium
phosphate. The trisodium phosphate combines with calcium salts, in the water, to
form tricalcium phosphate, a soft, nonadhering, finely divided sludge which can be
easily removed from the boiler by blowdown. There are several methods of deter-
mining the phosphate level; however, for our studies we will limit the discussion
to the color-metric method.
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MATERIALS--

One phosphate color comparator block.

One phosphate comparatol ombination mixing tube marked 5, 15, 17.5 ml and stopper.

One filter funnel, 65 m diameter.

One package filter paper, 11 cm,

One bottle, 20 ml.

One dropper, 1/2 ml.

One measuring spoon, 1/4 teaspoon size.

One plain test tube 22 x 175 mm about 50-ml capacity and rubber stopper.

One plastic bottle of "Comparator Molybdate reagent".

Two ounces Concentrated Stannous Chloride reagent.

Decolorizing carbon.

Distilled water.

TESTING PROCEDURE

Without distrubing the settled sludge in the sample, transfer sufficient amount of
the sample to fill the plain test tube about halfway.

Add 1/4 teaspoon of decolorizing carbon, place stopper in the tube and shake
vigorously for about a minute.

Fold a filter paper and place in the funnel. Place the funnel in the comparator
combination mixing tube.

Filter enough sample to bring it up to the first mark of 5 ml. Discard this
filtrate. Filter another sample.

Add comparator melybdate reagent to bring the level just up to the second mark (15
ml

Add fresh dilute stannous chloride up to the third mark (17.5 m1). This solution
should be prepare.: the day it is to be used. Put .5 ml concentrated stannous
chloride in 20-ml bottle. Fill ')ottle to shoulder with distilled water.

Stopper the mixing tube. Invert it several times. If there is any phosphate in
the sample, the solution in the mixing tube turns blue.

Place the tube in the opening provided in the comparator block. If the sample
color comes between the two standard ranges of 30 to 60 ppm, the boiler water is
satisfactory.

STUDENT RESULTS OF TEST-----

ppm phosphate.
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4. Tannin Test

The tannin test is made to determine the approximate concentration of tannin in the
boiler water. Tannin acts as an oxygen absorber and du2 to its colloidal action it
can make the sludge form as very finely divided particles, thus being more fluid,
so that it is carried by the circulating boiler water and is removed more readily
by blowdown. The limit for tannin content of boiler water is a medium-brown color
as shown by the middle standard of the tannin color comparator.

MATERIALS-- -

One improved tannin color comparator.

One square tube, 13 mm viewing depth.

One plain test tube, 22 mm X 175 mm.

One package filter paper, 11

TESTING PROCEDURE---

Without disturbing any settled sludge in the sample, fill the plain
test tube to within an inch or two of the top with boiler water
being tested. The boiler water should preferably be cooled
slightly.

Fold a filter paper and place it in the funnel without wetting it
down. Place funnel in a square test tube in the comparator and
filter the sample from the plain test tube until it is nearly
filled.

Remove the square test tube and note the appearance of the filtered
boiler water; it should be free of suspended solids or sludge;
refilter it, using the same funnel and filter paper until it does
come out free of solids.

Set the square test tube containing the filtered sample back in the
middle slot of the comparator and compare the color of the sample
with the five color standards viewing against a source of very
bright daylight.

The color standard which most closely matches the color of the
filtered sample gives the tannin color of the boiler water.

For ordinary boiler water conditions, the tannin dosage is usually
satisfactory if it maintains a medium tannin color in the boiler
water; that is, the filtered boiler water matches the No. 3 tannin
color standard.

NOTE: The result of the TANNIN TEST is used in the dissolved
solids test.

NOTE: Where the boiler water causticity is high or where
severe boiler corrosion difficulties are encountered,
the tanning dosage is sometimes adjusted to maintain a
dark or No. 4 color.

STUDENT RESULTS OF TEST--

tannin.
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Dissolved Solids Test

The dissolved solids test is used to determine the concentration of soluble salts
in boiler water and as a control to determine the amount and frequency of blowdown.
The specified limits for boiler water dissolved-solid content are between 1000 and
4000 ppm. Testing for dissolved solids will be limited to the electrical
conductivity method in this course.

MATERIALS

One model RD-P4 Solu-Bridge conductivity method or equal.

One model CEL-52 polystyrene dip-type conductivity cell,
constant 2.0.

One thermometer, armored, 0-200° F.

One pint conductivity-neutralizing solution.

Two 200 mm X 38 mm test tubes with stoppers.

One 1-ounce indicator dropping bottle with 1/2 ml dropper.

TESTING PROCEDURE

Without disturbing settled sludge in sample container, pour 60 ml of
it into the test tube.

Add two droppersful (filled to the mark) of conductivity - neutral-
izing solution. Stopper and invert several times to mix.

Connect the terminals of the dip cell to the appropriate terminals
of the conductivity meter.

Fill a clean 200 mm X 38 mm test tube about halfway with distilled
water and clean the cell by moving it up and down several times in
the distilled water. Remove the cell and shake it to remove excess
distilled water.

Immerse the cell in the sample being tested to a point where the
level of the solution is at least 1/2-inch above the vent holes.
Move the cell up and down several times, making sure that the vent
holds remain below the liquid level. This action will releaso any
air bubbles adhering to the inner cell wall.

Plug the instrument cord into a 105- to 120-volt, 50-60 cycle ac
outlet and turn on the control switch.

After the thermometer reading has stabilized, set the instrument
temperature adjustment knob to correspond with the thermometer
reading. Remove thermometer and set the cell as near center in the
test tube as possible.

After the instrument has warmed up, rotate the control dial of the
instrument until the dark segment of the electron tube reaches its
widest pattern and a sharp shadow is obtained.

To calculate the results in parts per million (ppm), multiply the
reading obtained from the control dial scale by one of the followi.-.g
conversion factors:

Tannin Number Factor Factor
Instrument 64°F 18°C Instrument 77°F - 25°C

0 .8 .7
1 .9 .8

2 or 3 1.0 .9
4 or 5 1.1 1.0



EXAMPLE: If the sample has a tannin number of 1, using 64°F - 18°C
instrument and a specific conductance reading of 3100, the
concentration of the sample is 3100 X .9 or 2800 ppm.

STUDENT RESULTS OF TEST

ppm dissolved solids.

6. Condensate pH Test

Condensate return is tested for pH to determine if condensate alkalinity has
decreased to the point where return line corrosion will occur. This type of corro-sion is common in installations having extensive return systems. When steam isformed, the bicarbonates in the feedwater go to carbonates in the hot water andform hydroxides. Carbon dioxide is formed in both actions and leaves with theboiler steam. When the carbon dioxide condenses with the steam, it forms carbonicacid giving a pH sometimes as low as about 5. By the use of a group of the
compounds called "amines", the pH of the condensate can be maintained just on thealkaline side, say 7.0 to 7.5, and corrosion in the return lines can be reduced.

MATERIALS

One 4-ounce brown bottle of condensate pH indicator.

One ounce indicator bottle with dropper marked at .5 ml.

One 10-ml beaker marked at 50 ml.

One stirring rod, glass 9-inch.

TAKING THE SAMPLE OF CONDENSAT

Take the sample near a point in the return piping where the conden-
sation takes place, such as right after a trap, or preferably at a
point where return line corrosion is known to be occurring. For the
sample to be representative of water flowing in the return lines, it
should not be taken from a collecting tank. Cooling the condensateis not necessary. However, collect it slowly to reduce flashing.

TESTING PROCEDURE---

Measure out 50 ml of sample; place in 100 ml beaker.

Fill the dropper'to the .5 ml mark with a pH indicator; transfer to
the sample in the beaker and stir with glass rod.

If the solution in the beaker is colored green, the condensate is
acid and the dosagv- of chemical being used to raise the pH of the
condensate should ,c increased.

If the solution is colored a light pink, the pH is neutral or
slightly alkaline and the chemical dosage is satisfactory.

If the solution is colored red or purple, the pH is higher than
necessary and the chemical treatment for the condensate should be
reduced.

STUDENT RESULTS OF TEST

pH condensate.

3-10
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Reommended
Residual Chemical

20-40 ppm Sodium Sulfite

20-200 ppm Sodium Hydroxide

!In-60 ppm Phosphate

3m Tannin

1000-4000 ppm Dissolved Solids

7.0 --- 7,5 pH Amines

Boiler pH

Student's
Results

(HTHW, STEAM)



EXERCISE 4

Condensate Return Treatmont

Complete questions in spaces provided.

What dissolved impurity causes condensate return line corrosion?

Carbon dioxide and condensate water mixing together forms what?

3. Condensate return line corrosion results in?

4. What is used to control condensate return line corrosion?

5. What types of amines are used by the Air Force?

G. What is the range for condensat return water?

7. The use of neutralizing amines will result in the pH of condensate water increasing
or decreasing?

8. Whl,t is used to determine if condensate treatment is needed?

9. Where is tne corrosion test nipple installed?

10. Where is the condensate corrosion test nipple sent to?



3770 Technical Training Group
(Civil Enginooring Training)
Shoppard Air Force Baso, Texas

LOGS AND CHEMICAL FEEDING

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-4

Following stop-by-step procedures, maintain water treatment log with 80% accuracy.

Given information and equipment, prepare boiler water sample for shipment with
instructor assistance.

Given information and chemical formulas, compute chemical requirements with
instructor assistance.

Given information, determine step-by-step procedures for installation and servicing
of chemical feeding equipment with 80% accuracy.

Using step-by-step procedures, service chemical storage area with instructor
assistance.

Using stop-by-step procedures, perform chemical feeding with instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Water Treatment Logs

Complete the following statements.

1. The title of AF Form 1459 is

2. Instructions for completing AF Form 1459 are found

3. Complete each of the following control procedures for AF Form 1459.

a. Frequency:

b. Preparation:

c. Distribution:

_

d. Duo Date:

4-1 932
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INSTRUCTIONS

AF Form 1459 is to 1,e nsed tot recurdinv water tre..Ament datA lut all steam nnd ht.t water
boilers that need chemical treatment. It will be prepared in duplicate by the e.litineer in
charge at the central heating plant. The loc will be posted daily and forwcrded at ihn .

end of the month to the base civil engineer for review sind approval After approval the
basu civil engineer will forward the I.,..cond or carbon copy to the .rujor coromnd civil en.
gineer not later than the 20th of the following month. No logs will be forwarded to Head
quarters USAF.

Column A hru C For steam boilers only. Enter in the appropriate column the parts per
million (p p m) of pho.phate found by the colorimetric tiethod.

Column D. Enter the number of milliliters (m1.) of causticity Reagent No 2 requireA
to Arstroy the pink color.

Column E thrn G. .Required for steam boilers. Multiply tht value entelei in Coltymi
D by 23 to obtain the result in parts.per million OH and enter in appropriate tolumi

Colunsi H. For steam boilers only. Enter the number for the proper etilt.r designation
for the filtered sample of boiler water as determined with the color standards Colors
are (1) very light. (2) light, (3) medium, (4) dark, (5) very dark.

Column I. Enter the reading obtained from the conductivity meter.
Mines Form BWS-21).

Columni. Enter the dissolved solids in ppm as calculated by multiplying the con-
ductivity reading (coluan I) by the proper conversion factors.)

Column K. Enter the ppm sulfite content as determined by test for sodium sulfite
(see Bureau of Mines Form BWS.7). High temperature water heating systems require 20-40
ppm sodium sulfite. This chemical is not to be used in steam boilers except on approval
by major command.

Column L. For high temperature water systems, i.e., 300°F water and higher. Enter
the pH of the sample tested. Required range is 9.3 to 9.9.

Column 14 thru R. Enter the total numbr of pounds of each chemical added to the
boiler or hot water generator during the day. the the blank columns for chemicals added
other than those listed in column M thru P. such as filming and neutralising amines.

Column S. Enter the pH of the condensate return water. If a OH meter is not avail-
able. use the Bureno of Mines test kit for condensate pH and enter color reading.

Column T. Determine the total number of gallons of blowdown water and enter the
amount in this column. Lb not bluedown high temperature water systems.

Column U, Enter the total gallons of makeup water.

Column V. Enter the hardness in ppm of the makeup water.

Column W thru M. These ,olumns are used for central heating plants that have ion
exchangers in conjunction with their operation either for sole, or partial use of the
heating plant. Enter in columns W, X. and Y. the quantity of water processed daily in
each ion exchanger. Enter in column Z the total quantity in gallons of water processed
to the heating plant through all exchangers. Enter in column AA the quantity and type of
chemical (salt, acid or alkali), used io regenerate the ion exchangers.

Remarks. The remark. space smy be used to indicate any unusual conditions or to
report sgecial data. Use the reverse of form if additional apace ia necessary.

(See Bureau of

Figure 4. Reverse of AF Form 1459
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EXERCISE 3

Sample Submission Requirement

PART I

Given information and equipment, prepare boiler water sample
instructor assistance.

PROCEDURES

for shipment, with

1. Slowdown sample lines

2. Rinse equipment

3. Discard rinsewater

4. Draw sample slowly

5. Place sample line to bottom of bottle

6. Overflow bottle

7. Stopper bottle

8. Label bottle

9. Place labeled sample into mailing container for shipment to the AF Contract Lab.

PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

POST OR INSTITUTION

BUILDING NAME AND
NUMBER

DATE

BOILER NUMBER

935



EXERCISE 3

Sample Submission Requirements

PART II

Use SG J3ABR45432 001-VIII-4 to complete the following statements:

1. Complete the following schedule for submitting samples to the AF contract
laboratory. List the frequency on line for each type.

a. High Pressure 100 hp or higher.

b. High Pressure Under 100 hp.

c. Low Pressure 100 hp or higher.

d. Low Pressure - Under 100 hp.

e. High-Temperature Water Plants - 350°F and above.

2. Samples of water from government-operatud boiler plants must be sent to the AF
Contract Lab to be analyzed as directed by:

3. How are sample containers acquired?

4. The
samples.

5. The

bottle is used for low-pressure boiler water

bottle is used for high-pressure boiler water
samples.

6. The reasons for submitting boiler water samples to the AF Contract Laboratory are:

a.

b.

Major changes in water treatment will be made only when directed by:



EXERCISE 4

Procedures for Computing Chemical Dosages

Use the following formulas and given information to determine the proper dosage JDeach chemical.

1. SODIUM SULFITE

Formula: pounds of feedwater X ppm 02 in feedwater x 8.8 +

1,000,000

pounds of feedwater X % of blowdown x .3
1,000,000

Boiler used 720,000 pounds of feedwater with .5 ppm 02. There was 3% blowdown.

Answer pounds

2. CAUSTIC SODA

Formula: 3/4 pounds per 3000 pounds of steam/hr

3/4 pounds for every 100 boiler horsepower

Boiler produces 30,000 pounds of steam/hr.

Answer pounds

3. PHOSPHATE

Formula: Pound
1,000,000

OR

pounds make-up X hardness in ppm X 1.8

Boiler uses 35,000 pounds of make-up with 8 ppm hardness

Answer pounds

4. TANNIN

Formula: 1/2 pound per day for every 3,000 pounds steam/hr

Boiler produces 30,000 pounds of steam/hr.

Answer pounds

5. AMINES

Formula:
pounds make-up per day X CO2 in make-up in PPM X 3.3

Boiler uses 3,500 gallons make-up per day
CO2 in OLske-up is 20 ppm
NOTE! You must convert gallons to pounds

Answer pounds of 60% Cyclohexylamine

4-6
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EXERCISE 5

Chemical Handling and Feeding

1. When mixing chemicals for internal boiler water treatment, what protective items
must you have on?

a. for eye protection.

b. for clothing protection.

c. for protection of hands.

2. There are a few general rules that apply to the mixing of the acids and strong
bases that are commonly used in boiler water treatment; they are as follows:

a.

b.

c.

3. How high can chemicals be stacked?

4. Chemicals should be stacked on

place.

5. Name three types of chemical feed systems.

a.

h.

c .

in a



EXERCISE 6

Chemical Feeding

PROCEDURES

1. Put on protective equipment.

2. Fill a bucket halfway with cold water.

3. One student will stir water while team member adds predetermined amount of
chemicals.

NOTE: Make sure all chemicals are dissolved in water.

*4 Isolate chemical feed tank, open drain valve and vent valve.

5. Close drain valve and open fill valve.

6. Add mixed chemicals slowly to tank.

NOTE: Fill tank completely with water.

7. Close fill valve and vent valve.

*8. Open feedwater line valves to tank.

9. Line up feedwater system to boiler and turn on pump.

NOTE: Use bypass and instructor will determine when chemicals are in boiler.
10. Secure pump and feedwater line valves, drain tank.

939



3770 Technieal Training Group
(Civil Engineering Training)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texa:=,-

EXTERNAL CORROSION

OBJECTIVES

WB J3ABR54532 001-VIII-5

Given information, identify basic facts about external corrosion with 70% accuracy.

Given information, make visual inspection and identify external corrosion with
instructor assistance.

PROCEDURE

EXERCISE 1

Complete the following.

1. List the types of corrosion:

a. J.

b. k.

c. 1.

d.

e.

f.

h.

2. What is corrosion?

m.

n.

o.

13

q.

r.

940
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3. What items are necesasry for a galvanic cell?

NOTE: Use Figure 5.

4. Draw arrows showing the current flow.

Figure 5

5. What is the de-zincification process?

6. (CHOOSE ONE) Mill scale formation of a pipe will tend to be the (anode/cathode)
of a pipe.

7. What is meant by "dissimilar metals"?



EXERCISE 2

Complete the following.

1. List the methods of combating corrosion.

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. What are some of the materials used in coating metals?

3. What are the two types of cathodic protection systems used?

a.

b.



EXERCISE 3

Inspection For Corrosion

PROCEDURE

1. Proceed to the lab area.

2. Inspect for external corrosion on feedwater system or as directed by the
instructor.

3. List any corrosion found.

TYPe:

.t.

Location:


